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THE EARTH AND

ITS INHABITANTS,

SOUTH AND EAST AFRICA.
CHAPTER

I.

ANGOLA.
VTER

since the Portuguese navigators penetrated

beyond the equator

into the southern waters, or at least since the year 1485,

Diego Cam

set

up the stone at the

mouth

when

of the

Congo indicating
the formal possession of the land south of that estuary, the portion
cf the African seaboard extending southwards from the Congo has
Since the year 1574, when
a smull Lusitunian colony was established in the island of Loanda, the relations
.rt ween Lisbon and
Angola have never been interrupted. This h'rst section of

been regarded as belonging to the crown of Portugal.

1

the coast was originally occupied by seven hundred nun commanded by Paul Diaz,
grandson of the pioneer who discovered the Cape of Good Hope but European
;

households were not properly constituted
guese women arrived in the settlement.

till

the year 1595,

when the

first

Portu-

GENERAL SURVEY.
discovered regions several generations have often passed after
appearance of the whites before they have succeeded in acquiring any
But in this part of the African seaboard the
elective supremacy over the natives.

In

the

many newly

first

Portuguese have never ceased for over three hundred years in exercising sovereign
rights, or at least in maintaining alliances with the surrounding populations.

Even

when the Dutch captured the strongholds on the coast, some
Portuguese officials and others rumiimd in the country, upholding llu> traditional
sovereignty of the ancient Muata Potu, "King of Portugal/' or rather of the
"
3/ii<'iie Mpotu,
King of the sea." Ncr were they long neglected by the mother
in

1641,

country, a squadron despatched from Brazil Laving soon reconquered the colony.
98

AF

SOUTH

2

The
points

AXI> KAST AF1JICA.

centre? of Portuguese colonis iti.m \vore naturally the seaports, from which
European influences gradually fspread inland.
Notwithstanding many

viu'sMtudes of success and defeat, the ascendancy of the Portuguese, pioneers of a
higher culture-, penetrated at last beyond the coast ranges and plateaux far to tlio
e

of the great depression traversed

by the Congo. This diffusion of Portuguese
was
due
to
the
fact
that
the intertribal communications were much
authority
largely
more easily effected on the southern slopes and upland plains than along the wild
ist

and rugged gorges through which the great river forced
to the

way from

its

full to fall

Doubtless Stanley's great expedition has suddenly
shifted the equilibrium of the continent, and the region of the fluvial basin has
now become the chief centre of geographical progress and of the great events that
Atlantic seaboard.

ure rapidly bringing about the social and political transformation of the land.
But this very circumstance has aroused Portugal from her lethargy, and stimulated

her to redoubled efforts in opening up the vast domain which she has inherited,
and her exclusive dominion over which is henceforth guaranteed by international
treaties.

The

recent expeditions of Capello and Ivens, and of Serpa Pinto, attest the
importance which the Portuguese now attach to the systematic exploration of their

The American

great colony in south-west Africa.

Bihe

missionaries stationed in the

much to the geographical study of
area
of
the
whole
Angola.
superficial
territory as far inland as the left bank
of the Kwango, and exclusive of the small
province lying to the north of the
district

have

also of late years contributed

The

Congo, has been approximately estimated at 280,000 square miles. The populahave been roughly surveyed amounts to about four hun-

tion of the districts that

dred and forty thousand but including the independent nations and the communities connected with
Portugal by the more or less solid relations of vassalage, the
;

whole population of the region lying between the Atlantic and the Kwango can
scarcely be estimated at less than two millions. According to Chavanne's calculations, the density of the population in the northern district between Ambriz and
the

Congo exceeds twelve persons

give as
sense.

to the square mile, a proportion

which would

as five millions for the

many
Portuguese possessions, taken in their widest
To the whole region has been extended the name of Angola (Ngola), a

term originally restricted to the province
lying east of Loanda, between the rivers
Cuanza and Bengo. Some of the kinglets in the interior still bear this name of
Xgola.

The province of Angola has

often been compared to Brazil, the vast region
on the opposite side of the Atlantic. But the " African Brazil,"
which had not yet been detached from the mother
country whence it received

which faces

its first

it

settlers, is far inferior

to its

potent rival in extent, natural resources,

economic importance, and general
importance amongst the
organised, lands of the globe.
Nevertheless a real analogy

civilised,

or at least

presented by the
geographical structure of Angola and Brazil. In both regions a great river is
developed to the north of the plains and elevated plateaux in both the relief of
the land is formed
a series of terraces
one above the
is

;

by

rising step

by step

other.

LNOOLAN UPLANDS.
and separated
line.

Their

1>\

intervening ranges, which ure disposed parallel with the coast-

[H.-ition

under oomtpoilding parallels of latitude

analogous climates and similar

cdiint lies

Fig.

1.

gives to

ve^etaMe products, and

at the

both

same

ROUTES or THE CHIEF EXPIXUIEBS IN ANGOLA.
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time enables the inhabitants of each to migrate freely from one to the other
without suffering much inconvenience from the change of climate. If Brazil has
been enabled to develop a mixed white, Negro, and Indian population of over

SOUTH AND EAST AFRICA.

4

nothing to prevent the territory of Angola from also
sentiment of national
becoming the home of a numerous people with a strong
cohesion, instead of being occupied as at present by a few colonial groups almost
twelve millions, there

lost

is

amid the surrounding

hostile

populations.

Nor should

it

be forgotten in

an end of the slave trade,
forecasting its future prospects, that there
by which the Brazilian plantations were peopled for nearly three hundred years
at last

is

at

the cost of Angola.

PHYSICAL FEATURES.
In the northern part of the territory limited on the north by the Congo,
eastwards by the Kwango, and towards the south by the Cuanza, the section
the plateau exceeding 3,000 feet occupies not more than one half of the

of

eastern zone.

It consists of gneiss

and mica

schists,

whose surface

is

disposed

which the running waters have scored with deep gorges. The
western slope, facing the Atlantic coast, presents on the whole a more gentle incline
than the opposite side, where the escarpments fall rapidly towards the Kwango
in long ridges,

The Cuanza, with

copious affluent, the Lu-Calla, interrupts the parallel
series of ridges, whioh run uniformly north and south, and which are continued
Thus the elevated mountain
in the same direction beyond these watercourses.
basin.

its

ridges are continuous only in the

south-eastern section

of the plateau,

where

Mangongo border range separates the upper course of the Kwango
affluents from those of the Cuanza, and gradually merges by gentle undulations
the

Talla

in the waterparting

between the Kassai and the Zambese.

South of the Cuanza, a series of three parallel steps follows from the sea
towards the elevated range which forms the backbone of the land, and which

mean

hundred and twenty miles from the Atlantic.
Lofty crests rise above the ridges of this intermediate plateau, which is cut up
by the streams into several secondary ridges. Here Mount Lovili, under the
runs at a

distance of

a

twelfth degree of latitude, attains an elevation of 7,800 feet
Mount Elongo,
towards the south-west, rises to a height of 7,600 feet, and several other peaks
;

on the neighbouring ranges

fall

little

short of

these altitudes.

In the Jamba,

or Andrade-Corvo chain, forming the eastern scarp of the plateau, some of the
summits exceed 6,600 feet.
Most of the higher ranges are here disposed in
ridges dominated at intervals by peaks and rounded crests; some however of
these anibas, as they are called,
like

appear to be completely isolated, standing out

Thus Mount Hambi (7,240 feet)
pyramids in the middle of a plain.
an enormous crag rent down the centre, and presenting the appear-

consists of

ance of a huge block of metal fissured during the process of cooling.
At the
eastern foot of the Jamba Mountains stretches the Bulum-Bulu steppe, which
is

overgrown with

tall

grasses heaving under the

wind

like the ocean waves.

Taken collectively, these ranges, massive uplands and elevated plains, which
are traversed by the trade route between Benguella and Bihe, constitute the
Towards the south the plateau decreases considerably
culminating part of Angola.
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in height, the highest points here fulling below 0,000 feet.
Farther west the
summits, rising on a plateau inferior to the eastern terrace, also fail to reach the

and the neighbouring peaks, although several present ;iu
thanks
to their isolated position, and the steep slope of their
imposing appearance,
flanks.
Such are the crags which lie some GO miles to the east of Benguella, and

jillitudc of .Mount

Lovili

which, from their peculiar outlines, have received the name of Binga-Yam-Bambi,
or " Gazelle Horns."
According to Magyar, they exceed 3,000 feet in height,
while the neighbouring Olombingo peak
5,000

is

said to attain an elevation of over

feet.

The more
falls

westerly summits, standing on the last terrace of the plateau as it
seawards, vary in altitude from b'OO or 700 to 2,000 feet. Developing at

their base precipitous

little

cliffs,

But most

mountains.

they present in

many

places the aspect of veritable

of the hills skirting the coast are

more than 300 or 400

feet

above the terraces.

mere

They

table rocks, rising

are usually flanked by

may be surmounted by following the long
of
erosion, which have been excavated at intervals in the thickness
winding valleys
steep slopes of talus formation, but

of the plateau.

In the southern region of the Angola territory, the uplands of the interior
have everywhere been denuded and eroded to great depths, by the affluents of the

Cunene and the torrents of the
Neve, that

"
is,

has maintained

Snowy Range,"
its

coastlands.

Nevertheless the Chella, or Sierra da

a superb mountain mass to the east of Mossamedes,

integrity in isolated grandeur,

some of

its crests

falling little

It owes its alternative Portuguese name to the white streaks
sometimes visible in the more elevated crevasses, after the heavy rains brought by
the cold southern winds.
These highlands, whence flow an abundance of running
to
the
most favourable prospects for the future colonisation
waters, appear
present

short of 6,300 feet.

of Angola.

The

climate approaches, nearer than that of any other of the
Portuguese possessions in Africa, to the conditions prevailing in the south of
Europe, while the mean altitude of the upland valleys is about the same as that of

Angola generally, being approximately estimated at 4,000 feet.
The Angola highlands are composed of gneiss and other crystalline rocks underlying schistose formations of great age. These rocks, forming the outer framework of the land, make their first appearance at a mean distance of from l"2 or 15
from the coast. Here the sedimentary rocks, and in many places those of
the interior, belong to the Secondary and Tertiary periods, consisting of sandstones,

niiles

conglomerates, limestones, clays and sands generally disposed in perfectly regular
stratifications.
The cretaceous deposits, which run parallel with the coast, cover-

ing the outer slopes of the hills in the Benguella district, abound in fV ssils identiwith those which occur in the corresponding formations in Portugal.

cal

For long

stretches the characteristic geological strata are concealed by laterites,

white, yellow, or red, of relatively modern origin, which have been formed by the
decomposed surface of the underlying layers. The river basins of the interior

have moreover been strewn with alluvial deposits due
waters.

to the action of

running
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The limestone
found narrow and

where arc
places pierced by deep caverns,
hitherto unfathomed wells, which have given rise to numerous
cliffs

are in

many

native legends. Thermal springs occur at various points of the territory but no
volcanic rocks have been found, except in the northern districts, and even here the
;

to a few outbursts of basaltic lavas.
eruptive forces appear to have been limited
without
but
a
Ladislas Magyar speaks of
volcano,
stating whether he visited it
himself, and there is every reason to believe that he was deceived by false reports,

by the romantic but untrustworthy

possibly even

the traveller
or " Demon

descriptions of

This active volcano, known
Mulondo-Zambi,
Mountain," was reported to lie in the Libollo country some 30 miles to the south
From the highest crater, overlooking all the surrounding crests,
of the Cuanza.
flames and smoke emitting a strong sulphurous odour were said to be ejected at
as the

J. B. Douville.*

The

intervals of three or four hours.

natives never venture to approach this

burning mountain, which they suppose to be inhabited by the

But

ancestors.

all

spirits of their

these reported eruptions will probably sooner or later be
like those of the pretended Otumbi

explained by some meteorological phenomena,
volcano in the Gaboon territory.

RIVER BASINS.
Limited eastwards by the course of the Kwango, the Angola region is traversed
numerous
streams, which either flow through deep gorges across one or more
by
of the outer terraces of the plateau, or else, like the Cuanza and the Cunene, force

In
their way seawards through the whole breadth of the intervening uplands.
the northern section of the territory, where the annual rainfall is relatively
heavier than in the south, every valley has its perennial stream, although these
rivers are prevented by the disposition of the rugged surface from uniting in one
large fluvial system.

A

considerable

number

of the streams

however

flow, not

directly seawards, but either to the east in the direction of the Kwango, or northwards through the Kwilu, Lu-fu and Mposo to the Congo. Those which, like the

Lelunda, Mbrish, and Loje, reach the Atlantic directly, are disposed in parallel
But their mouths are nearly all closed
valleys in the direction from east to west.
to shipping by impassable burs, so that they are accessible only to small flat-

bottomed

craft.

The Mbrish, which escapes from the Zombo highlands
Salvador, develops a series of cascades, the

first

to the east of San-

of which has a fall of 150 feet, and

the whole chain of rapids a total incline of 430 feet.

7

The Dande and Bengo,

however, being navigable above their bars, present certain advantages as highways
of commerce in the interior, and their
shady banks are lined with plantations.

But the

and one of the most copious of the secondary
Africa, is the Cuanza, whose valley forms the Atlantic

chief river in Angola,

watercourses in the whole of

section of the transverse depression

which

south-eastwards to the Indian Ocean.
* "

Voyage au Congo

et

continued through the Zambese basin
The chief headstreams of the Cuanza have
is

dans 1'intcrieur de 1'Afrique equinoxiale."

LNGOLAH

i:i\

KBS.

beyond the region directly subject

their sources

their flood waters with

thoso

nl'

the

is

little

Portuguese

than -V^iil

less

Lake Mussombo, some

the windings of the lluvial valley,

From

\\.-t

it

sweeps round

in its last

to the

The

te. t.

mil's

7'.'<>

the

this ]>oint

semicircle, flowing at first towards the north-east

which

rule,

intermingling

the Xainlese and of the Ku-Baiigo on a plateau

which has u mean altitude of not
the mainstream

to

7

from the co

Cuan/a

and then

farthest sou:

to

dt scribes

;i

-t,

liy

a vast

the north, alter

north-west and west, finally trending to the southMore than half of its course lies to the east of

meander seawards.

and plateaux which form the backbone of Angola. By the
upper valley it seems inclined to become a tributary of the Congo,
but on reaching the Ba-Songa territory, where it has already become a copious
the upland terraces

direction of

si

ream,

it

its

curves round to the west, and forces

its

way over a long

series of wild

and rapids, through the intervening mountain barriers seawards.
gorges,
The Canihambe cataract, last of the series, 70 feet high, is also known as the
falls

"

Livingstone falls," although never visited by the illustrious explorer. It is
formed by a ledge of schistose rock confined on both sides by nearly vertical walls.

whole gorge

completely filled with the seething waters,
but during the dry season the current is broken by projecting crags into several
foaming channels of unequal size. The emerged rocks, damp with the spray of

During the

floods the

is

the tumbling waters, are overgrown with the Anyohea fluitanx, a plant with largo
semi-transparent stem and covered with small white flowers.

Immediately below the cataracts the Cuanza is accessible to steamers, no
obstacle interfering with the navigation all the way to the sea, although in this
section of the river, about 120 miles long, there is a total fall of over 300 feet.

The rocky gorge
white, or bluish

by the climbing

is

continued for 10 miles beyond the rapids, between high red,
which an endless variety of shades and forms is added

cliffs, to

plants, tufted brushwood,

Below the gorge the main stream
affluent from the north, and farther on,

is

and drapery of velvet mosses.
joined by the Mucoso, a considerable
on the right bank, by the still more-

also

Like the Cuan/a
copious Lu-C'alla (Lua-Kalla), largest of all its tributaries.
it -elf, the Lu-Calla rises to the east of the
and
like it forces
Angola highlands,
its

way through them

course from

fall

feet in height.

in a series of

to fall.

gorges where

The Lianzundo, one

The Lu-Calla

it

plunges in its headlong
is no less than 100

of these falls,

also describes a vast semicircle, but exactly in the

contrary direction ro that of the Cuanza, for it takes its rise in the northern part
of the Portuguese possessions, not fur from the streams which flow on the opposite

watershed down to the Congo.
its junction with the Lu-Calla, the Cuanza

swollen by no further
contributions from any direction, but on the contrary discharges its waters to
the right and left, into numerous lagoons or lateral reservoirs, which are succeswet and dry
sively flooded and almost completely emptied with the alternating

After

seasons.

In the lower reaches the

hills continually

is

recede more and more from

the fluvial bed, although a few bluffs still rise here and there along the banks of
the river.
One of these on the left side is the famous Pedro dos Feitieeiros,
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or " Fetish Rock," over which

the Quis*amas formerly hurled

the

unhappy

wretches accused of witchcraft.

The mouth

of the Cuanza is obstructed by a dangerous bar, which is usually
the
crossed by
local pilots on a raft, or rather a single plank of herminiera wood
about 8 feet long and scarcely 3 feet wide. Kneeling on this spar, they steer
their course with the aid of a single paddle,

and thus reach the steamers which

are at times riding at anchor over a mile from the coast.

South of the Cuanza as far as the Cunene, none of the streams rising on the
outer slopes of the mountains or in the western valleys can acquire any great
development, nor are any of them utilised for navigation.
They also flow

through a region enjoying a

abundant

than Northern Angola, so
that many of them are completely exhausted during the dry season.
They thus
resemble the wadys of North and the nmarambas or intermittent streams of
South Africa.

The
Cuanza;

less

rainfall

chief permanent rivers are the Luga, running parallel with the lower
the Cuvo (Keve), which discharges into Old Benguella Bay; the

Bailombo, ihe Catumbella, and the Coporolo. Of all these little coast streams
the Catumbella is the best known, owing to the vicinity of the city of Benguella.
About 7 miles from the sea it develops the romantic cataract of Upa, where
the whole stream

is

pent up within a rocky gorge scarcely 9 yards wide.

Ths Cunene, which

in Angola yields in length and volume to the Cuanza alone,
has recently acquired an exceptional political importance as the line of demarcation between the Portuguese possessions and the territ ry annexed to the German

colonial empire.

and flows

Like the Cuanza,

it

rises to the east of the central highlands,

at first ;ilong the inner continental slope jointly

and the eastern

affluents of the

Zambese

;

with the Ku-Bango,

but after escaping from this basin

it

describes a great bend to the west, piercing the intervening rocky barriers on its
It develops altogether a total length
south-westerly course to the Atlantic.

of no less than 720 miles, the area of

drainage being estimated at about
110,000 square miles. Rising in the Jamba Mountains, over four degrees to
the north of the latitude of its estuary, it skirts the southern and south-western
its

base of the central uplands, collecting on both banks a large

during
winding upper and middle course.
At Quiteve, a riverain village some 240 miles from its
Ivens found that even in June, that is, in the
dry season,

number

of affluents

its

sources, Capello
it

and

had a breadth of

It flows between wooded
nearly 500 feet, with a meun depth of over 8 feet.
banks with great velocity, but unobstructed by cataracts.
During the rainy
season this beautiful stream assumes the proportions of a
mighty watercourse,

fully justifying its native

At
ing

name

this period it overflows its

plains for

extent

is

Cunene
small

several miles.

transformed

of Cunene, that

banks

to

At one

"

Ku-Nene, or Great River."
the right and left, flooding the surroundis,

point a depression

to a vast reservoir

many

square miles in

which receives the overflow of the upper

After the subsidence of the waters, this depression is strewn with
and stagnant meres the muddy bottom-lunds are overgrown with

lakes

;

ANGOLAN
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while the brushwood on the higher grounds is
covered to a height of 3 or 4 feet with the tufts of herbaceous vegetation borne
along by the flood waters.
tall

reeds (nnnnlo

j>/irti(/>ni(<'n),

In this extensive pluin, alternately a lake and a morass, the Cunene is joined
"
by the Caculovar (Kakulo-Bale, or Old Bale "), a considerable stream which
collects all the waters dcs'-rmling from the Snowy Range (Chella) and from the

According to the unanimous testimony of travellers and residents,
this region of the middle Cunene, notwithstanding its
marshy character, is by no
moans insalubrious, a circumstance perhaps due to the antiseptic action of the mosses

Huilla cirques.

covering the surface of the waters, and probably also to the elevation of the land.
The height of the plain about the confluence of the Cunene with the Caculovr

was estimated by Cupello and Ivens

about 3,500
explorer, found that the village at the confluence
at

feet,

while Dufour, another

itself

stood at an

altitude

This elevated lacustrine district has other emissaries

besides the

Cunene.

of 3,800 feet.

At

three watercourses,

least

branch

off

from the

left

designated

bank

by

the

generic

name

of

umaramba,

of the river through broad openings, in the en-

cliffs.
They take a southerly or south-easterly course, meandering
ihe
through
territory of the Ova-Mpos as far as the great saline marsh of Etosha,
which is distant 150 miles and situated at a level 330 feet lower than the main

circling

The Cunene thus

stream.

presents the extremely rare example of an incompleted delta, for in virtue of these lateral channels it belongs to the .system of
watercourses which, like the Ku-Bango, are lost in the
depressions of the desert.

Down
was

still

middle of the present century the true course of the Cunene
unknown, and on Lopez de Lima's map, which embodies the state of
to the

geographical knowledge at that period, it is represented as flowing eastwards in
the direction of the Indian Ocean.
But it is now known to reach the Atlantic
after forcing its

way through the intercepting western highlands. Report even
speaks of a great cataract, followed lower down by a large number of smaller

cascades.

It seems in fact impossible that great falls or rapids do not exist in

this section of the fluvial bed, for there is

an incline

of considerably

more than

180 miles between the estuary and the point where
3,000
the mountains are traversed by the river.
Systematic exploration has hitherto
feet in the space of

been made only in the lower part of the valley. So early as the yeir 1824 the
English vessel, the Espieglc, had landed near the mouth of the Cunene, which
was then named the Nourse River yet the very next year Owen failed to discover
;

the opening, doubtless because the bar had meantime been closed, and the river

exhausted for a long way above

The entrance wns not rediscovered
was ascended for some 25 miles from the coa>t.

its

mouth.

when the river
Even now the Cunene reaches the sea only during the rainy season, from December to April. At other times the abundant waters rolled down with the iiiuntill

(1 it

the year 1854,

ions of the

upper basin are nearly completely evaporated in the vast lacustrine

reservoirs of the middle course, nothing remaining for the lower reaches except
a

puny stream which soon runs out

in the sands.
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CLIMATE or ANGOLA.
of over 720 miles between the
Stretching north and south a total distance
sixth and seventeenth parallels of northern latitude, and presenting a series of
terraces rising to a height of over 6,000 feet, the

Angola territory naturally
But although the meteorological conditions and
the corresponding phenomena are modified with the latitude and relief of the

offers a great diversity of climate.
all

Fig. 2.--TUE

CUNEXE AND ElOSHA
Scale

1

:

L.AOOON.

6,OUO 000.

Depths.

to 320
Feet.

320 Feet and
upwards.
120 Miles.

land, the actual extremes of temperature are but

slight in the several physical

much from

the fiery solar rays on the
/ones.
Hence
The thermoelevated plateaux of the interior as on the low- lying coastlands.
metric differences, however, become more pronounced with the alternating seasons
travellers suffer quite as

of heat

and

seaboard.

cold,

The

according us we advance farther from the equator and from the

local variations of

climate due to accidental conditions are often

very great and extremely dangerous

to strangers.

In some of the upland

districts

\\
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'LIMA-IT..

00 feet on the eastern slopes
Kurope, and even at an altitu
had
to
endure great extremes of temperature,
of the mountains, C.ipdlo and Kens
from free/inur-point at night to s - v and even Mi F. during the day.
it

-

t'i

in

'

>

The mo-t continuous meteorological observations have been taken
capital of the colony, showing that at this place, although
GOO miles to the south of the equator, the great summer

lying not

heaN

arc

at

Loanda,

more than
less

intense

Thus the maximum temperature

in February, the hottest month
of
the
in Portugal.
than
that
hottest
Travellers
Creator
August,
leaving Lisbon in summer for Angola are surprised at the relative coolness of
In fact the mean temperature of Loanda scarcely exceeds
these tropical regions.

than

at

Lisl>on.

ut Loanda,

7-'{

is

annual divergence between the thermometrie extremes for each
But between the greatest
not usually more than twenty degrees.

F., while the

month

is

heat and the greatest cold the discrepancy rose in 1879 to nearly thirty-four
On the
degrees, the glass falling from 88 F. in November to 55 F. in August.

inland plateaux under the same latitude and at an elevation of 5,'JOO feet, the
At Mosdiscrepancy is twice as great, ranging from free/ ing- point to 98 F.

samedcs, which of

all

the coast towns enjoys the most equable climate, the annual

temperature oscillates from thirty-six to thirty-eight degrees, and this place
presents the most favourable conditions for the acclimatisation of European
residents.

The

relative coolness of the

Angolan climate

is

due

to the

direction of the

marine breezes, which generally blow from the temperate southern regions. In
these latitudes the coast stream setting from the Antarctic zone has sufficient influence to considerably lower the normal temperature of the surrounding waters
and atmospheric layers hence the name of Cabo Frio, or " Cold Cape," given to
;

A

the headland lying to the south of the Cunene.
neighbouring creek is also
"
known as the Angra Fria, or Cold Bay." Even north of the Cunene the coastlands benefit by this cool marine current, although to a less degree, and its influence is known to be felt as far north as the island of Sam-Thome.
Off Loanda
its mean
velocity is about 1^ mile per hour, but it is at times completely arrested
or even partly reversed by violent gales from the north-west.
Generally speaking, the southern breezes prevail greatly over those from the north along this
seaboard, where the trade-winds rarely maintain their normal direction from the

south-east to the north-west, being deflected

regions of the interior,

and thus transformed

monsoons.

to Ribeiro, the

According

by the

rarefied air

to south-westerly

marine breezes stand

nent in the proportion of rather more than five to two.
regularly taken at Malange, over 180 miles from the sea,

from the hot

and even westerly

to those of the conti-

From

the observations

appears that in this
inland district, notwithstanding its great distance from the alternating land and
seacoast bree/es (terrnl and rii'ttffi't), a certain rhythm is still maintained between
it

the easterly and westerlv winds.
According to Hann, the former prevail especially in the morning, the latter in the afternoon, the aerial current thus showing

a tendency to set from the quarter of the heavens when- the sun
Under the influence of the vapour-charged monsoons there

is
i*

found.

always a con-
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From May to Septemsiderable quantity of moisture present in the atmosphere.*
ber it often almost reaches the point of saturation, and then the horizon is
Yet the rainfall is comparaeverywhere veiled in the dense fogs of the cacimbo.
the
in
the
tivdv slight
vapours being borne by the winds to the
low-lying districts,
where frequent downpours occur regularly during the light
the heavy from the beginning of

slopes of the hills,

rainy

season from October to January, and

April to the end of May. At Loanda the annual rainfall varies to a remarkable
degree, t the average number of wet days being not more than fifteen in some years
and four times as many in others. Over 20 inches have sometimes fallen in
favourable years, while at other times the quantity has scarcely exceeded 5 or
C inches.

In the northern districts the first rains are always unhealthy, the air being
then charged with the foul exhalations with which the porous soil is saturated,
and which are mingled with the decayed vegetation suddenly washed up from
below the surface. In the direction from north to south the quantity of the raindiminishes progressively along the low-lying coastlauds.

fall

8alvador,$ slight at Loanda,
the

Lower Cunene

desert, but is at

it

ceases nearly altogether at

Hence

Copious at San-

Mossamedes and

in

on the verge of the
region
the same time the most salubrious in Angola, thanks to the
basin.

this southern

lies

great dryness of the atmosphere and the ground, as well as to the relative coolness
On the plateaux skirting the south side of the Lower Cunene

of the temperature.

the Quissama natives are obliged carefully to husband the rainwater in the hollow
trunks of the baobabs.

FLORA.
Since the explorations of Welwitsch in the province of Angola, the face of
the land is well known in its broad features, and nothing now remains except to

study its details. Hence the name of this learned botanist has justly been given
to the Welwitwhia mirabilis, the most remarkable plant in this part of the conti-

This tree, for it really is a tree, although, in appearance more like an
nent.
eccentric fungus than aught else, grows in the Mossamedes district, ranging north-

wards only as far as the mouth of the intermittent river Sam-Nicolau, but reachThe trunk, which is said
ing, south of the Cunene, far into the Darnara country.
to live for a

*

hundred years, and which attains a compass of ten or twelve

Relative humidity during the three years 1879, 1880, and 1881
Mean
82-42
87'69
Highest mean . .
Lowest mean
Mean variation
76-69,
.
10-84
(Cotlho

....

.

.

t Rainfall at Loanda

.

.

and

Ribeiro).

:

1879.

.

1880.

.

1881

Mean

'.

Rainy

Total Rainf ill.

!'..>-.

Inches.

52

24

T4

10

15

6

34
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(Ribeiro)

J Rainfall at San-Salvador in 1884, 63 days, with a total discharge of 36 inches.

feet,

\\,MI..\N

FLORA,

terminate-* abruptly a few inches above the
Welwitxch in a " round table," but fissured
its

18

ground in a level surface compared by
and crevassed in all directions. From

outer rim branch off two thick leaves nearly 8 feet long, which resemble two
leather diM's, and which arc in fact the very first leaves, which have survived

ij-ivut

since the plant began to sprout, and which have

The edges

tree itself.

thongs, which have all the appearance of so
In the northern districts

Angola the flora differs
no respects from that of

of
in

characteristic

Fig.

many
3.

tentacles of a polype.

VEGETABLE ZONES OP ANGOLA.
Scale

1

:

16,000,000.

Here the

Lower Congo.

the

grown with the growth of the
numerous snake-like

of these strange leaves are frayed into

the

of

plants

landscape are everywhere the
arborescent

the
euphorbias,
eriodendrons, the bombux, and

In some
wide-spread baobab.
of the valleys well sheltered

from

the

and

breezes

sea

abundantly

watered,

tropical

vegetation

displays

all

variety of

great forest trees,

and climbing

parasitic

its

plants.

But the exposed plateaux,
where the rainwater flows
rapidly and where
face

is

sur-

covered only with a

thin layer

are

the

off

of

vegetable
for

overgrown

spaces with

tall

soil,

vast

steppe

grasses, giving refuge to nu-

merous herds of large game.

But

these

nahs

are

ical

boundless

living

'

exposed to periodor

queimai/as,

tions,

E Ktof Grrn w'ich

savan-

creatures

Unhealthy productive

conflagra-

which sweep away

down

lands.

Relatively healthy
productive lands.

Slightly productive
lands.

all
300 Miles.

to the

very insects.

In the direction from north

grows scantier with the conAt a short distance south of Cape Padrao the primeval
to south the vegetation

tinuously decreasing rainfall.
forest descends to the water's edge, whereas

gradually recedes in the interior to the
Still farther south forests are nowhere seen
it

south of the Cabe^a de Cobra settlement.
in the neighbourhood of the coast, and beyond Mossamedes the last lingering isolated
clumps disappear altogether, although behind the outer terraces the vast wildernesses
of the Sertao are

still

diversified with fine forest growths.

In the same direction

SOUTH AND EAST AFRTPA.
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from north
others.

become gradually replaced by
common between the Congo estuary and

to south certain characteristic species

Thus the

yuineensix, so

lit/)>lnrnr

not found on the southern coastlands, and in the Mossamedes district a

Ambrix,
complete transition takes place from the flora of the equatorial regions to that of
the closed fluvial basins in South Africa.
In this southern province the great
are
no
for
instance,
euphorbias,
longer seen, their place being gradually usurped
is

by the various gum-bearing species.
Welwitsch's botanical record for the whole of the Angola territory comprises
three thousand two hundred and twenty-seven species, of which one thousand
In this numerous catalogue are
eight hundred and ninety are flowering plants.
included several indigenous forms, such as cactuses, a family formerly supposed to
be found only in the

New

World, but which are here grouped about the

the plateau at great distances from the coast, and from

A

number

all

crests of

centres of colonisation.

by the natives on account of

of the local plants are highly prized

their

supposed magical properties, notably the poisonous erytkropk/atun guineense, the
bark of which (nki'msa) is used in judicial trials by ordeal, and the ndui (dccamera
Joi'is tonantix),

a shrub whose branches are suspended above the houses as a protec-

In the sandy tracts of the south, the roots of the euphor-

tion against lightning.

genus hydnora, which
existence, and then suddenly

bias afford nutriment to a remarkable parasitic plant of the

dwells underground for the greater part of its
projects above the surface a solitary stalk, whose extremity expands into a large
red flower, with a smell like that of putrid meat.
This plant is endowed with

many

virtues in the eyes of the natives,

to their fishing-lines

and

nets,

and

who employ

its

sap to give greater strength

also utilise it especially as a specific against

several maladies.

On

the other hand, the fruits of very few indigenous plants are gathered for
alimentary purposes. Thus, although the Angolan flora comprises no less than
thirty- two species of the vine, in but

pressed for

making

grows wild in the

a

little

wine.

few

localities are the

The mariambcnne, or

grapes either eaten or

coffee shrub, however,

forests of the interior, supplied the early planters

Welwitsch has

which

with the

first

found in the Angolan forests the
which
is
large Liberian species,
already replacing the Arabian variety on so many
All other plants, whose roots, leaves, fruits or seeds serve as food,
plantations.
stock cultivated

by them.

also,

have been introduced in Angola as in other parts of Africa either from Asia or
from the New World.
The mango, one of these exotics, which however thrives
admirably,

is

rarely

Cuauza, where

its

met

shade

in
is

some

districts,

supposed

and especially along the banks of the

to cause

ill

luck.

FAUNA OF ANGOLA.
Transformations analogous to those of the flora have also taken place in the
Angolan fauna. Just as the indigenous plants disappear before foreign intruders,
wild animals withdraw farther and farther from the white man, his dogs and
other domestic breeds.

Elephants are no longer seen in the neighbourhood of

\\GOLAN FAUNA.
down

the coast, although
along the seaboard.

In

l

to

s

">4
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the middle of this century they were still found
the first explon-rs of the Cunene met them in sm li

was proposed t<> call tins watercourse the " KIcphant
Kixer."
Hut being now driven from the plains, they ha XT taken refuge in the
uplands and in the ("holla mountains, where they range over the slopes and
lariro

numbers

tliat

it

highlit summit-*.

Lions also frequently prowled at night about the streets of the coast town-.
After the rainy season especially they were very numerous, descending from the
steppes and forests of the interior on the track of the antelopes which came to

browse on the tender herbage of the loxvlands.

and some thus acquiring a

human

They

often attacked

man

himself,

upon the shepherd in
They were regarded as animal fetishes, and no native
preference to his flock.
would venture to speak of them without giving them the title of ngana, or " lord."
At present these felines have become rare, while panthers, and especially hyenas
The peijce-mulher, that is, " merof more than one species, are still numerous.
taste for

flesh,

fell

maid," or manatee, appears to have disappeared from all the Angolan rivers,
except the upper reaches of the Cuanza, .and the hippopotamus has withdrawn
into the lateral lagoons of the rivers.

many

of the streams, although sharks,

But the jncarh, or crocodiles, still infest
so numerous north of the Congo, are never

seen on the southern coast.

In the provinces lying south of the Cuanza occur some animals unknoxvn

But

north of that river.

zebras, as well as certain antelopes belonging to the

Orange and Zambese basins, are seen only on the verge of the great
southern steppes.
It was probably one of these antelopes that the traveller
zone of the

Brochado mistook for a dromedary, an animal that has not yet been introduced
into the country.

The order
a considerable

traffic in

songsters

meeting a quioco (tckphonus
augury.
seeds

and

is

omens furnished by the

great faith in the

The

Angola by a great variety of species, and
carried on with Lisbon.
The natives have

of birds is represented in

erythropteruii)

is

flight

or the songs of birds, and

always regarded as of favourable

pan Una, a lovely little creature which feeds chiefly on
looked on as a potent magician whose cry strikes terror into

cori/thrix

fruits, is

.

Houses and even 'whole villages have been deserted because
happened
perch on a neighbouring branch and utter its funereal note.
The fowlers who go to capture it in the forests on behalf of the Portuguese
the stoutest heart.

this bird

to

very careful to avoid ull villages on their return with their prize,
for fear of being accused by the inhabitants of complicity in witchcraft.
In
another respect this bird is very remarkable, the bright red colour of its wings
dealers, are

being soluble in water and yielding a certain proportion of copper (Monteiro).
Nearly all the forests of the interior are inhabited by the honey-bird (cucu/it*
indicator), which, flitting from tree to tree, leads the honey-seekers to the hive,

and then waits patiently perched on

a neighbouring branch for its share in the

plunder.

Kxcept in some

districts

snakes are not common, but some

varieties

are

SOUTH AND EAST AFRICA.
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lv dangerous, as, for instance, the cuspeilfiro, or "spitter,"

irritated ejects

which

whm

an acrid and poisonous secretion that threatens those with blind-

the exception of ants and mosquitoes, insects
Scarcely any are seen
are comparatively rare on the Atlantic slope of Angola.
butterflies make their appearance only for a few
during the rainy season, and
But the neighbouring seas
hot weather sets in.
the
when
weeks, or even days,
are densely stocked, and the water seems at times one living mass, so choked is

ness whose eyes

it

with

fish,

it

With

touches.

forming moving banks several square miles

in extent.

The

natives

eat a small species of shark, as well as the pungo, a singing fish, whose thrilling
In
soft as the sound of a flute, is heard rising above the smooth surface.
note,

the rivers and especially in the shallow lagoons flooded during the inundations,
has the
thev capture the bagro, a species of siluroid six or eight feet long, which

hours on dry land.
property of living for

INHABITANTS OF ANGOLA.

The
tions.

natives of

But

and Ogoway

Angola belong

for the

most part to the group of Bantu popula-

seems probable that amongst them, as amongst those of the Congo
basins, there also survive the descendants of races belonging to an

it

Africa had yet received the alimentary
epoch anterior to all civilisation, before
the scattered tribes led a wandering
plants of Asia and the New World, and when
These
the
on
life in the forests, living only
chase, fishing, roots, and wild berries.
primitive tribes,

who

are

still

distinguished from the invaders by their usages and
to the verge of the desert

speech, have in Angola been mostly driven southwards

or uninhabited savannahs.

But the conquerors themselves, although connected by common descent and a
common language, represent several successive waves of invasion, each of which in
turn changed the political equilibrium of the land. The last of these irruptions
was that of the Jagas, which occurred in the middle of the sixteenth century, when
The
the Portuguese navigators had already made their appearance on the coast.
its

devastating hordes of these Jagas swept like -a torrent over the land, destroying
They are generally supposed to
kingdoms and displacing whole communities.

have been closely related to the Zulus and Kafirs of the southern regions.

At

present these ethnical shif tings take place more gradually, but the ultimate conThe Kabinda Negroes, the immigrants
sequences are even more far-reaching.

from Brazil, and the Portuguese half-castes, do not certainly present themselves as
enemies, but their influence is on that very account all the more readily accepted.
All these discordant elements are thus gradually merging in a common nationality,
and preparing the way for a new era of social culture.
Like those dwelling between the Congo and Shiloango rivers, the various tribes

of the northern districts belong to the
Ba-Fyot family. They also take the
collective name of Congo from the river whose banks
These Bathey occupy.
Fyots were the founders of the ancient kingdom of the Congo, which became

famous through

its

alliance with the Portuguese,

and through the remarkable

22
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INHABITANTS OF ANGOLA.
success of the

Roman

Catholic miMtoiunriet,

many hundred thousand
weakened, most of the

natives.

lJi-I-'y.i

"ho

n\e!t.(l, or at least baptised,

The kingdom

ti il>- -

h;i\ in-r

17

still

exists,

eea-ed to yield

it

although imu-h
obedience.

The

Mu-Sorongos, kinsmen of those dwelling north of the Congo, the Mu-Shieongos,
the Ma-Kongoa, Bambas, Muyolos, and other Fyot peoples
occupying the region
south of the Lower Congo far into the Mbrish basin, render little more than a

nominal vassalage to the sovereign who resides at San Salvador, while even tinPortuguese authority is but slightly enforced in those districts. The few explorers

Fig.

4.

ANCIENT KINGDOM OF CONGO.
Scale

1

:

10,000,000.

120 Miles.

who have ventured to visit these northern populations have done so at the cost of
much risk and great hardships.
The Sonho Negroes in the peninsula formed by the Congo estuary and tincoast line, no longer hold

any

relations with their old master at San-Salvador.

The

the sevendisintegration of the empire in fact began towards the close of
" Count of Sonho "
the
or
teenth century, by the revolt of their kilamba,
chief,
of the Portuguese chronicles.

The complete ruin

of the state was brought about

by insurrections, the rivalries of the missionaries, the seizure of the trade rout*
99

AW

s
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either by the monks
by the Cabindas, and especially the slave trade carried on
The kingdom is kept
themselves or by the Portuguese and foreign dealers.
"
"
like
the
of
the
tradition,
holy Roman Empire
mystic power
together only by
during the Middle Ages.

Although dwelling on the banks of the Congo, in the immediate

Fig. 6.

vicinity of

MU-SOBONOO WOMAN.

the factories visited by the whites, the native communities
lying west of SanSalvador have only to a very small extent been brought under European
influences.

pure

The Mu-Sorongos, Mu-Shicongos, Bambas and others, have remained
by any ceremonies borrowed from the Roman Catholic

fetishists unaffected

IN

They never

practices.
in

II.

MUTANTS OF ANGOLA.

omit, ho\\

\< i.

t<>
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supply their dcud with boots or shoes

Kuropean fashion, dmibtlrss to lighten their toiUome journey to

tin-

unknown world beyond the

The Mu-Shicongos, who claim

grave.

to

tin
li

the trees, have scarcely any domestic idols in their huts, but nearly
sprung
"
;ill natural
fetishes," and every une.\plain< d phenomenon
objects are for them
seems to them an awe-inspiring prodigy, or the work of some potent magician.
irnni

The world

of spirits rules all

childless, or

who have

mundane

lost a firstling,

affairs.

Women who

have long remained

rnuko solemn vows to devote their new-born

offspring to the service of the fetishes, and from their early childhood these future
the great fetishists the occult arts, such as how to beat the magic
priivsls It am from

drum,

to utter the spells

and incantations,

to

make

tions required for conjuring tin- spirils, or causing

Amongst

the proper gestures and contor-

and dispelling bodily ailments.

the Bambas, the rite of circumcision

of trials for initiation into the state of

manhood.

attended by a long period
During this period the young

is

men, formed into temporary republics in the recesses of the forest, dwell entirely
apart from the rest of the tribe, absorbed in the study of the magic virtues of
"
the herbs, trees, and animals, and in concocting the various
medicines," which
they are required to carefull}' preserve during their whole life as a protection
They cannot return to the world until properly
against all misfortunes.
The king of the Bambas, whose
furnished with all these powerful charms.
ancestors were invested with the office of commander-in-chief
of Congo,

is

by the emperor

be now the keeper of the great fetish who dwells in a sacred
This mysterious being remains invisible,

said to

inaccessible to all strangers.

grove
even to his worshippers themselves, and although he is supposed to be mortal, his
and from these the god springs ever into new life.
priests gather up his remains,
All the

a

"

members

of the tribe are said to have in the

to pass

through

reported that when the priest shakes his
sorts of charms, the young men are thrown into a cataleptic

temporary death,"

calabash, full of all

same way

and

it

is

They remain in this state for
sleep, falling like dead bodies on the ground.
three days, then returning to the life which they henceforth consecrate to the
worship of the fetish by whom they have been resuscitated. Some, however,
wake up in a drowsy state, only gradually recovering the memory of their
But, whatever be the practices of the Bamba magicians, it
previous existence.
stems probable that they really possess this power of throwing the young men
Those who have not passed
into a comatose state outwardly resembling death.

through this ceremony of the new birth are universally despised and forbidden to
join in the tribal dances.
In the midst of the Mu-Shicongos are scattered some

Ma-Vumbu commu-

every respect the other Ma-Vumbus who are met north
of the Congo, and who are equally distinguished by their Semitic features.
According to the local traditions, the southern Ma-Vumbus, who are all
nities, resembling in

members

of influential

immemorial.

families,

have been

settled

in

this region

from time
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THE BUNUAS.
South of the tribes constituting the Congo group, and as far as the province
of Mossamcdes, stretches the linguistic domain of the Bundas (Bundo, Bonde*),
"
"
called also
Angola like the whole land itself. According to one rather far-

" Confetched etymology, the term Bunda is explained to mean " Strikers,*' or
querors," recalling in fact the successive invasions of the race and its victories
over the aboriginal populations.
But the name seems rather to denote " family/'
"
descent," thus implying a consciousness of their common kinship on the part
"
of those speaking the lingua geral or " general language
of Angola.
This
Bunda speech is one of the most widely diffused in Africa, and one of those

which have been longest known to students, without however having yet been
thoroughly studied. Towards the end of the seventeenth century an Angolan
grammar was published in Lisbon, and devotional works had already been composed in this language. For over two centuries Europeans have been familiar
with Am-Bimda (Hem-Bunda or Kin- Bunda), whose domain, according to
Monteiro, begins immediately below the river Dande*, and stretches thence far

beyond the frontiers
by numerous tribes
relations with

of

of

Angola proper.
the interior,

Bunda caravan

people.

If not spoken,

it

is at

least

understood

who maintain uninterrupted commercial
Thus

was not as " Strikers," but as

it

traders, that the inhabitants of

Angola propagated the use of their "lingua
from
the
Atlantic
seaboard
as far as the Congo, Ku-Bango, and Zambese
franca,"
basins.
In the Portuguese possessions it is spoken in two dialects, distinct
to
have been classed as separate languages. These are the Angolan, or
enough
Bunda, properly so called, which is current north of the Cuanza, and the southern
Bunda, which prevails throughout the whole region comprised between Benguella
and the Bihe

and in
a

territory.

Portuguese terms have penetrated into both varieties,

and beyond the Kassai.
The Bundas (A-Bundo, Bin-Bundo) are thus divided into tw"o main divisions,
northern and a southern. But the latter, so far from forming compact national
fact into all the inland dialects as far as

groups, are in their turn subdivided into a large

number

of tribes,

which have

reached very different degrees of civilisation. Some, who have been
brought within
the influence of Europeans either on the seaboard or on the
plantations of the
interior, are

comparatively cultured, while others dwelling on the plateaux, or in
the more remote upland
Of all
villages, have remained in the savage state.
the Bundas, the Ba-Nano or
so
named
in
contradistinction
to
"Highlanders,"
the

Ba-Bwero

or " Lowlanders," have best preserved the racial
purity

The term Ba-Nano (Nanno)
primitive usages.
writers in a collective sense to the whole nation.
Referring

to the traditions of the

south of the Cuanza,

Magyar

is,

and the

however, extended by some

Bundas who occupy the hilly region lying
came from the north-east

states that these tribes

about the middle of the sixteenth
century.

Their ancestors,

who were

fierce

cannibals, were constantly waging war against all the surrounding tribes in order
to procure human
prey, and when they had no longer any enemies to fall upon
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The whole race was threatened with
they began to exterminate each other.
these
butcheries
when, according to the legend, theneverlasting
by
was constituted the secret society <.t /////.// </^-;>0s or " buffulo hunters," who

extinction

>

pledged themselves no longer to eat any flesh except that of wild beasts of
The members of this association were distinguished by a buffulo
the forest.
tied

tail

round their head, and rings formed by the entrails of the same animal
arms and legs.
In course of time the confederates became

coiled round their

powerful enough openly to revolt against the cannibals conservative of the old
But, being compelled to quit the country, they coesed the Upper
usages.

Cuanza

the

in

direction

the

of

Bailundos and neighbouring

west,

districts,

and^

settled

ihe

in

territory

the

of

where they gradually learnt the art of
of the Portuguese.
Evui clun'ug their

husbandry and became steadfast allies
first "black wars," the early white settlers were aided by bunds of these buffalo
hunters at times numbering as many as thirty thousand warriors, armed with

bows and arrows.

On

the other hand, the section of the

had remained in the country
cHijMU'dxxcirox, became too weak
peoples,
still

by whom

they appear
is to

nation which

to maintain their superiority over the

have become gradually absorbed.
much of their former ferocity.

to

savages, they no doubt lost

But whatever value

Eunda

east of the Cuanza, after the emigration of the

surrounding
But although

be attached to these traditions, in which history and
no doubt that human sacrifices and

legend are largely intermingled, there can be

cannibalistic practices survived in their religious ceremonies at least

down

middle of the present century.

was himself

According

to Ladislas

Magyar,

\vho

to the

the son-in-law of the king of Bihe, and as such a prominent personage in the
dominant tribe of the Bundas, the body of the chief had to be sprinkled with the

blood of slaves.

Nor could

his successor be enthroned until a slave-hunting

expedition had been organised,

which the candidate for the chieftaincy was
Ibis was
required to capture members of every trade practised in the country.
done in the belief that the various arts and industries could not possibly flourish
in

under the new administration unless

were represented by special victims at the
inaugural ceremonies. Young girls and even pregnant women were thus immolated
to secure fecundity during tl e ensuing reign, while the unborn babes were used
all

in the concoction of elixirs destined to prolong

succession

some renowned warrior was

human

life.

At every

also singled out, in order that the

fresh

king

might acquire courage by eating his heart. But in order to have the desired effect
hence
this hero had to be stricken down in the fullness of his strength and vigour
;

he was suddenly cut down while joining in the war-dance.
and
ally crossing the path of funeral processions were immediately dragged along
authorised
even
Established usage
sacrificed on the grave
promiscuous slaughter
Strangers also accident-

between the death of the king and the accession of his
custom of which the so-called " sons of the elephant," that is, the

for a period of seven days
successor, a

regular troops of the standing army, took advantage to plunder and massacre with
impunity. In ordinary times uiiiin tls alone were sacrificed, the warrior offering to
the fetishmen either a black goat or a black heifer, the bridegroom a white ox.
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The Bundas, and especially the Nanos or Highlanders, are generally fine men
with proud bearing and frank expression.
Amongst them persons are often
In
all
is
not
at
found with blue eyes, a trait which
appreciated by the natives.
most

women

of the tribes the

are tattooed with designs representing flowers and

They go bare-headed, whereas the men fold a sort of turban round
arabesques.
their hair, or else part it into a multitude of ringlets decked with little clay balls
Like those

in imitation of coral.

or chiefs,

add

of

most other African

to their usual dress the skin of a

beast, this spoil of the chase baing

who submit

skin.

The Bundas are

for the

Bunda

sobas,

some other rapacious
an emblem of the terror by which

regarded as
be
should
ever
surrounded.
royalty
Some of the tribes practise circumcision, a rite

for the chiefs alone,

tribes, the

panther or of

unknown

in others, or reserved

assuming the panther's
intelligent, under the direction

to the operation before

most part highly

Europeans rapidly acquiring a knowledge of letters, writing, and music. In a
few months they learn to speak Portuguese correctly, and also make excellent
Each community has its blacksmith and armourer, its carpenter,
artisans.
of

weaver, potter, all of whom assist at the public gatherings, according to a well
But the Bundas distinguish themselves above
established order of precedence.
all as traders.

All the business affairs of the Portuguese with the interior are

transacted by them, and they not unfrequently excel their teachers in commercial ability. The Bundas of the inland plateaux, whom Livingstone speaks of

under the

collective

name

of

the interior of the continent.

commonly known

country, they are also

pombe, answering

Mambari, accompany the traders' caravans far into
Owing to their long journeys through the bush

to our scrub or

as Pombeiros,

brushwood.

Some

from the native word

of these caravans at

one time

comprised as many as three thousand persons, and were occasionally transformed
to bands of armed marauders.
Many of these inland Bundas were in the habit of

sending their children to the coast towns for the purpose of receiving a European
education.

The Bunda

territory

is

divided into a number of chieftaincies, some of which

comprise a considerable population
in the

community
The

interest.

enjoyment

citizens,

;

but each village constitutes an independent

of self-government in all matters of purely local

however, do not take part in the deliberations on a

numerous privileged classes, some by hereditary
others
the
right,
through
royal favour, while over one-half of the whole popula-

footing of equality, for there are

tion are enslaved.

The

compelling freemen to

slave element

sell

is supplied
by captives in war, by distress
themselves and families, and by debts which are often

The expenses of funeral banquets have even at times
been liquidated by selling the very children of the deceased. On the other hand,
nearly all the slaves marry free women, in order thus to lighten the burden of
paid by the loss of liberty.

servitude and to ensure the emancipation of their children,
social position of their mothers.

When

who always take the
way related to a

a slave becomes in this

chief, his life is considered as of equal value to that of a free man.
His body, like
that of other Bundas, is consulted
the
in
wizards,
order
to
ascertain
whether
by
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the death has not been caused by the magic arts of some malevolent mcdkinu-

6.

Fig.
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man

;

for the

unavenged

spirits of

torment the living until justice

is

the dead

done them.

fail

not to return to the earth, and
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THE GAXGUELLAS AND

LIHOLLOS.

Beyond the Upper Cuanza, the peoples dwelling south-east of the Bundas,
Iluumbas, and Quimbandes Confederate tribes of blacksmiths and wax-hunters,
are collectively known as Ganscattered ;unid the depressions of the plateau
guellas, a term which appears to have been suggested by the contempt in which
The word is said to mean "silly "or "senseless people,"
these aborigines are held.
and in proof of their stupidity, it was till recently said of them that they looked

on brandy as a poison, and consequently massacred the
pernicious liquor.
prised

numerous

tribes,

first

importers of the

Ganguellas are now comwhose idioms are connected towards the east with those

Under the general designation

and westward with those

of

Notwithstanding the
great difference in their social condition, all these peoples seem to have a common
nor does their reputation for savagery prevent the Ganguellas from being
origin
of the Lobales,

of the

Nanos.

;

highly intelligent and enterprising traders. According to Bastian, amongst them
are to be sought the descendants of the terrible Jagas, who formerly overran the

empire of Congo, and who have been affiliated by other writers to the Fulahs,
the Zulu-Kafirs, and even the Hamitic Gallas.

The Songo

people,

who occupy

the waterparting between the Cuanza and the

Malange, have been brought more under Portuguese
influence than the Gauguellas
yet there are few African lands where trial by

Kwango

to the east of

;

the ordeal of the poisoned cup is more common than in their territory.
It is
even
in
the
most frivolous cases, the litigants being, however, then
employed
replaced by a number of children, or of dogs, who represent the opposite sides.

An

attenuated decoction, which causes

round, and the

The

first to

little

danger to

reject the potion secures the

bank

life, is

triumph

administered

all

of their party.

Lower Cuanza diverge more
from the ordinary Bunda type, and the Bantu dialects spoken by them differ
To this group belong the Libollos,
greatly from the current speech of Angola.
whose

tribes dwelling along the left

of

the

limited eastwards by the little river Cango, who bear the
reputation of being a mild, peace-loving, and industrious agricultural people.
territory

is

The

Libollos are the hereditary foes of their western neighbours, the Quissamas
(Kissama), who occupy the peninsular district bounded east and north by the

Hitherto
great bend of the Lower Cuanza, west and south-west by the coast.
the Quissamas have preserved their complete independence, although it would

have been easy to reduce their

territory, almost entirely encircled as

it is

by the

Portuguese possessions. During a famine, by which the land was wasted, some
Bunda traders took advantage of the general distress to barter provisions for a

number

of half -famished families.
But the next year the Quissamas
themselves
several
of
the Bunda merchants, whom they
avenged
by capturing
to
the
torture, burning them with red-hot irons in punishment of the
put

large

indignity offered to the nation.

now

Owing

willingly offer their services to the

of the

Quissama

territory.

to this occurrence the

Portuguese Government

Bundas would

for the conquest

I

an

_^**""**^'
in'

Till:
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Meantime the Quissamas, a small black race
from

selves aloof

all

the other natives, although
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of uncleanly habits, hold
still

them-

compelled at times to cross

the Cuanza in order to find a market for their products amongst the Portuguese
One of the most precious commodities exported by them are blocks of
settlers.

about ten inches long, which are forwarded to the interior and used as
currency throughout a great part of the continent. Dealers armed with fetishes,
salt

which serve
of

also us safe-conducts, introduce in return into their villages articles

European manufacture, such as glass beads used as ornaments 1>\ the women.
hair, encircled by a coronet of vegetable fibre in the form of a nimbus, is

The

with narrow strips of bark. They also wear
a robe prepared from the bast of the baobab, which ladies of rank cover behind
with an antelope skin embellished with pendant shell ornaments jingling at every

decked with

false pearls alternating

Their approach

step.

is

thus heralded from a distance by the tinkling noise of
The Quissamas are altogether a very

the cowries attached to their costume.
courteous and ceremonious people.

THE SOUTH ANGOLAN
South

of

TRIBES.

the Libollos and Quissamas dwell the Amboellas, a Bantu nation

name

bearing the same

the numerous tribes of like origin settled more to the
Ku-Bango and Upper Zambese. The Seli, or Mu-

as

south-east on the banks of the
Seli, a coast tribe

near Novo-Redondo, were

till

recently

still

cannibals,

who

at their

religious ceremonies slaughtered a fetish victim whose head and heart were preFarther south the Mu-Ndomb^ savages, first reduced in
sented to the king.

the year 1847, are a nomad pastoral people of independent but unaggressive
They are clothed in skins, and smear their bodies with oil or rancid

character.

Of all the Angolan peoples they alone
butter blackened with powdered charcoal.
The cubntas, or huts, of the villages, scarcely high
of ox-hide.

wear sandals made

for headroom, resemble haycocks, and are of perfectly spherical form.
are furnished with bedsteads, which are mere heaps of clay levelled on top

enough

They

and lubricated with

When
if

there

is

butter.

Mu-Ndombe

gets married a banana garden is planted, and
no prospect of offspring when the fruit ripens, the wife has the right

the young

As a rule, the Mu-Xdombes eat nothing but game, abstaining
from touching their cattle except at the death of a chief, on which "festive
"
At these
occasion
several hundred heads of oxen are sometimes consumed.
to claim a divorce.

Gargantuan
devoured

feasts,

which

the half raw

last for ten

flesh,

and even

fifteen days, the

whole animal

the blood, entrails, skin broiled over the

fire,

is

every-

thing except the bones and horns.

Between Benguella and Mossamedes the whole coast region is occupied by the
Ba-Kwandos and the Ba-KwisseX ethnical groups which are usually regarded as
belonging to a primitive race in process of extinction. They are a small race
with a yellowish black complexion, prominent cheek-bones, flat nose, pouting
lips,

projecting jaws, large paunch, and weak extremities.

They

are shunned as
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dangerous savages, although really a timid people, living in the caves and fissures
of the mountains, and retreating step by step before the advance of the Europeans
and of the other Negro populations. In their eyes the European is almost a di vimbeing,

whom

they would not dare to

against strangers, and creep

resist.

stealthily

Hence, they are ever on their guard
to the coast, where they venture

down

fish, and of the flotsam and jetsam of all
kinds cast ashore by the waves. This is their only food, for they have no arms or
missiles with which to pursue the game in their forests. Amongst them the social

amongst the breakers

in quest of

state has not developed

beyond the family circle, each little group of closely
and wandering about under the guidance of the

related kinsfolk keeping together
elder or patriarch.

Other fugitive peoples, such as the Ba-Kulabes (Cabae"), and the Ba-Koroka,
probably of mixed origin, roam the western slopes of the hills, being also utterly
powerless to offer the least resistance to the European or native invaders. On
the opposite side of the mountains dwell the Ba-Kankalas, a dwarfish tribe with
large paunch and yellowish complexion, who would seem, like the Ba-Kwandos
and Ba-Kwisses, also to represent the Bushman stock amongst the surrounding
Bantu peoples. The descendants of these aborigines have held their ground most
successfully in the southern districts of Angola, where they are still concentrated
in the largest numbers.
But here also the ever-advancing Bantu populations

have acquired possession of the land, and the Bunda language has already become
the prevalent form of speech.
On the right or Portuguese side of the Cunene,
the chief nation are the Ba-Simbas (Ba-Ximba, Ba-Shimba), the Cimbebis of

Duparquet and other ethnologists

The upper

basin of the Caculovar, chief affluent of the Cunene, belongs to the
various tribes of the Ba-Nhaneka family, while the banks of the main stream
itself are

here occupied by the Ba-Nkombis.

According to Nogueira, these two

nations jointly comprise a population of over a hundred and forty thousand souls,
all of Bunda speech and
The
evidently of the same race as the northern Bundas.
local traditions

attest that they formerly dwelt in the
region about the headwaters of the Cuanza, whence they were expelled by the Ba-Nanos.
Their
customs, especially of the Ba-Nkombis, in some respects resemble those of the

Arabs.

Thus they shave the head, leaving only a

on the crown, and
remove their shoes before entering a friend's house. The houses
themselves resemble the dwars of the Mauritanian Beduins, and the commune is
governed in the same way. Most of these tribes are independent, and even those
tuft of hair

respectfully

paying a small tribute to some suzerain chief enjoy complete local self-government. Not even the hamba, or chief, literally the " more than man," can assert
his will in all things, for he

is

surrounded by councillors, with

whom

all

weighty

matters have to be discussed, and whose views he has
frequently to accept.
When a hunter strikes down an elephant he presents the hamba with one of
the tusks, but no other taxes are levied, except perhaps the fees exacted from
who come to plead before the tribunal of the "father." Although servi-

suitors

tude exists, care

is

taken not to apply the name of slave to those in bondage,

who

THi:
are

(It-situated as

commonly

empty

titles, for

uterine brother

SOUTH ANGOLAN TBIBES.
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Nor are these altogether
that

is,

the sister's son or

the oldest slave succeeds to the estate, to the exclusion of the

children themselves, or of the \vi\e>,

who

iir\cr inherit.

When questioned by the European missionaries, lioih Ha-Nhanckas and BaNkombis speak of a supreme god, and relate of the departed that "God has taken
them unto himself." But to this deity they render no worship, whom in fact
As pastors and husbandmen, their homage is chiefly
they confound with the sun.
the ox that faithfully accompanies them from pasturage to
pi-turaye, or even the snake that glides about their dwellings.
Every Muiv-erved for animals

Nhaneka has

his favourite ox,

and after death his remains, reduced by a peculiar

culinary process to a sort of paste, are placed for burial in the hide of this animal.
The great national feast, answering to our harvest home, is symbolised by a

who is led in the procession by the muenc-hnmbo, or
" chief
"
and
followed
pastor,"
by a cow called the mistress of the house." After
the harvest the whole tribe, in company with the sacred oxen, goes in procession

spotless white or black bull,

and make preparations
the
festival
During
year.
rejoicing must be universal,
so that the very dead must cease to be mourned.
Even the few crimes that may
to the chief's residence, in order to consult the auguries

for the

work

happen

to

of the

new

be committed at this period of mutual good -will are overlooked,

inquiry for the delinquents being forbidden.
Amongst these tribes of the Cunene basin

all

the youths are circumcised, this
being the essential condition on which they are received as taba, that is to say,
"
equals." The Ba-Suto, or uncircumcised, are held in universal scorn and contempt ;

and

all

other painful operations, has to be endured without flinching.
M. Nogueira, who resided eleven years amongst the natives of the Cunene valley,
speaks with admiration of their dignified demeanour and of their civic virtues.
this, like all

Apart from the crimes which, as in all other countries, are inseparable from
dynastic conflicts, no attacks are ever made against life or property, although all

and enjoy complete exemption from police control.
Such
as
have
been
and
introduced
depravity, contentions, outrages,
prevail
misery
As in most other lands where Europeans have
entirely by the Portuguese.
citizens go. armed,

entered into direct relations with the natives, their influence

is
always baneful at
Instead of improving, they begin by corrupting or even decimating the
Before the conflicting
aborigines, and end at times by exterminating them.
elements can be reconciled, and all participate in the general progress, a period
first.

of strife intervenes,

during which the weak too often succumb

to the strong.

THE PRETOS AND EUROPEANS.
The
/'rites,

blacks of Angola are uniformly designated by the name of
while to those still keeping aloof from Portuguese influence is applied the
civilised

synonymous expression XcyroN, often uttered in a contemptuous way. The Pretos
are concentrated chiefly in the seaports and surrounding districts, where they are
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brought into direct contact with the Europeans and the immigrant Cabindas,
who no less than the whites must be regarded as the true civilisers of the
inhabitants of Angola.
Amongst the I'rrtos must also be included the Bunda
communities of the Lower Cuanza, the Ambaquistas, or people of the Ambaca

Lu-Calla basin, and lastly the Biheuos, that is the natives of the
Bihe plateau, which forms the divide between the waters flowing to the Cuanza,
the Cunene. the Ku-Bango, and the Ku-Ndo basins.
Amongst these more or less

district in the

cultured Negroes it is by no means rare to meet well-informed persons, and from
this element are derived most of those employed in the international traffic, as
well as some of the colonial

officials.

Many even

possess, or at least administer,

extensive plantations.

The
of

Pretos, however, are essentially a

complexion from an almost pure black

whites.
in

Nevertheless,

and about the towns

many

mixed people, presenting every shade
to a hue light enough to class them as

of the practices prevailing

still recall

amongst those dwelling
Mention is made by

their primitive savagery.

one of these barbarous customs still surviving
the present century amongst the Mu-Ndombes settled in
the neighbourhood of Benguella, who, at the same time, hold themselves as quite
In
distinct from and superior to the savage Mu-Ndombes of the interior.
Ladislas

down

Magyar

to the

of the vakunga,

middle

of

accordance with this vakunga, or " sale by auction," young girls whose parents
are not rich enough to defray the expenses of the sumptuous " wedding breakfast," are put up to the highest bidder, and in this way both contracting parties
escape the reproach of a marriage performed without the customary festivities.
The practice is still universally observed amongst the Quissamas as well as the

inland Mu-Ndombes.

In the villages

of the interior the bride joins in ths

wedding

procession plastered all over with a white clay, emblem of future happiness.
In Angola the white element is represented only by a relatively small number
Not more than about four thousand of the inhabitants are of
of persons.

European origin, and even of these nearly
one day returning to the mother country.

have come with the intention
The Portuguese and other whites
and artisans who hope to make rapid fortunes,

of

Angola are either traders
Government officials and soldiers, whose

settled in

or else

all

them

service in this remote colony

to a double rate of promotion.
Hence,
"
territories comprised between
coast and coast," that

entitles

Zambese

estuaries, are still for the

not surprising that the
between the Congo and

it is
is

most part an unknown region.

Although

indicated on the Portuguese maps as forming a single Lusitanian domain, they
have been traversed from ocean to ocean by a very small number of explorers.
r
Europeans are rarely met w ho can be regarded as true immigrants, that have

come with the intention

of

forming permanent homes on African

soil.

The

because for the Portuguese themselves all attempts at acclimatisation
within the tropical zone are attended by risk. Doubtless, many cases may be
mentioned of whites who have passed half of a long existence in the trading
reason

is

places along the coast, or on the plantations of

the interior

;

but even these

seldom display the same energy and enterprise as their fellow-countrymen in

\M RUBOFBA

Tin: PRBXOS

To

Europe
labour

in

their health

is

it

indispensable to abstain from manual

the sun, and all are obliged to

palanquin suspended from
native porters.

eli-iie

7.

move about

in

{mini-stems resting on

Speaking generally,

Fig.

*9

may

it

siid

!>:

that

it

tin;

///*>'/'/,

a

kind of

the shoulders of two
is

quite the exception
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Scale
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Depths.

to 1,000
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1,000 to 2,000

Fathoms
and upwards.

2.500

Fathoms.
f>;o

for whites, especially

from the north

Portuguese Africa.

never becomes acclimatised

all

nii-erably,

H

utcs.

Miles.

of Europe, to succeed in adapting thems*

to the climatic conditions of
;

Wati-r

Xorth

of

1

ve-

Mossamedes the race

the settlements hitherto effected have perislu

<!

and families can be kept alive only on the condition of returning to
But the emigrants from rortuiral or Madeira who have formed

their native land.
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settlements in the Mossamedes district, which already lies 1,000 miles south of
the equator, here enjoy a relatively cool atmosphere, which is, at the same time,
far less humid than that either of Loanda or of Bengiudla.
Hence, instances of
acclimatisation

successful

are here frequent

enough, not only in the case of

Many natives of Portugal have reared a
The race has here
healthy offspring, with rosy cheeks and vigorous constitution.
been perpetuated, although hitherto the mortality has normally exceeded the
individuals but of family groups.

and

few young girls are seen in Mossamedes, it is because they also
emigrate, called away to found new homes in the other coast towns.
"
The climate, which " elimina'es in the north, may thus be said to " assimibirth-rate

;

if

"

in the southern province of Angola; and if while families can here
maintain themselves on the seaboard, they naturally find still less difficulty in
late

An irregular line
doing so on the breezy upland valleys of the interior.
embracing the whole of the Cunene bas n as far as the plateau separating it from
the slopes draining to the Cuanza and Kwango rivers, roughly indicates the
portion of the Portuguese possessions which has already become to a small extent

North of this parting line the territory can
a region of permanent colonisation.
never become a colony in the strict sense of the term, and must always remain a
mere

in

political

dependency useful only for

its

natural resources.

The Portuguese are not the only whites who have begun to .seek new homes
The immigration from the north has in recent
thti southern parts of Angola.

times been increased by a corresponding movement from the south of Africa.
Boers, descendants of the early Dutch settlers and of a few French Huguenot
refugees, have continued as far as Angola the gradual northward advance begun

The

by them some two centuries ago on the extreme southern shores of the continent.
Steadily pushing forward from station to station, their farthest outposts have
already reached the plateaux watered by the Upper Cunene. Notwithstanding
the difficulties attending a first settlement, and despite the conflicts which have
temporarily arrested and even driven back the onward movement, there can be

no doubt that the Boers

will ultimately secure a permanent footing in the Portuthus
contribute to the settlement and progress of the country.
guese territory, and
Nor is this all, for in the general spread of European ideas, customs, and

industries, account

must

also be taken of the Brazilian

immigrants from the

New

World, who are partly Portuguese by descent, and altogether by language and
Most of them are certainly of mixed origin, and while they

social institutions.

may

claim to be Europeans on the father's side, as well as by name and family
must also be regarded as Africans in virtue of their maternal

traditions, they

descent.

These

civilised half-castes thus constitute a natural intermediate

element

between the pure whites and the Negroes, between the colonists and the natives.
Some share in the general civilisation of the country is also taken by the hybrid
chiefly priests, traders, and teachers, who are commonly known
as " Canarians," because mainly immigrants from the district of Canara, on the
west coast of India.

Hindus from Goa,

The economic and

social conditions of

Angola have been completely revolu-

Tin:

ti

>nised

during the

last

SLAVE TRADE.
For the

few years.

along
occupation of the land, the
Cuiiene river- tnrled exclusively in slaves.
t'art,.ri. >

tin-
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throe

banished

to that

island towards the

tin-

Congo and

These stations were mere depots
I>ra/ili-m plantations, and
mostly

the wretched captives destined for the
]mrchased in the interior by the traders of Sam Thorn/-,

for

centuries following

coast between the

end of the

d.'x-riid

mts of the

fifteenth century.

Je\\

>

The African

having thus been depopulated for the benefit of the New World, it is
not surprising that Angola has been so greatly distanced in material progress by
the vast Bra/ilian empire. The number of black> transport*- from Angola since

coast lands

1

the beginning of the sixteenth century has been estimated at about one million
and to procure this multitude of slaves, the dealers in human flesh
;

at least

probably caused the destruction of three or four times as many in the slaveNo doubt
hunting expeditious and the terrible forced marches to the coast.
the black cargoes received the apostolic benediction wb,en setting sail, and at
the time of Bastian's visit the stone seat was still shown at Loanda from which
the bishop stretched forth his hands towards the parting hulks in order to bestow
his episcopal blessing

on their living

freights.

But

it

may be doubted whether

the horrors of the middle passage were perceptibly abated for all this unctuous
mummery. When, however, the traffic was checked, and at last abolished altogether, about the middle of the present century, the broad Angolan uplands had

But although the land now
ceased to be a hunting-ground for human quarry.
in
slaves
was still continued from
old
trade
to
be
the
began
slowly repeopled,
plantation to plantation, just as

Negro kingdoms

of the interior

it

flourishes at the present time throughout the

beyond the Kwaugo

river.

The whole system

cultivation, as well as the colonial administration in general,

of

depended on the

forced labour of the serfs employed on the large domains ceded by the state to

enterprising speculators.

At

last slavery

possessions,

was completely abolished

which he cannot

call

in 1878 throughout the

Portuguese
any longer compelled to till a square yard of laud
But the tenure of the laud itself has not underhis own.

where no native

is

Small freeholds, which tend so greatly to foster
the self-respect and promote the well-being of the peasant, have not been substituted for the extensive domains on which is based the ascendancy of a powerful

gone a corresponding change.

landed aristocracy. Nevertheless such a radical change as the emancipation of
the Negro cannot fail eventually to bring about a corresponding revolution in
the prevalent system of manual labour. So also the ever- increasing importance
of Angola, in the social

economy

of the African world,

must necessarily ere long
and to a funda-

entitle this region to a larger share of local self-government,

mental modification of the present system of complete dependence on the crown
authorities resident in Lisbon.

TOPOGRAPHY.

left

Although recognised by solemn international treaties as sole masters of the
bank of the Lower Congo, from Noki to Cape Padnlo, the Portuguese possess
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no busy trading

stations along this extensive section of the river.

Nearly

all

in the estuary stop either

or

at
ship cargoes
discharge
Banana, Punta da Lenha, or Boma, all of which ports lie on the right bank, and
The Portuguese side is thus almost
consequently belong to the Congo Free State.
vessels putting in to

and the water being shallower, is here loss favourable for navigation,
while the riverain populations are more hostile to foreigners. The station of
Santo- Antonio, although sheltered from the* west winds by the promontory of

deserted,

without any local traffic.
Quissama,
Cape Padrao, is merely a military outpost
whose exuberant vegetation is a source of wonder to the traders of Boma, possesses
three factories and some plantations, the produce of which is forwarded by a few
light craft.

The most frequented

of all

the

riverain

just below

the cataracts.

in

ports

ffoki (Noqui), the Lukango of the natives, which

This haven, which

is

is

Portuguese territory

is

situated near the frontier,

accessible

to vessels

of

one

tons, has acquired some importance since the ivory trade
has been transferred to the banks of the Congo, from the port of Ambriz on the

thousand

seacoast.

five

hundred

Noki

is

also the starting-point of travellers proceeding south-eastwards

to San-Salvador, capital of the ancient

"

King

of the sea

"

kingdom

of Congo,

now

tributary to the

residing in Lisbon.

SAX- SALVADOR.

known

the Portuguese by the name of SanSalvador, occupies a commanding position worthy of an imperial capital which
It crowns
at one time ruled over all the land from the Gaboon to the Cuanza.

Ambasxi, the native city

to

summit of a plateau of elliptical form, which stretches north and south for
a distance of nearly two miles, with an average breadth of over half a mile.
the

Towards the

south, the valley of the Lueji,

way through a papyrus
round
the escarpments of
and grass-grown marshy tract, describes a semicircle
the plateau.
On the east and west sides the narrow gorges, nearly 400 feet below
winding

its

the upper terraces, are traversed by rivulets, over which have been thrown suspension bridges of twisted creepers
sides of the granite rock,

Copious springs of pure water gush from the

which forms the base

of this isolated plateau,

and which

enclosed on all sides by old limestone formations.
The " great fetish " of San-Salvador, formerly renowned throughout all the
Angolan lands, has long lost its prestige, and the religious rites introduced by the
is

Roman

Catholic missionaries Portuguese Dominicans and Italian Capuchin friars
had until recently been completely forgotten. Little survived of those times
except a few inherited crucifixes, regarded by the chiefs as badges of authority,

and the standard of the cross blessed by Pope Innocent' VIII., and still jealously
guarded by the king as an a?gis of his faded majesty. In the capital were also
still

preserved some images of saints, which were carried in procession with great

pomp on

certain festivals, accompanied

by genuflexions and prayers,

in

nothing but the merest traces could be detected of the ancient liturgy.

which

Negro

SAN-SAI.YAIM.I'.
priests ordained at
Saii-Salv;i(lor,

and the

ill

time \isited the "congregations " at
M-mhlance of union l.etwren tln-x- coiniuuni-

Loanda had from time

order to keep up

rest of the

on the trunk of a sacred

a

Church.
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Tin

to

nani.-s of those missionaries

won- inscribed

tree standing in the centre of the town.

But

for sonic

a regular mission has again attached San-Salvador with the Catholic world.
tptist preachers are also endeavouring, although with no great success, to make
rs

I!

proselytes, especially

among

the slave children purchased from the surrounding

tribes.

Under the

of all

influence

strangers some of the old

these

Fig. 8.

SAJI-SALVADOB.

Scale

1

:

200,000.

East of Greenwich

14V)'

,

t!

Miles.

have disappeared, notably the ordeal of the poisoned cup but polygamy
The order of succesprevails, especially amongst the chiefs and rulers.

practices
still

sion,

the
as
is

;

which the missionaries had formerly endeavoured

Roman

law,

is

not in the direct but the indirect

to

line,

make conformable
from uncle

to

to

nephew,

During the interregnum the executive authority
vested in a formidable dignitary bearing the title of Ma-Boma, or "Lord of
amongst most African

Terror."

The death

national calamity.
all

superstitious

tribes.

accordingly rega riled in a twofold sense as a
followed by a period of solemn mourning, during which

of a

It is

king

is

merrymaking, the dance and the song, are hushed in an all-pervading stillness.
100

AT
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The
food,

natives remain confined to their huts, abstain from ablutions and almost from

and even cease

to till the land.

For several months the body

is

preserved

in a house facing the palace, adorned with a symbolic effigy of the sovereign, to

which are religiously offered the usual daily meals.

Fig.

first

9.

THE KINO

After the limbs have been

OP CONGO.

broken and then dried, the remains are covered with a coating of clay and

dwelling.

and a silk shroud. Everybody contributes his share,
swathed mummy-pack fills the whole width of the mortuary
When the remains are ultimately borne to the consecrated place of

burial, the

funeral procession must be

wrapped

in strips of cotton

until at last the

made

in a straight line, so that all the

MUSSEUA.
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intT\ ruing houses have to bo cleared away.
Amongst tin- Mu-Sorongos the king
i'.r twelve
intern
<1
officially
years after his death, as if his subjects were

was not
still

IK li. \( that he had
passed away.
return to the sphere of European culture, Sau Salvador has already

reluctant to

Since

its

IM.U \i>itel

who

liy

a large

number

Dorn Pedro V., King of Congo,

of travellers.

resides in the old city, has, like his forefathers, again

!>

conn- a va->.il to thu

crown

of Portugal.
French, Portuguese, and Dutch factories have sprung up in
the vicinity of the royal court, and missionaries, held almost in as great respect
as the king himself, have made the capital a centre of religious activity for again

leathering the surrounding
(

liavanne, they were able

populations

to boast of

into

the Catholic fold.

two thousand converts in

According to
Never-

188-5.

theless the metropolis is not very populous, containing in that year not more than
about seven hundred residents, including nine Europeans. But several hundred
visitors were temporarily attached to the place by the interests of trade, and
porters

and packmen were continually plodding to and fro on all the surrounding highways.
In the San-Salvador district, the LemMo market, at the converging point of
several routes,

is

of the Congo.

the chief mart for caoutchouc within the zone of free trade south

Here the brokers and middlemen meet once or twice a month

discuss business matters

and exchange

their commodities.

A

to

large open space

shaded with trees in the centre of the market was formerly a place of execution,
as the traveller is reminded by the blanched skulls still suspended from the

overhanging branches. Whenever a wretched culprit was beheaded, the members
of his family were said to be compelled to eat a few pieces from his hand.
South of Cape Padrao follow several factories surrounded by orchards and
plantations.

and

C(/tt('<,-fi

Such are Mauguc Grande, Manguc Peqitcho (Great and Little Mangne),
(/<
Cobra ("Snake's Head"), where sesame especially is cultivated, and

where may be purchased the

Musorongo

finer.t

fetiches

in

West

Africa, all carved

by the

artists.

Mw'ulla and Ambrizette, situated near the mouth of a river flowing from the
territory of the

till
lately some importance as outAmbrizette
largely exports salt from the
present

Mu-Shicougo people, enjoyed

posts of the ivory trade.

At

"
neighbouring saline marshes. Beyond it the Pilar," a fine Portuguese pyramid,
and hills strewn with granite boulders weathered into fantastic forms, which at a

distance look like ramparts, towers, pillars, or obelisks, announce to the seafarer
the approach to Muxxrra, formerly a prosperous city, whose powerful fetish, the

powerless to protect the place from the
not make its
ravages of small-pox and the sleep disease. This latter scourge did
appearance in the region south of the Congo till the year 1870, when in a few
months it carried off two hundred victims in Mussera alone. The survivors fled
so-called

in

"Mother

of Waters,"

was

still

alarm from their homes, and founded a new town in the neighbourhood.
During the cacimbo season, that is from June to August, the Mussera

fisher-

which is cured and
capture large quantities of the pungo, or singing fish,
forwarded in all directions to the inland plateaux. To reach the fishing grounds
one foot in
they brave the surf seated astride on two canoes coupled together,

men
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each.

From

the bituminous sandstones of the Mussera district there oozes

kind of asphalt, which the natives say collects in
not allow the Europeans to visit.

little pools,

up a

but which they do

AMBRIZ AND LOANDA.
Ambriz, or rather Mbrish, so-named from a neighbouring river, is the only
port of call on the whole seaboard between the Congo estuary and Loanda.
been occupied by the Portuguese since the year 1855, the
roadstead
of Qtiinscmbo, as well as the territory stretching thence
neighbouring
it

Although

has

northwards, was

left to the natives, so that
foreign traders were able to carry on
business without being obliged to pay local dues to the Portuguese authorities.

Ambriz, whose various xenzn/as, or quarters, are scattered over the face of a steep
has no harbour, nor any shipping accommodation beyond a pier, which
vessels may approach in calm weather.
The open roadstead is sheltered only by a

cliff,

low headland from the south and south-east winds

but this part of the coast is
storms.
ever
Ambriz
was formerly visited by
swept by
fortunately scarcely
numerous caravans conveying ivory from the San-Salvador region, and although
;

its general trade has greatly
the
increased of Lte years.
Although lying beyond
Congo basin, it is situated
within the zone of free trade with the whole of the Angolan territory limited
Its staple export is coffee, which comes from the
southwards by the river Loje.

at present

it

exports very

little of

this

commodity,

plantations in the south-east, attracted to this port

Ambriz

by

its

also forwards ground-nuts, caoutchouc,

impost.
used in the manufacture of

estimated at from

160,000 to

exemption from local
and the baobab bast

the yearly value of all its exports being
The Brazilian jigger (pulex penetrans),
200,000.

paper,

originally introduced with the cargo of the Thomas Mitchell in 1872, has since
spread from this place throughout a great part of West Africa.

Ambriz

is

destitute of

good routes towards the region of inland plateaux, and

of the Mu-Shicongo territory, as
especially towards Quilt-din, in the southern part
The latter is a fortirfied town standing 2,550 feet above
well as towards Bembe.

on a plateau separated from a peaked mountain by a deep valley
strewn with a number of malachite boulders, which appear to have been borne
sea-level

Formerly the natives sold from two hundred to
by the action of water.
Ambriz dealers.
More recently an English
to
the
three hundred tons annually
company was ruined in the attempt to work these deposits, nearly all the miners

thither

introduced from Cornwall perishing in a few months.
The little fort of Sao JosS, or Das Pedras de Encogt,
station

of

here to die of fever.

but

is

the chief strategical

much dreaded by

the military convicts sent
a
bluff
It crowns
full of caves, which overlooks the upper

the interior,

is

Loje Valley, and guards the frontiers of the kingdom of Congo.
forests supply a large quantity of coffee, collected

South-east of

Ambriz the seaboard

as

the Mossul territory, which abonnds in

far as the

gum

copal.

The surrounding

from the uncultivated

Dande

river

This region

is

plant.

occupied by

is still

very

little

LOANDA.
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"
"
although formerly erected by the Portuguese crown into a
Duchy in
i'uvuur of a Negro prince, on whose shoulder* were tattooed the aims of Portugal,
,

an indelible badge of which the bearer was not a little proud. This singular
method of investiture was conferred on a Duke of Mossul so recently as the close
of the eighteenth century.

between

the

Ba-Fyot

In the

Daud

valley,

line

AXBRIZ.

Fijr. 10.

liundu populations, reservoirs
of petroleum have been disco-

Scale

1

:

40,000.

however, have

vered, which,

hitherto boon worked at a

For

which forms the boundary

and

loss.

generations the
the district have

several

natives of

been so unruly that the European speculators have not yet
ventured to establish factories
in

Dande

The upper

midst.

their

valley

even

is

still

by semi-independent

held

Dembo

tribes.

Sao- Paulo da Assumpcuo de
Lodiidn,

or

briefly

Loanda,

capital of their
sessions,

Angolan poswas the first town

founded by the Portuguese on
this coast.

As

it

was

also the

most favourably situated for
it

trading purposes,

naturally
acquired a rapid development,
and is at present the largest
city

on

seaboard

the

AVcst

for

a

African

distance

of

miles, between Lagos
and the Cape. Divided into
an upper and a lower quarter,

3,000

it

spreads out in

atrical
slopes,

amphitheform along the terraced
terminating southwards

TVpths.

Oto

16

Feet.

rocky headland, on which
stands the fortress of
Sao

!:

i

<'.;.>

32 Feet and

Feet.

upwards.

in a

Miguel.

The somewhat open bay

1.100 yards.

is

partly sheltered from the ocean winds and

by a strip of sand forming a continuation of a tongue of land which
begins some 20 miles farther south, at the most advanced \\eMerly point of
surf

the Angolan coast.
seaboard,

This outer shore-line, which runs parallel with the inner

has been formed by the marine current which sets steadily in the
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direction from south to north close to the mainland.
ever,

it

is

pierced by

Towards the middle, howCorimba, through which

a channel, the so-called bar of

The northern extremity of this sandy rampart
thus forms a long, low-lying island, whose shores are often flooded by the stormy

light craft gain access to the bay.

SOUTHERN SPIT OF LOANDA.

Fig. 11.

Scale 1

:

225,000.

15

tasfc of

Greenwich

Pep'.hs.

Sands exposed

Oto64

at ebb.

Feet.

64 to 3.'0
Feet.

320 Feet

and

upwards.

3 Miles.

waves of the Atlantic.

Such

is

the

islet

of Loanda, on

which the Portuguese

settlement in the year 1576, at a time when they did not yet
venture to establish factories on the mainland. The island, on which stood seven

founded their

first

or native villages, was otherwise a place of exceptional importance for its
inhabitants, constituting a sort of treasury where they collected the cowries

libatftx,

LOAN

I

>

A.

BO

The Luanda
(cyprfra tnonrtu), used as currency in the surrounding districts.
cowries wore of greater value as specie than those of liraxil, imported from Bahia,
Maldive Archipelago.
luit were still far inferior to those of the
The insular
with
cocoanut
which
the
nriteriiN
shaded
for the
of
land,
groves
supply
tongue
manufacture; of cordage and wickerwork, has a population of aUmt five thousand,
including six hundred fishermen, descended from the ancient Mu-Shi Luanda
tribe.

Here

also the

Government has

established

an arsenal for

refitting its

fleets.

One year

after the foundation of the insular settlement, Paulo Dias de Xovaes,
ST. PACT, OF

Fiff. 12.

Scale

1

:
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75,000.

Lastof breenwich
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Feet.

80 to 160

ICO Feet nod

Feet.

upwards.

2,200 Miles.

secured a
grandson of the navigator who first doubled the Cape of Good Hope,
with native chiefs and
footing on the neighbouring coast, where by alliances
successful wars, the Portuguese gradually acquired possession of the surrounding
territory.

As

a chief centre of the slave trade between Africa and

became a wealthy and populous

city,

where from twelve

I5rax.il,

to fifteen vessels

times be seen awaiting their turn to ship their living cargoes.
the development of
suppression of this traffic, itself a hindrance to
trade,

Loanda was

all

forsaken, all business

but ruined.

came

t->

Its population

fell

off,

its

Iut

Luanda

might

at

after the

all

legitimate
buildings were

an abrupt end; the few remaining inhabitants cut oF
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from

supplies, ran the risk of perishing from hunger, and whole months passed
without u single Portuguese or Brazilian vessel making its appearance in the

port,

But although the planters predicted that the entire

abolition of the slave trade

would complete the ruin of Loauda and the whole territory, their forebodings have
not been realised.
The population, which numbered about twelve thousand in the
middle of the present century, has even increased since then while the city, which
;

for a time presented the appearance of

having undergone a bombardment, has been
The debris of churches and convents have been cleared

enlarged and improved.

uway and replaced by promenades

the narrow streets have been broadened, and
the houses, built for the most part of Brazilian timber, proof
against the attacks of
termites, are well kept, well ventilated, supplied with verandahs, and painted in
Over all the surrounding hills are dotted
bright yellow, pink, or light blue colours.
;

numerous mussrques, or villas, nestling beneath the shade of the baobab and other
forest trees, which here thrive notwithstanding the
poverty of the soil.
But Loanda still continues to be an unhealthy place, and even recently the
inhabitants were reduced to great straits for want of sufficient water, a well and
a few cisterns being wholly inadequate to meet the demand.
Quite a flotilla of
tola vciras, or barges, had to be daily sent for fresh supplies to the
neighbouring
.

-At present the pure water of this stream

river Bengo.

means

of a canal,

which

is

conveyed to the city
also intended to be utilised for irrigation purposes.
is

by

A

beginning has likewise been made with the line of railway which is to run through
the Zen/a, or Upper Bengo valley, into the interior, and which must sooner or
be continued to the station of Anibuca, an important centre of trade with the
surrounding Congoese populations. This railway, a first concession for which was

later

made

in 1875,

is

the initial section of the trans- continental line which

one day to traverse Portuguese Africa in
Atlantic to those of the Indian Ocean.

More than

its

entire length

is

intended

from the shores of the

half of the trade of

Angola is centred in the port of Loanda, through
European manufacture reach the interior. In exchange
for these wares the inhabitants have little to offer
beyond the produce of the local
fisheries
but from the inland districts they receive an abundance of colonial
which nearly

all articles

of

;

produce, especially coffee and caoutchouc.
The trade of Loanda is fostered by the ocean steamers which
visit

the roadstead

approach the town.
vessels

were

still

;

but the port

Down

to the

is

now

regularly

unfortunately too shallow to enable

beginning

them

to

of the present
century the largest

able to ride at anchor within a few
cable-lengths of the shore

;

but this anchorage has been gradually encroached
upon by the silting sands, and
the beach has been enlarged at the expense of the
bay, so that the naval fleet and
Transatlantic packets are now obliged to cast anchor under the shelter of the

sandy island nearly a mile and

Pending the completion

a half to

the north of the

of the railway intended to

city.

bring Loanda into direct
communication with the inland plantations, the best trade route is that offered
by
the course of the Lower Cuanza.
After rounding Cape Palmeirinhas and crossing

MIXIMA.
the bur at
as the

C(ttntnli'>,

mouth,

its

town

which ma\

more than

'J

<

us originally

<

to

ascend this great artery aa far
on the ri^lit hank is

of the first riverain ports

>ne

regarded as the fluvial port of Loaiula, \\hich lies little
tin- north-west, and which is connected
by a ^ood carriage-

l>e

miles to

>

load with the

HUTS are able

tin-

Dondo.

of

41

'uan/a.

p.ojccted

It

ha-

by

al-<>

the

I

he n proposed to construct a junction canal.

who

hitch,

held possession of Loanda for u

few years.
Nearly

all

bank, which

the plantations in the rich valley of the Cuanza lie on the right
the lower and more fertile of the two.
Here the vegetation

is

Fig.

Dorao.

13.
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characteristic

exuberance

;

moist tropical lands displays itself in all its splendour and
but here also the fluvial inundations are the most disastrous, often
of

sweeping away the lougucf, or embankments, together with the crops they were
n>tni( ted to protect.
The rich domain of Bom Jesus, where hundreds of hands
are employed in distilling rum from the sugar-cane, has in this way frequently
been wasted.

Lower Cuanza is Maxima (Muahitua),
crowning the summit of a limestone hill, whence an extensive view is commanded
of the
Above a group of hovels at the
territory of the savage Quissama tribes.

The only

station on the left

bank

of the
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which

foot of the hill rises a Christian church,
all

<

is

"
"
regarded as a great fetish by

the inhabitants of the district, Catholics and pagans alike.
The trading station of Massanyano, above the confluence of the Cuanza and Lu-

'al hi,

owes

district.

existence to the neighbouring coffee plantations of the Cazengo
Hut here the chief centre of traffic is Dnndo, which lies at the head of
its

It is a modern town, situated on the right bank of
the navigation of the Cuanza.
the river, in a cirque surrounded by wooded hills, which prevent the free
The consequence is that the place is extremely unhealthy
circulation of the air.
and from the local Portuguese traders has received the title of the " furnace," or
" hell " of
Angola. Here are manufactured porous earthenware vessels, and the
.

native smiths employ European iron, although the neighbouring hills are very
In the same district were formerly worked some silver
rich in ores of that metal.
Fig. 14.

PEOJECTED RAILWAY TO AMBACA.
Scale
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mines, which occur a
far

little

farther

from the village of Cambanibe.

Adopted

line.

upwards.
60 Miles.

up near the cataracts of the Cuanza, and not
The first attempt was made to secure possession

1595, when the two hundred men forming the
were
all
massacred
expedition
except seven, who escaped to report the disaster.
The most productive coffee district in Angola is the basin of the river Lu-

of

these mines in the year

Culla,

which flows

both streams.

many

parallel with the

The

coffee-plant

Cuanza some distance above the confluence

of

and

in

grows

wild in the forests of this region,

places rich natural plantations are formed merely

clearing the ground round about the trees.

by the simple process of
But the great plantations of the

districts, have been created by the
and
Brazilian
settlers, originally employing the labour of slaves who
Portuguese
have since become free labourers. The first fazcndeiro who settled in the Cazengo

Cazengo, of Golungo-Alto, and neighbouring

territory

came from Brazil

in 1837.

Eight years after beginning operations he

AMBACA.
was able

to raise eight tons of coffee,

hundred tons were exported from

and

this

promised
pivM-nt

miner

il

1880 as much as two thousand

in

li>tri<

In the I.u-Calla hasin tlie cotton-i)lant

is
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t

five

alone.

also

grown

;

l>ut

this industry,

which

acquire a jjivat >\< \ rlopm -nt during the Auu-ri an war of secession, at
The whole country abounds in
yields p or returns to the planters.
to

d .-poM's. although little

famous from

time, immeni'irial

is
t'

>r

them by the native metallurgists.

work

-d
except the iron ores, which have been
the excelk-ni-e of the articles produced from
The double blast 1> Hows used by them are

absolutely identical with those figured on the ancient

the sands of the Golungo-Alto torrents

is

also

monuments

of Egypt.

In

found gold dust, but hitherto in

any profit from the washings.
This region of the Lu-Culla, one of the most picturesque and productive in
the whole of Angola, was till recently entirely destitute of regular highways, so
insufficient quantity to yield

had to make their way to the coast-towns through the thorny
paths of the forests. A large part of the native traffic even took the direction of
Ambriz, attracted thither by the che:ip and abundant supply of commodities taken
tli

at the porters

exchange for the local produce. Pending the construction of the railway by
which this produce may be forwarded direct to Lounda, all the foreign trade of
in

the Lu-Calla basin

But

is

carried on

by means

to reach the riverain ports, the

across the trackless forests.

of the steamers plying on the Cuanza.

coffee has still

to

be conveyed by porters
annual trade of the

It is calculated that of the total

Cuanza, estimated at over eleven thousand tons, about one-half

is

contributed by

Hence, allowing a hundred pounds as an average load,

the Lu-Calla district.

who yearly make the toilsome journey from the inland
banks of the Cuanza, must be reckoned at about a hundred and
Recently a road 84 miles long has been opened between
twenty-five thousand.
Dando and Cacullo, capital of the Caxengo district, which lies near the sources of
the

number

of carriers,

plantations to the

the Lu-Inha, a southern affluent of the Lu-Calla.

This highway, which will

" beasts of
burden," crosses two branches of the

henceforth dispense with human
Lu-Calla by means of iron viaducts, the most remarkable work of

whole

of the

Putnf/a,

Angolan

man

in the

territory.

which has been chosen as the terminus in the Ambaca

district of the

future railway from Loanda towards the interior, is situated, not on the Lu-Calla,
but five miles west of that river on a schistose and sandstone bluff, at the foot of

which winds the Rio Pamba, a smalj affluent of the main stream. Ihis station,
whieh commonly takes the name of Aniltaai, from the district itself, consisted of a

and a dozen straw huts in the year 1879, when
the engineers had already traced on the maps the definite course of the railway
for JM) miles between Dando and Ambaca.
The inhabitants, all clothed in black,
single street with three houses

presente a wretched funereal appearance, and the few travellers passing through
the district asked with astonishment why this hamlet of all others had been
1

chosen as the terminal point of a railway running for 210 miles, from the capital
Hut Pamba
of the Portuguese possessions towards the interior of the continent.

owes this privilege to

its

rank as administrative centre of the country,

to the
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extensive ground-nut and tobacco plantations of the surrounding district, t<> it<
position on the main caravan route penetrating far into the kingdom of the

Muato Yamvo, and possibly also to its past prestige. Ambaca was in fact
formerly a populous and flourishing city, and the chief depot and headquarters
of the dealers

who from

that central point explored all the circumjacent lauds

The Ambaquistas had become renowned throughout

in search of fresh markets.

the Portuguese dominions for their wealth and enterprising spirit. Hence the
needy servants of the crown intrigued and competed eagerly for promotion to a
scarcely remunerative post, where they had every opportunity of rapidly making
their fortunes.

Such was their success that the inhabitants migrated, especially

in the direction of Pungo-Nilonyo, while trade sought ever fresh outlets.
Fig. 15.

" BLACK STONES " OF PUNOO NDONOO.
Scale
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Ambaquistas have thus become more numerous in the conterminous provinces
than in their original home nor can the projected railway fail to repeople the
;

country and open up its great natural resources.
In the upper valley of the Lu-Caila there are no large towns.

Even Dnque

de Braganga, or simply Duque, the most advanced Portuguese station towards

the north-east of the Angolan territory,

is

a mere presidio, or military post,

much

dreaded on account of the neighbouring malarious swamps caused by the overflow of the river, which flows east of the plateau crowned by the fort.
Hence,

few troops are sent to this station except military convicts, who avenge themby levying blackmail on the natives, under the disguise of Government

selves
taxes.

As

at

Pamba, the

result of this system of administration has been the

FUNGO-NDONGO.
almost ciniiple'e depopulation of

capable of
:n:(l

land.

Although naturally very

thanks to

its

altitude of

ne.udy li.oOO

A

sc

district yield-

urely any agricultural produce.
and
IVOUH passed this way, a Jinga
plorers Capello

of
I.

move

the fort
ini:

deprived

oil'

1

fertile

tobacco, cotton, and Around nuts, as well as

growing

\eiretalile-..

tin-
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in

feet

and

fruits

European
above the sea, the

short time before the ex-

tribe

encamped

the direction of the west, scared

in the vicinity

away through

fear of

of all their cattle.

for which the Lu-('alla
valley
extensive coffee plantations, the basin of the Cuanza mainstream

Although lucking the agricultural importance
is
is

indebted to

its

nevertheless

much more frequented

as a commercial highway.

Dondo, the

followed eastwards by the town of Pungo-Ndotigo, the
"
Fetish of Ndongo,'' chief depot of the dealers trading with the interior of the
continent, and one of the historical cities of Angola.
Here formerly resided the
first

riverain port,

>oveivi^ns from

is

whom

name, and here the Portuguese founded a permanent settlement so early as the year 1G71. This town,
which lies at an altitude of about 4,000 feet above the sea, occupies a remarkable
the Angolan territory took

position in a highly picturesque district.

its

In the middle of a vast plain stretch-

ing southwards in the direction of the Cuanza, abruptly rises to a height of 500
or 600 feet, and even more, a group of conglomerate, schistose, gneiss, and
porphyry

most varied and eccentric outlines. Some have the appearance of obelisks, others of domes, while most of them are disposed in vertical
crags, presenting the

turret -shaped peaks separated by narrow intervening crevasses, which are rendered conspicuous from a distance by the shrubs of dark green foliage with which

In some of these gorges

they are overgrown.

to the endless variety of

their

a very paradise of botanists, thanks
the trees are completely matted with

plants

which stretch from crag

to crag in form of a vast
canopy above
In the flowering season this canopy of entangled lianas,
itself now veiled
by a dense mass of fiery red blossom, spreads out like a purple
lake embedded between sheer rocky walls.
These beautiful rocks of Pungo-

parasitic creepers,

the lower vegetation.

Ndongo

are

commonly known by the name

Pedras Negrus, or lilack Stones,"
deserved for at least a great part of the
'

of

a designation, however, which is little
At the end of the dry season they assume rather a greyish hue. But in
year.
December, when the crevices of the rocks are flooded by lakelets foimed by the
rains, the

downwards,

vertical

sides

exhibit

blackit-h

streaks which gradually broaden out

at last completely covering the base of the cliffs as with a coating

This coating is composed of myriads of tiny weeds of the
which
scytoncma family,
spring up during ihe rains but which disappear with the
return of the dry season, sealing off and again revealing the natural greyish tint

of black varnish.

of the rocky surface.

On

fortress, while in an irregular
of
the
huts
Pungo-Ndongo, environed by orangegrouped
watered
and
which
are
ITere are
groves
gardens,
by rills of limpid water.
intermingled the fruit-trees of Europe and the Antilles, above which rise the

one of these picturesque eminences stands the

cirque at its foot are

spreading branches of a mighty baobab, associated with the

first

traditions of the
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place.

Beneath the shadow

was held the court

of this tree

of Queen Ginga, one
The rocks have also their

of the great potentates of African traditional history.

some of them showing the fanciful imprint of human feet, others
caverns
whose galleries are supposed to give access to underground
containing
local legends,

cities.

At Pungo-Ngondo

daylight is of shorter duration than in the other towns of
This
is
due
to
the
Angola.
rocky heights, which delay the rising sun and hasten its
setting rays while the cliffs are often wrapped in fog and mist during the morning
;

hours.

East of the " Black Stones," the commercial outpost of Loanda with the
MALANGE.

Fig. 16.
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town situated on a vast grassy plain which, during
the rainy season, resembles a boundless field of wheat. Northwards stretch some
morasses, which might be easily drained and which are the source of some rivuinterior is Malangt, a small

lets flowing to the Cuanza below a series of romantic cascades.
Malange is still
a Portuguese station, being occupied by a small garrison
and here also reside
some white traders, who have introduced the national currency. But beyond
;

this point all

objects

of

be exchanged for bales of cloth and other
organised, for their long inland journeys, the

European coins have

barter.

Here

are

to

quibucas, or caravans of traders, agents, brokers,

beyond the

and

porters,

which penetrate

Kwango, trading with the surrounding nations and wild tribes as far

47

Blllf:

as the region of the great lakes,
;ilid raniitehoue.

The southern
It lies,

plain

mute whieh

trade

Henguella,

MO

miles south of

in the

li

where are collected

this post

starts i'nuu

us ivory,

Cuanxu basin an outlying station towards the
nun
farther south than Malange, on the upland
however,

I.oamla, also possesses
interior.

and bringing bock such commodities

is called, is

famous Portuguese

tin-

1'arthrst

hi-adst

reams of the Cuanxa.

traveller. Sil\a

Porto,

7/r////o////-,

as

was long the residence of the
one of the few explorers who have

not a military station.

It

crossed the continent from ocean to ocean, besides also visiting

many

hitherto

little-known regions of the interior.
The village of Belmonte, us well as the town of Cangonilt, residence of the

commonly designated by the name of Hike (Bie), a term
whole
plateau, some 5,000 feet above the sea-level, which forms
applied
for
streams flowing north to the Cuunza and south to the Kuthe
the waterpurting
most powerful

local chief, is

to the

According to Cappello and Ivens, the Bihenos, who number altogether
H;'iigo.
about twenty thousand, present no very distinct physical type. Descending from
peoples of the most varied origin, brought by wars and slavery to this plateau,

and having

also introduced all

manner

of usages acquired during their long

wanderings over the continent, they possess few characteristic points beyond their
As many of them have also
love of gain and inborn capacity for trade.

common

learned to read and write, a Portuguese dealer must be himself more than usually
shrewd to get the better of the Bihe agent in their mutual bargainings. As a
rule, the

advantage

is

always on the side of the latter in the international

dealings.

The land thus enriched by

profitable commercial pursuits

might

also

become

one of the granaries of the continent
for the reddish silicious clayey soil is
and
the
extremely fertile,
during
rainy season vegetation seems, so to say, to
spring up with a visible growth.
Capello and Ivens, who organised their
;

expedition for the interior near Belmonte, obtained in two months abundant crops
from a piece of ground near the camp, on which beans, maize, and other cereals

had been carelessly

scattered.

One

of the natives assured

them with the utmost

seriousness that, during the rainy season, he had one day stuck his freshly-cut
staff into the mud in front of his hut, and stood at the door spinning a long yarn
to his relations seated round alxmt, and that, before he had finished, he found

himself under the shade of a mighty tree, whose existence was totally unknown
him, but which on examination he found to be his staff, that had taken root,

to

shot out branches and leaves, and showed signs of bursting into flower.

vegetation of this region

must be marvellously rapid

The

to give rise to such popular

"
yarns."
Travellers coming from the wildernesses of the interior speak in enthusiast itof this " earthly paradise," where, after

long periods of scarcity and
hardships, they suddenly find an abundance of exquisite fruits and vegetables.
The rieh plateau of Bihe has aeo>nlinj:ly been spoken of as a promising field of

language

iuture colonisation for the hard-pressed Portuguese peasantry.

But during the
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rainy season fevers are here unfortunately scarcely less dangerous than on the
lowlands, and many of the natives also suffer from goitr^. American missionaries

have recently established themselves in the

district
but their principal station
farther west, in the territory of the Bailundos, which Ladislas Magyar calls
the " heart of the Bunda country."
;

lies

The

chief article of exchange introduced

by the Bihenos into the

interior is

the fazcnda, or bale of cotton, either plain or striped, of English manufacture and
The baneful Hamburg brandy, more or less
generally of rather inferior quality.

mixed with drugs and diluted with water, is also a great article of exchange with
The caravans supply them, moreover, with
nearly all the surrounding tribes.
rifles,

powder and

shot,

and other munitions

of war, besides tablets of salt, brass

wire, white and red china beads, and glas< trinkets, mostly importel through
England from Bohemia. Umbrellas and nightcaps are also much sought after
in the kingdom of the Muata Yamvo and conterminous states.
Traders have,

provide themselves with carpets, rugs, uniforms, embroidered fabrics,
and other more costly wares, as presents for the chiefs, whose permission they
have thus to purchase in order to transact business with their subjects.
lastly, to

In exchange for these European commodities, the dealers bring back

ivory,

The porters, hired
caoutchouc, wax, honey, palm-oil, and skins of wild animals.
either for the whole journey or for a certain distance, are loaded with burdens
never weighing

less

than a hundred and seldom more than a hundred and thirty-

pounds, the weight varying according to the season and the difficulties of
the route.
The porter also frequently procures the assistance of another native,
five

and

he is accompanied by one or more women,
and the purchases he makes on setting out.
His
services are paid either partly or altogether in advance
but the tribal chief, in
whose presence the contract price is stipulated, becomes responsible for the conduct
at times, turning trader himself,

who

carry his provisions

;

of the porter in case of his

On

making

the other hand, the merchant

is

off with the goods or deserting the caravan.
held to be answerable for all the crimes or

by the convoy. The
"
interminable
infringement
usages
palavers,"
which are invariably concluded by the imposition of a fine on the stranger.
The traders, journeying from land to land, are for the most part provided with

offences committed

by

least

of the

his retainers in the districts visited
local

gives rise to

the impemla, or passport, which, however, is not inscribed en paper or parchment,
but made non- transferable by being painted on the body. At the starting-place
they present themselves to the chief to explain the projected journey and make
the customary offering of a sacrificial animal and a rag dipped in blood.
The
traveller must carefully preserve this precious talisman, as well as a piece of chalk,
with which the chief traces certain cabalistic signs on his forehead, breast, and

arms

;

and when these signs get effaced he renews them with the chalk, taking

great care not in any way to alter their form.
South of the Cuanza the coastlands, occupied by the Quissamas and other still
independent natives, have no groups of habitations hryond a few little bartering
stations scattered over a space of about

120 miles.

The

fortalice of Benguella

BENOUELLA.

40

"Old Benguellu," which WUH

erected in the fifteenth century on a In
land overlooking the north side of the C\\\<> otuary.hu> been abandoned. The
town of Noco-Rt'<l<i<l<>, whieh re]>la< i- it M.me di-tanre farther south, is a menf

or

Hia,

At the foot
cluster of hovels perched on a cliff nearly inaccessible from the seu.
of the escarpment, and of a fortress founded in 17<i!), flows the little river (Jun/a.
fringed with shady palms, hut obstructed at its mouth by a sandy Inr.
According
to Ladi>las Magyar dej>osits of sulphur occur at some distance inland, but thev
lie

as do also the copper mines of

idle,

8nm64-AmMf,

near the mouth of the

Cuvo.
Quicotubo, south of

Novo-Redondo,

station for passing ships.

is

a group of factories and a re- victualling

Egito or Lurito,

midway between Novo-Redondo and

Benguella,
merely a military post commanding the entrance of the river of like
name. Till recently it was, so to say, permanently blockaded by the surrounding
is

about every two months the
on the assailants.

tribes, so that

and

fire

garrison had to close the gates

little

same name, although a much
Loanda, presents none the less a charming

Benguclla, capital of the central province of the

smaller place than

its

northern

rival,

prospect, being pleasantly grouped in amphitheatrical form on the slopes of a

low but spacious houses, enclosing large courts and surrounded by gardens, occupy a considerable space, which is still further extende 1
The citadel of San-Filippe, from
by the public promenades and shady avenues

steep escarpment.

which the town

Its

itself takes its official designation,

was erected

headland which projects seawards on the south west side

The

in

1617 on the

rivulet of Cavaco,

which in the dry season is merely a sandy bed, flows to the north of the town
some miles beyond the point where the CatunibcUa reaches the coast. This river,
which during the

floods gives access to the

quays

of a small

trading station,

is

commanded by a fort of the same name.
The hills encircling Benguella are clothed with brushwood, which till recently
was the haunts of wild animals. The inhabitants being too few to protect themfrom their inroads,

artillery had to be employed to scare away the elephants,
the neighbouring plantations. The white population consists partly of convicts or criminals banished to this remote station, while the
mixed native element represents all the races in the Portuguese possessions in

selves

who were laying waste

Africa.

Bihenos here jostle natives of Cabinda,

A mbaquistas mingle with

and when the caravans reach the Catumbella river from the

Kiokos,

interior, the observer

might fancy himself suddenly transported to seme market town in the kingdom
of the Muata Yamvo.
Several European traders have built their villas along the
neighbouring beach, which being exposed
than Benguctla.

to the

marine bree/es

is

more healthy

This seaport, whose annual exchanges average from
200,000 to 240,000, is
connected with the Bihe plateau by a trade route or track, which runs eastwards
along the valley of the Cutumbella. But two other and longer routes make a
detour to the south, one by the valley of the Cavaco and the village of Sapa, the
other by the basin of the Capororo river.
This watercoui>e. which separates the
101
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Dombe-PeqiH'ii <lNtru:t on the north from that of Dombe-Grande on the soul h,
serves in its lower course to irrigate extensive sugar-cane plantations used for the
>

The sands of the fluvial bed, h< -n the waters have been
summer heats, are also cultivated, yielding abundant crops of
maize and manioc. The Hour packed in bushels is forwarded in large quantities
manufacture of

\\

spirits.

evaporated by the
to

Benguella and to the landing stage on the bay of Cuio, a small marine inlet

mouth of the Capororo.
Although this river flows on the

at the

surface only during the rainy season, its bed
where occur numerous sinks and pools of

to cross near the sea,

is

always dangerous
deep water, and here and there quagmires concealing an underground current, in
The two
which the careless wayfarer runs the risk of being swallowed up.

Dombe have

acquired some importance from their mineral resources,
the gneiss formations near the Cuio inlet containing pocke's of rich copper ores,
as well as lodes of argentiferous lead.
The neighbouring hills of gypsum,
districts of

forming the backbone of the country in the direction of Benguella, also contain
enormous masses of pure sulphur. Monteiro noticed an eminence which seemed
be composed entirely of this substance, while from the seleuite deposits he was
able to extract some excellent plaster, fully equal to that obtained in the Paris
to

basin

The upper course

of the Capororo, here

rich valley of Quillenynes,

lying at

an altitude

tropical aspect in its

where

on these herds.

as the Calunga, traverses the

from 2,800 to 3,300 feet above the
exuberant vegetation, although herds of

of

The Ba-Nano wild

the extensive forest clearings.
districts frequently

known

resides a powerful chief.

make

tribes

This upper basin,
sea, still presents a
cattle

now graze

in

occupying the northern

incursions into the Quillengues Valley in order to raid

are said to have the

They
them spontaneously over
pieces of stick, and at

hill

power of inducing the animals to follow
and dale merely by the device of beating to time two

intervals repeating certain notes of call.
The rugged
Serra Yis'ecua, which has to be crossed in order to descend from Quillengues
eastwards down to the Cunene basin, is of very difficult access, but was traversed

by the explorers Capello and Ivens at an elevation of 4,800 feet.
South of Benguella and Dombe the first centre of population occurring on the
coast is the prosperous modern town of Mossnmcdcs, from which the southernmost
In 1785 the Bay of Angra do Negro, the
province of Angola takes its name.
of
Little Fish Bay
the English, had alreidy received this appellation in honour of
a certain General Mossamedes
but the first Portuguese settlement in the district
;

dates only from the year 1840.
The new colony developed more rapidly than the
old factories and establishments on the Angolan coast farther north, and although
"
it does not take, like
Benguella, the title of
city," Mossamedes is a larger place,
of all the towns in the Portuguese African possessions yielding to Loanda al<>nc

In 1884 nearly three hundred and fifty natives of Madeira joined
the colony, which has a relatively larger proportion of whites than any other
While the European and Bra/ilian immigrants settle in
place along this coast.
in population.

other places for the most part without their families, they generally come to
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with their wives and children, although even here the mortality i*
The relative prosperity enjoyed by thi- southern

e\ee-s of the births.

in part al-o

due

licnguclla und Loanda.

like

never having been a eentre of the slave
Hitherto it hu been chiefly occupied with

to its privilege of

fishing and agricultural pursuits.

The port of Mossamedes is sheltered from all winds and sufficiently dei p to
allow large vessels to ride at anchor close in-hore..
But on arriving on this
with its dunes, sandy plains, and rocky escarpments
few groups of houses and rows of palms, the visitor asks what such
an arid region can supply for an export trade, which in any case scarcely exceeds

desolate-looking coast,
encircling a

Hut if the soil is ungrateful the sea at least is bountiful.
with
teeming
every variety of animal life. The fishermen on the coast capture
and cure thousands of large fish which re-emble the cod. and from which they
.< >0,000 annually.

" cod-liver oil "
extract an abundance of
for exportation.

round about Mossamedes

is

And although

the land

too barren and waterless to be profitably cultivated, the

beds of the wadys which wind between the hills are highly productive.
Here
gardens, banana and orange groves, cotton and sugar-cane plantations, develop a
continuous zone of magnificent vegetation, while sugar refineries have already
The cultivated tracts
been established by the immigrants from Pernambuco.

along the Rio Bero and the Kio Giraul, a few miles north of Mossamedes, yield
excellent returns to the husbandman, and farther inland the stockbreeders raise
large herds of cattle for the markets of the Cape and the Gaboon.

and the Dutch South African republics, the so-called

boi-cfirfiffov,

As

in Kafirland

or "riding-oxen,"

are bred by the farmers, so that the southern province of

some extent connected by the customs of

its

Angola is already to
inhabitants with the regions of

the Cape.

Mossamedes communicates with the eastern slope of the coast range by a
natural route partly improved by the labour of man, who has had here and there
to remove obstructions and reduce the incline in the more difficult sections.
Some
of the heights hitherto inaccessible to pack-animals have thus been rendered

practicable

by a

series of cuttings

The waggons and teams

and zigzags climbing the slopes of the

Dutch immigrants are now enabled
Chella Mountains and descend into the Mossamedes district.
of the

hills.

to cross the

On

the western slope of these highlands the most important station is the
where are to be had provisions and stores of goods
for the barter trade.
Along the route water sometimes fails, although reservoirs
fortified post of Capaixjoinhe,

are usually maintained in the cavities of the granite rocks.

The Pedra Grande,

one of these natural basins, consists of an isolated block rising in the midst of the
plain, ai;d hollowed out with such perfect regularity that it looks like the work of

man.

A

few plantations are scattered amongst the more humid depressions

watered by springs or brooks. The pass across the Chella range, standing at an
altitude of about 5,400 feet, forms a pleasant grassy tableland, irrigated by limpid
streams, and recently brought under cultivation by the Portuguese coffee and

sugar-cane planters.
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The Cunene

which

reached after crossing the Chella Mountains,
contains in its upper parts a few little outposts of the Portuguese dominion.
These stations promise one day to acquire a certain importance as rallying points
Even the military
for immigrants, but have hitherto remained obscure hamlets.
basin,

is

post of Caconda, lying on a plain traversed by a western affluent of the

Upper

recently been almost abandoned by traders, the caravans of the
Ganguella tribes conveying nothing but a little ivory and wax to this station.
The Nanos, Huambos, and other local tribes have withdrawn to a distance in order

Cunene, had

till

to avoid the oppressive imposts levied

authority.

Some

who represent the Portuguese
whose predecessors had regularly
Portugal, lately refused to do so any

by the

chcfes

of the sobas, or native chiefs,

taken the oath of fidelity to the King of
longer, and the vast and fertile plain, which might easily support a population of
a million, is said to have not more than eight thousand inhabitants.
Nevertheless it seems impossible that such a favoured land can fail to become
At this mean altitude of about
a flourishing agricultural and commercial region.
is
and
the country, if not entirely
the
the
sea
mild,
5,400 feet above
temperature

from

free

fever, as has

been asserted,

at least relatively salubrious.

is

Here

all

the plants of the temperate zone flourish by the side of a sub-tropical vegetation,
and coffee would certainly succeed, to judge at least from the oriango, or will
species,

found growing in +he

forests.

running waters, and genial climate, Caconda (5,650 feet)
is a land of
promise, which some Transvaal Boers have already vi>ited in order to
and found settlements. Several Portuguese, mostly convicts,
its
resources
study
In

its

vegetation,

its

a few gardens planted round about a little fort which dates from the sevenThe Portuguese administration is also now engaged in improvteenth century.
ing the highways leading from Caconda and the Upper Cunene north-westwards

own

in the direction of Benguella.

The

station of Huilla, at the eastern foot of the Chella Mountains, has recently

outstripped Caconda, thanks to
to the arrival of

some Dutch

French control has

its

greater relative proximity to the sea-coast, and
from Transvaal.
Catholic mission under

A

settlers

also established

itself

at

Huilla,

where the

priests

have

founded a college for educating the children of the traders residing on the coast.
The dwellings are surrounded by gardens growing European plants, and avenues
of the eucalyptus fringe the banks of the torrent which flows to the Caculovar,
chief affluent of the Cunene.

On

a terrace

principal Boer

to

the north of Huilla has been founded San-Janunrlo, the

station,

Here

ing district.
thatched roof, and

which

are

also takes the

name

of

Humpata from

scattered the neat little cabins

cowdung

floor, built

the surround-

with wooden frames,

by the Afrikanders on the model

of their

Transvaal dwellings.
During this long trek, or exodus from their southern
homes, the Boers had to endure great hardships and privations, as they drove
their herds before them, plodding wearily from pasturage to pasturage, sojourning
for months
in some more favoured localities in order to recruit their

together
but
strength,
again exposing themselves to the inclemency of the weather, and

11

t.icing

the

perils

of

forced

I'M 'ATA.

man-lies
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I

aero^

tin-

waterless

wilderness.

Many

But
perished of exhalation. ;unl the report even spread that all had Mieeumbed.
towards the el<e of the. year Isxu MHIIC four or five hundred survivors at la-t
reached the promised land, distant in<re than 1,200 miles from the mother country.
Hut even here under this favoured climate of Mossamedes the fates still pursued

them

small-pox broke out amongst the new arrivals and decimated their ranks;
nearly all the horses, which they had brought with them to the great terror of
the natives, died of fatigue; all the flocks of sheep disappeared together with
;

two-thirds of the horned cattle.
Despair sei/cd many of the settlers, who embarked for the Cupe others retracing their steps endeavoured to return overland
to Transvaal, while others resuming the trek penetrated from stage to stage
;

Cunene basin and the region

farther into the

few held out uguinst fate

At

of the inland plateaux.

But some

itself.

Humpata, being carefully cultivated und irrigated by
well-constructed canals, yield an ample supply of provisions for the inhabitants.
The Boers are also endeavouring to increase their live-stock from the few animals
present the plains of

that survived the trek across the desert.

As hunters they pursue

the elephant

and hippopotamus,

utilising the fat in the preparation of soap, and they have also
turned to mining in order to smelt the iron ores of the neighbouring rocks and
wash the streams for gold dust. Others again have become traders, journeying as
far as Walvisch Bay in the Damara country to purchase European wares, and
acting as conveyors between Huilla and the port of Mossamedes. Their industrious habits

have thus enabled them to acquire

also ensuring the

degree of comfort, while
Since their arrival the trade

a certain

permanency of their settlement.
between both slopes of the coast-range has been more than doubled.

Although very suspicious of their Portuguese neighbours, who speak another
language and profess a different belief, they have nevertheless reconciled themselves to the contact of these " aliens," even protecting them against the incur-

whom

sions of various

marauding

"Hottentots."

Some marriages have even

tribes, to

is

applied the collective designation of
already been contracted between the

Portuguese and the daughters of the Uyarax, as the immigrants from Transvaal
Hitherto nothing has been required of them beyond a purely
theoretical recognition of the Portuguese suzerainty, which is represented at

are locally called.

Humpata by a single official. Fcr all communal matters they have been permitted to retain complete self-government.
From these first groups various branches have already been detached, which
have proceeded to found fresh settlements in various other parts of the country.
But the tide of German immigration has not yet penetrated into the Upper
Cunene basin, notwithstanding the efforts that had been made to divert it to that
The peasantry have hitherto rejected the bait held out to them by the
region.
traveller Dewitz,

1884 acquired possession of a large piece of land for the
colonies in the Luceque district about the confluence of the

who

purpose of founding

in

Catapi and Cunene rivers.
East and south of Huilla the other military and missionary stations, such as
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Gambox and Hnmbr

(Kiinihi],

have hitherto remained mere groups of cabins

inhabited by the natives.
Along this marshy tract of the Middle Cunene the
white population has so fur bivn ivpreseiitod only by a few solitary individuals,
chiefly fishermen attracted by
TIOEB BAY AND THE CUNENE.
Fig. 17.
the multitude of fish in this
Scale

1

:

700,000.

part of the stream.

The

sec-

the seaboard lying
between Mossamedes and the
of

tion

Cunene

estuary,

political

boundary of Angola, has
also remained almost unin-

Yet this part of
the coast presents the rare
advantage of the two excelhabited.

lent havens of Bahia Pinda

Alexander) and Bahia
Tig res (Great Fish Bay],

(Port
(fas

both formed by sand-banks
deposited in a line with the
coast,

narrow

and

strip

On

land.

by a
with the main-

connected

the lofty headland

of Cabo Negro, which com-

mands the northern entrance
Port Alexander, are still
visible the remainsof o-pedrao,

of

or a stone block erected in

1485 by Diego Cam to commemorate his discoveries. A
similar memorial pile crowns

the

summit

Maria,

of Cape SantaDombebetween

Grande and Mossamedes.
Despite the fertility of

its

plateaux and river valleys,
Angola still remains one of
Cast n

Greenwich

18'

11*50*

those African lands in which

Depths.

Oto32
Feet.

82 to 160
Feet.

160 Feet

nnd

upwards.
12 Miles.

hunting and fishing continue
have almost as much im-

to

portance as husbandry. But
this could scarcely be other-

wise in a region which was formerly depopulated by the slave trade, and where the
desolate seaboard consequently presents but few plantations and cultivated tracts.
At the same time the withdrawal of wild animals towards the interior, and

I

I:

KS

1.

1

ANGOLA.
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the reckless destruction of fore-t- alonj; the eoa-t
intural resources of the land, and ^ive a

human

tlie

ontinually

Oonwpondmglj

diminish

the

greater relative value

next to >la\-> \va> formerly
valuable commodity exported from Angola,* tends to disappear, \\ hile
tusks obtained from tin? more inland regions are forwarded ly the ( 'oil go

to the products of
tin-

<

I\ory, \\h:ch

industry.

iimst

route.

same way the supply of caoutchouc, which was ut one time exported to
the yearly value of from
1:20,000 to
100,000, will necessarily fall off when the
lianas from which it is exIn the

tract ed

shall

have disap-

CHIEF ZONES OF USEFUL PLANTS

Fig. 18.

Scale

peared from all the districts
The
near the seaboard.

1

:

IN
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10.000.000.

orchilla moss used in dyeing,

which hangs in festoons
from the branches of .the
and

baobab

other

large

forest trees, has already be-

come much scarcer than
merly
which

for-

gum copal,

;

is

however,
forwarded
annually

from the Angolan ports, is
still found in abundance on
the coast lands, and

is

sup-

plemented by large quantities of

wax brought down

from the interior by the
natives.

The modern

in-

dustrial arts have, moreover,

imparted a special value to
numerous natural products
of
to

for

East of Greenwich

Palms.

Angola
no use could be found.

The palms
fibre,

and

cias offer

Coffee.

Copal.

Muize and Manioc.

which hither-

yield their
fruits

their

;

Depths.

320 Feet and

to f 20
Feet.

oils,

upwards.

the aca18*)

Miles.

gums and

the euphorbias supply their sap, the so-called almcidina, or starch extract
while from the baobab are obtained the bark and bast, which serve for the manu-

resins

;

;

fucture of cordage, paper, and even cloth.

And how many

vegetable growths are
still met in the forests, whose wood, leaves,
gums, or fruits might be utilised
for tlreir industrial or medicinal properties!
Amongst these plants there are
some the timber of which is proof against the attacks of the destructive termite.
Revenue of tho Province of Angola in 1834
other revenues, 4,000. or one-fifth of the whole.

:

Sale of slaves,

29,000, or four-fifth* of the whole;
*
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is

Angola
copper

also rich in mineral resources, chief

amongst which are the extensive

ores.

chief cultivated plants are those which yield alimentary substances for the
local consumption.
Manioc, which is grown principally in the northern districts

The

and sorgho.
replaced in the southern provinces by maize, miilet,
The European fruits and vegetables, as well as the Chinese tea plant, have also
been introduced, and thrive well at least in the upland valleys. Since the year
of Angola,

is

1840 potatoes have been grown by the Bihenos in the region forming the great
The coast towns
divide between the Cuanza, Kwango, and Cunene basins.
are

generally surrounded by gardens, the umbrageous arimoa of Loanda being
Fig. 19.

COFFEE -GROWING REGION OF ANGOLA.
Scale 1

:

l.ooo.ooo.

LasI

of ijree nwich

18 Miles.

by the more productive Jwrtas
planted in some districts, and tobacco,
rivalled

of Mossamedes.
cotton,

Even the vine has been

and ground-nuts are

also included

amongst the products of the country. Mossamedes cultivates the sugar-cane,
which serves chiefly for the distillation of spirits.
But the staple agricultural
Since the middle of the present century this
certainly the coffee berry.
a
has
rapid development not only in the Cazengo district,
industry
acquired
but also throughout the basin of the Lu-culla and all its affluents.

product

is

Stockbreeding has but slight economic importance on the coastlands. Between
the Congo 'and Cuanza estuaries there are no herds of horned cattle, and the
attempts made in

many

places to raise oxen, horses or mules have resulted in

RESOURCES OF ANOOI.

do^

I'.\CM

failure.

in

parahsed

a

lose

their scent

few months

after

and
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\

and

perish,

llnnbe cat* become

at

The meat-markets along the

their arrival.

seaboard are supplied mainly from the inland plate nix, although stockbreedin^
-.iirr ed>
\er\ \\ell almost r\ cry win-re south of the Cuunza.
The formidable
tsetse

fly,

which

Angola, where

Limpopo

infests

such extensive tracts

in

Mast

Africa,

is

cattle diseases are also generally loss fatal than in the

unknown

in

Zambe?e and

basins.

A

baneful inheritance bequeathed by the institution of slavery is the prevailing
system of large landed estates. Nearly all the domains belonging to the planters
are of vast extent, comprising many hundreds and even thousands of acres, and
what is worse, the proprietor rarely, and in some districts never, resides with his

family on the plantation.
presents a
in

much

happy

smaller

.The grants made

In this respect, however, the province of Mossamedes
Here the land is owned

contrast to the other parts of Angola.
lots,

and many planters dwell

in the

midst of their labourers.

never exceed 100 acres, whereas
in the central and northern provinces the vast domains are still administered
In fact on most
pretty much in the same way us in the days of Negro servitude.
of

in this agricultural region can

thee plantations the

so-called

confraffidos,

or coolies hired by contract, are

temporarily attached like serfs to the gtebe, working under the direction of
Portuguese gangers or task-masters. Slavery no doubt is abolished, but not so
the custom of long contract service, so that the natives are even hired and
despatched to the plantations of Sao-Thome for periods of two, four, or even
five years.

At

the same time, most of the hands employed on the great estates are so
indebted to th< ir masters that they can scarcely hope ever to become quite

very low, and the money used in paying the Negroes is
The win fraco*,
of less intrinsic value than that current amongst the whites.
independent.

Wages run

intended for circulation amongst the Negroes, represents only three-fifths in value
of the corresponding reis fortes, legal currency.
Beyond the plantations slavery
The slave
still flourishes amongst the native populations in defiance of the law.

might claim his freedom in any Portuguese town but
custom is here stronger than right, and he dure not enforce his claim. Doubtless
he is honoured with the title of " son," like the real offspring of his owner but
is

of course aware that he

;

;

he is not the " uterine son," but only the " son of barter," or of the "cot ton -bale."
Industry in the strict sense of the term is still in its infancy, although there

some parts of the country certain factories or workshops where the native
hands have leurnt to make use of European appliances. Such are the important
brickfields near Luanda, besides numerous manufactories of matting in the Cuauza
exist in

valley,

and several

distilleries

and cigar

factories

The locomotive also has made its
now
being constructed from the coast
railway

Alsatian.

in

the

coast towns, while

founded by an
weaving
on the line of
Loanda
appearance at

Mossamedes even boasts of both a spinning and
to

u

Ambaca.

mill,

The telegraph system

has been developed in the interior ns far as the coffee plantations,

steamers ply on the river Cuanza.

Good

carriage roads

now

and small

connect Loanda
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with the two neighbouring rivers, Dondo with the Lu-Cullu, Doinbe- Grande with
Cuio, Catumbella with Beuguella, ami Mossamedes with the various settlements

But in spite of all these public facilities
founded in the southern province.
and improvements, the foreign trade of Angola has not increased as rapidly
Of late years it has even diminished, at least
as might have been expected.
The public
in appearance, owing to the displacement of large streams ot tralHc.
are so exorbitant that traders naturally seek an outlet for their produce
in the free /one of the northern districts.
Even those of the Cunene and
tariffs

prefer to send their waggons across the swamps and hills to Walvisch
distance
of 540 miles in a straight line, rather than make their purchases
a
Bay,
in the neighbouring port of Mossamedes.

Humpata

Over two-thirds

and nearly

all

of the foreign trade of

Angola

is

carried on with England,

the imported textile fabrics are of British manufacture.

Portuguese merchants derive but

benefit

little

from

this

movement,

The

fully five-

sixths of the whole trade of the country being diverted from the ports of Lisbon

Hence the current remark that the part played by the metropolis
on the Angolan seaboard was merely that of coast-guirds in the service of foreign
commerce.
and Oporto.

Public instruction

is

more developed

judging only from the number of

schools.

in

Angola than might be supposed,
Thousands of natives, descendants of

those formerly taught by the missionaries, learn to read in their families hundreds
any public educational establishments. The postal service and the

of miles from

relative importance of the press also testify to a higher general level of instruc-

tion than that of

some countries where schools are more numerous.

An

observa-

tory has been founded at Loanda.

is

also

sometimes applied,

Lisbon.

is

"

which the designation of " kingdom
in complete dependence on the central government at

The Portuguese province

of Angola, to

by elected members nor by special deputies,
Hence the administration is entirely carried on by

It is represented neither

except to the Lisbon Cortes.
instructions transmitted from Portugal to the governor-general, who resides at
Loanda. This system of political pupilage, which cannot but retard the natural

development of the colony,

is

explained

if

not justified by the handful of Europeans

scattered over a vast territory, nearly all of whom are moreover either government
officials, traders, or exiles, whose chief interests and moral ties are still rooted in

the mother country.
The only object of the traders and their assistants is to make
or
at least amass sufficient wealth to enable them to spend the rest
rapid fortunes,

days in comfort at home. The officials and military follow their vocation
abroad in the hope of more rapid promotion on their return to Europe, while the
degredadoa, or convicts, have to recover the rights of citizenship by a long residence
of their

in the colonies.

During the decade from 1872 to 1881 not more than 3,348 immigrants settled in
the country.
The natives have on their part preserved their primitive method of
government, except in the vicinity of the towns and plantations, where the
traditional bonds of the tribe or clan become loosened or broken.
As a rule the

A!>\II\KH:\T1"N 01
l)l;n-k.s

still

their

elect

in

the laws of succe
line

from father

own
in

*nl>-i

(rlii.-l'i.

the several

to son, hut

<>r

trili-s,

more commonly

69

\V-"I..\.

acknowledge him according
which sometime- run- in the din

else

to
cf

from brother to hnnhi-r or else from

Hut by the side of the soba, whose autonomy increases in
direct ]>roj)ortion with his distance fnun the Portuguese military stations, there
reside the ,-ln /.v. or jMiliiical agents, a])pointe(l hy the governor of Loanda.
These
uncle to -i-ter's son.

claim the right of interfering under various circumstances in the internal
a Hairs of the tribes, and apply themselves above all to the increase of taxation,

chel'es

more

own

In virtue of
than to that of the Portuguese treasury.
special decrees they had formerly the power of compelling the natives to work, and
thus reducing them to the position of a disguised slavery, by exacting a certain
share of unremunerated labour at their hands. They named at pleasure the persons
to their

who had

to

hem-lit

work gratuitously

for

them

in the capacity of carregadorex, or porters.

Hut this iniquitous system of corvee was abolished in the year 1N56.
The direct administration of Portugal b^ing restricted to a few point- on the
coast and in the interior, and the local tribes being for the most part of a very
docile disposition, not more than a few hundred Portuguese soldiers are required
for garrisons in the military posts or for hostile expeditions.

Hence the budget

almost entirely devoted to the civil service, the expenditure being partly covered
by the customs. Nevertheless the public revenues are far from sufficing to cover
is

the outlay, especially during the last few years.
Thus its
sions have always been a burden to the mother country, us
colonial dominions

The

which take no part

territory of

Angola

is

West African
is

posses-

the case with most

in the local administration.

divided into four districts, which are uguin subBut some of these circles

divided into concclhoK often of considerable extent.

contain so few civilised inhabitants that

it has been found impossible to establish
administration
in
table of the districts and concelhos, with
them.
any regular
their chief towns, will be found in the Appendix.
Of these towns two alone,
"
Lounda and Bcnguclla, rank us cidadi'*, or cities/' all the rest being " villas "

A

towns, boroughs, or villages.

CHAPTER

II.

DAMARA AND NAMAQUA LANDS.
FROM THE CrxENE TO THE ORANGE RIVER.

HE

section of the African seaboard stretching from Angola with
considerable uniformity for 900 miles southwards to the Orange
river was declared Germm territory in the year 1884, when it

received the

region

official

designation of "South-west Africa."

thus peaceably annexed had previously been

The

vast

known

as

from the German trader who acquired it by means of contracts
made with the chiefs of the few coast tribes and with those of the inland
Li'uleritzland,

populations,

who

had

been brought

under

the

influence

the

of

Rhenish

missionaries.

Before this epoch, when as by a stroke of the magician's wand the country
itself placed under the protection of the German Empire, Great Britain

found

supposed herself to be the virtual suzerain of the land as far north as Cape Frio,
although in actual possession only of a single station on the shores of Walvisch
Bay. At the time of the first negotiations opened by the German diplomatists
regarding the posts established by subjects of the empire, the British minister
declared that any settlements made by a foreign power in the region in question
would be an encroachment on the rights of G'reat Brit <in. The Cape Government
even passed a vote to take formal possession of the territory in litigation, but it

was already too

late.

After an exchange of dispatches, which had begun to

issume a threatening tone on the part of Germany, the whole of Liideritzland,
with the exception of the Walvisch Bay enclave, was recognised as a Germanic
possession.

The

German

Portugal, securing for their

diplomatists,

moreover,

Government the

concluded

a

treaty

with

protectorate of the territory which

from Cape Frio northwards to the mouth of the Cunene.
The region of " South-west Africa," which reaches inland as far as the

stretches

twentieth degree east longitude, and which is as extensive as the German Empire
itself, is the first in chronological order of all the lands which in Africa and
Polynesia constitute the vast colonial dominion acquired by the Germans in the
course of about four years.
But Herr Liideritz, to whose energy and foresight
the

mother country was indebted

for

the acquisition,

soon after mj'steriously
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disappeared somewhere on the south coast; and although the annexation has
been officially proclaimed, it is still far from being carried out. No military

having been placed

at

the scr\ iee of the

traders,

tin-

r<in\-r>in of

the

German

subjects remains a pun- fiction, nor does it prevent marauding
hands from lifting the cattle of ihr (id-man commissioner at the
very door of his
Hitherto the Jterlin authorities have taken no active
residence.
steps to assert
s

into

their claims,

beyond forwarding a few

rifleH

to the coast for distribution

The

the warriors of the friendly nr allied imputations.
Fig.

'20.

CHIEF ROUTES or EXPLORKBS
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Depth*.
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.000
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n-idy submission

to

their

mandates are not the

'

civil

functionaries,

Protestant missionaries of the central and southern districts.

but the

Stationed since the

year 1S42 amongst the Damaras, they at present poatCM over twenty establish-

ments between the Cunene and Orange

Thanks
prospectors,

rivers.

and mining
various directions, the new

to these missionaries, as well as to the traders, sportsmen,

who have

traversed the whole territory in

(Jennan colonial possession is already well known, at least in its geperal features.
Kven the northern tracts, farthest removed from the centre of South African
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exploration at Cape Town, had been visited by Gulton, Andersson', Baines, Smuts,
Green, Huhn and Rath, Hartley, Coates, Palgrave, and Duparquet; and since the

proclamation of the new political regime, a large number of German travellers
have been attracted to these regions in order to study their geographical conditions,

and

especially to

examine their economic resources.

mineral deposits, the
Special charts have been prepared of the seaports and
and
of
routes
future
traces have been laid down
railways, and the work of
exploration has received a decided impulse from the official

preliminary
annexation.

In

its

main outlines the

relief of the land

Angolan uplands and lowlands.

forms a southern continuation of the

The ground

rises in terraces to the crest of

a

of
plateau near the coast, beyond which it again falls eastwards in the direction
The whole region from the Cunene to the Orange
an inland fluvial basin.

presents the aspect of an elongated protuberance of somewhat regular form, whose
This long elevated ridge is, howaxis runs exactly parallel with the coast-line.

completely isolated, and whereas the Angolan tablelands are connected
eastwards with the waterpartings between the Congo and Zambese basins, those
ever,

of

Damara and Namaqua

sions separating

lands are limited in this direction by profound depresthem from the Kalahari Desert and from the Ku-Bango and the

upper affluents of the Orange river.
Separated also from the Chella highlands by the gorges traversed by the
Cunene, these rocky heights of Damaraland, commonly designated by the name of
Kaoko, at first rise but slightly above the general level of the land. But south
of the limestone Otavi hills they gradually rise higher

eminences attain elevations of 3,000 feet and
system with its dome-shaped summits and table rocks

and higher,

until several

upwards, while a veritable highland
is

developed to the north-

of Walvisch Bay.
Mount Omatako, culminating point of this
system, has an altitude of no less than 7,630 feet, and this majestic peak is
encircled by numerous other less elevated but still imposing summits.
east

and

east

Farther south the main axis again falls to a height of little over 3,000 feet;
in many places the continuous ridge even disappears altogether, or rather becomes

broken into groups of isolated hills resting on a common pedestal, which presents
Here and there some of
the aspect of a shield with its convex side uppermost.
the

more conspicuous eminences assume the

and needles.

fantastic outlines of towers, pinnacles,

south the vast region of great Namaqualand is still
traversed by a somewhat continuous ridge or unbroken line of elevated hills, and
the route which runs from the coast at Angra Pequena eastwards to Bethany
Still farther

crosses the intervening chain at an altitude of 5,300 feet.

In

all

these uplands

the prevailing formations are gneiss, micaceous schists, crystalline limestones, with
Masses of basalt are
intruding granites, porphyries, and other eruptive rocks.
also said to occur.

The main axis of the Damara and Xamaqua highlands runs parallel with the
seaboard at an average distance of about 120 miles inland, but in several places
the intervening space between the first escarpments and the coast is much more

I'KA

.

considerable.

Ivist

NanuVh

district,

that

Knglish

settl.r>.

It

uud Nortli

iif

II.!

I

W;il\i>cli

is,

may

>!TII \Vi:>T

I'.ay

the rlnklf or
in

some

Africa, for although

it

tins

re-p.-cts

pivetits

space constitutes the
hutch, and the j>l<iin of the

intervening

n-hl of

the

be compared to the Ixnnniln*
(lie

traveller crossing the Nainieh in the direction

general

aj.j.e

from wevf

to

i

e.f

Arabia

iranee of a plain, the
ast is

continually hut

imperceptibly ascending, until at 00 miles from the Hay he finds himself 'J.oon
Seen from the coa-t the veld masks the profile
boTfl the level of the sea.
of the inland mountains, yet
fancies he has before

him

a

he scales the crests of the dunes the wayfarer
The
perfectly level plain with a boundless horixon.
as

man

explorer Stapfl thinks that the Namieb is an old marine In-d, it
being that of an immense shallow basin of a shifting brown and whitish colour.
During the dry season, that is, throughout the greater part of the year, the
surface is as hard as that of a paved street
but it becomes very difficult to
;

traverse

when the

clay with which

rains have softened the upper layer of calcareous or
gypseous
the sands are Agglutinated in a concrete mass.
At this season

the cartwheels leave behind them deep ruts which
wards.

The

rainwater, which lodges

in the

may

be traced years after-

few depressions scattered over the

surface, slowly evaporates, leaving in its place fine gypseous or saline efflorescences,
the so-called salt-pans of the English settlers.

In the vicinity of the hills the detritus is seen here and there of gneiss, quartz,
or schistose rocks, which appear to have been decomposed by
weathering, leaving
on the ground patches of diverse colours.
few still standing blocks present a
smooth surface, that has been polished by the action of the sands
driving before

A

the winds.

The lower
the coast,

is

part of the gently inclined Namieb plain, which descends down to
covered with sandy dunes, and varies in breadth from a few thousand

yards to sixty miles inland. Some of these dunes rise to heights of considerably
over 300 feet, and are consequently as elevated as those of the landes
skirting the
south-eastern

shores of the

Bay

of

Biscay.

They are disposed

in

numerous

parallel chains separated

by intervening depressions, which are themselves dotted
over with hillocks of smaller size. South of Walvisch
Bay no less than six of
these sandy ridges have to be successively traversed to reach the interior. Their
slopes facing the marine bieezes are nearly solid, while the opposite side, being
strewn with arenaceous particles brought by the land wind, is of a much looser

A

texture.
few herbaceous and scrubby plants with trailing roots grow on the
surface of the dunes, and help to consolidate them by binding the sand together.

These coast dunes have their origin probably in ancient upheaved sandbanks,
whereas those of the interior have been formed on the spot by the disintegration
of the gneiss rocks under the action of solar heat.
The process of upheaval would
appear to be

still

going on along

this section of

the seaboard.

To

a height of

i"i

or 70 feet above the present sea-level occur saline tracts strewn with shells which
resemble those still surviving in the neighbouring waters.
At an elevation of

n.arly 100 feet and at a distance of over half a mile inland there are even found
entire skeletons of cetaceans formerly .stranded on the old In-acli.
On the raised
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shore stretching north of Walvisch Bay are seen masses of sulphur mingled with
sand and gypsum, and here the ground emits an odour of sulphureted hydrogen.

To

these noxious exhalations

may probably be due

the sudden destruction of the

the bay, which has been recorded on several occasions, and especially in the
year 1883. At ebb tide observers have even noticed a kind of craters resembling
protuberances on the surface of the exposed beach.
fish in

CLIMATE.

On

the physical structure of the land partly depend its climatic conditions.
are the most prevalent on this seaboard,

The south and south-west winds, which

bring very few moisture- bearing clouds, while the opposing north-easterly gales
predominating in May, June, and July are even still less humid. Hence not

more than an average

of five or six rainy days in the year can be relied

upon

about the shores of Walvisch Bay, and scarcely one or two on the more southerly
To this and the night dews, at times very copious, is
coast of Angra Pequena.
reduced the so-called " rainy season," whose normal period coincides with the

beginning of the year, when the sun again moves northwards.
But if the low-lying seaboard thus lies in an almost rainless zone, the marine
currents discharge a more liberal supply on the uplands of the interior.
As many
as seventeen wet days
rainfall of nearly

were recorded at Hope-mine in 1886, yielding a

two inches.

The

rains are almost invariably heralded

by

total

whirl-

winds, by which the sand is raised and borne along in moving columns. To these
dust storms the Damaras give a name, which in their language means " Rainbearers."

Thanks

to this

supply of moisture, the inland plateaux are covered with a

vast carpet of verdure, while lower down, at least south of the relatively well-

watered

district of

Kaoko, the whole land remains

arid, or dotted

over with a few

patches of thorny scrub, except in the rare oases fed by some intermittent
Here domestic animals perish of hunger and thirst, exotics pine and
springs.

wither away, and the hardiest shrubs are reared with
everywhere saturated with salt to a depth of nearly two

Thanks

difficulty,

the

soil

being

feet.

moisture precipitated on the higher summits, the upland valleys
are traversed by rivulets, which, however, nowhere unite in a common watercourse,
and which fail to reach the sea except during exceptionally wet seasons. The
to the

torrents are in fact

mere wadys, which serve

as paths,

sinks a few wells in the hope that a little water

may

and

in

which the wayfarer

collect in the depressions.

Their steep banks are fringed with shrubs, which draw the necessary moisture

from the saturated sands.

But the gradual decay

of these torrents leads to the conclusion that the
drier.

When

enough

in search of the vivifying stream.

of vegetation along the course

whole countrv

is

slowly becoming

any sudden freshet revives the sickly plants along the upland
brooks, the fresh sprouts soon wither again, the roots being unable to strike deep

But

in several parts of the neigh-

bouring plateaux, the Hereros have bored through the limestone rock down to the
underground reservoirs. In the Otavi hills north of this district one of these

L_

SWAKOI' AND KIK'SH; HIVKKS.

Till:

(,:,

reservoirs fonns a veritable subterruiieuii luko well stocked with fish

taining

Of
Mivam

iiM-ll'

;il\\;iy>

;it

the same level.

thr wadys in this region, the most copious

all

la>t>

longer

in (l

;

watercourses.

The

at the foot of

some

<

tar the longest

the vegetation

basalt

i>

all

rocks,

and the

<

Mnaruru, where the

than along the other
its upper course

rivulet flows for several miles as a

the local fluvial systems, the most wide- branching and

the Swakop, or Tsoakhub, whose course hus a total length of

by
over 240 miles, exclusive of the lateral branches.
the central

tin-

scattered

less

is

in

)nihuro thermal spring rises in the sands of

Hut of

surface stream.

and main-

Damara highlands,

Taking

its rise to

the east of

traverses the plateau through deep rocky gorges,
and reaches the coast just north of Walvisch Bay. Lying about midway between
it

Cunene and the Orange River, this transverse trough divides the whole territory into two nearly equal parts, Danmraland in the north and Great Xamaqualand
the

in the south.

The Khosib
GOO

feet,

also

or Kuisip, which intersects the
dischargers,

plain to a depth of over

formerly discharged, into Walvisch Hay,
bordered eastwards by the long sandy penin-

or rather

through an abrupt bend, which

is

During the twelve years preceding 1878 thin wady is said
South of these two intermittent streams,
coast.

sula of Pelican Point.
to

Namieb

have never once reached the

the other watercourses are arrested east of the dunes without even forming channels as far as the sea
But the umarambas, or streams of the eastern slope,

which flow either

to the

Ku-Bango

or the Orange, or else lose themselyefl in the

distant saline marshes of the desert, form real river systems,

if

not in the abun-

dance of their waters or the regularity of their discharge, at least in the length of
their fluvial beds.

Consisting to a great extent of rocky uplands, haid clays, and moving sands,
the southern section of the new German colony can have no agricultural value for
its

Yet

owners.

this

their early stations.

was the

first part to be annexed, and here were founded all
South of the Swakop, the whole ground cleared and brought

under cultivation by the missionaries probably falls short of ten acres. But in
the northern districts, and especially in the Cunene valley, there stretch vast

Lying in
plains resembling the Portuguese territories of Huilla and Ilumpata.
the same river basin and endowed with a similar fertile soil, they also enjoy
pretty much the same climate, except that the atmosphere is somewhat drier and
the rainfall less abundant.
Nevertheless there is still sufficient moisture to stimu-

and even develop considerable forest tracts. Here
of
is still to be seen the
gigantic baobab, while a few palms are met even south
The territory of the Ova-Mbos (Ovamthe twentieth degrees of south latitude.
boland), with its woodlands, glades, and clearings presents in many places the
late the

growth of large

trees

aspect of a boundless park, and here the natives support themselves mainly by
tilling the

land and cultivating fruit

trees.

Here

also P'uropean peasantry

might

requirements greatly exceed the modest
wants of the natives, and some of the Transvaal Boers have already formed

undoubtedly succeed, although
settlements in the district.
102

AP

thiir

Some hundred-

of

these immigrants, the

same who
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steps towards the Portuguese territory of Mossamedes, had
founded a colony in the hilly Kaoko region. But here also, as in Humpata, they
occupied themselves less with tillage than with raising herds of cattle. Their
later directed their

what was

agricultural operations were confined to

strictly

needed for their annual

.supply of corn.

and some exceptionally favoured valleys, stockeverywhere the local industry most rich in future promise.

Beyond the Cunene
breeding appears to be

district

make

All wild
the country essentially a gra/ing land.
animals, except several species of antelopes, a few felidac, jackals, and rodents,
have already been exterminated. Even the ostrich, which is farmed in the British
Its

broad grassy plateaux

colonies farther south,

is

here eagerly hunted, and

Some

bourhood of the seaboard.

crocodiles are

no longer met

is

still

met

in the neigh-

in the watercourses

communicating with the Cunene; snakes, lizards, and locusts, are represented by
numerous species, and one of the local serpents is the deadly cuspedeiro, or
"spitter" of the Angolan Portuguese, which attains a length of 25 or '26 feet,

and which the wizards bad formerly acquired the

art of charming,

and

intro-

ducing into the houses of the sick.

The animals which
were

sheep, and goats

are
all

now bred on

the upland pasture lands horses, oxen,
It has often been
originally introduced from Europe.

camel into the half desert regions of south-west Africa
but the valuable breed of puck oxen already largely employed throughout the

proposed to introduce the

;

southern states and colonies amply suffices for all the requirements of the transport service, while the difference between the cost of their purchase and keep
renders their employment
It is not so

much

the eyes of

its

much more

economical than would be that of the camel.

wealth of live stock that gives importance to this region in
new masters. Apart from the satisfaction of having secured
its

possession of a country

which the English

of the

Cape were hankering after, they
lying almost untouched in

in the rich mineral resources still

place great hopes

from the coast.
Rich copper ores
on
the
and
even
in
the
advanced
many places
plateau
spurs of

the highlands running at a
especially occur in

short distance

the mountains, and notwithstanding the difficulties of transport, mining operations
have already begun at several points. South of Angra Pequena silver ores have
also

been found

feared that the

At the same
no doubt that

;

first

hopes of the prospectors

time, as soon as the country
it

made by the surveyors, it is to be
may prove to be altogether fallacious.

but from the reports lately

will acquire a certain

is

traversed

importance for

by good
its

ronds, there can be

mineral resources, which

and industrious populations.
Meantime it may readily be imagined that settlers have not hitherto been very
numerous in a region where both water and arable land are deficient, and where

cannot

fail to attract capital

run the risk of perishing from hunger and thirst.
In many of the
Namaqua districts the explorer may travel for weeks together without meeting a
travellers

But the population is naturally somewhat denser in the
northern territory, where the mountain ranges are more elevated, the slopes more
Here, every
grassy, the fluvial beds not quite so destitute of runninc; waters.

single group of cabins.

mi;

n\

\
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a tV\v
valley has its hamlet or, at least,

calculations of 1'algrave
:>.'{<>,<

K)0,

and

of

and Huhn,

number nearly

this

>li<

in

lint-.

jtlind

the \.,n

'J'JO.UOO

X
I

77,

A<,,,rding to the rough
the total population

were concentrated

in

the section of

But estimated in relation to
the country \\n\x t> the north of Walvisch Hay.
the superficial area of the \\ln-le region, the actual density of the population would
api>car to be rather less than one to the square mile.

In resect of the origin of its inhabitants, the territory annexed by the
Germans is essentially a land of transition. All the southern division, no doubt,

belongs to the Khoin-Khoin, or Hottentot race but in the region lying north of
the h ghlands pierced by the channel of the Swakop river, the dominant Bantu
;

tribes are

everywhere so intermingled with these full-blood or half-caste Hotit becomes
impossible to separate their respective domains by any

tentots, that

hard-and-fast

line.
Roughly speaking, at least three quarters of the whole land
the Hottentot tribes, which, nevertheless, constitute at most
be
to
may
assigned
one-fifth the entire population.
Several groups, however, are of mixed origin,
while European blood is also represented by the half-caste Bastaards, as well as

by the Boers, the Portuguese
regularly or occasionally visit

The Bantu

name

of

and German

traders,

who

region.
the left bank of the Cunene above the gorges
river escapes seawards, are generally designated by the

who occupy

tribes,

through which this
collective

Pomlteiros, the English
thir,

Ova-Mbo (Ovambo, Ovampo),

their south-western neighbours, the Hereros.

originally applied to them by
But they do not themselves recog-

have they any generic designation for the nation as a whole.
They are ethnically related to the Chibiquas of the Chella Mountains, and to the
peoples dwelling beyond the Cunene known as Ba-Simbas (Mu-Ximba), that is, to
nise this term, nor

"

" Riverain
Borderers," or
People," and mentioned in old documents as
Cimbebas.
Hence the name Cimbebasia, which is still applied to the region
watered by the Cunene and even to the whole of Daraaraland.

say,

Most

of these natives ale
differs but little

language
even shows a marked

tall,

robust, very intelligent,

and industrious.

from that of the Hereros, and accoiding

affinity to that of

the Ba-Fyots.

to

Their

Duparquet

Its true position

in the

Bantu

linguistic family must soon be more accurately determined by the grammatical studies of the Finnish and other missionaries settled amongst them.

The Ovambo

territory

is

shared between about a dozen tribes,

chiefly along the streams branching off from the

who dwell

Cunene towards hake Etosha,

and who are

all separated from each other by intervening border tracts of
uninhabited woodlands.
Nearly always at war, these peoples, who within their

respective communities recognise the rights of property, are constantly raiding on
the cattle of their neighbours.
The young men, creeping by night stealthily

through the intervening forests, try to seize the enemy's herds by surprise. If
seen in time they beat a hasty retreat, and a few days afterwards find themselves
ailed

upon

to repel

intertribal conflicts;

similar attacks.

To

uch

tactics are

limited most of the

but real wars of conquest have taken place, and the political

'luilibrium has been frequently distributed

amongst the Ovambo peoples.
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Of all

by Palgrave at nearly one hundred thousand and by
one
hundred
and twenty thousand souls, the most powerful is
high
Duparquet
that inhabiting the Kwanhama (Okwanyama, or " Land of Meat"), a term which
the tribes, estimated
as

;is

would appear to point

at cannibalistic practices,

Uut they

sent inhabitants.

still

which have disappeared from the prewhich to some of their neigh-

eat the flesh of dogs,

bours seems scarcely less revolting. The Kwanhama district especially is rich in
horned cuttle, sheep, gouts, pigs, and poultry, and the very name Ova-Mbo, or better,
"
"
"
Oba-Ambo, is said to mean comfortable or well-to-do people." They constitute,
in fact, a true peasant population, carefully cultivating

each his

own

plot

and regu-

Slaves are numerous in the country, but there are no poor.
territory, which is bordered on the west by the Cunene above its

the land.

larly manuring
The Kwanhama

confluence with the Caculovar, stretches eastwards as far as the neighbourhood of
the Ku-15augo.
It is governed by an absolute king, who is required by custom to

submit
is

to a regular fa' teuiiig process in order to

much dreaded by

his subjects,

and even

become royally corpulent.

He

in his dealings with the whites this

obese monarch betrays a high sense of his personal importance, for he rarely condescends to give a personal audience to the European traders visiting his dominions.

His troops are already well equipped with

Ovambo

fi

rearms

In this

well as in

state, as

customary for the heir to the crown to be always
"
the
of
the reigning sovereign, but the " heir-apparent
lifetime
designated during
is meantime kept in seclusion almost like a prisoner.
the other

districts, it is

Next to Kwanhama the most powerful Ovambo state is Ondonga, or Ndonga, a
term which, by some geographers, has been applied to the whole group of Ovambo
This kingdom, which has been visited by Galton and after him by many
peoples.
the southernmost of all these petty states, being situated along
After suffering much from an
the course of one of the streams near Lake Etosha.

other travellers,

is

its prosperity, and
the Finnish missionary
station, this state now exercises the greatest influence in slowly modifying the
rude habits of the people.
The natives have here already developed a few indus-

incursion of some Hottentot marauders

Ndonga has

thanks to the presence of an English factory and

tries,

and amongst them are now found

recovered
to

skilful potters, coppersmiths, blacksmiths,

and other craftsmen.

One

of the smaller tribal groups, the southern

Men," because they take refuge

Omblandus, called

also

in the trees against the attacks of the

" Tree

enemy,

is

distinguished for its republican institutions, constituting a free political system of

which but few examples are offered by the Negro races. The last king having
outraged the people by his despotic and arbitrary government, was crushed by

own

subjects beneath the roof of his residence, and the leaders of the revolt
declared that they would henceforth obey no more masters.
They have kept their
his

word, and, although poor and few in number, they have hitherto succeeded in safeguarding their independence against the ambitious kinglets of the surrounding
lands.

The

their

liberties

Okafiraas, one of the eastern tribes, have also contrived to defend

against

the

King

of

Kwanhama, always

at

the

attack retreating in a body within the lines of a fortified enclosure.

first

signal of

TUT. IIKKKlins

A

!

\\

C9

Croups of Hushmen, the Ma-Cuancallas of the Portuguese

-.;itt.i.(l

bondage amongst the surrounding Bantu populations.
They ;ir- employ <1 by the Ovambos as earners of ivory and iron ores, and are also
The whole region of the jdain^ inhahite 1 by the
frequently enlisted as soldiers.
Ovambos is inter.veied by excellent roads, which are aeeesxiblc to the waggons
settlers, live in a state of

both

of

the Kuropeans and natives, for these also highly apjtn

When

were

<

-i

ite

the advantages

introduced they
prostrate on the
ground, rubbing their Ion heads in the dust raised by the passing wheels.
At the beginning of the year 1884 some fifteen families of Dutch trekker*
settled in the Ondongo district near a copious spring, the " Groot-Fontain," which
has it source to the east of the Etosha lagoon, founded a petty " republic," named
<>f \vlierl< (1

traflie.

carts

first

fell

Upingtonia, in honour of a prominent politician in Cape Colony. The new state
comprised, at least on the map, a superficial area of no less than 20,000 square
miles, divided into allotments of 60,000 acres,

and immigrants were invited from

But the violent death of their leader
quarters to come and occupy the land.
troubles with the natives have obliged this group of Boers to place themselves under the protectorate of Germany.

all

and the

The Hcreros (Oba-Herero, the "cheerful" or "merry people"), who were
" Lowland " or "
Cattle Damaras," are also a Bantu nation,
formerly called the
who reach southwards far into the Hottentot domain. According to their own
traditions, they exclusively inhabited

the highland region of

Kaoko down

to the

middle of the eighteenth century; but towards the year 1775, at a time when
water was more abundant in the country than at present, most of their tribes

But a few remained behind in the Kaoko uplands, where
with
the
Bushmen, and like them became impoverished. The
they intermingled
now
Herero language,
well known, thanks to the works of the Knglish and German
migrated southwards.

missionaries,

who

amongst them and have published grammars and
Bantu
idiom.
At least this is the case in the districts
pure

are settled

religious treatises, is a

where the Hereros keep aloof from other races, for
Hottentots hybrid dialects have sprung up in many

neighbourhood of the
places, in which the words of

in the

both tongues are intermingled, and inflected either with Bantu prefixed or Hottentot suffixed particles.

Since their exodus from the Kaoko country the Hereros have been frequently
"
in conflict with other peoples.
They had first of all to fight the true Damaras,"
the so-called " Highland Damaras," nearly all of whom they reduced to servitude
Then, after the middle of the present century, they were exposed to the incursions
of the Namaqua Hottentots and of the Bastaards, by whom thousands were

Possessing no firearms with which to resist
their assailants, who were perfectly equipped and in constant commercial intercourse with the Cape, the Hereros seemed doomed to destruction.
Galton, who

destroyed or reduced to slavery.

\i>ite<l

this

region in the year 1850, foresaw the day when the Namaquas, with
and the characteristic obstinacy of their race,

their scornful hatred of the blacks

must

at last succeed in extirpating their hereditary foes.

not bfltf7jite4k'd.

More numerous and more

But the foreboding has

agile than their adversaries, the
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Ilereros had, moreover, the good fortune to find a friend in the Swedish traveller

Andersson,
the fray.
reprisals

who

in consequence of a sanguinary collision found himself involved in

upper hand, and although a war of
was protracted over many years, and has even broken out again in quite

By

his aid they at last gained the

Fig. 21.
Scale

HEUERO LAND.
1

:

7,000,000.

Depths.

to 1,000

Fathoms.

1,000

Fathoms

and upwards.
120 Miles.

recent times, the respective domains of the two hostile races have teen scarcely
modified since the middle of the present century.

present the Herero territory stretches west of the Ovambos as far as the
coast, and southwards as far as the great central highlands traversed by the
The land
But the political frontiers are nowhere strictly defined.
Swakop.

At

belongs to all alike Damara and Namaqua may encamp wherever they like, and
"
in the Herero language there is' no word either for " frontier
or for " native
;

THE HEREROS.
The

land."

total

number

hty-five thousand,

nnd

of the " Cattle
this estimate

The

stationed in their midst.

Damaras

71

"
is

estimated by Palgrave at
by the missionaries

has been continued

principal ehief.

who

resides ut

Ofi/hnbinyHe, rules

thirty thou-and subjects.
They an- easily eounted, not individually but in the
Much chief knows the number of his
mass, by the herds they drive to the past urage.
r

rattle,

from which he

families.

On an

encampment

is

able to deduce the numl>er of the herdsmen and their

average three hundred JKTSOHS are reckoned to the

of cattle, with

ircrft,

or

its

secondary grazing grounds.
Physically the Hereros rank amongst the finest races in Africa.

They

are

and well-made, although in reality not nearly so strong as
might be supposed
from their magnificent muscular
With regular features of almost
development.

tall

they nave an open cheerful expression, but are easily irritated, and
then they will often assume a ferocious look. Till
recently those who had n"t
been brought under the influence of the missionaries went
As
nearly naked.
becomes a race of pastors, they dress almost exclusively in skins and leather
classical form,

:

thin strips, which

if

placed end to end would

make

JJ50 feet,

a total length of jwrhaps
They arc also fond of iron,

hanging in thick fringes round their hips.
or
zinc,
copper rings, armlets, and necklaces, and like most of the northern
liantus they dispose the hair in tresses or
ringlets stiffened with a mixture of fat

and red ochre.
all

kinds,

The women on

their part bedizen themselves with

leather

bracelets,

trinkets of

and

thongs, long hairpins,
glass beads,
the
to
leather
which
edifice
thick
are
added
a
three high
with
headdress,
crowning
shells,

ear-like attachments glistening with a coating of clay.

usually supposed to be an indispensable condiment, the
contrary is proved by the diet of the Hereros, who neither buy nor collect this
article from the coast lagoons
nor do their cattle care to resort, as in other
"
Traces of old matriarchal usages still
places, to the saline
licking stones."
survive amongst them.
The wife is nearly free, and may separate at her pleasure.

Although

salt

is

;

The most solemn oath
the mother died

of a Herero

is

that " by the tears of his mother,"

and when

was formerly usual to bury her child with her. Except
young
the baptised children, all the Hereros are circumcised, but beyond this rite they
have scarcely any religious ceremonies except those performed for the puriwse of
it

In all these ceremonies cow-dung plays a
securing the prosperity of their herds.
and
part,
every speck and shade of colour on the animal's coat has in their eyes
a hidden meaning. The chief's daughter, guardian of the sacred fire, sprinkles
the cattle with lustral water, and when moving to a new camping-ground she
Certain lar^e forest-trees are
the way, holding a torch in her hand.
" mother trees "
of these
and
several
them
as
the
of
ancestors
man,
regarded by
leads

are mentioned by Galton and Andersson, to which the Hereros pay regular homage.
The nation was formerly divided into tribes, or rather castes (eanda), which

had probably their origin in the family group, and which were named from the
Thus one caste was known as the
stars, the trees, and natural phenomena.
" Children of the
"
the
of
another
Rain," and so on but these distinctions
Sun,"
;

are gradually being effaced.
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The
to be

chiefs,

who

owners of

all

in other respects

enjoy very

\

little pri-s

According as they grow

the cattle.

,11

rich,

il

authority, are held

the number of their

subjects increases with the increase of their herd**, and as they become poor their
Thus the wealth of the chief constitutes
subjects melt away from around them.

the only bond of the tribe, although the Hereroa have full consciousness of their
common national origin. Hence the political divisions are subject to constant
change but what never change are the centres of population, the life of the tribe
;

Like those of the
ever gravitating roun:l about the watering-places of the herds.
the
domains
of
the
several
rulers
are separated one
Ilerero
petty Ova-Mbo kings,
from the other by intervening tracts of scrub or rocks, neutral ground never

But these
encroached upon by the conterminous tribes except in case of invasion.
dreaded border-lands form the camping-grounds of Hottentot or Bantu marauders,
ever on the watch to carry off stray cattle.
Amongst the Hereros is also found a cattleless proletariate class, men unattached to the fortunes of any rich owner of herds, and who live on the chase,

Such are the Ova-Tjimbas, kinsmen
or lead a roaming adventuresome existence.
of the Ba-Simbas (Cimbebas), who camp for the most part in the north-eastern
districts

On

near the Ova-Mbos.

all

points connected with the tenure of land,

The soil is absolutely unalienable, and
the practices are essentially communistic.
the expulsion of the Catholic missionaries in 1879 must be attributed rather to
imprudent propositions regarding the purchase of land, than to the jealousy
The Hereros are in any case well aware, from the
their Protestant rivals.

their
of

of Cape Colony, that wherever the whites gain a footing, the natives
soon cease to rule the land.
Nevertheless, with all their precautions, they cannot
The Germans being henceforth their " protecescape the fate in store for them.

example

tors," they will

which

will

be unable

be so framed as

to

to

refuse acceptance of

plunder them

the

new laws

of property,

to the profit of the stranger.

THE HILL DAMARAS AND NAMAQUAS.
The Ova-Zorotus, or " Highland Damaras," are so-named by the Boers to
" Damaras of the Plains."
They comprise all those
distinguish them from the
tribes which preserved their independence and took refuge on the summit of the
plateaux, especially the isolated table mountains surrounded on all sides by steep
According to Galton these Damaras call themselves Hau Damop
escarpments.
"
True Khoin," that is to say, Hottentots.
Damaras
True
"), or else Hau Khoin,
("

But

so far

Mbos,

Gal on regards them as akin to the Ovaresemble in their physical appearance and social usages,

from belonging

whom

they

although much

still

to this race,

deteriorated

by misery and

slavery.

If

most

of

them speak a

Hottentot dialect, the fact should perhaps be attributed to their isolation in the
They now belong to other masters, thus fully

midst of rulers of Khoin race.

of Dama, which according to several writers has the
"
"
meaning of Vanquished
Of small size, weak and slender frame, and resembling the Bushmen, with whom

justifying- the designation

Till:

in

some places

th

u

\

UN. I.

DAMABASAM'

e..nlotinded, they live
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by cultivating the land, which gives

but poor returns for
their labour.
t

Sune

of their

grouped round the

riU's are

missions; but

tin-

g-

".-WALVUCH
8c* u>

BAT.

'

majority

;uv enslaved to the

stock-

breeders,

round

squatting

about the grazing grounds.
They are variously >timated

from thirty thousand to
but
forty thousand souls

at

;

on

this point differences of

opinion necessarily prevail,
owing to the fact that many
tribes of doubtful origin are

regarded as belonging to
other races. The Hill Dama-

have the musical faculty
developed to an extraordiras

nary degree. They sing in
with well attuned

concert
voice

and in perfect harmony.

The Namaquas (Namathat

Kwa),

"
is,

Nama

People," occupy nearly

all

the southern section of the

German

Protectorate south

of the

Tsoakhub and Kuisip

rivers.

One of their diviknown as the " Little

sions,

Namaquas,"

is

even

sta-

tioned to the south of the

Lower Orange, and the territory inhabited by them has
become an integral part of
Cape Colony. But all alike

are thinly scattered over a
vast waterless region, and

towards the middle of the

century numbered
than fifty
scarcely more
thousand altogether, a feeble
present

upwaida.
12 Mile*.

remnant of the many hundred thousand Namas who are
lived in

South Africa.

According

to Palgrave, they are

said

to

have formerly

now reduced

to about
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whom

twenty thousand, of

nearly seventeen thousrnd are Great Namaquas, and

the rest Little Namaquas.
are certainly Hottentots, and were at one time regarded as the
Those known as the " Red Nation," that is,
purest representatives of that race.
the Geikus of the hilly region lying to the south-east of Walvisch Bay, are Khoin,

The Namas

or Hottentots, in a pre-eminent sense, and claim to have been the
of this district,

where they number about two thousand

five

first

hundred.

conquerors

The

so-

"
First," who are centred for the most part
is,
Highest," or
in the British enclave round about Walvisch Bay, are at present in a very degraded
culled Topnaars, that

"

Namaquas. Others again,
"
Orang Lami, or Old Acquaintance," is said to have been given them by the sailors visiting them from the Cape,
are of more or less mixed descent, a strain of European blood having even been
detected in them. All are herdsmen and warriors, who during the course of the
state,

being regarded as the moat debased

and notably the Oerlams, whose original

of all the

name

of

with the Hereros. Dwelling
present century have fought many a desperate battle
made
of
bark
and
huts
in semicircular
foliage, they practise only such rudimentary
industries as are suitable to their primitive

dress the hides of their cattle, sharpen and

manner of life. They cut up and
mount smallarms, and make wooden

bowls for holding milk and spring-water.
Constantly moving about in search of good pasturage, the Great Namaquas
are grouped in separate clans, each with its own chief and council of twelve elders.
illustrious his lineage and the more brilliant his warlike deeds, the
But these kinglets, having
the
personal authority of the tribal chief.
greater
their
influence
over their subjects,
become nominal Christians, are gradually losing

The more
is

surrounded by the Cape Colonists and the
especially since their territory has been
since
their
and
from
the
Boers
east,
upland valleys are regularly visited by the
wholesale dealers to buy up their live-stock, and by the German miners to
"
"
their country for mineral ores.
They are no longer dreaded for the
prospect
but
number of their armed warriors,
respected only in proportion to their wealth
in cattle.

The

race itself seems

doomed

to extinction,

elements of disintegration by which

it is

being too feeble to

surrounded.

The

Little

resist

the

Namaquas no

longer speak Hottentot; the missionaries established among the Great Namaquas
no longer require to learn this language, which since the year 1882 has ceased to
It is no longer necessary to print books
be the vehicle of religious instruction.
be
understood by nobody, and which has
will
soon
which
an
idiom
in
of devotion
one of the channels through which civilisation
already been replaced by Dutch,
is being diffused throughout South Africa.
Naina, which is one of the purest

thus disappearing like other branches of the same linguistic
the names of mountains and rivers,
family, of which nothing now survives, except
The
less corrupt form.
or
in
more
all
fragments of the Nama tribes scattered
nearly
over the eastern plains are becoming gradually merged with the despised Bushmen.

forms of Hottentot,

is

WALVI8CH BAY.
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ToPOOftAPHY.
Hitherto the northern section of the coast between the Cunene and Walvi--li

Fri
The Any
by shipping.
("Cold Bay "), lying north of the s-mdy promontory of Cubo Frio (' Cold Point")
imerely a little crook offering no kind of shelter against the surf and the
HIV has not possessed a single

s"-q>

u-t

visited

Some 120 miles farther on the Ogdcn coral reef*
prevailing south-west winds.
enclose a fine harbour and tranquil sheet of water, where fish disport themselves
in

myriads.

But the neighbouring

haven attracts no

coast is uninhabited,

and

this well-sheltered

traffic.

present the only outlet of the whole region of Damara and Namuqualand
the commodious ani spacious inlet of Wah'wh Bay, which lies almost exactly

At

is

the Cunene and Orange estuaries, and which gives access to the
two chief fluvial basins of the country, the Tsoakhub and the Kuisip. A channel

midway between

deep gives easy access to large vessels, which can ride at anchor in 20 or
Here they are completely
28 feet of water within a few cables of the coast.

24

feet

sheltered except against the north and north-west winds, which seldom blow on
The bay, which owes its name to the numerous schools of
this part of the coast.

whales formerly abounding in the neighbouring waters, is still visited by these
cetaceans, and also teems with other marine animals) vast shoals of fish penetrating
with the tides far up the creeks, where they are sometimes

left

in the

shallow

lagoons by the receding waters.

At one time
at this port,

and ostrich feathers was curried on

a large export trade in ivory

which has long been regularly

procure live-stock for

southern

the

by traders from the Cape to
The Colonial Government had

visited

markets.

accordingly taken steps at an early date to secure possession of this vital j>oint on
the Dumara-Numuquu seaboard, so that when they annexed this region the
Germans were obliged to respect the little British enclave, which hus a total area

But the English, on their part, fearing the local
might be diverted by the new arrivals to some other point of the coast,

of about 700 square miles.
traffic

hastened to declare Walvisch Bay a free port for

all

exports and imports from

Kurope and the colonies.
The chief inland stations which are thus supplied with manufactured goods
through Walvisch Bay are Omaruru, which hus been converted into the principal
:

market of the Ilerero people

;

Otyimbingne, on the Tsoakhub

;

Okuhanja and

New Barmen, higher up on the same watercourse RcMwih, on a tribuOn the sandhills encircling the buy are camped a few hundred
tary of the Kuisip.
whom
the
local
dealers are forbidden to supply with spirituous drinks.
Tojmaars,
Ott/ikango, or

;

Were

the British Government at any time to obstruct the trade of Walvisch
Bay, the Germans have still in the immediate neigh bourhood the port of Sandicich
Hnt-cn (Porto do I//u-o), which might be constituted the centre of their commercial
operations in their

Hay, and

new dependency.

of being sheltered

from

all

Although

less

capacious than Walvisch

danger of silting up, this creek has the advantage
winds uud of possessing a supply of fresh water stored

also exposed to the
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the neighbouring riverain sands.
sinking a few shallow wells in these
in

Walvisch Bay are 34 miles

superabundance can be had by simply
sands, whereas the nearest springs to

distant, so that
Fig. 23.

it is

found more convenient to supply

ANOHA FEGUENA.

Scale

1

:

645,000.

Depthe.

to 32
Feet.

32 to 80
Feet-

160 to 320
Feet.

80 to 160
Feet.

320 Feet and

upwards.

12 Miles.

this place

by sea from the Cape

The

little

Hottentot hamlet of Anishab gives a

little animation to the otherwise dreary shores of

Sandwich Haven.

The only important inlet on the coast of Great Namaqualand hAngra Pequcua,
the acquisition of which by the trader Luderitz was the first step that induced the
Germans to treat with England for the possession of the whole region, some
360,000 square miles in extent, stretching from the Cunene to the Orange River.
Despite

its

"
name, which in Portuguese means Little Bay," Angra Pequena

is

ANOBA PEQUENA.
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something more than a mere indentation (n the mast, for it ramifies to the right
It is accessible to the laru
miles south of the entrance.
and loft for alum
t

">

having u depth of from 40 to -">> feet, with excellent anchorage wcllall winds except those of the north.
Its ^n-at

\.->x,.U,

sheltered from the surf and from
defect, like thut of

Walvisch Bay,

is

intermittent watercourse, dignified with

occasionally reaches the buy.

the absence of good water, although un
" Little
tin- name of the

Orange River."

Hence the place

will

have to be supplied from the

Cape, until its increasing importance justifies the sinking of wells
nl

reservoirs

on the coast in order

to

all

and formation

the water oozing from the

capture
Hitherto
dunes.
has not answered the anticipations
Angra
IVqucna
unrounding
lu fact its only articles of export are some
of its owners us u trading station.
attle, fish, and mineral ores, so that it is not, perhaps, surprising that the solitary

(iermau fuctory wus completely abandoned in the year 1887.
In the neighbourhood are the two valuable guuno islunds of Jchahoe, lying
north-west of the buy within u mile of the coast, and Halifax neur the peninsula skirting the west side of the harbour.

These, with a few other

islets,

have long been

regarded us dependencies of Cupe Colony, und the working of the guuiio deposits
is secured to Briti>h traders.
Here are captured, in the months of October und

November, myriads

of penguins, cormorants,

und other wnterfowl

several yards thick on the rocks,

stores of

;

but the original

had been completely

guano, lying
exhausted by the speculators towards the middle of the present century. Since
then the trade hus been regulated during the breeding season ull trespassers are
;

warned

off,

und the islands

the gangs of

workmen

the peaceful possession of the birds, after which
are admitted to collect the manure, which in the year 1884
left in

was shipped to the total value of 'JO,000.
In these wuters numerous hands ure

ulso engaged in the capture of sen Is,
multitudes of which unimuls frequent ull the surrounding islets und reefs. On
the shores of Possession Island, which lies in Elizabeth Bay, to the south of Angra

1'equena, the navigator Morell found the carcases of cetaceuns in such prodigious
His theory wus
quuntitics that he estimated them at upwurds of one million.
thut the vast school

had been suddenly overtaken und swallowed up by some

tremendous whirlwind of sand.
In the interior of Numuqnuland the largest centres of population consut
merely of a few dozen huts, und most of these villages are only temporary settlements.

The

chief stations are those of the missionaries, such us XixMt's Bath

(Warmbad)ou a wudy flowing to the Orange, and Bethany, in the hilly
Bethany is regarded as tlie
retching eastwards from Angra Pequena.

>t

of the whole of the Xuraaqua territory.

the mission

house, the church,

In 1884

district

capital

boasted of four brick buildings,
the palace of the tribal chief, und the locul
it

An attempt has recently been made to found an agricultural
settlement at a plue:- called ttolzcnfeh, on the north bank of the Orange, close to
the British frontier.
Hopes are entertained that by means of irrigation canals

dealer's warehouse.

derived from the river these arid wastes
oases and productive arable lands.

may

be gradually transformed to smiling

CHAPTER

III.

SOUTH AFEICA.
PHYSICAL FEATURES OF THE ORANGE, LIMPOPO, AND OTHER BASINS.

GENERAL SURVEY:

HE

modern era has been ushered

in by three great geographical
the discovery of the highway to the east by the Austral
seas, the arrival of the caravels of Columbus in the New World,

events

Of these

and the circumnavigation of the globe by Magellan.
of time

epoch-making events in the history of our planet, the first in order
was that which was accomplished when in 1486 Bartholomew Diaz successwhich thenceforth took the name of the Cape
A few years later the " good hope " was fully realised when
reached the East Indies by this route, when the western and

fully doubled the stormy headland
of

Good Hope.

Vasco de

Gama

eastern seas were

the earth, which

merged
till

But the shores
the Atlantic

to

in a

common

oceanic basin, and

man

learnt to compass

then had seemed to him a boundless universe.

Portuguese ships had skirted in order to pass from
the Indian Ocean long remained neglected by geographical
that the

first

Attracted by the wealth of both Indias, the early navigators scorned
explorers.
to linger on a seaboard which held out no prospects of a rapid fortune
by trade
or plunder.
Over a hundred and fifty years passed away before any Europeans

landed on this part of the African continent with the intention of remaining and
At the same time it is useless for certain
founding agricultural settlements.

Portuguese writers to express idle regrets that this region was neglected by the
forefathers of the heroic age.
These were far too few to embrace the whole
:

i

world, to simultaneously undertake the conquest of the Indian, Malayan, and
American Eldorados, and the slow development of the arable lands in South Afri< a

between the Congo and Zambese.
Nevertheless the settlers in these Austral regions were destined to find much
more than they could ever hope to obtain from the mines of Golconda and the
epices of the Eastern

Archipelago.

The land which they occupied

is

a second
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Europe, offering a climate differing little from that of tin- mother country, a soil
tin- >ame herds, and
<>n which they can cultivate the same plants and gra/e
\e the s;mie habits and customs in another hemisphere many thousands of

No doubt

from their native land.

the population of European
origin developed very slowly in their new environment; nevertheless the expanAided by a
sion was sufficient to enahle them gradually to spread over the land.
miles distant

regular stream of immigration, they steadily encroached from all directions on
the domain of the aboriginal inhabitants, and they now rule supreme throughout
the whole of the Austral regions from the Cape to the Limpopo.

As

a centre of colonisation

Cape, with

its

and of higher culture, the European colony of the

natural dependencies of Natal and the Dutch

republics, already

exercises an independent influence, apurt altogether from the support

from

its relations

The Cape

with the metropolis.

is

derives

it

the natural centre for the

organisation and equipment of expeditions for the exploration of the whole of

South Africa.

The

almost as

much

has given the first
impulse to the scientific labours and industrial development of the surrounding
regions; jointly with the neighbouring districts and all the conterminous maritime
/one, it forms, as it were, a detached section of Europe gradually enlarging its
capital,

as

Europe

itself,

borders and supplanting northwards the primitive African world.
Cape Colony has often been compared to Algeria, which is situate exactly at
the other extremity of the continent, and which has also become an outlying
portion of Europe in

its

industries, its social

the advantage lies with Algeria.
of the

alone

population of the

many

respects

far less extensive than the complexity

more thickly peopled, the

it is

being somewhat in excess of

same

In

political life.

in the Austral hemisphere,

European States

white element

Although

and

the entire South African

It also receives a larger annual contribution of

stock.

immigrants from Europe, and although possessing neither gold nor diamonds,
already developed a larger export trade.

All this
is

is

easily explained

by

its

it

has

vastly

essentially a Mediterranean land, lying

superior geographical position.
Algeria
over against France, Spain and Italy, and a few hours' passage suffices to reach the
couth European seaboard from any of its ports.
Nevertheless, Algeria labours

under the disadvantage of being completely isolated and cut
the continent by the almost trackless wastes of the Sahara.

The Austral

off

from the

rest of

for although
colonies are very differently situated in this respect
conterminous with an extensive wilderness, the Kalahari Desert
;

they are also
does not obstruct all communications, while the surrounding populations are able
to maintain mutual relations both
land and by water.* On the other hand, the

by
Cape of Good Hope projects southwards into a stormy
*

Compiintive ureas ami populations of Algeria

inul the

sea,

European State*

v

.

....

European population

.

Native population
Population to the square mile
Sea-borne trade

.

<^
.

in

South Africa

:

South Africa.

Algeria.

Area

which merges

192,000 square miles

500,000

.

.

3,320,000
16

.

.

.

.

>2,000,000 (18S2)

.

.

.

450,000 square miles.
480,000

2,650,000
G

.

11,000,000 ('.8861

in tin-
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In order to keep up constant
everlasting snows and ice of the Antarctic regions.
and regular intercourse with the civilised world, the colonists have to traverse
thousands of miles of the great oceanic highways in the direction of Great Britain,
The nearest continental headland to the Cape is the
of India, and Australasia.
Fig. 24.

SOUTH-WEST AFRICAN HIGHLANDS.
Scale

1

:

3,250,000.

Depths.

to 160
Feet.

160 to 320

Feet

320 to 640
Feet.

640 Feet and

upwards.

60 Milos

southern extremity of the New World, which is still distant 3,250 miles. Tasmania, which forms the third terminal point of the continents tapering southwards,
the east. Consequently, until the South African
lies about 6,000 miles to
settlements become consolidated in one vast and populous state, with stijl more

MOUNTAINS OF >"IT1

1

All:!' A.
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rapid marine communications than are yet possible, they must alw;;ys feel tl.cmtin- \\<>rld.
sel\e- -oim \\hat severed i'mm the- n-t
!'

PHYSICAL FEATURES OP SOUTH AFRM

The orography

of the Austrul regions resembles in its

\.

more

salient

i

atun

-

that

of the whole continent, in which the chief mountain ranges are disjMed not in the
interior but round the seaboard, usually attaining their greatest elevation in the

In the same way in the southern section of the mainchains and eminences are developed parallel with and at no great

vicinity of the cast c<a>t.

land the

loftiest

distance from the seaboard, everywhere skirting the boundless open or undulating
plains of the interior. Here also the orographic system culminates on the east side,

where the

loftiest crests rise to

The outer

an altitude of considerably over 11,000

scarps of the highlands

and plateaux running

feat*

parallel with the

coast in Great

the

Namaquulund are completely interrupted by the rocky valley of
Lower Orange River. South of this point the system is continued throughout

the territory of the Little Namaquus, without, however, attaining the same elevaThe land rises from terrace to terrace towards

tion as in the northern region.

the crest of the granitic plateau, over which are scattered inegular mountain
masses, which present an imposing aspect when seen from the west, where the
precipitous slopes

come

But the

fully into view.

on the opposite or landward

side,

where

effect is

somewhat

insignificant

merged in the monotonous
Great Bushmanland. The mean altitude
their base is

plateau of gneiss formation known as
of the whole range scarcely falls much below 3,500 feet
lin range, deeply furrowed by erosion,
South of the Namaqua region the
breaks into a number of diverging ridges, some of which branch off towards the

m

eastern highlands, while others are continued in parallel chains southwards.
Each rand, or crest, forms a sort of rocky barrier between the plains of the seaboard

and the upland steppes

of the interior.

South of the Olifant River these ramparts

Mountains culminating in the Sneeuw-Kop
while
the
Olifant
rises
in the Winter-hock to a height of 6,900
(6,100 feet),
range
For a few days during the cold season this peak is visible on the north-east
feet.

attain their greatest altitude, the Cedar

horizon from Capetown, streaked with white and occasionally even completely
wrapped in a snowy mantle.

The

Range with

pouthern extension terniinates in the Hang-Klip
The Cape itself,
headland, which stands over against the Cape of Good Hope.
Olifant

its

which projects more to the west in the form of a sickle, belongs to a coast range,
of which only a few fragments survive, and which advances beyond the normal
At its northern
coast line between St. Helena Bay and False or Simon's Bay.
extremity this range consists merely of a few disconnected hills; but towards hesouth it rises rapidly to a considerable elevation, enclosing Table Bay with a
Here the imposing "Table" Mounsemicircular rampart of bold rocky summits.
tain lifts its huge and often cloud-capped sandstone crest to a height of 3,500 feet
t

above

its

103

nearly vertical or rapidly sloping walls.
AF

The granite

base of this mighty
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isolated

mass

is

clothed with verdure, while

its

flanks are scored with deep ravines

shaded by the sombre pine and wide-branching oak. The semicircular range of
hills terminates eastwards in a sharp point known as the Devil's Peak, and west-

wards in the long sloping ridge of the " Lion," with his back turned towards

Capetown and his magnihead facing seawards.

CAPE AOULHAS.

Fig. 25.

ficent

Scale 1

:

400,000.

Beyond Table Mountain the
hills

fall

gradually southto the famous

wards down

headland of the Cape of

Good Hope.
East

the

of

parallel

mountain ranges, which run

and south

north

the

in

vicinity of the Atlantic sea-

board, the folds and wrinkles
of the land, resembling the

gatherings round the

hem

of a garment, are disposed

in the direction from west to
east nearly parallel with the

shores of the Southern Ocean.

Nevertheless

from the

it

is

evident

of the

lie

land

that all these border ranges

run somewhat obliquely to
the coast, for they all terminate in the sharp promontories, which follow in
succession

Cape

to

the east

Agulhao,

or

of

the

"

Needles," terminal point
of the African mainland.
1955

East ot

Greenwich

20*5

They

Depths.

Oto64
Feet.

160 Feet

and

upwards.
6 Miles.

formerly

extended

continuously from west to
east, but are now broken
into
size

fragments of varying

by numerous

which rising in the interior have forced their way seawards

at the

torrents,

weaker points

of the old formations.

The deep ravines and

transverse gorges thus excavated by the running waters
between the parallel coast ranges impart to this region an extremely varied aspect,
especially in the neighbourhood of the sea, where the slopes are mostly overgrown
with a forest vegetation.
Of the mountain barriers thus intersected at various

\

Tin: K

M:I:<

KM

B8

ly tlio coast streams the lofiiiM is the <;note X\\ m. Bergea "Great
IMack Mountains ") which lies furthest inland, und some of \vho>e summits exceed

jM)ints

Towards

feet.

7,000

eastern extremity the

its

Cockscomb (Groot Winter-hoek)

rues to an altitude of 6,000 feet above the north-west side of Algoa Hay.

North

crowded together along
a mean distance of over 1'JO miles from the

of this outer orographic system of parallel chains

the seaboard, there

much

coast another

west to

cast,

tions.

At

is

developed at

loftier range,

which

also trends in the

normal direction fmni

and whose sinuous windings are distinguished by different designa-

its

western extremity near the Atlantic Coast Range

it

takes the

name

Koms-berg, which farther on is successively replaced by the Roggeveld and
Nieuweveld, where the term rcld indicates softer outlines and more rounded contours
of

than those of the steeper escarpments denoted by the bcnj. Still farther east the
main range seems almost to merge in the surrounding upland plains but it soon
rises again to a great height in the Sneeuw-bergen ("Snowy Mountains "), whose
;

loftiest

peak, the Compass (9,000 feet),

is

the culminating point in the Cape

region properly so called.
this central nucleus the

system bifurcates, the south-eastern branch,
which is interrupted by an affluent of the Great Fish Iliver, attaining in the
Groot Winter-berg an altitude of 7,800 feet. This branch terminates at the

Beyond

mouth

of the Great

Kei

Iliver,

western limit of Kafirland, while the second

forming the divide between the Orange and Great Fish River basins,
northwards, then towards the east, where it merges in the lofty range
separating Eafirland and Natal from Basutoland. Its eastern extremity, known by
the name of the Storm-bergen (" Storm Mountains"), is distinguished in the economic
ramification,

trends

first

history of the

what

Cape

for its extensive carboniferous deposits.

schistose coalfields of the

of the range,

and stretch

The

thin and some-

Storm-bergen occur chiefly on the northern slopes

far in the direction of the north

;

but owing to the cost

little worked except to
Old
volcanoes
with perfectly
the
wants
of
the
settlements.
supply
surrounding
distinct craters, which seem to have become extinct since the triassic epoch, arc

of extraction and difficulty of transport, the mines are

Storm-bergen Mountains.
plain dotted over with patches of scrub, which stretches east
and west, between the parallel coast ranges and the great northern water-parting
of the Roggeveld and Nieuweveld, is known by the name of the Great Karroo, a
still

visible in the

The undulating

Hottentot word meaning arid land.
Farther north in the direction of the Orange
River extend other elevated plains interrupted here and there by t-mall mountain
masses, which consist for the most part of eruptive rocks, such as tropps and doler-

forming natural colonnades often of a monumental aspect. These upland plains
are also karroos, throughout their whole extent presenting everywhere the same
geological constitution.
They were formerly covered by vast stretches of marshy

ites,

waters frequented by myriads of vertebrate reptiles, dicynodonts and other varieties,
which are unlike any others found on the globe, and which probably became extinct
before the close of the triassic period.

According to Sir Richard Owen, these

huge saurians were herbivorous, and appear to have been of amphibious habits.
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In the Great Karroo, as well as in the secondary formations of similar character
stretching northwards to the Orange River, are scattered numerous depressions

where are lodged the rain waters, which

after

evaporation leave the ground

covered with saline efflorescences.

THE DRAKENBERG.
Beyond the Storm- Bergen the main range trends round in the direction of
the north-east, describing a great bend concentric with that of the oceanic coastHere the Kwathlamba, or Drakenbergen ("Dragon Mountains"), run at a
line.

mean

distance of about 120 miles from the sea, rising in some of

its peaks and
an altitude of over 10,000 feet. Although still forming a true waterparting between- the Atlantic and Indian Ocean, these highlands present the
aspect of a mountain range only on their east side, where they fall through a series

summits

to

of steps precipitously seawards.

On

the west side facing inland the chain
intersected by other parallel ridges.

merely the scarp of a plateau, which is
The intermediate space between the Drakenberg and the Indian Ocean

is

is

occupied by three steps or terraces, which, however, present great inequalities in
their general relief, and which in several places are obstructed by transverse

The most elevated of these
ridges following the course of the fluvial valleys.
the
terraces, which stretches along the base of
Drakenberg, has a mean altitude
of considerably over 3,000 feet

;

the central terrace, forming the middle zone of

Kafirland and Natal, varies from 2,000 to 2,400 feet, while the outer or coast

by the beds of innumerable torrents into a multitude of fragments,
more than 1,000 feet above the winding seaboard.
North of a summit crowned by vertical sandstone formations presenting the
aspect of a ruined fortress, whence its name of the Giant's Castle (9,800 feet),
the triple system of the Drakenberg gradually falls to a lower level. Here the
step, cut

scarcely rises

greatest elevation is maintained by a parallel chain of heights which traverses
the Basuto territory under the name of the Blaw Bergen ("Blue Mountains"), or
Farther north the
Maluti, that is, "Peaks," in the language of the natives.

system resumes the name

of the Drakenbergen, and here these highlands,
" tables " of most other
like the
sandstones
ranges in
although composed
South Africa, nevertheless terminate in jagged crests. The Drakenberg is conof

nected with the Maluti Mountains by a lateral ridge, whose chief summit, the
Champagne Castle, or Cathkin, attains a height of 10,500 feet. On this connecting link rises a vast plateau- shaped eminence which is covered with pasturage,
and which by the Basutos is called the Buta-Buta or Potong, that is, " Antelope

Mountain."

But

it

of Sources," given to

more commonly known by the name of the " Mountain
it
by the Protestant missionaries Arbousset and Daumas,

is

because here have their source the main headstreams of the Orange, besides
several other rivers flowing in the opposite direction down to the Indian Ocean.
It rises about 1,300 feet above the surrounding uplands,

has an absolute altitude of 10,100

feet.

Nevertheless

it

and according
is

to

Stow

overtopped by the

Till:

chief

summits of the

I
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on which the snow

lateral chain of the Maluti highlands,

remains for the four Austral winter months fr>m

May

to

August.

This

is

the

One of its peaks, to which th- missionary
Mount Hamilton, has an extreme altitude of

true Alpine region of Smith Africa.
Jacottet has given the

11,600

feet,

name

of

while the gorge through which the Ba-utos descend from the UJIJMT

Orange Valley

to that of its great affluent, the

is

Senkunyune,

scarcely 'JOO feet

lower.
tinrange known as the Randthe " Border Range," but to which is also extended the name of the
Drakenberg, as if still forming part of the southern system, assumes the character
of an enormous rocky cliff.
On the inner side it faces the undulating upland

Farther on in the direction of the north-east,

berg, that

is,

Kg.

26.
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Scale
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and
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Mile*.

plain foiming part of the continental plateau; on the outer

it
develops a long
the
lower
which
have
been greatly
escarpments skirting
plains,
denuded and the debris borne seawards by the torrential coast-streams. Although

line of abrupt

mainly parallel with the shores of the Indian Ocean, this Border Range has been
curved by the running waters into a very irregular rocky barrier. Excavated in
.the shape of a cirque in one place, it projects elsewhere in the form of headlands,
one of which

is

work of erosion

the

Kaap

(Cape), famous for

carried on for ages

by the

its

rich auriferous deposits.

The

rivers has caused the barrier itself

gradually to recede westwards, being continually eaten away by the affluents of
the Indian Ocean.

Farther north the slope of the plateau

falls

imperceptibly in the direction of
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In

the Limpopo.

exceeds 7',000 feet

this
is

northern section of the Border Range the last crest which
Mauchberg (7,300), so named from the explorer who

the

Nevertheless the Zoutpansbergen, or
discovered the goldfields of this region.
" Saline
Mountains," at the northern extremity of the whole system, still present
an imposing asp?ct, thanks to the precipitous slope of their escarpments down to
the valley of the Limpopo.
hills

Towards the south-west some disconnected ranges of

and scattered heights serve

monotony of the upland

to break the

which descend with a gentle incline towards the
Kalahari Desert. But these eminences produce

plains,

less elevated depression of

the

effect, owing to the great
culminate
in the MagaliesThey
of
the
SouthAfrican
near
Pretoria, capital
Republic (Transvaal).
bergen,
little

relative altitude of the surrounding plateau.

GEOLOGICAL FORMATIONS.

Throughout the whole of Austral Africa, comprising Cape Colony, Kafirland,
Natal, the Basuto, Zulu, and Dutch territories, the general geological substratum
is

constituted

by

granitic rocks,

which underlie

all

the other formations of this

running waters have everywhere
exposed the lower granitic foundation and the sedimentary strata deposited on
As remarked by Livingstone, the granite backthe primitive crystalline rocks.

By

region.

bone
itself

is

their incessant erosive action the

concealed, but

traversed in all

here and there breaks through the skin. The granite is
directions by veins of a very pure white quartz, which are
it

But except in some rare
almost everywhere associated with auriferous deposits.
districts these deposits are not sufficiently abundant to render mining operations
Throughout the whole of the coastlands the underlying granite
covered by crystallised limestones, while in the interior the granite is overlain
chiefly by carboniferous series and Devonian formations with their crown of sandremunerative.
is

stone rocks.

Some

geologists point to heaps of displaced

and

striated boulders,

as clear

indications of a former glacial period on the eastern slopes of the Drakenberg.

Most observers

also accept the

process of slow upheaval.

view that the seaboard

From

the Cape of

is

at present

Good Hope

all

the

undergoing a

way

to the coast

may be seen old tracings of raised beaches still covered with banks of
Near the south frontier of Natal these
marine shells, oysters, and polyps.
of

Natal

elevated banks stand nearly fourteen feet above the present level of the highest

spring tides.*

RIVERS

THE ORANGE.

The great watercourse of Austral Africa, and one of the most considerable in
the whole Continent, if not for its volume, at least for the length of its course
and the extent
("

of its basin, is the Gariep of the Hottentots, the Groote-rivier

Great River ") of the Boers.

officer in

the Dutch service, the
*

In the year 1770

name

of Orange,

it

received from Gordon, an

more

Griesbach, Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society,

in

honour of the royal

May,

1871.

Tin:

boose thun from the colour of
is

stream,

a>

it>

i:

\\ui-:

waters.

its
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The

S<

nku, or chief eastern head-

inn- upper course, although exceeded in length by the

regunlr
has its source in an upland valley on the southern slope of the Cathkin,
and Ho\\s at first in a south-westerly direction between the Maluti and I>raken1

It

I

In this part of its course it rolls down a dark stream, \\hmrr
"
of the
lllark River."
After its junction \\ith the .S-nkunyain'-,

berg highlands.
its local

name

again swollen ly the MalitMinyaiie, which descends from
the western uplands, and which at one point plunges from a vertical height of

or Little Senku,

it

is

tremendous mountain gorge.
After escaping from these romantic Maluti highlands, the Orange mingles its
waters with the unite 1 stream of the Caledon and the Kornet-spruit, which

600

feet into a

nearly double its volume, and both of which flow from the grassy Potong uplands
through broad beds of sparkling mica sands. Below the confluence, the Orange,

which from this point flows mainly in a north-westerly and westerly course, is
joined by a few streams or rather wadys from the Cape highlands, the chief of

-THK OEANOE

Fig. 27.

Fcole

1

:

FALLS.

270.000.

East of Greenwich

20'so6 Mile*.

which

is

known

as the

the Ilartebeest, whose upper course rising in the Sneeuw-bergen, is
Zak or Zeku. But all these contributions scarcely suffice to repair

the loss caused by evaporation.

The only important
<

affluent of the

the Vaal, or " Gray,"
source, like the Caledon, on

Middle Orange

ne of whose upper branches, the Namagari, has

its

is

the Potong plateau. But its farthest headstream takes its rise on the uplands
which skirt the seaboard of the Indian Ocean to the south of Lourenco Marques.

Were

the question to be decided by the length of their several courses, of
Vaal would have to be regarded as the true mainstream.

affluents the

valley

to

a

great

extent

traverses

arid plains or dried up

all

these

But

its

lacustrine beds

former geological epoch hence it sends down very little water.
belonging
But like the
usually reaching the confluence in an almost exhausted state.
to a

;

other rivers of this basin
1'

i

\\een the

Vaal

is

end

of

it is

subject to sudden freshets, several of which occur
of April, and while they last the

November and the middle

transformed to a formidable watercourse.

and Vaal may generallv be forded

;

Both the

<

>range, Caledon,

but during the floods they can be croaaod
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only on

rafts,

except at the points whore modern bridges and viaducts have been

constructed.

For about three quarters of its whole course the Orange traverses the granitic
But its channel
plateau at a normal altitude of about 2,600 feet above sea-level.
is suddenly lowered by over 400 feet through a series of cascades and rapids

known

Anghrabies Cataracts or the
b:-low
the Hartebeest confluence.
distance
as the

"

Hundred

Falls,"

For a space

which occur a short

of about 10 miles the

is here obstructed by innumerable reefs, ledges, islets, and even islands,
some with low and smooth rocky surface, others bristling with sharp crags often
affecting the form of towers or pinnacles.
During the season of low water the

stream

stream ramifies into a labyrinth of torrents, lakes, pools, or silvery threads, all of
which winding from circuit to circuit ultimately converge in the narrow and deep

gorge below the falls. Some of these branches go to swell the volume of the
great cascade with which the series terminates, while others develop independent
i'alls of their own, tumbling over some lateral
rocky bed in mimic rivalry with
" On
remarks G. A. Farini, " fresh
the main body of angry waters.
tide,"
every
cascades sprang out as if by magic from the rocks.
In fact, whether at high

water or at low water, one of the p culiar charms of the place

number

of

waterfalls

distinct

which

exist

here.

is

the extraordinary
are two

At Niagara there

gigantic cataracts falling side by side at one bound into the head of a gorge
Here there is a succession of cascades and falls probably

seven miles in length.

number

extending along the whole length of a gorge no less than
16 miles long, into which they plunge one after the other, sometimes at a
])uring the dry weather many of
single bound, sometimes in a series of leaps.
a

hundred

in

when they

those cataracts are of great volume, but at wet seasons,

are magnified

mass must be immense. At Niagara the gorge is nowhere
'200
than
feet, here the chasm is half as deep again."
deeper
This explorer counted an 1 named nearly a hundred distinct cascades, from
which fact he named the whole series the " Hundred Falls." To the last of the
u hundredfold, their

'

he gave the name of the " Diamond Falls," having picked up
diamonds in some sand between the rocks at the foot of the gorge.

series

Below the Hundred Falls the Orange
running stream, at

le ist

joined on

half a dozen

right bank, if not by a
by a ramifying wady, which in the extent of its basin
This is the Hygap, which is formed by the Ub and the
is

its

exceeds the Vaal itself.
"
Nosob, or tha Twins," so called because their parallel beds frequently converge
in a single channel, by the Molopo, the Kuramen, and other fluvial valleys,

which occasionally send

it

a

little

water.

But although the

total area of its

drainage probably exceeds 180,000 square miles in extent, scarcely any of its
numerous affluents are ever flooded for any length of time. When one is full
another is dry, and ordinarily nothing is met except stagnant pools or meres, or
to obtain a supply of water travellers are ol'tcn
just a little moisture, so that

In any case, owing to the very
obliged to dig holes in the sandy depressions.
in
the
Kalahari
Desert, this fluvial system has been
slight incline of the surface
'

*

Through the Kalahari Desert, p. 417.

Till.

unable

'i:.\N.i-:

complete the work of rrosjon

t

Ilener after the heivy rains

i:n

1:1:

n-<|iiir.-.l

to

form normal river

Ixxls.

quantity of the precipitated water lodges in
little re*er\. ii^ \\itliout any outflow, dosed basins which often run
dry through
According to the season
\ajioration or infiltration before the next downpour.
a li?ur <'

Fig. 28.

THB FALLS

OP TUB O&UCOB.

these depressions are consequently cither fh'illow lapoonn in whieh the hunter
dare not venture, or almost equally dangerous muddy quagmires, or lastly dry

Some with porous beds are clothed with vegetation after the
has evaporated, and these are the clei/n of the Dutch explorers.
Others, with impenetrable argillaceous beds, are more arid in summer than the

and arid

plains.

fresh water

relatively elevated surrounding plains,

white saline efflorescences

left

and these are known as salt-pans from the

on the surface after the

rain water has evaporated.
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Throughout its lower course the Orange receives no perennial contributions
from any direction, the gorges which open in the quartz cliffs to the right and left
of its valley being for the most part merely the winding sand-beds of intermittent

up affluents. Hence as it approaches the sea it decreases in
and
volume,
although the main stream is over 40 feet deep during the great floods,
it may be forded fur most of the year at certain points where a transverse passage
or altogether dried

But in the
presented by the lateral ravines facing each other on both banks.
deep rocky gorge by which it pierces the coast range on its seaward course, the
is

Orange

is

almost inaccessible from either

At

side.

escarpments of the surrounding plateaux rise

several points the overhanging

several

hundred yards above

its

channel, and the traveller might perish of thirst without finding a single
fissure or practicable track leading down to the tantalising stream which he sees

flowing at his

The

feet.

river, barred at

every turning by projecting rocky ledges, rushes in abrupt
between
the
meanderings
enclosing granite cliffs, and at one point even trends
sharply to the south, flowing for some distance in this direction before it finds an

opening in the

Above

last barrier obstructing its course to the sea.

the bar

its

waters are collected in an extensive lacustrine basin, above which hover countless
It frequently happens that this basin becomes completely
flocks of aquatic birds.
cut off from the sea by an intervening strip of sand.
During the fluvial inundabut even then it is
tions the swift current opens a broad channel to the Atlantic
;

inaccessible to shipping

owing

to the

submarine banks resting on elevated rocky

Hence vessels bound for this part of
plateaux, where the surf beats incessantly.
the coast are obliged to land at the small inlet of Cape Voltas, lying to the south
of the

Orange estuary.

Thus

this great river,

which has a

total course of

than 1,300 miles, draining an area of over 500,000 square miles,
navigation as

it

mostly

is

less

as useless for

for irrigation purposes.

THE OLIFANT, BREEDE, GREAT
None of
Good Hope,

is

no

FISH,

AND KEI RIVERS.

the rivers reaching the Atlantic between the Orange and the Cape of
or for some distance east of that point, have room to develop a long

course in the narrow space separating the coast ranges from the sea. Nor do any of
them send down a great volume of water, notwithstanding the relatively heavy rain-

On the west side the largest is the Olifant, that is "Elephant,"
which
flows
River,
mainly in a north-westerly direction to the sea above St. Helena
Bay. On the southern slope the Breede-rivier (" Broad River ") collects the
fall in this region.

surface waters from the uplands round about Capetown,
east of

Cape Agulhas through

a

and reaches the coast

channel accessible to vessels of

150

tons.

Notwithstanding its comparatively small size the Breede is the only stream in
Cape Colony which has a seaport on its banks. Some miles farther east the Southern

Ocean

is reached
by the Groote-rivier (" Great River "), called also the Gaurits,
whose ramifying fluvial system resembles the widespread branches of an oak.
The Gamtoa, or Gamtoos, which like the Gaurits rises on the plain of the Great
Karoo, and like it also forces the parallel coast ranges through a series of romantic

mi: IJKKAT n-ii nr
gorges.

01

often completely exhausted before reaching the ocean at Su'nt I-'r.wis
Beyond it follow Sunday River, falling into Algoa I5ay, and Great
IN

KiuT, which

alter an extremely

winding course debouches in the Indian Ocean.

fig. 29.
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the point where the continental coast-line begins to trend north-eastwards.
Here
the effects of a different climate already begin to make themselves felt.
Although
shorter than those on the southern seaboard, these eastern streams roll down a
larger volume of water.
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" Great
the " Great," pleonastically called the
Kei," which
has
the
Kwathlainba
and
descends from the Storm-bcrgen
-highlands,
acquired
of
the
Hottentot
old
and
the
limit
first
as
considerable
domain,
importance

The Kci, that

is,

political

afterwards as for a long time marking the boundary of the British possessions in
this direction.
Beyond it begins the territory of the Transkei Kafirs (Galecas and
others),

who were formerly independent

of the colonial government.

The Kei

is

a very rapid stream, rushing over magnificent waterfalls and winding through
many romantic gorges. But of all the rivers watering the Kafir domain the most

At its mouth
natives.
picturesque is the St. John, that is, the Um-Zimvulu of the
channel
but
the
to
bank
it is a broad stream 2,000 feet wide from bank
gradually
;

narrows and becomes
the vertical

cliffs

hemmed

wooded escarpments dominated by
surmounted by other rocky walls

in between steep

of a terrace,

which

itself

is

terminating in a flat tabular surface. This section of the stream, where both banks
rival each other in size and romantic beauty, has received from the English settlers
"
of the St. John.
the name of the " Gate
Notwithstanding its great width the
entrance

is

rendered inaccessible to large vessels by a bar, which, however,

crossed with the flood tide
its

mouth

by

For these the

smaller craft.

for about twelve miles to the point

where the

river

first

is

is easily

navigable from

rapids obstruct all

further approach.

THE RIVERS OF NATAL AND
The colony

of Natal is intersected

by

ZULUT.AND.

several parallel channels, each flooded

a copious stream with its wild gorges, falls,

and

rapids.
or "

by
The Um-Zimkulu, Um-

Komanzi, Um-Lazi, Um-Geni, and other

Umfs,

sively as far as the great

whose main branch

Tugela

river,

watercourses," follow succesrises, like

the Vaal

and the Caledon, on the Potong uplands, and which flows thence to the Indian
Ocean between Natal and the Zulu territory. Beyond this point the relief of the
seaboard and with it the salient features of the running waters become modified.
Their banks are no longer rocky, the hills recede more inland, leaving between
tlidn and the sea a broad level zone, over which the rivers wind mainly in a

For a space of about 180 miles in a bee line
northerly or north-easterly cour.-e
the coast maintains the character of a sandy beach covered with dunes and enclosing extensive lagoons and backwaters. The largest of these lagoons, which were
formerly marine inlets, but which are now separated from the sea by narrow strips
of sand, is the so-called

Lake

shallow water nearly 60 miles
It occupies the southern part of the

St. Lucia, a sheet of

long with a mean breadth of 12 miles.
low-lying coastlands, which terminate northwards in a number of channels and
smaller lagoons communicating with the spacious inlet of Lourenco Marques or

Delagoa Bay. This section of the sroboard is clearly limited southwards by the
narrow passages giving access to Lake St. Lucia, northwards by the arm of the sea
which penetrates into Delagoa Bay.

At

its issue

the southern basin of St. Lucia

is

obstructed by a bar infested

by

voracious sharks, which often greedily swallow the sounding lines and snap at the
boathooks of passing craft. *In 1875, when these waters were surveyed by the

LA KM
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M
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completely dosed by u tongue of sand, and even during
the floods the dangerous entrance otters a very precarious refuse to vessels
frequenting this coast. Nevertheless such as it is this ln\ n would have been a
Na**ttu the channel
t

Fig. 30.
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valuable acquisition for the Dutch republics, which have hitherto been cut off from
communication with the >e;i. Hence the eagerness is easily explained with

all

which the Boers of the Transvaal have

so far unsuccessfully

against the opposition of England an outlet ut this

endeavoured

j>oint of the

aboard.

to secure
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DELAGOA BAY.
Far more important in every respect

the northern inlet of Delagoa Bay,
which, opening northwards, presents good anchorage in over 60 feet of water,
easily accessible to the largest vessels through a well- sheltered passage running
soni3 distance

i

is

Hence the British Government

aland.

possession of this valuable

harbour of

some time disputed the
refuge with the Portuguese, who relied on
for

their long-established claims to its exclusive ownership.

England asserted her

occupy the island of Inyak, which forms a northern extension
of the peninsula of like name at the entrance of the bay.
Nevertheless the
President of the French Republic, to whom the question had been referred fur
right especially to

arbitration in the year 1875, decided in favour of Portugal, assigning to her the
free disposition of all the lands encircling the bay, which cannot fail to become
the commercial outlet for the produce of all the inland states.
Between the St. Lucia and Delagoa inlets, the form of the sandy coast as

well as that of the lagoons disposed in the same direction, together with the
course of all the rivers which here trend northwards, all seems to point at the
action of a marine current steadily setting in the direction from south to north
along this seaboard. Such a current would be opposed to that flowing southwards from Mozambique, while its action on the sandy coast would be much

promoted by the heavy seas rolling in from the Indian Ocean under the influence
In this way may have been formed the outer

of the south-east trade-winds.
coast-line

formed by a long succession of sandy tongues, all skirting the east side
and running parallel with the true continental shore-

of the shallow coast lagoons
line.

North of Delagoa Bay the altered conditions must give rise to the opposite
phenomenon. Here the marine current sets southwards, while the Manissa River,
instead of flowing in a straight line seawards, is deflected along its lower course
It thus flows for a considerable distance
in a line parallel with the coast itself.

towards the south before mingling its waters with those of the bay.
Several other rivers converge towards the same basin. From the south conies
the Maputo, which is formed by numerous watercourses which have their rise in
From the west descend the Tembi
the interior of the Zulu and Swazi territoiies.

and Um-Bolozi, reaching the estuary in a united stream at the point where is
situated the town of Lourenco Marques.
Lastly frcm the north ccmes the

Thanks

copious current of the already mentioned Manissa.

to the

high

tides

and

the natural depth of their channels, all these affluents of the Itay are accessible to
shipping for some distance inland. The Manissa, that is, the King George River
of the

English

settlers,

who nowhere found

it

was ascended
less

than 3

for 130 miles
feet deep.

from

Hence

its

mouth by

Billiard,

this watercourse

afford easy access to the auriferous regions of the inteiior, but for the
tracts,

which occur

at

many

points

akng

its course,

would

marshy

and which render the climate

The Manissa was long supposed to be the lower course of
the Limpopo, which rises towards the west of the Transvaal republic. But its

extremely malarious.

mi:

i

IMTOPO.

!:,

which has now been thoroughly explored, is known
from the eastern or maritime slope of the coast ranges.
basin,

to receive all its waters

THE LIMPOPO.
The Limpopo, or Crocodile, which is tin- >ira of the old Portuguese maps, and
which is known by many othrr names, such us Inha-Mpura at its mouth, and
.Miti, I'ri, licmhe, Lenupe, Lebempe along different parts of its course, is one of
<

the grout rivars of Austral Africa, at least for its length and tlu> rxt< nt of its
Its further heudstreams have their
basin, if not for the volume of its waters.

source on the plateau where the Boers have founded Pretoria, capital of the South
Al'riran republic, some 320 miles from the Indian Ocean, but at least three times
that cliMam-e following all the windings of the fluvial valley.
At first it takes
u north -westerly direction, as if to fall into the depression, the bed of which is
occupied by Lake Ngami and other saline reservoirs. But after piercing the
barrier of the Magalies range and forcing its way through several other rocky

gorges,

it

trends round to the north-east and then to the east, descending the

inclined plane of the elevated South African plateau.
From this tableland it
series
of
deep ravines, overcoming the last granite barrier of
escapes through a

the Zoutpansbergcn by the superb Tolo Azime Falls, and at last emerging on the
open lowlands through a number of narrow rocky gorges. Here it sweeps round*
to the south-east and then to the south as far as its junction with its chief
tributary, the Olifant (" Elephant ") Kiver.

Beyond the confluence

by another fluvial valley, a long but mostly waterless
wards through the Portuguese territory.

wad}',

it is

joined

which ramifies north-

Notwithstanding the number and length of its affluents, the Limpopo is not a
It loses a part of its waters in the swampy tracts skirting both
copious river.
sides of its lower course,

1.000 feet wide, which

is

and reaches the Indian Ocean through a mouth about
obstructed by sandbanks fora long way off the coast.

Nevertheless Captain Chaddock was able to ascend

it

in a steamer for 100 miles

from the estuary.

Penetrating through the southern channel, this explorer
succeeded in crossing the bar against a current running at the rate of nearly 5
miles an hour.
The channel was found to be very narrow, but corresixmdingly

The river also continued to be
cp, in some places no less than 24 or 26 feet.
narrow
a
and
generally
deep, flowing through
low-lying level country, to within

<!

a few miles of Manjoba's kraal, which was the farthest point reached. Here it
became hilly and well wooded, and was reported to retain the same character far
inland.
The trip was made in April, 1884, with the Maud, which appears to be
the

first

vessel of

any

sort that

had entered and navigated the Limpopo.

CLIMATE OF SOUTH AFRICA.

Lying almost entirely within the south temperate zone, the basins of the
Orange and of the other rivers traversing Cape Colony, Natal, and the Dutch
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republics

have a climute presenting the same contrasts with the returning

seasons as that of AVest Europe, but in the reverse order, the winter of
to

the

summer

the

the northern

of

Cape answering
hemisphere. Although the
Austral African seaboard correspond:* in latitude almost exactly wilh Mauritania,
Cyprus, and Syria, ir. has a much lower average temperature, which is identical
with that of European towns lying some hundred miles farther from the equator.
In the general distribution of climates the advantage lies with the northern
regions, which receive a larger amount of heat, thanks to the unequal distiibutiou
of land and water, which causes the warmer aerial and maiine currents to set
rather

in

the direction of

the northern than

of

the southern tropical zone.

AGULHAS BANK.

Fig. 31.
Scnle

1

:

7,000.000.

Depths.

320 to

i

Feet and
upwards.

640 to 1^300
Feet.

:-i

Feet.

1.600

150 Miles.

Another circumstance tends to cool the extremity of Austral Africa compared
with the Mediterranean regions under corresponding latitudes. A large section
of its seaboard is turned towards the cold Antarctic Ocean, from which numerous
icebergs and
of the

much

drift ice often float

with the marine currents in the direction

Cape.*

But these marine currents which skirt the South African coasts are by no
means of uniform character, and prcs<nt on either side of the Cape a most
*

Comparative mean temperatures of corresponding latitudes in the northern and southern hemi-

Beyrut (33 53' N. lat.), 69 F. ; Durban (29 50' S lat.),
spheres :- Cape Town (35 56' S. lat.). 6F F.
68 F. ; Cairo (30 3 N. lat.), 71 F. Equal temperatures under different latitudes in both hemispheres:
Cape Town (35 56' S. lat.), 61 F. ; Constantinople (41 N. lat.), 60 8' F. Durban (29' cO S. lat.), 68 F.
:

-

;

Tunis

(36

48'

N.

lat.),

67

9'

F.

;

i

I.IM

\n.

r

SMITH

.\ri:i<
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The Antarctic polar
respetive temperatures.
entreat setting from the south pusses west of Capetown, and alter entering tinAtlantic, continues to skirt the west coast beyond the Congo and
>gowuy
remarkable

contrast

in

their

<

On

estuaries.
M,

the opposite side the Mo/ambique current, coming from the Indian

flows by the shores of Natal and Kafirland, penetrates into the southern

of Cape Colony, and at last rounds the extreme continental headlands,
whence its local name of the Agulhas Current.
In summer, when the cold
inlets

Antarctic stream

is

by the regular south winds more swiftly towards the
F.
But in False Bay,
found to be from SO to

directed

north, its temperature

is

>')'2

brought by the current from the Indian
often as high as 6(5, rising in the neighbourhood of Cape Agulhas even

immediately east of the Cape, the water
.

Ocean
78

is

or 80

In consequence of this great contrast in the character of the
marine
waters, Capetown and Simon's Town, although separated
neighbouring
only by a narrow intervening promontory, have different climates. The latter
to

F.

nearer to the South Pole, but nevertheless enjoys a warmer atmosphere by at
"least three degrees.
lies

The regular winds which prevail on the South African teaboard succeed each
Hence the
other in such a way as to diminish the contrasts between the seasons.
average yearly variations from winter to summer are far less intense in Cape
Colony than in the regions possessing a corresponding climate in the northern
hemisphere. 'The cold south-east trade winds prevail chiefly in summer, thereby
tempering

its

excessive heats.

The returning

breexes

that

is to

say, the north-

westerly aerial currents set in, on the contrary, during the winter months, when
the whole system of trade winds has been attracted northwards in the wake of the

All these normal currents, however, are frequently deflected towards the
Thus on the eastern
tablelands of the interior by the continental centres of heat.

sun.

seaboard the trade wind veers at times quite round to the west, whereas in the
north it sets southwards and in the Atlantic takes an easterly direction. In the
the north after traversing the desert inland
and at such times
plateaux, the atmosphere seems like the blast of a fiery furnace,
the heat is most oppressive, especially in the upland regions farthest removed
from the moderating influence of the surrounding ceanic waters. In general as

hot season,

when the winds blow from

<

the coast towards the interior, the climate acquires a more continental or extreme character, becoming not only colder in winter, which might lie

we advance from

explained by the greater altitude of the land, but
*

Temperatures of various South African towns

:

alfeO

much warmer

in

summer.

SOUTH AM. KAST AFRICA.
some points of the co ist, such as Simon's Town and Pieter Maritzburg,
the atmosphere is less humid than i.i West Europe, being extremely dry, especially
on the plateaux. Table Mountain frequently presents in summer a remarkable
lv\c( it at
i

phenomenon, which

is

due

to the greater dry ness of the lower aerial strata.

Tlu>

south-east winds, which strike against the huge sandstone block, rise above its
south-eastern slopes, an'l the moisture becoming condensed in the cold atmosphere
out in a dense whitish cloud over the
This " tableof the

summit, spread

plateau.

locally called, does not terminate abruptly at the brink of the preciMagnificent
pice, but rolls over down towards the city spread out at its f,ot.
cascades of sun-lit mist descend some two or three hundred yards, floating like folds

cloth," as

it is

of delicate drapery

Here

regions.

all

on the breeze, and gradually dissolving in the lower atmospheric
the moisture brought by the trade winds becomes absorbed, and

except on the cloud-capped summit of the mountain, the whole country remains
bathed in sunshine under the bright azure sky. In winter, when the northwest
Fig. 32.

IsoTHEHMAia OF SOUTH AFEIOA.
Rca'o 1

:

15.000,000.

5C

=

LasfcoF Greenwich

30

58'

300 Milws.

winds prevail, the phenomenon is reversed, and then the billowy mists
from the plateau on the opposite side towards Simon's Town.

The

rainfall is very unequally distributed

on the seaboard and

roll

down

in the interior

but on the whole the actual quantity of moisture precipitated is
and
Copious rains
certainly far less than that of \Vest Europe.
relatively slight,
occur only in a small number of privileged localities, such as the slopes of Table
of

South Africa

;

Mountain, where the
tents

more

freely.

land compels the clouds to discharge their conHence in these southern latitudes the year is not divided, as in
relief of the

the equatorial zone, into two well-marked seasons, one rainy, the other completely

On

the contrary, showers occur everywhere, even on the inland plateaux,
throughout the whole year, although usually distributed with a certain regularity

dry.

On the Atlantic side moisture is brought by the returning
to month.
and
winds,
consequently abounds mostly in winter from May to August, and especiOn the rest of the seaboard between False Bay and
ally in the month of July.

from month

ri.iM

Xiiliil.unl tin-

in

summer.

l-'ebru :u

MOM

i

N

Al-lM

ii

mainly to th- *.. nth-east wind*, and us these \>
rainfall i* ha\ie>t hetwren tin- months t.f December and
is

humidity

IK ic tin-

\

MT

\i

du*

by the Indian Ucoun, the inland

of the moisture beinjj Mippli>-d

ir fur too
plateaux, the Karroo, and the
scanty r.m
same season, during the j.re\alenee of the easterly trade winds.*
I

Mitch republic* also receive th<

..-

in the

the Natal coast the fierce gales are occasionally accompanied by " marine
tains." which are almost entirely confined to the MigUKHBiwod of the sea,
\\liereaatheordinary rains are for the most part torrential downpours, occurring
<

Mi

on the slope* of the mountains. The regions which receive the least quantity of
mui-tmv an the plain of the Greut Karroo, the basin of the Ix>wer Orange, and

Here the

the Kalahari Desert.

when they do fall they
In this Dorst-veld, or "Thirsty land,"

rains are irregulur, but

burst like a sudden deluge over the plains.

which are disposed in dunes rolling awuy
ocean waves, and often clothed in vegetation.

vast stretches are covered with sands,

beyond the horizon like the
Springs ure
miles

rare, in

but the

;

some

Bushmen

occurring only at long intervals of fifty or sixty
understand how best to utilize the moist bottom lands in
districts

order to procure sufficient water for themselves and their cattle.
They bore holes
to a depth of about three feet and let down a reed with a sponge attached to its

lower end, and in this

The wants

way

are able to suck up enough to

fill

their calabashes.

are thus supplied of the animals, which in the Kalahari are accustomed

little, and which are watered by the Bcchuana herdstwo
or
three
The gouts pass months together without
only every
days.
quenching their thirst, and certain species of South African antelopes are said

through necessity to drink

men

never to seek the springs.t
The remark has often been made that Austral Africa
process of desiccation.

passing through a
Most travellers are of accord in stating that the territory
is

Bechuanas and neighbouring tribes between the Orange and Lake Ngami
has already lost its regular streams, and that tillage has consequently hud to with-

of the

Nor can

draw more and more towards the mountains.*

there be any doubt that

quantity of moisture has

gradually
during the present geological epoch the
diminished throughout the region of South Africa, us abundantly attested by the
ancient lakes transformed to salines, by the river-beds changed to dry barren
" The land is dead !
ravines.
He on high has killed the Innd " frequently
!

exclaim the Bechuanas.

At

I

the same time the observations

)it ril.uti.il

Simon'*

of rainfall in South Africa

i
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missionaries nnd by passing tra\ellers arc not sufficiently accurate, nor do they
cover enough ground to decide the question whether during the present century

there has been really u fulling off in the supply of moisture in South Africa, or
whether the distribution of the rainfall has merely become more irregular, so that

long periods of drought and of rains alternate with more or
The latter would set-in to be the more probable view of the

less

regular recurrence.
The destruction

case.

which has taken place in all the districts where colonists have settled,
well as the conflagrations which have been kindled by the cattle grazers, mu>t

of the forests
its

have had the result
flow,

of

rendering the running waters

and even changing many

of

Fig. 33.

them

into

mere

much more

spruits, or

irregular in their

wadys.

The tranquil

RAINFALL OP SOUTH AFRICA.
Scale

1

:

22,500,000.

Depth*.

(i

1.1

4 to8
Inches.

t

Inches.

16 to 2V
Inches.

8 to 16.
Inches.

24 Inches

and

upwards.

300 Miles.

streams winding along well-defined channels have been largely replaced by the
" wild waters"
rushing suddenly in impetuous freshets down to the plains, and as
its
suddenly leaving the fluvial beds again, dry or swampy. The ground, swept of
which
grassy carpet and hardened by the sun, no longer absorbs the rain waters,

But
pass rapidly away without being of much avail for irrigation purposes.
during the half-century since regular observations have been taken at the Cape and
a few other meteorological stations in Austral Africa, no facts have been
recorded at all pointing to any actual diminution of the rainfall, at least through-

at

out the coastlands.
insufficient

On

the contrary,

many

farmsteads formerly suffered from an
at present, thanks to a careful

supply oh the upland plateaux, where

ri.RA OP sorni
husbanding of the resources, whole towns
of

AI

i;i<
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find at ull time-

.1

Miperulmml.int <|iiantity

good water.

Cape Colony and the OOOteminOM lands are one of the most salubrious regions
on the globe, not only for the natives, but also for immigrunU from Europe.
Hence acclimatisation is effected without any difficulty, aud often even with beneEven in the inland districts, where the summer heats are at times
ficial results.
almost oppressive, Kumpeans are able to work between sunrise and sunset as in
their native land.
Epidemics seldom prevail, nor have they ever been so virulent
as in

Europe or mtiny parts of the United

visited either by cholera or yellow fever

;

The Cape has never yet been

States.

affections of the chest are also very rare,

and the most ordinary complaints appear to be rheumatism and neuralgia.
Before the opening of the Suez Canal, most of the functionaries and

officers

returning from India broke their journey at the Cape, where they spent some
time to recover their health; now, however, the easy and much shorter overland
route enables them to proceed straight to England.
The few invalids who at
present seek in the climate of Austral Africa a remedy, or at least a temporary
relief, from their maladies, come directly from Great Britain, and take up their
residence chiefly in Capetown, Graham's Town, and -Bloemtontein.
the pure atmosphere of these regions is efficacious for some ailments,

even more conspicuously

But while
its

virtue

is

by the whole race, which here acquires greater
and
Both in the British colonies and the Dutch
vigour
physical beauty.
republics, European families thrive well, so that even without any fresh stream
felt

white population would increase by the natural excess of
births over the death-rate.
The vital statistics show that in not a few rural disof immigration, the

the birth-rate

tricts

unknown

in the

is

three times higher than

most favoured European lands.

.

The

flora

the mortality, a proportion

FLORA OF

SWTH

AFRICA.

which has been developed under the favourable climatic conditions
is one of the richest in the world.
It would almost seem as if

of Austral Africa,

the vegetable forms adapted for the temperate /one, right round the southern
hemisphere, had been concentrated and crowded together by the continuous

all

tapering of the African continent towards its southern extremity.
According to Armitage, the region of the Cape comprises at least about twelve

thousand species, that

is to say,

vegetable zones of Europe.

On

two or three times more than

all

the combined

a single mountain in the neighbourhood of Paarl,

spring no less than seven
hundred flowering vascular plants, so distributed over the slopes that each
vertical space of about 1,000 feet constituted a perfectly distinct vegetable area.
The typical species present a marked general resemblance to those of Aus-

to the north-east of

Capetown, Drege counted

but although the latter continent
northwards fur into the torrid zone,
tralia

;

is five

its

in

times more extensive, penetrating

whole

floral

world

is

scarcely

di\er>itid than that of the relatively contracted region of South Africa.

more

Of
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the

immens3 variety

peculiar to the floral

of

forms here concentrated, the endemic genera altogether
of the Cape number very nearly four hundred and

domain

fifty.

The

botanical region which begins with the plains of Clanwilliam and

<

)lifant

on the Atlantic seaboard, and which embraces the extreme south-west continental
coast ranges, constitutes an area of a very limited extent, distinguished, like the
Mediterranean region, by

shrubs and lesser growths.

thickets of

its

Nearly

presents numerous woody plants from four to eight feet high, with
everywhere
These are the so-called boschje* or boxchjesvelds of
a dull green or bluish foliage.
it

the Dutch settlers, the bush country of the English, inhabited chiefly by scattered
wild tribes thence known as Bushmen, Although during the early period of
colonisation these thick-set tracts presented great obstacles to free intercommuni-

immigrants always found it possible to clear the route for their long
teams of oxen, whereas they would have been unable to traverse true forests

cation, the

except on foot or on horseback.

Cape region, where it is confined chiefly
to the southern slopes of highlands which skirt the seaboard between Mossel and
Most indigenous trees seek shelter" in the gorges, and even
St. Francis Bays.
Large

forest vegetation

is

rare in the

here rarely exceed twenty- eight or thirty feet in height. Sub-tropical forms are here
still represented on the shores of the Southern Ocean by a dwarf date, some
cycadeaj
and aloes. On the Cedar Mountains, in the south-western part of the country,
"
there formerly flourished some species of so-called " cedars
with a girth of over

silver tree

One

most characteristic forms in the Cape zone is
(Leucadcndronargentcum}, which owes its name to the silvery metallic

thirty feet at the base.*

the

and

lustre of its stem, boughs,

ramifying branches,

work

of

some

when

of the

foliage.

These plants, with their finely chased

glittering in the bright sunshine, look almost like the

skilful silversmith, like those jewelled trees placed

by the great

in their imperial gardens.

Moghuls
The heaths,

of

which over four hundred species a r e found

in the

South African

With the rhenoster, or rhinobush, predominate amongst the woody plants.
ceros-wood (ElytropappUB rhinocerotis), a plant from one to two feet high and in
appearance somewhat resembling the heather, they form the most characteristic
During the flowering season the mountains clothed
with heath often present, from base to summit, one uniform mass of pink bloom.
Plants of the iris, geranium, and pelargonium groups are also very common in
the Cape region whereas the rubiaceoc, an order represented in other parts of the
feature in the local flora.

;

world by such a large number of species, constitute in Austral Africa less than a
hundredth part of the indigenous flora.
The beds of the rivers and watercourses are often choked with reeds and flags
(Acorns pa /mites or pHonium), plants with deep roots and close-packed stems, whose
tufted terminal foliage spreads out on the surface so as completely to conceal the
water, even to travellers fording the stream.

f

*

Alexander,

An

Thus sheltered from the

Expedition of Discovery into the Interior of Africa.

solar rays,

PLOBi
the current lows

little

The water

summer.

is

ill

.\ri:i-
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by evaporation, and often holds out till the middle of
also frequently dimmed up and thus retained in it- Ixd

weeks and even months together by the thousand little barriers
formed by the dense masses of sedge growing at certain points al.n^ the banks
for

several

The discharge

of the stream.
effectually (hat

which

in a

the-e ri\n

is

thus regulated by the aquatic vegetation so
free from the sudden freshets,

\alle\s are entirely

few hours often convert the wild mountain torrents of Abyssinia into

liquid avalanche-.

temperate climate corresponding to that of West
Europe, the flora of the Cape presents a remarkable contrast to the analogous
Its jwriod of repose coincides, not with the
forms of the northern hemisphere.

Although flourishing

in a

cold but with the hot season, so that the expression "to hibernate"

The deciduous plants lose their
inapplicable.
from March to May, but when rain begins to

is

here quite

foliage in the
fall

dry period extending
the temperature is still suffi-

ciently high, even during the cold season, for the vegetation to revive, put forth
its

leaves and blossom.

Even the plants introduced from other countries have acquired th<- same habits.
According to M. Bolus, they comprise altogether about one hundred and sixty
species,

and are mostly of European origin, but also include some from America
These exotics are seldom met at any great distance from the high-

and India.

ways and European settlements. In the interior they are scarcely ever seen, and
on the whole they cannot be said to have hitherto exercised any marked influence
on the South African vegetable world.

The indigenous

fully resisted the foreign intruders, and,

course of time recover

Two

all their lost

if

left

species have so far success-

to themselves,

would probably

in

ground.

plants alone of the northern latitudes have found in Austral Africa a

perfectly congenial climate and suitable

These are the Barbary
and the Pinus pinea, which
soil.

tig,

which

is

spreading over the less fertile tracts,
gradually
introduced
into
the
on
The
Cape from
encroaching
many rocky slopes.
species
are
all
ornamental
ore
reckoned
the
hundred, and
Europe
by
nearly
plants they
they form the pride of the conservatories adapted for the culthation of specimens
is

;

belonging to the temperate zones of the earth. Many of the towns in the southwestern districts are already encircled by fine avenues of oak-trees. At the end

and beginning of the present century the indigenous species were held
most in favour, and fashion had enthroned them the queens of every garden. As
early as the middle of the seventeenth century, that is, before the country was
colonised, passing seafarers had already brought specimens from the Cape of Gocd

of the last

Hope

to the

Dutch

florists.

In the direction of

Algoa Bay the character

ally modified along the seaboard districts.

of the vegetation becon.es

Here the

gradu-

varieties peculiar to the

Cape
East
African
coastlands.
and
the
to
become
those
disappear
replaced by
belonging
Only a few fciiis still straggle on, and the geraniums almost cease to I e represented,
for here begins the maritin.e /one of the Indian Ocean,

where the climate

once warmer and more humid than on the shores of the Atlantic.

A

few tn

is at
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groups, such as that of the cyperuceac, are seen us far inland as the slopes of the
hills in the basins of the Great Kei and Great Fish Rivers, and the country becomes

we follow the coastline in the north east direction
The trees increase in size and the spread of their
branches, while most of them assume a greater wealth of foliage and more brilliant
blossom.
In Natal no season of the year is destitute of plants in flower. The
more and more verdant

as

towards Kafirland and Natal.

and there interspersed with two species of palm,
and another whose roots are as polished as vegetable ivory.

thickets of leafy trees are here

the Phoenix reclinata,

Here

also the superb

Zamia

curved fronds resembling
lying far to the south of the tropical

cycadifolia raises its gracefully

the plumage of an ostrich.
Although still
the flora of this region is no longer that of the temperate /one.
Beyond the coast ranges, where begin the arid plateaux rarely watered by the
Here we
life-giving rains, the aspect of the vegetable world suddenly changes.
line,

enter the botanic region of the Karroos, which is sharply limited towards the
south and south-east, but les clearly deHned on the west and north-west in the

Namaqua plateau, and on the north towards the deserts traversed
River.
The zone of the Karroos is destitute of trees, and even of
Orange
"
shrubs, with the exception of the domboom or "thorn->ree of the Dutch settlers,

direction of the

by the

a species of acacia (Acacia horrida]

the heiths nor

many

in'o the Karroos,

which fringes the banks

of the wadys.

Neither

other families characteristic of the Cape flora have penetrated
also extremely rare. But the Bar-

where leguminous plants are

bary fig, after overrunning the plains of the Cape, is now encroaching on the
northern upland plateaux, notwithstanding the efforts to extirpate it round about
the farmsteads.
This arid region abounds especially in thorny species, to all of which might
well be applied the term " wait-a-bit," given to one variety of acacia (Acacia
aetenens), because the unguarded wayfarer often finds himself suddenly arrested

by

its

sharp spines.

belonging

to the

About one-third

Cape

of the

whole

flora

comprises such plants

region as have succeeded in adapting themselves to the dry

climate of the Karroo by means of their succulent roots, stems, and foliage.
The
and
the
them
are
of
a
but
uniform
colour,
plains
heights dominating
usually
grey
after the rains Nature suddenly assumes a festive garb.
The stunted plants burst
in all directions, and the ground becomes draped in an endlessly
mantle of yellow, blue, and purple bloom. But this bright array is of
short duration, and the vegetation soon resumes its sombre ashy aspect.
Here

into blossom
diversified

numerous monocotyledonous

species, which never blossom for years together,
the
favourable
conditions
of light, moisture, and heat needed to stimulate
lacking

are

their florescence.

North

the highlands which border the Karroo, and which are remarkably
rich in compound species, stretches the zone of steppes and deserts, to which is
of

generally applied the term Kalahari, although it really begins south of the Orange
River below the region so named. In its more fertile districts, the Kalahari presents
the aspect of a savannah of tall grasses growing in isolated tufts and interspersed
with a few stun'ed shrubs.
In the northern districts it is occupied by open forests
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ulin -:
exclusively of acacias furnished with a fonnidublc thorny armour.
In the midst of the sands grow a few alimentary plants which enable travellers to
Such is the " Bushman's j)..t;it<>." a tuber of somerisk the dangers of the desert.

what bitter flavour, but leaving a pleasant uftert.iste, and whose broad green leaves
A species of onion with white
flecked with brown uro all charged with water.
Hower, which supplies their chief food to the monkeys of the Kalahari, is also
highly appreciated by the nali\- I,
But the great resource for men and animals
/HH'i-ii/H),

is

the nara or sama (Acanthosicyo*

" wild
calh-d also the
melon," a cucurbitaceous plant not unlike our culti-

vated melons, which contains both a savoury meat and a refreshing drink. This
may be preserved in the sand:* for months together; it grows also in the

fruit

Namaqua country and on the plateaux
The Kalahari flora is connected by

inhabited by the Hcreros.
insensible transitions with those of Angola
in the north-west, of the plains of the Upper Zambese in the north, and of the
Upper Limpopo basin in the east. The Magalies Mountains alx>ve Pretoria may be

regarded as the botanical parting-line between the floras of the Kalahari region
and of the slopes draining eastwards to the Pacific Ocean.

FAUNA OF SOUTH AFRICA.
By

a singular and almost inexplicable contrast, the

Cape region,

so rich in

So
indigenous vegetable forms, possesses scarcely any animals peculiar to itself.
of
the
is
a
southern
continuation
merely

far as regards its fauna, Austral Africa

tropical portion of the continent.

except in Tibet,

No

such striking contrast occurs elsewhere,
plants, but which has,

which has scarcely developed any endemic

nevertheless, given birth to so

many

distinct animal species.

But if South Africa is poor in aboriginal animal types, it was till recently, and
north of the Orange River still is, surprisingly rich in individual members of
groups coming from the northern regions of the continent. So recently as the
beginning of the present century the districts farthe-t removed from the Cape
"

hunting-ground of the earth."
found such prodigious multitudes of lurge mammals,
and the herds, especially of antelopes, could at that time be compared with clouds
of locusts.
A large part of the literature bearing on the South African colonies
settlements

Nowhere

still

deserved

the

title

of

the

else could be

has reference to the subject of hunting.
But with the steady progress of
colonisation the ancient inhabitants, both men and animals, have been continually
driven farther north.

The hippopotamus, who<e remains have been found

in the

alluvial deposits of the Caledon Valley, has been extinct from time immemorial

in the Uj;]>er

Orange basin.
The elephant, rhinoceros,

monkey, antelope, and ostiich have, at the
same time, retreated in company with the Bushmen from all the coastlands.
For nearly two centuries none of these animals have been seen in the wild stale
in the Cape Town district, and most of them have already withdrawn beyond the
mountains, or even beyond the

buffalo,

<

>

range River.

The baboon, however,

as well

u.s

tl.c
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hy:rn:i, jarkal, and wild dog still linger amid the huunts of men, prowling about
the farmsteads and sheepfolds of the less settled distiicts. The squatters apply the

name

general

"

of

wolf

"

to all these

The domestic watch-dogs

predatory beasts.

are said to be fully conscious of their blood relationship with the wild species,
avoiding or fearing to attack them even when urged and encouraged to the

A

combat.

few leopards, although continually stalked by the hunters, still have
and there in the dense thickets of the ravines. They are found

their lairs here

even in the neighbourhood

Capetown, and are the most dreaded of
more than the lion.

of

all

rapacious

beasts in Austral Africa, being feared even

This feline was formerly so numerous in the vicinity of the Cape, that,
according to the statements of the old chroniclers, the early Dutch settlers con-

them

stantly expected

to

combine

for a night attack

on the

fort itself.

Now

they have disappeared altogether from the settled districts, but they are still met
by explorers on the upland plains of the Bushman country south of the Orange
River.
But here the lion is no longer a " king of the wilderness," striking terror
into the hearts of

men and

animals by his voice of thunder.

timid and more wary, he seeks rather to

alarm them by his mighty

roar.

fall

Having become more

unawares on his victims than

to

Sportsmen are unanimous in asserting that, in
human habitations, the lion has become a

the neighbourhood of the highways and
mute animal.

While

withdrawn to the verge of the desert, the elephant
the
buffalo,
geographical names of the colony so many proofs
of their former range, have found a last refuge on the coastlands in the dense
Knysna woodlands skirting Plettenburg Bay, and in a few thickets near the
this beast of prey has

who have

and

left in

In these retreats they are protected by the game laws.
In the
finds an abundance of food and water, a
very small number only are provided with tusks but in Austral Africa all possess
these organs, which they employ to clear away the dry sands of the river beds

Sneeuw-bergen.

island of Ceylon,

where the elephant

;

down

to the

underground

reservoirs,

and

to slice

from the stems

other trees strips of bark which they slowly masticate.*
South of the Orange River not a single member is

now

to

of acacias

and

be found of the

rhinoceros family, of which there formerly existed, and possibly still survive, as
many as four distinct species in Austral Africa. The hippopotamus has succeeded
better in escaping from the attacks of
still

met

in the waters cf the

and Zululand, here in
present century a few

The

giraffe,

man, and some

Lower Orange,

as well as in the rivers of Kafirland

association with the crocodile.
still

of these amphibians are

Down

to the

middle of the

frequented the Great Fish River.

the zebra, quagga, buffalo, gnu, and most of the twenty-seven
which formerly inhabited the now settled districts of Austral

species of antelopes
Africa,

have retired farther north

antelopes, the

kudu
*

to the regions of the Kalahari Desert, to

graceful kama (dorcas), most beautiful of all
the
black antelope, and most of their congeners,
(strepsiceros),

Xamaqualand and Transvaal.

Alexander,

An

The

Expedition of Discovery into the Interior of Africa.

IMI \r.n\\
ill

-t.iti-

in

I- 01

l(

remote districts uf

u

Anderson, there
ing from the

exist

colony and

tin-

two distinct species of

Mam -Hainan

in

AII:I< A

Hut tho ostrich

retreated In-yond the Orange.
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is utill

found

in tin- Kalahari.

in

the wild

According

South Africa, both

this bird in

to

ditVer-

variety.

Amongst the other characteristic

bird* of

the-

('a|)e

region specially noteworthy

enormous newt* protected hy
a sort of roof, and the secretary (Scrpentariu* repfiliooru*), which seizes snakes and
kills them with blows of the wing, or else bears them aloft and breaks their
are the rtftAKcm or

/;/f///7r/rf/.v,

vertebra) by dropping

bidden to

The

kill or

\\hoM- colonies huild

them from great heights on the hard ground.

It is for-

hunt this useful bird.

is represented
by numerous species, amongst which are
venomous serpents and snakes, such as the cobra, the garter snake, and
the much dreaded puff-adder, which fortunately for the wayfarer is of somewhat

reptile world

several

The

sluggish motion.

along the seaboard are also infested by several
and by others rendered dangerous by their venomous

inlets

species of electric fishes,

darts or poisonous flesh.

INHABITANTS OF SOUTH AFRICA.

More than half of the native inhabitants of Austral Africa, south of the
Cunene and Zambese rivers, belong to the widespread Bantu family. It may be
said in a general way that a line drawn from Algoa Bay in the extreme south
northwards to the latitude of Lake Xgami will form the western limit of the Bantu
peoples, separating

them from the Bushmen and Hottentot domain stretching
The eastern slopes of the mountains, the valleys of the

thence to the Atlantic.

Upper Orange, the colony

of Natal,

and the whole

of this vast ethnical region of the Bantu*, that

is

of the

"

Men

Limpopo
"

basin,

form part

in a pre-eminent sense, a

region which further comprises the whole of the south torrid zone, and even
extends beyond tbe equator us far as the Kameroon highlands.
Like the vegetable species of the equatorial regions, which have gradually invaded the seaboard,
attracted, so to say,

shore to phore

;

by the warm marine currents carrying their seeds from
which have spread along the coast of

like the northern animals

the victorious
the Indian Ocean to the southern extremity of the continent
Bantu tribes, also from the north, have in the same way carried their conquering
;

arms from river basin
<

><(

to river basin, at lust reaching the shores of the

m, which stretches away to the everlasting snows and

Southern

ice of the Antarctic

\\ater8.

The Bantus of the British and Dutch possessions are roughly designated by the
general name of Kafirs, extended to them by the Portuguese ut the time of the
Arabic origin, meaning " unbeliever," and
to all heathen
is in this sense
freely applied by the followers of the Prophet
or non- Mohammedan populations, and especially to such us have formally rejected
discovery.

But the word

the teachings of the Koran.
Kah'ristan

itself is of

Hence there are

as well us in Africa.

But

in

Kafirs in Asia

the Siah-Posh of

the latter continent this generic term has
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gradually acquired a more restricted sense, being now mainly limited to the Bantus
and more particularly to the various native tribes occupying the

of Austral Africa,

These tribes are themselves closely
region between Cape Colony and Natal.
related to those settled farther north in the Tugela basin and thence to the
confines of the Portuguese possessions, who, since the beginning of the present
century, have been better known by the collective name of Zulus.
"West of the Zulu-Kafirs dwell the kindred Basutos (Ba-Suto), on the hilly
Still farther west and
plateau where rise the Orange and Caledon Rivers.

beyond the Vaal stretches the territory of the Bechuanas (Be-Chuana), while the
Ba- Kalahari nomads roam over the forests, steppes, and sandy wastes of the wilOther less extensive tribal
derness from which they have taken their name.
which
also
inhabit
the various states or
but
to
be
studied
apart,
require
groups,
provinces of the eastern territory. All these peoples differ considerably in their
customs, political systems, and degrees of culture but all are connected by their
various idioms belonging to the common Bantu linguistic stock, so harmonious and
;

and

in structure so strictly logical

consistent, that

young and

old alike speak

it

with unerring accuracy.

THE BUSHMEN.
The western section of Cape Colony, as fur east as Algoa Bay, belonged originally to the San race, the few fragmentary surviving remnants of which are
known to Europeans by the collective name of Bosjesmannen or Bushmer (in the
Boer

patois,

Boesmans).

inferior beings, half

But the word has acquired rather the meaning

human

in form, but of bestial nature;

that in the Basuto language the
vile,

or abjeut."

but also to

all

*

It

is

and

word Bashiman has the sense

applied in a general

way

it is

of

noteworthy

of " uncircumcised,

not only to the

Bushmen

proper,

vagabond peoples, fugitives or marauders, whether of San, Hottentot,

or even Kafir origin.

The

true Sans,

who however have no common

ethnical designation, nor even

racial unity, are a people of small and even dwarfish
with
a
but
stature,
relatively light yellowish brown complexion, at least in the
southern parts of their domain. They bear a general resemblance to all the other

any consciousness of their

"

"pygmies

of Central Africa, such as the

dispersed in scattered or broken

Bantu populations as

Akkas, Ba-Twas, A-Kwas, and A-Bongos,
amongst the surrounding Negro and

tribes

far north as the Nile basin.

According to many anthro-

pologists, these fragmentary groups are the lineal descendants of the first inhabitants of the continent, who have been gradually exterminated, or driven to the
forests, deserts,

and mountain gorges by

present dominant populations.

It

is,

later intruders,

however,

to be

the ancestors of the

noted that these primitive

dwarfish peoples, often collectively grouped as Negrillos, or Negritos, present far
Thus
greater physical differences among themselves than is commonly supposed.
*

Eugene CasaMs,

Lex

TIN-:

Professor Flower has shown

th:it

diverging greatly from that

of

grouped

as In-longing to u

Anyhow.

tlu>

point of time.

<

K;

i.i

the

the

Akkus have an anatomical
Bushmen, with

whom

constitution

they ure UMiully

roinmon physical type.*

invading races recognise the claims of the Sans to priority
>n the rare occasions that
they condescend to join with them

in
in

the chase, they always yield to them u larger share of the captured game than
that awarded to their own chiefs,
paying this act of homage to the original

owners of the land.

The Bushmen have even been regarded

as the survivor! of

some race altogether anterior to the present human inhabitants of the earth,
lint however this be, most authors who have
spoken of the Sans have certainly
allowed their judgment to be somewhat warped by racial and social prejudices,
describing these persecuted children of the soil us lyings far more removed from
ordinary humanity than is really the cose. Some of their most deadly enemies,
such us the Dutch Boers, have even gone the length of denying them the poasoi
sion of articulute speech.

The measurements taken by w>me anthropologists
numerous

any

case,

are

not

yet sufficiently

determine the average stature of the Bushmen. In
the individuals examined have nearly all come from the south- western
to enable us to

districts, that is to say,

the region where the foreign settlers are most numerous,

and where these aborigines consequently lead the most wretched existence, often
treated as wild beasts and stalked or hounded down like lawful game.
The
question therefore arises, whether in this region their

manner

of

life,

ex]x>suro to

the inclemency of the weather, lack of sufficient nutriment, and oppression may
not have had the effect of somewhat reducing the normal stature of the Sans.

In the Kalahari Desert, on the borders of the Bcchuana territory, near Lake
N garni and surrounding saline basins, in the Xambese valley lastly, on the
;

Namaquaa and Hereros, where many Bushman tribes, here culled
in the same social conditions as those of other races, observers have

plateaux of the

Ba-Ro&s. live

In some districts
not noticed such a great disparity in stature as farther south.
these Ba-Roas are even taller as well as superior in strength and activity to the
The h'uest men seen anywhere in South Africa by the
neighbouring peoples.

who
Bushmen

missionary Mackenzie were the Mu-Denassanas,

These natives, however, who are described as
manners, and customs, would seem according

to

live east

really to be

crossed with Negroes from beyond the Xambese.
But however this be, the stunted growth of the southern
t>

some extent be explained by

Lake

N garni.

in their features, language,

Holub

the life of hardships

of

BeohuaoM

Bushmen may

voluntarily accepted in order to remain freemen.
bine a relutive degree of comfort with ]>ersonul independence, as well as those

were fain to become

still

and misery which they have
Those who were able to com-

serfs in the Kafir or Hottentot

who

communities, enjoyed a fair

share of nourishment, and their descendants have consequently preserved the

normal proportions.

The Numaquos

are regarded by Gulton as degraded Bush-

Meeting of the Anthropological

Inxtituti-,

February Hth. 1888.
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men

yet they are the tallest of all the nations classed as Hottentots.

;

At

the

same time the southern Bushmen, some wretched representatives of whom are still
met south of the Orange River, are certainly one of the smallest people in the
whole world. The greatest mean height, as deduced from six measurements taken
by Fritsch, is slightly over 4 feet 9 inches while Burchell and Lichstenstein
found the average scarcely more than 4 feet 1 inch. Thus, even accepting the
;

more favourable

results, these

Sans would

still

be from 2 to 3 inches shorter than

the Lapps.

Their

yellowish

complexion,

especially

the

in

removed from the equator, has been compared
from jaundice, or of Mongolians in a healthy

to

southern

that

state.*

regions

farthest

of Europeans suffering

In

many

other respects

Bushmen resemble these Asiatics of the Central plateaux. Like them they
are distinguished by the small size of their bright eyes, by the breadth and
prominence of their cheekbones, the form of mouth and chin, the whiteness and
the

The depression
regularity of their teeth, the extreme delicacy of their joints.
of the nose is always broad and deep, so that

between the frontal bone and root

the general profile presents rather a concave than a convex contour.
The
instead
of
as
with
the
out
while
the
forehead,
retreating
Mongolians, bulges
"
skull, covered with little tufts like
grains of pepper," is very long or narrow,
;

with

index No.

T

JS

egro,

whose head

In this respect the Bushman resembles the true
also long, and differs from the Mongolian and the Akka,

73'03.
is

whose heads are normally round. The cranial capacity is relatively low, although
the general expression is far from indicating any lack of intelligence.
On the

physiognomy implies a remarkable degree of sagacity ; and assuredly
the Sans need to be constantly on the alert in order to contend successfully with
the hardships, the elements, and the enemies by which they are beset in their

contrary, the

inhospitable environment.

One

Bushmen, conspicuous even
wrinkles covering the whole person. The skin

of the distinctive characters of the southern

in the young, is the multiplicity of

of the face and of the body, fitting too loosely, as it were, to their lean figures,
becomes marked with a thousand furrows, but also rapidly distends under the
Like the
influence of a more generous diet than falls normally to their lot.

Hottentots, the

Bushmen, and

especially the

women,

also

show a decided tendency,

even from their tender years, towards steatopygia.
The Bushman speech does not form an independent linguistic group, as has
been supposed, but is connected with that of the Hottentots. Both evidently
Jbelong

to a

common

The nominal

syntax.

stock,

although differing greatly in their structure and
and both express all relational ideas by

roots are identical,

Bleek was

The Bushman dictionary left unfinished by
agglutinated suffixes.
to contain no less than eleven thousand words.
This great wealth

of diction,

taken in connection with the

means

of

common

languages, seems to confirm the view held by
*

Leon Mechnikov, Manuscript

Notes

;

origin of the

many

San and Hottentot

anthropologists, that the

Adolph Bastian, Ethnologische Forschungen.
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I'.I

ivpn-sent a deba'il ur degenerate jx-ople belonging
their neighbours, and are not un independent
mankind.

Like the Hottentots and the

mth -eastern

H

rac--,

much lem

Kafirs, tin-

the name stock UM

t

a distinct

branch

Bushmen have

"t

in their

"
clicks," which are
phonetic system a group of peculiar consonants, the so-called
all but unpronounceable by Kuro|Mans, but which are also found in 11 somewhat

modified form in some other languages.
Certain San tribes are said to have
but all s<ein reducible to four fundamental
as many as eight of these sound*
;

clicks

:

the dental, resembling the smack of a nurse's kiss

;

the palatal, like the

tap of a woodpecker on the stem of a tree the ccrehral, analogous to the pop of a
cork drawn from a bottle; the lateral, which, according to M. Hahn, resembles
nothing so much as the quack of a duck. At the same time these clicks would
;

seem

to

be almost inherent in the

soil,

for they ure found not only in the

Bushman

and Hottentot languages, but

also in all those of the southern Kafirs, except the
Se-Tlapi (language of the Ba-Tlapis) and the Se-R-jlon (language of the BaRolongs). They have even invaded the local Dutch dialect, the Boers adding

In the alphabets
sounds to certain words of their patois.
introduced by the missionaries, the various clicks are represented by points
Like the Indoof exclamation crosses, and such like orthographic devices.
these eccentric

Chinese, the
different

Bushman and Hottentot

meanings according

to

are toned languages, the woids acquiring

the more or less elevated tone with which they

are uttered.

Owing

to their

nomad and

fugitive existence, the Suns have developed scarcely

In the districts where they have not yet acquired a knowof
their
firearms,
weapons still are the bow and arrow tipped with poisoned
ledge
iron points, or even sharpened stones, glass, and chipped flints.
They wear little
or
But all
even
rich
themselves
to
the
the
karos*
sheepskin.
clothing,
restricting

any

local industries.

are fond of decorating the head and body with bone necklaces, arrows, and ostrich
plumes, to which the Kalahari tribes add little bits of wood inserted in the cartilage
of the nostrils.

Very few have learnt

to build

huts, most of the tribes dwelling

in caves or the dens of wild beasts, passing the night round the smouldering
embers of a fire, and sheltering themselves from the wind by mats suspended

on stakes.

But

and adventures has developed in these aborigines
a surprising degree of sagacity, and those who are captured in their youth
and brought up in the domestic state readily learn everything they are taught.
their life of hardships

They become
impulse

had
their

is

skilful fishers,

and

as shepherds are most highly valued.

But the

men, where they
and again resume their savage independence,
of endless hardships.
But, however wretched their

at times irresistible to forsake the abodes of civilised

at least sufficient nutriment,

nomad ways, and

existence,

they

still

life

possess

a greater flow of spirits and vitality than their

and extempore recitals. They are
neighbours, expending it
also artists, and on the rocky walls of their caves have in many places been
life-lik represent it ions in red ochre, and even polychrome pictures of
in the dance, songs,

1
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animals, hunting scenes, and combats with the hated Boers.

Thus a

certain ideal

element has been developed in the lives of these lowly aborigines,

the

Dutch, and English thought themselves
hunting down like wild beasts. Their oral treasure?
and myths, never fail by their wealth and variety to excite the
Kafirs, Hottentots,

surrounding peoples
till

whom

recently fully justified in

of fables, tules,

wonder of

explorers in this interesting field of inquiry.
Although distributed in scattered groups, without national cohesion of any
sort, the Bushmen manifest much sympathy for each other, cheerfully co-operating
all

together on

After hunting in common, the division of the
all opportune occasions.
unattended
by any wrangling, although no tribal chief presides over the
prey
In fact, there is neither tribe nor chief in the strict sense of these
distribution.
is

terms, the

Bushmen

possessing no political or social organisation of any kind

;

and

although the family group is not regularly constituted, the sentiments of natural
affection are none the less highly developed.
Formerly a man provided himself
with a temporary mate by the simple device of capturing the child, whose mother

never failed to come and share the

her offspring.
To judge from the fate of those belonging to the colony south of the Orange
for in
River, the Bushmen would seem to be destined soon to disappear
lot of

;

this region they

have been hunted

like wild beasts,

and most of those who have

escaped extermination have taken refuge in the northern solitudes. Sparrmann
relates how the squatters lay in ambush, attracting them by the bait of an animal's

and sparing neither man, woman, nor child, except
serve
such
as
to increase the number of their slaves.
Whenever
might
perhaps
of
a
at
the
chase with
Bushman, they fired
once, following up
they caught sight
The very courage
their horses and dogs, pursuing him like any ordinary quarry.
carcass left in the bush,

of the

Sans often proved fatal

their forsaking their
killed

by
North

to

them, for there

is

scarcely an instance recorded of

wounded and dead, preferring

in all cases to

remain and be

their side.

Orange River, on the frontiers of the Dutch republics and of
but in the
Bechuanaland, the Bushmen were hunted down in the same way
Kalahari Desert, and farther north in the direction of the Zambese, several San
of the

;

communities have maintained their independence, and these do not appear to be
In the Ilerero and Namaqua territories there are from
diminishing in number.
four thousand to five thousand of these aborigines, and in the whole of Austral

Africa probably about

fifty

thousand altogether.

THE

IIOTTEXTOTS.

The Hottentots, who, on the arrival of the Europeans, occupied nearly all the
western part of the region now known as Cape Colony, are here still numerous,
constituting, without the half-castes, about one-seventh of the whole population.

Their popular name
"

stammerers," or, as

Dutch and Frisian

appears

we should

settlers,

to

be
"

say,

no doubt

merely a

term

of

contempt, meaning
on
them by the early
jabberers," imposed

in

consequence of their strange and uuin-

TIM: n<TTi.\ rn-rs
In
teOigibla jargon.
I.,
n further reduced

name

jeiieral

tin*

f<>r

tlic
t<i

whole rare

Khoi-khoin, that

Although much

taller

tin-

<.f

colony, this

;ijijM-ll;it

ion has

They have them^-hes no
hut the term Khoin ("Men"), which occurs

;

nominal ions, ha* been extended to

and the Hottentot* now

scientific writers,

lan^ua^e

the final syllable, "Tots."

in several of the tribal d
tively,

current
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eull

coniinonly
"

.Mm

i-,

all

"
"
men," or men

of

them

of

collec-

themselves, or are called
in a

by

pre-eminent

than the southern Bushmen, and differing from them in
still resemble them

their relatively higher degree of social culture, the Hottentots
in

many

respects.

They have the same

same elongated shape

of the head, while the

SOUTH -AFRICA* HOTTBNTOT TRIBES

Fig. 34.

Scale

1

:

IN

yellowish

dirty

women show

complexion

and the

the same, or rather a

THE MIDDLE OF THB EIGHTEENTH CEWTUBT.

16,000,000.

Ustof
3CK>

more decided, tendency towards

Miles.

steatopygia, or the accumulation of fat in the

lower parts of the body. Till recently they used the same bows and the same
poisoned arrows in the chase and tribal warfare.
They have even the same
musical instruments, delight in smearing the body with the same colours and
decorating it with the same ornaments.
Lastly, the language still current amongst
those

who have

not already laid

pli nit,

and

less

it

aside for English or Dutch

is

undoubtedly derived

however, much richer, more
encumbered with harsh sounds and uncouth forms of expression. Jt

from the same stock

as that of the

Bushmen.

It

is,

Besses three fully inflected numbers and grammatical genders, and by agglutinating its monosyllabic roots is even able to express abstract conceptions, as well
c

I

many delicate shades of sentiment and thought. In the Bantu tongues words
are strung together in the sentence chiefly by means of prefixed pronominal
element^, whereas in Hottentot the same formative particles are invariablv

as

attached to the end of the roots, so that this

language.
105

It
AF

is

is

divided into a considerable

"
"
essentially a
siitiixed-pronominal

number

of dialect*,

which are

all

S(i Til
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closely related, notwithstanding

tin-

AND KA>T AFIMPA.
\\

i

lc

jm-a over which are scutteicd the various

Those spoken by the Numaquas appear to bo
most free from foreign influences.
In the districts where the Hottentots have become assimilated in speech und
branches of this ethnical family.

usages to the European proletariate classes, they dwell in the so-called ax,
or hamlet, which the Dutch colonists call kraal from the Portuguese carral, that is,
social

These kraals are mere collections of spherical
a fold, pen, or cattle enclosure.
or semicircular huts, which from a distance present the appearance of huge mushrooms clustering in circular groups on the grassy plain. They are constructed
compactly enough to keep out the rain, but serve no purpose except as a shelter
Their occupants cannot even stand upright in them, the
against the wea'ther.
ordinary elevation of the roof not exceeding four feet four inches.
The Hottentot costume consists mainly of a leathern apron, somewhat larger and
more ornamental for the women than for the men, and a sheepskin cloak worn with
the woolly
as

-side

in or out according to the season.

it is called, is

fur trimmings.

meat being eaten only on
this sort they

Amongst

the rich this karosa,

embellished round the neck and shoulders with embroidery and
The ordinary diet consists for the most part of milk and butter,

But when they decide on a

special occasions.

themselves to repletion,

gorge

and then

to aid digestion roll

feast of

on the

"
massage." On their hunting or foraging
ground and go through a process of
wallets filled with meat, first dried and
with
themselves
expeditions they provide
then powdered. They are passionately fond of tobacco or hemp (dak/ia), the smoke
of

which

for

some

is

But

swallowed.

it

sometimes happens that either to punish themselves

fault or to render the fates propitious to their supplications, they

themselves to abstain from these narcotics for a certain period.
hare, pig, and fowl is regarded by them as unclean.
Till recently

very

little

The

condemn

flesh of

the

time or aitention was paid by the Hottentots to the

supernatural world, hence observers free from all prejudice on this subject could
Nevertheless, they are
frankly assert that these aborigines had no religion at all.

endowed with an extremely excitable nervous temperament, thanks to which the
Wesley an missionaries have often succeeded in throwing them into a frenzy of
According to Bleek, the still unconverted pagan Hottentots
two supreme or higher beings, one of whom is perhaps a personification of the moon, for he dies and revives periodically.
Charms, amulets,
and fetishes, although rare, nevertheless do exist, and are associated for the most
religious excitement.

recognise at least

part with the worship of the dead.

The Hottentots
invoking them on

attribute to their ancestry great
all

serious occasions.

power

for

good or for

evil,

The term Tsu-Goab, adopted by the

missionaries as the nearest equivalent of the Christian " God," is probably the
name of some hero of the olden time handed down by tradition. Burials are per-

formed with much solemnity, and

tomb

of the dead,

who

is

cairns, or

heaps of stones, are raised above the

usually deposited either in a cave or

by preference

in a

lair.
Thanks to these lofty cairns and to the prepared stone implements used by the Hottentots, explorers have been able to follow their migrations

porcupine's

BOTTKNTCnB.

Til!

<>r

tlieir

sojourn in various parts of the eastern provinces, which are at present
]!:tnni immigrants from the north.
Ity
iitui

!Ii>tt

|X.VSMMMS and
power, and

community.

nil

tril>e

huhh

has

its

rrjul>lirs.

beyond the limits of the

chief, at least

At

tin-

NIMH-

t

inn-

t

lir-r

li i<

N

n j. .y

British

\<rv

liltlr

weighty matters are debated in a general council of the whole
In these discussions even the young men take part, und their voice

often decides the point at issue.

Fig. 36.

But

in the

European settlement

all

political

HoTTEwrora, KAFIHJB, AMD BK-CHUAMAS.
Scale
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organisation of the Hottentots has been completely abolished, and in the territory
of Cape Colony the last native chief was deposed in 1810 by ihe-British adminis

and replaced by a European magistrate. But even before that event all
the aborigines subject to the direct action of the whites were no better than slaves.
They were subject to compulsory registration and forcibly employed either in the
tration

wars waged against their own kindred, or in constructing roads, bridges, and
other public works. Respect for their rights as freemen was not officially pr-

80UTII
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claimed by the British Government till the year l^S, and even this act of tardy
justice was as a stumbling-block to a large section of the colonists, including all

who regarded the emancipation of the despised Hottentots as an infringetheir own hereditary privileges, and a step fraught with danger to the

the Boers,

ment

of

Many

colony.

even preferred to quit the country rather than continue to dwell

by the side of their former serfs

But during

their one

to this proclamation

now

declared their equals.
years' contact with the whites previous

officially

hundred and

fifty

how many Hottentot

tribes

had already been exterminated,

What has become of the Koranas,
more even by the gun than by small -pox
who hud their camping grounds on the shores of Table Bay when the first Euro!

pean colonists settled in the country, and of the Gri-kwas (Griquas), who encamped
farther north near St. Helena Bay ?
Many other tribal groups, such as the
Gauri, San, Atta, Ilaisse, Sussi,

Dama, Dun, and

Shirigri,

have also disappeared,

leaving no memory behind them except the names given by them to their rivers
and mountains. And their murderers meantime assumed the role of agents of
destiny, almost as instruments of the Divine Will, declaring that these inferior

" the chosen
leaving their inheritance to
Even now the opinion prevails that, under a wise dispensation of
people
But the wish
Providence, the Khoi-khoins are rapidly diminishing in numbers.
"
is here
father to the thought," for the assumption is amply refuted by the official
Doubtless the aborigines seem to decrease, but only through the effect of
returns.
races were foredoomed to destruction,

"

!

an optical

illusion caused

by the

fact of the relatively far

more rapid growth of the

It should also be remembered that the change of social habits
the
natives from their rude ways, drawing them within the circle
weans
gradually
of more refining influence, assimilating them in garb and speech to their Euro-

white element.

pean masters, to whose sentiments, religious views, and usages they daily more
adapt themselves.

Moreover, a large number of these aborigines, still refractory to the everspreading English culture, have withdrawn northwards, thus retracing the steps
of their forefathers when they descended seawards from the inland regions, borne
" in a
along, says the national legend,
grea't pannier."

In Namaqualand, and as
from Cape Colony,

far north as the Ilerero territory, these Oerlams, or Hottentots

have often gained the political predominance. They have even followed in the
wake of the stream of Boer immigration to the neighbourhood of Humpata
beyond the Cunene.

At present organised

tribal groups,

such as those of the Haw-Khoins and

Nama-

quas, Griquas, and Koranas, are found only in the region north of the Orange
River. Those residing in the- settled European districts, although henceforth inter-

mingled with the general population, are nevertheless still classed apart in the census
In 1798 the four districts of the Cape, Stellenbosch, Sweilendam, and

returns.

Graaf-Reinet, which at that time constituted the whole of the colony, had only
But in 1865 this element had
13,000 Hottentots in a total population of 32,000.

Cape Colony, and ten years later it numDoubtless most of these, although reckoned as true

increased to 81,600 in the territory of

bered no less than 98,560.
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Hottentots, are really of mixed descent ; but to them
recognised half-castes returned by the same census.

Those

also

be added the

Wi

<

settled in the eastern districts are for the

most p-irt (Jomiquas (Gon.ithe
issue
of
The
Borderers,"
say,
crossings with th<> Kafirs.
since
the
of
the
beginning
present century have dwelt
(Gri-kwu), who

kwa), that

<m|uas

may

"

is to

north of the Orange, are most

commonly designated by the name

of " Bastaards,"

name, however, which they themselves accept with pride as testifying to their
They are said on the whole to resemble their
relationship with the whites.

a

Since the beginning of
Hottentot mothers far more than their European fathers.
the century such alliances between Boers and natives have been legally forbidden,
their tendency being gradually to absorb the white in the yellow element.

In no African region huve the Christian missionaries been more zealous and
more successful than in Cape Colony. So early as the year 1736 the Moravian
Brethren were already at work in the midst of the Hottentots, and since then some

have sent their representatives by the hundred to
as their Bushman and Bechuana neighbours.
the
same
as
well
evangelise
people,
At present nearly 200,000 natives in Cape Colony, and about 350,000 in the whole
fifteen other religious societies

of Austral Africa south of the Zambese, profess the Christian religion.*

The

pre-

ponderance of the European element will certainly have the result of increasing
the intermingling of the races, and of causing a continually increasing number of
half-breeds to be classed with the whites.

Thus Cape Colony contrasts favourably

with the British Australasian possessions, or at least with Tasmania, where the

English settlers solved the native question by the simple process of extermination.
In Austral Africa the aborigines, either more numerous or more energetic, have

been better able to defend themselves.
intervals in small groups,

and belonging

The white intruders

of the land.

Tasmania,

to

arriving at

to various nations, differing in origin,

speech, and usages, have not been always in a position

methodically, like those of

also,

make

to

apply themselves

a clean sweep of the original owners

During the two hundred and

fifty years of their political supremacy
succeeded
in
have
gradually
accommodating themselves to the altered conthey
ditions so far as to tolerate the existence of the original masters of the land, even

to a certain extent blending with

them

in a

new

nationality, in

the white elements of Europe with the yellow of Africa.
1

J. Carlyle, South Africa and

it*

Missionary Fields.

which are mingled

CHAPTER

IV.

CAPE COLONY AND ITS DEPENDENCIES.

THE CAPE, GRIQUALAXD WEST, BECHUANALAND,

APE COLONY

extends

officially

BASUTOI.ASD, KAFIRI.AND.

over an area more than double as

large as that which it comprised in 1870. But within its narrower
limits, as defined before that period, it constitutes a well-marked
physical region, with perfectly distinct geographical and historical
outlines.
Occupying the entire southern extremity of the con-

the territory has for its natural limits the ocean and the course of the
Orange River on three sides, while towards the east it is separated from the
Katir domain by the little river Tees, an affluent of the Orange, and by the valleys

tinent,

Indwe and Great Kei, which flow to the Indian Ocean. Its superficial area
about exactly the same as that of France, but notwithstanding the somewhat

of the
is*

rapid annual increase of the population,

same region.
Over one hundred and

fifty

it is still

forty times less than that of the

years ensued after the discovery of the Cape of
in obtaining a permanent footing in

Good Hope before any Europeans succeeded

A

few marines landed from time to time, but soon left again. In
the country.
1620 the English even took formal possession in the name of King James I., but
never followed up this act by any practical steps. Robben Island, in Table Bay,
which has since been nearly always a place of banishment or a convict station, was
also occasionally occupied

by British or Portuguese immigrants, either

free settlers

or exiles.

But the pioneers

of colonisation at the southern extremity of the continent did

not present themselves

Van

governor sent by the
Dutch East India Company," landed in that year with his family and about a
hundred soldiers at the foot of Table Mountain, where he immediately began to
till

1652.

Riebeck, the

first

"

build a fort.

The

first

bumble dwellings were grouped on the

site

where now

rise

the buildings of Cape Town, and their occupants began forthwith to cultivate a few
fields and garden plots.
Despite the great difficulties attending this first attempt
the Company succeeded in its main object, which was to facilitate the re-victualling
of

Dutch

vessels plying

between Holland and the East Indies. The military station
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'
I

settlement, und so early as 1004

order to form

some

nucleus of a peasant
in order to till the land as free
tin-

Soldiers and >ailoj-> 1< It tin- M \ ice
population.
"
on
the condition of *:>lling their product- directly to the Company, and
burghers,"
abstaining from all trading relations with the Hottentots. Their numbers gradually
i

increased, and

the rising city f'umd

itM-lt'

in

due course encircled by numerous

hamlets und farmsteads.

In some places the land was purchased, because the squatters felt themselves
But once strong enough,
too weak to take it without allowing compensation.
they simply dispossessed the Hottentots, or even seized both land and people, comstill

jH'lling the latter to

work

as slaves.

The

natives, however, hitherto accustomed

only to tend their herds, and unacquainted with husbandry, could afford little help
to the Dutch farmers in cultivating their cornfields, vineyards, and orange- groves.

Hence they began to be replaced so early as 10o8, when a first shipment of Negro
slaves was consigned to the Cape, and the number of these imported slaves soon
exceeded that of the freemen on the plantations. The consequence of this state of
Large domains
things was the same in Austral Africa as in the tropical regions.

were constituted

at the

expense of the small freeholders, the whites learnt to look

upon labour as dishonourable, the immigration of free Europeans took place very
slowly, and the progress of the Colony wus frequently arrested through the lack of
private enterprise and industry.

The importation

of the blacks, however, gradually

during the course of the eighteenth century, and at the abolition of slavery in
1831 there were not more than 30,000 altogether to be emancipated. These Negro
freedmen have since then become entirely absorbed in the mass of the half-caste
fell off

population.

In 1080, that

is to say
twenty-eight years after the arrival of the first permathe European colony comprised six hundred souls, with the officials
and the soldiers recruited in F.anders, Denmark, and other parts of North Europe.

nent

settlers,

But these pioneers were soon joined by a fresh ethnical element. Some of the
in seeking new homes after the Revocation of the Edict of

French Protestants,

Nantes, together with a few Waldenses from the Piedmontese Alpine valleys,
applied to the Dutch East India Company, which sent them to its new possessions

Including women and children they numbered about three hundred,
1087 and 1088 reached the colony, where lands were assigned to them in
the upland valleys round about the rising city. Others followed, and being for the

at the Cape.

and

in

most part brave, energetic persons, who had faced exile and all manner of hardships for conscience' sake, these French Huguenots took a large share in the
development of the Colony, and to them especially
tion of vine-growing in South Africa.

The

local annals record

is

due the successful introduc-

the names of ninety-five French families, some of

which have disappeared, whilst others have assume 1 Dutch forms.
Thousands
and thousands of Boers are still proud to claim Huguenot descent, and the map of
South Africa, from the seaboard to the Limpopo valley, is covered with topographical names perpetuating their migrations northwards.

The Boers

of

French

SOUTH AND EAST AFRICA.
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origin have increased at a relatively more rapid rate than the others, because they
arrived with their families, whereas most of the Dutch, being officials and soldiers,

were unmarried, and formed alliances with the native women. From them are for
the most part descended the half-castes still known as Bastaards. Nevertheless the

French immigrants were not sufficiently numerous to preserve their mother-tongue
when, after 1724, its public use in the churches and schools
was forbidden by order of the Company. La Caille, who visited the colony in
in the family circle,

1751,

met only very few Frenchmen

still

speaking the language of their fathers,

and in 1780 Levaillant found one only who

still

remembered

it.

During the course of the eighteenth century the colony gradually spread eastwards beyond the mountains. This movement took place in spite of the Company
itself, which desired the Cape settlement to remain nothing but a port of call and
a provisioning station, and in opposition to the governors, who, jealous of their
prerogatives, wished all the colonists to remain directly subject to their control,

and enslaved

to the

irksome rules of a severe administration and absurd routine.

Edicts were frequently issued forbidding the squatters to quit the lands that had
been assigned to them and penetrate further inland, " under pain of capital punish-

ment, and even death, with confiscation of their property." But such decrees could
not be enforced in the absence of garrisons, forts, or clearly defined frontiers

towards the Hottentot territory
iheir

onward movement from
This advance, which

;

hence the Boers continued their trekken

even

that

is

with their families, slaves, and

station to station

continued away to the north beyond the
Cunene river, had already become irresistible, and the Cape Government was soon
compelled, in spite of itself, to proclaim the annexation of extensive territories.
In 1745 the official frontier of the colony was the Gamtoos River, but in 1786 its
herds.

is

still

were already extended to the Great Fish River. It had thus absorbed the
Hottentot domain and reached the Kafir country, where the Boers, themselves
limits

more numerous and better equipped for war,
compact and more formidable hostile bands.

also

came

into collision with

more

But the British Government was already planning the conquest of Cape
Colony, that central station on the ocean highway which had become indispensable
to

secure for the East India

peninsula.
to surprise

Company

In 1780 an English
the fort and capture

the permanent possession of the Indian

fleet sailed for
its

garrison.

the Cape of

Good Hope,

But

itself

it

was

in order

surprised

by

a

French squadron commanded by Suifren, who, after defeating the English near
Verd archipelago, landed two thousand French troops at Simon's Bay to

the Cape

reinforce their

Dutch

allies.

But although

foiled

in this

attempt,

they took

advantage of the next opportunity in 1795, when the French revolutionists having
seized Holland the Boers settled in the interior of the colony proclaimed their

An English fleet thereupon again sailed for the Cape, in order to
independence.
restore order in the name of the Prince of Orange and occupy the colony in the
name of the King of England. This was the beginning of a new political adminiswhich stiil persists.
Apart from a brief interruption of
of
the
Amiens,
Cape Colony has since then never
peace
by

tration in Austral Africa,

three years, caused
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ceased to form part of the British Empire, slowly but steadily increasing from year

your in population and prosperity.
When tin- country passed under the sway of England, it contained about
twenty-live thousand Kurojteuns, who held absolute control over nearly twenty
t"

All the coloni-K
thousand Hottentot serfs and thirty thousand Negro slaves.
whether of Dutch or French descent, regarded themselves as collectively forming a
single nationality, thanks to the universal adoption of the

common medium

Dutch language as the

Immigrants of English speech were very few at
the
and
for
some
almost
tir>t,
only British residents in the country were the
years
officials and
Nevertheless the English governors were already contemmilitary.
of intercourse.

plating the denutionalisation of the Boers, and so early as 1809 an official proclamation recommended ihe study of the English language although Dutch was still

mainly used in the courts of

The descendants

justice.

of the old colonists

real masters of the land,

still

continued to regard themselves as the
little or no attention to the decrees

and consequently paid

by the colonial governors. In 1813 they even broke
No
into open revolt, which, however, was quelled with remorseless severity.
serious attempts were made to promote British immigration till the year 1820,
issued from time to time

when subventions began

to be voted for this purpose by the Imperial Parliament.
thousand
Nearly ninety
persons had already agreed to accept allotments of the
lands successively annexed during the frontier wars with the Kafirs.
Out of
this large number of applicants the emigration agents made choice of over four
thousand colonists, and these were transported by the Government, at the public
expense, to Port Elizabeth, in Algoa Buy, with the intention of settling them in

the interior, round about Graham's Town.

Notwithstanding the inexperience of
most of the new arrivals in agricultural matters, and the blunders of all kinds
inseparable from such a large undertaking, the project succeeded, thanks especially
to the excellency of the climate

ment increased

rapidly,

and the

and spread

far

fertility of the soil.

The English

beyond the limits to which

it

settle-

bad been

originally restricted.

By

the side of a Dutch Africa in the west there was thus developed an English

thanks to the support of the Home Government, soon became
almost as powerful as its rival, and which it was often proposed to constitute a
Henceforth the two languages divided the terrispecial and privileged division.
in the east, which,

tory between them, and the colonial administrators naturally strove to secure the

preponderance for their

own

kindred.

The Dutch

rulers

had interdicted the

use of French

the English in their turn prohibited, or at least discounte;
In 1825 English became the official lunguuge of the
nanced, the use of Dutch.

official

administration, and in 1827 that of the courts of justice.
constitution of the Colonial Parliament, the inhabitants of

But

later, after

the

Dutch speech recovered

the legal rights and status of their tongue, and since that time their deputies
make use of this idiom in the discussion of public affairs in the Assembly.

Nor

is

this all.

The

military successes of the Transvaal Boers have given a

certain political ascendency to those of

Cape Colony

itself.

Hence the Afrikan-
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European natives of Dutch

ders, that is to say, the

number probably about two-thirds

origin,

who

in

South Africa

of this element, are even calculating on the

recovery of their former political ascendency, all the more that the Boer women
Although at
appear on the whole to be more prolific than their English sisters.*
the
Dutch Afridistinct
and
independent political systems,
present constituting
kanders, nearly all related by ties of blood, from Table Bay to the Limpopo, form
It was the
a large family group possessing a strong sense of national cohesion.
and
kindred in Cape Colony, more, perhaps, than the
sympathy of their friends

valour of their

soldiers

or the

pusillanimity

of

the

Gladstonian Administra-

tion, that secured for the Transvaal Boers the recovery of their political indepen-

dence.

This same solidarity of sentiment between the northern and southern Afrikanders will certainly secure full recognition of their just claims to consideration,
when the time comes for giving effect to the scheme now being matured for the
fusion of all the British and Dutch States in one South African Dominion, under

the sovereignty of the Queen of England.
But notwithstanding the increasing
rude local Dutch dialect,
influence
of
the
the
somewhat
Afrikander,
political

yearly losing much of
its relative influence in the intellectual
development of the inhabitants of Cape
This
has
been
more
made
and more evident, since the middle of
point
Colony.
the century, by the constantly increasing disparity between the periodical publica-

although far more widely spread amongst the aborigines,

tions of the

two

rival languages.

already six times

The

In the year 1875 the English publications were

more numerous than those addressed

inevitable result

must

is

be, that the

Afrikanders will

Dutch reading public.
at first become bilingual, and
to the

then gradually cease to speak or cultivate the language of their forefathers, no longer
of any use for the intellectual progress of the people. Effect will thus be given to the
universal tendency of dominant races to absorb fragmentary or discordant elements, which here, as elsewhere, must ultimately become merged in a single
British nationality, one in speech, social usages, free institutions, and intellectual
culture.

The emigration

of the Boers towards the northern republics, coinciding with
the immigration of fresh colonists from Great Britain, already increased for a

time the ascendency of the British element in the territory of the Cape. The great
trek, or exodus, of the Boers towards the regions stretching north of the Orange

River began about the year 1834, that is, when slavery was officially abolished in
the English possessions.
Deprived of the labour of their black slaves, compensation for whom was allowed at not more than two-fifths of their market value,
the Dutch peasantry directed their steps towards the northern solitudes, where
"
"
live stock
of men and
they hoped to rule, without let or hindrance, over their
beasts.

Many

thousands settled in the Gamtoos and Great Fish River basins,

voluntarily forsook extensive tracts of pasture and arable lands, which after their

departure were occupied by English settlers.
But towards the eastern frontier these settlers had themselves to contend with
*

Von

Hiibner,

Acrou

the British Umpire.

Till:

KAFIR WARS.
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their Kafir iieighlxHirs,

On

both sides

but

whose domain they were gradually encroaching upon.
predatory exj>e lit ion* and eattle-lifting raids were incessant

towards the close of
into a general war.

whole nation.

The

In the course of a few weeks

two hundred and

fifty

overtaken and massacred.

tin-

Governor d'drban thereupon summoned
Fig. 36.

1

:

to the Hquare mile.

300

and

fell

M

ili-n.

with irresistible fury on the invaders.

new

the natives had on

strip of territory

many

available

18.0UO.OOO.

Over 90 inhabitant*

took them, and a

all

ABORIOI.VEM AND COLONISTS.

Smle

forces,

the eastern border lands were

all

flumes, the herds captured to the number of
thousand, and all the squatters either driven west or

ovnrun, the farmsteads given to
aliout

;

\.ar of the great trek, these troubles broke out
Kn^lUh were not prepared lor the organised attack of a

ls:J4, tin-

was annexed

A

terrible retribution over-

to the colony.

Nevertheless

occasions been treated with such flagrant injustice that

the British Minister, yielding to the pressure of public opinion, refused to sanction
the repressive and other measures adopted by the Colonial Government.
With a

eandour rare in the history of Cabinet administration, he even declared that the
Kafirs had ample justification for their conduct during the war, that they were in
their perfect right in endeavouring to resist the encroachments of their neigh-

and in procuring by force the reparation they were unable to obtain by
other means, and that the conquered, not the conquerors, were in the right in the
bours,

first

instance.
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The

territory taken

for a time.

The

from the Kafirs was accordingly restored to them, but only

policy

of encroachment, incursions,

cattle-lifting,

seizure

of

pasturages and arable lands, was resumed in the debatable border country, and in
J846 the war broke out again owing to some sanguinary deeds connected with the
theft of an axe.
This " war of the axe," as it was called, began badly for the
but after two years of campaigns, battles, and massacres, the native
tribes were compelled to sue for mercy, which brought about a fresh rectification

colonists

;

The

British territory was enlarged by the annexation of the
district, some 120 miles broad, which lies between the Great Fish River and the

of the frontier.

Nevertheless, the eastern part of this

Kei.

Fig. 37.

new

acquisition, to the west of the

SUCCESSIVE BRITISH ANNEXATIONS IN SOUTH AFHICA.
Scale

1

:

20,000,000.

30 Miles.

Keiskamma, was provisionally left in the hands of the natives under the suzerainty
of the British Government.
But the truce lasted only two years. In 1850 the
attacked by the Kafirs, in
military stations established along the frontier were
soldiers.
consequence of an outrage committed at a native burial by the English
These were at first compelled to evacuate the contested territory, and it took
two years more of fierce warfare before the claims of England could be enforced.
But henceforth all further resistance on the part of the natives became impossible.

most extraordinary events recorded in the annals of
over the
Feeling themselves powerless to prevail by natural means

Then occurred one
nny nation.

of the

invaders of their country, the Kafirs, seized by a sort of collective folly, fancied

'

\1T ['OWN

I

IT,

they might succeed by the aid of the supernatural. The arms of the living lu-in^
could n-ly on those of the dead.
Mhlaku/a. a native
iin]N>tcnt, they thought they
tra

pi -pint,

tin

\ersed the land, announcing to his \nia-Khosa fellow-tribesmen that
.

time was drawing near

when

all

their departed warriors, all the

renowned

heroes of their legendary history, would rise from the grave, and that they themsrl\es would on that grand occasion be transfigured, and again become young,
beautiful, strong,

and

invincible,

required to give a proof of their

except their arms.

They had

their fields lie fallow,

signal to rise.

and

hut

in order to

unshaken

faith

prepare for victory they were

by sacrificing

bum

to slaughter their cattle,

strip themselves of everything,

all

they possessed

their granaries, let

awaiting the hour of the
reappear, but finer

Then the slaughtered herds would suddenly

and more numerous than ever, and the plums would be covered by magnificent
crops.

Most of the Ama-Khosas had implicit faith in the words of the prophet. They
slew their cattle and fired their stores of corn, while at the same time preparing
vast pens and barns for their future treasures.
Thousands of these deluded
victims, twenty-five thousand according to some writers, fifty thousand, or one
third of the Ama-Khosa nation, according to others, actually perished of inanition

while awaiting the promised day of redemption.
then despair took possession of the survivors.
crest-fallen

Hut

that day never came,

and

Their bravest warriors became

mendicants, and their love of freedom, their very manhood, was
Soon the depopulated land invited fresh occupants, and the

"broken for ever.

Cape Government introduced over two thousand German immigrants into the
vacant territory, which was now definitely annexed to Cape Colony as far as the

From

never been seriously
arrested
only the annexations, which no longer presented any difficulty, were
henceforth peacefully effected by administrative measures. A simple Order in
river Kei.

this time the progress of conquest has

;

Council sufficed to effect vast political changes.

TOPOGRAPHY OF CAPE COLONY.
Cape Town, capital of the Colony and of all South Africa, is the oldest city
founded by Europeans south of Benguella. But without having yet become a very
large place, it has long outstripped in size and importance the towns previously

founded by the Portuguese on the West African seaboard. Seen from the water
Cape Town presents an imposing ap]>earaiice, thanks to the superb amphitheatre
of hills encircling it, and especially to the striking aspect of Table Mountain, which
forms such a conspicuous feature in the surrounding landscape.
\Vest of the city the promontory of the Lion Mountain projects far seawards,

from the heavy swell rolling in from the Southern Ocean.
are constructed the pier, the quays, and other harbour works, and here lies the

.sheltering the roadstead
II'

spacious basin which affords ample accommodation for the shipping.
-od in regular squares by broad thoroughfares, slop*

>

gently

to\\

anU

The

city,

tho roots of
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the mountain, while the
residences.

first

heights are dotted over with pleasant villas and detached
an extensive plain which was formerly a

Eastwards, in the midst of

morass on which the
buildings of the

"

first settlers

erected their

little

stronghold,

of the English

Castle," property

of British supremacy in Austral Africa.

now

stand the low

Government and symbol

the bay is skirted by a
suburban district which stretches as far as the broad estuary of the tortuous Salt
Still farther east

CAPE TOWN.

Fig. 38.
Pcile

1

:

lift.000

Depths.

to 16
Feet.

64 Feet

16 to 32
Feet.

and

upwards.
3,300 Yards.

River.

The

city is

everywhere encircled by fine gardens and' parks, which penethe mountain.
In 1887 a beginning was made with a

trate into the glens of

system of defensive works, which are intended to convert the stronghold of Cape
Town into a second Gibraltar.

In the hands of

its

English masters Cape

reminiscences of the Dutch epoch.

The

Town

has preserved but few

chief thoroughfare

is

no longer supple-

OAF!

mented by a canal linl with trees, like
tin- features,
speech, und family names

TOWN.
tin-
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avenues of Amsterdam.

of about ont'-bulf of the

Nevcrth*

1<

s*

European inha-

Intermingled with the white population are
origin.
peoples of every shade, blacks descended from old Negro slaves, Hottentots, Kafir*.
black to brick rod and
.Malays, presenting every transition from dark brown und
bitant'-

In-tray their

Dutch

yellow. beside* gre\ ish Ih-.taards and bron/.e or swarthy half-caste immigrants from,
St.
Helena.
Amongst the Malay-. dMModlBti of the servile class formerly

introduced by the Dutch from the Eastern Archipelago, some still wear the turban
and long flowing garments. Thus are distinguished the Haji. or Mecca pilgrims,

who

look with scorn on the multitude of
" Kafirs."
race as mere

"

infidels,"

regarding

all

alike of whatever

Constituting the chief centre for the diffusion of civilisation throughout Austral
Africa, Cape Town is endowed with several literary and scientific institutions,

including a museum, a valuable library with a complete collection of works
relating to the colony, besides many rare books and manuscripts, and a botanic
garden nearly fifteen acres in extent, where may be seen specimens of all the

Owing to its position near the southern
Cape Town is one of the most important

native flora und thousands of exotics.

extremity of the African continent,
So early as 16'85 the
stations on the surface of the globe for geodetic studies.
French astronomers erected on this spot a temporary post for the observation of
the southern constellations.

In 1751 La Caille here carried out his memorable

researches for the measurement of a degree of the meridian and for determining
the lunar parallax.
These studies were resumed by the English astronomers in

1772, at the time of Cook's second expedition.

and Herschell drew up the catalogue of the

At the Cape Observatory, Muclear
and ut

stars of the Antarctic heavens,

present the preliminary steps are being taken for the triangulation of the coastlands on the plateaux of the Karroos and beyond the Orange in Bechuanaland und

thence to the Zumbese.

It is the intention of the

eminent astronomer, Mr.

Gill,

thus gradually to secure the measurement of the meridian of Africa from the
shores of the Southern Ocean to the port of Alexandria on the Mediterranean. The
present Observatory, already so rich in scientific memories,
three miles to the east of the capital.

is

situated at Jloirbray,

Although connected by a railway with the eastern districts of the colony and
the Dutch republics, and enjoying the advantage over the other seaports of
lying
nearest to Europe, Cape Town is not the chief centre of the foreign trade of South
Africa.

In this respect

it is fur
surpassed by Port Elizabeth, the flourishing
on
emporium
Algoa Bay, which ut the middle of the present century was still u
mere group of hovels, but which is conveniently situated in the neighbourhood of
the most productive agricultural districts, and at the seaward terminus of the

shortest routes leuding to the

diumond und gold

fields of

the interior.

Neverthe-

Cape Town, thanks to its comparatively large population, to its position as
political capital, and to the advantages of its harbour, has maintained a high place

less,

amongst the

Attic an seaports.

Here are shipped large quantities of wool, as well

us the choicest South African wines,

grown on the

eastern slopes of Table Mountain.
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the surrounding valleys are scattered numerous suburban residences and

hamlets chiefly occupied by the wealthy traders and officials, who seldom
except for business purposes. In summer nearly the whole of the

visit the capital

white population with their domestic servants betake themselves to the wateringplaces and the slopes of the hills, and at this season the traffic on the suburban
railways reminds the traveller of the movement in the neighbourhood of the great
European cities. North of Cupe Town lies the village of Sea-point with its villas
fringing the surf- beaten beach. Eastwards the capital is continued by a succession
of hamlets encircling the Devil's Peak and stretching
away for nearly twenty miles
in the direction of the Kalk Bay seaside resort.

the

In the charming valley which connects the two bays, and which is flanked on
we 4 by the superb rocky walls of Table Mountain, lies the picturesque little

village of Wijnberg, a delightful group of residences nestling in the shade of oaks
and pine groves. In the neighbourhood but more to the south is the estate of
Constantia, which has given its name to the most esteemed vintage in South Africa.

Towards the south are seen the irregular

outlines of False Bay, one of whose western
Simon's
waters the settlement of Simon's TOICH, a
reflects
in
its
clear
inlets,
Bay,
naval station with warehouses and fortified arsenal, which the British Government

has maintained on the shores of the Southern Ocean.

Simon's

Town

occupies one
of the finest sites in Austral Africa on the sickle-shaped headland, at the southern
extremity of which stands the lighthouse of the Cape of Good Hope.
few other groups of habitations belonging to the district of Cape Town are

A

amid the glens on the Atlantic slope of the hills which bound the eastern
horizon of Table Bay.
Stellenboach, which is connected by rail with the capital, is
next to the capital itself the oldest settlement in the colony. In the vicinity, and
scattered

especially in the amphitheatre of hills

still

known as

the Fransche Hoek, or " French

Quarter," most of the Huguenot refugees established themselves towards the close
"
"
of the seventeenth century, and this
Athens of South Africa has always been a
centre of intellectual progress.

seven miles along the highway

from the early days of

Paarl, a village which straggles for a distance of
at the foot of the Draken-steen hills, also dates

colonisation.

"
encircling this Pearl," as

it is

called,

The gardens, orange- groves, and woodlands
from a block of granite surmounting a rocky

gem on a diadem, render it a charming retreat during the summer
The surrounding country forms the most extensive wine-growing district

pedestal like a

months.
in

Cape Colony.

the picturesque little town of Wellington, beyond which the
inland
describes a great bend round to the east, passing through
railway penetrating
a depression in the Atlantic coast range into the valley of the Breede River, which

Farther north

lies

flows to the Southern Ocean.

Paarl and Wellington

lie

in the upper basin of the

Great Berg, which, after collecting numerous affluents from the

fertile districts of

"
Tulbagh and the Twenty-four Rivers," reaches the Atlantic at St. Helena Bay.
South of the promontory which forms the southern limit of this storm-tossed gulf,

the buy or landlocked inlet of Saldanha, so called from a Portuguese admiral
whose name was formerly applied to Table Bay. It was in the neighbourhood of
lies

SAI.I'AXIIA
this ba>in
1

Gama was wounded by

that Vasco de

IMI ic-isco d' Almeida

I'.AY.

massacred with

12ft

the Hnttmtots in 1497, and

his follower* in i'>0#.

all

The

bay, \\hiYh

very deep, and is broken into several secondary basins, shelten -d
by intervening granite in adlands and presenting excellent anchorage to shipping.
is

of easy access,

is

Fig. 39.

SALDANUA BAY.

Soil*

1

:

860,000.

Depths
Sandc expoeed at
low water.

to

3*2

I.--:.

Feet.

64 to tan
Feet.

ion to 320
Feet.

3VO Feet and

upward*
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t

this

admirable haven, which the Dutch had made their chief naval station and

the centre of the postal communications between the United Provinces and tlu-ir
l.i-i
Indian possessions, has now been almost abandoned.
Little is seen on its

deserted shores beyond a few isolated farmsteads and fishing stations.
106

At

In the
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vicinity there is not a single village,

and Mnlmeaburi/, the nearest town,

30 miles to the south-east,

wheat-growing inland district.

in a fertile

rior attractions of the capital

have withdrawn

all traffic

lies

over

The supe-

from Saldanha Bay.

North of the valley of the Great Berg, the mostly barren and arid plains stretching northwards to Little Namuqualand are very thinly peopled. Even the capitals

" furnace " of the
of districts, Piquctbcrg, ChiHicilliunt, the
Cape, and Calrinia, are

mere

villages,

where the stock-breeders of the surrounding pasturages come

to

renew their supply of provisions. Calvinia, standing over 3,000 feet above the
sea, in an upland valley between the Hantam and Boggeveld ranges, is still
connected by a good highway with the civilised regions of the Cape. But farther
north stretch the vast solitudes of Bushmanlaud, whose only inhabitants are a
The district of Little Namaquafew groups of Sans scattered round the lagoons.
land, which occupies the north-west corner of Cape Colony, between the Atlantic
and the course of the Lower Orange, would also be left to the aboriginal populaIn the
tions but for the great abundance of copper ores in the hilly districts.

neighbourhood of the Vogel-Klip ("Bird-Cliff"), the culminating point of these
highlands (3,400 feet), an English company owning a territory 135,000 acres in
"
"
extent has been work ng the inexhaustible mines of Ool\icp since the year 1863.
This source alone has yielded an annual supply of from ten to twenty thousand tons
of ores containing about three tentVs of pure copper, more fusible than that of Chili.
The great pit, already sunk to a depth of over 500 feet, has reached formations still

more productive than those of the surface. The mines are worked by several hundred natives, Hottentots and Hereros, under the direction of English engineers
from Cornwall and Germans from Thuringia. Although lying 3,200 feet above
the sea, Ookiep is connected with the coast by a horse or mule railway 90 miles
long.

The

little

haven

of Port Nolloth,

where the ore

much frequented by American whalers.
East of the Cape and of False Bay the

is

shipped, was formerly

territory stretching south of the coast

range towards Cape Agulhas, southern extremity of the continent,

is

a region of

pasture-lands containing only two unimportant little towns, Cakdon and BrcdaxBut the basin of the Breede River is more thickly peopled, thanks to the
i/orj).
Worcester, capital of the Upper Valley, whose
greater abundance of its rainfall.

headstreams have their source to the north of the coast range, lies on the main
Cape Town with Kimberley, and here the railway begins to ascend
in order to reach the inland plateaux.
Penetrating through a lateral valley

line connecting

traversed by the river
(Test of the terraces

Hex
which

("

Witch River

"), it rises

by a

series of curves to the

skirt the plains of Worcester.

and reaches

Here

it

attains

an

highest point (3,600 feet) 74 miles to the
thermal
copious
spring rises in the vicinity of this
flows
and
lower
down
the
Breede
place,
successively by the towns of Robertson
and Sicellendam, the latter one of the oldest settlements in the colony, having been
elevation of 2,000 feet,

north-west of Worcester.

its

A

founded so early as the middle of the eighteenth century.
Avenues of oaks
radiate in various directions from the town towards the klonfs or wild gorges
which penetrate into the heart of the mountains.
Ihe village of Port BcaufoH,

HKAt'HOHT WKST
situated on

hank uf the Breede, al>ove the bar, is visited by a few -mill
But of all the havens officially opened to the foreign trade of

tlu> left

roasting vessels.
the t-olony, I'ort Beaufort

The

exten.sjve
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is

the least frequented.

IMMH of the (JauriK which follows

to the east of the Breede

Beaufort Wrt
Valley, contains sevcr.il of the secondary towns of Cape Colony.
the
banks
of
the Orange
the chief station ou the railway between
Cape and the
t

liiver,

stands

;t

an altitude of '2,900 feet above sea-level, and

\\atered by the farthest headstreams of the Gaurits, flowing

slopes of the Nieuwe-veld.

the Great Karroo,

-lies

also

The

village of Prince Albert, in the arid region of

MOUTH OK TUB BBEEDE
Scide

Greenwich

gardens are

on one of the upper affluents of the Gaurits.

Fig. 40.

List nf

its

from the southern

1

:

Farther

POET BEAUFORT.

OOO.OUO.

90*30
Depths.

to IfO
Feet.

i

o FH-t iind

upwards.
"

1-'

south,

and on

tributaries of the

same

river, lie

Miles.

the towns of Ladyxnnih and Oudt-

" Black Mountains."
xhoorn, both at the southern foot of the Zwarte-bergen, or

Oudtshoorn

is

colony, a soil

North of

which grows on some of the best soil in the
unexhausted after a hundred years of uninterrupted tillage.

noted for
still

its

tobacco,

upland laterul valley, are situated the caves of Cango,
have not yet been entirely explored, although surveyed for
distance of over 'J.ooo yards from the entrance.
this place, in an

stalactite grot toes that
a

in

There are neither towns nor even large villages on the lower Gaurits, which
this part of its course winds between narrow rocky gorges.
Rirersdalf, lying

in the midst of the rich

grating-ground* of the (irasvcld,

is

situated

som

;

;

(l
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miles to the west of the main stream, in u valley whose waters flow directly to the
tail South, the maritime port of this pastoral region, stands on the wst
sea.

AH

Mossol Bay, at the root of the rocky headland of Caps St. Blaise, by
which it is sheltered from the fierce southern winds. Aliwal South does a conside of

siderable import

and export

trade,

ranking fourth

in this respect

amongst the

colonial seuports.

Farther east along the seaboard follow several
foot of the coast range,

which Trollope compares

little

to

the

lying at the

Western Pyrenees, and
in the whole of Austral

which, according to this writer, presents the finest sites
Africa.
Here the pleasant little town of George is embowered
is

all

towns,

verdure

in.

Melrilie

;

mirrored in the auriferous waters of the Knysna, which Hows from the forest-clad

and reaches the sea through a deep estuary accessible to large
Hutnan*dorp occupies a picturesque position in an amphitheatre of thickly

Uteniqua
vessels

;

Hills,

wooded heights.

Union-dale

and Willowmore, the two chief places

in the district,

are both situated in romantic valleys on the northern or inland side of

the coast

Farther north, in the arid zone of the Karroo, but still on the slope
ranges.
draining to the Southern Ocean, the two administrative centres are Aberdeen and
Murraysburg.

The

Sunday River, although one of the
cultivated and most productive in the colony.

basin of the

the best

least extensive, is

It

owes

its

prosperity to

position in the relatively moist zone facing towards the Indian Ocean,

its

the two trade routes traversing

it,

one of

and

to

one in the direction of the Orange River and

Here Graafrepublics, the other towards the territory of the Kafirs.
a chessboard
like
over
a
hundred
is
laid
out
a
Dutch
settlement,
Reinet,
years old,
about the headwaters of the river, which here ramifies into several branches
Dutch

the

To the contrast presented
flowing through the surrounding fields and gardens.
by this smiling valley with the arid plateaux to the west, Graaf-Reiuet is indebted
" Gem of the Desert."
for its title of

As

and Uitenhage, which follow to the
south along the road to Port Elizabeth, were founded by the Dutch.
But Uitenof
an
the
has
settlement
since
the year
aspect
English
hage
completely acquired
when
it
number
of
British
received
a
Of
colonists.
late years it has
1820,
large
indicated

by

their names, JansenviUe

become a favourite place of residence for traders and dealers who have retired
from business, and on festive occasions it is visited by a large number of pleasureBut Uitenhage
seekers, who delight in the shady walks by its running waters.
is

also

an industrial centre.

In the numerous

little

mills

scattered

amid the

Kafirs, are employed in cleansing by
surrounding glens, busy hands, nearly
machinery the enormous quantities of wool brought from the extensive sheep
all

farms in the eastern parts of the colony.
Port Elizabeth, which lies 20 miles to the south-east of Uitenhage, on the west
side of Algoa Bay, although dating only from the year 1820, has already become
the most animated seaport in the whole of South Africa.
tion

it

outstripped Cape

disadvantages of

its

Town

Within a

single genera-

in commercial importance, notwithstanding the

open roadstead compared with the more favourable position

POUT ELIZABETH

]:,;,

of Table Bay.
Few sailing vessels, however, venture to visit its port, and nearly
all its trade is carried on by steamers, many of which sail directly for England

without even calling at Cape Town.
It is still inferior in population to the capital,
but boasts of possessing finer buildings, of being better administered and more
In the colony it
abundantly provided with the resource* of modern civilisation.
is
the
the
occasion
its
and
on
least
inhabitants
make
pre-eminently
English city,
Fig

41.
Re

65-56

POST ELIZABETH.
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a point of honour to display their loyalty for the mother country in the most
enthusiastic manner.

it

Port Eli/ulnth covers a considerable space on a gently sloping hill, at the
foot of which its nuin thoroughfare runs for nearly 3 miles parallel with the
beach.

Its

growing suburbs stretch along the roads leading inland, while beyond

the upper town a bare plateau

is

covered by the tents of the "location," or native
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quarter, inhabited chiefly by Kufirs, temporary immigrants who seek employment
Till recently suffering from a
amongst the shipping and on the harbour works.
dearth of water, Port Eli/abeth was unable to maintain any garden plots about
its villas.

thanks to

Hut an aqueduct about 30 miles long now brings a constant supply,
which a rich carpet of verdure already clothes the plateau.
The

botanic garden has assumed

a magnificent aspect, and

contrast by their bright foliage with the patches
wherever the irrigating waters are unavailable.

The

of

umbrageous parklunds
parched herbage visible

trade of Port Eli/abeth, which in recent years has suffered much from
most part in wool and ostrich plumes,

reckless speculation, consists for the

forwarded in exchange for English manufactured goods of

all

kinds.

The

road-

Bay sheltered in the neighbourhood of the town by the extremity
of the headland which still bears the Portuguese name of Cape Recife.
But
stead of Algoa

is

during the summer months, from October to April, when the southern and southeastern winds normally prevail, the surf boats furiously on the beach, endangering

The breakwater, little over 300
the vessels riding at anchor in the roadstead.
affords
shelter
to
the
smaller
craft
of light draught.
few islets
yards long,
only

A

and

reefs are scattered over the bay
Santa-Cruz, one of these islands, over which
hover clouds of aquatic birds, was visited by Bartholomew Diaz during his
memorable voyage of discovery round the southern extremity of the continent.
On this spot, the first ever touched by a European foot on the shores of the
;

Southern Ocean, he erected the pillar of Sam Gregorio, to indicate that he had
Santa-Cruz is also known by the
occupied it on behalf of the King of Portugal.

name

of Fountain Rock, from two springs welling up on the surface.
Port Elizabeth communicates with the interior by means of two railways, one
running to Graaf-Reinet, the other a far more important line, which branches off

one direction towards the regions beyond the Orange River, in another towards
Graham's Town and Kafirland. Although smaller and of less commercial importance than Port Elizabeth, Graham's Town takes precedence as the chief political
in

It is the capital and residence of the principal
Cape Town.
administrative, judicial, and religious authorities of the eastern districts, and
Graham's Town was already indicated us the future metropolis of the confederate

centre eist of

states in the year 1878,

when the

question was

first

seriously

mooted of consoli-

dating the power of the mother country by uniting the British colonies and
Dutch republics in a single dominion. But this ambitious town has the disadvanIt
tage of lying at some distance from the ccast, and even from any large river.
stands 1740 feet above the sea in a cirque surrounded by bare escarpments; but

the general luck of large vegetation has been relieved by planting trees along all
the avenues of the city. It is a clean, well-built, cheerful place, and thanks to the-

moderate summer hnats and generally equable climate of the district, is distinguished for its silubrity even amongst the colonial towns, most of which are so

Hence many invalids settle here in the hope
highly favoured in this respect.
of recovering their health, or at least prolonging their days.
Found, d

in

1812, Graham's

Town

continued to be an obscure provincial town

mmtill tin-

rjKM-h of

cent re of

tin-

the colonist*

Kn;_'li-h

t

operations
.settled

in tin-

on the

Four I'.I.UTOHT.

.\i.n:i:i>.

.

iii

imraigntioB

I

V

'JO,

when

Itl

it

became thr chief

Kafir war*, often serving as a place of refuge

-astern

Now

frontier.

it in

for

no longer threatened by

abandoned

l>y thr n.ilitury and adapted to
and
the
of the neighbourhood have
Kafirs
civil
of
the
the purposes
administration,
become peaceful labourers or industrious artisans. The white population of the

hostile natives, its barracks

town and surrounding

have

l.

district, of

n

whom

the great majority are of British descent,

Hut the region known as the
formerly occupied chiefly with sheep-farming
Zuur-veld only pr >duces a sour grass which is badly suited for sheep, and these
Here ostrichconsequently in many districts been replaced by ostriches.
farming and the preparation of the feathers for the European market have
succeeded bettor thun in any other place where this industry has been established.
Hitherto dependent on Port Elizabeth for its foreign trade, Graham's Town
At the mouth of the
has recently endeavoured to secure an outlet for itself.
little river Kowie, the nearest point on the coast, extensive works have been
rid of the bar and establish convenient landing-stages and
Vessels
drawing from 8 to 9 feet of water can already enter the estuary
depots.
and discharge their cargoes at the quays of Port Alfred, the new harbour, which

undertaken to get

is

connected with Graham's

town of

llnthnrxt.

Town by

a railway

running through the agricultural

The neighbouring beach is much frequented in summer as a
The promontory visible to the west, and bounding the

favourite watering-place.
east side of

Algoa Bay, bears the name

of Point

Padrone, doubtless because here

the Portuguese formerly raised a jHtdriio, or memorial stone, us on so many other
headlands along this seaboard. Near Cape Padrone lies the modern village of

Ahxnndria.

The

Town

basin of the Great Fish River, which winds to the east of the Graham's

heights, has

its

farther sources on the southern slope of the

main northern

range, near the southernmost point reached by the Orange River, and is divided
into several electoral districts.
JUidd/cburg, on an upper affluent of the river, lies
already on the incline by which the Port-Elizabeth railway creeps up the escarp-

ment

in order to cross the

range into the Orange basin through the Bosworth
Pass, which stands at a height of 5,^00 feet, greater than that of many an Alpine
Cradock, on the main stream itself, und Tni-ka-stad, on one of its
railway.
tributaries, are important centres of the colonial
distiict still survive in the wild state

protected by the

wool trade.

In the neighbouring
a few groups of quiggas, which are now

laws.

game

and Bedford are also agricultural centres, while Fort Heaiifvrt has
As an advanced outpost
preserved something of its original military aspect.
Xnmri'xi't

towards the

Kafir

country,

it

bravely withstood the repeated assaults of the

1

hostile natives in IS. )!.
The district which stretches northwards along tin*
southern slope of the Klandsbcrg and now called Stockonstrom, was formerly
known as the Kat River Colony, which IM tore the war of 1H51 had boon exclusively
IM rved for the Hottentots. But the land being fertile and well watered by the

Kat

Ri\cr, the whites soon found the usual

pretexts for occupying

it,

aud the
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little town of Seymour has already been founded by the English settlers in the
centre of the old Hottentot Reserve.
Farther south Lovedale, centre of schools

and missions, and

Fort Beaufort,

both in the valley of the Keiskamina. Furt Peddie, an old military station nearer to the coast, has become the
chief centre of population in the " neutral zone," which was formerly limited on
one side by the Great Fish River, on the other by the Keiskamma.

Farther

e.ist

Alice, east of

the border lands

the English squatters are

The

capital of this

now

lie

more recently contested by the Kafirs and
pacified, and have also their white settlements.
still

is

conquered territory

King William's Town, more commonly

Of late years it has become a great
designated by the simple name of King.
chief
and
the
for
the
traffic between the British colonists
depot
trading centre,
and the

Kafirs.

all

Nearly

the farmsteads dotted along the banks of the river
by Germans, descendants of the Anglo -Germanic

this district are inhabited

in

Legion which was disbanded after the Crimean war.

Hence such names

as

Berlin, Potsdam, Braunschweig, Frankfurt, given to the recent settlements in this

part of the country.

Like Graham's Town, King has also sought for an independent outlet for its
trade, and it is now connected by a railway with East London, one of the most
Jetties, quays, and breakwaters have been
dangerous seaports on this coast.
constructed,

but

and extensive works carried out

all in vain,

to deepen and shelter the estuary
the
harbour
and
often remains inaccessible for days together. The
;

Buffalo River, which reaches the sea at this point, has occasionally swept away the
bar during some sudden freshet, and then vessels drawing 20 feet of water could
enter the port, but now the bar is fixed, and has seldom a depth of more than
<S

In South Africa the remark has become proverbial
one of those ports which are highly in favour with owners who

or 9 feet at the flow.

that East

want

London

is

to lose their ships,

crew and

freight from the underwriters.

all,

in order to recover the insurance on the

Yet in

spite of everything, East

London

is

the

second port in the colony for the shipment of wool, of which nearly eighteen million
pounds were forwarded in 1880.

Like the large towns in the western

district,

King William's Town

is

connected

with the Orange ba-in by a railway, which surmounts the Storm-berg at a pass
The line passes through Stiitterheim, Ca1 heart, and Queensnearly 5,700 feet high.
town, in the well-watered district

which formerly belonged to the Tambuki

Kafirs.

mass of the Hang-Klip and crosses the main range
higher than the Puy de Dome in the south of France.

It then turns the pyramidal
at

an altitude 800 feet

On

the opposite slope this line traverses the coalfields of MoJteno, which supplies
the whole railway system of the colony with fuel.
Beyond the Molteno district
the route passes through Burghers on the inland plateau, reaching the Orange
River at the station of Aliwal North, which carries on a considerable trade with

the Orange Free State, whose territory begins on the opposite side of the river.
A bridge 860 feet long connects Aliwal North with a suburb on the right bank

the river.

There can be

doubt that this important line will soon be
continued northwards through the Orange republic to Transvaal, as earty in the

of

little

COLESHUEO.

'

1 1

<

I

1

:

T<
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WN.

year 1888 the conference of the Cupe Colony. Natal, mid
..
report
delegates at Cajir To\\n unaiiimoii-1 \ agreed
;i

establishment

of

colonial rail\\a\
to be

South

a
-\-i.

m

undertaken by the

Customs

African

I'liion,

r..

St

it.

i,.\

(

t

>range Free State

reronmiendin;:

.

t ) 1(

and the extension of the

through the Free State to the Yaal
1

<

l;i\

r.

the extension

rnment.

East of Aliwal North the region comprised between the course of the Orange,
the Tolle River, and the en-st of the )rakensberg, is still included in the territory
I

of

Cape Colony.

In

this

Alpine

two chief centres of population are
the Orange, and llarkly, situated in an

district the

the villages of Herschel, on the left bank of
upland valley near the river Kraal, which falls into the Orange a short distance
alntve

Aliwal North.

Towards the west, the zone

of the colonial territory

belonging to the basin of

But
the Orange gradually broadens out with the northern trend of that river.
towns and even villages are rare on these arid upland plains formerly inhabited
by myriads

of large

mammals, and now mostly converted

into

vast

grazingthe chief
"
bridge
depot for goods intended for the Orange Free State. An "international
Two other
crosses the Orange about 20 miles to the north-east of this place.

grounds.

Colnsburg,

now connected by

rail

with Port Elizabeth,

is

bridges follow towards the north-west, between the colonial territory and that of
One of these belongs to the railway
late acquisition, Griqualand West.

its

which runs from the Cape in the direction of the Diamond Fields the other, at
Hopefotrn, lower down, is the most remarkable structure of this sort hitherto
erected in Cape Colony; it has a total length of no less than 1,400 feet.
Hopetown, which is distant over GOO miles from the Atlantic, is the last riverain town
;

on the Orange, which from this point to

its

mouth

traverses an almost unin-

habited region.
Nothing occurs along its banks except a few isolated farmsteads,
"
some Hottentot kraals and missionary stations, the German " colony of StofzcrAt the base of the hills far inland are
ff/a, and some Bushman camping-grounds.
a few market villages, such as Hanover, Richmond, Victoria Went, Fraserburg, and

Carnarvon, whence the stock-breeders of the surrounding districts draw their
supplies.

MATERIAL RESOURCES OF CAPE COLONY.

AGRICULTURE.

The population of Cape Colony is rapidly increasing by the natural excess of
births over the mortality.
Families are very numerous, and cases are mentioned
of patriarchs whose family circle comprises over two hundred living descendants.*
very slight compared with
South Africa,
still
unoccupied lands suitable for colonisation.
all
the
coastlands
below
the
basin,
throughout
enjoys an excellent
Tugela

Nevertheless the actual number of inhabitants

is still

the \a*t extent of
at least

climate, presenting no obstacles to field operations, and every farmer makes it a
" corn and
wine, meat
point of honour to make his holding yield simultaneously

and wool."

Land

is

not yet very dear, except in the neighbourhood of the towns

Von

Iltilnu-r. op. cit.
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"
where " fancy prices
On an
prevail.
the
market
value
of
from
ten
to
lands
average
good
ranges
thirty shillings an
acre, while for the same monoy over hulf a square mile may be had in poor and

and in certain well-watered

districts,

arid districts.

have found purchasers.
exist vast unclaimed wooded tracts and other lands of

Already the greater part
Nevertheless there

still

of the colonial arable lands

which the Crown has taken possession, and which after being
are put

up

The buyer

for sale.

the purchase

money

,

surveyed

officially

required to pay yearly the twentieth part of
unless he prefers to redeem the charge by a single payment.
is

In the eastern districts old gra/ing grounds of the Kafirs, and other extensive
domains confiscated from the enemy, have been parcelled out into lots for the

most part of small

size,

varying from 320

to

only to such purchasers as are not already

An

about 500 acres.

owners

These

lots are sold

exceeding 500 acres.

of estates

attempt has in this way been made to introduce a system of small holdings,
this region the land is really divided into a relatively large number of

and in

Here English, German, Hottentot, and Kafir

squatters live side by side
whereas farther west, and especially in the pastoral
The
d'stricts, the system of large landed properties prevails almost everywhere.
purchasers have secured on an average about four times as much as had been ceded

estates.

as peaceful tillers of the land,

them by the Government, and even in the vicinity ot the Cape domains of 2,500
Thus South Africa, like the mother
acres and upwards are by no means rare.
to

ountry, has already developed a territorial aristocracy.
Although cereals give a very fair return on the outlay in capital and labour,
the colony is still obliged to import corn and flour to the yearly amount of from

(

Wheat is grown chiefly in the neighbourhood of the
600,000.
280,000 to
eastern and western capitals, Cape Town and Graham's Town, and in the northeastern districts near Kafirland and the

Orange Free

Maize and millet are

State.

the prevailing crops in the eastern parts bordering on the Kafir territory ; but
here, as well as in the rest of the colony, all the alimentary plants of the European temperate zone thrive well. Tobacco-growers appear to meet with most
success in the valley of the Olifant River, an eastern affluent of the Gaurits,

the annual crop
Africa itself.

The

is

about 3,500,000 pounds of

vine was one of the

into the

Cape

district.

first

leaf, entirely

consumed

in

European plants introduced by the early

The Huguenot

where
South

settlers

refugees, bringing the plant with them,

devoted themselves seriously to viticulture, and the districts where
they settled are still the most noted in the colony for the quality of their vintages
The climate of the extreme south-west corner of the continent is admirably suit CM]

from the

first

for the cultivation of

the vine, probably

more

so than

any other region

To the spring rains, which stimulate the vegetation
summer heats, which, thanks to the normal humidity of

whole world.
succeed the

sphere, bring the grapes

to

Hence the annual production
of

in the

generally,
the atmo-

maturity without at the same time drying them.
the Cape vineyards is relatively higher than that

of

any other country in the world.

The

difference

is in fact

so great that

it

might

8TO< K

VITICULTURE.

l:l:r.r.l'lXO.

Thus while the yield \
altogetli. r incrodiblo to most wine- growers.
other places from al">ut throe hundn-d and ten to nine hundred gallons per
re,* it reaches two thousand in the coust di-tnVt of tin- Cape, and rises to the
prodigious average of no 1 -> than three thousand eight hundred gallons in the
appear
in

W<

inland districts of
Yet. despite
di-trirt

suitable

little

<

Midtshoorn.t

marvellous yield, only a very small part of the western
for wine-growing has hitherto heen devoted to viticulture.

tin's

thin industry

Although

with the vine

very

nd

\\as still

is

yearly increasing, the actual extent of land plunt<d
At the same time

under 26,000 acres in the year 1886.

is
displayed in saving the harvest and preparing the
most of the wines, badly pressed and " fortified" with brandies,

intelligence

vintage, so that

have an unpleasant flavour in the opinion of connoisseurs.
The reputation of the
Cape wines, which stood very high during the first half of the present century,
has since greatly fallen off, and efforts are now being made by some growers to

The South African vineyards have also had to
bring them again into favour.
from oidium, and in the year 1886 phylloxera made its appearance in some

suffer

vineyards in the vicinity of the capital.

STOCK-BREEDING.-- OSTRICH-FARMING.

The number

inhabitants of the colony occupied with stock-breeding und
is estimated at about one-third of the whole
population.

of

the associated industries

The breed of horses, sprung from ancestors imported from the Argentine States,
and afterwards improved by crossings with English and Arab blood, possesses the
rare combination of strength, mettle, and endurance.
Breeders have already their
"genealogical trees" of famous racers, and the colony at present possesses about
more or less valuable hordes.
The horned cattle are at

four hundred thousand
least

thrice as numerous.

owned by the Dutch

They descend

partly from the long-horned animals

at the arrival of the first

immigrants

;

but this stock has

long since bei>n modified by crossings with varieties introduced from England and
Hundreds of thousands of oxen are employed exclusively for the
Holland.
transport of goods und passengers in the colonial districts and conterminous
Hence farmers devote
regions which are not yet traversed by lines of railway.

themselves specially to the breeding of cattle as pack animals and mounts, an
But on the other hand, milch
industry unknown in any other part of the world.

cows are far from numerous, and such branches of dairy farming as the collection
and distribution of milk, und butter-making, are carried on only in ihe neighbour*
lio'.d

of the large towns.

Whole

herds have frequently been swept away by

epidemics.

At present the
<

>n

in

Fniiiri- in

average year, 1883,
t P. I>. Hahu.

tlu-

.

x'i>ti..iially jrood

pillon* in
Jnhii Nolili-'s

<<)

numerous

flecks of sheep.

Dutch here found the

fat-tailed breed

chief resource of the colony

their first arrival in the country the

:

tin- Ka.i y.-ar.

<',i^ ,./

(/W

is

its

year 1675. 670 gallon* per hectare of 2} acrea; iu
1886, 310

liupe.

tftillon*.

tlur
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with rough fleece or hair, which is spread over the greater part of the African
The animals* of this variety owned by the European and native
farmers of the colony are still estimated at about a million, and their numbers
continent.

have even recently increased.

Their

flesh is so

highly esteemed that they continue

to be largely bred, chiefly for the shambles.

The

European sheep yielding a fine wool were not introduced till the
and
in 1830 the wool exported from the Cape amounted to no more
year 1790,
than some thirty-three thousand pounds. The weaving of wool was still unknown
first

in the country,

and even now

it

would be

difficult to find

amongst the old Boer

woman

able to handle a distaff or knit a pair of stockings.
but
acquired no importance till about the middle of the century

families a single

Wool- growing
from that time forth

;

it

developed rapidly, and

this industry reached its high-

wuter level in the year 1872. After that time it again notably declined, owing to
the prolonged droughts, and probably also because the wools of the Orange Free
State, formerly exported by Cape Colony and reckoned amongst the produce of
that region, are

now forwarded through

Natal.

Excluding the fat-tailed species, there are altogether about nine millions of
Thanks to their fleece, the Cape sheep have
wool -yielding animals in the colony.
been the chief agents in distributing the vegetable species. Wherever they
penetrate they bring with them the seeds from the regions traversed by them.
In many parts of the country lying north of the Orange River the aspect of the
vegetation has undergone a complete change since the introduction of sheepSince the middle of the century the Cape stock-breeders have also here
farming.
acclimatised the

Africa

is

Angora

goat,

and the mohair which

said to surpass that of Asia

texture, without, however, equalling

it

Minor

is

itself in

in lustre.

now exported from South
fineness

and

softness of

In the grassy enclosures of the

colony there now also graze thousands of tame antelopes of several species, but
chiefly the variety known as boute-boks.

Previous to the year 1864, the ostrich had been regarded by the Cape Colonists
only as game, and this animal was so eagerly hunted that the time was foreseen

when

it

would have completely disappeared from South Africa. But two farmers
country were already turning their attention to the

in different parts of the

domestication of the ostrich, with the view of substituting systematic breeding for
the chase.
The result was that in 1875 the agricultural census of the colonj'

included eighty of these tamed birds, which yielded for exportation one hundred
and twenty-five pounds of feathers, less beautiful, however, than those of the

Muuritanian bird living in the wild

state.

Domestication appears to have

gradually changed the character of this animal, which is naturally at once so
timid and so irascible, and the young broods may now be tended without any great
risk.

But the industry remained somewhat in abeyance until the introduction of
incubators.
Since then the number of domestic birds has rapidly

artificial

increased,

numbering in 1882 about one hundred and fifty thousand, which yielded
two hundred and fifty-five thousand pounds of plumes, value

for the export trade

altogether at no less than

I

1,100,000.

The

smallest newly-hatched chick reudily

OSTRICH

I

\
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fetched t'lo, and Iwfore the year 1883 the stock of healthy, full
line plumage was valued at hundreds of thousands of pounds.

grown

birds with

hus become a more precarious occupation.
the expenditure has
Disease hus greatly diminished the prospect** of breeders
und
worse
undue
to
the
in
on
still, fashion, ever
increasing
profits;
proportion
gone
Hut

*iiiec that

time

ost rich- farming

;

hus reduced by one-half the market value of ostrich feathers. These
lieautit'ul personal ornaments are no longer so highly esteemed since industry hus
tickle,

rendered them more common.

Nevertheless Cape Colony hus hitherto preserved
th. virtual innni|M)ly of the trade, the repeated attempts made to domesticate the
o-trich in Algeria, Tripolitana, Australia, the Argentine States, and California,

tuning had but

little success.
In order to prevent the exportation of the Cape
has
100 on every
the
administration
breed,
imposed a prohibitive export tax of
5 on every egg,
adult bird und

IRRIGATION WORKS.

Both

TRADE.

the purposes of stock-breeding and

for

for

agricultural operations
need
an
of
But perennial
Colonists
abundant
water.
the
Cape
supply
generally,
Hence
streams und copious springs are unfortunutely everywhere somewhat rure.

a chief care of the farmers must necessarily be

and prevent

its

of the rivers,

running waste.

The

how

best to

fertilising fluid is

husband the ruin water

now drawn

and distributed

off

from most

tracts.
by irrigation canals along the
Elsewhere, the natural reservoirs are directly tapped by hand and cliuin-pumps,
und suchlike modern hydraulic appliances.
But in the districts destitute of

riverain

springs or permanent streams, the underground supplies have to be reached by
sinking deep wells in the mountain gorges, along the dried-up wudys, and whercever subterranean streams may still be flowing.
Tlie grazers of the arid Karroo

country have acquired great skill in detecting, by the character of the vegetation,
the spots were such reservoirs have been formed below the surface.

Most of the landowners whose

estates present

a certain incline and other

facilities, have taken advantage of the natural lie of the land to capture and store
the rain water in large depressions formed by artificial dams and embankments.

Some

of these lacustrine basins are

season often contain as

much

some miles

in circumference,

and after the wet

as thirty-five million cubic feet, or about two

hundred

and twenty million gallons of the precious fluid. Thanks to these extensive works,
many tracts in the Karroos have already undergone a great change. I^arge trees,
orchards, and

nothing was

tall

succulent herbage now flourish in districts where formerly
but bare arid lands relieved here and there with patches of

to be seen

thorny scrub.

But these OMQfl in the wilderness are occasionally exposed to the

ravages of the all-devouring locusts, clouds of

which

at intervals of fifteen or

twenty years alight on the verdant slopes and bottom-lands, in a few hours con-

suming every blade

of grass.

Till recently the

English and Dutch

settlers

confined themselves to farm

operations and the export of the raw materials to Kurope, the few local industries
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But
being limited to the production of the most ordinary objects of daily use.
such is no longer the case. The colony is learning to dispense with the manufacture:! wares of Great Britain, and has even begun to impose prohibitory charges
on these imports for the purpose of fostering the rising industries of South Africa.

The Cupe now

boasts of its distilleries, its breweries, its flour-mills, tanneries,

sawing and soap works, and even factories for manufacturing furniture, carriage-,
and machinery. Its artisans are already trying their hands at wool-spinning and
cloth-weaving, and have begun to supply England with tinned meats and

Tig. 42.

all

SOUTH AFRICAN LINES OF STEAM NAVIGATION AND CABLES.
Scale

1

:

76,000.000.

D"

'

30
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n'

Gre

50'
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Telegraph Cablf 8.
.

1.200 Miles.

kinds of jams and preserves, the preparation of which had hitherto been the secret
of the Dutch housewives.

The Cape

who come

also developing a

is

mining industry, and amongst the immigrant^

to seek their fortune in the colony are

many

Cornish miners, driven

from the mother country by the gradual exhaustion of the English mineral

At present the

ore*.

mining operations are centred about the rich copper
deposits of Little Namaqualand and the coalfields of the Storm-berg highlands.
Guano is also methodically worked in the islands along the WI-M r<>;i>t, and salt
in the

chief colonial

upheaved

inlets of the seaboard

and in the depressions of the Karroos and
excellent for pickling and curing, is used in

Orange basin. The Cape salt,
some fishing-grounds which cure for the
of the

English market.

local

consumption and even for the

TRAD!: OF (AIM. COLONS

The

c.,lnn al trade,
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which normally increases from decade to decade

at a

more

rapid rate thun the population itself, has nevertheless temporarily decreased
\\.x.l and o>trich feather- lias Ixvn checked by lung droughts,
(.1

since,

the exportation
rc<-kle
tlii-

speculation, changes of fashion,

falling off, the

that of France, that

movement
is,

und competition.

of the foreign

allowing for the

exchanges

immense

dill'<

is

n

m

Hut BOtwitbttttldfalg
still

relatively equal to

1,

tween the popula-

,

Nearly the whole of the foreign trade of the Cape is
with England, und this is specially true of the exports, while more
Direct comthan one-third of the rest is taken by the other British colonies.
tions df the

carried

two countries.

on

merce of France with South Africa can scarcely be said to exist.
Nearly the whole of the carrying trade of the colony is in the hands of the
English, the seaborne traffic being almost exclusively carried on by vessels flying
the British flag. Although somewhat thrust aside and removed from the great

highway between "Western Europe and the East Indies by the opening of the Suez
Canal, the Cape is now visited by a greater number of ships than at the time
when the Mediterranean was still separated from the lied Sea. The improvement
in mechanical appliances

and Australia

now

enables the ocean steamers plying between England
bunkers at Cape Town without putting into

to replenish their coal

the inner harbour.

The annual amount

of British trude carried

vessels

doubling the Cape without landing at the cupitul,

than

50,000,000.

Cape Town

is

also

is

now connected with

on

in this

way by

estimated ut not less

the telegraphic systems

Europe and the New World by means of a cable which touches at nearly all
Another cable, whieh was the
the chief seaports along the west coast of Africa.
first to be laid down, connects the colony with Zanzibar, Aden, India. China, and

of

Australasia.

HIGHWAYS OF COMMUNICATION.
In the interior of the country the network of communications is being
rapidly
A great change has been effected since the days when the Boers
developed.
moved about from district to district and carried out their great northward

In the total absence of properlv
migrations under almost incredible difficulties.
constructed roads they had to drive their cumbrous
waggons over rough and
irregular tracks, across sandy or stony wastes, muddy depressions, and thorny
scrub.
These huge vehicles were constructed of a hard elastic wood,

grinding

and groaning at every jolt. They had to be made
disproportionately wide to keep
tlu m from
over
as
toppling
they suddenly plunged into the wayside ruts, and they
were divided like movable houses into various
compartments for the provisions,
the household utensils, the merchandise, and
A stout
sleeping arrangements.
covered
the
awning
whole, sheltering the inmates of these ambulatory dwellings
from rain, wind, and dust. I'sually several families
migrated in concert, to afford
other mutual aid during rough weather, or in case of attack from the
A> many as eight or ten thus followed in a long
aborigines or from wild beasts.
e;ieh

line,

winding over the track and each drawn by a team of several pairs of oxen
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with heads bent by the heavy yoke, but muzzle free of erub or reins. The driver
urged them with his voice, aided by an occasional touch of his formidable whip,
generally several yards long.
youth nearly always ran in front of the first

A

guiding them

and

even swimming
before them, encouraging them in every way and preventing them from stopping
in mid-stream and thus exposing the whole span to being swept away by the swift

pair,

to the right or left,

at the passage of rivers

current.

To surmount the

steep inclines the ordinary teams were often insufficient,
On such occasions the
the
although
waggon-load might not exceed one ton.
draft
animals
had
be
doubled
number of
to
under the leading waggon, ten
perhaps

or even twelve pairs being yoked to get it over the difficult pass, and then brought
back to pick up the rest of the convoy awaiting their turn along the line of march.

At times the

vehicles

had even

to be unloaded, taken to pieces,

and transported

with the whole freight piecemeal over the rocky heights.
Frequently the animals
broke down altogether through sheer exhaustion, and then the caravan had to out-

Yet
span in the wilderness while messengers were sent to bring up fresh teams.
in spite of all the dangers and hardships of such journeys, they were always
remembered with a feeling akin to delight, and cheerfully resumed at the shortest
notice.

great

In the evenings the waggons were disposed in a circle round the camp,
were kindled to scare away the rapacious beasts, whose eyes were at

fires

times seen glaring in the bush, and music and the dance were kept up
night to indemnify the trekkers for the toil and perils of the day.

till

late at

present such tedious journeys are no longer made in Cape Colony, where
vehicles of the old waggon type are used chiefly for the transport of goods in the

At

more remote

A network of

great carriage roads intersects the territory in
Sections
all directions, surmounting the loftiest ranges by well-graded inclines.
of road- work, such as those of Montague Pass and Southey's Pass, in the southdistricts.

western division, and of the Catberg, between the Orange River and Graham's
Town, are the glory of Cape Colony, and are shown to strangers with a pardonable
feeling of pride.

The lines of railway starting from the coast at Cape Town, Port Elizabeth,
Port Alfred, and East London, penetrate far into the interior, surmounting the
successive mountain barriers at altitudes of several hundred, and even some
thousand

feet, in

order to reach the Orange basin.

With

the exception of a few

secondary lines, the whole colonial railway system belongs to the local Government,
The receipts derived from these works of public
as do also the telegraph lines.
utility constitute

no inconsiderable part of the public revenue.

ADMINISTRATION.

PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.

Throughout the first half of the present century Cape Colony was simply a
dependency of the Crown. The governors exercised their functions in the name
of the sovereign, at first alone,

and

later

with the aid of an executive council and

a legislative council, nominated directly by the British Government.

The

colonial

OF CAPE COLONY.

A -MINISTRATION
1

II.-

parliament dati > only from the your 1S-VJ, and tin- appointment of the
;iu<l Vice-(Jovcrnor j^ still rev -r\ed by tin Crown, which al-o retains the
po\\
In virtue of tin- constitution, which is modelled for the most part on that of
'

the legislature comprises two chambers, the Lower, or House of
Assembly, and the Upper, or Legislative Council. The first consists of seventy-H.v
members, elected for a period of five years, and indemnified for their services by a

Great

l>ritain.

grant of twenty shillings a day during the session.

The

prises only twenty-two members, who take the distinctive

Legislative Council

of "Honourable,"
and who are elected for seven years, the qualification being the possession of
I'.'.'ioO immovable property, or movable property worth
Members of
4,000.
i

>i

1 1

both chambers are elected by the same voters,

Fig. 43.

who must

title

be British subjects, white

ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISIONS OF CAPE COLONY AND NEIOHDOU&INO TERBITOIUKS.
Scale

1

:

17,000.000.

"

S4

3
'

'll.c

illusion

>1

figures ct>iie-i>"i"l

.1 in the Iiintriot Tiihlr* of cnch Stale.
I'ivmiuii of the Cape are not indicated.

tl.<* ir*<-v.
.In-

For lack of spue the

diftiirtu nf

300Mile.

or black, owners of house property of the value of at least
50, or in receipt of a
But
board
and
of
or
of
25
with
50,
lodging.
by a recent decree
salary
wages
of the Colonial Government, blacks who are joint proprietors with other natives

have been disfranchised.

By

all

these provisions u very small

number of

immense majority
But as u
the electoral right.

whites, and the

of the aborigines, are excluded from the exercise of
rule these electors show little eagerness to vote, seldom attending the polling
booths except under the pressure o parties nnxious to secure the return of their

The Assembly

own

president and officers, while the Legislais presided over ex-officio by the Chief Justice, himself Appointed by
the central Government. The general administration is entrusted to the Governor,

candidates.

tive Council

107

A

elects its
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aided by a ministry of five members the Colonial Secretary, the Attorney-General,
who is also Premier, the Treasurer-General, the Commissioner of Crown Lands and
:

Public Works, tind the Secretary for Native Affairs. These ministers, who are
chosen by the Governor, constitute the Cabinet, responsible to the Chambers.

The administration

of justice

still

depends on the British Government, by

whom are appointed the field- cornets (celd hornet), or district magistrates, and
The highest tribunal in the colony is the Supreme Court,
justices of the peace.
The judges of this
which comprises a chief justice and eight puisne judges.
court hold sessions in Cape Town, and circuit courts in the western districts.
The judges appointed
Town, and

to the eastern

district courts hold

sessions in

Graham's

the eastern districts, and the judges assigned to the
Courts hold sessions in Kimberley. Under certain conditions, appeal may be
circuit courts in

High
made from the Supreme Court

itself to

the

Queen

in Council.

The Roman-Dutch

law constitutes the chief legal code, modified by colonial statute law.

The

Government

also to some extent controls the military forces,
a
although maintaining only very small number of men at Cape Town and Simon's
Town. The colonial army, paid out of the local revenues, comprises the Cape

British

Mounted Riflemen, eight hundred
thousand volunteers of
in the colony

beyond

all

arms.

officers

By

and men, besides a body

of about four

a law passed in 1878, every able-bodied ma:i

between the ages of eighteen and

fifty is

Thus

as well as within the colonial frontiers.

subject to military service
is constituted a nominal

reserve of over one hundred and twenty thousand men.
Till recently the

Church was

still

united, to the State, although all

denomina-

Since 1875 the principle of
separation has been adopted, and the several congregations have now to support

tions did not enjoy a share of the public revenues.

their

own

members of the clergy
Churches had force of law.

ministers, salaries being allowed only to those

who were appointed before the vote abolishing the
The ecclesiastical budget thus decreases from year

State

to year

by the process of natural

had already been reduced to 8,600. The largest white
communities are the Dutch Reformed and the Episcopalians, which before the late
extinction.

In 1887

it

changes were the privileged State churches. But the Wesleyans are far more
active and successful in evangelising the natives, and most of the Hottentots and
Kafirs in the colony accordingly belong to that denomination.

The Malays have

remained Mohammedans, and have even made some proselytes.
mosques both at Cape Town and Port Elizabeth.

They have

While the charges on the

State revenue for religious worship are gradually
diminishing, those for public instruction are on the increase, although the com-

No doubt the scholastic establishpulsory system has not yet been introduced.
ments depend chiefly on the municipalities, and are, for the most part, supported
by voluntary contributions. Nevertheless the Government promotes the spread of
education by means of scholarships for poor but promising students, by supplying
books, maps and instruments, and by granting salaries or stipends to the professors.

The primary

nationality

schools

of the pupils.

are

divided into

Thus the

racial

three

groups, accorJiug

prejudices which

prevail

to

the

in

the

ORIQUALAND WEST.
world, distributing
their complexions,

HUM

I-

'!'<'

n

faithful

\t.

ndcd

in
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separate conirreLMtions according to
the educational system, and legisla-

al.-o to

k-rp the children of the dominant
those of the Malays mid Hottentot-.
tion has tak-n can-

t<>

rae.-s

entirely aloof from

|

The puhlic

schools in the towns und villages attended by European children

are administered by loeul

commissioners

urban and industrial

under the sujK'rintendence of the religious
schools opened for the use of the aborigines have

communities;
remained
founded.

;

those intended for balf-OUtM in the

districts are placed

the

lastly,

charge of the missionary societies, by whom they were originally
These are, for the most part, technical institutions, where are tuught

in

especially such crafts us carpentry, curtwright's work, joinery, bookbinding,

printing.

and

For these establishments a large number of teachers are drawn from

the native population

The colony

itself.

high schools or colleges which prepare young men
These are under the control of the University, which

also possesses

for the liberal professions.

was incorporated

in 1873, and which is an examining body empowered to grant
without
degrees,
any machinery for imparting instruction. There are altogether
five colleges aided by Government grants under the Higher Education Act, each

with

full

of

staff

and lecturers in

professors

But

mathematics,

classics,

and the

the facilities offered for public instruction, the
despite
proportion of attendance is far below the average amongst the civilised peoples of
Europe, the rate being scarcely more than one in thirty of the population.
physical sciences.

The

yean

Colonial

of revenue.

I'tamps,

Government has already its public debt, which about equals six
The latter is derived for the most part from customs, excise,

and legacy dues.

post-office,

all

The

rest is

telegraph service, tolls,

The colony
sixty-six fiscal

made up from

and rent or

the profits on the railways

sale of public lands

and mines.

divided for administrative purposes into seven provinces with
divisions and sixty-nine judicial districts, which will be found tabuis

lated in the Appendix.

GIUQUALAXD WEST.
The

province, which was definitely annexed to

became an integral part of the same
been

still left

political

to its aboriginal populations

Cape Colony in 1877, and which
system in 1880, would probably have

and

to the squatters of

Boer or mixed

descent, had not the discovery of the diamond fields made it a valuable acquisition for
the Colonial Government.
In 1871, that is one year after the report of the won-

derful finds had been spread abroad, the Cupe authorities invited the chief of the
Griquas, a Bushman named Waterboer, to accept the British suzerainty, and then

hastened to comply with the wish which he was stated to have expressed on the
The conduct of the Colonial Government in count cticn with this affair
subject.

was certainly somewhat high-handed, although it could scarcely be expected that
could be paid to the fact that the miners attracted to the district had

much regard

already set up the independent republic of Adamuntu. The Orange Free State
also put in a claim for the possession of this territory
but the right of the
;
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strongest competitor prevailed, and in 1877 the Boers of the Free State consented
to surrender their claim to the contested district for a sum of
90,000.

A

conventional line drawn across the plateau from the right bank of the
Orange to the left bank of the Vaal, henceforth detaches from the Free State and

between the two rivers
assigns to Cape Colony the triangular space comprised
above their confluence. With a view to rounding off its frontiers, to this diamanb3en added a portion of the hilly tableland which stretches
north of the Orange in the direction of the Kalahari Desert and of the new
Within its present limits the province of
British Protectorate of Bechuanaland.
tiferous region has also

Griqualand West thus covers a superficial area of nearly eighteen thousand square

Fig

44.

GRIQUALAND WEST.

Scale

1

:

3,400,000.

Off

24'

00 Miles.

miles, with a population of about sixty thousand, or in the proportion of three
persons to the square mile.

Griqualand West enjoys an excellent climate, notwithstanding the fever prevalent amongst the mining classes, which must be attributed to the unhealthy
nature of the operations in which
they are engaged. As in the southern regions,
the European population finds here a perfectly congenial home, and increases in
way by excess of births over the death rate. The country stands at a
mean altitude of about 3,600 feet above sea-level, and while the general tilt of the
the normal

land

is

from east

to west, as

shown by the course of the Orange, the highest eleva-

T1IK OHlijr.\tions occur
feet,

in

H

the western parts of the |>m\inr.-.

and the OMBping*groai)d of Daniel'- Kuil

n

lirsat

.several

eresU exceed

:m altitude of ~>,370 feet

;
4,600
e\cn along the luniks of tho Orange the country falls nowhere IM 1.\\ :{,000 feet.
The chains of hills or id-cs rising above the plateau arc dis^M-d for tin- most
i

j

art in the dinctioii from north-east to south- we-t. pirallcl with the cour-e of the

Vaal.

They
giving 'hem

are

gently rounded form, the prevailing greyi-h tint-

usually of

somewhat monotonous aspect. In tho depressions of the plateau
the two main streams are scattered numerous unit-pan*, nearly all of cir-

let \vccn

a

cular form, which, during the rainy season, are largo and deep enough for the
light craft used in wild-duck shooting, but which ut other times are either quite

dry or even replaced by a saline efflorescence. Another feature of the landscape
mimosas scattered over the gra/ing-grounds.

are the clusters of

The Griquas (Gri-kwa), from whom

the province takes its name, are generally
"
Dutch
Boers
the
under
the
Bastaards."
The great
designation of
by
majority are, in fact, half-caste descendants of the white settlers and Hottentots of
various tribes, who came from the regions south of the Orange about the begin-

spoken of

ning of the present century. In this extremely mixed population are met every
variety of type, from the stunted Bushman and yellow Hottentot to the tall Kafir

and

fair

European.

But they are on the whole an

and persevering, superior

active, vigorous race,

to the ordinary aborigines in strength

and

daring

stature,

and

*
" either
things distinguished
by their virtues or their vices."
Amongst
"
these African half-castes, as amongst the " Bois-Briiles
of North America, are

in

all

found the most enterprising traders, the most intelligent pioneers, the most daring
In
hunters, but also the most dangerous and desperate criminals in the colony.
1839 they valiantly defended their territory against the Mantati (Basutos), who

were threatening to cross the Orange and overrun the whole country. The Mantati were driven towards the north, where they in their turn became famous
conquerors under the name of Mukololo.
Even the pure white population of Griqualand West, consisting for the most
Englishmen from Cornwall and Lancashire,
part of miners of every nation

Germans from

the Ilartz, Piedmontese, Americans from California, Australians

are distinguished above all the other European inhabitants of South Africa for
their energy, independence,
in conflict with the

and enterprising

Government, compelling

THE DIAMOND

spirit.
it

to

More than once they have been
withdraw unpopular measures.

FIELDS.

For a long time the squatters along the banks of the Orange were in the habit
up certain lustrous stones, the true value of which was, however,

of picking

unknown
first

"

later

name

till

ls(17.

In that year two dealers shared between them the price of the

Cape diamond," which had been taken from

a

young Bushman.

Two

y ar>

a Griqua found another magnificent stone of 83 carats, which received the
of the "Star of South Africa," and which was sold for
There
11,200. t

Gurtav Fritach, Drti Jahre
t Thi*

Ix-autiful

jrriii,

in

Sud-Afnkn.

now known

as the "

and reduced, by the process of cutting,

I

Mull.

to a little

\." wa* afterward*

<.\. r

forty -nix carats.

pun

hattttl

by the Earl of Dudley,
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was an immediate rush

Hopetown, where the

to the district of

first

finds

had been

made, but where, strange to say, no deposits have yet been discovered. Then the
sands of the Orange were carefully examined as far as the confluence of the Vaal,
the banks of which river were also explored.
At last the great diamantiferous
deposits were reached in a district 96 miles above the confluence, which was at one

time probably studded with lacustrine basins. Now began the great rtush, adventurers of all kinds flocking towards the new Eldorado, which was at that time
almost uninhabited.

mere

Soldiers, sailors, deserters, farm-labourers, blacks, whites,

striplings, arrived in crowds, every ship from Europe bringing a fresh con-

Fig. 45.

RIVEB DIGGINGS IN THE VAAL BASIN.
Scale

1

:

55,000.

2,200 Yards.

tingent of eager fortune-hunters. Miners, traders, and speculators hastened to cross
the mountains and desert plains of the Karroo in the direction of the new diamond

The more

fortunate possessors of waggons and carts of any description
were able to get over the rough ground in a few days, while the pedestrians
plodded along night and day, guiding their steps by the indications obtained from
fields.

the local squatters and Hottentot grazers.

Hundreds

of wayfarers,

worn out by hunger,

sorts, or perhaps losing their

way

in

traverse a route over 600 miles long,

But many

failed to reach the goal.

thirst, disease,

and hardships of

all

the wilderness, perished in the attempt to

and their bodies were devoured by rapacious

THi:

On

beasts ami birds.

the bad

(lift,

i

K-1

camping grounds the mortality was even

greater.

II

the lack of comfort, overwork, \<.^i\ drink, produced tin- epidemic
" miner's
as tinfever," which rapidly filled tin- cemeter.
<

known

of typhus
\

the

ORIQU ALAND DIAMOND FIELDS.

v ri-in- settlement.

hank of the Vaal, where the sands were tir-t Mi.-ceH.sfully
washed for diainomU, ha* ceased to be one of the chief centres of attraction for
The debits have heen impoverished, and reckless competition
speculators.
having ceased, the (io\ eminent has been able to increase the size of the claims
1'niil,

on

tin-

li

ft

offered to purchasers.

work on their

still

Here two or three hundred European and native miners

isolated plots, independent, however, of

any great monopolising
The town of llarkly, formerly Klip-drift, on the opposite side of the
companies.
Vaal over against Pniel, is a busy market-place for all the diggers engaged in the
mining districts for the space of GO miles along the course of the stream. The
annual yield of these river-diggings in the Vaal basin at present exceeds 40,000, and
during the period from 1870 to 1886 the total product of the diamantiferous sands
of this river exceeded
'2,000,000. The diamonds of this district are distinguished
above

others for their purity and lustre.
They ore generally found in association with other stones, such as garnets, agates, quartz, and chalcedony.
all

"
was suddenly reported that diamond " placers
had been discovered on the plateau some 24 miles to the south-east of Pniel, far
from the fluvial alluvia.
A new rush was at once made towards this " land of

About the end

"

promise

;

of the year 1870

it

the Dutch farmers were fain to

sell their lands,

and, as

if

by enchant-

ment, there sprang up hundreds of tents uud cabins, humble beginnings of the
city which in South Africa now ranks in order of importance next to Cape Town
and Port Elizabeth. Geological research has shown that in this region of the
plateau the ground, uniformly covered with a layer of red sand overlying a bed of
calcareous tufa, conceals in its bosom extensive augite porphyry formations, which
are pierced to a depth of over 1,000 feet by still unexplored " pipes" or natural

These pipes, which are faced with a wall of basalt, are supposed to be
The earth now filling them is precisely the
nothing more than ancient craters.
diamantiferous formation which has been forced to the surface by the pressure of

shafts.

the subterranean gases, and \\hich towards the surface has become yellow and
friable, while remaining blue and compact in the lower depths impenetrable to

There also occurs a good deal of fire-damp, especially in
the neighbourhood of the rocky walls, where the explosive gases are dangerous
atmospheric influences.

enough

The

to require the construction of

underground galleries

to protect the miners.

by carboniferous schists, and the question has been raised
by geologists whether these schists may not have supplied the carbon required for
the formation of the diamonds.
basalts are overlain

Within a space of about 11 miles
underground

in circumference there exist four of these

crater-like openings, all full of the earth in which the

distributed in a certain order

known

to experienced miners.

tiferous pipes are liultfontein, l)e liar,

which, lying close to the

town of

Dn

like

Toii't

name,

diamonds are

These four diaman-

Pan, and Kimberlry, the
is

lost of

the richest diamond-bearing
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ground not only

in

It has been

South Africa but in the whole world.

nggotod

diamanby the geologist Moulle, that the pans have the same origin as the four
tiferous craters; but they hive not yet been examined to a sufficient depth to
determine the point whether they also contain eruptive matter yielding crystals.
Fig. 46.- SECTION OF

THE GBKAT KIMBKRLEY MINE FROM NORTH TO SOUTH.
Scale
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:
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660 Feet,

Saul's Kiril, one of these saline meres,

regular form and

is

described by

Chapman

as of perfectly

with a conglomerate in which sparkle countless agates.
the
During
early period of the mining explorations the productive district
was laid out like a chessboard in uniform claims, separated from each other by
clearing paths.

gave

to the

filled

Some

five

hundred

pits

mine somewhat the aspect

swarming with ten thousand busy diggers
an ants' nest. But the workers on both

of

sides attacked the intervening spaces to get at their precious contents

;

the, coiise-

Till:

quence was that they gave
47.

But the ground

still

K1MI.1.K! .L\

\\ay at

MINI-

mum

ami hod

KIXBEBUT: APPKAXAXCB or THK

continuing to subside and

];,;{

to

Mm

full in,

be replaced by bridges.
nr 1880.

often without any warning,
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it

was at

day by

last resolved to clear

day, in the

form

out the whole of the interior, which was sinking
In order to clear out the earth the plan was

of a crater.

adopted of erecting a framework or wooden scaffolding round about the walls of
the chasm, which had already reached a depth of over 2,000 feet.
This contrivance was disposed in several stages or landings, communicating with each claim

by means

an endless band made of leather, steel, or iron wire. Capstans, driven
hand
labour and later by steam, raised the workmen and the buckets of
by
earth from the bottom of the pit to the sorting platform.
No other similar field
of

at first

human

industry presented a s! ranger spectacle than this vast cavity encircled
by an intricate network of bright wires poising trucks of men and refuse in midair, and echoing with the constant din of human cries and grinding machinery.
of

But the appearance

works soon underwent a fresh change. The bottom
of the pits has to a large extent been filled in by the continual landslips within
the enclosure, sweeping with them the heaps of refuse and disintegrated rock.
of the

During the heavy rains the abyss has also been frequently flooded, so that the
It was also found necesoutlay on the works often nearly balanced the profits.
sary to modify the plan of operations by sinking shafts through the crumbling
rock in order to reach the blue earth under the heaps of refuse covering it, and

by driving underground

galleries into the heart of

the diamantiferous mass.

Thus, from being an open quarry, Kimberley has been gradually converted into a
in the strict sense of the term.
The year 1881, the most successful of all,

mine

But
4,160,000.
yielded to the commerce of the world crystals to the value of
since then the industry has somewhat decreased in importance, chiefly in consequence of the reduced market price of the gems, due to their greater abundance.
The declared value of the diamonds exported in 1886 was 3,504,000, and the
total value down to the end of the year 1887 has been estimated at nearly
50,000,000, ^presented by seven tons of diamonds, a far greater quantity than
has been yielded by Brazil during the last hundred and fifty years.
The proportion of diamonds to the actual amount of ground excavated and sorted is not more

than one to eight millions.
The most rigorous measures have been taken to prevent the theft of

the

precious stones, and in consequence of these regulations the prisons of Kimberley
have often been filled to overflowing.
Strikes also have occurred, and as in the

mining

districts of

Europe have occasionally had

to be sternly repressed.

But

here as elsewhere the system of large estates has at last prevailed.
At first no
one was allowed to hold more than two claims then anonymous societies bought
;

"
up the allotments, and since 1887 a syndicate," with its headquarters in London
and Paris, and disposing of a capital of 15,000,000, has become the owner of the

two most valuable mines

at

Kimberley and De Beer. The whole mining populaWhen the mines were
and labourers.

tion thus consists
exclusively of officials
first

opened the aborigines were excluded from the purchase of claims

claims are accessible only to millionaires.
The capital of the mining district, lying close to the

diamantiferous

pit,

mouth

;

now

these

of the deepest

has already acquired the dimensions of a large town k

It is

K M
I

I

1

:i:

GBIQUA TOWN.
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connected with ('ape Town by a railway <i'J" miles long, and as the- chief centre
of trade between tin- colmiy and tin- hutch republics of the )rangr and Tran
the losses caused by the d0prwwied value of its
it is steadily recovering from
(

Thanks

diamonds.

to

the

\\.iter

bought

at

great cost from the Vaul to the

fonnerh arid plateau, the >tiv.-t- an<l si|irires of Kimherley have l>een j)lanted
with shady trees, and vast heaps of refuse have been transi'nnned to pleasant
gardens.

Its original tin houses,

brought pieeemeal from England, ha\e alreadv

been for the most part replaced by more substantial structures
are illumined with electric light,

sprung up near the

Du

Fig. 48.

Toit's

and

;

its

thoroughfares
which has

like its neighbour, JieaconxfirM,

Pan mine, Kimberloy already

surpasses

many

old

APPARATUS FOB RAISING THE DIAMANTI FERGUS EABTH.

European towns in mechanical appliances, industrial resources, well-stokccd wareThe population, mostly of a fluctuating
houses, and handsome buildings.
character, rose

from thirteen thousand

in

1875 to nearly double that number in

1886.

its

West of the Voal the
name to the province.

largest place
It

was

ie

itself

Griqna Tuirn, which

named from

may be

the (iriquas, by

said to

whom

it

pve
was

the year 1802, at the time of the great exodus of tl.e.*e Dutch and
Hottentot half-castes.
Formerly capital of the province, it has now sunk to the

founded

in

rank of chief town of Upper Hay, one of the four districts or electoral and
administrative divisions of Griqualand West.
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BECHI'AX.U.AND.

The region of broad plains diversified by wooded granite eminences, which
stretches north and north-west of Griqu dand West as fur as the Kalahari wilderness,

now

also

settlers in the

The Dutch
forms part of the British South African possessions.
Transvaal republic had long been encroaching 011 the domain of

Beohuana neighbours, and had even here founded lie two petty states of
Stellaland and Goshen,* with the ulteiior purpose of incorporating them in the
their

Transvaal.

The

.suzerain

power was accordingly

coin} elled to interfere in defence

CHIEF ROUTES OF EXPLORERS NORTH OP THE SOUTH AFRICAN COLONIES.

Fig. 49.

Scale

1

:

18,000,000.

;

fc^#~*%>rs^i*irt

;

Depths.

Colonised

to 1,000

Territory.

i'athoms.

1.000 to 1.500

1,500 to 2.000

Fathoms.

Fathoms.

Fathoms
and upwards.

2.000

300 Miles.

who were

glad to accept the British protectorate in
order to obtain permanent relief from the incessant raids of the Boer filibusters on
of the rights of

the natives,

their eastern borders.

Hie region thus

definitely

annexed

dominion comprises that
bounded on the south by the Orange, on
to the colonial

portion only of Bechuanaland which is
the west by the almost permanently dry bed of the
*

Properly Slille-land ("

Still

Hygap, and northwards by

" or Peaceful
Land) and

Goosen.

.

BBCHUANAI.AXD.
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A treaty concludei with
the valley of the Molojx) affluent of the same ri\r.
i.
Uritain the eventual po>ses>'on of the whole region
Gennum -<cciii'
,

limited on the west by the twentieth

longitude. an ,|

north by
tin- t\vcnt\ -s vond
This territory constitutes a " prodegree of south latitude.
tectorate," within which is officially included the narrow strip of laud stretching
;

wards l.etwe

n

tin*

1

-^r<

course of the

f

e

i^t

,,

n

(), e

Limpopo and the twenty-M-: -ond degree

Hut towards the
parallel, us fur as the frontier of the 1'ortuguese pos-e^i -us.
north this conventional line has alreidy been encroached upon, for by a .special
convention the He.-lmana kingdom of Khaiua, lying still farther north, has also
been placed under the protection of the British Government. Certain semiofficial documents oven already speak of the Zumbese as the real or natural
northern limit of the British domain in Austral Africa.
M> anwhile the uncertainty of the conventional frontiers prevents the geogra T
But the
phers from accurately estimating the actual extent of the protectorate.
within
the
official
limits
traced
the
meridian
and
region comprised
along
parallel
of latitude has a superficial area of probably about 18o,000 square miles.
population of this territory, which is already well known from numerous

The

exploring

expeditious, can scarcely exceed half a million, and is placed by pome writers as
low as 475,000 or 480,000. Of this number us many as 160,000 are concentrated
in the section of

Bechuanalund lying south of the Molopo tributary of the Hygup

THE BKCHVANAS.
The Bechuana people

who according
Austral Africa later than the other Kafir

are a branch of the great Bantu family,

to the national traditions arrived in

they were even still migrating, though not voluntarily. In
order to escape from the Boers of the Orange and Transvaal, many tribal
groups
had been compelled to move westwards, and before the intervention of the
tribes.

Till recently

English the native tribes were being hurussed
the conterminous districts.

ull

along the line by the Boers of

'

At

present the western Bechuunas are separated from the Basutos and other
kindred peoples by the territory of the two Dutch republics.
Like the Griquas,
the Bechuunas have thus been broken into two great divisions, henceforth cut oil

from all direct intercourse with one another. But notwithstanding this dismemberment, they have the full consciousness of their common origin, and throughout
the vast region between the Orange and the Zambese they everywhere recognise
their kinship, even
grouping their various tribes in the order of national preeminence.

According to unanimous agreement, the senior brunch of the family
are the Ha-Harutse Harotse), who dwell west of the Limpopo heudstreams, on the
north-west frontier of the South African republic.
M. Arbousset believes that the
i

term Be-C'huana, now univei>ally adopted as the Collective ethnical name, is due to
a misunderstanding on the part of some travellers, whoso inquiries about the
various peoples of the country

\\

>

i

m.-t

by the remark

bit

chunmi, that

is,

"they

resemble each other," meaning thev are ull ulike, all of one stock. They have
themselves no common national or racial designation in any of their dialects.
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The Bechuanas are one
All are

tall,

members

of the finest

robust, well-built,

of the southern

Bantu family.

and distinguished by their graceful carriage, which

be partly due to the fact that in certain tribes the feeble or sickly offspring
Albinos and the deaf and dumb are thrown to the panthers those
are got rid of.

may

;

born blind are strangled, and when the mother dies her infant is, in some tribes,
buried alive in the same grave, because he has been deprived of his natural nurse.
Circumcision
the

rite.

is

universally practised, although there

Sometimes

it is

deferred

till

adolescence

no fixed age for performing
yet children born before the

is
;

father has been circumcised would be ipso facto declared incapable of inheriting

any of the paternal estate. Usually the operation is undergone between -the eighth
and fourteenth year, and is accompanied by scourging, and occasionally even by
tortures, in virtue of
tribe,

worthy

which the victims are regarded as equals of the men of the
and hurl the assegai. Girls also are initiated into

to carry the shield

womanhood and taught
in seclusion

their duties as future wives

During

this period they are

endurance, the last of which

subjected to several severe trials of
to

by a long probationship passed

under the direction of elderly matrons.

is

a hot iron bar

be held for a few seconds without uttering a cry. After this proof they are
women they are smeared all over with grease, their hair is saturated

declared

;

they are clothed and decked like brides while
awaiting to be purchased by their future lord.
Circumcision is in no sense a religious ceremony, being merely the symbol of

with a mixture of butter and ochre

;

attendant privileges and responsipenetrated into this region assure us that

entrance into the state of manhood, with
bilities.

Those missionaries who

first

all its

of a belief in the supernatural world
they sought in vain for the least indication
amongst the Bechuana peoples. The natives had neither gods nor idols; they
never gathered together for prayer or any kind of public worship they neither
fear of the
appealed in supplication to good or evil spirits, nor even betrayed any
At the same time certain practices seem to be altogether
souls of the dead.
;

have been inspired by the desire
inexplicable except on the supposition that they
to conjure the forces of the unknown world and render the unseen powers propitious to their votaries.

Thus when a

tree is struck

by lightning

cattle are

of healing the sick or
slaughtered, and similar sacrifices are made for the purpose
to the grave through a breach
are
borne
dead
from
above.
The
rain
obtaining

made

in the wall of the cabin,

and care

with the face turned due north, that

taken to lay them in a crouched attitude
in the direction whence came their fore-

is

is,

the grave an acacia branch, portions
of ant-hills, and tufts of herbage, emblems of the hunter's life in the woodlands.
On the sepulchral mound are also placed the arms of the departed, together with
the seeds of alimentary plants. But of late years the fear of unwittingly supplying

fathers.

Then the bystanders

cast

into

the compounders of maleficent charms with the needful skulls has induced many of
the tribes to bury their dead in the cabin itself, tinder the feet of the living.

After each ceremony all those present wash their hands and feet in a large
The wizards
! (Rain! rain!).
!
water-trough, all the time shouting Piiht pula
also frequently

make

a

show of attracting the clouds and causing them

to discharge

IIIK

U-ncticial shou-r-.

If

"

With the view
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1><

lied

Mo-Kimo,

at

l>y unkiinlly fate they

real religious cult, fur they

maleficent being

a

acquire a great reputation,
run tin- risk of their

<'!)

who

pretend

dwells in a cleft of the

uf keeping themselves in tmn-li with the supposed religious

people, the niissiunari-s have adopted thi^ very term Mo-Kitnu,
" the Ihveller on
lli^h," to designate the iod of the ( 'hristians.

traditions

The

AN

rain-makers" even practise u

to conjure the spells of

meaning

in

favoured by luck they

hut should their predictions h

These

r.i;

<,f

ihr

<

fear or u we of the

unknown

i>

also

betlftjad

MHOOgd

the Bechuanas in

connection with certain objects which they ure forbidden to touch, and certain
Like most of the North American redskins,
food which is taboued by custom.

each Beohuana tribal group venerates a national token, such as a crocodile, a
The
monkey, some wild beast or fish, and celebrates dances in its honour.

Ba- Kalahari people take good care never to hunt old lions, especially if these have
Hence it would be regarded us criminal to offer
acquired a taste for human flesh.
resistance to the king of beasts even should he burst into a kraal, in

any
he

may

at the

most be scared away with shouts.

which case

Cattle also are held in a sort of

reverence, as well as the thorny branches of the wait-a-bit (Acaci'i defend!*), which
is

used for making the village enclosures.

Each

tribe is governed by a king or chief, whose power passes to the eldest
But the Bcchuana tribal chief is far from enjoying absolute authority.
Custom is powerful and scrupulously respected, while the secondary chiefs, and
son.

occasionally all the free

men

of the

community, may, on weighty occasions, con-

stitute themselves a pic/io, or parliament, for the

purpose of discussing public

approving or censuring his conduct, according as it
be
conformable
with or opposed to established precedent. The
may
pronounced
picho, however, took no cognisance of crimes, and before the partial introduction
interests, advising the king,

of the British administrative system, such offences as theft, murder, or adultery

were not regarded as occurrences of

They were rather
by theft, murder and

tribal or general interest.

the personal concern of the injured party, who balanced theft
adultery by murder, unless his wrath was appeased by a compensation in cattle.
But since the missionaries have obtained a footing in all the principal Bechuana

and customs of the natives have undergone great changes, at
European dress now prevails amongst all the border tribes, and

villages, the habits
least outwardly.

the Ba-Tlapi have even learnt the tailor's art, cutting out coats and trousers from
the skins of wild beasts.
Almost every village has its school, its chapel, and

modern houses

in the English style, encircled

by the round huts with conic rojfs

In all the tribes some persons are met who
occupied by the poorer classes.
are conversant with Dutch.
Sunday has become a day of rest even for those
still

natives who do not pretend to have yet accepted the Christian teachings, while in
the absence of the missionary the converted chief reads the service and intones the
psalms in the public assemblies.
Being endowed with a quick intelligence, and
especially prone to imitate his b tiers, the

Mo-Chuana

strives

hard to assimilate

himself to the European, and at times succeeds wonderfully.
During this contact
of the black and white elements which has already lasted over two generations,
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and which b?gan with pillage and murder, the weaker race has gradually adapUvl
itself to

the forms of civilisation introduced

by the invaders

of their domain.

The Bechuanas

are a very courteous people, and invariably address euch other
in polite language.
Although they are by nature on the whole of a peaceful
wars
were
temperament,
formerly very frequent, caused nearly ;l\\;i\ > by rattlo
"

Our

fathers lost their lives in capturing you, and we also shall prri>h
in guarding you."
So sang till lately the young Ba-Mangwato warriors to their

lifting.

herds

;

but of late years most of the Bechuana tribes have discontinued their

Formerly nomad pastors and hunters, they are now rapidly
becoming peaceful tillers of the land. Every man, every youth, even every girl,
has his or her separate plot of ground, and the child thus learns from its
warlike expeditions.

tenderest years to cultivate the soil.
Down to the beginning of the present century the Bechuanas were
addicted to certain cannibal practices, apparently of a religious character.

braves

who had

slain

still

The

an enemy brought back a portion of the body, and then
celebrate their victory under the presidency of a magician.

gathered together to
Crouching round a blazing

'

they broiled the flesh under the embers and
devoured it in common, in order thus to superadd to their own the courage of the
foe.
Then, in order to show their contempt of pain, each in turn presented their
bare leg to the priest, who with a stroke of the assegai made a long slit from the
fire,

hip to the knee. Although the wound was deep enough to leave a psrmanent
scar, the warriors had nevertheless to join in the tribal dance, which was kept up
till

the " small hours."

Southernmost

of

all

the Bechuana tribes are the Ba-Tlaro, settled on the

north-west frontier of Griqualand West, where, however, they have to a large
extent become merged with the better-known Ba-Tlapi,* or " Fish People."
These Ba-Tlapi, whose national token is a fish, and who carefully abstain from

touching this sacred animal, occupy a hilly district north of Griqualand West,
bordering on the Vaal, and were also amongst the rival claimants for the coveted
diamantiferous region now annexed to Cape Colony. They are one of the most
numerous branches of the Bechuana race, 'numbering with the Ba-Tlaro about
thirty thousand souls.

Dutch

settlers,

Thanks

to their frequent relations

they are also the most civilised of

of the children in

all

with the English and

the tribes, and the light

of their villages betrays

complexion
many
macy with their European neighbours.

They

an

in<

reasing inti-

are generally of a very cheerful
of national songs, which has

disposition,

and formerly possessed a large treasure

now mostly

perished, being replaced by religious hymns.

TOPOGRAPHY OF BECHUAN ALAND.
The Ba-Tlapi gardens, wherever

sufF.cient

water

is

available, yield in abun-

dance all the European frui's and vegetables, and the plough has already IK-HI
introduced very generally.
Some of the native towns and villages are will
*

The Bu-Hlapi, Batlapin#, Bachapin, Matchapeea, Maatjaping'

of various writers.

Kii:r\i\\
I

<

'r.iii^r to the

all tinI

s

'

1

!

1B1

and murk et- places on the great highway leading from the
Zambeee. Those occupied 1>\ tin- el,
i-nally very populous

as stations

>\vn

ii

vnup.rRn.

inhabitants lein: concent rated

Truter and S.nuTvilK> estimated

(Litakii),

the town founded

at

such points with a

at fifteen

thousand

the allied Ba-Tlapi and

l>y

tin-

\

iew to defence.

In

population of Lnlahn

Ba-Kolong nations on the

After the separation of the two tribes, h'ti ruin fin,
margin
spring.
of
the
the new capital
Ba-Tlapi, rapidly became a real town with, nearly six
hundred houses and five thousand inhabitants.
of the

Takun

royal residences which succeeded Kuruman were, or still are, places
Such are Taniiy, at the issue of a wady on the right bank
of considerable size.

The other

Katong Hart's Kiver) 3ftinmn't, lying some sixty miles farther up on the
bank of the sumo river; and Likatlong, whose cabins are also grouped on the

of the
left

<

;

banks of the Katong, not far from its confluence with the Vaal, and in the present
But in this region the centres of population are
province of Griqualand West.
easily displaced,

give his

name

construction

is

for thatching.

and every new king makes

it

a point of honour to found and
All that is needed for their

to one of these ephemeral residences.

a good supply of acacia wood stakes, clay, and herbage or foliage
The diamond fields that were discovered in 1887 in the district

near Vrijburg, former capital of Stellulund, cannot
cuuse new towns to spring up.
The principal religious centte of the country

fuil to attract

is

immigrants and

Kurumrni, which

lies in

the

midst of gardens and verdure at the east foot of a sandstone hill, whence an
is commanded of the surrounding plateau.
Here the mianonaiiea

extensive view

have acquired possession of many broad acres of arable land, which they lease
only to monogamous natives. The river Kuruman, on which stands the town of

name, has

like

its

source

among

the hills a few miles to the south-east.

From

a

cave at the foot of an isolated bluff the water flows in such a copious stream as to
be navigable for small boats. Through stalactite galleries close to the chief

opening the

visitor

rocky cavity, which

penetrate over slippery stones far into the interior of the
supposed to be inhabited by a sacred serpent, tutelar spirit

may
is

Were he

of the stream.

to be slain, the perennial spring

would

at

once dry up.

At the beginning of the century lions were still so numerous and daring in this
region that many of the natives slept in narrow huts erected on piles amid the
branches of the trees. Moffat speaks of a large tree in the neighbourhood of

Lataku which contained no

The Ba-Rolong

than seventeen of such aerial dwellings.
nation, formerly allies of the Ba-Tlapi, but now divided into
less

several independent tribes, occupy the northern section of the specially protect*

d

the district comprisid between the mostly dry beds of the
Molopo and the alHuents of the Kuruman. But the chief villages, Mafeking. resi-

territory, that

i>

to say.

dence of the British Commissioner, X/mlm, Pietnani, and 3foroktcan2 are grouped
about the head waters of the Molopo, when* the gorges yield a sufficient supply
torthe irrigation of their fields.
The Ia llol ngs numlwr altogether eighteen
thousand full-blood Bechuanas, besides many half-cast e> iccknned apart. The
tract

lying In-twien their domain and that of the Ba-Tlapi has afforded a refuge
108
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remains of a tribe of Eorana Hottentots crossed with Bechuanas of

to the

dif-

ferent clans, and

numbering altogether about five thousand souls. Within this
Bechuana domain have also been established several petty republican com-

munities of Bastaards driven north by the pressure of the English immigrants

West.

into Griquuland

Barotse), who still occupy the region of the
about the frontiers of Transvaal and the British Pro-

The Ba Harutse (Ba-Hurutse,
Upper Limpopo

basin

tectorate, a "e also a decrepit people,

much reduced

when they were
Even recently the

since the time

regarded as the most powerful branch of the Bechuuna race.

sons of the surrounding kinglets appeared as envoys in their midst in order to
learn the national history or traditions, to study the ancestral usages, and conform

themselves to the received standard of polite society.

All the neighbouring com-

munities were even expected to send the first-fruits of their crops in homage to
The branch of the nation which has settled in the Marico
the Ba-Harutse chief.
district

within the Transvaal frontier

progress in agriculture

European ploughs.
One of the Harutse

1882

in

;

tribes has

may

also lay claim to pre-eminence for their

they already possessed over two hundred

withdrawn

to the region

north of the Protec-

taking refuge in the marshy plains stretching east of Lake Ngami, where
they occupy retreats safe from the encroachments of the most daring invaders of
The Ba-Katla, whose totem, or national emblem, is a monkey, and
the land.
torate,

whose capital
watered by an

is

the

little

affluent of the

town

of

Limpopo

Gamcohopa, situated on a wooded plateau,
;

the Ba-Wanketsi,

who

are grouped to the

number of six thousand or seven thousand round about the town of Khanye" la>tl\
" Crocodile
the Ba Kwena or
People," who dwell a little farther north, but still
;

,

within the Upper Limpopo basin, have all alike been greatly reduced and compelled frequently to change their settlements by the incessant raids and encroach-

The town of Kolobeng, where
neighbouring Transvaal Boers.
Livingstone had founded his mission before he turned to geographical exploration,
is now in ruins.
Liteyani was also abandoned in 1864 not, however, because of
ments

of the

;

the attacks of any aggressive neighbours, but owing to the adjacent forest of
gigantic aloes, whose pulpy leaves falling and rotting on the ground, rendered the

whole

during the rainy season. Liteyani was succeeded first
Moncakhomo, and then by the present capital, Lvpelole (Molopofr),

district malarious

bv the town

of

the same region at the foot of a long ridge of rocky and wooded hills.
This district, about which, so to say, gravitate the royal residences of the

which

lies in

nation, is the mo>t renowned in the legendary history of the Bechuana
Near Lepelole stands a grotto into which Livingstone was the first who
dared to venture, and not far from the same spot is the Giant's Kettle, hollowed
out of the live rock.
From this place, says the national myth, came all the
animals of the world. The same chasm also gave birth to the Bechuana race, and

Ba-Kwena

race.

carved in the rocks
as he

is still

shown the trace

of the first step taken

emerged from the bowels of the earth.*
*

Livingstone, Last

Jutti'iialt.

by the

first

man

S1K)

The Ba-Mangwato
Protectorate

!

on u period of

tin-

political

native Slates in

tin-

t

in

who M-cupy

nation,

tli.

thence northwards

L6*

tin-

northern dm'sioii of the British

Limpopo, UM well

tin

the mar-hy plains stretching

direction of the Zambese, have in recent time* entered

expansion, and constitute at preHcnt one of the powerful
I'ormerly the Ba-Mangwatos formed only a

Austral Africa.

hut they
tribes
single national group with the Hu Kwena and Ba-Wanketsi
hepurated themselves from that connection at a comparatively recent time, although
;

nt dourly

fixed

by

tradition,

and adopted an antelope as the

tribal totem.

Since

SHOSHOHO.

Fig. 60.
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then they have themselves been
]>roper

split into two political groups, the Ba-Mangwato*
and the Ba-Toanas, who dwell on the plains to the north of Lake Ngami.

of both branches.
A multitude of fugitives belonging
westwards by the terrible Ma-Tebele conquerors, came to
seek a refuge amongst the Ba-Mangwatos, with whom they gradually became

the

common

original

home

to various tribes driven

a --in

nla ted, all

merging

Shot/long, the

in a

Mangwato

common

nationality.

capital, is at present the largc-st

lieyond the British settlements.

town

in

South Africa

According to Holub and Mackenzie,

it

has
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at times as

many

as thirty thousand inhabitants, exclusive of numerous villages

usually grouped in a circle like the eittle enclosures, all really constituting part

same urban population. But this gross aggregate has been considerably
reduced by wars of succession, and had fallen in 1880 to little over six thousand.

of the

Since then, however, the population has again increased, thanks to the cessation
Lying 3,400 feet above sea-level in a vast plain, not, like

of internecine strife.

most other Bechuma

capitals, on a steep escarpment, Shoshong stretches along
both sides of a mostly dry rivulet, which is dominated on the north by a granite
ridge some 1'2 miles lon^. Southwards a basalt eminence is disposed parallel with

Tig. 51.

TRADE ROUTES
Scale

1

:

IN

30,000,000.

1

"5

Koutes.

Railways.

_ 600
this granite mass, the intermediate spase

Miles.

between the two heights being occupied

by well-cultivated gardens and hamlets.
The Ba-Mangwatos have long been subject to the influence of the English
missionaries, and have now for the most part adopted the Christian faith.
Throughout their territory the sale of alcoholic drinks and the brewing
a fine of
100 for the foreign
are forbidden under severe penalties
whether

English or Boer,

and banishment

for

the natives

of beer
dealer,

convicted of this

offence.

At Shoshong converge the two main commercial highways which

traverse

Bechuanaland, one running north in the direction of the Xambese, the other north-,
west towards Lake Ngami. Southwards both merge in a common route which
skirts the west frontier of

the

Dutch

At present the total annual foreign trade
Yet at the beginning of the present
100,000.

well within the British Protectorate.
of

Bechuanaland

is

estimated at

republics, but, except at one point, keeping

rin. r.\ K

\i

MIABI.

ins

century the inhabitants of tin's region were H( ill cut olT from all intercourse \\ ith
the outer world, and hud never even heard of the surrounding tnurine waters.
When they heard travellers Hpeak of the great ocean they gave it the name of
Metst'l'iila, that is,

"

Water

that goes a-grazing," because the tides penetrate far

inland, and then after a few hours

retire

from the seaboard.

The Ba-Chwapeng, one of the reduced tribes occupying the highland region to
the north-east of Shoshong, have become famous for their skill as iron-workers.
They mine the ores themselves in the surrounding deposits, and fabricate all kinds
of implements

employed throughout all the surrounding districts. They are also
with
the trees that yield the best fuel for smelting the ores, and reserve
acquainted
the iron that adheres longest to the charcoal for the manufacture of their hardest

and sharpest axes.

Hence they had arrived

at a

knowledge of

steel before the

arrival of the

Europeans in the country.
East of Shoshong, and not far from the banks of the Limpopo, dwell the BaSilika people, who have hitherto resisted all attempts at subjugation.
They owe

their political independence partly to their central stronghold perched on a bluff
of difficult access, and partly also, if not mainly, to the impassable zone traced
round this citadel by the tsetse fly. Their own herds are kept in upland valleys

beyond the reach of

this destructive pest; but

it is

impossible for invaders to cross

the intervening district with their cattle ; nor could they successfully carry off
the Ba-Silika herds, which would all perish while being driven across the infested
zone.

The Bechuanas
of the Protectorate,

are scattered in very thin groups throughout the western parts
where springs are rare, and where for the greater part of the

year the rivers are indicated only by stretches of dry sand. The few communities
residing in this arid region take the collective name of Ba-Kalahari, from the sur"
rounding wilderness, but are also known by the designation of Ba-Lala, or The
Poor."
In many districts they have intermingled with the Bushman aborigines
;

but some of their tribes have kept uloof, preserving the racial purity as well as the
pastoral and agricultural usages of their forefathers.

unable to

Most

of them, however, are

breed any animals except goats, which they water almost drop by drop

at the dribbling springs.

They

obstinately cultivate their

little

garden

plots,

may yield them nothing but pumpkins and melons. The
lions prowling about their kraals are often welcome guests, thanks to the hallgnawed carcases which they leave to the hunters.
though the thirsty soil

The

full-blood Ba-Kalahari tribes, although poor, are looked on as freemen.
a subordinate position of
with the other Bechuunas,

But, compared
vassalage, while those crossed with the

they occupy

Bushmen, and known as Ma-Sarwa, or
" Had
The products of the chase
People," are considered as no better than slaves.
and their very harvests belong by right to the Bechuana tribes adjoining their
are required to present themselves two or three times a
allowed to enter the kraals
year at the villages of their masters, but are never
the settlement, patiently
from
distance
during the day. They must remain at some

camping-grounds.

They

awaiting the order of the chief permitting them to approach.

Krvt-rthrlos,

tlu-.-e
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''

Had People

Bechuanas
the chase,

;

"

are in general

they also

who

more devoted

show groat kindness

in the other

to their

women than most

to their dogs, faithful

of the

companions in

communities are for the most part treated with

brutality.

On

the subject of slavery in Bechuanaland some questions were asked in the
British House of Commons in 1888, in reply to which Baron de Worms remarked

on the part of the Government that the Ba- Kalahari people had hitherto stood in
an ill-defined relation of dependence and servitude towards the Bcchuanas proper.
to native custom, these persons can and do hold property of their own,
while their servitude towards the Bechuanas takes the form partly of actual labour
rendered, and partly of tribute paid in kind.
They themselves stand in a some-

According

what similar position of superiority as regards the still more degraded Bushman
For the guidance of the local authorities, the Secretary of State has
aborigines.

now

laid down the following principles
1. Within the newly formed British
Protectorate all these people are in the eye of the law already freemen.
2. The
magisterial courts will henceforth, as a matter of course, refuse to recognise or
:

enforce any claims arising out of the supposed relations of master and slave, and

punish as an infringement of personal rights any attempts to exercise forcibly
the claims of a master over a supposed slave.
3. The local administrator will
will

and headmen as to the state of the law, and warn them against
or
Bechuanaland is thus assimiexercising
enforcing rights incompatible with it.
lated in this respect to the rest of the British South African possessions and while
the tribal rights and privileges of the chiefs are so far curtailed, all the inhabitants
inform

all

chiefs

;

of the land are placed upon a footing of absolute equality before the law.
Farini describes at considerable length certain remains of ancient structures,

which he speaks of having discovered in the Kalahari desert. Such buildings, if
they existed, would seem to attest the former presence in this region of a people
at a far higher stage of civilisation than that of its present

But

Bechuana inhabitants.

of such a people there survives neither record nor tradition, while

ments made by

have since been shown

this traveller

BASUTOLAND

to be far

many

state-

from trustworthy.

HEAD WATERS OF THE ORANGE.

Before the irruption of the Dutch Boers into the regions lying north of the
Orange, the western and eastern Bechuana peoples dwelt side by side, occupying

conterminous camping-grounds.

main

But the narrow end

of the

wedge once

inserted,

group became gradually riven asunder.
The European squatters creeping up the banks of the Orange and Caledon, and then
reaching the waterparting between the Orange and Vaal, encroached inch by inch
the two

sections of

this ethnical

on the pasture-lands, driving the original occupiers of the soil to the right and
While the western Bechuanas crossed the Vaal, the eastern tribes of the

left.

sumo race, grouped under the collective name of Basutos (Ba-Suto, or "Paunched"),
were compelled slowly to retreat towards the upland Maluti and Drakenberg
valleys.

fOLAND.
After founding the Orange
to the BaHutos, the Boers,

I

if left to

1(17

which territory In-longed originally
themselves, would certainly huve sooner or later
^lute,

dispossessed the natives of their la-t highland retreat, for the frontier war* had
be<n interrupted e.\< pt for brirt intervals of time,
liut meanwhile the

Fig

BABUTOLAKD.

62.
Scale

1

:

t.000,000.

M
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Kn^lish made their appearance, at first to secure the independence of the Basutos,
and then to prevent the further encroachments of the Boers by extending the
British protectorate to the whole region.
But troubles arose between the native.;

and their new masters, and the

upon the mountaineers to disarm
which the British tr-ops were more than

edict calling

followed by a general rising, in

w.i>
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Tho

repulsed

pacification of

Imperial exchequer of over
Basutoland, which

eit by

the

main

is

t'.ie

mutry was

at last effected, at a cost to the

4,000,000.

clearly

crest of the

c

marked

off

towards the south-east,

east,

and north-

South African orogruphic system, and on the west by
is now annexed to the colonial territory, but is

the course of the Caledon River,

separately administered by a Resident appointed by the British Government. The
whole region has an area of a little over lO.OiiO square miles, with a somewhat

dense population, at least compare! with most other South African lands. The
census returns of 1881 gave a total population of over 128,000, which in 1887 had

Amongst
already risen to about 190,000, or nearly twenty to the square mile.
the inhabitants are sonao thousand Barolong refugees from the Orange Free State,
and about

Of

all

five

hundred white

settlers, missionaries

and

officials.

branches of the Bechuana family the Basutos have been the most

Since the year 1833, French and other Protestant missionaries
have been labouring in their midst, studying the national usages and contributing
carefully studied.

to

modify them.

Completely

hemmed

in as they are

by the

territories already

Cape Colony, Transvaal, Natal the Basutos have
occupied by European settlers
been fain to adapt themselves to a new environment, and this they have done with
In most other lands contact with the whites
a remarkable degree of intelligence.
has been followed by the impoverishment, decay, and even extinction of the
inferior races. But here the Basutos have successfully passed through the critical

While increasing their store of knowledge and acquiring
period of assimilation.
habits of industry, they retain the full vitality of the race, and are rapidly
increasing in numbers. Half a century ago their domain was almost uninhabited
;

now it is one of the most flourishing countries in Africa.
The civilisation of the Basutos is not merely an outward
consist exclusively in the substitution of woollen

from England for the native kaross of undressed
brick and stone houses instead of hovels made of

veneer, nor does

it

and cotton garments imported

skins, or in the building of little

mud and

foliage.

Thanks

to the

which the nation devotes most of

its income, the average
than
already higher
amongst many European populations,
and at the public examinations the Basutos often take higher places than the

schools, to the support of

standard of education

is

Thousands speak English and Dutch ; they
competitors of European descent.
read Se-Chuana books and periodicals, and although nearly all Christians (about
one-sixth of the whole nation have been educated under missionaries), they are
not satisfied with slavishly accepting and repeating what they are told. Some
amongst them have learnt to think for themselves, to discuss religious and social
problems, and follow their own personal views.
The various tribes have moreover discontinued their internecine

war has ceased

strife,

and

permanent institution. The nomad pastors, plundered of
no longer reduced to cannibalism, which formerly prevailed
everywhere, and the natives now; regard with as much horror as do the whites the
now abandoned " caves of the man-eaters." A sentiment of national coherence
to be a

their herds, are

has replaced the petty village feuds, and thanks to this spirit of solidarity, com-

BA8UTOLAND.
with

tin-

v.ilour displayed

on many a hard-fought

have succeeded to a large extent in safeguarding their
the supreme Hriti*h authority.

l.::i

battlefield, the

political

Formerly they contracted

Basuto

autonomy under

m;irn';ii_'cH

within

<

IUM-

degrees of kindred, u practice which seemed an abomination to the Kafirs of the
ml. who are not only exogamous, but even abstain from taking wives in
:<rn

families bearing the

same name as their own.

The Busutos possess at present fur more numerous herds than they did fifty
yean ago, when rapacious beasts still infested the neighbourhood of every campingregard the care of horned cattle and of their new acquisition,
the horse, as the occupation most worthy of freemen.
For some years of their

They

ground.

still

herdsmen, and
the chiefs themselves at times leave their royal residences to tend the herds and
lead them to fresh pastures.
In the villages the central space near the khotla, or

youth the sons of the chiefs are obliged

chief's residence, is

But

to lead the lives of simple

always reserved for the

cattle.

to this national industry, chief source of their prosperity, the Basutos

add

an intelligent system
have
been introduced into their upland valleys nor do they now confine their attention,
as formerly, to the cultivation of sorgho, their favourite cereal.
They also raise
of agriculture.

Already several thousands of ploughs
;

crops of several other varieties, as well as of most European fruits, the superfluous
produce of their farms now contributing towards the regular support of the inhabitants of

Cape Colony.

Every

village

is

surrounded by orchards, and such

is

the

natural fertility of the well-watered soil that this region has become one of the
The land itself is still held in common by the whole
granaries of South Africa.

community, so that its cultivation has not yet divided the nation into a privileged
wealthy and indigent proletariate class. The actual tiller alone has any right to
the results of his labour, and should he cease to cultivate his allotment and remove
elsewhere, he

compelled to restore it to the tribal chief, by
in the name of the commune to another holder.
is

whom

it is

assigned

In favourable years the value of the agricultural produce exported to Cape
Colony and the Diamond Fields has exceeded 200,000. Like the natives of Savoy

and Auvergne, the Basutos also send every year to the surrounding regions a
number of young emigrants who, sooner or later, return with a modest fortune to
the paternal home.
They have seldom any difficulty in finding employment, such

and perseverance. But when the
are
to
are
withheld, they
wages agreed upon
apt
indemnify themselves by carrying
off the cattle of their employers. Hence arise frequent difficulties with the Orange
is

their long-standing reputation lor honesty

Free State, where most of the Basuto emigrants seek work.

Some good roads already penetrate far into the upland valleys ; the slopes of
the mountains are being yearly brought more and more under cultivation, and
thus is being gradually created a public fund for keeping the highways in repair
and supporting the

There are numerous deposits of platinum in the
but
although the country abounds in mineral resources,
surrounding highlands
scarcely any of the mines have yet been worked.
local schools.
;

Tluiba huMiigo

(T/uiba Bovtiu), that

is,

the

"Mountain

of Night," the chief
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town
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1

1
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A

Basutoland, stands at an elevation of over 5,000 feet at the foot of a

in

From the
table-shuped bluff on the east side of a stream flowing to the Caledon.
"
summit of this rock the famous King Moshesh, or the Shaver," so called because
"
he had succeeded in "
defied the
off
the heads of all his
rivals,

shaving

attacks of the Zulus by rolling

down huge boulders on

long

his assailants.

Ultimately
he managed to conciliate these fugitives from their own land by sending them
cattle and offering them his friendship.

Most of the other towns

in Basutoland, such as Leribt, Berea,

have at different times been the residence of

is

lies in

The Basuto

chiefs have ceased to bo

the European magistrates.
tribunal,

English
assembly of

common

Betltcscia,

the Thaba Bossigo district, not far from the left bank of the
the residence of the British Commissioner.

Maseru, which
Caledon,

and

tribal chiefs or missionary stations.

all

anything more than the subordinates of

Against their sentences appeal

the tribes,

be

made

to the

still

Nevertheless a picho, or general
definitely.
meets annually for the discussion of affairs of

The marriage laws have been

interest.

may

which decides

modified, and polygamists are

register the stipulated payment of cattle only for the purchase df
wife, all subsequent matrimonial contracts being null and void before the

permitted to
their first

law.
is

As amongst

the Kafirs on the eastern slope of the mountains, the hut tax
The use of alcoholic drinks is officially interdicted, but

fixed at ten shillings.

a brisk contraband trade
State.

Even

drink beer.

is

carried on between Basutoland and the

Orange Free

before the present administration the great chiefs were forbidden to
In their position as judges they are expected always to keep a per-

fectly clear head,

and the rule has now been usefully extended

to all their subjects.

KAFIRLAND.
Since the year 1885 the eastern slope of the main coast range comprised
Um-Fumodna has, like Basutoland, been entirely

between the rivers Kei and

annexed

to

But

Cape Colony.

British immigrants and dealers

cautiously into the country, and in certain

forbidden to settle at

all.

The supreme

districts are for

colonial authority

still

the

penetrate very
present even

is

represented by
magistrates residing with the tribal chiefs, and these magistrates at the same time
take care that the lands reserved to the Kafirs are not encroached on by Eujopean

Nevertheless the ceaseless work of onward pressure, which began with
the landing of the Dutch at the foot of Table Mountain, still continues in virtue

squatters.

of a sort of natural law,

which the two colonies of the Cape and Natal
constantly tend to join hands across the intervening Kafir territory and thus form
a continuous zone of European settlements from the Orange estuary to Delagoa
Bay.
This racial tendency

owing

is

all

to

the

more

active

that Kafirland presents special

most salubrious, fertile, and picIn 1877, twenty years after
turesque region in the whole of Austral Africa.
the failure of a first attempt at colonisation, the British settlers were invited to

attractions to immigrants, being at once the

K

accept concessions of land in
rivers.

Recently, also,

:i

tin-

Trauskei

Kumpean

this region, the territory tra\ TM-I!

which

is
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\i !i;i.

district,

between the Eei and

K-.-l,

,

finest tracts iu
society bus acquired one of the
by the lower St. John River I'lii-Xiiiivubu),
(

sooner or later destined to become the chief outlet for the inland districts

Fig.

KAPIBLAWD.

*:<.

1

East

f

Greenwich

1

:

S.760.000.

28
L)cptl.

Oto

Fathoms
and upwards.

i.ooo

1,000

Fathoms.

6*)

on the Cape and Nutul.

Miles.

Since 1887 this territory

is

directly administered

by the British authorities.

The
these

future possession of the whole land

little

isolated

settlements.

But

thus being gradually prepared by
although the KaHrs are no longer the
is

political masters of a region wrested by their forefathers from savage tribes who
still used stone arms and
implements,* they nevertheless still constitute nearly

John SamliTsou, "Stone Implements

of Natal." Anthrapoloyif*! Journal.
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the whole population.
Thanks to the Par Britannica now prevailing among all
the tribes, the annual rate of increase is considerable.
Accurate statistics are Mill

wanting, but most resident Europeans are unanimous in asserting that the steady
growth of the population caused by the natural excess of births over the mortality

Hence of all South African regions Kafirland is
altogether phenomenal.
In 1877 the various
already the most densely peopled in proportion to its extent.
estimates ranged from four hundred thousand to five hundred thousand, and at
is

present the number of inhabitants considerably exceeds half a million in an area
of not more than sixteen thousand square miles, or about thirty- two to the square
mile.
Exclusive of Pondoland, the census of 1885 gave a population of 333,000.

Should

this rate of increase

be maintained,

it

may

be asked whether the natives

not again gradually acquire the upper hand, as they have already done in
Central America and in parts of South America.

may

In the widespread family of Bantu peoples the Kafirs take a foremost position
and intelligence. In many ethnological

for physical beauty, strength, courage,

works representing the various types of mankind, the European whites are figured
by the statues of gods and goddesses, borrowed from the classic period of the plastic

But while the noble " Caucasian," son of Prometheus, thus presents himself
under the ideal form portraytd by the great artists of antiquity, the members of
other races, black, yellow, or red, are shown in these collections handsome or ugly,
arts.

happen to pass before the objectglass of the photographer, and occasionally even as figured by the pencil of the
But such a method of procedure is unfair to the so-called "inferior
caricaturist.

young

or old, healthy or infirm, just as they

At any rate, it is certain that were the artist to reproduce at haphazard a
of Europeans and of Kafirs, he would find, not amongst the former but
number
given
amongst the latter, the largest number of individuals approaching the standard of
races."

perfect beauty, both as regards regularity of features and symmetrical proportions.
The superiority claimed by the white race is true only when the comparison is
restricted to picked specimens.
finer of the two,

In this case the cultured race

and here the same

difference, is observed

is undoubtedly the
between the fair and the

dark human types as between the wild beast and the animal improved by the stockbreeder.
The noblest specimens of the Kafir race would appear to be preci-dv
those dwelling in the neighbourhood of the Europeans and under their influence ;
fjr, as Gustav Fritsch well remarks, "Civilisation alone can complete the human
ideal."

The Kafir

features have never the same delicacy as

is

found in those of

the finest Europeans.
They are decidedly coarse in comparison, and the lips espeBut the Kafirs, as well as the Hotthick and tumid.
cially are nearly always too
tentots, are usually

endowed with

an affection unknown among

far greater keenness of vision,

the natives of Africa.

The valour

and Daltonism
of the Kafirs,

is

and

power of dogged resistance, the English have had ample occasion
admire and respect during the long warfare carried on between the two races.
A memorable instance was certainly the heroic endurance displayed by the AmaKosa people during the terrible year of voluntary famine, to which they fell

especially their
to

victims in tens of thousands.

KAFIB MAN AND WOMAN.

I

Hi:

Europeans who h vr taken pn-t
uumrrous Katir triln-s, li.-ir witnr

All

-i

I

INGOS.
in tin-
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duration of

tin-

children amongst

k-rn vivacity of their intelligence.
Their mental vigour would almost seem to be too intense, to judge at least from
the great number of idiots found amongst them. The customs of tin- Kafirs, which
tin-

to the

Bi.hu in people, have
have originally resembled those of the allie
already born profoundly modified by contact with their European neighbour*.
appear

to

1

i

Formerly those Katirs who had acquired some religious notions through their
intercourse with the surrounding peoples, applied to the supreme being the name
"
of Thiko, from the Hottentot Uti-ko, the " Evil-doer," or better, the
Mischief-

maker."

THE

FIXGOS.

The Fingos (Ama-Fingu, or " Wanderers," " Vagabonds "), who formerly
dwelt much farther to the north in the Tugela River valley, whence they were
expelled by the Zulu conqueror, Chaku, have retained little of their Kafir nationAfter their expulsion they had fallen into the hands of
ality beyond the name.
the Amu-Eosus,

who had

same time distorting

gradually reduced them to the position of slaves, at the
name so as to give it the meaning of " Dogs." Hence

their

sprang a deadly hatred between the two nations, calling for the ultimate intervention of the English to put a stop to the intolerable oppression of the Ama-Kosas.

Accepting the

offer of lands

made

to

emigrated in a body and settled on the

them by the

Government, the Fingos
bunksof theGreat Fish River. Here they again
colonial

became freemen, and on payment of the hut tax of ten

shillings, acquired the

owner-

ship of the land cultivated by themselves.
They, moreover, became the steadfast
the English against their former masters, and it was largely through their

allies of

Ama-Kosas were at last compelled to acknowledge themselves
East
of
the Kei River they surrendered vast tracts, which, by u sort
vanquished.
of Nemesis, were assigned for the most part to the very " Dogs," whom they had

co-operation that the

long treated with such dire cruelty.
At present the Fin go Kafirs have become largely intermingled with the settlers
of European origin, and this mixed
people number altogether alxmt a hundred

thousand souls, settled partly in the colony properly so called, and partly in the
Transkei

district.

They now wear the same

clothes as the whites, guide the plough

and German peasants, send their children to
own voluntary contributions, edit newspapers, translate

after the fashion of the English

schools supported by their

European poetry, and even compose musical tunes for their national songs. Nearly
themselves Christians, and constitute the proletariate class in the eastern
districts of the South African
colony.
all call

The two

chief centres of population in the Fingo territory within Katirland

properly so called,

and

east of the Kei, are

which places are situated on eastern

Namaqiia and Buttcncoi'th, both of

affluents of that river.
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THE AMA-KOSAS

GALKK
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The Ama-Kosas (Khosa, Xosa) were till recently the masters and oppressors of
the Fingos, to whom they were at last compelled to surrender the western districts
of the Transkei and the valleys stretching thence to the Great Fish River.
Of
all the Kafir nations the Ama-Kosas have suffered most from their protracted wars
with the Europeans. Lying in the immediate vicinity of the English settlers,
they were the first to attack and the first to feel the superiority of the white race.

But

mindful of their past glories, they nevertheless continued to regard themselves as the noblest branch of the Kafir family, and the surrounding tribes readily
In any case they differ little
recognised their claim to the foremost position.
still

from their neighbours, except

in

their tribal groupings

and

political traditions.

Even their national speech can scarcely be distinguished from the other dialects
current in the whole region of the seaboard as far north as Delagoa Bay. Nor has
their tribal name any special ethnical value, for the Ama-Kosas, like most other
Kafir groups, are named after some chief famous in the national records.
Of the Ama-Kosas the chief historical divisions are the Galekas and the

who

Gaikas.

names from

also take their

illustrious chiefs, reputed founders of

But the Gaikas have almost disappeared

a distinct group.
Removed in the year 1851 to the west of the river Kei, to a territory which has
long been settled by British colonists, they have been dispersed amongst the farmsteads and outskirts of the towns, as day labourers and domestic servants, and thus
these

tribes.

as

gradually become merged with the rest of the population. The Gaika tribe is in
fact completely broken, and has lost all sense of its national unity.
But the Galekas still dwell in a compact body on their own tribal domain.

This district comprises nearly half of the whole territory comprised between the
livers Kei and Bashee.
Here they constituted in 1875 a united population of
nearly seventy thousand souls.

Ama-Kosa
Most

Kafirs,

of

young man

They are thus by

who number

altogether not

far the

most numerous branch of the

much more than

a

hundred thousand.

The
the Galekas have preserved their ancient habits and customs.
so
number
with
of
the
his
bride
head
and
cattle,
purchases
many

still

wives stands in direct proportion to his means. But it is not the women, as
amongst the Bechuanas, but the men, who in Kafirland milk the cows. No woman
of his

would even be tolerated within the sacred enclosure reserved for the

cattle,

her

mere presence being regarded as a profanation. Here the wife is held in contempt
and treated as a slave. She is forbidden to pronounce the nanfe of any male

member

nor dare she even utter sounds or syllables occurring in
thus compelled to invent a new vocabulary differing from that

of the household

such names, and

is

;

men.

Ill-favoured children are killed, while the well-formed are pricked
in vavious parts of the body, a little protecting amulet being inserted under the

of the

skin, after

The

which both infant and mother are rubbed over with red ochre.

by which other mortals
subjects' property, and the

chiefs are great personages, placed above the laws

are governed.
privilege

is

They have the right

even extended

to

to confiscate their

their sons,

who

steal

and plunder without

let or

\1T.I

In

hindrance.

fact,

the

common

LAND.
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folk are expected to feel

honoured and

flat

by the whims und fancies of their masters Till recently chiefs ulone were honoured
with sepulture, the bodies of their subjects being thrown into the bush. Nor u.ialways thought necessary to await their death before they were drugged from
Hut in the case of
their huts through a breach purposely made in the enclosure.
Friends
lasted
for
weeks
rites
the
funeral
chiefs
together.
kept vigils about
great
it

the grave to protect it from the aerial spirits and the inclemency of the weather.
At times these vigils lasted a whole year, and those keeping watch then became

Cows were driven within

sacred in the eyes of their fellow-countrymen.

the pre-

were henceforth regarded an
being
could
neither
nor
sold.
These precincts were also
that
be
eaten
protecting genii,

cincts of the tomb, and

thereby sanctified,

regarded as places of refuge, like the mediaeval sanctuaries, at the threshold of

which the avenging arm of justice was arrested.

At

it might be supposed that little public spirit could exist amongst
thus surrounded the person of their chief with such marks of superstitious homage.
Nevertheless, the Ama-Kosas are well able, when called upon,

first

to

sight

who

a people

defend their traditional

civil rights against their

very chiefs.

They have on

all

occasions given signal proof of a highly developed national sentiment as well as a
strong spirit of fellow-feeling in the family relations. Those called upon to pay a
fine in cattle

to

come

which they are unable

to discharge

may always

rely on their

kinsmen

to their aid.

TEMBULAXD.
the territory occupied by the Tembu nation, develops a
semicircle to the north and east of the districts held by the Fingos and Galekas.

Tembuland, that

Beginning

at the

is,

Kwathlamba Mountains, und comprising

several upland valleys

draining to the Kei River, it stretches south-eastwards through a portion of the
fluvial zone which is bounded by the Bashee and Urn-Tata rivers.
The Tembus,

who

are more generally known by the name of Tambookies, are
a powerful people numbering altogether a hundred thousand. Although frequently
compelled by the vicissitudes of war to shift their camping-grounds with their

or Aba-Tembus,

herds and families, they have suffered comparatively little from the changes
brought about by the gradual encroachments of the whites, and now accept with
resignation,

if

Tembulund

not with gratitude, the jurisdiction of the British magistrates.
is intersected by accessible roads and even
by telegraph lines, and

mining operations have already been commenced in tie coalfields discovered in
these highlands.
A town in the strict sense of the woid has even been founded
in

the district.

Vmtatn, as

it is

called, stands

on the east bank of the river of like

name, above the magnificent fulls, which ure exceeded in romantic beauty by few
others in this region. The neighbouring Bomvunu jx-ople, who dwell, to the number
of twenty thousand, in the maritime district comprised between the Bashee and the
I'mtuta rivers, have hitherto hud but
not

much

is

known about

little

their territorv.

contact with the British colonists, and
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Pomlolaml, or country of the Pondo people, comprises over hulf of the seaIxwrd of Knfirlnnd between the Umtata and the Umtafuna on the Natal frontier.
Thanks to their remoteness from Cape Colony, this branch of the Kafir family has

The
hitherto succeeded in keeping possession of its fertile riverain valleys.
are
two
hundred
about
thousand,
passing gradually
Pondos, numbering altogether
Fig. 54.
Seulf

L a

s t of

SOUTH K.M
1

:

n.i

AM>.

1.600,000.

breenwicK
30 Milts.

and without violent

political or social disturbances

to that of a

mild vassalage.

from the position of absolute

are divided into several tribal

independence
They
groups, such as the Ama-Kongwe, Ama-Kongwela, Ama-Kobala, Ama-Kwora,
Ama-Nyati, Ama-Bala, Ama-Yali and others, each with its own chief and separate
All, howgovernment, and connected together by no national or federal bond.
which
was
for
time
some
ever, recognise the suzerainty of Great Britain,
lately

represented by the widow of a missionary,

important

affairs.

whom

they commonly consulted on

GRIQUALAND
The

surface of the country

is

EAST.
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already dotted over with several

little

centres of

to In-come Knglish towns.
At the
population, which are destined gradually
been
founded the seaport
mouth of the St. John River, in Pondoland, has also
which cannot fail to become the chief emporium of the whole seaboard between

an important missionary station, which
gradually acquiring the aspect of a town, and promises one duy to become a

East London and Durban.
is

Falmcrton

is

populous place.

GRIQUALAND EAST.

The north-west

which

separated from Basutoland by
the Drakenberg Range, and bounded on the north-cast by the colony of Natal, on
the south by Pondoland and Tembulund, is officially designated by the name of
section of Kafirland,

(iriqualand East.

is

now, however, inhabited mainly by tribes of different

It is

amongst them are several Kafir groups, including the
Ama-XesibeX and even a few Fingos. The
Griquas, who gave their name to the district, number at present not more than
two or three thousand out of a total population of about seventy thousand. They
origin from the Griquas

;

Pondomisi, the Ama-Bakas, the

formerly dwelt with the other Griquas, or Bastaards, on the plateaux watered by
the Upper Orange but after long migrations in various directions, they separated
from the rest of the nation, and under a chief bearing the Dutch name of Adam
;

Kok, settled in the year 1862 on the eastern slope of the Drakenberg Mountains.
Here they gradually acquired possession, under the British suzerainty, of the
" No Man's
Land/' but which might with
territory which was hitherto known as

more propriety have been

called " Everybody's

Land," such was the multitude of
from
all
the
tribes
that here found a refuge.
immigrants
surrounding
Griqualund East is crossed by the main highway between the Cape and Natal,
which after skirting the frontier of Pondoland passes by the capital, the Dutch

town of Kokstad, which
feet above

sea-level.

is

situated

on a headstream of the

Matatiel, another large village,

lies

St.

John over 5,000

in the mountainous

western district at the converging point of several tracks leading to the crest of
the waterparting between the Orange basin and the coast streams. Several

Basuto families, crowded out of their own territory, have crossed the divide with
their herds and settled in the upland valleys on the eastern slope of the main
range.
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CHAPTER

V.

NATAL AND ZULULAND.
"
TIE " Cape owes

more

its

name

to

illustrious navigator,

Bartholomew Diaz

;

Natal to the

Vasco de Gama, who

first

still

sighted a

verdant headland breaking the monotony of this seaboard on
But more than three centuries
Christmas Day (" Natal "), 1497.
the ocean highway between Europe
elapsed before this station on
and India was permanently occupied.
Portuguese skippers visited the coast
from time to time to revictual their ships then the Dutch, who succeeded the
;

attempted on several occasions to
such essays proved abortive, nor was it

Portuguese as masters in the southern waters,

But all
secure a footing at Port Natal.
till 1824
that is, nearly three hundred and thirty years after its discovery that
some twenty English settlers from the Cape established the first centre of Euro-

At that time
pean colonisation on the spot where now stands the city of Durban.
the surrounding district had been almost depopulated by the ravages of Chaka,
the terrible king of the Zulus.
The native tribes had either been exterminated or
compelled to migrate southwards, and all the land between the sea and the mountains had been transformed to a " howling wilderness."
At present the colonial

with a .superficial area of over L'0,000 square miles, has a steadily
increasing population, which in 1888 was estimated at nearly half a million.
territory,

Although the country was first settled by colonists of British descent, there
was a time when the Dutch Boers threatened to acquire the numerical superiority
in Natal as well as

on the opposite slope of the Drakenberg range.

even have permanently secured the
their military reverses, followed
ties.

The great exodus

political

by the

of the Boers

supremacy in

They might

this region but for

active intervention of the British authori-

from Cape Colony towards the unknown

lands of the interior was partly deflected in this direction, and in the year 1834
the first pioneers
already began to make their appearance on the passes leading
over the coast range.
By dint of patience and energy they at last succeeded in
the
reaching
opposite slope, and by the end of 1837 nearly a thousand waggons,

with their long teams of cattle, had crossed the Drakenberg divide and occupied
the river valleys draining to the Indian Ocean.

NATAL.
But Dingaan, king

of the Zulus,

who had
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encouraged the new arrivals
by his brother Chaka, became

at first

to take possession of the territory depopulated

alanned at this continually increasing stream of foreign immigration. Under the
pretext of a public feast to celebrate the cession of some lands to the Boers, ho

them
Thus began a
invited

cruelty.

to his kraal

and caused them

all

to

he treacherously massacred.

which was carried on by both parties with relent levserious engagement on the banks of a southern affluent of

terrible war,

In the

first

the Tugela, the Boers were routed with a loss of seven hundred men, women, and
The name of Weenen, or "Weeping," still marks the spot where this

children.

Nevertheless the survivors, entrenched within the enclosure

butchery took place.

formed by their waggons, and keeping up a deadly

fire

from

this

vantage ground,
succeeded at last in repulsing the savage hordes surrounding the encampment.
Firearms here got the better of the assegai, and the whites soon resumed the

They even crossed the Tugela and invaded Zululand itself. In 1840
had
they
already gained the upper hand, and having dethroned Dingaan, secured
a steadfast ally in his brother and successor, Panda.
These events were followed

offensive.

by the establishment

name by which this region
new state they
commemorated the two chief

of the free republic of Natalia, a

known to the Boers of Transvaal. To
gave the name of Pieter Maritzburg, in which

is still

pioneers of the great trek

:

the capital of the
are

Pieter Retief and Gevrit Maritz.

But the government of Cape Colony refused to recognise the new state, and
hastened to despatch some troops in order to take possession of the country in -the
name of Great Britain. This somewhat high-handed measure has given rise to

much angry

and the supreme authority has been severely censured by
having pursued a career of ambitious conquest under the cloak

discussion,

carping tongues for

of humanitarian sentiments.
The English, it was said, took possession of
"
"
Natalia
professedly through philanthropic motives, in order to protect the
Dutch from the Zulus and the Zulus from the Dutch, whereas the latter neither

demanded nor needed protection.* But the prior rights of the English settlers
at Durban had to be considered, and it was notorious that wherever
they established themselves in an independent position, the

Dutch trckkers were introducing
the institution of domestic slavery, which had been abolished by the Imperial
Government throughout the South African colonies.
In any case, after having successfully resisted the invaders in a first engage
ment, the Boers were compelled to yield to numbers, and gradually withdrew to
the upland valleys.
Some remained behind, and in course of time became merged

But most of the Dutch immigrants, enraged at seeing
a country wrested from them which they had conquered at the price of so much

in the British population.

blood, again set out

on their wanderings in quest of a permanent home, and after

retracing their steps across the Drakenberg Range, joined their fellow-countrymen, who had already reached the Transvaal. At present, except in a few central
districts and in the extreme north-west corner of the
colony, no trace remains of

the Dutch in Natal beyond a few geographical names.
Anthony

Trollope, South Africa.

English

is

everywhere
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of the courts of justice and the schools, and
the exclusive language of the settlers,
with the natives.
serves as the medium of intercourse

THE NATIVES OF NATAL.
to the colony of Natal,
These aborigines have never ceased to be attracted
so
offered
many unoccupied-tracts with
which after the wars of extermination
Fig. oo.
Scale

1

:

NATAL.
2,800,000.

CO Miles.

plentiful pasturage for their herds.

At the

first

arrival of the English in 1824

had
they numbered scarcely more than three thousand by the year 1848 they
increased to no less than a hundred thousand, and since then they have augmented
;

at least fourfold, not only

also

by the natural excess of births over the mortality, but

by constant immigration down

to the present time.

The

estimates, however,
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somewhat summary way, the European
method not having yet been introduced amongst the tribes for obtaining accum tin-turns of births and deaths.
Marriages alone are registered, while the huts are
for the Kafir population are

in a

n umbered for the purposes of local taxation.

The aborigines now settled in Natal belong to a great number of distinct
But tin- lin- of migration has on the whole followed that of conquest in

tribes.

the direction from north to south
hence the great bulk of the immigrants who
have thus become British subjects naturally belong to the Zulu, or northern
branch of the Kafir family. They are still grouped in separate clans, unconnected,
however, by any political ties, and the administration has taken the wise precau;

them up into an endless number of distinct communities. In
1886 there were reckoned in the whole of Natul no less than a hundred and seventy-

tion of breaking

three tribal chiefs, and of this

number nearly one-half had been directly appointed
the
Government
without
by
any hereditary title whatsoever. Such chiefs thus
become
mere
local
officials
gradually
responsible for the preservation of peace, while
they are themselves under the immediate control of English administrators, who
tolerate the observance of the tribal customs so long as these are not of a nature
calculated to cause any manifest injustice and provided they are not at variance
with the established principles of natural equity. Thanks to these judicious
administrative measures, no war between the black and white elements has red-

dened the

soil of

Natal since the death of the Zidu chief, Dingoan.

Notwith-

standing the great personal influence of the famous Anglican Bishop Colenso, the
Wesleyan Methodists seem on the whole to have had most success in this field of
missionary labour. Of the hundred and sixty Christian stations now existing in
Natal as many as fifty-eight have been founded by these Nonconformists.

IMMIGRATION.

COOLIE LABOUR.

Direct immigration from Europe acquired but little importance before the
middle of the century. About this time a group of British fanners, mostly from

Yorkshire, settled in the colony of Natal. Some German peasants also arrived
and took possession of concessions of land in the neighbourhood of the port. The

white population was afterwards increased by a number of Norwegian settlers as
well as by some Creoles from Mauritius and Reunion. But despite the advantages
offered by the climate to all except those of a nervous temperament or with a
predisposition

to

apoplexy,

the

exceeded a few hundred persons
to Australia

and

New

;

immigration has never
a counter-movement has even set in from Natal
spontaneous

annual

Zealand.

This relative neglect of Natal by British colonists has been attributed to a
great variety of causes. The system of large landed estates prevails in the colony,
the consequence being that the owners do not themselves work or always even
on their properties. They employed coolies and native hands, so that the

reside

whites

who

give themselves to manual labour become degraded in the eyes of the
aborigines. Immigrants are also naturally discouraged by the great and increasing
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numerical preponderance of the Zulu-Kafirs. But this decided disparity between
the white and coloured elements has alarmed the great English landowners them-

have been established for the purpose of introducing into
the colony European artisans, workmen, and domestic servants, to whom a free
into engagements of greater
passage is offered on the condition of their entering
In the period between 1878 and 1884 the emigrant vessels
or less duration.
selves

hence

;

societies

many as 4,526 of these invited guests,
who have certainly contributed gradually

landed as

or a yearly average of 646

to develop a healthy middle
between the great landowners and the natives. The men being more numerous than the women, the latter have no difficulty in finding partners in life, so

persons,
class

that there are no old maids in Natal as in England.

The European population

thus also regularly increases by the normal excess of births over deaths. Between
the years 1880 and 1884 the increase from this source and direct immigration was

but since then assisted emigration has been stopped.
The European population has increased by nearly 50 per cent, since 1859, and in
1888 numbered altogether considerably over forty thousand.
at the rate of 2,472 a year,

To

domains the English proprietors in Natal have had
imported labour, Hindu coolies mainly from the Bengal and

cultivate their extensive

recourse chiefly to

Madras presidencies. At
places are

still

first

they tried to utilise the Kafir element, and in many
back occasionally on the aborigines. But there is

obliged to fall

love lost on either side, and on the termination of their engagement,
usually
one or two years, the Kafirs quit the farms and return to their respective
At times they even contrive to get recalled by their chiefs before the
tribes.

little

for

The Kafir works in any case grudgingly
stipulated term of service has expired
for a master. He has, as a rule, his own hut, his own field of maize, and
perhaps a
few head of cattle hence when asked by Europeans to take service for a
salary,
;

he

is

apt indignantly to decline, and even to turn the tables

by asking the white

employment under him.
Thus the Natal planters are naturally driven

to accept

to cast about for less
independent
have
tried
Hottentots
and
members
of tribes more to the north
hirelings.
They
but find the mild Hindu more suitable for their
The colonial Governpurpose.
ment advances the funds required to recruit these
to
Asiatics, who are
;

supplied
the various plantations
according to the demand. The period of contract is usually
for ten years, and in return for his
daily labour of from eight to ten hours the
coolie receives
at
the
rate
of
about
twelve
wages
a
besides his

month,
shillings
Those who complete the fuU term of their
engagement can claim a free passage back to their
homes, unless they prefer to offer their
food, lodging,

and an

outfit.

services according to the current
prices in the labour market.
remain in the
and
one of their

colony

importers of coolies

women
in the

to a

marry
are bound to introduce both

hundred men.

fellow-countrywomen, for the

sexes, in the proportion of forty

Some become gardeners

neighbourhood of the towns; others turn

Most of them

or owners of small
holdings

and open shops, usually
or
thanks
to
haberdashery
provision lines, and,
their extreme frugality,
have become formidable
competitors with the European dealers, who loudly comin the

to trade
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pluin of the importation of these troublesome rivals.
in
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In 1884 the Hindus settled

Natal already numbered over twenty-seven thousand, and this element

is

steadily increasing.

Including with the Europeans and Hindus

all

other strangers, such as Malays,
now represent about one-sixth

Chinese, and hali'-eastes the foreigners of all kinds
of the whole population of Natal.

Nearly

all

have special occupations according

Thus immigrants from St. Helena are generally
coachmen and drivers, the Germans farmers or clerks, the Dutch stock-breeders,
the Norwegians fishers, and so on.
to their several nationalities.

AGRICULTURAL AND MINERAL RESOURCES.

The

colonial

Government

still

COMMUNICATIONS.

possesses a vast extent of unsold lands suitable

Of a total extent of over 12,000,000 acres, including,
however, rocky ground and waste spaces of all sorts, 2,770,000 acres were still
undisposed of in 1885, and most of this land was situated in the southern part of
either for tillage or grazing.

the colony near Pondoland. The ground actually cultivated
by Europeans docs
not exceed 90,000 acres, which is scarcely more than the hundredth part of the

domains owned by them.

The

so-called locations, or reserves, secured
absolutely

to the Kafirs represent a total area of 2,000,000 acres.

ments offered for
colonial policy.

sale or

The

first

The extent

of the allot-

on lease has varied according to the oscillations of the
Dutch settlers had appropriated to themselves lots of

6,000 acres and upwards, so that about two thousand proprietors would have sufficed
to swallow up the whole territory.
Since that epoch the average size of the allot-

ments has been considerably less, although many have still exceeded 1,000, or even
2,000 and 3,000 acres. But in the neighbourhood of towns there is a general tendency towards the creation of small holdings.

The

"
mealie," or maize.
staple agricultural product of Natal is the

cereal yields in superabundance all that

This

required by the Kafirs, the Hindus,
and their domestic animals, leaving sufficient for a considerable export trade. All
other European cereals are also cultivated, and
every town and hamlet is suris

rounded by a zone of gardens or orchards, which have replaced the old forest
vegetation nearly entirely destroyed by the axe or fire. Even the dense mangrove
thickets on the coastlands have been almost everywhere consumed, their incorruptible wood being highly appreciated for all kinds of joiners' work.

Thanks

to its sub-tropical climate,

Natal also produces plants unknown in the

European temperate zone. But since the year 1872 the extensive coffee plantahave suffered so much from the ravages of disease that this industry has

tions

been almost abandoned.

Attempts have here and there been made

to replace

it

but in 1885 the plantations did not exceed 400 acres altogether, yielding
lor exportation little over 35,000 Ibs. of this article. Attention has also been
paid

by tea

;

hemp, Phormium tcnax, and other fibrous plants. On the
of
the
seaboard
the chief cultivated plant is the sugar-cane, which was
plantations
introduced in 1851. In 1884 these plantations covered a total extent of 29,000
to the cultivation of

acres,

and produced a crop of 18,771

tons, over a third of

which was exported
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Enough
Boer republics beyonl the mountains.
which are the
these
on
rum
of
plantations,
r, in lined to distil 2,200,000 gallons
never attacks man, but preys
favourite resort of a harmless species of python that
on such noxious vermin as rats and field mice.
which was the only industry in Natal during
of horned
"over-berg," that

is,

to the

The breeding

cattle,

has diminished in relative importance since
years of the Boer occupation,
96 per cent, of all the animals
1855, when a destructive plague swept away
But the herds have been restored by the practice of inoculation, by
attacked.
In 1884 the
the introduction of fresh stock, and an improved sanitary system.
the

first

of cattle, an enormous proportion, inascomprised over 575,000 head
much as it far exceeded the number of inhabitants. There were also over 43,000
But the Natal
horses and 522,000 sheep belonging to colonists and natives.
millions of sheep belonging to the Boer
are at times visited
live stock

pasture-lands
grazers of the

by
Orange Free State and Transvaal, who move from place

to place

upland valleys of the
western slopes; in winter they cross the dividing range and descend to the
The wool yielded by their flocks is also
warmer camping- grounds of Natal.
with the seasons.

In summer they drive their flocks

to the

The stock-breeders have
forwarded through the port of the British colony.
to ostrich farming,
attention
little
have
but
the
introduced
paid
they
Angora gout
in Cape Colony.
being doubtless deterred by the partial failure of their neighbours
Natal contains some deposits of copper, gold, and graphite, but not in sufficient
;

mining operations remunerative. The chief mineral resources
of the country are iron and coal, which occur in the northern districts, especially
on both slopes of the Biggarsberg Range. Here the chief centre of population has
abundance

to render

received the

name

of Newcastle, as if

centre of the coalfields in the

it

were destined one day to rival the great

north of England.

The carboniferous

district

exceeds 1,400 square miles in extent, and some of the seams are over ten feet
thick.
Including the horizontal strata alone that lie near the surface and that

have hitherto been surveyed on the British slope of the Drakenberg, the engineer
North has estimated the quantity of good coal here stored up for future use at
over two billion tons.

Till recently this vast .accumulation of excellent fuel lay
ulmost untouched except by the few native blacksmiths of the district.
But since
the railway has penetrated from Durban into tne Upper Tugela Valley, it is also

Coal mining cannot fail to become an important local
with
the
industry
development of the railway system, and the establishment of

used for the locomotives.

sugar refineries, smelting furnaces, and factories in the colony.
The Natal railways, all of which belong to the Government, had a total length
of over 200 miles in the
year 1887. But only one important line had been com-

running from Port Natal through Pieter Maritzburg north-westwards
present terminus at Ladysuiith, and which is intended ultimately to cross the

pleted, that
to its

Drakenberg and effect a junction with the railway system of the Dutch republics.
These works are at the same time carried out with the utmost
economy consistent
with safety. The steepest gradients exceed one inch in
forty the sharpest curves
have a radius of little over 300 feet, and all the
engineering operations have been
;
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The main line successively crosses
Near the village of Westown
slope.

line.

all

the trans-

an
verse ridges of the eastern
elevation of nearly 5,500 feet, but will have to climb about 300 feet higher in
order to reach the crest of the Drakenberg und penetrate into the Orange l-'n
it

attains

State.

The
colony,

carriage roads, which complete the network of communications in the
are also planned with great skill and daring.
Many of them skirt the

deep ravines and ascend the precipitous flanks of the main range in order
Fig. 66.

to reach

THE BLUFF OP NATAL.
Boole

1

:

240,000.

3C

East of Greenwich

31'

3I

5

-

the level of the inland plateaux.
Most of the main highways converge on Port
Natal, where is centred all the foreign trade of the colony.

TOPOGRAPHY OF NATAL.
The southern

district

between the Um-Tavuna and Um-Zimkulu rivers

is

one

of the most thinly peopled in Natal, and here the white
squatters are still scattered
in small and isolated
amid
the
and Pondo populations.
Zulu
groups
surrounding

In

this district

has recently been founded the Norwegian agricultural settlement
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of Shepstone, which is formed
within six miles of the Kttle port
but which is often almost inaccessible to shipbv the estuary of the Um-Zimkulu,
however, by skippers, follow
Other so-called "ports," carefully avoided,
pi,,.*
which runs in nearly a straight line from
northwards along this exposed seaboard,
Such are Port Harding at the mouth of the
the Kafirland frontier to the capital.
But the only part of
Um-Zumbi, and Port Scott in the Um-Pumbynioni estuary.
a
offer
to
large basin to shipping is
the whole coast which is sufficiently indented
Vasco de Gama in the year 1497. At this
the inlet of Port Natal, sighted by
of 200 feet, running parallel with
a ridge of rocks with an average height
,-oint
with the mainland,
coastline and afterwards connected by upheaval
the
,,f

Varbury. It

lies

original

Fig. 57.

POET NATAL AND DURBAN.
Scale

1

:

90,000.

Depths.

Samla exposed at
low water.

Oto7

7 to 16

Feet.

Feet.

32 to 80

16 to 32
Feet.

Feet.

80 Feet

and

upwards.

2,200 Yards.

northern extremity in a bluff or steep headland completely sheltering from the winds and surf a spacious inlet, which is all that remains of the
ancient channel between the ridge and the true shore line.
At the entrance of
terminates at

its

this inlet the action of the
its

root

waves has gradually developed a

on the northern shore, whence

towards the

bluff.

Thus

spit of

sand which has

projects in a south-easterly direction
is left to
shipping ojily a narrow passage, the sill of
it

which changes in position and depth with the tides and storms. Formerly the
depth varied at low water from six or seven to sixteen feet, and vessels drawing
over ten feet seldom ventured to cross the bar.

But a breakwater running from

the spit of sand towards the north-east has had the result of
increasing the scour

DURBAN.
of the ebb tides, thus lowering the
it

rendering

more capable

sill
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by about two

feet,

while at the same time

of resisting the action of the atmosphere

and marine

currents.

The

thicket at

name

on the shores of Port Natal was founded in the year 1846, in a
that time still frequented by elephants.
This place, which received the

city built

of

Durban

(d'

Urban) in honour of a governor of the Cape, consists in reality
by a railway. These are Port Natal, the marine

of two distinct towns connected

quarter, with

its piers,

and Durban, the

docks, and stores grouped near the entrance of the inlet,

city proper, with its broad streets lined with

shady

trees, its

magnificent sub-tropical gardens, bananas, bamboos, and banians, covering the
gentle slope of a hill on the north side of the bay. This wooded hill, which sweeps
round to the west, is dotted over with pleasant country seats and villas, whence a

panoramic view is commanded of the bay with its islets and encircling shores.
Here reside most of the wealthy merchants, who have their offices in the city. On
fine

the west side of the estuary is the little hamlet of Congella, memorable as the spot
where the first Boer immigrants formed their camping-ground.

Durban, although not the capital, is the largest town in the colony, and is
remarkable for the cosmopolitan character of its population, including considerable
numbers of Zulu Kafirs, Hindus, Arabs, Chinese, English and other Europeans.
The island of Salisbury in the bay is inhabited by over two hundred Hindus, who
are almost exclusively engaged in the capture

and curing

of fish for the

market

of

Other Hindus occupied with gardening supply the city and neighbourhood with fruits and vegetables. Durban suffered from the lack of fresh water
Durban.

before the recent construction of an aqueduct, which

now

brings from a distance

of eight miles a superabundant daily supply of no less than 250,000 gallons of

good water.

Thanks
Isipingo

to its port

and

its

railways,

which run southwards

in the direction of

and the sugar plantations, northward to the town of Verulam, also lying
and north-westwards to Pieter Maritzburg, Durban

in a sugar-growing district,

has become the great centre of trade for the whole of Natal. It also attracts a
large share of the traffic with the Dutch republics, although these states possess
alternative outlets for their produce at Port Elizabeth

and Cape Town, and are

in the direction of

system
Louren9O Marques, with
the view of securing that Portuguese harbour as a convenient seaport on the
Indian Ocean. When the Orange Free State and the Transvaal enjoy the advantage of this direct route through Portuguese territory there can be no doubt that
also developing their railway

the trade of Durban will be considerably reduced. At present its exchanges far
exceed in value those of all the rest of the colony, although the business of Port
Natal has already been somewhat injured since the time of the great speculations

caused by the diamond and gold fevers.
But notwithstanding these temporary
checks its general foreign trade has increased enormously from decade to decade,
its average value
having risen from a little over 110,000 between 1846 and 1855
to about

Both

2,520,000 between 1876 and 1886.
for exports

and imports Great Britain

is

by

far the best customer of
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it receives connext to the mother country comes Australia, from which
to
But, strange
say, notwithstanding
siderable supplies of farinaceous substances.
maintains less trading relations with Natal than
its close

Natal

;

proximity, Cape Colony

and even

India, the United States,

Hindus and natives

is

Brazil.

The

retail business

local

with the

Arab and other

almost entirely monopolised by the

Asiatic

dealers resident in Durban.

On
the

the road from

title

of a

town

Durban

to Pieter

Maritzburg the only place laying claim to

German population in Natal. A
comprehensive name of Neu-Dcutschkind

Pinetown, centre of the

is

neighbouring missionary station bears the
and an agricultural establishment has been founded in the
(" New Germany "),

birth.
by some Trappist monks, mostly Germans by
of Natal, is pleasantly
or
more
Pieter Maritzburg,
briefly Maritzburg, capital
fertile plain which is
on
a
situated at an altitude of over 2,000 feet above the sea,

vicinity

watered by a southern affluent of the Um-Geni, and which is completely encircled
most delightful cities in the
by gently sloping hills. Maritzburg is one of the

whole of Africa, and the rich vegetation of

its

gardens and surrounding wood-

lands resembles that of the European temperate zone rather than that of tropical

Although less populous than Durban, it has a far more numerous proporof Government officials and employes. Here also is situated the military canip

lands.

tion

occupied by the principal division of troops stationed in the colony. Holding a
central position in the country close to the seat of Government, this little army

can easily be moved in the direction of any point where danger may threaten.
The agricultural colony of Wilgcfontfin, established in the neighbourhood of
Maritzburg, has turned
fruits

its

attention with great success to the cultivation of spring

and vegetables, which here yield excellent returns.

On

the opposite side of the Zwaartkop

Um-Geni, a river famous for
little town of Hoirick, tumbles

its

Range north

of this district flows the

One

magnificent cascades.

of these, near the

foaming mass over a basalt ledge from
a height which has been variously estimated at from 280 to 320 feet.
Lower
down the stream ramifies into several branches, and here numerous picturesque
little fulls,

separated

in a single

by intervening

long line following the rocky bed of
Lidgcttou-n, north of Maritzburg,
"

same valley of the Um-Geni.

Upper Um-Voti basin

but

and clumps
the main channel.
reefs

is

of trees, are disposed in a

situated, like the capital

Dutch" Grcytown,

as

it

and Howick, in the

is

called, lies in the

the other centres of population belong to the
watered
the
region
by
Tugela, the chief river in Natal. Estcoitrt and Weencn
(" Weeping") follow in succession along the left bank of the Bushman affluent;
;

all

Cofcnso has been founded on the

main stream, Ladyzmith on

its

tributary the

Klip; Newcastle (4,100 feet) at the northern extremity of the colony, on a small
Upper Tugela. North of Newcastle, at the point where

affluent of the Buffalo, or

the territory of Natal impinges on the

Orange Free State and Transvaal, rises the
steep Majuba (Ama-Juba) Hill, memorable for the victory gained by the Boers in
1881 over the British troops entrenched on the summit. On these
uplands the
crests, peaks, tables, or

domes

of the

mountain ranges

rise

but

little

above rolling
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villages lie sheltered

in the depressions of the grassy soil.
Besides Durban and Maritzburg only three other places in Natal

from the

keen winds

Ladysmith, and Newcastle

were of

Verulam,

importance in 1886 to constitute

sufficient

themselves municipal towns.

ADMINISTRATION.

FINANCE.

Natal has not yet risen to the dignity of an autonomous colony enjoying

self-

It is
ministers and providing for its own defence.
government, naming
"
etill a
crown colony," directly dependent on the British Government, although
already possessing a certain degree of independence. The Governor of Natal is
its

own

appointed by the Queen, as is also the Executive Council, which consists of the
Chief Justice, the senior officer in command of the troops, the Colonial Secretary,
the Treasurer, the Attorney-General, the Secretary for Native Affairs, the Colonial
Engineer, and two members nominated by the Governor from among the deputies
elected to the Legislative Council.
tive Council

Till recently half the

were also nominated by the Crown

;

members

of the Legisla-

but under the Act which received

the royal assent in 1883, this body now consists of thirty members, seven only of
whom are appointed by the Crown, and all the others elected by the counties and

boroughs, the qualification of electors being the possession of immovable property
to the value of
50, or renting such property of the annual value of
10, or
residence of three years in the colony with an income of 96 per annum, inclusive
of allowances.
Nobody is officially excluded from the franchise on the ground
of his colour, his origin, or his religion.

But the bulk

of the aborigines

and

Asiatics are practically disfranchised by a sweeping clause, to the effect that none
shall be inscribed on the list of voters who may belong to any class placed by
special legislation

under the jurisdiction of special courts or subject

to special

laws and tribunals. By this arrangement the elections are at present almost
and Natal is prevented from reverting to the
entirely controlled by the white vote,
state of
which prevailed in this region before the introduction of the

anarchy

European system

The

of government.

central authority appoints the judges of the

"
magistrates, and the

field -cornets,"

who maintain

Supreme Court, the resident
order in the various districts.

names the administrators and employes, and even selects the greater part of
the professors and teachers, the public instruction depending to a great extent on
the colonial budget.
Durban and Maritzburg have each its high school, whence
It also

The large
students holding scholarships may pass on to the English universities.
towns are provided with primary schools supported by the colonial funds.

A

large number of private schools, especially
receive Government aid, either in money or

those belonging to the missions,
land.

;il><

Edendale, near Maritzburg,

is

the chief centre of the educational zeal displayed by the Wesleyan missionaries.
The examinations in the various schools are conducted by special examiners. But

notwithstanding

all this

machinery the proportion of native children who learn

to
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not more than two hundred white children,
very small. On the other hand,
are illiterate.
or about one-twentieth of those at an age to receive instruction,
still continues
Natal
reason
the
is
why
The serious question of colonial defence
do not feel
colonists
The
under the direct control of the Home Government.
are surrounded by
themselves yet strong enough to defend themselves. They
On the southrekindled.
be
populations whose smouldering hostility might easily
north-west the
west frontier dwell the Pondos, on the west the Basutos, on the
borders
their
within
while
they might have at
on the north-east the Zulus
read

is

Boers,

;

any moment

to face a rising of the natives far

outnumbering

all

the rest of the

In the presence of so many dangers they are fain still to
population together.
The colony is at present protected by a
look to the mother country for help.
small British army of over a thousand men, which is divided into three corps,
stationed at Marit/burg,

Estcourt, and Greytown.

These troops serve at the

body of colonial forces,
mounted police and a regiment
comprising a squadron of two hundred and eighty
town
In
of volunteers over a thousand strong.
companies of rifles have
every
same time

also

as a

model for the formation of an

effective

been formed, which the Government encourages by the distribution of prizes,

while, on the other hand, strictly forbidding the sale of

the natives.

arms and ammunition

Since the year 1856 it has also been made
under a penalty of fine or imprisonment.

penal to sell or give

alcoholic drinks,

humane law is
The colonial budget, derived

often violated, especially by the
chiefly

Hindu

to

them

Unfortunately this

dealers.

from customs and the native hut

tax,

loans.
The
usually shows a relatively heavy deficit, which has to be covered by
consequence is that in 1888 the public debt approached 4,000,000. The European
colonists themselves pay no direct taxes, while the postal and telegraph services

and State railways
revenue.

cost the

Government much more than they contribute

to the

The annual grant formerly set aside for assisted emigrants has under
had to be discontinued.
On the other hand, the bill for the

these circumstances

extension of the railway system to the two neighbouring Dutch republics, and the
1,500,000 for that purpose, were passed through committee in
raising of a loan of
the Natal legislature in March, 1888.

For administrative purposes Natal is divided into eight counties and twelve
divisions, which with their white population and chief towns will be found tabulated in the

Appendix.

ZULULAND.

On repeated occasions the British and Dutch authorities have concluded treaties
with the native chiefs of Zululand, guaranteeing to them the
possession of the
territory comprised between the Natal frontier, the border range, and the Portuguese possessions.

But, as in other parts of Austral Africa,

official

conventions

were powerless to prevent a chronic state of
hostility between the Europeans and
the aborigines, manifested either by occasional incursions of armed bands or
by
simple plunder of land and live stock, but also at times breaking out into open
warfare.
The Zulu domain was thus inch by inch encroached
upon, especially by

ZULULAND.
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the Boers descending from the inland plateaux and seizing one camping-ground
"
" New
Republic was thus constituted, with the obvious intention

after another.

A

of soon forming

it

into a

maritime province of Transvaal.

But

this

open violation

of their conventions with the suzerain

power compelled the interference of Great
its
Britain, which by extending
protectorate over the southern part of Zululand
arrested the aggressive advance of the Transvaal Boers, who were instinctively
seeking an independent outlet for their trade on the nearest seaboard to their
domain.

Owing

to this action of the stronger

power

all

the coastlands from the

mouth

of

the Tugela.to the river Haputa, which flows to Delagoa Bay, belong henceforth to
England. But the upland valleys of the border ranges draining to the Indian
Ocean have become an integral part of the South African Republic. The superficial

area of the

now

partitioned land,

where predominate the three nations of the

Zulus, Swazis, and Tongas, is estimated at 20,000 square miles, with a total population of about two hundred thousand souls. The fragment attached to the Transvaal
"
under the name of the " New Republic comprises a space of nearly 3,000 square
miles, while British Zululand, henceforth placed

under the administration of the

Governor of Natal, has an area of 8,500 square miles.
The Zulus (Ama-Zulus) are far less numerous in the land where they were till
recently masters than in the colony of Natal, where they are kept under strict
control, but

labour.

where they have every opportunity of gaining a livelihood by manual

In the territory limited southwards by the Tugela they are at present
But the land has been

estimated at scarcely more than a hundred thousand.

for generations wasted by sanguinary wars of succession, followed by foreign
In 1879 occurred the
invasions by which whole provinces were depopulated.
final struggle in which the Zulus ventured to make a stand against the English.

Despite their inferior discipline and defective armaments they were victorious in
some engagements, notably at Isandhlwaua, a spot lying near the left bank of the
Buffalo (Upper Tugela), to the east of its confluence with the Blood River. Here
is

situated the ford of Rorke's Drift, the possession of

puted as one of the most important, strategic points in

which was frequently disThe
the whole territory.

English after seizing it had occupied the eastern terraces of the Buffalo valley,
were surprised by an overwhelming force of Zulus, and one wing of the invading
army annihilated. This event was soon after followed by the death of Prince
Napoleon, only son of the dethroned and lately deceased Emperor Napoleon III.,
who had volunteered to serve with the British forces, but who was cut off with a
small party in the bush. But the first reverses were soon repaired and the Zulu
army was completely routed on the banks of the Um- Volosi river, close to the very
spot where, according to immemorial tradition, was born the family of Zulu,
founder of the nation.
After reducing the country, the English divided it
thirteen
protected chiefs, a foolish arrangement which brought about a
amongst
series of intertribal wars, followed

by hopeless anarchy.

Then came the encroach-

ments of the Transvaal Boers, leading to the establishment of the British Protectorate, which has at length brought a period of repose to this distracted land, the
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the rise of the Zulu
scene of almost uninterrupted wars and massacres since
military

power early

in the present century.

THE

ZULUS.

"
or " People of Zulu," that is of the
Heavenly," do not present a physical type distinct from that of the other Kafir nations in the south-east
an amalgam
corner of the continent.
They are in fact not a separate race, but
"
" eaten
the original
when
of all the surrounding tribes that were successively
up

The Ama-Zulus,

Zulu group began its career of conquest under Cbuka, about the beginning of the
"
The communities thus devoured by the " Great Lion were never comcentury.
exterminated, the women and children being usually reserved for the
pletely

in the victorious army.
conquering nation, while the young men were enrolled
more
all
the
The primitive tribes were doomed to disappear
rapidly in the multitude
The veterans
of ihe conquered that Chaka had forbidden his warriors to marry.

alone were permitted to take wives, the

number being proportioned

to that of the

human

affections that

To stifle the growth of the
slain by them in battle.
of ruthless destruction,
or
have
enervated
incapacitated them for their work
might
to set an example,
In
order
to
be
babes
Chaka ordered all new-born
slaughtered.

enemy

he himself celebrated no marriages according to the ancient usages, and caused all
As a jealous monarch he looked
his children to be put to death at their birth.
upon every son born to him as a possible future rival, and preferred to cut him off
betimes.

This atrocious ruler, drilling the whole nation like a perfect engine of war,
had sacrificed all other interests of the State to the insatiable thirst of conquest.

The

was nothing but a military camp, while similar camps were distributed
In the villages grouped round the kraals of the
throughout the whole land.
warriors, the women and slaves stored provisions for the army, which was fed
capital

The
exclusively on a meat diet, milk, the food of the peaceful, being interdicted.
Zulus, formidable especially for their manner of attack, had abandoned the dart,
which

is

hurled at a distance, retaining only tho assegai or hand-spear, with which
Nor were their irregular hordes any longer flung in

to strike at close quarters.

disorder against the enemy, but the well-trained troops were so disposed as gradually to envelope the opposing forces, attacking first on one flank then on another,
and thus step by step driving them in on the central body, by which they were
then overwhelmed.
After the victory all attention was turned to the capture of

the cattle, which

had been driven

to a distance

from the

battlefield,

characteristic of the thoroughness of the system that the very herds

and

it

was

were trained

to

sudden retreat in disciplined order.
But such a purely military organisation necessarily tended to involve the whole
nation in ruin.
Founded by the sword, the Zulu empire perished by the sword.
After breaking like angry waves against the outspanned
waggons encircling the
Boer encampments, the Zulu .bands could no longer hope to exterminate the white
intruders,

and so turned in

fierce internecine

warfare one against the other.

And

AMATDM. A
now

these u.ulike

tril"

:ily

<>n

I
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memory

of their past heroic dced-

and conquests, perhaps dimly conscious

that these very glories, after bringing
about the destruction of their military power, render the people themselves less
capable than others of turning to peaceful \\uys, uiid thus successfully continuing
the struggle for existence.
Constituted of so many discordant elements, the Zulu

nation was distinguished from the other branches of the Kafir race
mainly by its
warlike institutions and the military ardour engendered Ity hereditary training.

Hut In'ing the descendants of picked men, they are generally a handsome people,
vigorous, active, of dignified carriage, and skilful at all bodily exercisex.
They Assess such natural grace that all costumes alike become them.
tall,

At the same time they arc fully conscious,

if

not a

little

proud, of their physical

advantages, which they endeavour to heighten by the elegant fold of their flowing
toga, by adorning arms, legs, and breast with rings and pearls, and decking the
head with plumes and flowers.
The married men are fond of disposing the hair
in the

form of a coronet, stiffening

Of a kindly cheerful

it

with

disposition, they

against their white conquerors
a personal wrong.

;

gum and

seem

to

a mixture of clay

and ochre.

harbour no rancorous feeling

but on the other hand, they never forget or forgive

Formerly the characteristic fetishes were the assegai and warrior's shield.
Travellers of the past generation describe with a sort of awe the military dances
and processions, when the fierce Zulu men of war, adorned with the horns and tails
of oxen, defiled before their king, the while singing the tidings from the battle" news of the
But the obligation to dwell in peace under the
field, the
assegai."

less

more potent

fetishes, the

gun and

of the white

man,

will doubt-

tend to modify their superstitions and soften their tribal usages.

Although

threat of

still

most part refractory

rifle

the glad tidings of the gospel, they will
to
cease
the
souls
of
their forefathers in the familiar snakes
recognise
gradually
amid
their
Like their kinsmen in Natal, the Zulus of
dwellings.
gliding about
still

for the

to

the region beyond the Tugela are already exchanging the s\vord for the plough,
while the hitherto neglected industrial arts have begun to make some progress in
The blacksmith's trade, however, was always held in
their village communities.

honour, and the native metallurgists were long acquainted with the process of
making a more durable iron than that imported by the English, while their
jewellers

had

learnt to

work the copper obtained by them from the Portuguese of

Lourenco Marques.

AMATOXGALAXD AXD SWAZILAND.
North of Zululand proper stretches the narrow domain of the peaceful Amatongu
(Ama-Tonga) nation, whose name recalls their former subjection to the Zulu con-

Being farther removed from the Natal
along the shores of Lake St. Lucia and the

and dwelling in seclu-

querors.

frontier,

sion

coast lagoons, these agricultural

had hitherto kept more aloof from European influences. They were also
coast land*
protected from intrusion by the malarious climate of the low-lying
tribes

inhabited by them.
110

Af

Nevertheless the ubiquitous

German

trader, Liideritz, after
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also attempted to occupy
acquiring the Angra Pequcna district for bis countrymen,
But Portugal had long
il..
maritime territory encircling the St. Lucia lagoon.
the lagoon and Delagoa
between
of
this
whole
the
over
asserted her
region

rights

Fig. 58.

ST.

Bay, and especially over the
basin of the Maputa River from

LUCIA LAOOOX AND BACKWATERS.
Scale

1

:

mouth

in the

bay as far as
the Lubombo Hills. It was ac-

8,.V>0,()00.

its

cordingly announced in March,
1888, that the Queen of Ama-

tongaland had formally recognised the sovereignty of Portugal

over

the part of

her

territory comprised within the
southern boundaries assigned
to Portugal by the MacMahon

award.

The

Amaswazi

(Ama-

Swazi) territory lying more
inland beyond the Lubombo
range is even more seriously

menaced than the Amatonga
domain, for

vening

it

zone

forms an inter-

between

the

Transvaal plateau and Delagoa

Bay, and
abound in

is

also

known

mineral

to

wealth.

The Boer grazers often penetrate into this district, where
claim certain rights of
thev
J
pasturage, and usually come
armed in order to vindicate
those

pretensions

comers.

89-

On

against all

the other hand,

the English of Cape Colony
and Natal demanded in 1887
the appointment of a British

agent to reside with the Kiii<j
of the Swazi people, and to

Depths.

to H-O

Fathoms.

250 Fathoms
aud upwards.

100 to 2SO

Fathoms.
so Miles.

afford military aid against the

Boer intruders from the inland

plateaux.
English missionwere already stationed in the country so early as 1822 and although they
were massacred they were followed
by other preachers of the gospel, who founded
more permanent stations in Swaziland.

aries

;

s\V\/.II

Tin-

Amaswa/i

people,

\\

ho are

(

st

inialed

who acquired
heen known as the

their iininc from a local chief,

Tin

renowned
of all

for his

arlike e\

\\

the S\va/i

ruler has
of

v

had previously
trilies

become one

is

j>l>it
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;it
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about eighty thousand SOtlU, take

ascendancy in tin
Ita-liapu/a people-, from another chief
tin- political

an earlier period.

incision

;i ii

of the wealthiest

numerous companies

AND

in
|M

etch speculation has been fixed

ftiftUlguithillg

mark

Tlu-ir j)rescnt

r-mis in South Africa since the formation

work the gold-mine!
at

The

the cartilage of the car.

in

his territory.

an annual sum of imt

less

His share

in

than i'oOO.

At present there is scarcely any resident European population in any part of
Xululand. The whites are even provisionally forbidden to acquire land or establish
plantations in this region, where the only settlers are the missionaries, a few
gra/ers and gold-hunters, l>esides two or three dealers in the neighbourhood of the

Nor are there any European buildings, beyond some military posts at the
strategical points, and a small number of schools and chapels, centres of civili/a-

coast.

round which will doubtless one day spring up regular towns and villages.
of the country is the district about the confluence of the two

tion

The natural centre
Um-Volosi

Here was formerly

rivers.

situated

Uiiodirenf/n,

the royal kraal, or

This place was succeeded by U/undi, a town of over
a thousand huts disposed in the form of a fortified circular enclosure some miles in
Vlundi was destroyed
circumference, within which the herds were safely penned.
capital of the

Zulu kingdom.

and nothing now marks the

place except an obscure
hamlet.
All the other centres of population in Zululand, as well as in Swaziland,
are also constructed on the model of a large cattle pen.
in its turn,

site of this historic

Although these regions cannot be said to be yet completely pacified, there can
be no doubt that both Natal and Xululand are henceforth safe from the danger of
any sudden organised rising on the part of the natives. The Zulu military system
founded by Chaka was utterly destroyed by the overthrow and removal of Cety-

wayo from the

scene, while the Zulu nation itself was, so to say, resolved into its

The chief obstacle to a systematic colonisation of the
fragments.
country having thus disappeared, one may well feel astonished that, from the immense
stream of British migration, such a small current is annually deflected towards the
original tribal

still

sparsely peopled lands of Austral Africa, which are, nevertheless, spacious and
enough to afford support to many millions of human beings. Doubtless this

fertile

phenomenon must

to a great extent

emigrants themselves.

When

be attributed to the national instinct of the

they quit their English homes they naturally desire

to settle in another

England, resembling their native land as closely as possible in
Hence the
language, social usages, and ethnical if not political cohesion.
show
for
the
United
New
Zealand
over
Austral
States, Australia,
preference they
it-

Africa,

where they would be thrown into contact with Dutch Uoers, Hottentot*,
and yellow peoples of every race. Although political rulers of the

Kafirs, black

land,

they

population.

feel

dissatisfied

at

forming such a small minority of the entire

CHAPTER

VI.

THE DITCH REPUBLIC'S AND PORTUGUESE POSSESSIONS SOUTH OF THE
LIMPOPO: ORANGE FREE STATE AND TRANSVAAL, DELAGOA BAY.
I.

F

THE ORANGE FREE

STATE.

the two South African Boer States, that which takes

its

name from

It is
Orange River is the smaller in extent and population.
on
British
conterminous along two-thirds of its frontier
territory,

the

being bounded on the west by Griqualand West, on the south by
Cape Colony proper, and on the east by Basutoland and Natal.

by the River Vaal separating it from the
Before the discovery of the Diamond Fields the large
was clearly defined on all
oval-shaped enclave assigned to the Orange Free State
sides by natural frontiers, the lofty Drakenberg range separating it from Natal

The northern boundary
sister republic of

line is traced

Transvaal.

between the sources of the Vaal and Culedon

;

the course of the latter stream, with

some offshoots from the main range, form the limits towards Basutoland

;

the

southern boundary follows the meandering course of the Orange, while that of the
Vaal was chosen to indicate the north-west and west frontiers. But the peninsular
space comprised between these two rivers above the confluence has now been

detached from the Free State, and, with

Cape Colony.
Viewed as a whole

this region

mean

grassy plateau at a

altitude of

^ight incline from north-east

its

diamantiferous deposits, restored to

presents the aspect of a somewhat uniform
from 4,300 to 4,600 feet above the sea, with a

to south-west,

and presenting

land, except in the eastern parts near the foot of the hills.

little

The

arable or fertile

superficial area is

But the country
very thinly peopled, having a joint European and native population of not more
than one hundred and fifty thousand,
mostly distributed in small village groups or

estimated at about 42,000 square miles, or one-fifth of France.
is

isolated farmsteads.

The beginning

Dutch occupation dates only from the year 1837, when
trekkers, leaving Cape Colony with their families, herds, and effects,
crossed the Orange River, and ventured to seek new homes
among the nomad
the

of the

first

the

unknown region

convoy of pioneers

was followed by

populations of

stretching northwards
others, until a

new

to

the Vaal.

The

State was gradually con-

niK ORAN(J)
stituted

between tho two

l

Hut the

rivers.

'i:i.i-.
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i:

fugitives from British jurisdiction were

followed by the English authorities, and

-till

>i.vi

in

IMS

the British sovereignty was

proclaimed in the country lying north of the Orange. The Boers re>i-t.d,
But being
Natal, hud at first the advantage of their assailant*.

and, us in

incapable of prolonging the struggle with the English forces and their Grnjuu
allies, l\i- y \\ re compelled either to submit or seek fresh settlements elsewhere.
(

Some, refusing to accept the British supremacy with the condition of abolishing
slavery and treating the natives us freemen, continued the exodus in the direction
of

the north, crossed

the Vuul, and founded the

new

Transvaal.

republic of

Others remained in the country, where they became the dominant white element.
But by extending their authority over this new colonial domain, the English
at the

same time accepted the unfortunate inheritance

of the wars that

had already

The consequence was

broken out with the Basutos and other natives.

a heavy

und increasing annual charge on the Imj>eriul Government, which caused dissatisfaction at home and a strong feeling of opposition to the policy of annexation.

Thus

happened that the supreme power offered to restore their political
autonomy to the Dutch Boers of the sovereignty, on the simple condition of a
formal promise not to reintroduce slavery. The Boers gladly accepted this condiit

and in 1804 the Orange Free State was reconstituted.

tion,

republic has prospered

to

Since thut time the

a remarkable degree, the population alone

having

increased fivefold during the last thirty years.

THE BOEKS OF THE FREE
The Boers, who enjoy

political

dominion

in

STATE.

the Orange Free State, are the

descendants of zealous Calvinists, and most of them
their fathers.

But other Christian denominations, such

still

profess the religion of

as the Anglican, AVesleyan,

and Roman Catholic, are all represented, chiefly by the British settlers in the
country, and a few native converts.
Possessing for two centuries no book except
the Bible, the South African Dutch communities, Afrikanders as they call themfond of comparing their lot with that of the " chosen people." Going
forth, like the Jews, in search of a "promised land," they never for u moment

selves, are

doubted that the native populations were specially created for their benefit. They
looked on them us mere " Canaan ites, Amorites, und Jebubites," doomed beforeto slavery or death.
With the exception of the single Ba-Kolong tribe,
which, through their hatred of the Basutos, had become the allies of the Dutch,
all the Bantu and Hottentot
peoples dwelling within the territory of the republic
have been either exterminated or expelled by these South African " Puritans."

hand

They turned the land

into a solitude, breaking all political organisation of the

natives, destroying all ties of a

common

in the capacity of " apprentices,"

are

at

present even

them only
Doubtless the blacks

national feeling, and tolerating

another name for slaves.

more numerous than the whites within the

limits ef the State,

but they are for the most part Kufirs, Bechuanas, Hottentots. Sr. Helena halfcastes, and other recent immigrants, budly paid and badly treated.
They are for-
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hidden by luw cither to vote, to bear arms, or to acquire the ownership of a square
nor will custom even allow them to dwell in the vicinity of the
yard of land
;

whites.

Accustomed

not always to

if

till

the land, at least 1o superintend field opera-

as a rule fully justify this designation by
"peasants"
their solid, square-set figures and heavy, awkward gait.
They lack neither
to physical beauty or grace.
They
strength nor courage, but can make no claim
tions,

the Boers

that

is,

of taste or elegance in their dress or their household surroundings.
display no sense
On the other hand, they are richly endowed with the solid qualities of most

method, and perseverance, besides a vigorous vitality,
shown in their large families and the great excess of births over deaths. Hence
their numerical preponderance over the other whites would appear to be secured
rural populations

thrift,

come, at least unless the equilibrium of the population be comevents.
But if the English are still in a great
pletely changed by unforeseen
minority, they are none the less the representatives of a decidedly superior culture,
for

iind

some time

to

their speech already rivals the official

intercourse,

and

still

more of general

language as the current medium of

instruction.

Most of the teachers being

It is also
English or Scotch, their language naturally prevails in the schoolroom.
the
where
the
traders
and
towns,
immigrants
acquiring the supremacy in all

come

mechanics

chiefly

Thus the

colonies.

English tongue

is

from Port Elizabeth and other parts of the British
from the rude Dutch dialect to the world-wide

transition

being slowly but surely effected through the thousand subtle

changes daily taking place in the very heart of the social system.
The wealth of the Orange Tree State is derived mainly from

its pastures, the
extent of land under tillage being estimated at little more than 125,000 acres.
The whole territory is parcelled out in great domains, treated chiefly as grazingOver nincgrounds, and at present supporting as many as five million sheep.

tenths of the wool exported by the English dealers through Durban comes from
the Free State, where stock-breeders have also turned their attention to ostrich-

Agriculture,

farming.

also,

has acquired a real importance in recent times,
watered by the ramifying streams of the Caledon

especially in the eastern districts

and

its

numerous

affluents.

In the central and western parts, where water

is

landowners are at great pains to capture and husband it in every possible way.
Not a drop is wasted, and the farmsteads dotted over the monotonous
sheepwalks arc now usually encircled by a rich zone of pleasant gardens and
scarce, the

orchards, interspersed with clumps of trees.
At the time when the diamond fever was

attracting thousands of fortune-hunters
the arid plains of Griqualand West, the supplies of provisions were drawn
chiefly from the agricultural districts of the Orange Free State and Basutoland.
to

The Free

State itself possesses

some diamanliferous

clays,

which, like those of

Kimberlcy, are found in
origin.

But

pits or crater-like formations, apparently of igneous
these industrial resources can
scarcely be turned to much account

until this
territory, as is

African railway systems.

now

proposed,

The junction

is

brought within the network of the South
is to be effected between the numerous

that

Till:

lines in
\;ill(

\

nl

links in

\

tin-

.ial

ran

IK-

The gap

1-Yce State.
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those being pushed forward in Transvaal and the u|>l;m<l
realised only by carrying out the projected intermedia! f

;iiid

Colony

('iij)i

ORAMOB FEEH STATE.

to he bridged over in order to connect Kiinljerley

Wet

with Ladysmith in Natal is about 300 miles long, while a line
(iriqualand
double that length will he required to effect the junction between Kiinberley ai.d
in

the Lourenco

Marques

line.

TOPOGRAPHY OF THE OKANOE FREE STATE.
The only town worthy
lihenifontfin,

which

is

of the

name

in the

Orange Free State

is

the capital.

situated in the middle of a treeless plain at an altitude of

It stands nearly midway between Kimberley and the
Basuto frontier, on a mostly waterless stream, whose valley inclines to the Modder
and Vual. From a little eminence on the east side, which was formerly fortified,

4,500 feet above sea-level.

Bloemfontein presents a pleasant prospect, with its regular streets lined by black
Near the European quarter are grouped the humble dwellings
and white houses.
of Wmy-llook, a suburban village, where all the natives are bound to pass the
Bloemfontein, seat of a high school and centre of the political and commercial life of the republic, presents other advantages to strangers.
It is an

night.

extremely healthy place, highly recommended by South African physicians as a
A number of invalids from the
sanatorium, especially to consumptive patients.
Cape, and even from Europe, form a part of the population, which
siderably under three thousand.

East of Bloemfontein

still falls

con-

the Ba-Rolong district, till recently an independent
an
enclave in the Orange Republic, just as the latter
little native State, forming
is itself completely encircled by the other South African States.
About fifteen
lies

thousand of the Ba-llolong nation dwelt peacefully in this little territory, over six
thousand being grouped within the enclosures of the capital, Tlutba Nshu, so called

from the

hill

whose

crest

and slopes

it

covered.

But

in

1884 a decree of the Bloem-

fontein Volksraad (Assembly) put an eiid to the

autonomy of the petty Ba-Rolong
of
Since
hundreds
the
then
natives,
Republic.
indignant at the breach of faith
committed by the Boers, have quitted their homes and sought refuges amongst
their eastern neighbours
this event

and former enemies, the people of Basutoland.

Thaba Nshu was the

largest centre of population in

all

Before

the non-British

lands comprised between the Vaal and the Orange.
The provincial chief towns in the Free State, although for the most part little
more than rural villages, possess. some importance as market-places, well stocked

kinds to supply the needs of the flourishing farmsteads round
Ltulyhnnid, lying to the north-east of Thaba Nshu, has the distinction of

with provisions of
about.

all

being the central point of the most fertile province in the republic, a province
violently wrested from the Basutos. SmithjifM, on the Lower Caledon, and Roujrcill<
,

near the Orange, almost opposite the British town of Aliwal North, are also busy
agricultural centres.
Jirf/m/ic, founded by the French missionaries, close to the

Orange and Caledon confluence, has becoi~e one of the chief

stations

on the route
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to the bridge that has been
between Cape Colony and the Free State, thanks
7V//%W/* is another convenient
constructed on the main stream at this point.
the Port Elizabeth railway, whose
station for travellers proceeding northwards by

terminus is Colesberg, on the opposite side of the river. Fauroimit/i,
present inland
derives some
of Philippolis, in the middle of an unproductive plain,
lying due north
diamond mines, which at Jagersfontein already produce an
importance from the
At Jagersfontein was found the largest African
50,000.
annual yield of about
than 500 carats, but of very imperfect
diamond, a stone weighing uncut no less

The Free

character.

State also possesses

some carboniferous

deposits,

which occur

western district of Ki-oomtnd.
chiefly in the
the largest centre of population is Harrinorthern
the
In
part of the republic
xmif/i,

situated

on one of the headstreams of the Vaal, near the Van-Reenen Pass,

which leads over the Drakenberg down to the colony of Natal. Ilarrismith thus
it gives convenient
constitutes the natural eastern gate of the Free State, to which
access from

Durban by the railway,

at present terminating at

the principal station
long route leading thence to Bloemfontein
whole territory.
the
of
most
in
the
lies
hilly part
bui-y), which

ADMINISTRATION.

On

Ladysmith.
is

Winburg

(

the

Wijn-

REVENUE.

The Orange Free State is governed by a single Chamber, the Volksraad, or
" National
Assembly," composed of fifty-six members, that is one for each provincial capital and one for each rural district (Vi- Id'-hornet ij or "field cornetcy ").
It

is

elected for four years,

bu f every two years one half

of the

members vacate

their seats
During the session they receive remuplace.
1 per day.
neration for their services at the rate of
They choose their own

and fresh elections take

is elected by universal suffrage for
president, while the president of the republic
in
the
vested
The executive is
five years.
President, assisted by an executive

council of five members, that
of the capital,

and three

is,

the Government secretary, the Landrost (Governor)

unofficial

members appointed by the Volksraad, one every

The electorate consists- of all whites born within the limits
who have resided three years, or who, after a residence of one

year, for three years.
of the State, or

year,

comply with certain conditions as proprietors or leaseholders.

(citizens)

members

not for

Hurghers

vote for the veld-kornets (district judges), but
of the Volksraad or for the President of the Republic before

eighteen years old

may

A

landrost (governor or magistrate)
they have completed their twenty-first year.
to
each
of
the
of
the
districts
appointed
republic by the president, but requiring
the confirmation of the Volksraad, takes cognisance of minor offences.
Crimes of
a graver character are remitted to

a higher tribunal of three judges,

who hold

assizes in various districts of the State.

There

no standing army beyond a small artillery corps stationed at the
but all able-bodied whites are bound to serve when called upon, and have

capital,

also to

is

meet twice a year for the military exercises.
chief sources of revenue are the poll-tax, the tax on property transfers,

The

IBANOT
quit-rents, stamps, Mini trade licences,

am

\.\l.

which generally

cu-tom- due*. and tho-e

suffic

.

.-r

the expen-

mi imports at the seaports of
(Jape Colony an- not refunded to the consignees in the Free State. A large portion
of the revenue is applied to public instruction, und State aid is also granted to the

There are

diture.

Calvinist

n<>

Church.

national burden

Till

amounts

I.

-vied

recently tin-re wus no public debt,

and even now the

than il .'{0,000, including an item of over
due to the national bunk, but covered by State shares.
to les-

In the Appendix will be found a table of the eighteen administrative

i'<J(),000

districts,

with their white and native populations.

II.

TRANSVAAL OR SOITH AFRICAN RKPUBUC.

designated the South African Republic, presumably in
anticipation of a future confederation of the other republican states in the southern
In superficial extent it is nearly three times larger than
part of the continent.

This state

is officially

the Orange Free State, but having been colonised at a later period it possessed till
The disparity, however, is
quite recently a far smaller number of white settlers.
rapidly disappearing since immigrants have begun to flock in crowds to the old

and newly discovered gold-fields. Thanks also to the admirable climate of the
plateau and to the fecundity of the women, the white population, formerly almost

amid the surrounding aborigines, already constitutes a respectable minority.
According to the highest estimates not more than ten thousand Boers crossed the
lost

)range at the time of the great exodus yet their descendants in the twin republics
already far exceed a hundred thousand souls, notwithstanding the heavy losses
<

;

caused by the protracted wars with the natives and English.
As regards the
number of the natives themselves, no accurate returns have yet been made, except
in the southern districts of Transvaal, near the capital.
But in the northern
provinces the aboriginal element
increasing.

The whole population

is

known

to be relatively dense

of the State

is

and steadily

probably at present scarcely less

than half a million, although in 1887 Jeppe estimated the number of natives at not

more than three hundred thousand.

Including the recently annexed territory
a
known
New Republic,"
fragment of the old kingdom of Xululand,
Transvaal had in 1888 a total superficial area of about 116,000 square miles, with
"
as the

a population variously estimated at

from three hundred and sixty thousand

to

four hundred and eighty thousand.

Hoi'NDAKlKS AM) NATURAL DIVISIONS.

Along more than

half of its periphery the South African Republic enjoys the

advantage of natural geographical frontiers.

Towards the south she

is

separated

from the Orange Free State by an affluent of the Vaal, and then by this river
On the north-west and north the boundary line follows the course of the
itself.

Limpopo, separating
is

clearly

it

from Matebeleland

;

lastly, a part of the eastern frontier

marked by the Lobombo range, the seaward

slope of which belongs to
is traced
by the

the Portuguese while the boundary towards the colony of Natal

sunn AM'
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the sections of the periphery not
upper cour-e of the Buffalo River. But in
defined by rivers or mountains, the territory of the republic has been considerably
Between Natal and the
enlarged at the expense of the conterminous regions.
the
of
some
valleys inhabited by the
Portuguese territory it has encroached on

Xulus and Swa/is, while similar encroachments have been

on the west

made

in Bechiianaland

In 1870 a British arbitrator had traced west of the Makwasi

side.

the Potchefstroom district, a limit beyond which the Boers were not to
Hut they paid little heed to this injunction, and during the temporary
trespass.
annexation of the republic by the English, they neglected to restore to the natives
Hills in

the very district which they had themselves forbidden the Boers to occupy. Since
then further encroachments have taken place, and in virtue of a convention with

Great Britain, executed in 1884, the territory of the South African Republic now
stretches westward to the margin of the great commercial highway which conwith the Zurnbese through Shoshong and Matebeleland.
Except at one point traders and travellers may follow this route without touching
the Transvaal frontier.

Vaal

nects the lower

usually divided into three more or less distinct physical regions,
which are determined mainly by the elevation of the land, taken in connection with

Transvaal

is

These divisions are (1) the
the corresponding natural and economic conditions.
Ilooye Vchl, or upland region, which comprises all the southern districts drained by
the Yaal River, together with the
lule, or Olifant River.

to 7,000 feet,

and has a

includes most of

Drakenberg highlands, as far north as the LipaThe llooge Veld stands at an altitude ranging from 4,000
superficial area of about

total

the richest

mineral

absolutely free from malaria,

districts,

and well suited

35,000 square miles.

and enjoys a healthy,

to the

European

It

climate,

constitution.

(2)

The

B<inken Veld, or terrace lands, embracing the
relatively low-lying eastern zone
between the Drakenberg and Lubombo ranges. This division, which includes the

whole of Swaziland and the upper Maputa Valley, falls in many places to a level
of 2,000 feet above the sea, and covers a
space of from 15,000 to 20,000 square
miles, (3) The Bosch V<'ld, or bush
country, that is the inner plateaux, ranging in
height from 3,000 to 4,000
miles.

Much

feet,

of this division

is

and comprising an area of some 60,000 square
strictly steppe land, and may be described as on

the whole far more suited for
grazing than for tillage.

HISTO K ic RET ROSPECT.

The foundations
1837,
tory

when

the

where now

of this

Dutch

were

laid under
In
great difficulties.
trekkers crossed the Vaal and settled in the
part of the terristands the town of Potchefstroom,
came into collision with
state

first

they

the terrible chief of the Matebeles, one of the most formidable Zulu
warriors, who
were at that time " eating up " the
of
Austral
Africa.
Most of the Dutch
peoples

pioneers were exterminated, but the survivors succeeded in holding their ground
and eventually driving the fierce Matebele warriors northwards
beyond the Liml>opo.

Their numbers were increased
by fresh yearly arrivals from the south,

H:\N-\AAL.
ami thus woa gradually constituted u
turers, dwelling in tents

little

or in frail huts of

commonwealth
l'<.li.-i^e,

and

wandering adventhe Bedouins at the

of

like

other end of the continent, following their herd> aims in hand.
x

Hoomplaats, which for a time exlinruMied the
e State, nuiiierou.s fugitives from that
political independence of the Orange I-'n
with
the Vaal.
Then in reply to the
their
kin-men
beyond
region sought refuge
In

l

English,

|-\

utter the hattle of

who had

sturdy Boer was

set u price of
clectt d

.n

^,000

president of the

Fig. 59.

the head of the h ader, I'retorius, thut

new

republic.

Four years

later, in

1

96&,

TREKS OF THE BOEBS.
S-lo

1

:

30.000.000.

.600 Mile*.

the independence of the Transvaal was recognised by the British

Government

itself.

But the everlasting wars between the Dutch and the natives

still

continued,

and were at times accompanied by atrocious massacres and wholesale extermination.
Kvery advance made by the white intruders towards the north was marked by a

Thus the dominant British power never lacked pretexts, and occaurgent reasons of state policy and humanity, to intervene and arbitrate

trail of blood.

sionally

Alter the discovery of the goldfields in the eastern
districts of the republic, followed by a large immigration of British subjects, other
interests were created. Hence interference became imperative when the victoriou.-

between the hostile

parties.

overrun the whole country, exhausted by a
\
alrt.-sdy on the verge of national bankrupt*

tribes in the north-east threatened to

series of reverses in

the

field,

and
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r.linglv

;t

by u hundful of armed men, made
of the state, and issued a proclamation

British Commissioner, attended

his appearance in 1S77 at Pretoria, capital

Transvaal to the colonial possessuppressing the republic, and formally annexing
To such a desperate condition had the Boers been
sions of Great Britain.
reduced at this crilical juncture, that no opposition was offered to this summary
of not only by the English residents, but
proceeding, which was in fact approved
even
many of the Dutch republicans themselves. At this time it seemed the

by

total ruin, although when the danger of a
only means of saving the country from
to
be uttered against the foreign domination.
native rising was over protests began

The discontent continued

to increase,

and came

to

a head

when some

inju-

by the administrator tending to make English the
official language in the courts and schools.
deputation was sent to London with
instructions to demand the maintenance of the local usages, administrative autodicious measures were taken

A

nomy, the right of continuing the official use of the Dutch language, and some other
order. Anyhow,
provisions which seemed scarcely compatible with the established
the deputation was coldly received, and the whole Boer nation felt aggrieved and
insulted at the supercilious conduct of the British authorities.

They began

to

prepare to assert their rights by force of arms, probably not with much hope of
success against the inexhaustible resources of Great Britain, but in the expectation that the struggle might at least secure for them the respect and consideratioi

But to the surprise of everybody, and even of themselves, they
the
British troops in three successive slight encounters, in the last
over
triumphed

of the conquerors.

of

which, at Majuba Hill, they certainly showed themselves worthy descendants
who had faced so many dangers and fought against such

of the brave trekker

overwhelming odds in their endeavours to secure political freedom in their new
homes beyond the Vaal. The war now threatened to assume formidable proporand possibly to change the whole of South Africa into a battlefield, when
the Governor of Cape Colony received from the Gladstonian
Ministry a memorable
tions,

despatch, such as has seldom been recorded in the annals of international strife,

Boers had been wronged, and that peace was to be concluded
without further bloodshed.
Despite the superiority of their forces, which were
to the effect that the

preparing 10 crush all resistance, the English generals were fain to withdraw
without being afforded an
opportunity of removing the sting of defeat, and the
Transvaal Republic resumed its political
now cemented
the terrible

autonomy,

by

ordeal through which it had
Elated by the satisfaction given to their
passed.
national sentiment, the Boers,
although accepting the nominal suzerainty of Great
Britain,

have become far stronger than
they were before the war, and any renewed
of England to
deprive them of their freedom would undoubt-

attempt on the part

edly be attended by dangerous consequences.

THK TRANSVAAL BOERS.
The

Boers of the Transvaal, being farther removed from the centres of culture
than their kindred of the
Orange Free State, are also less polished. They are even

IllANSVAAL.
describe!
inrii set

MI

t

" lurl>unan> "

;i-

ly thrir F.nglUh visitors as well us by their country
It
is certain that MI
recently as the middle of the
-

Ifd in ('apt- Colony.

ft-ntnry

many

of thfin were

>kin- of aniniuls; nor did they

which they

hail
ii,

no experience.

still

clothed, like their Katir neighl>ours, in the

the need of the comforts of

IVt-1

ci vilified life, of

For weeks together they encum|M'd beneath the

\\ithout furniture in their

wretched hovels, living on the simplest

fare,
pot -^in^ no literature beyond the family Bible, which many of them
\< n unable to read.
One cause that most contributed to keep the Boers in
their savage isolation was the vast extent of the domains which they had appro-

and

These allotments,

priated to themeelves during the early days of the occupation.

or

jihuits, as they

had a

were

called,

which were assigned

to each

family of squatters,

superficial area of 3,000 morgcn, or about 0,000 acres,

boundaries could be traced between the several estates,

many

and as no

strict

of them were found

more extensive space than that officially specified.
The Boer who was not put in possession of one of these enormous properties
felt himself aggrieved by the fates, and, like his fathers, went into voluntary

to cover a far

exile in order elsewhere to found a little territorial state
his ideas of the fitness of things.

continued towards the /ambeee the

on the shores of the Southern Ocean.
the trekkers

Limpopo

to

hunger and

more

in

accordance with

From encampment to encampment was thus
great migratory movement which had begun
It

was from the Transvaal that went forth

who plodded wearily for five years across the wilderness from the
Lake Ngami and thence to the Cunene, decimated along the route by
thirst

and

all

manner

of hardships, until at

lust

the few survivors

The
reached their present home in the Huilla district on the Atlantic seaboard.
zealous
the
of
the
of
these
to
sect
Doppers,
emigrants belonged
greater part
Calvinists, who scrupulously preserve the usages and even the dre^s of their forefathers, and in whose eyes the modern ideas introduced into their communities by
In general the Boers despise everybooks and newspapers are an abomination.
thing that does not contribute directly to the material prosperity of the family

group.

They ignore music, the

arts,

literature,

all

refining influences, and find

pleasure in anything except stock-breeding, bullying the natives, and psalmDespite their numerous treks, they have contributed next to nothing
singing.
little

to the scientific exploration of the land.

The education

journaliMii are mainly in the hands of the English,
for the

A

which

of their children and
fact affords

some hope

improvement of the next generation.

solitary life in the midst of his family, his slaves or

"

apprentices," on a

domain stretching beyond the horizon of the surrounding hills such has hitherto
been the normal existence of the Dutch patriarch. For months together the only
strangers he set eyes on were a few casual wayfc.rers, some Kafir marauders, or
But four times
occasionally the neighbouring proprietor contiguous to his plaats.

Then the Boers
year he felt the need of mingling with his fellow-creatures.
saddled their horses, inspanned their waggon teams, and men, women, and
a

children gathering from all quarters, set out for the chapel, the centre of life in
On the day
the midst of their vast parish from 50 to 100 miles in diameter.

SOUTH AN!> KAST AFRICA.
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nt," they assemble in crowds on the marketuppointrd for the nacMmaal, or
administrations of all kinds are performed
place adjoining the church. Krli^ious
in the narrow building; the married f'<>lk take the communion, the betrothed
rre.-ivc a blessing

on their nuptials, the young people are enrolled members of the

A

brisk business is plied in the surcongregation, the children are baptised.
between debtor and creditor
rounding booths outstanding accounts are settled
Then the place is
drive
owners of live stock and horse-dealers
sharp bargains.
the throng melts away, each family group
gradually deserted, the turmoil subsides,
takes its departure, returning to the solitude and the silence of the wilderness.
Nevertheless a social transformation is slowly taking place under the inevit;

:

able change in the outward conditions.

The great domains tend naturally

to

be

broken up, and the Boers thus becoming more numerous are drawn closer togeAll the young people get married, all the women have several children,
ther.

Many great owners already grumble at
or
fourth
of their former extent, although a
a
one-half
their estates, reduced to
thousandth part of what remains were still sufficient to support a family if pro-

and the land has

be further divided.

to

On the other hand come the foreign immigrants, and although they
perly tilled.
may not always immediately find available lands on which to settle, in the long run
a certain

number

of estates either

in smaller allotments.

It

change hands

also frequently

in

the

lump

happens that the

or are parcelled cut

new purchasers

are

either Europeans by birth, or else British or English-speaking colonials.
Scarcely
an instance occurs of any genuine Boers settling in the towns or villages as
artisans or traders.

Germans, many of

These pursuits are entirely monopolised by the English and
thus growing richer than the Dutch landowners of the

whom

surrounding districts are able to buy up large portions of their domains. In this
way the territorial aristocracy gradually absorbs elements distinct from the original

Boer

class.

Of

all

Dutch Afrikanders show themselves, as a
own kinsmen, the Netherlander of the mother country.

the white intruders, the

most hostile to their

rule,

At

have a certain fellow-feeling for each other, as fully
attested by contemporary literature; but when' brought close together the memory
of their common origin gives place to a strange sentiment of aversion.
The Boer
a distance the two races

extremely sensitive, hence is irritated at the civilised Hollanders, who smile at
his rude African customs, and who reply, with apparent ostentation, in a pure

is

language

to the corrupt

jargon spoken by the peasantry on the banks of the Vaal

or Limpopo.

TIIK ABORIGINES OF

In thp southern

districts the aborigines

TRANSVAAL
have no longer preserved their

tribal

organisation, and, as in the

Orange Free State, are tolerated only in the capacity
of servants or
labourers.
But in the western, northern, and north-eastern
day
are
still
constituted in distinct political and social groups.
provinces they
Such
are the
Ba-Rolongs, the Ba-Tlapis, the Ba-Katlas, the Ba-Mapelas, the Ba-Hlokoas,
Ba-Vendas, and Ba-Soetlas, all of whom belong to the great Basuto (Ba-Suto)
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I..

d ly the oMVn-ive
family, and arc occasionally designat

name

<>f

These

Vaalpens.

natives are separated by the Drakenborg border runge from the ]>a-Kkas of the
hills and plains, who appear to be a people of the same origin as the

advanced

Zulus and Mat*

1

teles.

In general the tribes of the Transvnul consist of clans or heterogeneous groups
unconnected by the tie* of kindred. They form communities whose memler> are
of diverse origin brought under the

same rule by some conquering

chief.

Accord-

war they increase or diminish, get scattered and again
Nor have
grouped together, endlessly modifying the original ethnical elements.
for more than a few years in any particular
settled
these
been
of
peoples
any
ing to the vicissitudes of

territory.

The waves

opposite direction
occasionally

of Boer migration produced corresponding

among

movements in the

the aborigines, and these movements themselves have

Thus the populations become
drawn
a whirlpool.
waters
into
running
river
the
the tribes occupying
valleys draining to the Limpopo have
brought about hostile reactions.

incessantly displaced, like

Not

all

yet been reduced, some even exacting tribute from the Boers settled in the vicinity.
The tribe longest established in this region appears to be the Ma-Gwamba, or

"

People of the Devil," so named by their neighbours because they ure somewhat
given to hard swearing, and all their imprecations contain an appeal to the devil.
To judge from their language they would seem to be more closely related to the

The early Dutch colonists designated these natives
"
of Knob-nui/en, or
Knob-noses," because they artificially raised a

Zulus than to the Bcchuanas.

by the

name

line of fleshy excrescences (knobs)

from the forehead

to the

tip of the nose

;

but

d few now are met, except some
aged persons, who have any claim to the title of Knob-noses. North of the Limpopo
the Gwamba people are known by the name of Ba-Hlengwo or Ba-IIlukwa, and
persons speaking their language are met as far north as Lake Nyassa.
this eccentric fashion has almost disappeared, at

NATURAL RESOURCES OF TRANSVAAL.
Of

South African lands the Transvaal Republic appears to be the 'most
abundantly supplied with all kinds of natural wealth, and it cannot fail sooner or
all

later to

become a highly productive region.

The

fertile

soil

is

suitable for the

cultivation of cereals wherever the plough can drive a furrow, and the crops are

always of excellent quality. Although only a very small portion of the territory
is under
tillage, the harvests already yield sufficient for the local consumption, with

The tobacco grown here

is of
superior quality, and
All the European cultivated plants
thrive well beyond the Vaal, and although the semi-tropic il climate is more
suitable for oranges and lemons than for the northern fruits, nevertheless the

a surplus exported to Natal.
is

highly esteemed throughout South Africa.

apples and pears of the Pretoria district have a very fine flavour.

But

as a gra/ing country Transvaal is less favourably situated than the neigh-

bouring Orange Free State ii> the northern parts of the territory there are e\-n
many tracts where the farmers are unable to raise any live stock, for this region is
;

.),

,
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bite is fatal, especially to such domestic
by the tsetse fly, whose
The Limpopo Valley throughout the whole of its
the horse ond ox.

infrsted

animals as

the north-west of Pretoria,
lower and middle course, as far as the district to
On the south side of the
of this terrible scourge.
the

roughly indicates

range

river the infested /one varies in width

from

six to about eighty miles,

and on

travellers are obliged to outspan their teams of oxen and
entering this fatal region
In
to the plateau.
dismount from thtir horses and send all these animals back
aware that in order to
the districts adjacent to this zone elephants are perfectly

Fig. GO.

RAXOE OF THE TSETSE FLY.
Scale

Range

1

:

14,000,OCO.

of the Tsetse Fly.
n

Miles.

escape pursuit by mounted hunters they have only to place themselves under the
Hence they often take refuge in the riverain tracts
protection of the tsetse fly.

along the course of the Limpopo, where the sportsman can follow them only on
foot, or else mounted on horses with a shaggy coat thick enough to prevent the
It is commonly supposed that the pestiferous
sting from penetrating to the hide.

from the country together with the large game, especially
the buffalo and certain species of antelopes, with which it is always found associated.
Travellers mention certain districts from which the formidable tsetse has already
insect will disappear

TRANSVAAL.

:M:

been driven, and the belief seems justified that this winged pest retreats with the
Hence it is probable that the increase of population and
advance of the plough.
the development of agriculture will one day enable civilised

man

to introduce his

domestic animals into the Limpopo valley. But on the eastern slopes the
permanent difference of climate between the valleys draining to the Indian Ocean

and the elevated Transvaal pluteau

is

so great that horses

and horned

cattle

cannot

be transported without great danger from one region to the other. This circumstance accounts for the large sums forwarders of convoys are always ready to give
"

for

"

animals, that

salted

Pleuro-pneumonia, which

Another

unfortunately very prevalent throughout the inland
and amputation of the tail.

terrible but, fortunately, intermittent plague, are the all-devouring
is more
especially infested.
a
account
of
the arrival of a swann of these
gives
graphic

by which the Bosch-reld, or central tableland,

locusts

The

is

those that have become accustomed to both climates.

treated by the process of inoculation

is

plateaux,

is,

traveller

winged

Mohr

which on one occasion he witnessed when camping on the banks of
They appeared like dense volumes of yellowish smoke, rolling up from

insects,

the Vaal.

the south-western horizon, and began to alight, first a few at a time, then by
dozens, and presently by countless thousands.
They came on in such vast clouds
that the heavens were darkened, and the mid-day sun seemed

insect life

muddy and

beamless,

No

perceptible impression was made on this great surging sea of
flocks
of locust-eaters which assailed it on all sides. It continued
the
by

as at sunset.

changing the waters of the Vaal to a dirty yellowish grey
can
check
their onward march
when their path is intercepted
Nothing
by a stream they rush headlong in, gradually choking its bed with their bodies,
and thus forming a dry bridge for the myriads pressing on from behind. Whereto flood all the land,

colour.

;

speedily converted to an absolute desert, every
But on the other hand the locusts
enchantment.
by
are greedily devoured by domestic animals, such as horses, cattle, sheep, and goats,
as well as by elephants and other large graminivorous wild beasts.
The natives

ever they alight the country

is

green thing disappearing as

also regard

them

them dried and

as a great delicacy, collecting

them

in large heaps

and eating

roasted.

MINERAL WEALTH.

As

a mining region the South African Republic is no less highly favoured than
Doubtless the rich diamond fields discovered in the

as an agricultural country.

northern frontier appear to be continued into the Transvaal
But on
territory only in the form of sporadic deposits without economic value.
the other hand coal and other minerals occur in great abundance. The coal mines

adjacent lands on

its

already opened in the northern part of Natal extend far into the Boer State, where
the farmers now make extensive use of this fuel, which burns with a clear flame,

In various parts of the country iron, cobalt, copper, and
But fur more widely diffused
argentiferous lead mines are already being worked.
is the auriferous white
which
In 1867
a
quartz,
yields
large percentage of gold.
leaving

little

the geologist
1

1

1

AT

or no ash.

Mauch

discovered the precious metal on the banks of the Tati,a river
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which flows through the Makalaka territory to the north of Transvaal, and which
through the Shasha reaches the Limpopo above its great bend towards the southeast

Four years afterwards Button reported the existence of another auriferous

district

within the limits of the republic itself, near Eersteling, among the
hills of Mukupunu, situated about 120 miles to the north-east of

Devonian

In 1873 further discoveries were made in the Lydenburg uplands,
which form the northern termination of the Drakenberg border range. Again in
Pretoria.

1885 rich deposits were brought to light in the eastern terraces intersected by the
affluents of the Manissa, and within the Swazi territory. Lastly, these discoveries
Fig. 61.

THE TBANSVAAL GOLD
Scale

26

1

:

FIELDS.

7.000,000.

Lastof Greenwich

Limits of the

Auriferous

Tsetse Fly.

Deposits.
120 Miles.

were soon followed
by other even more extensive finds in the
Johannesberg
Witwaters-rand uplands between Pretoria and
Potchefstroom.

district,

The mines

present most actively worked are situated in this district
and about Barberton,
rth of
Swaziland, where the De Kaap deposits have
recently attracted a large
mining population.
it

Altogether
quantities

it

may

be confidently asserted that
gold exists

m the whole of

this region,

where

in

enormous

fresh fields are
being almost daily
opened up, not only in the Boer republic, but in the native
districts lying east.
At a meeting of the
Society of Arts in March, 1888,
Charlea Marvin, Engfah
Jfrica, p.

7.

TRANSVAAL.
Mr.

W.

II.
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"
Penning read a paper on The South African Gold Fields,"

in

which

might now bo safely concluded that the whole of the Transvaal
"
in the centre, although it was by no
was gold-bearing except the " High Veldt
he stated that

it

means improbable that even this district might yet prove rich in the precious
metal, which in Africa often occurred in unexpected places and under entirely
novel conditions.

This experienced geologist is of opinion that here the gold
a feature of immense importance to South Africa, and indeed

actually lies in beds,

whole world.
"
and
country rock

He

to the

"

to be

is

regarded as mere
be barren would, on the contrary, prove

satisfied that deposits hitherto

localities believed to

highly auriferous.

But there appears

be no doubt that the richest deposits are those most
is, those in the cast known as the De Kaap mines, from the

to

recently discovered, that

neighbouring mountain and river, and those lying farther west in the Witwatersrand Hills.
The whites alone are privileged to acquire possession of the mines,
from which the natives are rigorously excluded except in the capacity of daya measure passed in June, 1885, they cannot even receive payment
under the penalty of the lash and imprisonment.
Even the Indians and

labourers.

in gold

By

Chinese are admitted to the

fields only on paying a heavy residence tax of
25.
In the De Kaap mines the rocky formation consists mainly of slaty schists, sandstones, and conglomerates, with granites, quartz, and eruptive rocks cropping out

here and there.

Those of Witwaters-rand, or simply Rand, occur in a sort of
conglomerate locally known by the name of nugat, and the reefs, or auriferous
Auriferous or
veins, are everywhere disposed in the direction from east to west.
nugget-bearing sands* are rare, hence the metal has to be extracted from

its

bed by

The consequence is that in the Transvaal
The operations have necessarily
not numerous.

powerful rock- crushing machinery.

independent private miners are
to be carried on in a large way by speculating companies commanding sufficient
capital, whose headquarters are in Natal, Pretoria, Kimberley, and London.

the works populous towns rapidly spring up; new centres of
established in the midst of the African world ; a stimulus is
culture
are
European
given to the industries, although one of the most flourishing is unfortunately the

Round about

distillation of alcoholic drinks.

The most productive mines enjoy

a great economic

advantage from their position on, or not far from, the direct route connecting
Potchefstroom and the capital of the republic with Delagoa Bay. The railway,
of the
is
absolutely indispensable to the rapid commercial development
State, has been so projected as to penetrate from the coast into the plateaux in the

which

Between Pretoria and Barberton, centre
attain an altitude of no less than 6,500 feet

direction of the auriferous districts.

of

the eastern gold

at

fields,

the line will

Even before the temporary annexation of the country by the
highest point.
the
most
English
prominent subject of discussion in the National Assembly was
that of the projected iron road, affording direct communication between the central

its

regions of the republic and the Indian Ocean.

been made with a view to carry out
landed for the future

line.

But

Considerable loans had already

this undertaking,

this first outlay

and

rails

had even been

was wasted, and the works
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ruinous speculations, and the
by the ware with the natives,
Nor were the English
troubles brought about by the British occupation.
political
that it might
thi-mselves very zealous for the construction of this line, fearing
of the foreign
whole
the
and
Natal
Cape Colony
have the effect of diverting from
now
be raised in
must
Hence fresh funds
trade of the South African Republic.
entirely suspended

order to complete this great work, which

is

essential for the material prosperity of

the land.

TOPOGRAPHY OF THE TRANSVAAL.
Orange Free State
of
town
The little
Standerton, near the coal
still lies within the Vaal basin.
mines about the sources of the river, and Heidelberg, situated more to the west at
the frontier of the
strip of territory skirting

The southern

the highland district where
the orange will not bloom, as in most other parts of the Transvaal, where a subPotchefxtroom, some 90 miles still farther west, on the
tropical climate prevails.
small
affluent of the Vaal, already enjoys a much warmer
a
Mooi, or "Fair River,"
the foot of Jeannette

Peak (6,300

feet),

both

lie in

although still standing at an elevation of 4,300 feet. In the
maize and tobacco thrive well. Potchefstroom, which during
surrounding
the early period was the capital of the Transvaal, and which continued to be the
temperature,

district

most

town in the republic long after the

populous

removed

seat

to Pretoria, is a very agreeable place of residence.

government was

of

The

streets are lined

with weeping willows, said to have been originally introduced from St. Helena,
and all the surrounding gardens are enclosed by quickset hedges where blooms

blooming plants, most of the Transvaal towns
The Mooi River, which
present a charming aspect during the flowering season.
a
limestone
from
cavernous
at
several
rock, disappears
points along its
springs
the rose.

Owing

course, again

to the profusion of

emerging in the recesses of underground

Wonder-fontein, recalls the marvellous

grottoes, one of which, the

spectacle presented

by the analogous

formations in Carniola.

The present

capital of the republic,

named

Pretoria in honour of

its

President,

Pretorius, lies at an elevation of 4,500 feet, on a gently sloping plain, everywhere

encircled

by

hills

Rhinoceros Range,"
of the

Limpopo.

towards the north, where the Magalies, or " Black
pierced by a gorge giving egress to one of the headstreams

except
is

The Apies,

as this

headstream

is

called, collects in a single

channel several rivulets which after traversing the town serve to irrigate the
neighbouring gardens. Originally laid out on an ambitious scale, with boulevards

and

each other at right angles, Pretoria long remained in a state
of transition between town and
country, presenting somewhat the aspect of a
streets crossing

large garden relieved here

and there with a few groups of low buildings.

But

has become a place of resort for the miners
proceeding to the northern
Houses are already
gold fields it has put on the appearance of a busy mart.

since

it

crowded together in the central quarter, and
large numbers are attracted
while
the
markets,
sedentary population exceeded six thousand in 1887.
patches of the primeval forest

still

to the

A

few

survive on the surrounding slopes, and at ono
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Bpot

is

shown the " Wonder-boom," with

Thus Potchefstroom's " Wonder Spring "
"

Wonder Tree."
West of the capital,

province of Marico, the

the

little

"Garden
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enormous wide-spreading branches.
thrown into the shade by Pretoria's

its
is

town of Rnxtenhnrj, and that

of X-i-nixt in the

of the Transvaal," are also situated on
upper
position is occupied by NyMroom, so called

A similar

affluents of the

Limpopo:
Boer founder supposed he had here discovered the sources of the Nile.
The rivulet which joins the Limpopo above the great falls still retains the name
of "Nile," which recalls the lofty ambition of the Boer roortrekkrrn, or
pioneers,
because

who

its

in their crass ignorance fancied themselves on the
high road to the
Between this river and the Olifant lies the mining town of

Land.

28s-

1

Ersteling

PRETORIA.

Fig. 62.
Scale

Promised

:

1,240,000.

Ea sk of Greenwich

28' .5'

3 Mile*.

(Eenteling], near

" Iron
Mountain."

which are extensive gold reefs and the famous Ijzerberg, or
Then follows Manilas Toicn, beyond which, towards the north,

the white population diminishes
rapidly.
Beyond the ruined station of Zoufpansberg, founded in the year 1834 near some productive salt-pans, there are no

inhabitants of European origin except the missionaries and a few traders.
The district where the river penetrates into the region infested by the tsetse
fly is scarcely

even explored.

Here the only human habitations are a few native

on the routes crossing the stream.
The Limpopo flows through almost unknown solitudes throughout the whole
section of its course, which forms the northern frontier of the republic and which

camping-grounds

occurring at long intervals

.

sweeps round to the east of the border range. The white population does not
descend from the elevated plateaux, which are here carved into elongated promon-
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tories

by the streams flowing

to the lower

Limpopo.

The European

settlers are

here concentrated mainly about the towns of Middelburg and Lydcnburg, in the
basin of the Olifant, which joins the Limpopo 120 miles above its mouth,

upper
and in the upland valleys of the Manissa (Nkotami) and its affluents. Here
towns of Barberton (already with a
situated the recently founded
are

and Eureka, centres of the
population of six thousand)
rand district.
Johannesberg is of those in the Wit water-

De Kaap

gold fields as
In the middle of the

was stated to have already as many as ten thousand
year 1887, the latter place
on a single map. As
inhabitants, although its very name was not yet entered
of the plateau, the
heart
into
the
from
the
soon as
Delagoa Bay penetrates
railway
increased
tenfold.
be
to
This
fail
this region cannot
population and trade of
in 1888 to within 60 miles of Barberton,
railway had already been pushed forward
steam
a
it
was
connected
with which place
tramway pending the construction
by
Barberton itself, which three years previously consisted only
of a regular line.
good club, and

two share exchanges, a
possesses several hotels, three banks,
numerous
of
the
The capital
a theatre.
companies engaged in

developing the

De Kaap gold fields

of a few huts,

now

exceeds several millions, and more undertakings
vast majority of the miners throughout the

The

are being floated every week.*

whole of this auriferous regions are of British descent, and English is everywhere
Thus with the rapid
the current language of trade and general intercourse.
material development of the country, the Anglo-Saxon race threatens to swamp
the Boer element, just as it absorbed the Spanish in California, Texas, and other
parts of the United States in a single generation.

South of the auriferous region the escarpment of the elevated plateau comprises the territory of New Scotland, which appears to abound in carboniferous
deposits.

now

all

Here

is

situated

Lake

Chrissie,

an extensive sheet of water which

is

that remains of the vast inland sea which formerly flooded a large part of

the plateau.

The

continued southwards across the provinces of
they merge in the rich coal mines now being

coal-fields are

Wakkerstroom and Utrecht till
worked in the Newcastle district of North Natal.

East of the plateau the enclave

and 'traversed by the Black and White
Umvolosi rivers, was occupied in 1885 by some six hundred or seven hundred
Boer settlers grouped chiefly in and about the little town of Vrijheid (" Freedom "),
on a small affluent of the White Umvolosi.

in Zululand, lying near the waterparting

ADMINISTRATION OF THE TRANSVAAL.
In the South African Republic, as in the
Orange Free State, the white element
itself all political
From
their present masters the old rulers
rights.
of the land can now
expect nothing but tolerance, and such a measure of liberty
has reserved to

as

the administration

may voluntarily confer on them. The whites, whether
birth
or
naturalised
after a five years' residence and on
by
payment of
are
alone entitled to take part in the elections of the members of the Yolks25,

citizens

*

Marvin,

op. tit., p. 17.
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raad and of the President of the republic. For these offices those only are
eligible who are natives of Transvaal or residents of fifteen years' standing, professing the Protestant religion,
State.

four

The legislative power is
members elected for four

and owners of a domain within the

district returns three delegates, besides

in the

Assembly by

a

which each mining

member appointed by

tories to a petition for the

limits of the

vested in the Volksraad, which consists of fortyEach
years, one-half retiring every two years.
district is represented

a syndicate of the miners.

annexation of Transvaal are

ipso

All signa-

facto excluded from

the right of suffrage and from all public offices.
Dutch is the official language of
the Volksraad, which holds its sessions in Pretoria. The President is elected for

by all enfranchised burghers, and is assisted in his executive functions
a
council
of five members the State Secretary, the Commander of the military
by
forces, the Minister of Mines, and two non-official delegates named by the
five years

:

Volksraad.

The suzerainty

of Great Britain, restricted to the control of the foreign rela-

tions of the republic, is little

more than nominal.

But even the present

constitu-

"
tion, which has been frequently amended since the proclamation of the
Thirty"
three Articles
in May, 1849, is itself only provisionary.
The patriotic Boers of
still dream of the
day when the two republics of the Orange and the
Transvaal, at first connected by a common customs union, will be consolidated in a
" African
Holland," possibly even in a broader confederacy comprising all
single
the Afrikanders from the Cape of Good Hope to the Zambese.
The Boer families

South Africa

grouped in every town throughout South

Africa form collectively a single
The question of the future
nationality, despite the accident of political frontiers.
union has already been frequently discussed by the delegates of the two conter-

minous republics.

But

unless these visions can be realised during the present

generation, they are foredoomed to failure.
Owing to the unprogressive character
of the purely Boer communities, and to the rapid expansion of the English-

speaking peoples by natural increase, by direct immigration, and by the assimila"
tion of the Boers themselves, the future " South African Dominion
can in any
case never be an "African Holland."

are

merged

in one state, that state

Whenever

the present political divisions
later constitute rather an

must sooner or

" African
England," whether consolidated under the suzerainty of Great Britain
or on the basis of absolute political autonomy.
But the internal elements of disorder and danger are too multifarious to allow the European inhabitants of
Austral Africa for many generations to dispense with the protection of the

English sceptre.
The Transvaal Republic has no standing army beyond a small force of horse
The
artillery, but in case of war all able-bodied citizens are obliged to serve.
revenue

derived chiefly from the sale of lands, the customs, the hut tax payable by
the natives, and the dues levied on mines has increased more than threefold since

Hitherto the annual surplus over the normal expenditure has been chiefly
The public debt, which in 1882
applied to developing the telegraph system.
1880.

exceeded

560,000, was reduced in 1884 to less than

400,000.

It is partly a
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revenue and partly secured on the fixed property of the
charge on the public
State.

The

territory of the

South African Republic is divided for administrative puror districts, which are, for the most part, named from

poses into sixteen provinces
their respective chief towns.

a sort of
They are administered by a landrost,
extensive
who is invested with very
powers
gofernor and magistrate combined,
the
before
which
The
development
districts,
great
over the native populations.
tabulated in the
of the gold-mining industry numbered twelve, will be found

Appendix.
III.

DELAGOA BAY.

This inlet on the south-east coast of the continent takes

its

name, not, as has

African port of call for Portuguese
been said,
vessels bound for Goa and the East Indies, but because it presents the appearance
But in any case Delagoa Bay promises one day to
of a lake or lagoon (lagoa).
natural outlet of the whole Limpopo basin and of
the
as
great importance

from the

fact that

it

was the

last

acquire

the States on the South African plateau.

The form

of the coast-line,

and the

streams navigable by light
depth of this land-locked basin, which receives several
an
exceptional value, all the more
craft, give to this Portuguese possession quite
that south of this
highly appreciated by the shippers of Natal and Cape Colony
there is not a single well-sheltered and commodious haven.
splendid estuary
Hence, the English colonists, as heirs of the old

Dutch navigators who effected a
representatives of Captain Owen, who

landing here in the year 1720, and as
acquired a strip of territory on the coast in 1825, did not

fail to

claim possession

which would have been in every way so convenient, and which must
have secured for them the unchallenged political and commercial supremacy over
of the bay,

the inland States.

The

priority of possession, however,

was contested by Portugal,

and in 1875 became a subject of arbitration, and was decided against England by
Marshal MacMahon, President of the French Republic, to whom the question had
Delagoa Bay was con
Mozambique, although from the

been referred by the Governments of London and Lisbon.
sequently restored to the Portuguese province of

commercial point of view the judgment might be said to have been given in
favour of the Transvaal Republic, because the bay is the natural outlet of that
State on the Indian Ocean, while

the interest of Portugal to attract all the
traffic of the plateaux to the
But
port of which she has acquired the possession.
not being yet provided with docks, piers, or other shipping conveniences, and with
it is

only a short unfinished line of railway and undeveloped communications, with a
thinly peopled, unhealthy, and uncultivated territory, this port has, so to say,

nothing at present to depend upon except the prospects of its future prosperity.
In fact, the whole district of which it is the capital, from the Maputa to the

Limpopo, is an unreclaimed region largely covered with primeval forests, savannahs,
and marshy tracts. It has a total area of about 16,000
square miles, with an estimated population of eighty thousand, or five to the square mile.
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LOURENCO MARQUES.

The town

of Lourcnro Marques, founded in 1867

on the

site of

a village that

by the Va-Twa Zulus in 1823, is
so designated in memory of the navigator who established the first Portuguese
But these waters hud
factory on the shores of Delagoa Bay, in the year Io44.
alrrady been explored by Pedro Quaresma, who made no attempt to secure a
bore the same

name and which had been

footing in the district.

The low houses

seized

of the present town, built of stone

and

disposed along the streets running at right angles to each other, present a pleasant

Fig. 63.

LORBNTO MARQUES.

Kcnlr

1

:

2C.OOO.

i

i

Depths.

Bands exponed
low WMK.

32 to 80

to 32
Feet.

Feet
,

80 Feet and
upwards.

1,100 Yards.

seaward prospect, although standing at a low level and surrounded by sluggish
waters which formerly served the purpose of moats against the attacks of natives.
This position of Lourenco Marques in the midst of low-lying alluvial lands,
renders it insalubrious during the hot season and it is now proposed to carry out
a system of drainage and extensive plantations of the eucalyptus, in order to dry
;

up the swamps, which

at first

may have seemed

to constitute

an advantage for

the rising settlement. But in any case there are some more elevated lands in the
vicinity, and a comparatively healthy upper town, inhabited chiefly by the iner-
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chants,

devoted to the shipping
gradually rising above the lower quarters

is

interests.

The Zulus of the Lourcn90 Marques district are described by Mrs. Pringle,
who visited the place in 1880, as an exceptionally fine-looking race of quite
"Many of the women are over six feet high, and have such
gigantic stature.
would form perfect studies for a
manual labour is done by them.

beautifully developed figures, that they
Nearly all the hoeing and most of the

sculptor.

As

this

must be very hard work, sooner or later it must kill any who are not naturally
strong, whereas those who can stand it have all their muscles fully expanded by
constant action.

Not two

of the

men

or

women we met were

dressed alike.

Some

had their hair most elaborately frizzled, and all kinds of feathers stuck into it.
Instead of a loin-cloth, they wore wild beasts' skins tied round their waists, with a

row of

Others again had their hair drawn out in fine

dangling from them.

tails

Fig. 64.

THE LOUEEN^'O MARQUES-PHETORIA RAILWAY.
Scalp

1

:

5,000,000

33*

Alternative Rentes.
120 Miles.

strings

and plastered with red mud, so that in the distance

it

looked like a head-

dress of red coral."*

This traveller speaks in depressing terms of the extremely unhealthy climate
and so deadly that

of Lourenc.0 Marques, described as a perfect hotbed of fever,

even horses cannot

A

live there.

station of the Eastern

been established at Lourenco Marques.
officials in

charge of

it

But one

Telegraph Company has

after another the unfortunate

sooner or later full victims to the climate.

"

Now

they are

trying the experiment of sleeping on board a vessel anchored in the harbour, until
they can build a station up on the hill."t

Lourenco Marques does not

lie

northern bank of an estuary which
sive sheet of

estuary,

which

mean depth
tides.
But

is

smooth water.
is

Three rivers have their mouths in

this

common

inaccessible to vessels of the largest size.
The
than 16 or 18 feet, rising to 24 or 25 during the spring

nevertheless

not more

on the shore of Delagoa Bay, but occupies the
developed on the north-west side of this exten-

is

still

for average
shipping the harbour leaves nothing to be desired, presenting from east to west an uninterrupted stretch of about 8 miles of good anchor* Towards the
Mountains of the Moon,
t lb. p. 77.

p. 75.
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The neighbouring bay
which may

vessels,

40 to 120

feet.

is
capacious enough for hundreds of the very largest
here ride at anchor with perfect safety in depths ranging from

The

entrance, some 12 miles wide and over 50 feet deep,

to give access to a

enough

whole

of the town, on the very beach,
witli landing-stages.

The

The railway has

fleet.

which

is

its

is

large

terminus to the south

soon to be protected by a sea-wall lined
this point mainly in a north-westerly

from

line runs

(Unction to the Manissa, crossing this river at the spot where it escapes through a
rocky gorge from the Lobombo Hills, the most advanced border range of the
plateau and western limit of the Portuguese territory.
In 1887 the railway had already reached this place, 55 miles from the coast,
but to reach the plateau it will have to ascend the escarpment by a gradient of
considerably over an inch in the yard. The land routes followed by the emigrants
with their cattle between the Transvaal and the rivers flowing to the port of
Lourenc.0 Marques have the serious disadvantage of having to traverse a low-lying
tract, usually infested by the deadly tsetse fly.
Occasionally this dangerous zone
has been crossed without disaster but travellers and traders have not unfrequently
;

had

to

abandon their chattels

in the

marshy bottom

lands, after losing all their

draught animals in the attempt to get over this tsetse and fever-stricken district.
The reclaimed lands on the outskirts of Lourenco Marques produce the sugar-cane
and tropical fruits, and here are also some coffee plantations. Large numbers of
turtles are captured in the

neighbouring waters.

Each

successive decade witnesses a considerable increase in the trade of Delagoa
which some Marseilles merchants, and Banyans from Diu, on the west
The exports
coast of India, have a larger share than the Portuguese dealers.

Bay, in

consist

mainly of hides and mineral

But the

total value of the

ores, the

exchanges

imports of brandy and war material.

still falls

much below

100,000, although

the transit dues levied on goods destined for the Transvaal is only three per cent,
at the Portuguese custom house. The trade in ivory has ceased
while, since the
;

year 1845, no more slaves have been forwarded through this outlet. On the other
hand, the voluntary emigration of the natives towards Natal has assumed considerable importance.
to the tribal chiefs,

who

The agent

stationed at Lourenco

in return give a certain

number

Marques sends presents

of

young men permission

of coming back in a few years with their earnings.
of Delagoa Bay is inhabited by the Amatonga
south
territory stretching
who
to
the
same
people,
belong
group as those occupying the shores of the St.
Lucia lagoons and backwaters, and who even recognise the same tribal chiefs,

to

go abroad on the condition

The

notwithstanding the arbitrary frontiers traced by diplomatists. In this southern
Here the
district of Delagoa Bay no European settlements have yet been made.
shore, fringed with dunes, is dangerous to shipping, while the

mouths both of the

Manissa (Nkomati) and Limpopo are of difficult access. Nevertheless here reside
a few Banyan dealers, who chiefly import brandies, and whose factories on both
rivers are accessible to light craft.

The Limpopo

factory

is

situated at Manjoba,

a kraal standing at the head of the navigation of the river, 80 miles from the
coast.
The influence of the tides is felt as far up as this point. In exchange for

I
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spirits the dealers take chiefly hides, caoutchouc,

and beeswax.

No

establishment

has been founded by Europeans, either on the river or in the neighbouring
maritime region, and here the only human habitations are a few kraals of the
(Malolo) natives scattered here and there amid the forests and on the
savannahs.
The Magwambas, who belong to the widespread Amatonga
open
the communities that have escaped the ravages of the Zulus,
and
(Batonga) family,

Magwamba

give evidence of a relatively high degree of native culture.
greatly addicted to the smoking of hemp.

All these tribes are

CHAPTER

VII.

PORTUGUESE POSSESSIONS NORTH OF THE LIMPOPO.

INHAMBANE

HE

SOFALA

GAZALAND.

basins of the coast streams following northward between

Limpopo and Zambese estuaries are
extent.
trates

the

comparatively small
Nevertheless that of the Sabi, which is the largest, peneall

of

over 300 miles into the interior of the continent.

But

farther inland the whole of the plateau drains either to the Limpopo or to the Zambese, whose numerous affluents here intermingle their waters.
The divide between these two great hydrographic systems, and those of the

smaller rivers flowing in independent channels seaward, is partly indicated by an
The zone of
irregular mountain range forming the escarpment of the plateau.
coastlands thus roughly limited westwards by the Matebele and Mashona highlands may be approximately estimated at about 112,000 square miles.
On no very

most travellers agree in giving a population of about half a million
region, which comprises the south-eastern section of the long- dismembered

solid grounds,
to this

empire of Monomotapa.
Apart from the Portuguese

officials

and traders who

visited the inland districts

before the present century, this territory of Gaza, with the surrounding lands, has

been explored and described chiefly by the travellers Mauch, Erskine, Wood,
K ii--, Cardozo, Paiva d'Andrada, d'Almeida, Browne, O'Donnel, and Kerr. But
these daring pioneers have been followed by numerous other visitors, and expeditions organised in the mining towns of the Transvaal are at present traversing

Gazaland and studying its mountains and rivers, in order to discover traces of gold
in its quartzose rocks and alluvial deposits, with the view of determining once for
all

the value of the Portuguese traditions regarding the mineral treasures of this

region.

PHYSICAL FEATURES.

The mountains which

in Natal, Zululand, and the Portuguese enclave of
form
the
Delagoa Bay
escarpment of the plateau west of the coastlands, do not
continue to form north of the Limpopo a regular, well-defined orographic system.

Here the ascent from the seaboard towards the elevated uplands

of the interior is
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unbroken

rocky
not abruptly interrupted, as it is farther south, by an
The track lies rather across grassy or wooded districts, which rise either almost
towards the inland plateaux. Amid
imperceptibly or with a very gentle slope
barrier.

or even mountain masses,
these plains, however, stand out a few isolated eminences
hills round which the Sabi describes a great bend to the west and
such as the
lofty

.south,

and which the Kafir ruler of Gazaland has chosen as the best

and

royal residence

Above

this

citadel.

group of

hills,

the Ubiri of recent explorers,* rise three conspicuous
and Silindi peaks, porphyry, trap, and basalt

summits, the Ubiri, Sipumgambili,
estimated altitude of about 4,000
crags, with an
their beds deep into the living rock,
sections,

site for his

which are in many

The running waters, cutting

feet.

have carved these heights into several distinct

places of difficult access,

to their steep slopes

owing

dense herbage, not easily penetrated by the explorer. Nevertheless
the three highest crests are clothed with forests, where progress can be made with-

and the
out

tall

much

trouble between the trunks of the trees.

According

to Erskine, the

these highlands, are destined
upper valleys of the Buzi, which has its source in
and culture. Here the
colonisation
of
a
centre
to
become
one day
European
climate is perfectly salubrious, and here both the sugar-cane and the coffee shrub
find a congenial soil.

mountain group abuts on a red and white sandstone tableland
over 3,000 feet high, connected by a few eminences with the Sita Tonga range, whose

Northwards

this

crests rise probably to a height of 5,000 feet.

One

of these crests, terminating in

a sharp point, has received from the natives the expressive
West of the Sabi the granite
that is, " Moon-shaver."

mean

elevated plateau with a

name
hills,

of

Gundi-Inyanga,
on a more

resting

altitude exceeding 4,000 feet, present a far less

imposing appearance. They are, in fact, for the most part mere undulations of
the ground with broad intervening depressions, where the waters lodge in shallow
lacustrine or marshy basins.
Nevertheless even here the Matoppo ridge presents
granite domes rising to a height of 5,600 feet, while some of the crests are carved

and pyramids of the most eccentric outlines.
Farther on the elevated ridges, whose axis continues the line of waterparting
between the Limpopo and Zambese affluents, are disposed beyond the sources of
into obelisks

the Sabi in an oblique direction with the coastline of the Sofala district.

highest chain, dominated

by Mount Doe, which, according

altitude of 8,000 feet, presents the aspect less of a

irregular plateau.

Here

for its gold-fields.

The

is

situated the

Manica

of

to Kuss,

Here the
attains

an

mountains than of an

group
which has become famous

district,

granite mass stands at a

mean

elevation of not less than

while the surmounting crests are little more than low hills or gently
eminences.
sloping
East of the Manica uplands the divide between the Zambese and the small

6,500

feet,

coast streams is
nothing

more than an open plain interrupted

at intervals

by

South of this parting line of
granite domes rising abruptly above the surface.
the waters the aspect of a
citadel
is
frowning
presented by the Gorongoza group
Browne and O'Donnel,

Scottish Geographical

Magazine for November, 1887.

!

\vitli

its

A/A LAN P.

extremely precipitous outer slopes, and culminating in Mount Miranga,
This isolated mass, which, like the Monica
feet in height.

which exceeds 6,500

of granitic formation,

is

clothed on

its

upper parts by magnificent
to
the
contrast
a
tracts, which are mostly
surrounding
forests, presenting
pleasant
of
brushwood.
stunted
a
with
covered
growth
uplands,

is

MARINE CURRENTS.

RIVER SYSTEMS.

The Sabi

(Sabia), the largest watercourse in the

extensive fluvial basin, which
Fig. 65.

stretches

Gaza country, forms a very

from the Matebele highlands north-

CHIEF ROUTES OF EXPLORERS BETWEEN THE LIMPOPO AND ZAXBKSB.
Scale

1

:

24,000,000.

4
WJB^igsS

'\

*~vJ

*->?Vfc

,0.1 Mil'*.

eastwards to the Monica Mountains.

an altitude of over 3,000

It has

its

chief source in

the

Mashona

above sea-level, and flows at first in a
But after escaping from the uplands, while still at a dissoutherly direction.
tance of nearly 200 miles from the ocean, it trends round to the east, and mainterritory, at

feet

tains this direction for the rest of its course seawards.
During the rainy season
the Sabi expands into a potent stream, rushing between banks from one to two
But on the
miles apart, with too swift a current to be stemmed by river craft.

return of the dry season the waters subside rapidly, and then the Sabi flows in a
narrow channel not more than 100 feet brood, and even in the centre of the

stream scarcely anywhere quite 2 feet deep. Nevertheless it develops a considerable delta, with a shoreline of at least 60 miles in length, and an area of over 800
square miles intersected by the main branches of the Sabi proper.

But

this space
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the channels of the two
might be greatly enlarged were it made to comprise
the north and the Gabulu on the south,
neighbouring rivers, the Gorongozi on
both of which might be regarded as belonging to the same hydrographic system.
into arms of the sea, the
During the dry season the main branches are converted
abundant evidence to the
mangroves everywhere fringing both banks bearing
delta.
the
water
of
the
saline properties
circulating through
The Buzi, which reaches the Indian Ocean a little to the north of Sofala, is a
Nevertheless it has been ascended for over
fur less copious stream than the Sabi.

60 miles from

its

mouth by

Still farther

craft of light draft.

lower reaches

north flows the

drawing
Pungue, or Aruangua, which in its
6 or 7 feet. But several other watercourses, which are fed by rivulets having
their sources in the uplands, fail to reach the sea, their mouths being everywhere
is

navigable for vessels

by sandbanks.
The great " Mozambique Current," which flows from the Indian Ocean between
Madagascar and the mainland southwards in the direction of the Antarctic waters,

closed

here impinges on the seaboard at the point where it projects farthest seawards.
This headland, indicated from a distance by a blackish little island, takes the
appropriate Portuguese name of Cabo das Correntes, for the stream, which at this
place skirts the coast, sets steadily towards the south- south- west at a velocity
ranging from 1^ to over 2 miles an hour. But as farther south a counter-current

developed along the Amatonga coast east of Delagoa Bay and the St. Lucia
lagoons, in the same way a backwater sets towards the equator north of Cape
Correntes.
This is clearly shown by the form of the tongues of sand and adjacent
is

islets, all

east

of which are here disposed in the direction of the north or north-north-

that

is,

in the opposite direction to the great current flowing farther off the

land in the Mozambique Channel.
In the shallow waters separating the mainland from

its fringe of islands, and
near
the
natives
for
fish
Barazuto,
especially
pearl oysters, which they open by
exposing them to the action of heat, thereby injuring and diminishing the market

value of the gems.

Polyps are also at work along the Gazaland seaboard, where

at certain points the navigation is
endangered by the coral reefs. Here also most
of the islands rest on a foundation of coral banks,
although now covered with

dunes, which give

them a

hilly aspect.

CLIMATE.

The climate of Gazaland
lands and the terraces of the

FLORA.

FAUNA.

varies greatly between the
low-lying zone of coast-

The winds, which blow nearly always from
the sea, whether from the north-east, the east, the
south-east, or the south, bring

scarcely

any moisture

interior.

to the plains of the coast
region.

Even

the heavy rain-

that is, when the sun
bearing clouds which sweep inland during the wet season
the
from
November
to March
do not break till they strike
approaches
zenith,
against the heights rising above the tablelands and terraces of the interior.
It
seldom rains while the normal south-east current
but
wind
when
the
prevails,
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veer* round to another quarter the conflict of the opposing movements result* in
On the uplands the changes of temperature
storms and tremendous downpours.

are often very sudden.

The

heats, especially before the rainy season, are

most

A

great change sets in with the cold southern breezes, and in the
oppressive.
space of a few hours the glass will at times abruptly rise or fall as much as 50
or even 60

Thanks

F.
to the copious rainfall, the region of the inland plateaux is

very fertile.
whereas
the
species,
low-lying plains
varied than the animal kingdom.
In the

Here the forests present a great variety of

but a scanty vegetation, far less
districts of the south the trees, usually of small size and growing far
apart, are all alike, whether living or dead, covered with a grey moss, which gives
offer

wooded

them a fantastic appearance. In some of the Gazaland forests, as along the banks
of the middle Zambese, a prevailing species is the inopane, a large odoriferous tree,
which affords travellers very little shade, its leaves being disposed in a vertical
position, like the

mere

wings of a butterfly

at rest.

The

coast properly so-called

is

a

strip of arid sands, but farther inland the ground, covered with a reddish

arenaceous

soil, is

much more

watered bottom lands.

But

productive, yielding abundant crops in the wellsuch tracts are rare, and the waters which during the

passing rains lodge in the depressions of the surface, soon evaporate after the

Throughout nearly the whole extent of the low-lying
In such a
plains savannahs everywhere alternate with scrub and thorny plants.
return of fine weather.

region the inhabitants might be expected to settle chiefly along the courses of the
streams, where they might procure the water indispensable for field operations; yet
the river banks are mostly deserted, and the tribes have taken refuge for the most
part in remote and inaccessible retreats, in order to avoid the too frequent visits of
their oppressive Zulu rulers.
Hence, through long experience, the natives have

become extremely

skilful in discovering the smallest reservoir

where the precious

fluid may ooze out drop by drop.
They are acquainted with all the forest plants
whose leaves or berries contain water, and specially value the itnbuiiya, a caoutchouc

creeper, the fruit of

which serves

to

quench their

thirst.

As

in

many

other parts

of Africa, such as the Fazogl district of Senaar, in the Nile basin, and on the

Quissama plateau on the west

coast, the cavities

formed

in the

trunk of the baobab

These cavities are enlarged and deepened
are also carefully utilised as cisterns.
with the axe and fire until the whole stem becomes, as it were, converted into a
sort of aerial well.

But the winter

water also gradually becomes

foul,

rains do not always suffice to replenish

and

at last evaporates altogether

this happens, the inhabitants are fain to quit their forest retreats

the

more open riverain tracts.
Wherever the population

is

;

it

;

the

and when

and remove

to

thinly scattered over wide spaces, the fauna, free

its worst
enemy, is both numerous and diversified. The
abounds throughout Gazaland, the hippopotamus and crocodile

from the attacks of
elephant

swarm

still

in all the streams, large herds of antelopes

bound over -the

uplands are frequented by large numbers of buffaloes.
the leopards, are much dreaded by the herdsmen.
112

AF

The

plains, while the

hyaenas, and especially

Erskine traversed some
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districts

so daring that the

where the leopards were

work even in broad daylight in the
stout enclosures

made

fields,

women

scarcely venture to

and the huts have to be protected by

of stakes interlaced with trailing plants.

On

the other hand,

the lion rarely attacks man, and the natives seldom complain of his presence, as
half a buffalo, an unfinished
for the remains of the feast
they often come in
antelope, and the like.

In several districts the most noxious animals are various species of termites,
which devour the vegetation, and commit such havoc on the plantations that all
cultivation has to be abandoned.

The domestic animals

are unable to live on the

or to some mysterious poison in the
low-lying plains, either owing to the tsetse fly
Hence travellers wishing to reach the plateaux of Gazaland with their
air.*

horses or cattle,

Mashona

Matebele or

have to approach from the west through the

territories.

HISTORIC RETROSPECT,

The Sofala seaboard was

possibly frequented

by the ancient navigators, and

the fleets of the Phoenicians are said to have penetrated southwards as far as these
eastern waters.
According to numerous authorities, here was even situated the

far-famed Ophir, whence Solomon brought gold, precious woods, and pearls. But
other Biblical commentators have placed this same Ophir either in India or in the

Eastern Archipelago, while the total absence of any trustworthy geographical
information regarding the true situation of this land of gold gives ample scope for
any hypothesis. But whatever be the correct view, there can be no doubt that
(iazaland had already been visited by civilised strangers long before the arrival of
the Portuguese on the east coast of Africa, for the followers of Vasco de Gama

here found the ruins of buildings far superior in architecture to
anything the
Hence it is not, perhaps, surprising
present inhabitants are capable of erecting.
that the Lusitanian mariners fancied these edifices

the stations or factories constructed
by the
intended as a tribute for Solomon.

must have been the remains

Queen of Saba

of

for storing the gold

Since the time of the first
Portuguese explorers the memory of these monuments had never been forgotten,
although all attempts of numerous travellers to
discover them had proved abortive until the
Carl
year 1871, when the
i

geologist

Muuch
of

two

at last succeeded in
bringing them to light.
fortresses built of granite on two

They

neighbouring

consist of the remains
hills,

western affluent of the Sabi, about 180 miles west of Sofala.
thistles also rose

situated

near a

From amid

the

a tower

still some
forty feet high, and Mauch supposed that these
military works were intended to guard the gold mines of the surrounding district.

The term Ximbaoe given
present inhabitants

them by the Portuguese that is, the Zimbabye of the
has the meaning of "royal residence."
It is also noteto

worthy that the designs traced on the granite blocks are circles, diamonds, parallel
and scrolls, presenting a certain resemblance to the ornamental work on the

lines,

Kafir utensils.

This may, perhaps, point at some connection or
affinity between

* Saint
Vincent Erakine, Journal of the Royal Geographical
Society, 1875.
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Nevertheless the
the builders of Zimbabyt? and the present rulers of Guzulund.
" Residence " had
unanimous tradition of the natives in that the
formerly been
Possibly the renowned
occupied by white people who "could do everything."
"
"
of
to
that
is
or
Monomotapu
say, the Muene Motapa,
Emperor
Benomatapa,
or "august lord"
who held sway over all the peoples of this region at the

time of the arrival of the Portuguese on the east African seaboard, may h;i\<
been descended from the kings who created the Zimbabye" forts and the other st m
i

-

now mostly overgrown by forest growths.
which
the
the
sacrifices
surrounding aborigines still offer to the
Possibly, also,
ruins
may but perpetuate the tradition of the
genii within the enclosure of these
some
celebrated
feasts
who, however,
formerly
by
potent sovereign. Mauch
great
tares

still

scattered over the plateau and

fancies
speaks only on report, not having been himself present at these ceremonies
they betray a great resemblance to the Jewish rites. Some remains of granite
walls met here and there round about Zimbabye are said to be still designated by the
name of " altars." All the structures that have subsequently been discovered in
this region are invariably situated in the vicinity of gold mines.*

THE ZULUS OF GAZALAND.
Since the middle of the sixteenth century the Portuguese possessed establishments on the coast, which served as revictualling stations for their vessels on the

long route between Lisbon and Goa. On several occasions they made expeditions
to the interior, and especially towards the gold region of Manica ; and various
works connected with mining operations attest their residence in districts fur

removed from the seaboard.
gradually waned, and

till

But

it is evident that their
enterprising spirit
the
their
of
influence
had been limited
sphere
recently

neighbourhood of Inhambane, Chiloane, and Sofala. But the nation is
again bestirring itself, and active steps are now being taken to resume the effective
possession of the domain that has been assigned to Portugal by the common conto the

sent of the European Powers.

Nor can

there be any doubt that these efforts will

be crowned with success, thanks to the indirect support afforded to the Government
traders, and gold-hunters.
Nevertheless the true sovereign of the country is still the Kafir King of Gu/a,
a blood relation of the warlike Zulu chief Manikussa, who escaped in 1830 with thirty
thousand followers from the oppressive rule of the terrible Chaka, and who, retreat-

by the immigrants, missionaries,

ing northwards like the Matebeles, founded a
territory

whose inhabitants are

new empire

at present tributary to

in this region.

the

King

The

of Gaza,

is

bounded on the south, near Lourenco Marques, by the course of the Nkomati, an
affluent of the M;m< i*sa, often confounded with the main stream.
Northwards it
extends as far a

Mutcbele State.

the Zumbese, and on the west side

is

conterminous with the

The

political centre of the empire lies within the stronghold of
inaccessible hills where the Buzi takes its source.
Till recently the kraal where
J. Mackenzie, Seottuk Geographical May<uine, June, 1887.
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the king resided was at Chama-Cliaina, in the upland valley of the Um-Swelizi or
transferred to two other
Upper Bu/i, but since then the court has already been
Kites in these

The Zulus

highlands.
of Gazuland are usually called

Umgoni by

the southern populations,

and Landins by the Portuguese. Camping round about the royal residence, they
retain their original military organisation, being marshalled in regular troops,
battalions, and regiments, and officered by indunas or captains, who endeavour to
keep alive the warlike traditions of their victorious forefathers. The maintenance of this system is the more necessary that the hosts of the ruling nation, being
vastly less

numerous than the population

of the subject tribes, their political

ascendancy can be secured only by terror. The army is so constituted that it can
IM? moved
rapidly now on one point now on another, stamping out all resistance by

As is ever the case,
wasting the land and carrying off all supplies and live stock.
method of government has had the inevitable consequence of impoverishing

this

the laud and stifling all

germs

of civilisation.

These Zulu sovereigns have no

longer a hoe as the emblem of authority, like the old Monomotapa emperors, for
they rule only by the sword. The former sedentary and agricultural tribes have
become hordes .of fugitives ever ready at the shortest notice to abandon their
villages

and settlements

to

work the mines,

to

keep

at the

approach of the royal army.

They were forbidden

and dangerous they are prevented
they might grow
from hunting the elephant because that is a noble pursuit, and slaves must not
Certain communities had lately ventured
aspire to equality with their masters.
cattle,

rich

lest

;

and the Ma-Ndardas, who inhabit the plains lying south and southby the royal kraal, have begun to breed dogs, in the hope

east of the hills occupied

that their oppressors
Till

them that despised food.
recently the policy of the king was inspired by a feeling of profound
might

at least leave

He allowed them to hunt and trade, but only within
jealousy towards Europeans.
defined
limits
he assigned them fixed
rigorously
camping grounds, and levied
black-mail on all visitors under the name of "
In 1872 he made the
presents."
wait
two
months -and a half before
English traveller, Erskine,
him an
;

granting

audience, although he was the political envoy of the Natal Government,
actually been invited to the court by the King of Gaza himself
At

and had

present the

attitude of the sovereign has

undergone a change, and the imminent danger of his
position has obliged him to display more deference and
seeming courtesy towards
envoys, missionaries, and miners. Feeling himself no
to

longer strong enough
defy
he has become, after a vain attempt at
resistance, the formal vassal of the Portuguese Government, and has undertaken to
respect the mandates of the Resident appointed by the Lisbon ministers.
those

who

will ere long be his
masters,

THE ABORIGINES OF GAZALAMJ.
The indigenous populations are
commonly known by the

collective

name

of

Tongas, although differing considerably from the
Amatongas dwelling to the
south of Delagoa
Bay. They appear to bo for the m-st part related to the Basutos,
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whom

they n yemhlr in physical appearumv, usages, and jieaceful temperament.
Like them, they show a derided preference for agriculture and stock- breeding. -.

far at least as permitted

by their Umgoni masters, and also speak dialects showing

marked

affinities to the Sosuto language.
All these despised Tongas are gifted with a clear intellect and a passion for
Whenever they can escape from the tyranny of the Zulus, they immelearning.
resume
the cultivation of the land and their other industrial pursuits.
diately

Being

from the military

spirit, they discuss all affairs of general
to a council of elders and petty
the
administration
common, leaving
Their circular huts, formed of stakes connected by creepers, with all

entirely averse

interest in
chiefs.

interstices filled in

by

clay, are generally

higher and better const ructed than those

of the southern Zulu Kafir peoples.
"
The
that

Chobi,
Bowmen," occupy the southernmost d^tricts in Ga/.aland.
is,
Those dwelling in the neighbourhood of the Limpopo along the coast dunes have
all been reduced
by the Zulus. But the northern Chobi, called also Mindongs by
the Portuguese, have succeeded in safeguarding their independence, thanks to the
support accorded them by the garrison of the town of Inhambane. These are the
Boa Gente, or " good folks " spoken of by Vasco de Gama. This tribe disfigure

themselves in a way which to Europeans seems absolutely repulsive. They raise
three rows of warty excrescences on the face, one from the top of the forehead to
the tip of the nose, the other two from ear to ear, forming two chains, which are

brought round one by the upper lip the other by the chin. They seem, better
entitled to the name or Knob-noses even than their Transvaal neighbours.
The

costume of their

women

is

a sort of bark toga.

North-west of the Chobi the plains are occupied by the Ma-Kwakwa people,
where territory may be traversed in all directions without obtaining a sight of a
single village, so completely are their settlements concealed in the brushwood.

For a stretch of about sixty miles, Richards came upon nothing but abandoned
kraals.
These unfortunate Ma-Kwakwas do not dare even to cultivate their little
garden

plots,

such

is

their dread of sudden visits

from their Zulu kinsmen and

But they carefully tend their wine- yielding palms, small trees from
5 to 10 feet high, which resemble cabbage stumps in appearance, but give a large

oppressors.

supply of liquor.

The Ma-Gwanzas, who dwell west and north-west

of the

Ma-Kwakwas, along

the banks of the

Limpopo and its affluents, are exempt from the visits of the Zulu
and
are
soldiery,
consequently a very numerous people. They own large wellcultivated gardens, and even herds of cattle in all the districts not infested by the
tsetse fly.

Their northern neighbours, the Ma-Longwas or Ma-Rongwis, dwell in bark
huts of a rudimentary type. The district stretching still further north in the
direction of the Sabi delta

is

held by the Bila-Kulu tribe, while the far more
at some distance inland from the coast the

numerous Hlenga nation occupies

region of plains extending towards the interior between the Limpopo and Sabi
Their country being mainly scrub, the Hlengas might almost be called
valleys.
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the lund for want of water and through fear of the
to live almost exclusively on the produce of
neighbouring Zulus, they are obliged
when they have
the chase. They pursue the game by the trail, like hounds, and
liu.shinen.

Being unable

to

till

wounded an animal they follow

it

up unflaggingly

for days together, sleeping at

so as not to lose the track.
They study the starry
night near the drops of blood
take
to
order
part with it in the
skies and consult the flight of the vulture in
and despite the
carrion feast.
They also show great skill in constructing pitfalls,
to plant
.contrive
the
from
edicts forbidding all the Tongas
elephant, they
hunting

a sharp stake concealed

by the

of the huge pachyderm.
foliage across the path
the acute pain, is unable to advance farther and

The wounded animal, overcome by
fulls

an easy prey

to his enemies.

North of the Sabi the Tonga

tribes,

being under the more direct control of the

/ulus, are reduced to the condition of abject slaves.

and Mu-Ndowas, who appear

who

are

now

to

Such are the Ma-Ndandas

have been formerly a very powerful people, but

fain to conceal themselves in the bush, clothed in long robes

from the bark of the baobab.

Still

made

farther north, and not far from the Manica

descendants of the
uplands, dwell the Ki-Tevi (Gwa-Tevi or Aba-Tevi), probably
as a large nation
De
the
Dominican
mentioned
Santos,
Quiteve people
friar,
by

forming the central nucleus of the Monomotapa empire.

The

traditional ceremo-

nious formalities observed at the court of the TJmgoni king appear to have been in
Amongst these natives are
great part inherited from the Quiteve sovereign.
scattered

by Mauch

some groups of Ba-Lempas, who practise circumcision, and who are said
Most of them
to resemble the Jews in their features and social customs.

are distinguished

by red eyes and

fiery eyebrows, like the

Polish Jews.

They

dwell in separate villages, living by usury and a retail barter trade.
They also
manufacture the iron wire required for the elaborate headdresses of some of the

surrounding

tribes.

THE BANYANS.
Perhaps the most important section of the population, not only here, but in all
the Portuguese East African possessions, are the Hindu traders collectively known
as Banyans, or Banians, who have almost monopolised the export traffic of this
"
seaboard for many generations.
Attracted from India more than half a century
before Clive laid the foundations of the Eastern British Empire, by an edict of
the Portuguese Viceroy, Conde de Alvor, which gave to a Banyan Company in

1086 an exclusive monopoly of the trade between Diu and Mozambique, the
Banyans, strengthened afterwards by the Battias and other Hindu sects, gradually
increased in

number and

in influence, until at this
day, despite the loss of all
in
are
sole
of
the
trade
of
the
coast.
Others there are,
monopolies, they
possession
wholesale European merchants, at the chief centres of trade ; but
they alone are

be found in every accessible port and river of the coast,
bartering European
manufacture! for native produce, and thus, by searching out new markets and
creating trade, stimulating the industry of the natives.
to

"

Beyond the trade monopoly, they were formerly granted extensive and pecu-
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amongst which one of the most curious was u right to have all caeea
rime and dispute occurring amongst themselves settled by their own judges, who
Some say that
generally consisted of padres chosen from the order of the Jesuits.
liar privileges,

from

this union of

others, that the

religion much trouble und disorder sprang
and the prosperity of the Banyans alike excited
Both were spoken of in terms of harsh and severe

commerce and

power

;

of the Jesuit*

the envy of the authorities.
censure.
drastic measure was therefore taken with their reverences, and in 1759

A

they were packed off as prisoners to their respective convents in Goa, and the
whole of their property in the colony confiscated to the Crown.
" Soon after the
Banyans were ordered to return to Mozambique, because of
'

disorders spread by them on the coast,' und in 1777 their monopoly was withdrawn.
But these restrictions appear to have had little effect, as for nearly a century past

The feeling of antagonism with
from the fact that the profits made

their field of trade has been steadily extending.

which these traders are regarded

arises chiefly

by them are neither invested

in, nor serve any useful purpose to, this country.
the land of their nativity, and out of it the law of their race does not
Residence
permit them to permanently settle, or even to carry their women.
abroad is, therefore, to them but a temporary sojourn, and the wealth they gain is

India

is

naturally remitted to the only country custom allows

them

to call their

own."*

TOPOGRAPHY.
In the southern part of

only town hitherto founded by the
Portuguese bears the Kafir name of Inhambane.^ It is situated on the east side of
a large open bay, free from reefs, which somewhat resembles that of Lourenco
this region the

Marques, although offering fewer advantages to shipping. Towards the south the
narrows to a small creek, and here is situated the harbour, accessible

inlet gradually

only to vessels drawing 10 or 12 feet of water. The town, which is fairly well
constructed, stands on a long hill or ridge, which is almost entirely surrounded by
water at the flood. It has a motley population of about two thousand blacks,
whites,

and copper- coloured Christians, Mohammedans, Banyans, and Parsees.
a centre of the Moslem propaganda amongst the surrounding

Inhambaue being

Negro populations, has its mosque as well as its churches. On an island near the
coast, some 60 miles farther north, are seen the ruins of an old Arab settlement.
Slaves and ivory, which were formerly the only exports, have now given place to

gum copal, cocoanuts and groundnuts. In their dealings
with the natives the Inhambane traders use as currency little iron bars. The
neighbouring palm-groves, which cover a space of over a thousand acres, contain
beeswax, caoutchouc,

about a hundred and eighty thousand cocoanut- trees. Of late years some sugarcane, tea, and cinchona plantations have also been formed in the vicinity of the
town.

It is of considerable importance that the

whole of

this district should be

Consul H. E. O'Neill, Proceeding* of the Royal Geographical Society, October, 1882.
syllable** uifia, forming tht> initial* of so many iiHinea of placet* in the Portuguese East
African pomeftions simply represent the Spanish fi. tnuialiterated in English by ny. Consequently
Inhambaitf is to be pronounced Xyamhane.

f The two
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and made to yield sufficient produce for the local conbrought under cultivation
and lies at a far greater
the port is encompassed by solitudes,
Mimption, because
and
mining regions of the
the agricultural
,|ist;mce than Lourenoo Marques from
and by
From these it is separated by the valley of the Limpopo
interior.
the presence of the deadly
extensive plains, rendered almost uninhabitable by
Landins (Zulus), and even
the
in 1834 by
tsetse fly. The town itself was captured
Yet with all these
fresh attacks.
were current of

impending
recently reports
drawbacks the yearly trade of the place has of

late

years

risen

to

nearly

60,000.

Mrs. Pringle, one of the few English travellers

Fig. 66.

MAMCA AND GOBONOOZA
Scale

1

:

who have

in late years visited

HIGHLANDS.

2,600,000.

,

i

.60 Miles.

Inhambane, speaks of it as quite a charming town. " We thought it quite the
most beautiful place we had yet seen in Africa. As we approached our anchorage
the broad river became blocked with wooded islands.

Everywhere we looked there

were forest and low-spreading bushes. The town, nestling under wooded hills, is
situated at the head of a deep bay about fourteen miles from the mouth of the
river.

Quite a number of picturesque little huts peeped out from amongst a clump
from the steamer very like Swiss chalets, only they had

of cocoanut palms, looking

no stones about them, and were thatched with palm-leaves. Several were surrounded by high palisades, Kafir fashion. The contrast between this little bit of
native town and the

was very

striking.

more solid-looking European houses, situated on a
Then the sunset, though short, was exquisite.

rising knoll,

The whole
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mass of red uwl yellow, while the bay looked as
brilliant as a rainbow under the evening; sun, which slanted across its wu\,
lighting them up with the constantly varying tints of green and gold."*
North of the Inhumbane inlet the seaboard is guarded by some small Portuguese
sky was

posts.

full

One

loude, a

ol

of these stands on the island of Ilazaruto, where the neighbouring
fisheries are little utilised. Another, on the island of >///////////-,

pearl and holothuria
in the

marshy

which

delta of the Sabi, serves as a convict station,

is

surrounded

by brackish waters frequented by the hippopotamus. Formerly the most frequented
harbour on the Gaza coast lay beyond the fluvial basin on the low beach of an inlet

Here stands the port

penetrating far into the interior.

of Sofnla, at a point which

When the Portuguese
heavy draught.
settlement between the Limpopo and the Zambese,

is unfortunately inaccessible to vessels of

founded in this place their first
they supposed they were restoring Solomon's city of Oj>/iir, and gave this appellation to the little fort, one of whose towers is still standing.
They were also under
the impression that the river Sabi itself had been so named from the Queen of
Suba.
Before the discovery of the far more commodious port of Banyuc, formed

by the mouth of the Pungue or Aruanga River, Sofala hod the advantage of being
the nearest seaport to the highland district where the Zulu conquerors have
established their headquarters, as well as to the

Manica plateau, famous

for its

Gold-dust has even been found in the sands of the beach

gold-bearing alluvia.
close to Sofula itself.

This place

is

no longer, as formerly, the centre of a brisk

export trade.

The geologists that have visited the Manica country have hitherto failed to
discover either the auriferous rocks in these granitic uplands or the deposits of
precious stones where the native women find their beautiful pendants and earrings.
The

valley of the stream whose sands are washed for gold opens on the southern

Here the

sunk

depth of 18 or 20 feet in the
alluvial soil, and still perfectly preserved, date from the time of the early Portuguese operations, which were themselves preceded by much older works, traditionally
side of the mountains.

pits,

to a

attributed to a " white people with long black hair."

Near the

village of Mnxnikewe,

which was formerly the capital of the province, are also seen some ruins of the
ancient city, which had already been almost entirely abandoned at the end of the
"
It was deserted in consequence of the "just reprisals
of the
century.
revolted natives, and subsequently destroyed by the Zulu invaders, who massacred
last

most of the inhabitants, and forbade the survivors

to

continue the

mining

operations.

A

"

so-called "

Ophir Company has lately been constituted for the purpose of
these
works
and reviving the important " fair of Manica," which was
resuming
formerly held at Massikesse. But according to some geologists, the sands of the

Manica valleys are but slightly auriferous, the proportion of the precious metal
apparently not averaging more than half a gramme, or about eight grains, to

The future wealth of the country will be derived,
mineral resources as from the great fertility of its valleys.

thirty-five cubic feet of matter.

not so

much from

its

Op. dt. p. 68.
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In no part of South Africa ure the lands better watered or more productive, and

Manica territory " droughts and scarcity are unknown."
A Negro regulo or " kinglet " resides at Mufawa, on the south-west slope of the
Manica hills. As a vassal of the Portuguese Government, he is kept in awe by an
"
officer with the title of
capitao-mor," whose little garrison is stationed in the
in the

natural fortress of Mattaara, a huge bluff with precipitous walls, accessible only by
a
zigzag path. On one occasion three thousand Zulus in vain attempted to

giddy
storm this rocky citadel, from which large stones were rolled down, crushing great

numbers

The

of the assailants.

capital of this extensive district,

which bears the alternative names of

has been recently founded in the Serra de Gorongoza,
at the village of Inhanyu, usually called Villa Gonrcia, from the name which the
natives give to the capitao-mor.
Formerly the surrounding hills were completely

Mnnica and

Quif>'rc (Kifarf),

now being gradually repeopled, and companies of disciplined
Landins are now enlisted by the Government to protect this new Portuguese
conquest from the attacks of their southern kinsmen. The ancient kingdom of
deserted, but they are

Ba-Ilue has also been entirely reduced by the capitao-mor of Manica, and
This highly favoured official further
held by him as his personal domain.
a complete monopoly of the local

traffic

in beeswax

and other produce.

is

now

enjovs

CHAPTER

VIII.

ZAMBESE AND KU-BANGO BASINS.
length, the extent of its basin and volume, the Zambese ranks as
the fourth river in Africa, being surpassed in these respects only

by the Congo, the Nile, and the Niger. But however important it
still is, this great
artery appears to have formerly drained even a
far larger area than at present.

one time joined

it

Several copious streams which at

from the west and south-west, have ceased

to reach its

banks

;

various waterpartiugs have been upheaved between the central and the secondary
basins, and many of these have become isolated marshy or flooded depressions,

which have no longer any outflow, and whose surplus waters are carried off by
evaporation alone. From the geological standpoint, the unity of the whole basin
remains evident enough

still

;

but

it

has ceased to constitute a single hydro-

Although they no longer intermingle their currents, the KuBango and Zambese clearly belong to the same original area of drainage, as hud
in fact long been shown by the Portuguese explorations previous to the time of

graphic system.

Livingstone.

GENERAL SURVEY.
But these explorations had been entirely overlooked by most geographers outPortugal, and for the scientific world Livingstone must be regarded as the

side of

true discover of the

Upper Zambese.

Numerous

travellers

have followed in his

footsteps, notably the Portuguese Serpa Pinto, Brito Capello and Ivens, Hermeuegildo Capello, who have specially undertaken the survey of this region, which in

the recent general distribution of Africa has been assigned to their nation
" from ocean
On their
to ocean," that is, from the Atlantic to the Indian waters.
it
already figures, perhaps on a somewhat too extensive scale, as a future
African Portugal.

maps

The

exploration of these lands, in anticipation of their political
has
been
undertaken partly from the direction of the Lower Zambese.
annexation,
scientific

But this river being shallower and narrower than the Congo, and especially more
obstructed by falls and rapids along its middle course, can be utilised only for a
comparatively short distance by travellers seeking to penetrate into the heart of the
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of navigable waterways presented by its affluents is also
to that of the great equafur inferior to that of the Congo, while its basin yields
The regions included within the
torial river in natural resources of all kinds.

continent

The extent

Zambese area of drainage enjoy a less copious rainfall, and consequently a loss
diversified vegetation, and are also on the whole less densely peopled, although
in certain fertile districts the inhabitants are crowded somewhat closely together.

Zambese and Ku-Bango,
with the other watercourses belonging geologically to the same area, have a
But according to the most
extent of about 800,000 square miles.

Taken

in their widest sense, the joint basins of the

superficial

Fig. 67.

PORTUGUESE AFRICA FROM OCEAN TO OCEAN.
Scale

t.asb or

1

:

36 000,000.

40

Greenwich
^Depths.

Portuguese
Possessions.

Oto

1.0

Fathoms.

1.000 to 2,006

Fathoms.

2,000

Fathoms

and upwards.

600 Miles.

trustworthy estimates the whole population can scarcely exceed four or five
and of this number not more than two thousand are Europeans, including
even the maritime settlement of Quelimane. The long and
devastating wars that
have been waged in many districts of this
region sufficiently explain the depopulation of these
fertile
which
lands,
relatively
might easily support two hundred
millions,

millions of inhabitants.

THE KU-BANGO.
The eastein

slope of the continent within

the

contiguous basins

of the

Zambese and Ku-Bango begins at a
relatively short distance from the Atlantic
seaboard.
The farthest headstreams of the Ku-Bango, or
Okovango, have their

KU-BANGO BASIN.
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sources within 200 miles of the seaport of Bcnguella, whereas the distance in u
<)
an is no -ss than 1,">00 miles.
straight line thence to the shores of the Indian
] (

The Ku-Bango,

rising in the Bihe district, on the southern slope of the mountains

which separate

its

from that of the Cuan/u, flows at

basin

>\\

art

in<* to this

circumstance

axis of the Angolan coast ranges.
and
amongst others Ladislus Magyar,
many explorers,

-cpted the native reports that the

Not far from

the Atlantic Ocean.

in a southerly

Cunene and with the

direction parallel with the
(

first

its

Ku-Bango drained through

the Cunene to

source the river flows for some distance in an

underground channel, and then reappears here and there for short intervals, until
it again becomes a surface stream some 6 or 7 miles below the point where it first

plunged into its rocky subterranean bed. Farther on the Ku-Bango winds
through a narrow glen between grassy or forest-clad bill*, then trending gradually
round

to the south-east

receives the contributions of the

Ku-Eyo, the Ku-Atir,
and the Lua-Tuta, all flowing in parallel valleys in the direction from north to
south.
At the point where it was crossed by Capello and Ivens on July 10th, that
is some six weeks after the dry season had set in, the current had still a width of
130 feet with a mean depth of 10 feet and a velocity of nearly two miles an hour.
What becomes of this considerable volume of water, which is greatly increased

during the rainy season, and lower down more than doubled by the Ku-Ito affluent,
which rises on the transverse continental waterparting south of the Kwango and

480 miles ? The two Portuguese
that
united
advance
the
the
explorers
Ku-Bango and Ku-Ito flow
hypothesis
Kassai, and has a total length of no less than

directly eastwards, discharging a considerable portion of their waters through the
Kwa-Ndoor Chobe into the Zambese. Elsewhere
remark that "

they

they appa-

some unknown way connect themselves
the opinion of other travellers, and is confirmed by

rently go to feed the southern lakes, or, in

with the Zambese."* This
the reports of

many

is

also

native tribes.

Andrew Anderson, who

has crossed the district

in every direction, merely indicates at this point a

during the rainy season, there is a slow onward
not a current in the strict sense of the term.

But however
traversed by the

marshy tract, where, at least
movement of the fluvial waters, if

the almost perfectly level disposition of the plains
Ku-Bango, below where it begins to converge towards the Kwathis

be,

rise to some remarkable
hydrographic phenomena in this region of
The Cunene itself would even appear occasionally to comuncertain drainage.
municate with the Zambese through the trnramlas of Lake Etosha, and an intri-

Ndo, gives

cate system of channels spreading eastwards.

Thanks

temporary inundations to which the whole region is subject, the hippopotamus has been able
gradually to migrate from lagoon to lagoon as far west as the eastern foot of the
to the

Several streams descend from these highlands, one of which,
according to Andersson, is perennial, never completely drying up even in the heat
At the foot of the Waterberg, an extensive sandstone plateau which
of summer.

Herero highlands.

absorbs
first

much

rainwater, springs one of the largest of these streams, although at

scarcely perceived through the densely matted overhanging foliage.
From

Bengiiella to thr Territory of 1 'area, vol.

i.

,

p. 93.
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survive of the ancient inland sea which flooded this region
Damara highof the continent between the uplands skirting the Limpopo and the
off
drawn
were
basin
vast
of
this
waters
through the gorges of
before the
1

Some

traces

still

mds,

the Xambese.

Over the old lacustrine bed are

still

scattered

numerous flooded

become displaced, enlarged, or reduced in size according to the
abundance or scarcity of the rains and the deposit of alluvial matter. The long
depressions, which

in a vast continental lake is clearly shown, not only by the
presence of water
but also by the formation of extenlevel
almost perfectly
disposition of the land,
The whole plain is floored, as it were, by a kind of
sive lacustrine deposits.

Fig. 68.

REGION OF UNCERTAIN WATEBPARTINOS.
Scile

1

:

6.700,000.

120 Miles.

tufa

more or

debris.
face,

according as it is exposed to the air or covered with organic
Wherever the soil is turned up freshwater shells are brought to the surless soft

analogous to those

still

found in the Zambese.

The be;l of the Ku-Bango, as well as those
Damara uplands, and ramifying over the great

of

the streams flowing from the

plain, are flanked

by depressions

where the surplus waters are gathered in temporary lakes
during the rainy
season.
Moreover, these rivers branch off into distinct channels, the so-called
molollas of the natives

and

Inagten of the

of the periodical overflow, but in

Dutch Boers, which

which the current

also receive

much

sets in the opposite direction

and thus rejoins the main stream during the
dry season. In this way is produced
a sort of ebb and flow,
the
annual alternations of the climate.
regularly following

LAKE NGAMT.
The Tonke (Tonka,

Tioge"),

which receives the surplus waters of the lower

Ku-Bango, but which is at times completely dry, is everywhere skirted by inoThe bed of the
lollus, some with the normal others with the reverse current.
which

Tonke",

the

Bushmen

is

here and there obstructed by a few rapids, is generally followed by
After the ruins the Tonke usually discharges

in their migrations.

but in 1886 it hud shifted its bed and discharged into a vast
into Lake N garni
morass, whose waters were carried off through various channels eastwards and
south-eastwards to the Chobe and the Zuga.
Every successive explorer who penetrates into these solitudes describes and figures differently the currents of the
;

lacustrine basins

and the network

of their influents

and

effluents.

LAKE NOAMI.
Luke Ngami, Nagabi, or Naubi, that
" Giraffe
Lake,"

" water " in
a pre-eminent sense, or
one of those basins with ever-changing

is

is
according to Chapman,
margins, like the Shotts of Algeria and Tunis. No traveller traces its outlines in
the same way. The least shifting shore lies on the south side, where the land is some-

what more

elevated.

the Makkapolo

estimated at from 2,600 to nearly 3,000 feet above the sea.
discovered by Livingstone in 1849, Ngami appeared to stretch for about 60

explorers

When

hills,

even develops at some distance from the lake the chain of
rising 1,200 feet above the level of the luke, which by different
It

is

itself

much narrower from north to south, the opposite
this direction.
The natives calculated the circum-

miles from east to west, but was

shores being plainly visible in
ference at a three-days' journey, but its circumnavigation would have presented
almost insuperable difficulties, the water being so shallow that in many places the

boatmen are unable

to use their oars,

and are obliged

to propel their light craft

or reed rafts with poles.

The

lake acquires

and July, when

its

its

greatest expansion usually between the

waters, diluted

by

its

numerous

affluents,

months of April

become sweet and

but according as they subside they grow continually more saline, at
last even leaving crystalline efflorescences on the surrounding reeds, which in

potable

;

some places form a green border several miles wide. The basin has been subject
to frequent changes of level, which are evidently due to the difference of barometric pressure on the shallow lagoon waters, combined with the deviations in
the volume of liquid brought down or carried off by the Tonke and other tribu-

The waters

taries or emissaries.

are also displaced by the regularly alternating

breezes, the former setting from the east and driving them
the
latter
westwards,
driving them back again to the east. Thus, as the natives
say, the lake goes every day to graze and them returns to the kraal.

morning and evening

According

to Livingstone,

Ngami

is

fed not only by surface streams but also

by underground contributions issuing from the southern hills, or from porous
sandstones resting on a bed of impermeable rock.
In many parts of the surrounding district the land

is

rivalling in exuberance

sufficiently

watered to support an arborescent vegetation,

and splendour that of the

alluvial tracts along the

Lower
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But elsewhere nothing

Zambese.

is

visible except

thorny plants, scrub or even

dreary wastes of sand.
Lake Ngami discharges its overflow eastDuring the greater part of the year,
wards through the Zuga emissary, which, after flowing for some distance in that
trends to the south and again round to the east as far as the extensive
direction,

saline tract

known

as the Makarakara, or Makarikari, that

is

the " Mirage."

with a little water, which like
occasionally flooded
and alternating winds. Between
constantly displaced by the prevailing
for a distance of no less than 240 miles west and east, Anderson's

This shallow depression

Ngami,

is,

is

both basins,

measurements could detect no difference

of level, a

few inches at the most probably

incline along this section of the ancient lacustrine depresrepresenting the actual
least
the
Hence
obstruction, the slightest change of barometric pressure,
sion.

the smallest alternation between atmospheric dryness and moisture, the growth of
a few tufts of reeds, suffice to affect the flow of the waters wandering with unde-

The whole region is tracided course over the plain of the "thousand lakes."
versed in every direction by fluvial beds alternately flooded or empty, by meres,
and restored.
swamps, and salines constantly displaced
of the laagten, that during the period
branches
So intricate are the ramifying
of high water the natives venturing in their frail barks on the sluggish streams

way and spend days in searching for the
Even the Zuga, the only perennial
inundated plain.

often lose their

right channel to cross

the

river in this region of

imperceptible slope, reverses its current, which in April and May sets steadily
from Ngami,. but during the two following months flows back to the lake. During
the floods the

Mababe branch

reaches the Chobe, which

graphic systems of the

Zuga trends towards the north, and while a
amid the surrounding sands, another portion

of the

portion of its contents disappears

is itself a

tributary of the Zambese.

Thus the hydro-

Ku-Bango and Zambese become

and the original unity of the whole of

this

periodically intermingled,
area of drainage is temporarily

re-established.

At

this season the almost

boundless watery horizon

is

relieved here and there

by pleasant stretches of woodlands, clumps of -graceful palms, or gigantic isolated
few eminences, assuming the aspect of lofty hills, appear as islets
baobabs.

A

and archipelagos in the midst

of the ancient inland sea thus

annually revived

during the rainy period. The periphery of this level plain consists to a great
extent of volcanic formations.

THE CHOBE.
The Chobe or Kwa-ndo (Cuando), whose lower course connects the Ku-Bango
with the Zambese, rises like both of these rivers on the southern
slope of the
waterparting, which stretches from the Bihe territory across the
continent in an oblique direction to the
The
region of the great equatorial lakes.
Chobe trickles as a tiny brook from a swamp which fills a
confined
depression
between two hills, and according to Serpa Pinto,
standing at an elevation of
transverse

241

Till:

4,500 feet above sea-level.

towards the south-east, and

It flows at first

is

soon

swollen by the contributions of innumerable streamlets into the proportions of a
veritable river navigable for the greater part of its course, although obstructed
here and there by forests of tall reeds. In this region its basin is separated by

a scarcely perceptible sill from that of the Zambese properly so called. Nevertheless it still maintains its independent course west of this low parting line, flowin a southerly direction parallel with the

main stream, and

at lust

emerging on

the great alluvial plain which also receives the discharge of the Ku-Bungo.
Fig. 69.

The

KABBAI, KU-BA.NOO, AJO>
Scale 1

:

11,000.000.

'

x'

East of

26'
.

ISO MiKs.

Kwa-Ndo even

occasionally effects a junction with this river during exceptional
and then sweeps round to the east, here expanding into the serpentine
Lake Chobe, which in many places takes the aspect of a river. When Livingfloods,

stone explored it, the current had a mean depth of from 14 to 16 feet, but would
nevertheless be inaccessible to a steamer of any size owing to its extremely sharp

windings.

The junction
labyrinth of
118

of the

little

AF

Chobe with the Zambese

is

effected through an intricate

channels and passages, in the midst of which stands an island
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of volcanic origin.

Like

all

the other watercourses of this region, the Chobe has

of soft calcareous tuffa formerly depodeep channel in the layer
During the floods, which last from
sited on the bed of the great lacustrine basin.
December or January to March, all inequalities of the ground disappear beneath
the vast and always limpid sheet of water formed by the junction of the two
streams. The annual difference between the high and low water levels varies from

excavated

20 to 24

its

feet.

THE LIBA OR UPPER ZAMBESE.
The

little

river Liba,

tributary of the Kassai,

is

which has

its

source not from that of the great

Lu-Lua

upper course of the Zambese,
rise at a far greater distance
their
and the Chobe take

usually regarded as the true

although both the Ku-Bnngo
from the Indian Ocean. One of the affluents of the Upper Liba is the LoTembwa, a stream flowing from Lake Dilolo, which was discovered by Livingstone,

and which presents the rare phenomenon of communicating with two distinct
A great number of other
fluvial systems, those of the Zambese and the Congo.
"

children," as the natives call the tributaries of the Liba, send their contributions
"
to the
mother," which soon becomes the Liainbai or Zambese, that is, the
" river" in a
superlative sense. But the greater part of the rainfall, being precipitated on a too uniformly level surface, is unable to reach the main stream.
It

lodges in stagnant pools scattered over the reed-grown plains, which from a distance resemble a boundless prairie with here and there a few wooded islets rising

above the

tall,

waving

grasses.

Amongst the perennial watercourses of this region, all infested throughout
the year by numerous hippopotami, the most important is the Lua-Ena, whose
basin stretches fur to the west.

Some

sixty miles from the point

where the Zam-

become navigable, the Lua-Ena mingles its blackish waters with
the yellowish current of an affluent which Livingstone regarded as the true main
stream, but which is inferior to it bpth in the length of its course and in volume.

to
^bese begins

This

the

Kabombo

by Capello and Ivens.
two rivers the mainstream is swollen by the waters
of the Lua-Ngo Nbungo, which rises not far from the sources of the Kwa-Ndo,
and traverses the extensive Lobule plains
grassy fens or waterless steppes accordis

tributary, first explored

Below the confluence

of the

ing to the season. Beyond this junction the aspect of the land still remains
unchanged, the united stream flowing directly southwards over a plain standing
at a dead level, where the flood waters
expand in vast shallow lagoons during the

On the surface arc borne along great masses of tangled vegetation
swept down by the current, With the return of dry weather the waters subside,
and this apparently boundless sea assumes the
aspect of a regular channel winding
rainy season.

between steep banks of alluvial

soil
intermingled with sands and many-coloured
where
the
and
clays,
wasp-eater
kingfisher have their nests.
The river thus flows rapidly but at a uniform speed for a distance of over
180 miles, after which,
beyond some wooded islands, it changes the direction of its

course, trending

round to the south-east.

Here the stream winds between rocky

T

1

-

B VICTORIA FALLS.

1

;

which gradually converge, soon leaving a space from bank to bank of from
100 yards. Pent up within this rocky bed, the current, which during the

cliffs,

60

1

to

rainy season rises from 50 to GO feet above the normal level, rushes along in
furious eddies at a speed which renders all navigation impossible.
But above
there is a free stretch of over 250 miles
these
known as the "

Oonye

rapids,

Falls,"

as far as the neighbourhood of the waterparting towards the Kassai affluents

which

is accessible to riverain craft, doubtless one day to be replaced
by steam.
Below the Gonye Falls the Zambcse is continually interrupted by reefs and
rocky ledges, some of which are disposed athwart the current, forming connecting
Here every rapid, every cataract, preridges between the cliffs on either bank.

One reef crosses from side to side at a perfectly uniform
the
water
height,
gliding over it without a ripple as over an artificial barrier;
another is pierced with gaps and openings, through which the water pours as
through the gates of a lock. Elsewhere the current is obliquely stemmed by
sents a different aspect.

boulders piled up in disorder, or broken by rocky islets rising amid the seething
In a stretch of about 12 miles Ilolub reckoned no less than forty-six
whirlpools.
cataracts

and rapids

of all sorts,

some of which are extremely dangerous either

to

shoot or to turn.
It would even be quite impossible to make the attempt but for
the fact that the crocodiles themselves are obliged to avoid the neighbourhood of

The boatmen ascending the stream are thus enabled to approach
deposit their cargo on some convenient ledge, and haul their boats up to

the cascades.

the reefs,

the smooth stretch above the fall

then nimbly resuming their

seats, they safely
continue the journey up this reach amid these voracious saurians swimming about
in the still, deep waters.
The last of the series of cataracts is the Eatima Molelo,
;

above which the Zambese presents an open course free from all obstruction for a
distance of nearly 120 miles, as far as the network of channels ramifying southwards in the direction of the Chobe lagoons above the great falls.
/

THE VICTORIA

FALLS.

*
Thundering Smoke," which afforded an escape to
the great inland sea of which Ngami is but a puny remnant, presents on absoDoubtless many other streams 'plunge at a single bound
lutely unique spectacle.

The Mosi-oa-Tunya,

or

"

But nowhere else is a
into a deeper abyss, or roll down a mightier liquid volume.
in
a
narrow
rocky chasm, whose very bed
great river seen to suddenly disappear
completely veiled by the overhanging vapours, and whence the tumultuous waters
escape through a fissure which is not even visible except from the vantage-ground
of some dangerous headland.
The Zambese seems, as it were, suddenly to vanish
is

in the very bowels of the earth.

November, 1855, by Livingstone,

Discovered, or at

all

and by him named

events rediscovered, in
the Victoria Falls, this

stupendous spectacle is thus described by the illustrious traveller
" After
twenty minutes' sail from Kalai we came in sight, for the
:

*
ing,

The expression means
"
Smoking caldron."

literally

" Smoke does sound
there," answering

first

time, of

to Livingstone's free render-
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at a distance of
the columns of vapour, appropriately called 'smoke/ rising

burned in Africa. Five
large tracts of grass are
seemed placed
columns now arose, and bending in the direction of the wind, they
at
this distance,
the
of
the
columns,
with trees ;
tops
against a low ridge covered
and
white
below,
higher up
with the clouds. They were
to

five or six miles, exactly as

mingle

appeared

whole scene was extremely
closely. The
are adorned with sylvan
river
the
over
the banks and islands dotted

became dark,
beautiful

when

;

so as to simulate

smoke very

Fig. 70.

VICTOBIA FALLS.

Scale 1
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14,000.
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vegetation of great variety of colour and form.

so' 30"

650 Yards.

At

the period of our visit several

were spangled over with blossoms. There, towering over all, stands the
great burly baobab, each of whose enormous arms would form the trunk of a large
tree, beside a group of graceful palms, which, with their feathery -shaped leaves

trees

The silvery motonono, which
depicted on the sky, lend their beauty to the scene.
in the
tropics is in form like the cedar of Lebanon, stands in pleasing contrast
with the dark colour of the motsouri, whose cypress form is dotted over at present
with

its

pleasant scarlet fruit.

Some

trees resemble the great spreading oak,

THE MIDDLE ZAMBESE.
others assume the character of our elms and chestnuts
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;

but no one can imagine

the beauty of the view from anything witnessed in England.
" The falls are bounded on three sides
by ridges 300 or 400 feet in height,
which are covered with forest, with the red soil appearing among the trees. When

about half a mile from the

falls I left

the canoe by which

we had come down thus

men

well acquainted with the rapids, who,
far, and embarked
by passing down the centre of the stream, in the eddies and still places caused by
in a lighter one, with

jutting rocks, brought me to an island situated in the middle of the
river, and on the edge of the lip over which the waters roll.
Though we had

the

many

reached the island, and were within a few yards of the epot a view from which
would solve the whole problem, I believe that no one could perceive where the
vast body of water went

;

it

seemed to

lose itself in the earth, the opposite lip of

disappeared being only 80 feet distant.
Creeping with
awe to the verge, I peered down into a large rent which had been made from
bank to bank of the broad Zambese, and saw that a stream of 1,000 yards broad
the fissure into which

leaped

down 100

feet,

it

and then became suddenly compressed

into a space of

15

20 yards. The entire falls are simply a crack made in a hard basalt rock
from the right to the left bank of the Zambese, and then prolonged from the left
bank away through thirty or forty miles of hills. In looking into the fissure on
or

the right side of the island, one sees nothing but a dense white cloud, which at
From this cloud
the time we visited the spot had two bright rainbows on it.

rushed up a great jet of vapour exactly like steam, and it mounted 200 or 300 feet
high there condensing, it changed its hue to that of dark smoke, and came back
;

in a constant shower

which wetted us

to the skin."

The narrow gullet through which the whole body of water escapes is only
100 feet broad at the entrance, that is about thirty-six times narrower than the
river above the falls.
Widening at times, and again contracting to the first
dimensions,

porphyry

it

rocky bed, hemmed in between black
to the west, then to the east, and repeating the same

winds abruptly through

cliffs,

trending

first

its

meanderings before finally emerging from the gorges and gradually expanding
to its normal size.
The rocky walls are broken by deep lateral ravines, and
every fissure

is

The higher terraces resemble
Semiramis Cliff, given by Holub to

clad with a forest vegetation.

hanging gardens, whence the designation

of

the eastern promontory commanding the entrance of the gorge.
At a comparatively recent geological epoch, before the Zambese had opened this
gorge by eating away the barriers damming up the lacustrine waters, it flowed at
a higher level in a lateral valley. This valley is now traversed by the Lekone, a
northern tributary of the main stream, which flows in a contrary direction to the
old current.

THE MIDDLE ZAMBESE.
Below the Victoria Falls the Zambese

at first continues its easterly course, then

trends to the north-east, and again sweeps round to the east.
Even here the
current is still obstructed, rushing at one point over the Kansalo rapids, at another
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the narrow Ilariba gorge.
(

Kafwe)

affluent,

it

is

by its great Kafukwc
and which is reported to be

joined

which comes directly from the west,

interrupted only by a solitary cataract about a day's journey above the confluence.
Still farther up this river would appear to be free from all obstructions as far as

the neighbourhood of the waterparting between the Zambese and Congo basins.
this river has consequently already been indicated as probably offering

The valley of

the best route to be followed

by the future trans-continental railway from the

Atlantic to the Indian Ocean.

Farther down the copious Loa-Ngwe sends to the Zambese the whole drainage
of the southern slope of the waterparting between Lakes Nyassa and
Tanganyika.

With

this contribution the

mainstream has acquired nearly the

full

measure of

its

THE LUPATA GORGE.

Fig. 71.

Scale

1

:

120,000.

54-"
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liquid volume,

when

18 Miles.

strikes against the roots of the

it

north and south athwart

mountain- range running

seaward course.

The Chikarongo Falls, followed by
mark the point where the Zambese is deflected by this
its

the Kebrabassa rapids,
barrier towards the south-east, a direction
which, with the exception of a few
short meanderings, it henceforth
to
the
delta.
At this point, marking the
pursues

commencement of its lower course, its waters begin to lose their
limpid clearness,
clouded by the muddy deposits and
organic remains here lining its banks. Above
the rapids it preserved a relative
transparence even during the season of the
but
it
has
now
become a turbid stream of a brownish or
periodical inundations,
reaches the banks and riverain tracts are
dirty red colour.
Along the
upper

covered with a dense herbage, where the current is filtered
by depositing most of
the
sedimentary matter held in solution. Here also the banks are consolidated by
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the binding effects of the roots, and thus pn-vintl from falling in and disturbing
the stream, as is the case lower down.
the Zumbese pierces the transverse range which forms a
northern continuation of the Munica uplands, has become famous in the history of

The gorge where

By tradition it had been transformed to a
geographical research.
tremendous defile, flanked by marble walls of prodigious height, and covered on top
with a >no\vy mantle. The very name of Lupata, which simply means glen or
" Backbone of the'
gorge, has been interpreted as signifying the Sju'na Mutuli, or
in

World," and the place came accordingly to be regarded as constituting the main
Yet the cliffs skirting these narrows are exceeded in height by

continental axis.

many

similar formations in

The highest

canons of North America.
vertically to

and

mention the stupendous
standing on the west side, rise

European river gorges, not

an altitude of over 650

feet,

cliffs,

everywhere presenting

faults in the strata of its silicious schistose rocks.

and completely

side is greatly inclined

to

all

kinds of folds

But the eastern

or opposite

forest-clad, rising in steps towards the

mountains stretching away to the east.
The Zambese, from 200 to 300 yards broad in the

defile,

and contracting

to

little over 40 yards at the narrowest point, flows everywhere at a depth of 60 or
70 feet, and being entirely free from reefs might easily be ascended by steamers.

The Lupata gorge has a

total

length of over ten miles, terminating at

its issue in

a sort of gateway formed by two cone-shaped porphyry hills. Beyond this point
the river broadens out between its receding banks, leaving ample space for a
Farther down it branches off into two
chain of alluvial islands in mid-stream.
arms, one of which, the Ziu-Ziu, on the north side, traverses a low-lying swampy
district to its junction with the Shire from Lake Nyassa.
The river craft usually
take this channel, not only when bound for the upper Shire, but also when they
to reach the lower reaches and the delta.
The two branches are separated

want

by the large triangular island of Inha-Ngoma, which is itself cut up into numerous
secondary islets by passages and backwaters, where boats frequently get lost amid
the reeds.

name

All these intricate streams are

of the nearest town,

designation of

and

known

as the Rios de Senna,

from the

in this region the river itself usually takes the

Cuama (Kwama).

LAKE NYASSA.
"While the lakes of the
replaced by swamps and

Upper Zambese have ceased

salines, the Shire

lacustrine basin of the Nyassa,

still

which belongs

to exist, or

have been

receives the overflow of the vast

to the

system of the East African

"
yassa (Nyanja) simply means Lake," nor has this great
body of water received any more definite name from the natives, while its European
discoverers or explorers have conferred no special designation on it, as they have

inland seas.

The term

>."

on other equatorial lakes, such as the " Victoria " and the " Albert " Nyanzas.
Formerly, when it was still known only through the reports brought from Africa
by the missionaries and the Portuguese officials, it was commonly known by the
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name

of Maravi, like the populations dwelling on its banks.
Mucuro, figured on the
with an alternative

At

Nhanja

Maravi,

the most diverse forms and outlines, being in some cases

the whole of the

unknown

But

regions of the interior.

the same time this

maps

made
all

of Africa

to

under

occupy nearly

these vague guesses

were for ever swept away in the year 1859, when its true formation was first
revealed to the outer world by Livingstone. Since that time it has been traversed
in every direction by explorers, and European settlements have even been founded
on its shores.

Nyassa presents a striking resemblance
basins are disposed very

much

in

to its

the same

Tanganyika neighbour.

Both

direction, except that the axis of

both appear to fill the beds
Nyassa approaches nearer to the line of the meridian
of cracks in the crust of the earth, produced by the same pressure, but that of
stands at a lower altitude on the surface of the continent, being scarcely
;

Nyassa
five hundred

feet

above sea-level.

It also presents, like

Tanganyika, the aspect of

a broad valley, the sinuosities of whose sides mutually correspond, with, however,
some deviations here and there. At its two narrowest parts it is only 14 or 15
miles wide, while in other places

it

expands to 55 or 60 miles.

Excluding the

windings of the shore-line, it has a total length of over five degrees of latitude, or
about 300 miles, with a superficial area, according to the most recent surveys, of
about 12,000 square miles,* ami depths ranging from fifty to a hundred fathoms,
and upwards.
Young found sixty-four and even ninety fathoms close to the east

while at any distance from the shore the sounding-line of a hundred fathoms
almost everywhere failed to touch the bottom.
Towards its north-east extremity the lake is dominated by a lofty range, with
In some places the
steep rocky cliffs sinking sheer down to the water's edge.
side,

mingle their spray with the
foam of the waves breaking on the rock-bound coast.
Shallows are rare, and
side
at
few
west
the
a
on
the
for days together
sail
except
explorer may
points
cascades, sparkling on the slopes like silvery streaks,

meeting any shelving beach or reed-grown shoals. But
studded with islets which are visited by the hippoover
from
the
So pure are the waters of
potamus, swimming
adjacent mainland.
Nyassa that the sheathing of the vessels launched on its bosom by the English
close in shore without

some of the bays and

inlets are

missionaries remains perfectly clean for years together ; the boilers of the steamers
are also almost entirely free from any trace of sediment.

The

fierce

gales

which sweep over the lake lash

its

surface waters into

formidable waves, compared by seafarers to the billows of the South Atlantic itself.
Hence, although its shores present numerous creeks and inlets with good anchorage,
especially

under the shelter of the

islands, the

European navigators have often run

imminent

But since the discovery of the easily accessible
peril of foundering.
estuary of the Rombash River, at its northern extremity, they are able to venture
on

its

waters with a greater feeling of
security.

About forty-eight hours now

Comparative areas of the great African lakes and of the largest lacustrine basins in other continent: Victoria Nyanza, 26,000 square miles; Tanganyika, 15,000;
Nyasaa, 12,000; Lake Superior
(America), 33,000; Baikal (Asia), 14,000; Ladoga (Europe), 7,000.

LAKi: NVASSA.

Mg

from end to end in steamers, whereas the first explorers
The natives, who scarcely ever
took from leu ID liitcon days to make the trip.
or
from
of
canoes
make
use
fur
venture
dug-outs, hollowed chiefly by the
action of fire, with the gunwaU-s c-urvi-d outwards to the right and loft, so as to
suffice to traverse the lake

t

strike against

At

times

tintin-

.

and thus secure greater steadiness.
whole surface of the lake becomes enveloped
water,

mi*t or ha/r, shrouding all the mountains

and veiling the bright

in u thin silvery

solar rays.

This

kungu, as
entirely due, not to any aqueous or aerial vapours, but to
countless myriads of tiny white-winged gnats, which, when alighting on vessels or
The natives gather these
houses, cover the whole surface as witli flukes of snow.
it is

called, is

midges by the basketful and knead them into cakes.
Lying, like Tanganyika, in a fissure of the ground, Nyassa is almost entirely
encircled by mountains, which are not merely the escarpments or outer slopes of
FifC 72.

REOIOX BETWEEN NYASSA AND TANGANYIKA.
Scale
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1
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3.500.000.
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East oP Greenwich
,CO MUes.

On the norththe plateaux, but constitute in some places real elevated ranges.
east side especially they even assume the aspect of an Alpine region, towering
with some of

its

peaks to an altitude of nearly 7,000

feet,

and, according to

some explorers, even exceeding 10,000 feet.
Seen from the lake, this northeastern range, which has received the name of the Livingstone Mountains, in

and discoverer of Nyassa, appears to terminate
Southwards it is
northern extremity in a superb pyramidal peak.

honour of the
towards

its

illustrious traveller

continued parallel with the axis of the lake, gradually breaking into less elevated
heights and low hills, connected by numerous saddles, which give access from the
lacustrine basin to the valleys watered

by the headst reams

of the

Rovuma.

On

the eastern slope the range rises here and there but slightly above the surrounding
Towards the sources of the
plateau, in which it rapidly merges altogether.

Rovuma

the culminating point
above the lake

is

Mount Mtonia, which

rises

over 5.000 feet
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to the
Livingthe west side of Nyassa there occur no ranges comparable
but
little
above
the mean
some
in
rises
the
here
places
and
stone chain,
ground
Nevertheless, certain isolated masses present a very
level of the plateau itself.
Such is Mount Chombe, to which the English missionaries have
effect.

On

imposing

which commands one of the narrowest parts of the
given the name of Waller, and
Chombe forms a pyramidal sandstone mass with alterlake, near Florence Bay.
Other less
to a height of 5,500 feet.
nating grey and blackish layers, and rising
elevated peaks follow in a southerly direction along the coast between the lake
and the plateau, as far as the Molomo Mountains, which project between the

Zambese and the lower Shire.

Carboniferous deposits of easy access have been

discovered in the valleys of the Mount Waller district.
Being thus pent up round about most of its periphery by elevated land,
its northern extremity, along the axis of
Nyassa is fed by no large affluents. At
the
the lacustrine depression, where
explorer Young reported the probable existence of a large emissary, nothing occurs except a few rivulets flowing from the

mountains forming the waterparting between Nyassa and Tanganyika. The
most copious streams come from the western slope, that is, from the side where

On the east or opposite side the partingthe general relief of the land is lowest.
to
waters
line between the
flowing
Nyassa and the Indian Ocean, runs at but a
few miles from the margin of the lake, which consequently from this direction
receives only some small affluents, often falling through a series of cascades down
Altogether Nyassa possesses an extremely limited area of drainage
its great superficial area.
Hence the water is maintained throughout the year nearly at the same level, the rise and fall scarcely exceeding three feet.
According to the report of the missionaries there was a continuous slight subsito the shore.

compared with

dence during the period from 1875 to 1880.

At

and

this horseshoe is disposed in

southern extremity Nyassa
even more sharply outlined,

its

"
terminates, like Tanganyika, in a horseshoe," but

two secondary bays or

inlets,

tapering gradually

southwards.

THE SHIRE AND LOWER ZAMBESE.
From

the eastern and longer of these
bays, the lacustrine overflow escapes
through the outlet of the Shire River. The current is at first broad and sluggish,
and soon expands into the little Lake Pamalombe, whose flat banks are
every-

where overgrown with

tall reeds.
Beyond this point the Shire continues its
course
down
to
the
of
the terrace formation, whence it tumbles
southerly
edge
over a series of cataracts in the direction of the Zambese. At these
cataracts,

which have received the name of the Murchison
boats or steamers,

with

is

completely arrested, but

is

Falls, all navigation,

whether for

resumed lower down and continued

further obstruction as far as the sandbars
blocking the mouths of the
Zambese.
the
whole
of
this
stretch
the
Throughout
only impediment to the
traffic are the accumulated masses of
tangled aquatic vegetation nymphcacea and
"
"
other plants, such as the pislia stnitiotcs and
lettuce
of the Portualfasinha, or
little

TTIE

,

through which the

the months of

South

May and

1>

is
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latnu-n find it difficult to penetrate, especially

during

when the vegetable growth is most vigorous.
of the Ruo or Luo, which flows from the
Blantyre

Juno,

of the confluence

uplands, and which

LOWER ZAMW

navigable by boats for 50 miles, a huge nearly isolated and
Fig. 73.

7.AVBKHK ASD SlIIBE CONFLUZXCB.
Scale 1

:

800,000.

18 Miles.

mountain springs from amid the surrounding swamps to an altitude of
feet.
Such is the superb Morambala, or " Sentinel Mountain,"
a conspicuous landmark for the boatmen and riverain populations of the Lower

forest-clad

no

less

than 4,000

Zambese

for a circuit of

GO miles.

disorders, are said to well up at

Thermal springs, very

its foot.

efficacious for

some
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THE ZAMBESE DELTA.
cf the Zambese and the Shire, which at certain points is
from bank to bank, flows below the
stated to be no less than eight miles wide
trends to the south and again to
confluence in a south-easterly direction ; it then

The united current

Fig. 74.
Scale

ZAKBESE DELTA.
1

:

1,300,000.

Depths.

to S2
Feet.

82 Feet and

upwards.
16 Miles.

"
the south-east before ramifying into several distinct branches to form its goose"
foot
delta.
All the waters ultimately find their way seawards through numerous
mouths, such as the Melambe on the south, the Inhamissengo or Kongoni towards

the north, the eastern Lu-Ebo, the Muzelo or Catherine, the Inhamiara, and
others.

The western Lu-Ebo,

extreme south,

is

or Luasse, a channel

winding to the coast on the

connected with the delta proper only during the periodical

/.AMMESE DELTA

TIM-:

Of

inundations.

all

the branches the most copious

is

the eastern Lu-Ebo, tho

true Zumbcsc, although shipping most usually prefers the Inhamissengo, whore

the depth ranges from 10 to 23 or vM feet, according to the season and tho tides.
But all tho channels are frequently modified by storms and floods, and both on
the north and the south hide of tho delta are seen old watercourses which were
formerly mouths ..!' the erratic river, but are now merely winding streams or
backwaters, cither completely separated from the Zumbese or only temporarily
connected with it during the floods. Sea-going vessels can easily ascend the

Lower Zombese

us far us the foot of

which mostly prevails in

Mount Mirumbulu,

sailing before the east

wind

this region.

It
Geologically the delta is fur more extensive than it appears at present.
be
to
said
the
Shire
almost
below
where
the
confluence,
may
bogin
immediately

channels of backwaters and false rivers, survivals of an ancient current, and

still

flooded during the inundations, are seen to diverge gradually from the mainstream

Here they effect a junction with the sluggish current
of the Rio Muto, which formerly communicated with the Queliimme estuary, but
which is now completely obstructed by alluvial deposits and aquatic plants.

in the direction of the east.

Hence the

necessity of seeking another channel or outlet for the riverain croft,
at a portage leading to the
better
known
as
the
Kwa-Kwa (Qua-Qua), or " Hiver of Forced
Burubuuuda,

which was found somewhat lower down the Zambese

Labour," because the natives are compelled to deepen or keep it open by dredging.
This watercourse winds in the direction of Quelimane, which seaport it reaches
after a course of over

port

For more than half of

70 miles.

navigable for steamers

it is

this distance

above the

drawing G or 7 feet of water, and the whole

distance for light craft.

During the annual inundations of the Zambese,
flooded, ,and

its banks arc
completely
the mainstream thus becomes united with the Quelimane River

The river has moreover
through an intricate network of marshy depressions.
and
now
shifted
its
reaches
the
coast
6 miles farther north,
some
bed,
recently
that

so

is,

channel

much

nearer to

is still visible,

its

periodical

now transformed

Quelimane branch.

to a circular lagoon.

The abandoned
The same erosive

"
" African Lakes
progressing northwards, and the
Company has
already had to forsake a building which till recently stood about half a mile
from the bank, and erect another some considerable distance farther to the north.
action

is

still

Should this northward tendency be continued much longer, the Zambese will
effect a permanent junction with the Kwa-Kwa, and the original delta will be
restored to its full dimensions.
easily be established

In any case a nuvigable communication might

between the Zambese and Quelimane by cutting a canal

through the intervening low-lying portage.
Southwards also tho Zambese communicates during the inundations with
several stream* traversing the
to the

Ga/u

territory.

Hero the junction is effected by a
and by a succession

tributary to its lower course,

Zan^we
lagoon belonging
of channels and backwaters extending as fur as the River Puugwe, on the Sofulu
con-:.
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CLIMATE OF THE ZAMBESE BASIN.
and Zambese river
In such a vast area of drainage as that of the Ku-Bango
contrasts according to the aspect of
systems, the climate naturally presents many
About the region of the
the laud, its general relief and distance from the sea.
the Cuanza and the
where
farthest sources, comprising a portion of the plateau
the climatic conditions are the same as those of the
also take their

Kassai

rise,

Angolan uplands.
from the Atlantic

Here the

rainfall is abundant,

thanks to the moist west winds

but the transitions are at times very sudden from heat to cold.
So also on the extensive level plains traversed by the Lower Ku-Bango, cool weather
the
alternates with intense heat, although here little moisture is precipitated by
These regions form, in fact, a northern continuation
normally dry atmosphere.
the Kalahari Desert, and almost everywhere present
of
and
Karroo
of the Great
;

nearly the same meteorological phenomena.
Farther east, the Middle Zambese region in the same

way reproduces the
zone
of
the
while
coastlands, being abunconditions prevalent in the Transvaal,
action of the trade-winds and marine
dantly watered and exposed to the regular
fierce hurricanes so destructive on
The
Africa.
to
rather
breezes, belongs
tropical
The most
the high seas, are unknown on this seaboard of the Zambese delta.
Lake Nyassa, where European
carefully studied part of the whole basin is that of
Here the

which begin in
December and last till April or May, are sufficiently copious, even in a comparaTowards the south the
tively dry year, amounting to 90 inches at Bandawe.
33
inches at Tete, on the
more
than
rainfall gradually diminishes, being scarcely

missionaries have been stationed for

some

years.

rains,

Zambese.*

FLORA.

A

striking contrast

seaboard and

its

is

presented between the wealth of the vegetation on the
To the rich flora of the coastlands the

poverty farther inland.

is imparted
by the great variety of palms, including
even a species of the banyan, or as it is here called, the "many-legged tree." But
in the interior an exuberant vegetation occurs only in the districts more favoured

aspect of equatorial forests

by a copious

rainfall or

an abundant supply of running waters.

instance, the summits of the

Such

are, for

exposed to the heavy vapours constantly rolling
up from the bottomless chasm of the great Victoria Falls.
cliffs

Speaking generally the Zambese basin, which is entirely comprised within
the torrid zone, yields in richness of
vegetation to that of the better watered
Its flora is
of forms common to that
region of the Congo.

mainly composed
which have penetrated from the

botanical zone, but also includes a few species

Cape northwards beyond the tropic of Capricorn.
*

Temperature at Bandawe, on the west side of Nyassa, 11
extreme heat, 99
May, coldest month, 60

hottest month, 85' F.

rature at Tete, 16'

72

One

F.

;

10' S. latitude,

:

is

the

mean for November,
extreme cold, 54. Mean tempemean for November hottest month, 83"; July, coldest month,
;

62 F.

of these immigrants

4'
;

S. latitude:

LTJA
sil

OF

TILE

which

\iT-tree (Ifucailcmlron argenteum)

Zambese.

A

number

ZAMBESE BASIN.
is

met

of plants belonging to the

as fur

Capo
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inland us the

flora also

Upper

occur on the high-

lands skirting the shores of Lake Nyassa at elevations ranging from 5,000 to 6,500
The southern limits of the fluvial basin coincide very nearly
feet above the sea.
with the zone over which the baobab has spread.

FAUNA.
In certain parts of the Zambese region the fauna

numbers and diversity of forms.

At

is still
surprisingly rich both in
the time of Livingstone's explorations, before

man with his firearms had yet invaded the land, the multitudes of
animals roaming over the riverain savannahs is described as " prodigious," and
these countless herds still grazed fearlessly near the haunts of man.
The
wild
and
had
not
learnt
boar
to
avoid
his
and
the
buffalo,
elephant,
yet
presence,
of
in
flocks
hundreds
on
the
guinea-fowl
many
perched confidently
neighbouring
the white

trees.

According to Ilolub, the naturalist, who has most carefully explored the
Zambese basin, this region, so abounding in animal forms, has no less than seven
Even quite recently
species of rhinoceros, four of lions, and three of elephants.
"
speak of the plains watered by the Liba as a vast zoological garden," where the sportsman has his pick and choice of the game needed
In some districts lions are so numerous
to supply the wants of the expedition.
Capello and Iveus

still

that at night they lay siege to the villages, and keep up an incessant roar till the
" small hours."
But in other parts of the fluvial basin the hunter has already
done his work of extermination. Prudence has taught the lion to be dumb ; the

hippopotamus, which snorted loud enough to be heard half a mile off, has learnt
the wisdom of silence, and now swims about with bated breath, or at sight of the
canoe takes refuge amid the tall reeds.
Since the introduction of firearms some wild

mammals have

already dis-

The white
appeared altogether in the hunting-grounds visited by Europeans.
been
but
the black
has
a
and
rhinoceros,
trusting beast,
rapidly extirpated
gentle
;

species,

which has a savage temper,

beaten tracks.
giraffe

is

now

On
seen.

still

survives in districts remote from the

the northern slope of the Zambese neither the ostrich nor the
Both of these animals appear to have been arrested in their

migrations northwards by the course of the river, for they are still numerous
farther south in Mashonaland and the Kalahari Desert.
According to Oswell

and Livingstone, the wild animals of Austral Africa diminish in size in the direction from south to north.
Thus the antelopes become smaller and smaller as they
approach the equator, and even the elephant loses in bulk, while by a singular
contrast his tusks acquire a larger growth.
A marked difference has also been
observed in the proportions of domestic animals of both regions. The horned
cattle bred by the Bechuanas are much larger and stronger than those belonging
to the

Batokas of the Zambese.

The

rule,

however, has

its

exceptions.

In some of the river valleys of the Upper Zambese, and probably also in the
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an extremely curious species of antelope, whose broad
These
for bounding over the plains.
feet are better adapted for swimming than

Kafukwe

basin, there exists

are called
quishobo*, as they

by the people

of Bine", pass nearly all their life in the

seen to dive, leaving nothing above the surface
water, in which they are often
At night they leave the river to browse on the
horns.
except their two twisted
absence from the lower reaches of the river
Their
surrounding grassy plains.
be attributed to the crocodiles, which are here very numerous and

may perhaps

exceptionally voracious.
the muddy
lope, inhabits

The enormous

The nakong, another almost amphibious
swamps

size of his foot,

species of ante-

which receive the discharge of the

which

is

no

less

Chobe River.

than twelve inches to the extremity

of the hoof, enables the nakong to pass easily over the trembling quagmires without sinking. Like the quishobo, he also grazes at night, concealing himself during
amid the tall reeds. When pursued he plunges into the stream, leaving
the

day

The
horns and the tip of his nozzle.
nothing exposed except his back-curved
natives set fire to the reeds in order to compel the nakong to leave his marshy
to be consumed before quitting the
lair
they report that he will allow his horns
water and resuming his flight.
in the Upper Zambese, where animal life is comparatively rare, the
;

Except
main stream

One

as well as the riverain lagoons

teem with several kinds

of fishes.

Mosheba, which inhabits the waters of the Middle Zambese, has

of these, the

After the passage of boats it
the power of flight, like the oceanic flying-fish.
darts into the track, and rising above the surface by the strength of its pectoral
fins,

wake for a distance of several j^ards. The fish-eagle (cuncuma
an
enormous quantity of fish, far more than he can possibly condestroys
Usually, he selects only the dainty morsels on the back of the animal, and

follows in the

rotifer)

sume.

often does not even take the trouble of capturing the prey himself.
spies a pelican with its

like a

all

pouch diluted with

plummet,
head and opens wide

its

he

he drops
This so scares the pelican that it

store for future consumption,

the time beating his wings.

raises its

When

great mandibles, from which the eagle, passing

like a flash, snatches the captured prey.

All the marshy tracts are frequented by Hocks of aquatic birds as numerous as
the penguins and seagulls on certain oceanic islands.
The parra africana, one of
is provided with such broad feet that he is able to advance into
mid-stream on the outspread lotus leaves without bending them, walking, as it
The Zambese waters are
were, on the surface of the water as on solid ground.

these fish-eaters,

also infested

by

which are here extremely dangerous, thus differing from
many other rivers, where they never willingly attack man.

crocodiles,

their congeners in so

Every year reports are constantly heard in the riverain villages of women and
children snapped off on the banks of the streams, of travellers and boatmen killed
or mutilated

by these voracious

Zambese are said

to

reptiles,

which

in the

devour about two

lower reaches of the

hundred and

annually
fifty natives.
the
riverain
wounded
the
crocodile is
Amongst
populations any person
by
as
regarded
impure, and expelled from the tribe to avert the calamity his presence
all

would be sure to cause.

BAKOTSK

TYI'l-S

THE AMBOKI.LAS.

INHABITANTS OF THE KU-BANOO, NGAMI, AND UPPER ZAMHKSK REGIONS.

The region
Zambese take
it is

of the great divide

their rise is

for the animal species.

where the headstreams of the Ku-Bungo and

no more a parting-line

On

for its

human

inhabitants than

both slopes dwell tribes of the same race and of

the same speech, who migrate from one side to the other according to the vicissiAt present this migratory movement is setting
t udes of social life common to all.
The Kiokos, who on the opposite slope are
in the direction from north to south.

invading the Lunda territory, are also encroaching southwards on the Ganguella,
Lushazc, and Amboella domains, and some of them have already been met as far
In the Kassai basin they are gradusouth as the plains of the Lower Ku-Bango.
ally attracted

beyond

Fig. 76.

by the inducements of trade
them
towards the south, is rather
impels

their ancient frontiers, chiefly

but the motive which, on the other

side,

;

INHABITANTS OF THE WATEBPABTING BETWEEN THE CONGO AND ZAKBESE.
Scale

1

:

4,450,000.

1 8 Jb of Greenwich

gg60 Miles.

the gradual disappearance of

game from the formerly

well-stocked

hunting-

grounds.

The Upper Ku-Bango and the Ku-Ito

valleys are occupied mainly

by the

Ganguellas, who are akin to those of the same name in Angola, and who, here as
there, are divided into numerous communities, destitute of all political cohesion.

A

dialect of the

Ganguella language is also spoken by the Lushazes of the Upper
are noted as skilled agriculturists and artisans, manufacturing
iron
implements, wicker-work objects, and woven fabrics. Far less
highly prized
vain of their personal appearance, and devoting less attention to elaborate head-

Kwa-Ndo, who

dressing than most of their neighbours, the Lushazes
wild beasts' skins and robes of macerated bast.

still

clothe themselves in

The Amboellas, also kinsmen of the Ganguellas, are spread in small groups
over a space of at least 300 miles from west to east, throughout the gently
sloping regions watered by the Ku-Bungo, the Ku-Ito, and the Kwa-Ndo,
114
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The timid Amboella tribes shun the
before these rivers emerge on the plains.
most of them seeking the seclusion of the fluvial islands or the marshy

open plain,

Their reed huts, containing few objects beyond calabashes used
are all erected on piles and defended by the stream or the sur-

riverain tracts.

for diverse purposes,

cover the greater part
rounding quagmires. Although magnificent grazing-grounds
the
tsetse
from
free
of their territory, which is also entirely
pest, the Amboellas breed

some poultry. But they are excellent
only domestic aninuls being
of
fine
maize, haricots, manioc, sweet potatoes,
husbandmen, raising
crops, usually
and, thanks to the great fertility of the soil,
groundnuts, gourds, and cotton

no

cattle, their

;

them

keep well-stocked granaries.

Being of
welcome
strangers
disposition, they cheerfully
and
them
as intiand
them
with
music,
them,
treating
songs
entertaining
visiting
mate members of the family circle.
To the migratory movement drawing numerous northern peoples down to the
their industry generally enables

to

mi extremely gentle and hospitable

Xambese basin corresponds an opposite tendency, by which the Bushmen and
Hottentot tribes are attracted to the Ganguella and Amboella domains in the

Upper Ku-Bango. Of

these the most important are the Mukassekeres
who
dwell
in the woodlands and are ever ready to
a
timid
folk,
(Mu-Kassekere),
take flight at the approach of danger.
Building no abodes of any kind, they

region of the

encamp at the foot of the trees, living on wild berries, roots, and such animals as
come within reach of their arrows.
Occasionally they do a little bartering trade
with the Amboellas, exchanging ivory and
In some districts they have been enslaved

;

for

manioc and other provisions.
still hunted like

in others they are

the crimes and outrages committed on them by
Farther south, on the plains which gradually merge in the

wild beasts, and are accused of
their neighbours.

Kalahari Desert, wander other

But

wax

all

Bushman

their favourite diet consists

a trick for compelling the

who

on roots and game.
tribes,
of bull-frogs and large lizards.
They have even
also live

boa to disgorge his half-digested antelope, finishing the

meal in his stead.*

THE BA-YEYE AND BA-LUNDA NATIONS.

On

occurs of

Najoas.

Lower Ku-Bango and the plain of the " Thousand Lakes " mention
numerous groups, such as the Daricos, Ba-Vikos, Mukossos, and RaThe last named, instead of cabins construct platforms supported by tall

the

piles,

amid which

are of

Bechuana

kindled to drive away the rnosquitos. The Ra-Najoas
stock, like their western neighbours the Ba-Toanas, who about the
fires are

beginning of the present century parted company with their Bamangwato kinsmen
and sought fresh camping- grounds on the banks of Lake
Ngami. Although far
from numerous, the Ba-Toanas have become the masters of the land. But after
first

settling

on the eastern margin of the lake they have been compelled to
to the Lower Ku-Bango, settling in the midst of the

remove their chief residence

surrounding swamps in order to escape from the inroads of the Matebele people.
*

Chapman,

Travels into the Interior of South Africa.

.

II

BA-LUNDAS.
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The primitive population of the country, who are also of Bantu speech, are
"
but their own tribal designaknown by the name of Ba-Kuba, that is, " Serfs;
These Ba-Yeye, who according
tion is the more dignified Ba-Yeye, or "men."
hundred thousand altogether, are a peaceful,
honest, and industrious people, who are chiefly occupied with fishing, hunting, and
Their pursuits requiring them to be
collecting salt from the surrounding salines.
to

Chapman number

as

many

as two

constantly wading about in the shallow waters, they have become attached to their
swampy fens and lagoons, even founding their settlements in the midst of the reeds.
are very superstitious, and like the Damaras worship or invoke
" mother trees."
certain
Amongst them, as amongst most of the neighbouring

The Ba-Yeye
tribes, the

to the

who becomes answerable

stranger has to choose a friend,

for his conduct

community, and who provides him with food, an ox, and a wife

in

exchange

for his commodities.

East of the Amboellas the whole of the alternately dry and swampy Lobale
plains, as well as the Upper Zambese basin, are inhabited by the Ba-Lundas, who
are akin to the

Ka-Lundus

of

the

Congo

basin,

and who

officially

recognise the

suzerainty of the Huata Yamvo, although their chiefs are practically independent.
The national usages are much the same on both sides of the waterparting between the
Zambese and the Congo basins. The southern Ba-Lundas file their teeth and tattoo

Ka-Lundas ; like them, also, they go nearly naked,
themselves
with
the
oils extracted from various oleaginous vegetable
smearing
substances as substitutes for the more highly valued fat of oxen, which, when portheir bodies like the northern

curable, is reserved for the chiefs.

As on

the banks of the Kassai, the prevailing ornament amongst the Upper
is brass wire. Great personages appear in public with their legs
laden with this metallic encumbrance, the fashion requiring them to walk swaying

Zambese populations

heavily from side to side, as if a great effort were needed to raise the foot. Etiquette
is
On
strictly enforced amongst the excessively ceremonious Ba-Lunda people.

meeting a superior in social rank everyone hastens to fall on his knees and rub
his breast and arms with dust.
Endless prostrations, all regulated by established
custom, are exacted of those approaching the king,

holding in his

Mohammedan

hand a fly-whisk made

of gnu-tails.

who

is

seated on a throne

Both the Christian and

have penetrated into the country, following in
Thus some of the Ba-Lundas salute strangers with a low

styles of salutation

the track of the traders.

the expression " Ave-ria," a corruption of " Ave Maria,"
"
while others utter the word " Allah
as an exclamation of surprise.

bow accompanied by

!

Thanks

the fertility of their always abundantly watered territory, the
Ba-Lundas enjoy a superfluity of provisions, which they willingly share with their
visitors.

position.

to

Profusely hospitable, they are at the same time of a peaceful, genial disNo trace of cannibalism has been discovered amongst them neither do

they slaughter

;

women

or children to

accompany the departed

chief to the other

world.
The Ba-Lunda women enjoy a relatively large share of liberty, the wives
of the elders always taking part in the tribal deliberations, while many communities are even governed by queens.
At the death of these queens, the royal
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natives rebuilding their huts
residence, with the whole village, is abandoned, the
district.
Although unknown to European
ami rtvhiiining frr.-h land in another
Ba-Lundas long maintained indirect commercial relations with the
explorers, the
of the western seaboard through the agency of the Biheno people.

Portuguese

most part from
bark hives suspended from the trees and

The beeswax exported from Loanda and Benguella comes
their forests,

protected by

where

it

is

collected in

terrible fetishes

for the

from the rapacity of marauders.

THE BAROTSE EMPIRE.
various tribes inhabiting the Zarnbese valley properly so called, below the
confluence of the Liba with the Kabombo, have been united in a single state among

The

the South African peoples variously

known by

the

name

of Barotse (Ba-Rotse"),

Ungenge, Lui, or Luina. Sebituani, founder of this empire, was a Basuto conacross the whole region comprised
queror, who led a host of warriors victoriously
between the Orange and the Zambese, enrolling under his banner all the young
On reaching the Zambese
of the conquered tribes along the line of march.
and Chobe confluence, Sebituani and his Makololo followers took possession of this

men

vast swampy tracts served as the centre
peninsular region, which being protected by
and
was
soon
new
of the
peopled by at least three hundred thousand souls.
kingdom,
It was here that Livingstone visited them, and their capital, Linyati, a town of
over fifteen thousand inhabitants, situated on the north bank of the Chobe, became

the centre of his explorations in

all

the surrounding Zambese lands.

But the missionaries who succeeded him met with

less favour,

and several of

them having succumbed either to the effects of the climate or to poison, the report
was spread abroad that some calamity was pending over the Makololos. The storm

The Luinas, or Barotses properly so called, who
to
their
submitted
had reluctantly
foreign rulers, now broke into revolt, and falling
suddenly on the unsuspecting Makololos, massacred them almost to the last man.

was

in truth already gathering.

T\vo only, with their wives and children, were said to have been spared in the whole
Terror-stricken by the news of the overwhelming disaster, the Makopeninsula.
lolos

dwelling south of the Chobe fled westwards and sought a refuge amongst

Lake Ngami. By them they were received
soon as the unarmed suppliants ventured within

the Ba-Toanas settled on the banks of

with apparent friendship, but as

the royal enclosure, they were suddenly attacked and slaughtered
warriors.

Thus perished the Makololo

nation.

Their

amongst the conquerors, and their children brought
villages

by the Ba-Toana

women were

distributed

up under other names in the

and encampments of the Barotses.

But despite

this

change of masters, the kingdom founded by Sebituani was

maintained at least south of the Chobe.

The Barotses themselves did not venture

defence formed by the surrounding marshes. But
north of this limit they took the place of the Makololos as rulers of the land, and
soon after annexed the whole of the Mabunda
(Ma-Mbunda) territory, which had
to cross the

line of natural

been inherited by a queen too weak to maintain herself on the throne.

When

THE BAROTSE EMPIRE,
lloluh \i-itcd

tin-

Harot.se

1875, as

in

kingdom

many

subdivided into over u hundred* secondary tn

i

as eighteen large natioiih.

represented by their deleMoreover, u large

gates at thr court cf tho sovereign and the regent
number of fugitives from other tribes Matebeles, Bumungwato>.,
his M>tcr.

dwelt within the borders of the

Zambese und Chobe confluence

state, to

which they paid

to the northern

frontiers

tribute.

Makalakas

From

the

there was reckoned a

distance equal to u journey of from fifteen to twenty days, and the superficial area
of the whole

kingdom exceeded 100,000 square miles, with a population of proEach of the tribes in the vust empire speaks its own

bably about a million.
dialect, but Sesuto, that
serves as the

common

the language of their exterminated Makololo masters
medium of general intercourse, and as the official language
is

The Makololos have disappeared, but their inheritance has remained,
and thanks to them the range of the Sesuto tongue has been enlarged tenfold.
The administrative system of the Barotse state is also, at least to some extent,

of the state.

but the penal code and many practices are of an
"
extremely sanguinary character, so much so that no one grows old in the Barotwe
a legacy from the Makololos

;

According to Serpa Pinto, the king is assisted by a council of three
ministers, one for war and the two others for the foreign affairs of the south and
country."

the west, the latter having the management of all negotiations with the Portuguese
on the west coast, the former treating with the English and Dutch powers in South
Africa.

with the

The
title

regent, sister or mother of the sovereign, and like the king saluted
of " Lion," marries whom she pleases, her husband taking the title

" Son-in-law of the Nation."

Europeans are barely tolerated in the country,
and allowed to cross the Zambese only at a single point. Nevertheless their influence is considerable.
European clothes are now worn by most of the natives,
almost
having
everywhere supplanted the national dress of tanned skins and
of

capacious robes or skirts.

The
the

Barotses, properly so called, inhabit the banks of the

Kabompo and Chobe confluences.

main stream between

and
members but leprosy is a
The Zambese supplies them with abundance of

They

are skilled boatmen, with chest

shoulders highly developed compared with the lower

prevalent disease

amongst them.

;

food, including besides fish, the hippopotamus, the flesh of which animal is highly
esteemed.
Special hunters are also stationed at intervals along the banks of the
and
lateral
river
channels, whose duty it is to keep the royal household well

supplied with this game.

The

alluvial soil in this section of the river exceeds in fertility all other parts

of the valley,

and yields magnificent crops of grain and vegetables. Cattle also
which skirt the escarpments of

thrive well on the pasturages of the bottom lands,

the plateau to the east and west.

The

part of the fluvial valley peopled by the
linrotses is in some places at least 30 miles broad, and throughout the whole of
this territory "famine is unknown" (Livingstone). In order to protect themselves

from the annual inundations, which enrich their laud and make
In MTU

p!...

<

it

another Egypt,

Hnluh speak* of " eighty-three," but in another he enumerates one hundred and four

distinct triU-* suhji-ct to the Barotae.
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the natives arc obliged to build their villages on artificial mounds, scattered like
islands amid the inland sea caused by the periodical floods.

The Mabundas, who share the government

of the country with the Barotses,

inhabit the more elevated terraces which skirt the north side of the

Zambese

All are very religious or superstitious peoples, invoking the sun, worshipplains.
ping or paying a certain homage to the new moon, and celebrating feasts at the
is universal, but it takes
graves of their forefathers. Belief in the resurrection
rather the character of a metempsychosis, the wicked being born again in the
lower animals, the good in more noble forms, but nobody caring to resume the

human

state.

In

this life provision

may

also be

made

for the future transforma-

"
by eating the flesh of the animal intended to be our brother," by imitating
*
Hence a Ma-Rotse will occasionally be heard roaring like
gait and its voice.

tion
its

a lion, in preparation for his leonine existence in the

next world.

to the Barotse empire some are reduced to a state
from downright slavery others have preserved their
independence, or at least a large measure of self-government for all internal

Of the other nations subject
of servitude differing little
tribal

;

but paying tribute either in cereals, or fruits, matting, canoes, or other
manufactured wares, or else such products of the forests and the chase as ivory,
beeswax, honey, and caoutchouc. The Masupias (Ma-Supia) are serfs employed

affairs,

and hunting for the Barotses in the region about the Chobe and Zambese
Farther south dwell the Madenassanas (Ma-Denassana), a people of
mixed descent, resembling the Bechuanas in stature and physical appearance, the

in fishing

confluence.

Central African Negroes in tbeir features.
Like the Masupias, they are enslaved
hunters and peasants, as are also the Manansas (Ma-Nansa), whose services form a

bone of contention between the two neighbouring Matebele and Barotse nations.
A still more important reduced tribe are th? Batokas (Ba-Toka), who occupy
the left or north bank of the main stream above the Victoria Falls.
All the
Batokas of both sexes extract the incisors of the upper jaw on arriving at the age
of puberty, and this practice, which, like circumcision

among

the neighbouring

has assumed a purely religious character. But when
as
to
the
of
the custom, they reply that its object is to make
questioned
origin
them look like oxen. It is noteworthy that the not yet evangelised eastern
Damaras observe the same practice and attribute it to the same motive. The
peoples,

is

performed in

secret,

under jaw, being no longer hindered in their growth by those of
the upper, project forward and cause the
lip to protrude, thus giving the natives
incisors of the

a repulsive appearance characteristic of
decrepit old age.

In the Kafukwe basin, stretching north of the Batokas, dwell the Bashuku-

lompos (Ukulombwe), a people who go naked, and are said to
hoes of hardened wood.
their
They distinguish themselves

by

till

the land with

style of headdress

other African tribes, amongst whom there nevertheless
prevails such a
surprising diversity of taste and fancy in this respect.
Saturating or greasing
their fleecy curls with butter, and
them
with
the hair of sundry animals,
mixing

from

Ma

all

in

Ba-Rot*f

the singular, Ba the plural
personal prefix
the whole nation.

c.|u;ils

;

hence Ma-Rotse equals one member of the

tribe,

HAKOTSKI.AND.
they arrange the whole in the form of cones of various sizes, some disposed vertically, others made to project forwards.
Livingstone met a chief whose superb
a
little
towered
to a height of three feet above his
with
rod,
tiara, terminating
head.

The only European

who have

travellers

yet penetrated into the Bashuku-

lompo country are Silva Porto and Holub. The latter was fortunately accompanied
by his wife, whom the astonished natives took for a supernatural being. She was
proclaimed queen by one tribe, and on
expedition from complete

many

occasions her presence saved the

disaster.

East of the Bashukulompo territory stretches the North Manica country, a
which is quite distinct from the Manica district on the south side of the

state

This region, which

Lower Zambese.

Fig. 76.

basin, is

" never eats
Nigritia,

dence when he

is

;

contiguous to the Msiri territory, in the

BXBOTSK

Scale

Upper Congo

is

1

:

3.200,000.

governed by a king who, like so many other sovereigns in
"
that is to say, no subject is permitted to enter his resi-

at table.

At

his burial several of his wives are slaughtered

and

interred with him.

TOPOGRAPHY OF BAROTSELAND.
In the Barotse empire are met the first centres of population which may be
any commercial or political importance. But most of these towns

said to possess

are displaced with each fresh accession to the throne.

All public misfortunes are
more favourable site is

attributed to the baneful influence of the ground, and a

consequently sought in order to escape from the evil spirits who are supposed to
have caused the death of the last ruler.
The inundations of the Zambese have
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mounds on which they were
many places by sapping the artificial
ceased to exist, or is
Barotse
capital, has
In this way Nabiele, the ancient

also destroyed
built.

a cluster of wretched hovels. Libonta, residence of the queens,
represented only by
who passed close
visited by Livingstone, has also been dethroned, and Serpa Pinto,
to its site, does not

even mention

it

by name.

In 1878, when this traveller traversed the Barotse valley, the royal residence
had been shifted to Liatui, some 12 miles to the east of the river, and beyond

Below the
the low-lying zone covered by the floods during the rainy season.
Nambwe cascades and rapids the new village of Sesheke (Kisseke, Shisheke), which
succeeded to another Sesheke consumed by a conflagration in 1875, has in its turn
become an imperial capital, or rather a trysting-place for the chiefs and their
On the other hand, Linyanti, formerly metropolis of the Makololo
retainers.
It is now nothing more than a group of
kingdom, has lost all its importance.
huts standing on the north bank of the Chobe in the midst of a maze of marshy
At the time of Livingstone's visit in 1853 Linyanti was
streams and backwaters.
the largest

market town in the

interior of

South Africa north of Shoshong.

At present the chief place in the Chobe Valley lies in the upper course
name of its chief. A part
river, and is known as Matambyane's, from the

of the
of the

trade of Linyanti has passed to the village of Mpalera (Impalera, Mparira, Embarira),
which stands on a sandy island at the Zambese and Chobe confluence, above the
In a neighbouring quagmire a copious thermal spring wells up,
Victoria Falls.
although covered by the periodical flood waters for three months in the year.

Panda ma Tcnka, a market lying
south of the

falls,

in a thinly peopled district

two days' journey
from the Lim-

serves as a sort of wayside station on the route

is usually visited by the English traders from the south,
the
a
half-caste
Mambari,
Portuguese people, and by the European missionby
aries.
Here the Jesuits had founded a mission, which they have had recently to

popo

to the

Zambese, and

abandon.

MATEBELELAND AND INHABITANTS

.OF

THE MIDDLE ZAMBESE.

The

territories of three empires converge at the gorge into which the Zambese
plunges over the Victoria Falls. To the north and north-west stretches the territory of Barotseland; southwards lies the Bamangwato domain, comprising the

plains

which are continued westwards in the direction of the Makarikari swampy
lastly, the kingdom of the Matebele (Ama-Ndebeli) nation occupies

saline wastes

;

in the south-east the basins of the

Gwai, Sanyati, Panyame, and Mozoe Rivers, the
crystalline Matoppo Mountains whence these streams flow to the Zambese, and the
whole of the opposite area of drainage southwards to the
Limpopo. The Matebeles
"
"
"
"
that
or
Hidden
themselves,
is, the
Vanishing
People, so named because
concealed in battle behind their enormous oval bucklers, roam as masters over the
whole land as far west as the shores of Lake Ngami, whence
they procure their
supplies of salt.

Despite their present collective national name, the Matebeles were

till

recently

E
_'

3
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nation as a military host.
At first a mere detachment of Zulus,
horde
a
themselves
brought together from every tribe, the Matebele
heterogeneous
band recruited itself under the terrible Musselckatsi from the young men of all

not so

much a

the enslaved or exterminated races attacked during their marauding expeditions.
In isGl, when the missionary Mackenzie visited the Matebele king, nearly all the
veterans whom he saw in the army were.Abu-/.m/i, that is, Kafirs originally from

The warriors

the prime of life were members of the
various Hechuuna tribes reduced by Musselekatsi during his ten years' residence
in the region which is now known us the Transvaal.
Lastly, the younger soldiers

Natal and Xululand.

in

were Makalakas and Mashonas, originally from the Limpopo and Zambese waterparting which now constitutes the Matebele kingdom.
All these warriors had begun their career as captives. At first their only duties
were to tend the royal herds then they followed the troops to the wars somewhat in the capacity of sutlers or conveyers of arms and provisions, on some
;

Hut once accustomed
expedition calculated to test their courage and endurance.
in this way to the sight of blood they became warriors in their turn, slaying men
and women, as their own kindred had been slain. Until their assegais had " drunk
"
blood
they were held as aliens and slaves, and the meat thrown to them was first
in
sand they were not reckoned as men till their first victims had fallen.
rubbed
;

Like Chaka's Zulus, they were forbidden to marry or to bring up a family, for the
ranks of the all-conquering host had to be recruited exclusively from prisoners of
war.

A violent

away and placed
to the

camp after

death alone was held in honour

recovery, or else

when

;

the sick and ailing were put

man, by whom

they were either restored
dead thrown into the bush those enfeebled

in charge of a medicine

;

by age were stoned.

Thus trained

pursue their

to

human

quarry,

the

Matebeles had become

"
extremely skilful at their trade of butchers. According to the king's great law,"
they could never retreat before any odds, and cases occurred of whole regiments
allowing themselves to be massacred rather than yield even to overwhelming

At the bidding of their master, warriors armed only with the assegai
a lion or a buffalo, and often captured it alive.
attacked
Proud of their
fearlessly

numbers.

wounds, proud of their

m irtial

presence of their sovereign,

"

whom

deeds, the Matebeles were abject slaves in the
hailed with shouts of " Great
Ruler

they

King

!

Men
Yet, by a strange contrast, this very chief, whose most glorious title
was that of " Cannibal," was personally of an extremely sensitive nature. He
disliked the sight of suffering, and in his presence the herdsmen had to lay aside

of

!

the lash, guiding their droves with large branches or encouraging
kindness.

them with

Such a system could be kept together only by constantly renewed campaigns.
itself could procure supplies
only by pillage, recruits only from the

The army

captured in battle, although their country was one of the most fertile in the world.
War being their exclusive pursuit, the Matebeles did not even await their ruler's

arms

they often set out spontaneously to plunder the surrounding
lands, killing the men, carrying off the women, children, and cuttle. All traditions

orders to

fly to

;
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life, the Matebeles no longer
of the various races whence
beliefs
the
or
the
remembered either the songs,
sayings,
Having no religious rites of their own, they left the sacrifices,
they sprang.
charms, and incantations to the professional wizards of the various districts over

having been broken by expatriation and the military

which they roamed.
Nevertheless a certain sentiment of nationality has at last been developed
amongst these heterogeneous communities, while the state of chronic war has at
the same time had to give place to a social system more in harmony with that
Even before the close of Musselekatsi's
of the surrounding agricultural tribes.

men

marry had already fallen into
Family groups have now been formed, and the warriors have become
abeyance.
But they still retain their peculiar headdress, now become the
field labourers.
emblem of their manhood.
Through the influence of the missionaries and traders
reign the laws forbidding the fighting

to

commercial routes have been opened across Matebeleland, while the neighbourhood
of disciplined British and Dutch troops inspires counsels of prudence in the heir of
the great conqueror. He may even have reason to fear that the coveted auriferous
deposits abounding in his territory

may

be the means of at last reducing

him

to a

When

state of vassalage.
envoys from the Transvaal Republic came to ask Musselekatsi's authorisation for European miners to survey the land they were met with
" Take these
" and load
a flat refusal.
stones," he said,
your waggons with them.
But I will have no Dutch women, cattle, sheep, or goats brought here, nor any

houses built in

my

"

country

!

THE BA-NYAI, MAKALAKA, AND MASHONA

NATIONS.

A certain number of tribes tributary to the Matebeles are still so far removed
from the royal residence, or else so well protected by their natural defences, that
Such
they have been able to preserve some measure of political independence.
Ba-Nyai people, who occupy the southern slope of the Zambese valley above
the Eafukwe confluence, and who
usually select rocky strongholds as the sites of
are the

their settled abodes.
The Ba-Nyai are generally a fine race of men, tall, strong,
and somewhat proud of their
relatively light complexion.
They are also distinguished from most of the neighbouring populations by their love of cleanliness,

and, like so

many

pay great attention to their headdress, dividing the
which they twine round with the bark of a tree dyed red.
The hair thus disposed in stiff little tufts
gives them an aspect somewhat recalling
that of the Egyptians of three or four thousand
years ago. When travelling they
others,

hair into little tresses,

all the locks in a
single knot on the crown of the head.
Unlike their more servile
neighbours, the Ba-Nyai choose their chief by
The electel king is no doubt as a rule the son of the last
general suffrage.
king's
sister
but the electors, dissatisfied with this candidate, have not
unfrequently
sought a ruler amongst some other communities. When the popular choice is
announced the new chic f at first declines the
as if the burden were too

gather

;

great to be borne.

But

this is

honour,
a
merely formality or a legal fiction

;

the authority

THE MASHONAS.
remains in his hands, and with

it

In no other African tribe do the
In

Ba-Nyai.

all
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the wives, children, and effects of his predecessor.
women enjoy so much influence as amongst the

When

domestic affairs the decision rests with them.

a young

man
by

seeks a girl in marriage he addresses himself to the mother, and if accepted
her, quits his own roof and comes to reside with his mother-in-law, whose faith-

whom he is expected always to pay the
he
In
her
dare not be seated, but falling on his
presence
greatest deference.
knees squats on his heels, to show his feet being regarded as a great offence. The
children are the mother's property, and the husband, whenever tired of his
ful

servant he becomes, and towards

domestic
all

life,

may

return to his

own home.

But

in that case

he has to renounce

paternal claims and privileges, unless they have been purchased by the gift of

number of cows and goats.
%
The Makalakas and Mashonas, former masters

a certain

of the land

now

ruled by the

Matebeles, have been for the most part exterminated, while the few warriors are
reduced to a state of servitude. The Makalakas were the greatest sufferers. Dispersed by the Matebele irruption, some towards the Zambese, some to the Limpopo
or the Kalahari Desert, they have forgotten their very language, and now speak

only a debased Zulu dialect. Although formerly excellent husbandmen and skilled
blacksmiths, they have in many places lapsed to the primitive condition of hunters,
living on the spoils of the chase, or even on pillage.
They have thus, in two or
three generations, reverted to such a state of savagery that they are no longer able
to build themselves huts.
Nevertheless the Makalakas still continue, as of old, to

be honourably distinguished above
and consideration for their women.

taken in the

name

of the mother.

all their

neighbours for their domestic virtues

The wife
Soon after

is

highly respected, and oaths are
however, the women are sub-

birth,

On the breast and lower parts
jected to an extremely cruel process of tattooing.
alone the operators make over four thousand incisions disposed in thirty parallel
lines,

and

if

the skin

is

not then sufficiently ridged and blistered the scarification

has to be repeated.

The Makalakas bury

their dead in caves, but never allow strangers to be

Hence the followers of the two explorers Gates and
died in the country, were obliged to carry their bodies beyond

interred in their territory.

Grandy, who had
the frontier.

The Mashonas, who constitute the substratum of the population on the Zambese
or northern slope of the uplands, have been better able to resist oppression, because
their industry renders them indispensable to their new masters.
Although, like
the Makalakas,
.1-

Mnxholes

much

that

is,

degenerated, and by the Matebeles regarded and spoken of
"
slaves," they alone practise the industrial arts, till the rice-

make

the household implements, weave the cotton fabrics, cut and embroider
the leather shields, and forge and sharpen the assegais and other weapons. Smallfields,

pox has made fearful ravages amongst them, and
victims are often thrown alive into the bush.

Some
land,

this disease is so

dreaded that

its

Mashona communities, protected by the mountainous nature of the
have been able to set up independent republics. But they live in constant
of the
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and take refuge, with their active little cattle, on isolated
Their huts,
crags, the only approach to which is blocked by strong palisades.
raised considerably above the ground, can be entered only by means of notched
terror of the Matebeles,

Matebele warriors, who
"approach as stealthily and as invisibly as snakes, crawling as closely on the
ground, and concealed by the undergrowth, watch the movements of their intended
Then, when a favourable opportunity occurs, up
victims, the timid Mashonas.
poles.

they

They have good reason

rise

to fear the attacks of the

Hissing and shrieking their

like a wild black cloud of destruction.

they bound and leap from rock to rock, dealing with fearful
precision the death-giving blow of the assegai, and ever and anon shouting with
fiercest battle-cry

Fig. 77.

CHIEF TBIBES OF THE ZAMBESE BASIN.
Scale

1

:

22,000,000.

180 Miles.

thrilling ecstasy their terrible cry of
hearts of their victims." *

triumph as they tear out the yet beating

Amongst the wandering outcasts whom the traveller meets in Matebeleland,
some are commonly known as Bushmen and Hottentots, whatever be their real
origin. The Ama-Zizi, conjurers and medicine men, appear to be really of Hottentot stock.

Some

natives, known to the Portuguese by the name of Pandoras,
have acquired great influence, over the other blacks
by their magio arts. They frequently withdraw to the woods in order to assume their true form of wild beasts, but
never condescend to show themselves abroad
except in the appearance of men.

of the

TOPOGRAPHY OF MATEBELKLAND.
The centre of the Matebele
empire, whose population is variously estimated at
from 200,000 to 1,200,000, is situated within the basin
of the mainstream, near
*

W. M.

Kerr, The Far Interior,

i.

p. 104.
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the sources of the Urn- Row, which, under another name, discharges into the
Xanibese over <i" miles above the Victoria Fulls,
(inlmlm-nyo, the royal residence,

formerly stood in the neighbourhood of the granitic water- parting between the
Hut like most of the native towns in the interior of
Xa ibese and the Limpopo.
ii

Austral Africa,

its site

form of the word, now
house of

KIIK>I>(

has been changed, and Hn/nirai/o which
t

lies

somewhat farther

an construction, crowns a

to the north.

is

the more correct

The

royal residence, a
the centre of the village, and is
comprised within a stout palisade.

hill in

encircled by a

number

The dwellings

of the traders are scattered over the surrounding plain.

of hive-shaped huts, all

Besides

who have settled in the neighbourhood of the capital, several others
have attached themselves to the king's suite, in order to supply the wants of his
Hence they generally accompany the court on its frequent
officials and warriors.
these traders,

journeys to Inyati and the other towns which follow towards the north-east and
the south-west in the hilly Matoppo district.

Both Protestant and Catholic missionaries have also penetrated into the
Matebele territory, and to these have now been added the miners, who had hitherto
On the other hand a large number
long been refused admittance to the country.
of temporary emigrants proceed every year in search of employment to the British
and Boer states beyond the Limpopo. The Tafi mines, the first that were dis-

now worked by a company with its head
Town.
Here
have
been found the traces of ancient mining
Cape
management
operations carried on by some now forgotten people.
covered in the Limpopo basin, are
at

Numerous

villages belonging to the Makorikori tribe lie to the north of the

Matebele and Mashona

rugged mountainous region, whence impeThe Mukorikori, no less industrious
tuous torrents flow towards the Zambese.
territories in a

than the Mashonas, are specially noted for their skill in the treatment of leather,
which they draw out in narrow strips and then twist and plait into all kinds of

The women

ornaments.
tin wire,

which

is

pierce the upper lip for the insertion of a ring

made

of

sometimes embellished with pearls.

Farther north, in the valley of the main stream, dwell the Mtande people, whose
women also pierce the upper lip, into which they introduce the Ja/fr, an ivory or

wooden

ring.

This district

lies

within the zone of the

tsetse-fly,

which the women

powder with the bark of a certain root, and mixing
the preparation with the food supplied to their domestic animals, goats, sheep, and

collect

dogs.

and dry, reducing

On

it

to a

the opposite, or left side of the Zambese, certain ruins still mark the
by the Portuguese in the interior of Africa.

limits of the territory formerly occupied

These are the remains of the ancient town of Znntbo, which, however, was far

less

During the season thousands of native dealers
European wares from seven or eight so-called

a town than a rural market-place.

assembled here to

purchase
merchants from Goa, in the Kanara country on the west coast
of India.
the
period from 1836 to 1863 Zurabo remained completely
During
abandoned by the Portuguese; but since 1881 it has again been occupied, and is
"

Canarians," that

is

Hence it is again resorted
the residence of a Capitao Mor, or head governor.
to by traders of various races, who find customers among the members of the sur-

now
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rounding Basenga (Ba-Senga)
the confluence of the

This market-pluce has been well chosen at

tribe.

Lua-Ugwe and Zumbese, below thut of the Kafukwe, in a

and well-timbered country, encircled by picturesque hills. Zumbo can
its former importance whenever the Portuguese carry out
scarcely fail to recover
fertile

the project of establishing new factories along the course of the Upper Zambese,
and working the coal, iron, and gold mines of the surrounding district.
Tete (Tette), covering the slope of a hill on the right bank of the Zambese, is

most inland town occupied by the whites, or Mazungox, as they are

at present the

by the natives.
under the guns of the

called

The European houses
fort,

are all grouped within the ramparts

made

while the huts of the blacks,

are scattered over the outskirts round about the

walls.

of

mud

and

foliage,

This Portuguese town was

and indigo.
formerly a prosperous place, doing a large trade in gold, ivory, cereals,
Hut it was ruined by the slave-hunting expeditions, which left no hands to till the

At present it
land and gather the crops.
where " solitude reigns supreme.

hovels,

of Time's relentless hand.

You

more than a group

is little

On

see it in the

every side

you

of wretched

see the wasting

work

crumbling ruins of the houses at one

Indigo and other weeds now rise rank
You see it in the
houses once stood.
where
and
falling walls,
upon spots
church which has now crumbled to the ground. Departed glory is knelled to you
by the bells which toll from the slight structure where the Jesuit fathers and their
time inhabited by prosperous merchants.

amid the

small flock

The

now perform

little

importance

garrison town and

enjoyed by Tete is derived from its position as a
midst of a more or less hostile native

still

fortified outpost in the

It has occasionally

population.

*

the rites of their creed."

been cut

off

from

all

communication with the coast

But the surby the incursions of the predatory Landins, or Zulu marauders.
district
has
the
of
free
from
the tsetse,
rounding
being entirely
great advantage
or pejw, as this scourge

is

called in

turned this great advantage to
side are
extremely fertile,

The Tete

Zambeseland

little

;

but stock-breeders have hitherto

The

account.

and here most of the

riverain tracts on the opposite

rich traders

had

their residences.

both north and south of the Zambese, promises one day to
most important mining regions in the whole of Africa. Here
are extensive coalfields, as well as auriferous deposits and rich iron ores,
long

become one

district,

of the

by the Basenga and Makalaka blacksmiths. TheSerra Maxinga (Mashinga
Range), which rises northwards above the surrounding solitudes, was formerly
utilised

worked by Portuguese miners.
said to be so soft that the

Here the rock containing the precious metal is
are able to crush it between two blocks of wood,

women

and then wash

it for
Auriferous deposits also occur to the south of Tete, in
gold.
the Makorikori territory, and
especially in the valleys of the Mozoe and its
affluents. Paiva de Andrada describes as a sort of future Eldorado the.
Shangamira
"
district, which Mauch had previously designated by the name of the
Emperor
William Mines."
few ruins of old monuments are scattered over these gold-

A

fields,

where, according to Kuss, the natives are in the habit of sowing nuggets
hope of gathering a rich golden harvest.

in the confident

Kerr, op.

tit. ii.

p. 4 '2
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I
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Mr

I'.

C. Selous during

an exploring expedition to the Mushona country, from which ho returned in

A

considerable tract of alluvial gold-fiddt was discovered, besides
a very remarkable excavation in solid rock, which Mr. Selous believes to be a
mine of very ancient date. On this subject he writes " At Sinoia, near tin- ri\i-r
.I;inu

i

1>S8,

V,

:

M anytime),

(a tributary of the

Angwa

there

an immense circular hole about u

depth and sixty feet or more in diameter, at the bottom of
which is a pool of water which extends some hundred and eighty feet into u \;i-t
The water is of the most wonderful colour a deep cobalt
cavern in the rock.

hundred

more

is

feet or

in

and very clear, as pebbles are visible at a great depth on the bottom. There
a slanting shaft or tunnel running at an angle of about forty-five degrees from a
point about a hundred yards distant from the top of the hole, which strikes the
blue
is

bottom of the latter just at the edge of the water.
all these

We are inclined

to think that

excavations are the result of old gold- work ings, and that a vein of quartz
down the tunnel, and that eventually a spring was tapped,

has been worked out

the water of which, welling up from below, has formed the subterranean lake.
If
is the work of man, a truly
of
amount
labour
must
extraordinary

the whole thing

have been expended

in this place.

The

natives have built a stockaded

town round

the old gold mine, or whatever it is, and go down the tunnel to draw water.
We
bathed in it and swam up the cavern to the other end of the pool the water was
The rock on each side is covered with innumerable scorings, which
quite warm.
;

*
they had been done with some kind of iron instrument."
Senna, or Sao-JIarfal, the "moribund," which lies on the right bank of the
Zambese, at the foot of a high blutf, and over against the navigable Ziu-Ziu branch

look as

if

It has
communicating with the Shire, is even a more decayed place than Tete.
often had to pay tribute to its Umgoni (Angoni Zulu) neighbours, and even to

The climate also is unhealthy, the
barricade itself at night against the lions.
malarious
vapours rising from the stagnant waters
atmosphere being charged with
is here gradually shifting its bed in the direction of the
has been proposed to remove the town to the left or north side
of the Zambese, which is swept by the current, without leaving any lagoons or

left

by the

north.

which

river,

Hence

it

sluggish backwaters.

INHABITANTS OF THE NYASSA AND SHIRE BASINS.
South of the Zambeso the military empires of Gazaland and Matebcleland were
founded by warlike Zulu conquerors, advancing from the south. North of the

have also been occupied by invaders of the same martial
race.
But being here divided into independent bauds, without any national
These Kafirs,
cohesion, they have been unable to found any powerful states.
river vast territories

variously

known

as Mavitis (Ma-Viti)

Gamitto, and are
that of the

a No called

Umgoni

and Mazitus (Ma-Zitu), are the Munhaesof

Mangones (Ma-Ngoue), a name almost

identical with

invaders and conquerors of the region comprised between the

1'i-octtdiityt

of

tike

Royal Geographical Socvty, March, 188s,

p.

ir,|
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Zambese and the Limpopo. In appearance also they closely resemble the southern
dwelt in their neighbourhood.
They
Zulus, and probably at no very remote date

"
"
which even has a click sound, resembling that of the
gpeak the same language,
Their warriors arrange their hair by means of gum
southern Zulu-Kafir idiom.
ochre in such a way as to form the curious circular nimbus by
and an
argillaceous

which the Zulu fighting

men

are also distinguished.

The well disciplined Maviti hordes always rush upon the enemy without waitof musketry or arrows, and fight at close quarters with
ing to reply to volleys
But
sword and assegai.
although they have crossed the Zambese they have not
branches of the conquering race, for the formidable
penetrated so far north as other

Vua-Tutas of the Unyamezi country, on the east slope of Lake Tanganyika, also
came from the region of Natal or Zululand, and most African historians agree in
terrible Jaga hordes,
regarding as belonging to the same race the
close
of
the
seventeenth
the
towards
of
century.
Congo
kingdom

of the Nyassa region carried out their

The Maviti

the

of destruction with

Passing to the north side of the Zambese towards the
they overran the Rovuma and Rufiji territories in

terrible thoroughness.

middle

work

who overran

of the present century,

the
rapid succession, burning the villages, slaughtering all adult men, enrolling
young warriors in their own ranks, and selling the women to the slave-dealers.
driven farther inland the devastating Maviti hordes at last settled down in
the hilly regions west of Nyassa, which extend towards the sources of the Lua-

When

Xgwa, while those

left

behind on the east side of the lake gradually merged in the

surrounding indigenous populations.
Although much reduced in strength, the fighting bands, which still held
together, continued till recently to spread havoc amongst the Wa-Chungu and

Marimba (Manganya) peoples dwelling on the shores of Nyassa. The
exposed to their attacks are now protected by double and treble enclosures

villages
of stout

palisades, while others have been built on piles in the lake, or else on strongly
fortified narrow headlands.
The English have also made a special treaty with the

Maviti, binding

them

to respect

the European stations.

Some Mohammedan

Funerals are conpractices have already been adopted by these pagan Kafirs.
ducted according to the Moslem rite, and the grave is always turned towards tlie
The bodies of slaves and criminals, however, are still thrown
holy city of Mecca.
into the bush,

form

where they are supposed

to be

devoured by the wizards in the

of hvfenas.

THE EASTERN MAKOLOLOS.
In this region there
their usages

is

a great complexity of tribes, often differing greatly in
No less than seven different forms of speech are

and language.

current along the west side of the lake.

The Makololos
instance of the
continent.

of the Shire,

way

Were

between Nyassa and Zambese, present a remarkable

distinct tribal

groups are often developed in the interior of the
known, these Makololos would certainly

their history not well

BA0XBEN M.\K >i.rx.

Tin:
Circled as of

entering that

tin-

district

same race as
;is

tin-
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Makololos of the Choi*? Valley, who, afler
xtirpated or driven

conqueror-, were almost entirely

west by tin- llarot-es.
Hut, although not belonging to this <:roup, the Makololos
of the Shire have at lea>t piv- r\e,l lli. - .une name. In lS"*! Sekcletu. chief of the

western (Chobo) ICukololos, placed under the <ruidance of Livingstone some twenty
youths, with orders to make their way to the coast, and fetch thence a powerful

medicine against leprosy, from which the king was suffering. Of this little hand
two members ah me wore of Mukololo stock, all the others belonging to various

conquered trihes, such as the Uarotse,
enrolled under the Mukololo invaders.

liutoku, Baselea, like

Finding

it

most of the warriors

inconvenient to return to their

sovereign, Livingstone's party settled on the right bunk of the Shire, below the
l.ill.-,
choosing one of their number as chief. Under his leadership they became

conquerors in their turn, and at the same time retained the nuine of Makololo, of
which they were naturally proud, while fugitives from numerous other tribes
ha-tened to place themselves under their protection.
Thanks to the moral
influence of Livingstone, they abandoned the practice of slave-hunting, prevalent
amongst so many of the surrounding peoples, and the security enjoyed under their

government in a few years attracted
runaways and others from all quarters.

Thus was

to

the district considerable numbers of

constituted, in less than a single generation, the powerful tribe of

At the time

the eastern or Shire Makololos.

of

riverain valleys lying between the last cataract

subject to their rule.
"

In

all

Young's visit in 1876 all the
and the Ruo confluence were

these communities the national salutation was the

good morning," perpetuated since the time of the famous missionary and
explorer, under whose guidance the founders of the new state hud originally left
their homes in the west.
Young pays a tribute of admiration to these industrious
English

honesty and love of work. When he had to transport
above the cataracts, piece by piece, the steamer I/aht, the first ever launched on

Makololos for their

strict

Luke Nyassa, he hud to employ a whole army of some eight hundred
plied their work free as uir, far from all supervision, along a rough
anything might have caused a mishap.

Yet

at the

end

porters,

roud,

who

where

of this long portage of

miles every piece, to the last rivet, had been faithfully conveyed to the upper
The men were perfectly satisfied; all had
nadirs without a single accident.
worked with a will, not one attempting to shirk his share of the labour, for which
<iit

the only reward was a few yards of calico.
The bulk of the Makololo nation consists of

members of the Maganya (Mawhose name means "Lake people," are

These natives,
communities among the uplands filling the trid
the Zambese and the Shire.
between
angular space compris
Generally confused
with the people at one time famous under the name of Maruvi, the Ma^anyus m(ianya,

Ma-Nyanju)

tribe

Mill found dwelling in distinct
(

;

noted
at

They display ^nat skill
pr wess than for their intelligence.
vith extreme canland
the
wickerwoik, forging, and weaving, and also till
less for their

Men, women, and the ynn;r

folks

all

work together

in

the

fields,

while the

r

children disport themseh e-

115-AF

in

the shade of the neighbouring trees.

lheMagan\a>
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same way as the backwoodsmen in America. Felling the
the heaped-up branches, and when
trees with the axe, they make a great bonfire of
the com between the still
the ashes have been blown about by the wind they sow
When tracts covered with tail grasses have to be
charred
clear the land

much

in the

stumps.
standing
in order
reclaimed they remove the top soil, burning it together with the herbage
but
chief
their
is
or
crop,
they are also
sorgho,
to enrich the ground.
Mapira,
all the other alimentary plants of Central Africa, as well
acquainted with nearly
Fig. 78.

NOBTH END OF LAKE NYASSA.
Scale

East of Greenwich

1

:

1,900,000.

34" 50-

55*50'.
30 Miles.

hemp, and two species
the native and foreign.
o

as with tobacco,
sjiv,
/ 7

Except in time
call

the jfija, that

The material

is

of

mourning,

all

the

of cotton, the kaja

and manga, that

Maganya women wear

the

pelele, as

is

to

they

say, the disc or ring inserted as an ornament in the upper lip.
either of wood for the poor or of tin and ivory for the upper

is to

classes, while in size this frightful incumbrance ranges from two or three to as
many as five inches in circumference. The action of laughter causes the lip to

concealing both eyes, but revealing the nose through the opening, as well as
the whole row of teeth all filed to a point. But it is even worse in the case of

rise,

whom fashion compels to remove the lip-ring, when the lip falls, and the
round
hole, called lupe/ele, shows the teeth and jaw quite plainly, especially
great
when they speak. " How any people in all the world," exclaims Mrs. Pringle,

widows,

BAND AWE.

K A RONO A
44

can admire such a fashion

baffles

our nmi>rrhrnsion.

that this custom of lacerating the lips

The Maganya
the young."*
tlic
ut
the races.
j>ri/i's

T<>n(,it\rnY

women

<>K
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is

However, it is evident
one
dying out, for
rarely sees it among

are very swift-footed, generally carrying off

NYASSA AND SHIRK BASINS.

In the basin of Lake Nyassa there are no Portuguese stations. The northernmost outpost met on the Shire is Shironji, below the Ruo confluence. North of
this place the only European settlements are those founded by the English, or
rather Scotch, missionaries, followed by the traders of the same nationality.
By
them both the river and the lake have been converted into a regular highway of

commerce, and at the northern extremity of Nyassa this highway is continued by
a well-planned route running in the direction of the village of Chiunda and Luke
Tanganyika.
from Nyussa.

A

missionary station has also been founded ut Jfttinimuanta, 60 miles

Karonga, lying on the north-west shore of the luke, a short distance south of
the main highwuy, is the centre of the densest population in the whole of the

But the

district is rendered

very unheulthy by the extensive
swamps and plains which ure luid under wuter during the rainy season. The

lucustrine bnsin.

Rikuru valley enjoy a much more salubrious climate, and in the
upper part of this valley lies the settlement of Mombcra, chosen by the Scotch
missionaries as a health-resort.
Facing it, on the east side of Nyassa, follow
villugos of the

numerous

villages built

on

piles, like those of

the old lacustrine peoples in Europe.

In this part of the lake the best-sheltered port is Bampa (Mbatnpa), which is well
protected from the southern gales by a peninsula and some neighbouring islets.
About the middle of the west side of Nyassa lies the large village of Bandaice, near

which place the missionaries have founded their chief station. But it has no
natural haven, although a port might easily be constructed ut a small outlay.
Bandawe has the advantage of being situated near the point where the regular
passage is made from one side of the lake to the other. The native craft, starting
from

this place are able to seek shelter

molo and Dikomo.

The corresponding

lee of the

it lies

But on the whole periphery

two islands of Shisi-

on the opposite or eust side

on a beach exposed
also one of the landing-places on this side.

village of C/iifesi, although
Lixxctca is

under the
station

is

the

to the full fury of the surf.

most frequented port and chief
centre of trade, and till recently the great market for slaves, is Kota-Kota, which
It
lies on the west coast, over 1'JO miles from the southern extremity of Nyassa.
stands on
>il)lt

of the lake the

almost landlocked bay, which, thanks to their light draught, is accesto the Arab boats.
The Zanzibar traders have here settled in such nuinU-rs
uii

that Ei-Swahili has become the dominant language in Kota-Kota.

medan colony has

This

the advantage of possessing some thermal springs in

tb

MoMtttattu of

tk Moon, p

173.

Moham-

its vicinity

;
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but the surrounding district is barren, and for a space of over 60 miles going
southwards the coastlands are entirely uninhabited.
Great expectations were originally formed respecting Livingstone, the first
station founded on the shores of Nyassa, where were supposed to be united all the
elements of future greatness geographical position, well-sheltered harbour, fertile
But there was one fatal drawback, a relaxing and unhealthy climate, which
soil.
all their establishments so pleasantly situated
compelled the missionaries to abandon
on the peninsula here projecting into the lake and separating its southern extremity into two spacious bays. When Livingstonia was visited by Kerr in 1885
nothing was to be seen except the cheerless sight of abandoned houses which lined
Fig. 79.

UPLANDS BETWEEN THE SHIUE AND NYASSA.
Seals

1

:

550,000.

Lastof Greenwich

55*50'
30 Miles.

the streets.
to

The

missionaries, as the natives assured him,

were "all dead,

all

gone

Bandawee.''*

In the interior of the Zambese basin the chief focus of European activity is at
present the town of Jl/antyre, which is situated about 90 miles to the south of

Nyassa in a valley of the Shire uplands, whose geographical position has been fixed
with astronomic accuracy by the explorer O'Neill, and connected with the whole
network of routes between the Zambese and Tanganyika. Blantyre was so named
in

1870 from the

to its elevation of

for Europeans,

surrounding

Lanarkshire village where Livingstone was born. Thanks
nearly 3,400 feet above the sea, it is a relatively healthy place

little

who

district

are here able to perform manual labour without risk.
The
has also the great advantage of being free from the tsetse
fly.

The community of missionaries, its
original founders, has since been reinforced by
some traders and by a few planters, who cultivate coffee and the
The
sugar-cane.

Op.

tit. ii.

p. 185.

BLANTYRR

-J77

native chiefs have also been replaced by Europt-ans in the administration of tribal
affuirs.
its

withstanding

village of Mam/aid, has

distance from Nyassa, Blantyre, or rather
station of the "

tin;
neighbouring
African Luke >.., t\

become the central

i

.

commercial association which was founded in 1878 for the purpose of aiding
the missionaries, while at the same time trading on its own account.
This society

a

carries on a considerable traffic in produce of all kinds us far as the

and already possesses twelve

Upper Congo

between Quileraane and Lake TanganIt
is satisfactory to know that by the terms of its charter it is forbidden
yika.
to supply the natives with alcoholic drinks.
Through Blantyre passes the missions
basin,

route, a portage 70 miles long,

factories

which

skirts the east side of the

Murchison

Fall*,

on the Shire, between the Matopo bend and that of Katongo, where the steamers
stop. Other carriage-roads, lined with plantations of eucalyptus, connect Blantyr?
with the chief villages of the surrounding district, as well as with seme of the

grouped round about the central mission.
Although situated on the debatable frontier of the two hostile Anyassa and
Ajawa (Yao) tribes, and although the whole region was formerly often laid waste

stations

by the Maviti marauders, Blantyre has never yet been attacked by any of the
neighbouring tribes. This circumstance is all the more remarkable that the protected territory for several miles round about

away

from the Arab

slaves escaping

traders.

is to

a great extent peopled by runcities of mediaeval

Thus, like the free

Europe, Blantyre owes its prosperity to the hospitable protection
the refugees and outlaws from every quarter.

One

of the most salubrious stations in the district

it

has given to

the village of Zomba,
which stands 400 feet higher than Blantyre, and some 30 miles farther north, on
the slope of a hill commanding an extensive view in one direction of the river
Shire, in the other of the sparkling waters of

is

Lake Shirwa.

Here some Scotch

planters have founded a considerable settlement, devoted to the cultivation of
The hundred thousand coffee shrubs possessed
sugar, coffee, and oleaginous seeds.

by

this establishment

Botanical Garden.

have

all

sprung from a single plant reared in the Edinburgh
also been planted on the surrounding

Some cinchonas have

slopes.

East of Blantyre rises the lofty Mount Choro, the abode of a powerful spirit
venerated far and wide.
On all occasions of public danger or disaster he is con-

name of the people by
young women of the district.

sulted in the

beautiful

his bride, chosen from

amongst the most

ADMINISTRATION OF THE LOWER ZAMHESE.
In the region of the Zambese delta the populations are of a very mixed character.
Here also the primitive usages of the natives have been considerably modified by
continuous contact with Europeans during the last three centuries. Along the
banks of the river the Portuguese hold military and trading stations, round which icentred the political and social

life of

the riverain population.

Till recently Lusita-
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Inland stations had to be abandoned ;
nian influences were doubtless on the wane.
the very communications between
ruins
were falling to
important establishments
the whites of the interior and the seaboard were frequently interrupted by the
known to the Portuguese by the name of
devastating Umgani (Maviti) hordes,
"
Nevertheless the commercial relaCouriers."
landing, that is, Ama-Landi, or
tions and intercourse between the foreign and native races had never at any time
;

been entirely suspended. Nor did the Mambari, or half-caste Portuguese advenwhile at present the mother
turers, ever cease to visit all parts of the interior,
in her remote colonies on the banks of the
country has again revived her interest
been
directed towards the distant region of the
has
even
Zumbese. Her attention

have been organised for the purpose
waterpartings, and surveying expeditions
of the trans-continental route which
construction
for
the
ground

of preparing the

must sooner or
Indian Ocean.

The

Mossamedes on the Atlantic with Quelimane on the
But the Portuguese have no longer the field all to themselves.

later connect

restless spirit of enterprise

Austral Africa

still

which

is

impelling the growing populations of

northwards, irresistibly attracts traders, squatters, miners, and

missionaries towards Zambeseland, and the most inviting points along the middle

course of the mainstream have already been selected as centres of future enterprise.

One

of these points is Sesheke, capital of the Barotse empire,

standing in the
middle of the basin formed by the junction of the Zambese with the Chobe above
Another Zambese region towards which have already been
the Victoria Falls.
directed the efforts of Europeans, represented mainly

the Nyassa ba*in, destined to become the future
yika and the Congo

Even
little

by British

highway leading

to

missionaries, is

Lake Tangan-

Lower Zambese the Portuguese Government exercises
The territory is divided into great domains, the so-

in the region of the

or no direct action.

called prazos da coroa, or

crown

lands,

some

of

which are almost

little

kingdoms

themselves, covering an extent of 20,000 square miles, and administered
cally independent farmers-general.

By them

by

in

practi-

are levied the tmissoro, or imposts,

generally in the nature of a hut tax, payable in kind, at the valuation of about three
These great manorial lords also
shillings arid sixpence for every native cabin.

undertake to develop to the utmost of their power the natural resources of their
vast domains.
When this system was originally introduced the crown lands were

conceded for three generations, and the order of succession was to be through
the female line, on the condition that the women married
Europeans. It was
this arrangement to attract settlers to the
country; but the very opposite
was produced, and the great landowners, becoming powerful satraps, sold
slavery their own subjects, whereby the whole land became depleted.

hoped by
result

into

system has been abolished since 1854, but it has been virtually
maintained under a slightly modified form, and immense grants continue still to be
Officially this

made
State.

to a

few potent

lords,

who pay

little

more than

a nominal revenue to the
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TOPOGRAPHY OP THE LOWER ZAMRESB.
Below the Shire confluence the Lower Zambese can scarcely bo said to be
One of the principal villages on the right bank is Shupanga, near
inhabited.
the spot where the spreading
branches of

a

Fig. 80.

baobab

mighty

Bode

overshadow the lonely grave of
Livingstone's wife, one of the

which

Expedition
the lives of so

:

100,000.

"Zambese

victims of that fatal

"

1

1862 cost

in

many

intrepid

followers of the illustrious mis-

The tomb

sionary.

fully looked after

who
of

clear

away

is

care-

still

by the

natives,

the rank growth

weeds springing up with the

return of every rainy season. Not
far from the same place repose the

who

remains of other explorers,

had accompanied Owen on his
survey of the Lower Zambese.
Below Shupanga, but on the
opposite bank, stand the stations
of Mopca and Mazaro, half embow-

ered in the dense foliage of over-

hanging

These

mango-trees.

villages enjoy some importance as

landing-places for

the

riverain

and as guardians of the
portage between the Zambesc and
traffic,

the

Kwa-Kwa,

mane.

or river of Queli-

Recently,

a domain of

125,000 acres, stretching along
the left bank of the Lower Zambese as far as the neighbourhood
was granted by the

of the Shire,

Portuguese
"

Government

Opium Company,"

that

it

to

in the

an

hope

mi<rht compete successfully

cxpM><I
at low wnti r.

Oto 1
F*t.

'

!

upwmrd*.
6

MOM.

with the British growers of the
IM m- ful drug in India.
The company also enjoyed several other privileges, besides
Nevertheless it proved
the right of levying the mussoro tax on the natives.
black
of
the
revolt
a
a failure, having been partly ruiued by
populations in the

year 1884.
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an old Puriu^uose town built no.ir one of the mouths of the river, has
been gradually destroyed by the erosive action of the stream. Since its disaphave been established about the Inhamissengo
pearance the principal factories
mouth.
Although lying to the north of the Zambese delta, on on estuary which
,

communicates with the mainstream only through uncertain or periodical channels,
Its position as such
Quelimane is practically the only seaport of the whole basin.

from the estuary to Lake
permanently secured whenever the proposed roule
and fifty years ago, it has
hundred
three
founded
\yassa is constructed. Although

will be

in consequence of its unhealthy climate, but
always remained a small town, not only
customs regulations. Before 1853 the port had not been

also because of the vexatious

and

oj)en to foreign trade,

its

chief traffic

was

in slaves exported to the plantations

Its white population consisted for the most part of Portuguese convicts
It was from Quelimane that Lacerda started
banished from the mother country.
on his memorable expedition to the interior of the continent.

of Bra/il.

Quelimane, or Sao Martinho, as
the

name

of

Chnnmbo.

it is

known

officially called, is

Its port is of difficult access,

owing

to the natives

to a bar at the

mouth

by
of

theestiury which vessels drawing over ten or twelve feet can hardly attempt to cross
But this obstruction once passed, the inner waters offer excellent anchorin safety.

age all the way to the town, which lies some 12 miles to the north of the coast,
on the left bank of the Kwa-Kwa, familiarly known as the Quelimane River. The
the urban population, and also occupy numerous
villages in the surrounding district, where they enjoy the protection secured to
Kafirs constitute the bulk of

them by the

little

climate of Quelimune

Although generally unhealthy, the
Portuguese garrison.
said to be favourable to invalids affected by chest complaints.

is

Unfortunately the residents have np health-resort, where they might escape from
the malarious atmosphere of the neighbouring marshes and rice-grounds.
The foreign trade of Quelimane, which is chiefly directed towards Bombay,

and

which increased threefold between the years 1876 and 1885, is partly in the
hands of Banyans and Arabs. But the great development of the exchanges during
the last few years is mainly due to the enterprise of the British settlers about the
shores of Lake Nyassa.

Quelimane has supplanted the port of Mozambique for
the export trade in ivory, which is now brought down by the steamers
plying on
the Zambese, whereas it was formerly conveyed overland to a large extent
by the
of
slaves
for
bound
the
coast.
As
a
about
twice
the
of
rule,
gangs
ivory is
quantity
forwarded from the east as from the west coast of the continent.

Between the years

1879 and 1883 about 640,000 pounds were shipped on the western and 1,270,000 on
the eastern seaboard, jointly representing a
of

some 65,000 elephants.

money value

of

800,000 and the spoils

CHAPTER

IX.

MOZAMBIQUE.

FROM THE ZAMHESE TO ROVUMA.

HE

territory assigned to Portugal

by the

late international treaties

continues north of the Zambese as far as the valley of the
Rovuma, and extends from the seaboard inland in the direction of

still

Lake Nyassa.
itself felt

influence of the officials

But Portuguese

very far from making
Even the
throughout the whole of this vast domain.
from
Lisbon
extends
in
appointed
many places little

beyond the immediate vicinity of the
hearsay knowledge

carried on in this region

dealers in

They possess nothing except mere
maps as belonging to the crown

;

to recent times the slave-trade

was the only

traffic

hence the beaten tracks were jealously guarded by the
these alone dared to venture into the interior,

human merchandise, and

which they described as inhabited by hordes of

The

is

of the lands represented on the

Even down

of Portugal.

coast.

jurisdiction

station of

the seabourd,

is

Mozambique

itself,

ft-

rocious anthropophagists.

mainstay of the Portuguese authority along

situated not on the mainland but on a neighbouring island, while

the surrounding country might, till quite recently, be described as a terra incognita
Like all other stations on the East
to within a short distance of the opposite coast.
African seaboard, except Sofala, Mozambique was regarded as little more than a
It had never been
port of cull for vessels plying between Europe and India.
in
the
utilised as a starting-point for exploring expeditions
interior, and the
it for three hundred years without collecting any
information regarding the neighbouring lands and peoples that might, neverthe-

Portuguese continued to occupy

less,

have easily been

visited.

and his successor Gamitto were the first serious
these were directed towards the regions beyond
and
even
geographical expeditions,
and especially O'N ill, by
Nyassa. Then came Roscher, Johnson, Last, Cardozo,

The journeys

of Lacerda

whom

the Mozambique lands have been traversed in even' direction during tinthis territory has becouu- a
latter half of the present century.
Strictly speaking,
the labours of O'Neill, by whom the
part of the known world mainly through

bunks of the Shire and of Lake Nvassa have been conmrud with the maritime

SOUTH AND EAST AFRICA.
a total length of about 4,000 miles.

routes

comprising
by carefully surveyed
to this region the name
an
English writer, to give
It would scarcely be unfair, says
down on our maps the
laid
first
who
of O'Neal's Land, in honour of the explorer
The terriand running waters.
true features of its mountains, lacustrine basins,

port*

science comprised a superficial area of about 140,000
tory thus newly acquired by
estimated at a million souls.
miles, with a population approximately

square

RELIEF OF THE LAND.

The mountain system

of the interior is connected

the east side of
uplands and the ranges skirting
Fig. 81.

westward with the Shire

Lake Nyassa.

West

of

Mozam-

CHIEF ROUTES OF EXPLOBEBS EAST OF NYASSA..
Scale 1

:

8,000.000.

.

E ast of

Greenwich

40*

120 Miles.

bique the chief eminences are the Namuli Mountains, an almost isolated mass

which

recently was supposed to penetrate into the region of snows, but which in
any case forms a superb group, dominating far and wide above the surrounding
till

plains
it

and diverging

towers

is itself

The mean level of the land above whirh
But the hills are much more elevated
high.

fluvial valleys.

about 2,000 feet

and precipitous on the southern
slope, where the outer escarpments attain an
altitude of from 2,300 to 2,HOO feet above the
neighbouring plains. Here rise the
loftiest

of

summits,

among

others the twin-peaked Namuli,

highlands take their name.

According

whence the whole group

to the explorer, Last, the

Namuli,

THE NAMULI MOUNTAINS.
supposed ly tin- natives to be the cradle of the human race, has an absolute elevation of about 8,000 feet above sea-level.
After storms the slopes are at times
i

with u layer of hailstones, producing the effect of a snow-clad mountain.
Towards the west, Naniuli is separated from a rival peak by a deep cleft with

M\, red

In other directions it presents
almost vertical sides, several hundred yards high.
less formidable approaches, although its polished rocks, on which O'Neill detects

were everywhere found to be so precipitous that the
English explorer was unable to reach the summit. Some rivulets, which in the
rainy season become copious torrents, descend from the higher plateaux, tumbling

traces of a glacial period,

from cascade to cascade, and lower down developing numerous streams, which
almost everywhere disappear under the overhanging foliage.
Native hamlets
height of 6,000 feet, mostly surrounded by verdant thickets.
Both for their wealth of vegetation and charming landscapes the Namuli mounstraggle

up

to a

Fig. 82.

NAKULI MOUNTAINS.
Scale

1

:

860,000.

37 30'
.

30 Miles.

most remarkable regions in the whole of Africa. The secondary
the central nucleus, and gradually falling in the direction from

tains are one of the

spurs rooted in
east to west
also clothed

down

to a mere terrace skirting the low-lying strip of coastlands, ore
with a rich forest growth, presenting a striking contrast with the

treeless plains at their base.

West

Namuli Mountains, the uplands have been partly denuded by the
erosive action of running waters.
Nevertheless here also occur some groups of
such
as
the
which rise to the south-east of Blantyre
hills,
Mountains,
lofty
Milunji
of the

and to the south

Lake Shirwa

In the southern part of this
region the extensive plains extending in the direction of the /ambese are dotted
over with isolated eminences, such as Mounts Shiperoni and Kanga, which are
of the

visible for a great distance

but

little

ah

>\v

round about.

depression.

In the northern

districts the heights rise

the level of the plateau, or from 350 to al out 1,200 or 1,300 feet.
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that they
vet they present such steep escarpments
and
Rovuma
the
between
peninsular tract enclosed

are not easily scaled.
its

Lujenda

affluent

m

The
the

of the Nyassa coast range
by the lateral ridges
the
of
open plateau country.
from the generally monotonous and dreary aspect

extreme north

is

relieved only

RIVER SYSTEMS.
The

the
chief rivers traversing this plateau between
Fig. 83.

Zambese and the Rovuma

LAKES KILWA, CHIUTA AND AMAEAMBA.
Scale

1

:

1,200,000.

18 Miles.

have their source either in the Namuli highlands or in the neighbouring heights.
Such is the Wulaga, which, under various names, flows first in the direction of
the south-east, then southwards, falling into the Indian Ocean some distance north

LAKE NYASSA.
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The Ligonya, which reaches the

of the /amlx'se delta.

coast

midway between

(Lu-Rio), which waters the
Lomwe territory, discharging into a bay about 120 miles north of the capital, have
Numerous other less
also their farthest headstreams in the Namuli uplands.

Quelimane and Mozambique,

as well as the Lurio

copious watercourses rising in the advanced spurs of the same hilly districts have
th<>ir estuaries on the seaboard between the Lurio and Rovuma mouths.

The Rovuma (Ro-Vuma, Ru-Vuma), which forms the northern
is

Mozambique,

frontier line of

a considerable stream whose basin comprises nearly the whole

eastern drainage of the mountains skirting the east side of Nyassa.
affluents

even

rise to

Its farthest

the south of the lake, their united waters forming the Lienda

or Lujenda (Lu-Jenda), which for the length of its course must be regarded as the
main upper branch of the Rovuma. Till recently it was even supposed to have
its origin some 60 miles further south in the Milangi hills, and that it consequently

traversed Lake Kilwa, the Shirwa of English writers, discovered by Livingstone in
But this lake is now known to be an independent reservoir without any
1859.
present outflow, although it apparently belongs geologically to the same depression as the Lujenda Valley, with which at some former period it was probably

connected.

LAKE KILWA.
The

confining the lacustrine basin on the north varies in height from about
This low ridge also lies considerably more than a

sill

14 to 30 feet at the utmost.

mile from the northern extremity of the lake, and is clothed from one end to the
other with large timber, showing that this tract has ceased to be flooded for a period
Nevertheless it is quite possible that in exceptionally
of at least a hundred years.
level of Lake Kilwa may rise sufficiently to fill the sluggish marshy
north-west extremity, and thus effect a communication northwards
with the sources of the Lujenda, by skirting the western extremity of the old

wet seasons the
channels at

its

margin of the

lake,

where the ground

is

almost perfectly level.

According

to the

statements of the oldest inhabitants, such communication in point of fact frequently
took place before the present century but the level of Lake Kilwa has never
;

ceased to fall lower and lower ever since that time.
outflow, the inflow being balanced

and

potable,

Hence

by evaporation, while

have now become quite

its

this basin has

now no

waters, formerly fresh

saline.

In

its present condition the lake has an almost perfectly rectangular form,
about
30 miles long, with a mean breadth of 18 miles and a superficial area
being
approximately estimated at 720 square miles. But it is very shallow, especially

The deepest
fordable for a long distance from the shore.
part of the basin lies on the west side, under the escarpments of Mount Chikala,
on the east

which

side,

which

is

height of from 2,000 to 2,600 feet above the lacusThe two rocky
stands nearly 2,OQO feet above the sea.

rises precipitously to a

trine level,

which

itself

and Kitongwe serve to indicate the direction of a sub-lacustrine
which
traverses
the basin from north-east to south-west. This ridge will
ridge

islands of Kisi
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as the northern
course of time, rise completely above the surface, just
perhaps, in
is fed by
Shirwa
waters.
the
the continual subsidence of
ridge has emerged with
of the recently discovered little L:.kr
a few swamps and rivulets, and the overflow

Limbi.

headstream
Kilwu having ceased to communicate with the Lujenda, this great
from the Mtorandanga morass,
of the Rovunia now receives its first contributions
this
From
point the stream, which changes
followed by another farther north.
the two elongated Lakes Chiuta
its name at
station, traverses in succession
every

It first takes

;md Amaramba.

the

at the outlet of the

name of Lujenda

Amaramba

and refuges for the
basin, which is lined by
Here the river, flowing with a uniform and rapid current
riverain populations.
between steep banks, enters one of the most charming and fertile valleys in the
as granaries
pile-built cabins serving

divided by a chain of elevated
the highest floods, and are everywhere
islands, which are never submerged during
of
forest-trees, interlaced from branch to
clothed with an exuberant vegetation

The broadening stream

interior of the continent.

is

Along the banks follow

branch with festoons of creeping plants.

in pleasant

and clumps of tall trees, while the distant
variety grassy tracts, cultivated lands,
horizon is bounded by the crests of blue mountain ranges.

THE
Swollen by

all

LI-JKXDA AND

the torrents tumbling

LOWER ROVUMA.
down from the Nyassa

highlands, the

in the direction of the north-east,

Lujenda flows without

any abrupt meanderings
then trends northwards, plunging over a series of falls and rapids down to its
This river, which rises not far from the east side
confluence with the Rovuma.
of Xyassa, descends from the uplands in a far

Al>ove the confluence

Lujenda.
walls, while the current

is

more precipitous channel than the

pierces a deep gorge flanked by granite
strewn with huge boulders as destitute of vegetation
it

as are the cliffs themselves that here confine the stream in its stony bed.

wild rocky landscape

is

here relieved only -by a

little

The

brushwood clothing the

escarpments, and although lying within the equatorial zone the
scenery presents rather the aspect of a gorge in some northern region

fissures of the

riverain

scored by glacial stria) and strewn with moraines.

At the issue of these defiles begins the region of plains and lowlands. The
confluence itself of both branches stands at an altitude of not more than 730
the foot of a hill with polished rocky slopes.
Lower down, the united
stream discharges during the floods a portion of its overflow into two reservoirs
near its right bank, Lakes Lidedi and
\\hich after the subsidence of
feet, at

Nagandi,

the waters flow back to the

Rovuma.

The

level of the stream is little

more

than 300 feet above the sea at the point where its
winding ramifications over the
lowlands again converge in a single channel, which is
pent up between the escarp-

ments of the two

lateral plateaux
skirting its

to a distance of
nearly

mouth

of October, that

is,

lower course.

Livingstone ascended
but
the
mouth,
trip was made in the
the
season
of low water, so that the boat often
during

180 miles from

its
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During the periodical inundations there can be no
grounded in mid-stream.
doubt that steamers would everywhere find sufficient depth as far as the first
cataracts.

The

llovutna,

no bar at

its

which

mouth

;

a spacious bay just north of Cape Delgado, hus
nevertheless, small craft run some risk in penetrating from
falls into

the sea into the river, owing to the eddies caused by the conflict of the opposing
fluvial

and marine currenls.

THK MOZAMBIQUE SEABOARD.
The

section of the seaboard, extending for a distance of about

in a line with the meridian, from

Fig. 84.

Hokambo Bay

to the

Rovuma

300 miles nearly
estuary, presents

MOUTH OK THE ROVUMA.
Scale

1

:

660.000

Greenwich

Last of

38'

ifl

Depths.

640 Feet and

Bands and reefs exposed
at low water.

upwards.
12 Miles.

a remarkable contrast

to the section disposed in the direction

north-east, extending from Sofala
coast.

is

to the

Zambese delta and the Mozambique

everywhere low and destitute of harbours, whereas
deeply indented with creeks and inlets, while ramifying

Southwards the beach

farther north the coast

Bay

from south-west to

is

This striking contrast is
headlands, continued by islets, stretch far seawards.
of
the Mozambique current, combined with that of the
explained by the action

The oceanic stream flows close in shore south of the
coral-building polyps.
the
foot of the cliffs, striking against the rocky promontories,
Rovuma, eating away
The bays
and s\vivi>ing in rapid eddies round every inlet on the seaboard.
sedimentary matter, and while the current is accomthis work the coralline animalcules are building up their structures in

are thus scoured of

all their
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even here a ceaseless struggle is maintained
deep wuter off the coast, although
waves of the sea. In one place the reefs
the
and
formations
between these new
less compact coral
are carved into islands, in another the current sweeps away the
masses, or else hollow out channels and narrow
Fig. H.I.- POUTS AND KKEFS OF
NORTH MOZA.MIIIQUE.
1

:

!1.UOO,0<X.

where ebb and flow

passages through them,
nate with the velocity of a mill-race.

alter-

But south of Mozambique the marine current,
ceasing to follow the shore-line, sets far seawards,
the consequence being that all the inlets along the

gradually choked with sand or mud.
According to the observations of sailors navigating
these waters, the stream follows its normal direction
are

coast

from north to south for nineteen days in twenty,
but its course is at times checked and even arrested,
while

it

has been observed on some rare occasions

actually to set in the opposite direction, towards the

north.

Between Quelimane and Mozambique the coralbuilders have erected a continuous chain of reefs
and

islets,

skirting the coast at a distance ranging

from 12 to 18 or 20 miles, and enclosing a broad
channel, which in many places affords good anchorNatural harbours of refuge follow in quick
succession along this marine highway within the
age.

reefy Primeira and
at the point

from south

Angosha (Angoxa*)

islets.

But

where the shore-line takes the direction
to

north,

these outer roadsteads are

replaced by harbours formed by erosive action on
the coast itself.
Here the port of Mokambo develops

an extensive basin where whole

fleets might ride at
from
60 to 90 feet.
depths ranging
Mozambique commands from its low islet a labyrinth

anchor

in

of inner havens, followed northwards

by Conducia

Bay and

the magnificent group of sheltered inlets
presented by the Fernao Vellozo or Masasima basin.

4Q

a

aoyE. of Greenwich

Sand* aid

reefs

exposed at low water.
30 Miles.

Memba

Bay, with those of Mwambi, Montepes, I bo,
Masimbwa, and Mayapa, not to speak of the many
excellent anchorages formed
coast,

by the

islets

off

the

render this seaboard one of the most favour-

able for navigation in the whole world.
At the
same time the barrier reefs and the swift currents
striking against them require
great caution on the part of skippers frequenting these waters.
Even 60 miles

The

Portugese x answers exactly to the English
except in utrictly Portuguese words.
Ed.

h,

which should be substituted

for it everywhere
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under the latitude of Ibo, there occurs the dangerous marine bank of
St. Luzarus, win -re vessels have occasionally been wrecked, although it is covered
mostly by depths of from 6 to 18 fathoms.
off the coast,

CLIMATE.

On

the

Mozambique

coast the south-east trade-winds have so little force that

they are frequently deflected from their normal course by the centres of intense
radiation, developed at one time on the mainland to the west, at another on the
great island of Madagascar to the east. Moreover the broad Mozambique Channel,
which is disposed in the direction from north-east to south-west, offers to the

atmospheric currents an easy passage, which they usually follow, setting either
northwards to the equator or southwards to the Antarctic seas. The trade winds
prevail most frequently during the cooler months, that is, from April to September, when the vertical solar rays strike the globe north of the equator.
Nevertheless, even during this season the aerial currents are generally deflected

They sweep round the south coast of Madagascar, and on
reaching the Mozambique Channel set steadily northwards in the direction of
towards the north.

Zanzibar.

But from October

to

March, when the sun has moved

to the southern

hemi-

sphere, followed by the whole system of atmospheric currents, tho prevailing winds
on the Mozambique coast are those blowing from the north-east.
They set
parallel with the seaboard in the

now

acquires a

mean

same direction as the marine current

velocity of

from about 2

to 4 miles

itself,

an hour.

which

In these

maritime regions hurricanes are extremely rare. Fully forty years have elapsed
since one of these atmospheric disturbances has been witnessed, when in January,
1841, a terrific cyclone churned up the Mozambique waters, tearing the shipping

from

its

anchorage and strewing the coast with the wreckage.

following years Mozambique was again
occasion at the same period.

visited

by

During the two
and on each

similar storms,

FLORA AND FAUNA.
The moisture

precipitated in the basins of the

streams north of the Zambese

is

Rovuma and

the other coast

not sufficiently copious to nourish a luxuriant

Great forest-trees matted into an impenetrable tangled mass by
But
trailing or twining plants are met only on the banks of the running waters.
the
coastlands
have
no
on
the
although
large growths except
irrigated tracts, the
vegetation.

thickets on the elevated terraces are

none the

less

very

difficult to traverse.

Here

the brushwood and small shrubs are often so
inextricably interwoven that it might
be possible to walk for hours without once touching the ground. Caravans that

have

to force their way through this underwood move
very slowly. The porters
have to cut themselves a passage beneath the overhanging branches, avoiding the
sharp points of innny a projecting root, and in some places even creeping on all
lift

IF

<
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West

and lianas.
fours over the interwoven network of foliage

of these thickets

the coast, the inland plains, enjoying a far less abunclothing the terraces near
and thorny mimosas.
dant rainfall, support few vegetable growths beyond grasses
of the mountains, which interForests properly so-culled occur only on the slopes
The plants
clouds rolling up from the Indian Ocean.
cept the moist ure-bearing
brushwood.
of
zone
the
thrive
not
do
and caoutchouc
beyond
yielding copal
On the other hand, the Mozambique fauna is surprisingly rich. The region of

traversed by the Rovuma below the confluence
Upper Lujenda and the plains

the

of its great tributary

from the south, are hunting-grounds such-as are now seldom

elsewhere seen in Austral Africa.

The various

species of antelopes, as well as the

herd together in thousands, and are preyed upon
gnu, buffalo, quaggu, and zebra,
But
and
numbers of lions
bv
leopards hyaenas are also very numerous.
large

;

this multitude of wild animals is entirely

to the rareness or

absence of man.

THE MAGWANGWARAS.

INHABITANTS.

Within

due

a comparatively recent period

the

Rovuma

basin was

still

thickly
is met for tracts 60 miles in extent
a
at
but
village
scarcely
present
peopled
below the Lujenda.
They have almost everywhere been replaced by numerous
;

by now abandoned banana groves. The land has been laid
waste, and now that there remains nothing more to destroy, the wild beasts have
The only aborigines, whose rare campingresumed possession of their domain.

ruins surrounded

grounds are still met at long intervals on the plains, are the Matambwes (MaTambwe), protected by the branches of the river, which they place between themselves and their enemies.
During the dry season they occupy the islands in the
Rovuma but with the return of the periodical floods, which inundate their huts
;

and

fields,

are also

A

the right bank.
few Matambwe
as guests or as slaves amongst the powerful tribes which have
or a refuge.
Some groups of Manyanjas (Ma-Nyanja), timid

they retire to the elevated

met either

cliffs 011

given them a home
savages akin to the Matambwes, have a few obscure settlements in the recesses of
the region about tho confluence.

The predatory

tribes

by

whom

the

Mozambique lands have been wasted are

Magwangwaras (Ma-Gwangwara, Ma-Conguara), who dwell to the north of
Rovuma, along the north-eastern shores of Lake Nyassa, and in the region
where the Rufiji has its source. With these
Magwangwaras have been associated
some other marauders, who are known, like the Zulu- Kafirs
beyond Nyassn, by the

the

the

But they are not entitled to the name, and these
pretended Maviti are really Wanindis (Wa-Nindi), who seem proud of continuing
the work of the
conquerors by whom their own territory wus formerly wasted
with fire and sword.
They have adopted the warlike garb, the arms, usages,
tactics, and the very name of these terrible Zulus.
But in their country the
traveller Porter heard of two
of Zulu blood.
persons only who were
general designation of Maviti.

really

Setting out from their villages to the north of the

Rovuma, they tujned the
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Till

whole of the Matambwe country into a houling wilderness, and for many years ull
the markets along the coast were furnished with hundred* and thousands of slaves
So abundant was the supply, that at that time a man fetched a
from this source.
less price

than a sheep or a goat.

The \Vanindis have withdrawn
begun

to

till

There was nothing

the land.

/an/ihar interfered

But things have greatly changi d since then.
camping-grounds, where they have again

to their

left to

plunder when the

lute Sultan of

to stop their depredations.

THE MAKUAS.
The Makuas (Ma-Kua, Ma-Kwa) occupy a vast domain, which stretches from
Mozambique Bay westwards to the Namuli highlands and the lakes where the
Lujenda has its sources. They are divided into numerous groups, such as the
Medos and Mihavanis, nearly all hostile to each other, although closely related in
language and usages. Each tribe, however, is specially distinguished by its peculiar
style of headdress,

and methods of tattooing the face and

the last few decades the race has been

Ruined

feuds.

much reduced by

villages,

abandoned

tracts

have become

and considerable

fields

filing the teeth.

and gardens, are met

The naturally

solitudes.

During

their constant intertribal
in

many

fertile

places,

Namuli

uplands are almost uninhabited.

Amongst these

tribes spirit- worship

is

universal,

and

in certain villages, notably

at Mpassu, on the route

between Quelimane and Blantyre, every cabin has its trophy
Before all the villages are piled up heaps of
genii.
presents, such as food and merchandise, which are expected to secure the favour of
tutelar deities.
On the southern slope of the Namuli mountains and the banks of

of offerings to the local

Lukugu River there is a Makua tribe, recently visited by Last, whose warriors
These are the Mawas (Ma-Wa), vho occasionally devour
eat human flesh.
their own dead, as well as captives in war, and still more frequently slaves and
the

still

people secretly condemned either for their magic arts or because they happen to be
"
corpulent, that is, in
prime condition." The victim must be kept ignorant of his
fate

;

at

some public

feast

he

is

made drunk with

beer,

and then his executioners

suddenly
upon him and club him.
Like their Maganya and Maviha sisters, the Makua women wear
fall

lip-ornament.

They consider themselves

fully equal to the

the pelele, or

men, and in some

Their right to hold property is perfectly recognised; they keep "establishments," huts, and fields, and can dispose of themselves
according to their own fancy. In case of divorce they also keep possession both
respects even take the

of the children

first

and the

him, and when ordered

rank.

land.

salute

Nevertheless the wives of the chief kneel before

him by clapping

of hands.

One

of

them

accompany him as his swordbearer.
same grave with distinguished members of the community.
The customs, however, vary greatly from tribe to tribe, and certain

selected to

is

also

The wives have often been buried

alive in the

practices,

such as circumcision, held to be a point of vital importance amongst most of the
Each petty state
natives, are left by the Makuas to the option of the individual.

SOUTH AND EAST AFRICA.
the greater part
and a council of elders, who are seated for
governed by a chief
are very fluent
Makuas
The
skins.
of the day in a public hall hung with leopard
celebrated by the neighbouring peoples with music
orators, and at all the feasts,
Each orator is accompanied by
and the dance, they hold rhetorical tournaments.
stands behind to regulate the
a second, who, like the flute-player in classic times,
movement of the voice by his modulated utterance of harmonious syllables, filling by

is

more insinuating softness to the
his music the gups in the flowing periods, lending
the effect of the peroration by a low cadenced
pathetic phrases, heightening
Fig. 86.

CHIEF NATIONS OF MOZAHBIOUE.
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muttering, and terminating the discourse by a mufflel sound which seems to die

awav

like a distant echo.

THE LOMWES, YAOS, AND MAVIHAS.
Tlie

Lomwes, who according

to O'Neill belong to

the same stock as the

Makuas, dwell chiefly in the Lurio basin to the north of the Namuli highlauds,
and of the mountains continuing this system eastwards. They are usually looked
on merely as an
ordinary

Makua

although they are clearly distinguished by
and also regard themselves as a separate people. Before
their
was
territory
explored, the Lomwcs had the reputation of being a most
formidable nation.
All strangers were supposed to require a special invitation

their peculiar idiom,

tribe,

TIIK I.oMWKS

AM.

YAns.
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from ihe council of chiefs before daring to enter their territory, OB to do so withwas considered certain death. The depopulated borderlands

out this jut-caution

tlu-ir frontiers were also stated to be can-hilly guarded by elephant-hunters,
But all this was idle
instructed to kill all intruders of other races or tribes.

on

popular report. The Lomwes are, on the contrary, now known to be a peaceloving and even timid people, who are harassed by their Makua neighbours.
Fiar. 87.

They

LANDSCAPE IN LUJENDA.

are even threatened with extinction at no distant date, unless peace be

restored to this distracted land under the influence of the

European traders or

missionaries.

For

and industry the Yaos (\Ta-Hiyao), called also Ajawas, cerThe upper
tainly take the foremost rank among all the Mozambique populations.
and Ljeu Valley forms the chief domain of these aborigines, who were formerly a
intelligence

powerful nation, but who, like their neighbours, have suffered greatly from the

SOUTH AtfD EAST AFRICA.
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incursions of the Maviti

and other plundering hordes

bemug

this

name.

The

tribas along the banks of
Yaos are also mat more or less intermingle! with other
have
wherever
and
penetrated they hnve almost
they
Xyassa and the Rwumi,

the political preponderance.
invariably acquired
features by tattooing, nor do their women wear
They neither disHguro their
Of cleanly habits both in their dress and dwellings, they
the repulsive jxslele.
to foreign ways, and are specially distinguished by their
reudily adapt themselves
so
enterprising spirit,

much

so that

they might be called the Vuangamezi of
and those of the Lujenda

Yaos are also excellent husbandmen,

Mozambique. The
Valley have converted the whole land into a vast garden, where groundnuts,
sweet potatoes, pumpkins, harico's, and here^and there a little rice are cultivated,
mai/e mid sorgho, the cereals serving as the staple of food. In the
jointly with

have founded settlements on the
upland valley* draining to the Rovuma, they
of the Magwangwara raiders.
the
attacks
where
crests of the steep hills,
they defy
The upper slopes of these natural strongholds are for the most part covered with
Johnson estimates the number of cabins grouped in the large settlement of
huts.
Unyanyo at certainly not less than nine thousand. The summits of the mountains

swarm with

children,

agility of monkeys.

and spring from crag to crag with the
another
Chi/nign/u,
rocky citadel, is almost as populous as

who climb

the terraces

Unyango.
The Yaos are frequently visited by the Arab traders, but they have not
Sanguinary funeral rites
accepted the Moslem faith, and still remain pagans.
and banquets of human flesh are even still kept up by the chiefs, although for the
most part secretly. Young women and slaves are buried alive in the graves of
.the great chiefs, but it is said that should an intended victim have the good luck
to sneeze

during the funeral procession he

is

at once liberated, the spirit of the

his unwillingness to be attended in the

in this

departed having
way expressed
other world by such persons.
Till recently the Yaos displayed great enterprise and
aclivity, especially as
a
slave-dealers
acted
as
sort
of
middlemen in forwarding nearly all the
They
convoys of captives to Kiloa and the other ports along the coast. Nor has this
traffic

been yet completely suppressed.

Thomson estimated

at about

two thousand

number of slaves annually sold by the Yaos in the coast towns. Probably in
no other part of Africa are the effects of the slave-trade seen under a more hideous
aspect than in the liovuma basin, where cultivated tracts have been abandoned,

the

villages burnt,

and whole communities dispersed or carried into bondage. At the
from this district

beginning of the present century slaves were annually exported
to the number of from four to five
thousand, and when the traffic

was abolished by

Portugal, the

Mozambique slave-hunters and dealers were powerful enough to
incite an insurrection
agaiu-t the Government.
thank*

to the inaccessible

nature of their territory, the Mavihas or Mahibas

(Ma-Viha, Ma-Hiba), were able to escape from the attacks of the raiders. But
although tluir villages, situated in the clearings of the coastlands, were strongly
palisaded, and moreover protected by their almost impenetrable thicfcets, their
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immunity was purchased at the cost of keeping far from the highways of com;m<l excluding the Arab traders from all their settlements.
nn
Now, however,

m

1

,

the buyers of copal and caoutchouc have gained access to their hitherto secluded
retreats, and they have tlms been gradually drawn within the sphere of commercial
activity centred in the Portuguese seaports.
The Mavihas are rinuirkaUe for their symmetrical
riage, but they disfigure themselves

by

incisions,

and graceful carwhile not only the women but
figures

even the men wear the pelele in the upper lip, giving to the mouth somewhat the
appearance of a nozzle. This lip-ring is prepared by the husband himself for his

and the ornament thus becomes a symbol of love and fidelity, like the
wedding- ring worn by married people in civilised countries. When the wife dies
the husband religiously preserves her pelele, never forgetting to bring it with
him when he visits her grave and pours libations to her memory.
wife,

is of opinion that the Mavihas
belong to the same race as the Makondes,
dwell to the north of the Rovuma.
They have the same customs, and the

O'Neill

who

As amongst
people of the coast apply the same collective name to both groups.
the Makondes, the Maviha women enjoy the privilege of choosing their husbands.
TOPOGRAPHY.

The

seaports where

European and Asiatic dealers have settled for the purpose
numerous on the Mozambique

of trading with the natives of the interior are not

coast; nor have

any

of

them acquired the proportions

of a large city.

They

are,

however, supplemented by the missionary stations founded in the regions remote
from the seaboard, for these stations have become so many little European colonies,

where the indigenous populations are brought into contact with a new and superior
civilisation.

North-west of Quelimane, the first frequented port is that of AnyofsJin, formerly
a busy centre of the slave-trade. But the point selected for connecting the
submarine cable and for the regular mail service is the famous island of Mozam-

which w as occupied by the Portuguese at the beginning of the sixteenth
century, and a hundred years later made the capital of all their East African
r

bique,

possessions.

Indies,

This island was already a great Arab market, trading with the East

when Yasco de Gama

discovered

it

The Portuguese had merely
of vital importance on the highway

in 1498.

to fortify the place in order to secure a station

between Lisbon and Goa.

Mozambique

Island, a coralline rock about

two miles long and a few hundred

yards broad, partly closes the entrance of the spacious Mossoril Bay, a perfectly
sheltered haven from 25 to 50 feet deep, where vessels
frequenting these waters

But on
anchorage during the prevalence of the south-east monsoons.
is also
another
well
haven
protected
developed
from the surf by some coral reefs, low islands, and Cape Cabeceira, a prominent
find a safe

the east side of the island there

headland lying to the north-east of Mozambique, and connected with the mainland
by a wooded peninsula. The town, where no traces are any longer seen of the

SOUTH AND EAST AFRICA.
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in the Portuguese style, protected by
The
of the island.
northern
I

Arab occupation, has some regular buildings

extremity
Sebastian, at the
guns of Fort Saint
nea
"
southern
the
in
part of Mozambique,
are grouped
black town
huts of the
th,

'

Fort Saint Lairrence.

On

husbanded and sold at a high

this urid islet the rainwater is carefully
Fig. 88.
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to a state of decay owing to the
has
town
again recovered some of its
Portuguese
capital of a province, destined one day to join hands with

price to passing vessels.
falling off of

its

Till recently

reduced

trade, this

former importance as
Angola across the continent.

The movement

of exchanges

yearly, the staples of the export trade being

gums and

now

ivory.

exceeds

220,000

Caoutchouc

first

MOZAMBIQUE ISLAND.
began

to be shipped

article alone \\a>

,il>

Mo/amhique in 1*7:5, and
oO,000. But it then fell

;it

ut

in
off
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the value

<if

this

almost more rapidly than

it

In the
had increased, whole forests having been destroyed to supply the demand.
same way the ivory trade has ceased with the almost total disappearance of tin

The foreign commerce, which
elephant from the whole region rust of Nyassa.
with
made alnmst exclusively
England and Franco, is in the hands of a ft

is

w

hundred whites. Portuguese of Goa, half-castes, and Banyans, As at Ibo and
(Juelimane, woven fabrics are imported almost entirely by the Bombay merchants.
The bulk of the population consists of Mohammedan blacks, who are descended
from various coast

but

tribes,

distinctive characteristics,
class,

such as

them

is

is

met

m

all

who have abandoned

their national customs

and

and become gradually transformed to a proletariate
European seaports. The current language amongst

an extremely corrupt form of the Makua, one of the idioms of East Africa
that has been most carefully studied by the missionaries.
Mozambique, which
has a population of over ten thousand, is one of the few places on the East African
seaboard which possesses "learned societies," amongst others a geographical society.
Here also are published some books and journals. On one of the neighbouring
is collected some salt, which people connected with this industry compare
with that of Setubal, the best in Europe.
Natural deperdencies of Mozambique are the so-called Tvrrax Finnas, that is

beaches

*

to say, the villages

Amongst

bay.

and settlements of the mainland situated on the shores of the

these

is

Mossoril,

where the governor and European traders have

their country seats, scattered with other houses to a distance of G miles to the
north-west of the town towards the neck of the Cabeceira Peninsula, which projects

between Mossoril and Conducia Bays. The magnificent natural harbours of
to the south and Condncia to the north of Mozambique, lie completely

Mocamho
idle,

owing

to the sparse population

on the surrounding coastlauds, and the absence

of routes leading to the inland regions.

Even the group

harbours lying to the north of Conducia Bavin the
Gulf of Fernao Vellozo (Veloso), is, if not entirely neglected, at all events very
of splendid

by sea-going vessels. But the natives are well acquainted with its
"
value, for they have given it the name of M(txt*ima, that is to say Perfect shelter."
It penetrates some six miles into the interior of the land, and at its
upper end
little utilised

off into two
The
very deep inner havens protected from all winds.
north-western port, called Nihcgehe by the natives, and Be/more Harbour by the
Nkala also, that is, the
English, has over 65 feet at the sill near the entrance.

branches

corresponding south-western basin, although shallower than the passage through
which it communicates with the sea, is nevertheless deep and spacious enough to
afford

accommodation for whole

fleets.

The

east side of this magnificent basin,

which ramifies into several secondary inlets, is skirted by cliffs and headlands
from 100 to 200 feet high, and this district appears to be sufficiently salubrious to
supply favourable sites for European colonisation.
Several little watercourses fall into the basin on the west side, which is
low and covered with a rich alluvial soil, where, with a little labour, heavy crops
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This region, which in 1870 was
the native populations having taken refuge
inhabited, is now completely deserted,
in order to escape from
in the Mwamhakoma peninsula lying to the north-east,
of rire, tobacco

and sugar, might be

raised.

the oppression of a neighbouring Mukua chief.
on this coast
North of the Portuguese capital the nearest frequented harbour
Fig. 89.

is

PORTS OF FEBNAO VELLOZO.
Scale 1

:

240.000.

Depths.

Oto 82

32 Feet

Feet.

and upwards.
.

3 Miles.

which is fully 180 miles distant from Mozambique. The
situated the town, capital of the coast district of Cabo Delgado,

that of Ibo or Uibo,
island on
in

which

is

larger than that of

another

islet called

Mozambique, and

Querimba.

at

low water

is

connected southwards with

But the harbour, although

perfectly sheltered, is

ADMINISTRATION OF MOZAMBIQUE.
much

shallower than cither of the

who

MbambiqiM

havens.

already boon long established
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In the year 1701 the

(jucrimha, occupied the
island of Hi >. which could bo much more easily fortified against the attacks of
But trade and population have made little progress in these waters,
corsairs.
when- th cord banks off the coast are barren reefs, while a regular traffic could

Portuguese,

h

nl

at

Mabiha (Ma-Biha) territory, sparsely
tribes.
a
wild
often engaged native coolies on
few
have
peopled by
Speculators
The total
the Ibo coast for the plantations on the French island of Nossi-be.
annual trade of this port averages little over 2o,000.

scarcely be developed with the neighbouring

Amongst

the numerous islands which follow northwards as far as Cape Dolgado,

groups of civilised communities, while some of
the villages on the neighbouring coastlands are also under the direct jurisdiction
Such is Mutintbwi (Mucimba), situated on the bay of like
of Portuguese officials.
several, such as

name about GO

Matcmo, have

snv.dl

miles south of the

Rovuma

Recently also the Portuguese
have by force of arms vindicated their claim to the possession of Tunye Bay, an
This place had already been ceded
inlet on the coast contiguous to Cape Delgado.
estuary.

them by previous treaties, as well as by the convention concluded with Germany
1886
But an attempt was male to dispute their right by the late Sultan of
Zanzibar, who based his claims on the nationality of the Arab traders by whom
the district was administered, and on the geographical explorations undertaken by
The question has now been settled
his command in the interior of the country.
to

in

bv the Portuguese gunboats in favour of the European power.
But if Portugal has thus become mistress of the whole seaboard, she is still
In 1857
represented in this region by a mere handful of her European subjects.
a batch of emigrants was s?nt direct from Portugal to form permanent settlements
on the shores of Pcmba or Micambi Bay, srmth of Ibo, one of the best harbours on
the coast.

They

received free grants of land, cattle, rations, and arms; but on the

other hand they were subjected to a rigorous administration, including personal
The result was that
supervision and the regular observance of public worship.
despite the relatively salubrious climate of the district, the colony
but rapidly foil into utter decay.

made no head,

On

the mainland over against Ibo stands the village of Kixanrja, a small port
on Montepes Bay, where the Mtepwesi (Montepes) River reaches the coast.

ADMINISTRATION OF MOZAMBIQUE.

Being formerly considered as a simple port of call on the route to India,
Mozambique dependel administratively from Goa to the middle of the eighteenth
century; but since the year 1702 it has b^en governed directly from Portugal.
Like the province of Angola on the west coast, it is now administered by a governorA provincial council has also
genoral assisted by a council of high functionaries,

been instituted for the purpose of examining and sanctioning the local budgets
and generally superintending all affairs of secondary importance. Special commit-
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The
and sanitary matters.
take charge of the finances, public works,
and
committees ;
boards
these
to
province is unrepresented by any delegates
who have seats in the Lisbon Cortes.
but it elects two

tees

deputies,

The Mozambique budget, which shows a heavy yearly

deficit,

in

amounting

The revenue

is
1886 to nearly 51,000, is fixed by the central Government.
levied on every
derived chiefly from the customs and a poll-tax of seven shillings
is
but
slightly developed in the
head of native families. Public instruction

schools for both sexes showing a total attendance of less than
province, the few
four hundred pupils.

subordinate to the archiepiscopal
see of Goa, enjoys scarcely any ecclesiastical jurisdiction except over the Portuwith the trading establishments. None of the
guese and men of colour connected
numerous tribes of the interior have- yet accepted the Roman Catholic form of

The

bishopric of

Mozambique, which

Christianity, although a

first

is still

Jesuit mission

was sent from Goa

so early as

1560 to

the "Monomotapa"
"enlightening" the unbelievers,
"
as black of soul as of body ;" and although subsequently all the military expedi"
missionaries who were charged to reduce the indigenous
tions wore

empire for the purpose of

accompanied by

reduced them by the sword," the
populations by their teachings as the military
of
wranglings of the Jesuits and Dominican friars, the spiritual administration
priests banished
all,

the

most

traffic in

from the home country for civil crimes or for simony, and above
slaves, both pagan and Christian, icsulted in the disappearance of

of the parishes

founded

The churches crumbled
misapplied zeal are

at

to ruins,

still

seen,

any distance from the settlements on the coast.
und in many places these melancholy remains of

surrounded by the superstitious respect or awe of the

aborigines.

Even

so recently as

1862 the slave-trade was

still

actively carried

Mozambique and the island of Cuba, but in that year the

traffic

on between

was

at

last

abolished in the great Spanish West Indian colony.
The slaves imported from
the African seaboard to Madagascar had also become so numerous that they were

long familiarly

name

known

Sakalava and Ilova inhabitants of that island by the
After a long period of gradual transition the last traces

to the

"
of
Mozambiques."

of legal slavery finally disappeared in the

year 1878 throughout the Portuguese

possessions.

The province of Mozambique is divided
governor, who delegates his authority in the

into districts, each administered

by a

villages or in the tribes either to the

native chiefs or else to capitae* mors, or "captains-major."
In the Appendix is
given a list of the ten districts into which the province is at present divided,

together with the names, and where possible the population, of their chief towns.

CHAPTER

X.

ZANZIBAR.

GERMAN EAST AFRICAN PROTECTORATE.

HE

region of coastlands stretching north of the

Rovuma

and beyond Mombaz belonged, like the Mozambique
time to Portugal, whose power or influence, thanks

as far as

coast, at

one

to its wide-

spread commercial relations, extended in many places for some
distance into the interior. But towards the close of the seventeenth

century the revolts of the natives, coinciding with the attacks of the Arabs,
compelled the whites to abandon their fortresses, and then the whole of the sea-

board facing Zanzibar and the neighbouring islands fell into the possession of the
Saltan of Muscat. For about a hundred and fifty years this potentate maintained
his authority as

of the

Sea" from the Persian Gulf

to Cape Delgado.
the
was
East
African
coast
for
a space of about
divided,
empire
nine hundred miles falling to the share of a sou of the Muscat sovereign, whose

Then

"King

in 18-56 the

under the guidance and almost the protectorate of Great Britain,
considerable
acquired
power on this seaboard. The name of the Sultan of Zanzibar was respected throughout the whole of East Africa as far inland as Lake
dynasty,

Tanganyika and the Upper Congo basin, and it was mainly through his support
and influence that travellers were in recent times enabled to bring to a successful

numerous exploring expeditions undertaken by them in the regions of
the interior stretching west of his dominions.
At present the influence, or at
least the political role, of Germany has supplanted that of England at the court of
the Sultan, who has bt-come a mere vassal of the German Empire.
issue the

THE GERMAN ANNEXATIONS.
In 1884 the Ma-Duchi, as the Germans are called by the natives,
to

move beyond

first

began

their original trading stations for the purpose of securing territory

on the east coast of Africa, and in the course of four years their domain has
In the section of the continent facing
already acquired a great development.
Zanzibar, between the two rivers Kinguui and llufu,

it

comprises a space of about

SOUTH AND EAST AFEICA.
22,000 square miles.

But

mere nucleus of the vast

this is the

colonial

empire
extending as far as
Tanganyika, source of the Congo, and to Victoria Nyanza, source of the Nile
In taking possession of these lands the German traders, sure of tlie support of

which Germany reserves

to herself the right of gradually

Government, proceeded with rare boldness and foresight.

Disguised as poor
their
at
without
landed
true
Saadani,
character, and
emigrants they
betraying
their
first
of
seven
had
executed
within
annexation, which was
treaty
days they
soon followed by several others.
Hastening to take their stand on accomplished
" letter of
facts, they obtained from the Berlin Government a
protection," and
then an Imperial charter, armed with which documents they felt confident that
their

Fi)r.

90.

CHIEF ROUTES OF EXPLOKEBS NOETH OF THE ROVUMA.
Scale

1

:

9,000.000.

180 Miles.

thoir

interests

Britain

A

would henceforth be
safeguarded against those both of Great

and the Sultan of Zanzibar.

German

fleet then made its
appearance before the royal residence, and under
mux/les of the guns the Sultan was fain to
recognise 'that his suzerainty had
ased for ever.
He even surrendered the two chief
that still remained to

e

ports

this coast, thus

his
1

treasury.

handing over to the agents of the German customs the
In 1886 a special convention
signed with England recog-

not only the annexations
already made by the Germans, but also those
they intended making at some future time.
The respective
zones of

nee" which England and
Germany propose
B

to
incorporate in their colonial
as soon as their first
acquisitions are consolidated, are henceforth limited

ZANZIHAi:.

running south -east wards from Kavirondoland on the east
Nyanza to the Indian Ocean. This line passes to the north of the

by a conventional
side of Victoria

803

line

snowy Kilima-Njaro, monarch of African mountains, while on the south the
future German domain is bounded by the course of the Rovuma, separating it
from the Portuguese Mozambique lands.
"
Beyond a narrow strip of coastlands recognised by a sort of "diplomatic fiction
as still belonging to the Sultan of Zanzibar, the region figuring on the maps as
forming the future German East African domain covers a superficial area of 120,000
square miles, with a total population approximately estimated at not more than
three million souls.
To this domain may already be added what remains of the

Zanzibar

state, to

as the officially

which the new Sultan, Said K ha lit', succeeded in March, 1888,

acknowledged vassal

Thus consolidated on a sure
first

of

Germany.

political footing, the financial society

by which the

treaties were concluded has been able to develop into a more powerful

company disposing of a considerable
services of a

body of skilled

capital.

The

commands

association also

the

and learned explorers, who are now studying the

mineral, agricultural, and commercial resources of the country, indicating the
points to be occupied, and tracing the routes destined soon to connect the inland
stations with the ports

founded

in the

on the east

coast.

Kingani, Wami, and Rufu

Numerous

stations

river valleys,

have already been

and the ground

in the

all these places has been cleared by the planters for the cultivation of coffee, cotton, tobacco, European and African vegetables.
Protestant
and Catholic German missionaries have also established themselves in these new

neighbourhood of

where chapels and schools are to be opened. Through the intervenPope the French missionaries, who had long been labouring in this
have now been replaced by Germans.

settlements,
tion of the
field,

"

of the popuand enterprising may be the " protectors
lations dwelling in the region comprised between Zanzibar and Tanganyika, a
The
large extent of the territory claimed by them still remains to be explored.

But however

active

one of those that have been most frequently described by
zone of the caravan routes, whose intersecting tracks wind through
and Unyamezi from the Indian Ocean to the shores of Tanganyika. This

best-known

district,

travellers, is the

Ugogo

first traversed by Burton and Speke, by Livingstone,
Stanley, and
and
since
of
of
the
time
these
Cameron,
pioneers
geographical discovery, by nume-

is

the region

A portion of the
has
of astronomical
even
means
been
territory
carefully surveyed by
already
observations, while a first map of the neighbourhood of Kondoa, in the Wami Valley,
rous other European explorers, traders, missionaries, or soldiers.

based on a scientific triangulation.
But vast spaces stretching to the north and
south along both sides of the commercial highways are still known only through the
vague reports supplied by the natives, and the geographical features of these
districts are figured differently on the different maps of travellers and explorers.
is
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PHYSICAL FEATURES.

The

Rufiji

of coastland*

(

Ru-Fiji

till

),

recently

Rufu (Ru-Fu), and

known by

Wami Rivers,

the general

name

which water the region

of the Zanzibar coast, from

the neighbouring island of Zanzibar, are characterised by basins whose natural limits
On the south west the lofty chain of the
tire in many places somewhat undecided.
the farthest sources of the Rufiji from the torrents
Livingstone Mountains separates
This watershed is continued northrushing impetuously down to Lake Nyassa.
wards bv other ranges, the Yomatema heights and plateaux, all of which fall

Hence in the Ugogo territory crossed by the caravan
continually in this direction.
between the headstreams of the Malaga/i,
routes, the transition is very gradual
and
those
the
to
basin,
running east to the Indian Ocean. Here the
Congo
flowing
tableland
extensive
divide is formed by an
standing at a mean altitude of from 3,500
to 4,000 feet,

and

in the

most elevated parts rising to

4, 300 feet.

Here and there the

broken by a few granite crests cropping out through the prelaterite formations.
Northwards the horizon is
vailing sandstone and reddish
limited by the table mountains which are inhabited by the Wahuma people, and
uniform surface

is

which from a distance appear

to rise a

few hundred yards above the level of the

plateaux.
so called, are developed entirely within the basins
the dividing tablelands and the seaboard.
between
of the rivers flowing seawards,
To these ranges Burton has given the name of the "African Ghats," comparing

The mountain ranges, properly

their outlines to those of the Indian

the Deccan.

Ghats which form the outer escarpments of

But unlike the Indian Ghats, these Usagara ranges are not merely

the outer escarpment of an elevated plateau, but, although to a less degree, present
also the aspect of true mountains on their inner or landward slopes, rising on this

above the tableland on which they stand. Connected with the
Livingstone range by a slightly inclined plateau, which is carved into terraces by
the Rufiji headstreams, and which rises in some of its crests to altitudes of nearly
side in steep scarps

6,600 feet, the Usagara system ramifies into two parallel main chains running

south-west and north-east, in the same direction as the seaboard north of Zanzibar.
Nevertheless these chains present great irregularities in their general outlines.
In
throw
off
and
amid
transverse
the
chaos
of
crests
nuny places they
everyspurs,
where bounding the horizon it is often impossible to follow the main axis of the

The Rubeho hills, which here form the watcrparting between the Rufiji
and the AVami basins, present on the whole the aspect of a ridge disposed in the
direction from north-west to south-east.
In the southern or Rufiji basin occur
system.

some

coalfields, whose economic value has been differently estimated by explorers.
The Usagara (U-Sagara) Mountains arc mainly of granite formation, interspersed
however with diorites and other eruptive rocks, as well as with schists and sandstones.
The highest crests exceed 6,500 feet, and the Rubeho Pass, crossed by

Burton and Speke in 1858, would appear to stand at an elevation of 5,700 feet.
These pioneers gave it the name of the " Terrible Pass,"
owing to the rugged
character of the escarpments

and the wild disorder

of the boulders which,

exhausted
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800
as

is

evident from the relief of the

hills,

which

much

is

eastern or
greater on the

outer than on the inner side.

the Pangani Falls, the Rufiji is navigable
In the Mrimu, or coast region below
But
a distance altogether of about 120 miles.
for the rest of its course seawards,
Pig. 91.

THE
Ren\e

t

RUFIJI DELTA.
:

650,000.

Depths.

Sand* ind

reefs

(posed at low water.

to 16
Feet.

16 to

.T2

i'eet.

32 Feet

and

upwards.

12 Miles.

great care

and

skill

are required .o avoid the sand or mudbanks,

which are formed

In this part of its course the river
has even excavated a new channel, which winds to the south of a now abandoned
branch.
Lower down, in the delta proper, these branches are constantly being

or shifted with every recurring inundation.

TAKE EIKWA.
displaced.

The

alluvial

807

deposits, incessantly disturbed

by the current, presents

every year a fresh system of ramifying channels, while seawards the outlines of
the coast are continually modified by the ceaseless action of the coral-building
polype.

In proportion to the size of its basin, the Rufiji delta is very extensive,
developing a coastline about 04 miles long and covering a total superficial area of
no less than 600 square miles. It is intersected by about a do/en so-culled wto*,
or estuaries, some of which are not in constant communication with the fluvial

system, although connected with it for the greater part of the year, when the
The largest volumes
sweet and saline waters are intermingled in their channels.
of the fluvial current are discharged through the northern branches, the Bumba
or Msala, the Kiomboni, Simba-Uranga, and Kibunya, and these are consequently
the most accessible to shipping, which is able to ascend them at high water.

The Simba-Uranga mouth
to load timber

especially

on the banks of the

is

much

river.

frequented by coasters, which come
All the channels in the neighbourhood

by dense mangrove thickets, and here the few habitations of
the natives are raised on piles sunk in the mud.
Higher up, where the soil is

of the sea are fringed

less saturated

with

with moisture, no more trees arc seen, and the ground

tall grasses,

yielding where cultivated rich crops of

is

covered

rice.

Compared with the Rufiji, the other streams discharging into the Zanzibar
waters are of inconsiderable sixe. The Kingani, which Holm wood ascended for a
distance of 120 miles from

its

(Ru-Fu), names which have

all

mouth, is also known as the Mto, Mhaxi, or Rufu
It has its source
the same meaning of " river."

in the valleys of the eastern slope east of

which

the Usagara uplands.

The Warni,

also reaches the coast opposite the island of /anxibar, but a little farther

north, collects

its first

waters

much

farther west in the hills skirting the plateau.

LAKE RIKWA.
But the space comprised between the basins

of these rivers

and those flowing

dotted over with shallow flooded depressions without any outTanganyika
flow.
The largest of these reservoirs, lying west of the heights where the main
branches of the Rufigi have their origin, is Lake Rikwa (Likwa, Hikwa), which
to

is

was discovered by Thomson in 1880, and has since been visited by Cotterill and
Kaiser. Seen from the summit of the Liamba Mountains enclosing it on the northand separating it from Tanganyika, Rikwa appears to fill a regular valley
di>posed north-east and south-west parallel with the axis of Tanganyika and Xyassa,
west,

and forming part of the same lacustrine system in the continental

relief.

It

stands at an estimated altitude of nearly 2,000 feet, that is to say, about 100 feet
above the level of Tanganyika, and has a probable length of about 60 miles, with
a breadth varying from Hi to 20 miles. Rikwa receives several affluents at both
extremities, including even a considerable stream, the

takes

its rise

Katuma

or Mkafu, which

north of Karema, in the mountains skirting the great lake.

But

all

these contributions of fresh water, being carried off by the evaporation of the
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residuum of saline substances in this
to native report, have a flavour of
lacustrine reservoir, whose waters, according
of a
basin, cannot prevent the formation

sulphur.

CLIMATE.

between the plateau and the seaboard, are
and consequently of all the phenomena
mainly due the contrasts of climate,
the
of
those
running or stagnant waters. In this
depending on it, including
of East Africa the mean direction of the winds is normal with the coast.

To the Usagara Mountains,

rising

region

is the case during the
succeeded
are
whether
or
by those of the north-east,
they
greater part of the year,
as in the month of January, when the whole atmospheric system is shifted southwards with the course of the sun, or whether the aerial currents are attracted to

Whether the

south-east trades are in the ascendant, as

the interior of the continent, these currents always set in the direction of the
coast.
The ruin-bearing clouds are thus arrested by the mountain ranges of the
For the same reason the alternating daily breezes are felt only on the
interior.

maritime

Hence the opposite

slope.

side facing landwards, as well as the inland

are much farther removed
plateaux .sheltered from the prevailing easterly winds,
their
from
from marine influences than might be supposed
proximity to the Indian

Ocean.
the rainy season, during which the people remain
confined to their houses," generally begins on the coastlands in January, when

The

"

manxikfi, that is to say,

But the heavy downthe east winds are displaced by the north-east monsoon.
of May they fall
month
After
the
set
in
before
March
or
pours scarcely
April.
off,

returning again in the vuli season, which lasts from the middle of October to

the end of the year.
September is the driest month, although even then occasional
showers occur. In certain inland valleys opening in the direction of the moisture-

charged winds,

it

rains throughout the whole year, except perhaps for a fortnight

appearance much sooner than on
the coast, and the mountains are frequently wrapped in dense fog.
The total
rainfall certainly exceeds 120 inches on the seaward
of
the
slope
Usagara uplands.

or so in September.

The same

Here the massika makes

its

observed towards the southern extremity of the continent between the Atlantic and Indian Ocean seaboards, is also maintained in
contrast that

is

these tropical regions lying between the tenth

At equal

and sixth degrees of south latitude.
and the temperature are

distances from the equator both the rainfall
higher on the east than on the west coast.
According to

temperature under the tenth degree of south latitude, that
Cuanza estuaries respectively, is as much as eight

Hann, the difference of
is about the Rovuma and

degrees Fahrenheit, a contrast

which must be attributed to the direction of the marine and aerial currents on the
two coasts. The monsoons on the Atlantic side blow almost
constantly from the
south, and are consequently tempered by the cold Antarctic waters.
But on the
opposite side of the continent the prevailing winds
an oceanic basin heated
by the vertical solar rays.*
Temperature of the west coast of Africa, 72 F.

;

come from the
.

The

contrast

east, that is
is

by

even greater

temperature of the east coast of Africa, 80 F.

ILORA OF USAOABA.
between the

resj Active

A

marine current*.

stream of cold wutcr nets steadily

in

the direction from south to north ulong the Atlantic seaboard, while a flood of
tepid water, escaping from the great central basin of the Indian Ocean, bathes the
eastern shores of the continent, flowing southwards

ChanneL
The hilly plateaux lying
an arid region

like the

through the Mozambique

to the leeward of the

Karroos of Cape Colony.

Usogaru highlands are mainly
In many districts there is almost

a total absence of water, so that the natives are obliged to sink deep wells in the
In
gravel in order to collect the little moisture that oozes through the subsoil.
these districts the vuli season passes without bringing any regular heavy rains,
while the massika is occasionally interrupted by a period of dry winds, sure

The same atmospheric currents

forerunner of famine.

that

bring the rain-

charged clouds to the maritime slopes often deprive the plateau of the necessary
To the dryness of the air are added the sultry heat of the day and
moisture.

Whirlwinds of dust are often developed on the elevated plains,
sweeping furiously over the land, and in their eddies bearing along coarse sand
and at times even the shingle itself. What the Spaniards say of the Philippines,

cool nights.

Burton applies to the Ugogo country
Scis mczes de polro, acts tnezes de lodo.
" Six months of
six
of
The
dust,
bog."
vapour-charged fogs of the coast lands,
which at night precipitate a copious dew, do not penetrate fur into the elevated
:

lands of the interior.*

FLORA AND FAUNA.

The wealth of vegetation is regulated by the quantity of the rainfall. The
zone of coastlands, being sufficiently watered, is everywhere clothed with herbaceous or forest growths.
North of the Rovuma the terraced lands inhabited by
the IMakondes present the same general aspect as the region south of that river,
where the Muvihas have their camping-grounds. Here scrub and brushwood are

matted into such dense masses, that no progress can be made except axe in hand.
In various parts of the northern section of the coastlands the vegetation, while
equally dense and more leafy, has a more forest-like character. On leaving the
villages, convoys at once plunge into arboreal avenues where the porters have

Elsewhere
great difficulty in forcing a passage through the tangled branches.
In the vicinity of
the trees are rarer and often grouped in picturesque clusters.
the marshy tracts the reeds and tall grasses grow to a height of 12 or 14 feet,
forming a dense jungle, where marauders at times lie in ambush to full on the

unwary wayfarer, or where runaway slaves find a temporary shelter.
The nitandaruxi, or copal-tree, which yields the best gum known

to

commerce,
banks of the Lower Rufiji for 3o or 40 miles from the coast.
The highlands are clothed especially with mimosas and other plants of low
flourishes along the

Mean temperature

s

of Zanzibar as recorded for four years, 82 F. ; for March (hottest month), 84 ;
number of rainy days, 120 ; total rainfall, 60 inches ; rainfall in 1859,

for July (coldest month), 77
170 inches.

;

'
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whose
with gigantic tamarinds and sycamores,
interspersed, however,
or the calabash -tree, in
bronchos might shelter a whole regiment;

powth;
h,

spreading

accommodated.
whi-e hollow trunk a family might be

abound especially

The Usagara Mountains

flowers and delicious
in arborescent species with sweet-smelling
Wooded tracts are often met
cultivation.

although never improved by
everywhere surrounded by dense forests,
where the traveller might fancy himself
to tne
seen to grow rarer and soon give place
vet ua he advances the trees are
the
of
side
mountains,
the Ugogo district, on the opposite
open savannah. In
fuel is so
well-watered bottom-lands, while elsewhere

fruits

w<x>,ls

are

still

met

in the

burn cow-dung, as in the prairies of the Far
still met, here a few
these regions some large trees are

scarce that the natives arc obliged to

West.

Nevertheless, in

the site of human abodes, there a
calabashes or a solitary baobab indicating
as a landmark or station for caravans.
gigantic euphorbia serving
in the
But if forest growths are rare, large animals still abound, especially
Certain parts of the plateau are still
districts remote from the trade routes.
Till
the rhinoceros, giraffe, buffalo, and ostrich.
frequented by the elephant,
to avoid their
even lions were so numerous that villages had to be displaced

recently

dangerous neighbourhood.

INHABITANTS.
Several of the tribes dwelling in

the northern part of

the

Rovuma

basin

and usages from the populations inhabiting the southern
scarcely differ in speech
Some lead an unsettled existence, frequently changing their settlements
slope.

and making incursions on both sides of the river. Thus the Wanindis and the
name of Maviti in order
Ma",van<nvaras, or Makondes, who assume the formidable
have wasted so many
who
and
to strike terror into their more timid neighbours,
districts

and enslaved

so

established their chief

peoples on the south side of the
encampments on the opposite slope.

many

Rovuma, have now
The two groups of

which confront each other from their .elevated terraces on both sides of the
a common language, and in other respects present such a
Lower Rovuma,

tribes

speak
of the same race, notwithstrong family likeness, that they are evidently branches

standing their distinctive tribal names.
On the south reside the Mavihas (Ma-Viha), on the north the Makondes,
(Ma-Konde), the latter rendered extremely repulsive by the scarifications covering

and body, which are renewed from time to time in such a way as to raise
worn
prominent ridges on the surface of the skin. The pelele is also universally

face

of
by the women, giving the upper lip from a distance somewhat the appearance
a boar's snout.
Nevertheless the Makonde women enjoy a considerable share of
independence.
They are not purchased, nor do their parents claim the right to

them in marriage. On the contrary, they choose their own husbands,
and when the matter has bee" settled by mutual consent, the bride enters her new
home, sweeping the floor and setting everything in order. She is then joined by

dispose of

the bridegroom,

who

leaves his

gun

or other

arms

at the door.

But although

this

MAKnNI'FA

T1IK

completes the simple w< -dding

rites,

31

much

unions are, as a rule,

respected.

1

Cases

of infidelity arc extrennly ran-, and when they do occur, the offence is alw
Alter a confinement the wife li\<
puniislied by the banishment of the delinquent.

I

Then on the day of reunion
apart i'mm her husband till the child begins to speak.
the mother brings her offspring to the crossing of two paths, symbolising th"
different ways of life, and alter rubbing it over with oil resigns it to the father,
and t^e family life is resumed.
At the death of a Makoiide

all

the grain he possessed

is

immediately converted

community, and the mourning or feasting lasts
consumed.
Enriched by the sale of the gum copal and

into beer for the benefit of the
until all the liquor is

*

Fig. 92.

MAVIHA TYPE.

caoutchouc, large quantities of which are produced in their territory, the Makuas
have become very proud and overbearing, and show much mistrust at the visits of

Some English missionaries Fettled in the Masasi country, on the
western border of the Makonde territory, have hitherto failed to establish uninter-

strangers.

In the year 1877, when Chauncy Maples
rupted relations with these natives.
into
one
of
their
the
inhabitants, who had never before seen a
penetrated
villages,
European, took him for a ghost, but consented to supply him with tYod.
The MasaM country belongs to a powerful branch of the Makuu nation, which
farther south occupies such an extensive domain in the

Yaos

of the

Rovuma

Mozambique

region.

The

Nyassa highlands are also numerously represented in this part of the
Here are also met some Wamueras (AVa-Muera), a feeble remnant

basin.
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exterminated by the Maviti. These
nf a formerly powerful tribe almost entirely
numerous, especially in the neighbourhood of the
at one time

\Vamueras were

very

coast near Kiloa.

who have replaced
Wagindos (Wa-Ngindo, Wa-Gindo),
the districts to the north and north-west of the terrace occupied
warlike tribes that have assumed the name
are one of the

The Wangindos
the Waraueras in

bv the Makondos,

or

many

fiction they have also adopted the dress, war-cry,
kinsmen of the Zulus. By some of their
formidable
weapons, and customs of those
a name formed in imitation of
neighbours they are called Walihuhu (Wali-Huhu),
The
their battle
(Ma-Henge), who dwell farther north in the

To keep up the

of the Muviti.

cry.

Mahenges

to strike terror by the same
I'runga and Ruaha, also try
The
before these fierce warriors.
device, after having had themselves to tremble
have been reduced by them to the condiiion
Kufiji basin between

Wunyakunvakos (Wa-Xyakanyaka)

of serfs.

THE WAZARAMOS.
The

territory east of the

ndondes, or

Mahenges, in the Rufiji basin, belongs

to the "VVa-

Wadondis (Wa-Ndonde, Wa-Dondi), who are conterminous with the

Wazaramos (Wa-Zaranio)

of the region comprised

between the

Rufiji, the lower

The Wazaramos
or " Coast People."
Kingani, and the territory of the Swaheli,
rare
but
of
medium
of
are for the most part men
stature,
They
physical strength.
mixed origin, and present a corresponding variety of types.
have been struck by the great number of albinos met in their
Since the middle of the present century they have been frequently
country.
visited by Arab traders and
European explorers; hence the accounts now
are evidently of

Some

travellers

from those of the early observers.
Through contact with the outer world their customs have been considerably
modified, and they now wear the Arab dress, purchase arms, implements, and
received of their social usages differ greatly

ornaments from the traders, and have discontinued

many

of their ferocious ances-

tral practices.

But

more remote

Wazaramos may still be seen whose features
are slushed with deep gashes from ear to mouth, who wear no clothes except short
skirts of foliage or
grassy fibre, who by mixing clay with the hair build up headdresses in the shape of a roof, and make use of
poisoned arrows, which they keep
in the

districts

in a carefully

ornamented quiver.
Cruel punishments for real or imaginary
were by no means rare amongst the Wazaramos they burnt the wizard
with his wife and children, threw to the bush all infants whose teeth
presented

offences

any depart u>e from the

:

norniiil disposition; at

as well as all children born

times twins shared the same fate,

on unpropitious days.

Even

those

who had

survived

the dangers
besetting their infancy were murdered if they ground their teeth in
sleep, or had any other physical defect considered likely to bring misfortune on
the family.
On the other hand, the mother who lost her child
an

through

accident or any illness, was held
responsible for its death

;

she was driven from

Till.

ill

village,

ha

M

1

WAZABAMOS.

daub her face with

clay,

and

B18

endure the insults

silently to

heaped upon her.
The Wazaramojj do not practise circumcision, although they have in many
Mohammedans on the
"li
respects been subjected to the influence of the
i

o>

:i

>t.

Swaheli as well us their native language, and on gala
The
the chiefs wear the flowing rolie, vest, and turban of the Arabs.

women

Most

also

them

of

sp:>ak

have adopted the Mussulman style of dress, but do not go veiled.

wealthy classes are palaces compared to the ordinary native
huts, being small houses presenting almost a European aspect.
The \Vak\veres (Wa-Kwere), Wukami (Wa-Karni), and Wakhutus (Wa-

The dwellings

of the

EAST AFBICAN TRIBES BETWEEN THE BOVUKA

Fig. 93.

Scale

1

:

AJTO PAOAWI.

9,000.000.

EasboFGreenw.cS

54'

120 Miles

Khutu), who dwell farther west in the hilly region about the headst reams of the
Kingani, are cloeely related to, although far less civilised than, the Wazaramos.
They wear nothing but scanty bark clothes, and their habitations are rather dens
of wild beasts

than

human

abodes.

In their country

trials

for

witchcraft,

followed by the inevitable punishment of the stake, are still terribly frequent.
Much more civilixed are their Wazeguha (Wa-Zeguha, Wa-Zegura) neighbours,

who with -the kindred Wangurus (Wa-Nguru),

inhabit the unproductive plains
mountains traversed by the Lower Wami River. Nearly
all these tribes have been converted to the Mohammedan
religion through the
influence of the contiguous Swahcli and Arab communities
the possession of

on the north

side of the

;

tin

arms has

also

made them formidable

slave-hunters.
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Tho Wazeguhas are almost the only people in this region of East Africa
who do not recognise the principle of inheritance in the transmission of the
succession depends rather on personal qualities, strength,
supreme authority. The
the consequence is that incessant warfare is carried on
courage, or wealth, and
for the position of tribal chief.
Occasionally their
by the rival candidates
become involved in these intertribal feuds, which at times lead to

neighbours

Thus tho Wadoes (Wa-Doe), one

the extermination of whole communities.

of

the local clans, has almost entirely disappeared during the ceaseless broils by

which the land has been wasted, and fugitive members of this group have been
Their territory
scattered northwards as far as the neighbourhood of the equator.
avoided by travellers, because the Wadoes were -known to be
was
generally

Both sexes disfigured themselves by two broad red scars, traced from
near the temples down to the point of the chin. The two upper incisors were also
At the death
extracted, and the national costume consisted of skins dyed yellow.
cannibals.

of a free

man two

same grave, a woman in order
a man furnished with an axe in order

were buried alive

slaves

in the

prop his head during his last sleep,
supply him with fuel in the cold, dark earth.

The

village chiefs try to

to
to

make

themselves look more terrible by cutting their nails in the form of lions' claws,
and avoid meeting each other on the highway, pretending that their glance must
Hence when they have to deliberate on
prove fatal to a rival in authority.

common

matters of

interest, the

more compartments, one

meeting takes place in a hut divided into two or
and the discussion is then carried on over

for each chief,

the partitions.

THE WASAGARAS AND "WAGOGOS.
The highland district lying between the seaboartl and the inland plateau is
inhabited by the various Wasagara (Wa-Sagara) clans, some still as barbarous
as the Wakhutu peoples, others
already more or less civilized through their
continuous intercourse with the Swaheli, the Arabs, and the European explorers.
Their language, divided into several dialects, is one of the most widely diffused
in the interior,
being current in some communities as far as the neighbourhood of

Mombaz.

The Wasagaras

Wahehes

are

generally distinguished by a fuller growth of
the surrounding populations.
Some of their chief branches are the
in
the
southern
basin
of the Ruaha, and farther north,
(Wa-IIehe),

beard from

all

towards the frontiers of Masailand, the
Wamegis (Wa-Megi), the Wakagurus
(Wa-Kaguru), and the Wagejas (Wa-Geja). The distinctive sign of all these
groups is the lower lobe of the ear, which, by the insertion of ornaments such us

wooden, metal, or horn

discs, continually increasing in size, is gradually distended
touches the shoulder. The
cavity thus produced is often utilized
for holding little bo^es, tobacco
pouches, instruments, and other nicknacks.

until at last

it

A\ hile

most of the tribes are bearded, the Wahehes, whose
language closely
resembles the Ki-Swaheli, have
absolutely hairless faces. *"They have enslaved
the

Wabenas (AVa-Bena),

a peaceful nation

who have become famous

for their

THE WASWAIIELT.
remarkable

in

skill

315

Their
carving and sharpening swords made of ebony.
above sea-level, is a rugged

territory, a hilly plateau considerably over li.OOO feet
l>le:ik

region swept hy luting winds.

The Wairo^ns

<

Wa

-( i,,_r,,

xv

|

10

occupy the section of the

far us the watershed tn\\;n-,\ rnyanu'/i, were

marauder*.

When

the fiiM

Arab caravan made

j.lutcau stretching as

formerly much dreaded
its

appearance

in

as fierce

their territory,

urton tells us that they were so surprised at the corpulence of the leader, that
they took him for a god, and called upon him to bring down rain from heaven ;
II

but their prayers not being immediately answered, they were about
strange deity when an opportune shower intervened to save his

t'j

murder the

life.

Yet the

"Wagogos are now said to be the least superstitious of all the East African populaThey have very few magicians amongst them, and even these have fallen
into great discredit.
Most explorers who have visited these communities have
tions.

been struck by the small sixe of the skull compared with the broad features and
the prominent ears, which are likened by Burton to the handles attached to two

jug or pitcher. The lobe is pierced and distended as amongst their
\Vasagara neighbours. In this part of Africa ears enlarged in this way are a mark
of freedom, slaves being forbidden either to pierce the lobe or attach any ornament
sides of a

to this organ.

Nearly

wearing a large robe.

the "Wagogos are amply clothed, even the children
Their language is much harsher than that of the neighall

bouring tribes. It is generally spoken in a loud, aggressive voice, sometimes even
with a certain brutality, the Wagogos being very proud of their numbers, and
long accustomed to bully the timid traders visiting their country.

THE WASWAHELI.
But however powerful they may

be, all the nations of the interior

have alike

The
yielded to the influence of the language spoken by these despised dealers.
" Coast
of
the
Waswaheli
or
the
Ki-Swaheli,thatis
(Wa-Swaheli)
language
People,"
is

daily becoming

of the continent.

more widely diffused amongst all the native peoples in this part
Yet the tribes by whom this idiom is being propagated far and

v:ide are neither stronger

nor more numerous than the others.

On

the contrary,

they cannot be said even to constitute a distinct ethnical group at all, for the Waswaheli are of most diverse origin, and have become intermingled with immigrants from
the neighbouring regions.
AVhat gives them a certain national unity apart
from most other Bantu populations is the Mohammedan religion, which they have

all

The Arab element also has greatly
less zeal.
contributed to modify their usages, and transform the agricultural communities
adopted and profess with more or
;

n to groups of active traders.

Ki-Swaheli is spoken in its greatest purity in the districts north of Mombuz
and Malindi, where the dialect known by the name of Ki-Ngo/i has preserved its
As it
archaic forms, and is consequently used by poets in preference to all others.
gradually spread southwards along the coastlauds and adjacent islands as far as
Mozambique, the current speech became more and more affected by Indian,
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and especially Arabic elements. Notably in Zanzibar it has
been extensively Arabised, and here all abstract terms are of Semitic origin.
Nevertheless the Bantu substratum .has been preserved, and the grammatical
From the seaports, centres of commercial
African.
structure haa remained
Persian, Portuguese,

life

for the

the regions

purely
wholo of East Africa, Ki-Swaheli has been disseminated throughout
of the interior, and like the Bunda language of Angola and neighbour-

Basuto people between the Drakenberg and the
ing lands, like the Se-Suto of the
of intercourse which in some places is
medium
Zambese, it has become a general
dialects altogether.
Although spoken as their
already supplanting the local
a million persons, Ki-Swaheli seems
mother-tongue by probably not more than
"
most
one of the twelve
entitled to rank as
important languages of the world with
reference to the vast area over which it is a liuyua franca, its position as a leading

amidst a host of uncultivated congeners, and its power to assimilate alien
elements, especially the Arabic, which has done for it what it has already done for
Cameron tells us that
the Turkish, Persian, Urdu, Hausa, and Malay" (Gust).
1

mguage

during his journey from east to west across the continent, he met in every tribe of
the interior one or more persons conversant with this language of the east coast.
It

in

was by comparing a number of Ki-Swaheli words with the corresponding terms
the AVest African and Kafrarian dialects that so early as 1808 Lichtenstein was

able to advance the hypothesis of the fundamental unity of the

from Algoa Bay

to

Mombaz on

the east and the

Bantu peoples

Gaboon on the west

coast.

This

hypothesis has since been amply confirmed, so far at least as regards the unity of
the linguistic family spread over this vast area of many millions of square miles.
It comprises, like so
Ki-Swaheli possesses a relatively copious literature.
many other Xegro dialects, translations of the Bible and of various religious
treatises, as well as collections of proverbs, legends,

poems, in the publication of
which the natives themselves, as well as the missionaries, take an active part. The
Arabic alphabet,
replaced by the
the sounds of all

till

recently almost exclusively employed, has now been generally
characters, which are much more suitable for expressing

Roman

Bantu languages.

But authors have not yet come

standing as to the best dialect to be definitively adopted as the
standard.
The preference, however, will most
be

probably

Unguya, that

is,

to

an under-

common

literary

ultimately given to the

the form current in the island of Zanzibar.

TOPOGRAPHY.

The gradual

assimilation of the inland populations to those of the seaboard in

all social

respects is being steadily effected, not by military expeditions, but by
the development of trade and
Various centres of population,
peaceful intercourse.

most of which, however, contain
scarcely more than two or three hundred huts,
follow
the
commercial
successively along
highways leading from the maritime
port* to those that have already sprung up on the shores of the
But
lakes.
great
almost entirely cut off from all communithe interior by incessant intertribal feuds and
slave-hunting expeditions,

many favourably situated harbours are
cation witli

still

MI KI\!> AM
or else their only

marauding
estuaries
\

commerce

I.INDI.
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consists in that of the captives obtained

incursions; for the seaports comprised between the

human

serve for the export trade in

still

flesh,

during these

Uovuma and

Ruliji

notwithstanding the

L'iluncc of the British cruiser-.

Miknuimi.

<>ne of

the

first of

these ports occurring to the north of the

Rovuma,

presents an excellent anchorage, where shipping might find good shelter. Cut it
is little frequented, and the movement of exchanges is entirely in the hands of

Hindu

who

traders,

take

glass beads, and urms.

gum

Fig. 94.

and

copal, ivory,

Lim/i, lying

more

rice in

exchange for textile fabrics,
on a bay where the

to the north-west,

POETS OF MltlNDAXI AND MTO-MTWAKA.
Scale
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Depth*.

Bund*

nrvl reefs exposed
at low water.

Ukcredi River reaches the
inhabitants.

Here the

Oto32

32 to 820

320 Feet and

Feet.

Fett.

upwards.

coast, is a thriving little seaport of about

staple export

is

two thousand

caoutchouc, the trade in which

is

shared

between the Banyans and Arabs. The forest where the caoutchouc-yielding lianas
twine like coiling snakes round the stems and branches, occupies a strip of the
seaboard with a

mean breadth

of from 18 to 20 miles.

A

rock near the extremity

crowned with the ruins of an old Portuguese stronghold.
where the English
missionaries have founded an important station, which has become a centre of

of the estuary

The

is

valley of the Ukeredi leads inland to the Manani district,

acclimatisation for European plants in the

Mukua and Makonde

territories.

The
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who ore a
much superior

Yaos,

much-travelled people, and

therefore regard themselves

who

have also numerous
stay-at-home Makuas,
built on a small
been
has
settlements in this country. The missionary village
fertile clearance encircled
northern affluent of the Rovuma in an extremely
an elevation of about 1,8C
at
This Masasi station, standing
forest-clad hill*.
salubrious places in all Africa, at least for the
feet atfbve the sea, is one of the most

as

to

the

simple

Fig. 95.
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European constitution. Chauncy Maples considers that a line drawn from Lindi
through Masasi towards the upper Ilovuma would indicate the very best route
between this coast and Lake Nyassa.

KILOA AND DAR-ES-SALAAM.
Beyond Lindi follow other ports on the seaboard, which is here fringed by coral
with steep terraced escarpments. Here one of the largest inlets is Jhat of

reefs

Kiloa-Kiriwani, which at the entrance

is

sheltered by a cluster of

islets,

and which

J

KILOA.
some

819

miles north-westwards into the interior, presenting in many
Nevertheless this splendid
places a perfectly safe anchorage in deep water.
harbour, although frequented in the tenth century by the Persians of Shira/, is
peiiet rates

now

but

little

lv?

utilised, its

At

fifteenth

importance having been greatly diminished since the
time a flourishing city, the (pinion (Kiloa} of the

that

century.
Portuguese, was the residence of the Xenj sultans, who ruled over the whole seaboard from Cape Delgado to Mombaz. During the first half of the fourteenth
Ibn-Ilatuta, the

century

famous Arab geographer and traveller, visited this
called Kulua, and which was governed by a Mussulman

great emporium, which lie
prince by him described as a person of perfect generosity towards the faquirs
(religious mendicants) and a pious observer of the holy war against the Infidel.
At one time Kiloa was said to have us many as three hundred mosques. Francisco d' Almeida's fleet captured the place after a destructive siege in the year 1505,

but the conquerors were soon decimated by fever, and this seaport was gradually
abandoned by shippers. In the seventeenth century it fell, with the rest of this
At present it belongs to the
seaboard, into the hands of the Imam of Mascat.
Sultan of Zanzibar, but since the suppression of the export trade in slaves the
traffic of Kiloa has become insignificant.
few Hindu and Arab traders are settled

A

in the little village of Kiha-Kisitcani, that

is,

" Insular
Kiloa," which stands on the

island of Kiloa beneath the walls of an old citadel

and the crumbling remains of

some crenellated ramparts.

At

present the chief stream of traffic has been deflected some 18 miles to the
" Conti
north-west, towards the far less convenient harbour of Kiloa- Kicinje, or

houses and hovels, interspersed with ruins, are grouped
in the shade of the surrounding cocoanut groves.
But the marshy tracts runnental Kiloa," whose

little

ning parallel with the seashore have hitherto prevented the construction of a road
to the interior. Yet Kiloa-Kiviuje, which has a population of about three thousand,
till

was,

recently, the chief port on this coast for the exportation of slaves,

dhows

still

and

abolished and supposed to be suppressed, the Arab
occasionally secure a cargo of living freight from the surrounding

although the

traffic is legally

creeks.

The
are

still

routes followed by the dealers in ivory between Kiloa
very dangerous, for they traverse the territories of

Wanindis, and Magwangwaras,
account the lives of their

little

and Lake Nyassa
the AVangiudos,
who hold in

.whom are marauding
North of Kiloa a safer route runs along
the head of the delta.
In the year 1880

all of

tribes

visitors.

the coast, crossing the Rufiji at
Beardall saw no less than twenty-seven large boats employed in the transport of
the convoys to the village of Nya-Ntumbo, which at that time marked the site of
the ferry.

Another important

station

on the banks of the Rufiji

is

Korogero, which lies

and gorges at the converging point of the trade routes
from Kiloa, Dar-es-Salaam, and the intermediate seaports. But this important
below the

fluvial cataracts

centre of the local

pay periodical

traffic is

visits to

exposed to the incursions of the Wamahengis, who

the district, burning the villages and carrying off the

320
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inhabitants into slavery.

To avoid

these raiders the natives, after gathering in

of the river,
their crops, take refuge in the islands
crocodiles infesting these waters.

where they are protected by the

is the port which the Sultan of ZanziDar-e*-Salaa>n, lying north of the Rufiji,
Its Arab name means
of his fleet.
bar has selected as the chief mainland Nation

Fig. 96.
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" House " or "
Abode of Peace," but this appears to b3 merely a popular etymology
of the Ki-Swaheli Dari-Salama, which is its true name, and which has the sense
of " Safe Roof."

The harbour, which is one of the best on the whole seaboard, can
be reached only
through a long channel winding between coral reefs. The inner
basin communicating
through this channel with the sea penetrates nearly five
miles farther inland, and offers to
shipping an available spice several square miles
However fiercely the storm may rage beyond the diauuel,

in superficial extent.
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The town and the
tbe waters of this landlocked haven always remain unruffled.
neighbouring populous village of Mjimirema are built on an upheaved cliff, which
waa formerly a
an estuary.

coral reef

The German

officials

commanding the

into

DAB-ES-SALAAM.

Scale
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stationed at Dar-es-Salaain are endeavouring to attract to
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recently entirely centred in
the roadstead of Zanzibar, and their efforts have already been attended with a
this port a portion of the import trade

which was

till

Louren^o Marques, Dar-es-Salaam is the only
the
place on the East African seaboard where a beginning has been made with
construction of a carriage road leading towards the interior of the continent. This

certain measure of success.

great highway, \\hich
118

AF

it is

North

of

already proposed to convert into a railway,

first

traverses

SOUTH AND EAST AFRICA,
and then climbs the
the zone of lowlands often inundated during the rainy season,
30
miles west of Darabout
of
the
at
Kola,
village
hills to its culminating point
of the Kingani
in
the
direction
westwards
At Kola, where it descends
Bnlnnm
will branch off, one running to Lake Tanganyika, the other to
Valley, two routes
more to the west, will traverse the mountains and
The former,

M

keeping

Nyassa.

and Ugogo, and so on probably through Taboro

valleys of Usagara

to Ujiji,

while

the lattor, bending to the south-west, will cross the rolling plains of TJzaramo, the
Although still far from perfect, the Dargorges, and the Luwego Valley.
Rufiji

local traffic, and the riverain
already utilised for a considerable
its advantages that they have constructed several
planters so highly appreciate
remote
more
the
branches to connect
villages with the main highway.

es-Salaam road

is

BAGAMOYO.
North-west of Dar-es-Salaam follows Bagamoyo, which, however, unlike it,
It stands on an open beach which slopes gently down
possesses no natural haven.
edge and then shoals so gradually that the shipping has to ride at
anchor about two miles off the coast. But this point of the bay, whose name of
"
Baga-Moyo, or Bottom of the Heart," indicates its central position on the conto the water's

cave curve of the shore, enjoys the advantage of standing exactly opposite the city
of Zanzibar, about 26 miles distant. It thus occupies the most convenient point on
the coast for the traffic between the capital and the mainland.
Bagamoyo also

only a few miles to the south of the Rufu or Kingani estuary, and thus commands the entrance to a thickly peopled fluvial valley, which descends from the
Usagara uplands, strategical centre of the whole country.
lies

Thanks

to these favourable conditions,

already become a large
as ten thousand during the season for

Bagamoyo has

African town, with a population of as many
engaging porters to join the caravans which are here equipped for the interior.
Like Zan/ibar and other Arab towns, it has its bazaar, and several of its buildings
have been constructed in the European style. But the surrounding district is low

and insalubrious, the streets and open spaces are encumbered with refuse of all
sorts
on the beach are left rotting in the sun the remains of the fish which forms
;

the staple food of the "Warimas
(AVa-Rima), or coast people; lastly the place is
visited
fierce
occasionally
by
cyclones, which uproot the trees and sweep away the
native dwellings.

The Arabs

numerous in Bagamoyo than in the neighbouring
but on the other hand the Hindus of various castes have here

are relatively less

island of Zan/ibar

;

formed a powerful colony, which has
monopolised nearly all the local trade, and
The place
disposes of the Wanyamezi porters to the caravans on its own terms.
has a garrison of Baluchi
troops, who mount guard before the governor's palace,
To the north
lying in the midst of shady gardens some two miles farther south.
of

Bugamoyo

rise

head centre of

all

the numerous structures connected with the Catholic mission,
the other missionary stations throughout East Africa.

Here

nearly six hundred children, purchased for the most part from the slave-dealers,

SAADANI.
are taught various trades, and cultivate the surrounding orchards and gardens of
acclimatisation.
Even after they have become adults they remain under "the
"
firm und wise tutelage
of the fathers, and continue to work five days in the week
for the benefit of the community.
The cocoanut grove surrounding the mission,
BAOAMOYO.
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plants, yields sufficient

produce

Saadnni, lying some 30 miles further north, occupies a position somewhat
analogous to that of Bagamoyo. Like this place, it is situated on the strait of

Zanzibar, over against the island, and in the immediate vicinity of an estuary, that
of the river Wami.
But the roadstead is much less frequented, the local population scarcely exceeds two thousand, and here are organised few caravans for the
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interior,

favoured by the British
except those of English travellers,

mission

stationed in this place.

THE CARAVAN TRADE.
The whole

of the commercial

movement between the

coast,

Lake Tanganyika,

or porters, each of
by means of the so-called pagasi,
Most of
about
whom balances on his heud a load averaging
sixty pounds weight.
or
Usukura, and
the men engaged in the seaboard towns come from Unyamezi
of the Arab and
free, these men are in reality the slaves

and Unyamezi,

is

carried on

although nominally

Hindu

traders,

who

get

them

into their

power by payments of wages in advance,

that their victims are never able to
charging such heavy interest on the money
act as escorts to the convoy, and also
who
soldiers
or
The
the
debt.
off
clear
a*kari,
in the hands of the Dar-es-Salaam and
usually carry half a load, are equally
traders, who in fact ultimately receive nearly all the profits on every

Bagamoyo

expedition equipped for the purchase of ivory.
The caravans, composed generally of several hundred, at times even several

thousand persons, march like armed forces through the land.
They are under the
into a number of
divided
are
and
command of a kironyazi, or captain,
again

The order of march is
or major.
a
is
the
main
beforehand
each
body preceded by van-guard and followed
planned
day;
by a rear-guard, while the flanks are protected by scouts and others engaged to

brigades, each under a separate nyampara,

clear the

way and

collect fodder.

A

special place is also assigned to the

women

In the Mgunda Mkhalj
In
solitudes the scrub is traversed by three parallel tracts about 65 feet apart.
the middle track walk the women, the children, and the porters bending under

and children

in the

convoy and in the camping-ground.

heavy burdens, while the two side paths are taken by the lightly loaded
paga/i and the armed men. The caravans have now, however, seldom to defend
themselves from direct attack, but have rather to fear lest a solitude be made in
their

A

and that they may in this way be cut off from all supplies.
source of trouble are also the exactions of the
kinglets or tribal chiefs, who under
one pretext or another levy a sort of blackmail, the so-called hoiigo, or road-tax,
front of them,

the

amount

be

made

which may at times be arbitrarily increased. Provision has' also to
against fever, epidemics, inundations, droughts, and the thousand other
of

"
accidents by " flood or field
incidental to such long expeditions.

Thanks

to the experience
already acquired

of Burton, Livingstone,
Stanley,

by explorers since the first journeys
and other pioneers, the time occupied by the trip

between Bagamoyo and the shores of
Tanganyika has been diminished by threefourths.
This space of about 600 miles may now be got ovor in six weeks or so,
bit

attempts have hitherto failed to replace the porters along this route
by pack animals or wheeled traffic. Horses cannot be employed, because

all

either

within a ten days' march of the coast
begin the regions infested by the tsetse fly.
ass resists better, but this animal at last
yields to the poisoned sting of this

The

insect.

Essays have also been

made with pack oxen, while Roger

Price* has tried

THE CARAVAN TRADE.
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employed by tbe traders in South
Africa.
I5ut all tlu-M- experiments have ended in disappointment, and the
Usagara Highlanders are now the heirs of the useless waggons abandoned by the
\\.i\-ile ne:ir l\i>mloa (Mkondoa), the station founded in the year 1881 by the
to forward goods

1

by the long teams

of cuttle

-Vouch commission of the " African Association."

it was hoped that the problem of transport had been solved by introIndia four well-trained elephants.
The intelligent and docile
from
ducing
animals did in fact accomplish one- third of the journey without accident between

In 1879

;

Dar-es-Salaam and

they surmounted all obstacles of mountain, swamp,
and river, their only food leing herbs and foliage. Nor did they appear to be
much the worse after an exposure of twenty-three days to the bite of the tsetse

Mpwapwa

It was supposed that the experiment had succeeded, when suddenly one of
pest.
the four died, without any apparent cause. Soon after, all the other elephants
perished in the same way, whether through change of food or of climate, or

worn out by the hardships of the route, for along these rugged mountain
tracks they had been laden with burdens of sixteen hundred or eighteen hundred

possibly

Since then the costly experiment has not been renewed, and it
is now proposed to settle the question of transport by constructing a
railway,
which as it gradually penetrates into the interior may enable the traders to dis-

pounds weight.

pense with porters and pack animals alike.
Along the highways of commerce leading from the coast to Tabora there are

no towns properly so

many

called.

Even the

capitals of petty states visited

by the early explorers are now nothing more

The wayside

than a heap of ruins.

villages are frequently displaced, and

caravanserais

most usually selected for

revictualling the convoys are the stations of the missionaries, such as Mamboi/a

and Mpicaj)wa, both situated

Wami

the highlands, on a plateau where the

to the west of

rise, and where the alimentary plants of
stand
Europe
nearly about midway between Bagamoyo
They
and Tabora, and immediately beyond them begins the wilderness of brushwood,
acacias, and gum-yielding plants, which the wayfarer hastens to traverse as

headwaters of the

take their

thrive to perfection.

rapidly as possible in order to reach the
amongst the bush.

Bounded on the

Ugogo

east

Ugogo

by the Marenga Mkhali

villages, themselves scattered

region, as the wilderness is called,

stretches westwards to the verge of another solitude

"
Mkhali, or

Land

known

as the

Mgunda

This inhospitable tract, which it formerly required
fifteen days to traverse, but which has gradually been somewhat reduced by
clearing and cultivating the ground, is an open plain covered with scrub, where
of Fire."

the traveller plods for hours together without noticing the least change in the
dreary landscape everywhere a stunted brushwood, and rolled shingle brought

down by now dried-up

torrents.

In some

districts of the

Land

of Fire, masses of

granite or of syenite stand out amid the scrub, some rounded and hummocky,
other- presenting the outlines of towers, smooth or fissured, isolated or grouped

together in hundreds, disposed in avenues, forming huge gateways, or piled in
terraces one above the other.
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of this wilderness is the village of Juechief resting-place in the midst
" Round Hill," so called from the syenite eminence over 120 feet
l,,.Mkoa, or the
native cabins.
foot of which are clustered a few
high, at the

The

Fig. 99.
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ZANZIBAR AND MAFIA.

The

island of Zanzibar, centre of the commercial
activity

and of the religious

propaganda radiating from the seaboard towards the interior of East Africa,
itself

of very small extent.

But by

its

geological formation

it is

is

of

connected with

ISLAND OF MAFIA.
two other islands

also lying at a short distance

827

from the mainland, and also

Mafia, Xan/ilar, and 1'emba, are either the
noting on rocky coralliii'
remains or possibly the first foundation stones, as it were, of a future continent,

!ping Ix-yond the inner an outer

coastline almost

everywhere presenting

All
precipitous buttresses to the fury of the breakers rolling in from the deep.
three islands are disposed exactly in the same direction as the coast of the opposite

Thus the

mainland.

axis of Mafia

is

inclined from south-west to north-east, like

the neighbouring shore between the Rovuma delta and the ras or headland of
Mwamlia Mku. Xan/ibur in the same way runs south-east and north-west, parallel

with the seaboard between Dar-es-Salaam and Saadani, while Pemba, like the contiguous continental shore-line, follows the direction from north to south, with a
slight inclination towards the east.

The great

oceanic depths do not begin

till

some distance

off

the windward side

On

the west or landward side the reefs are very numerous, some
strewn over the bed of the sea, and at low water resembling the remains of another
" Giant's
Causeway," some always awash or completely flooded, and endangering
the navigation along the line of tortuous channels open to shipping. The most

of the islands.

dreaded section of these waters
delta,

where the turbid

fluvial

lies

between the island

of Mafia

and the Rufiji

stream spreading over the surface of the heavier

marine layers prevents the pilots from seeing the submerged reefs and shoals.
Hence skippers never attempt to venture through this passage at night, and most
vessels avoid it altogether by keeping on the east side of the island in the deep
waters of the open sea.
The Xanzibar channel
at one point

it is

is

broader and deeper than that of Mafia nevertheless
little over three miles, or about one-fifth
;

contracted to a space of

of the whole distance from shore to shore.
in

In mid-channel vessels ride at anchor

some 20 or 22 fathoms of water.
Mafia, called also

Monfia,

southernmost of the three islands,

is

also

the

smallest in extent, as well as the least important in population and natural

The

resources.

original coral reef, about

200 square miles

in superficial area, is

now almost completely covered with a layer of fertile soil supporting a large
number of cocoanut palms. The island is continued southwards by an extensive
upheaved rocks, on one of which stands the village of Chobr,
of Mafia, and residence of the governor and of a few Arab and Hindu

reef strewn with
capital

The surrounding

but does not yield sufficient
produce to support any considerable export trade. In any case the creek on
which Chobe stands is scarcely accessible at low water, so that shipping has to
traders.

district is well cultivated

anchor ut a distance of 9 miles to the south-west of the island.
Xun/ilar, the native name of which is Unguya, or the "Station," is the only
land in Kust Africa whose usual designation still recalls the ancient Zenj people
described by the mediaeval Arab writers as inhabiting the section of the seaboard

which stretched south
expression

between

"

of Somaliland towards the

unknown southern

waters.

The

Zanguebar coast," till recently applied to the coastlands comprised
Kiloa, and now transferred under a corrupt form to the

Mombaz and
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island

adjacent

of

Unguya, simply means

Zenj

Coast."

Thus

Zang-bar

" Coast of the
Hindus," on the east side
to Hindu-bar, or
,,r
Xanj-bar, corresponding
whole seaboard nkirting the west side of the
of tho Indian Ocean, indicated the
Hence also the Arabs called this strip of coastlands Bilad-ez-

same marine
Zenj, that

is,

basin.

the

"

Land

Marco Polo probably

of the Zenj people."
Fig. 100.
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mainland when he somewhat vaguely speaks of "the island of
Xanguebar, which extends about two thousand good miles, and where a very
The term Zatiguebar, corrupted to Zanzibar, has thus
great commerce is done."

stretch of the

been gradually restricted to a small section of the east coast, and then, as it were,
banished from the mainland to a small
contiguous island. This is the reverse
process of what usually takes place, the tendency of geographical nances being

LI

ISLAND OF ZANZIBAR
we

rather to expand, as

Mauritania; Aria, at
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see in such instances as Africa^ originally a small part of

first

a little district

on the Ionian coast; Borneo (Brunei), a

tmvn on the west side of the great island to which it now gives its name.
Although resting on a coralline foundation, the island of Zanzibar
of

these organic remains.

It also presents

is

a few

not
hills

exclusively composed
formed of a reddish and ferruginous clay, which rise in gentle undulations above
the surrounding plain, and which in many places are furrowed by the running

waters und carved into columnar formations of surprising regularity. In tho
southern part of the island the highest eminences do not exceed 450 feet, but on
the north-west coast a chain of hills running parallel with the shore attains an
elevation of 1,000 feet, culminating point of the island.

Nearly the whole surface of Zanzibar has been brought under cultivation;
hence the population is relatively dense, considerably exceeding two hundred
thousand souls in a superficial area of not more than 600 square miles. The
is thus proportionately more thickly peopled than France, and during the

island

north-east

monsoon the

settled population is said to

be increased by over thirty

thousand strangers from Arabia, the Comoro Islands, India, and Persia.

FLORA AND FAUNA OF ZANZIBAR.
The

insular flora

is

the same as that of the adjacent mainland.

A

few orchids

and one or two ferns appear to be the only indigenous species, or at least the only
varieties that have not yet been discovered on the opposite seaboard.
The fertile
soil of

the island yields in abundance

all

the fruits of tropical lands, American

Two crops of
species here intermingling with those of the eastern archipelago.
corn are raised in the twelvemonth, and four of manioc, which forms the staple food
of the inhabitants.
Of palms the prevailing species is the cocoanut, which covers
extensive tracts and supplies the natives with food, drink, timber, cordage,

exportation and

for

making

soap.

fruit is inferior to that obtained

whose

The date-palm

from the oases

fruit has a flavour of strawberries

also

grows

of the Sahara.

oil for

in the island, but its

Magnificent mangoes,

and cream, are extensively

cultivated,

while the guava, the orange, the lime, and bread-tree interlace their foliage with
the mangosteen and durian (durio
introduced from the Sunda Islands,
zibethinus},
whose fruit, after giving a smack of onions and mitey che< se, is said to be alto-

gether unrivalled for its exquisite flavour.
Zanzibar also produces the spices of India and Malaysia cinnamon, nutmeg,
pepper, and, especially since 1830, cloves, the yearly crop of which already exceeds
millions of pounds weight.
The tremendous hurricane of 1872 almost
the
clove
and cocoanut plantations, uprooting four- fifths of these
entirely destroyed

many

plants,

and for a time ruining the

island.

Being a natural dependency of the African mainland, of which it probably
formed part at some former geological epoch, Zanzibar has an exclusively
continental fauna. But the animals are not numerous, most of the species having
either

become extinct in

this confined space, or

been exterminated by the peasantry.
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About the vear 1865 a hippopotamus swam across the intervening marine channel,
and was seen for several months disporting himself in the shallow waters along the
shore

;

visited

no record of either the elephant or the rhinoceros having ever
Most of the local quadrupeds are of small size, as,
the island in this way.
but there

is

dwarf antelope (nanotragus), the otolicnus, a half-monkey or
lomuroid, the civet, a few felines, such as the serval and wild cat, but no hyaenas.
Rats, including some from Europe, have been introduced by the shipping.
for instance, the

the marine channel
represented by a large number of species,
The local guineanot being broad enough to arrest the flight of ordinary birds.
identical
with the
is
a
distinct
be
to
some
probably
fowl, by
variety,
supposed

The avifauna

continental

is

Nevertheless naturalists have discovered a few animals,

species.

amongst others

a

lemur and a

which really appear

lizard,

Till recently Zanzibar, in

the island.

common with

possessed a very beautiful monkey, the cofobus Kirkii ;

to

be quite peculiar to

the neighbouring Pemba,
but when first noticed by

rare, and according to the statement
the
few surviving specimens having
has
since
of Johnston,
entirely disappeared,
unfortunately been killed by the hunters whom Sir John Kirk had sent either to

naturalists

it

had already become extremely

capture or to report on

its

existence.*

INHABITANTS OF ZANZIBAR.

On

survive a few groups of aborigines, who
the intruding peoples.
These are the "Waha-

the east side of Zanzibar there

still

have hitherto kept aloof from all
dimus (Wa-TIadimu), who have become Mohammedans, and whose Bantu dialect
has become in a more or less modified form the current speech of the whole island,
as well as the commercial language of a large part of East Central Africa.

The

bulk of the people consist of Negroes, some free, but for the most part descended
from slaves introduced at various times from various parts of the continent.

These different elements have at

last

been fused in a single almost homogeneous

The
population enjoying uniformity of speech, religion and social institutions.
practice of eating an argillaceous clay, common to so many African and other
peoples, is very prevalent

The Arabs, who

amongst them.

are politically the

prietors, several residing like

dominant

race, are also the

great lords on their plantations.

landed pro-

Some

of these

Arabs have retained their purity of blood, and consequently look with supreme
contempt on their sovereign, who is of mixed descent.
They share with the
Europeans, Americans,
sale trade of the island,

and

"

Canarians

which

"

or Portuguese of Goa,

and Hindus, the whole-

consists chiefly in ivory, caoutchouc, copal, orchil la,

brought from the opposite coast and here shipped in exchange for such
as
dates
and European wares, notably the so-called amcrikani, that is, bales
imports
of cotton, which serve as a kind of
currency in all transactions with the native
skins,

populations of the interior.

In the island

itself

the Indian rupee

tender.
* The
Kilima-Njaro Expedition, p. 38.

is

the legal

ISLAM)
The Americans were the

first

/

<)]
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.N/II'-Ai:

Western nation who made a treaty of commerce

with Zanzibar, in 1835, and, thanks to the privileges then secured, their trade with
Most of the
the island has long surpassed that of the other foreign nations.

Europeans living in Zanzibar are either speculators or connected with the ship/AN/IIUR.
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ping.

As

traders they find

the general

traffic

it

difficult to

compete with their Eastern

rivals for

A

number of
with India and the neighbouring continent.
the interwith
in
connection
to
Zanzibar,
way

political agents also find their

Since the year 1873 the local merchants are forbidden to take any part in the slave-trade, but before that time
national rivalries of the

European powers.
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thousand Negroes were annually exported from
and the Persian Gulf.
this place to the coast-towns of Arabia
Shiah Mohammedans,
The immigrants from India include Parsees, Hindi

from twelve thousand to

fifteen

and Surat, who are accompanied by their
These last, who occupy a separate quarter
the
in
met
also
and who are
seaports along the opposite coast, come
from the peninsula of Cutch, where reside their employers
from

Bombay
Khojas, and Bhoras,
the
wives lastly,
ubiquitous Banyans.
;

of the capital,

almost exclusively

and

They never bring

associates.

always eager to

their families with them,

and are consequently

return to their homes, where they can freely observe all the
rites of their native land.
They yearly send to India the

usages and religious

for themselves except the capital required
earnings of their trade, keeping nothing
to

conduct their business

transactions.

Being extremely conscientious, they

handed down by religious tradition. They
scrupulously observe all the practices
shave the head and beard, leaving only the moustache, the whiskers, and a
on the forehead.

tuft of hair

little

lengths of cotton gracefully folded
restricting

They

themselves entirely to a vegetarian diet

cheese, fruits,
field,

They wear a red turban and one or two

round the body.

of

are excessively frugal,

breadstuffs, milk, butter,

All that has lived an animal

and vegetables.

birds of the air, or fish

is

absolutely prohibited.

life

In order

beasts of the

to be sure that

no impure ingredients get mixed with their food, they send to India for their
cooking butter, and themselves prepare the meal. Were a stranger but to touch

would be polluted and thrown aside. The eatables are
served on fresh broad leaves, and the water drawn from the spring or cistern

their rice or wheat-meal, all

in their

own

by the contact

vessels, unsullied

of a profane hand.

The cow

is

their

sucred animal, and on feast days for her

and maize.

They never

much ceremony.

fail to

First of all

from bursting with the heat

;

is prepared a choice banquet of potatoes
burn their dead on the beach, a rite attended with
the skull is riveted with large nails, to prevent it

then the body

is

stretched on a funeral pyre com-

many blocks of wood as there are Banyans present to honour the dead.
After cremation, the ashes are cast to the winds.

posed of as

Customs

so entirely

opposed to those of the Arabs and Swaheli, expose the

and laughter of their neighbours but they endure all
Banyans
But these mijd and resigned devotees quietly revenge themuncomplainingly.
selves by growing rich at the expense of the scoffers.
Unlike the Arabs, however,
take
no
in
the
slave-trade.
It is always a good sign when the Banyans
they
part
to the jeers

;

are observed to increase in numbers,

along the coast.
slaves

and the Arabs

.the island itself the sale of

have not been emancipated, and the children

of their mother.
far

In

The

from numerous.

to diminish, in the seaports

Negroes
still

is

forbidden, but the

follow the social condition

families of these captives are said generally speaking to be

ISLAND OF PEMBA.

The

city of Zdnzifmr,

which

lies

:'.:i:{

near the middle of the west coast, to the

on the mainland, is the largest place on the
^'aboard of East Africa washed by the Indian Ocean, and even on the

north-east of Bagaraoyo, its outlet
\\hulc

whole periphery of the continent except Alexandria, Tunis, and perhaps Algiers.
Seen from the water it presents a pleasant aspect, thanks to the bright look of its

huge white houses, barracks, and
all this glittering

forts,

frontage serves only to

with their massive round towers.

mask a dense mass

of hovels,

But

amid which

A

recently constructed aqueduct, however, now
the
to
with
the great improvement of its health and
supplies
place
pure water,

wind the narrow,

filthy streets.

Hence Zanzibar

no longer such a dangerous residence as formerly.
low
water and crossed by two bridges, separates
lagoon, dry
Shangani, or the city properly so-called, from its eastern suburb, inhabited by the
At the entrance of this lagoon are generally
Swaheli, the slaves, and fishmongers.

cleanliness.

A

saline

is

at

moored the Arab dhows, while the large ocean steamers, packets, and men-of-war,
ride at anchor off the town in six or seven fathoms of water.
Several lines of
steam packets call regularly at Zanzibar, thus keeping up the communications
with the coast towns, the Suez Canal, India, Mauritius, Reunion, and Madagascar.
The Sultan himself owns about a dozen trading vessels, besides a man-of-war. At
present the total annual trade exceeds a million sterling, while the shipping
entered and cleared represents a total capacity of about two hundred and ten thousand tons.

Zanzibar already commands

many

of the conveniences of the great

seaports, including repairing appliances,
electric

harbour lights.

an apparatus for distilling

The Protestant and Catholic

supplemented by some large schools

religious establishments are

and even some workshops for
In some other parts of the island,

for both sexes,

instructing the natives in tbe mechanical arts.
where the wealthy Arab landowners have several fine country seats, a
factories

have sprung up for

European
and

salt water,

number
One
the extraction of sugar and cocoanut oil.

the most important of these mills

is

of

of

that of Kokotoni, situated on the harbour of

name, some 24 miles to the north of Zanzibar. This inlet, which is perfectly
sheltered by an island off the entrance, is accessible to large vessels, which can

like

here anchor in depths of from four to eight fathoms of water.

PEMBA.
Pemba, third member of this insular group, has a superficial area of about
380 square miles. But although it is thus fully two-thirds the size of Zanzibar,
Yet the soil is everywhere
population scarcely exceeds ten thousand souls.
"
fertile to the summits of the cliffs, and it often takes the name of the
Green," or
"
the
Vegetable Island," from its rich and productive vegetation. Its products
its

are the

same as those of Zanzibar, including both cloves avd the cocoauut, which

SOUTH AND EAST ATRICA.
the great

to the markets
proprietors export

Arab landed

of

the neighbouring

city.

on the west side, near the head of a creek
8/iaM-SJiaM, capital of Pemba, lies
inaccessible to shipping at low water.
Fig. 102.
scale

i

:

Even small

PKKBA.

craft

have to wait for

the flow before venturing to peneOn the other
trate up the inlet.

8oo,ooa

hand the port of Kishi-Kashi,
towards the north-west extremity of
the island, is deep enough to accommodate large

vessels,

which might

here ride at anchor in perfect safety.
But the narrow and dangerous channel through which

communicates

it

with the sea has not yet been buoyed.
The head of the Arab aristocracy in
vassal rather than a sub-

Pemba, a

has
ject of the Sultan of Zanzibar,

More

his residence at Kishi-Kashi.

than half of the inhabitants of this
island are

still

in a state of slavery.

ADMIN ISTRATION.

As now

regulated by the conditions of the German protectorate, the
of
authority of the Seid or Sultan
Zanzibar is almost entirely restricted
to the islands.

Recently the narrow

strip of territory about eleven miles

broad skirting the continental seaboard between the Rovuma estuary

and Soraaliland, was

also placed un-

der his jurisdiction. But even in
this contracted zone there are many
Depths.

places

Oto82

82 to 640

640 Feet and

Feet.

Feet.

upwards.
15 Miles.

where his authority

is

not

while his rule

is

re-

recognised,

a diplomatic fiction by the
assignment of the Dar-es-Salaam
duced

to

and Pangani custom-houses

to

a

board of foreign traders presided over by the great chancellor of the Germanic

Empire.
In the large villages along the coast of the mainland the Sultan of Zanzibar
is

represented either by

icalis,

or

by jemadars, nearly

all full-blood

or half-caste

ADMINISTEATION OF ZANZIBAR
who

Arabs,
traffic

in

385

and keep watch over the traders to prevent the
At least this is one of the fund inns
legally suppressed.

collect the taxes

dives,

now

assigned to these officials by the terras of the treaties concluded with the Kn^li.-h
But the German commissioners have practically
before the recent changes.

abrogated the-e treaties and have hitherto

left

the slave-dealers full freedom of

action.*

The sultan's army, under the command of a European, consists of about three
thousand well-disciplined men, either Swaheli or natives of the Comoro Islands.
Formerly the army was recruited chiefly amongst the Beluchis of Beluchistan.
Dfuticne Kolonial-Zeitung, October

1st,

1887.

CHAPTER

XI.

KILIMA-NJARO, KENIA, MOMBAZ,

AND MALINDI

COAST.

MASAI LAXD.

HE

maritime region which stretches north of the territory facing
Zanzibar, and which is bounded on one side by the Pangani, on the

other by the Tana, holds a political position analogous to that of
Here also the narrow zone of coastlands was
the southern lands.
or at least the suzerainty,
recently placed under the authority,
henceforth within the
are
drawn
while
the
of the Sultan of Zanzibar,
seaports

The inland tribes also, although really independent,
sphere of foreign trade.
have in the same way been assigned by Intel-national treaty to European influences.
The Germans are the future masters in the Pangani basin, while the northern area
of drainage has

At

become a British possession.

the other end of the continent the question of connecting the two great

French dependencies of Algeria and Senegal by means of a trans-Saharian railway has already been more than once seriously discussed. In the same way

when

be possible to traverse north-east
Africa, from Alexandria to Mombaz, without ever quitting territory directly or

British politicians foresee the day

it

may

Anglo-Saxon race. But the two regions which have
thus to be brought under the respective dominion of France and England in the
west and east of Africa present the greatest contrast in their physical and ethnical
indirectly subject to the

conditions.
stretches the

From the Mauritauian plateaux to the banks of the Senegal, there
unknown and almost inaccessible wilderness of the Sahara, whereas

from Egypt to the Usambara uplands there follows an alternating succession of
unfertile and productive, of desert and
populous lands, already traversed if not yet
thoroughly explored by the white man.

The most famous

continent, its largest lake, and one of the two loftiest
are all comprised within the limits of this vast

historic river of the

mountain masses in Africa,

domain, the two extremities of
which have already been
brought under the control of England. The central region
can scarcely fail to be
assigned to the same power as protector of Egypt, should
the expedition under
Stanley succeed in again bringing the whole of the
Nile basin within the
sphere of European influence.

Upper

MASAI LAND.
Doubtless

all

these anticipations were

made when Oreat

Britain took virtual

possession of the territory which rises from the coast at Hombu/ towards the
elevated pint* MM \ enclosing the great depression of Lake Victoria Nyanza.
Thin

any accuracy except on its east side, towards thw
any attempt would necessarily be premature to give even nn approximate idea

territory being still undefined with
sea,

CIUSF ROUTES OF EXPLORERS is TUB KILIXA-NJA&O RBOION.

Fig. 103.

Scale

1

:

6,000,000.

East cF Greenwic
120

either of

general

its superficial

way

area or of

its

population.

It

M iUs.

may, however, be stated in a

that the rectangular region comprised between the Indian Ocean, the

eastern edge of the plateaux sloping westwards towards Lake Nyanza, and two
parallel lines, one passing to the north of Mount Kilinm-Njaro and Usambara, the

other drawn from

Mount Kenia

55,000 square miles.
119

ir

to the

According

Tana

estuary, presents an area of about

to the reports of K:apf, Fischer,

Thomson, and

SOUTH AND EAST AFRICA.
Johnston, the population of this territory

may be roughly

estimated at nearly

two millions.

PHYSICAL FEATURES.
east foot of the dividing
In 188/5 the trader and explorer, Fischer, skirted the
and found that this range, forming the
range towards the Victoria Nyanza basin,
outer scarp of a plateau, runs with great regu104.

LINE OF VOLCANIC FAULT,
MASAI LAND.

Scale

1

:

larity in

the direction from south to north.

This long line of

7,000.000.

rising abruptly above

cliffs,

the plain, very probably represents the ancient
shore-line of a now vanished inland sea, of

which nothing remains except a system of
stagnant waters, lakes, and saline wastes,
a large space at the foot of the
The volcanic cones occurring
escarpments.

covering

at intervals along the

edge of the plateau are

the flues of the underground fires formerly

fed by the chemical ingredients which were
elaborated in the depths below the bed of
lacustrine

extensive

this

'CV^w" ffyo-.

'I

basin.

The

flooded depressions, mainly disposed

,

same direction from north

still

in the

to south, stand far

below the level of the rim of the tableland,

which has a mean elevation of about 6,500
feet above the sea, where is one of these depressions rises scarcely

more than 2,000

feet

A

sort of trough or deep
with
no present outflow,
cavity,
thus separates the elevated western plateau
from -the raised platform on which stand

above that level.
lacustrine

the great igneous masses of Kilima-Njaro,

Kenia, and their associates.

So far as
lakes

Manyara

.

EafitoFGreenw.ch
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120 Miles.

at present

basin,

bei'n visited,
35'

is

known, the chain of

southwards in the

terminates

saline

which however has not yet
is known only from the

and

Some 60 miles north
reports of the natives.
"
of this " natron lake
lies another, which is
commanded on

the* south side by the extinct
"
"
bearing the name of Dunye-Ngai, or
Heavenly Mountain (7,200 feet),
and on the east by the imposing Mount Gelei,
nearly twice as high (14,000 feet).
The " Minaret," as the terminal cone of Dunye-Ngai is called, is said to constantly
emit smoke, the summit
cloud even in the fairest
being wrapped in a dark

vapoury

weather.

The rumbling of the underground thunders

is

continually heard like

VOLCANOES.

:;:;-.

No lavas, however, are discharged, although the
the roll of distant artillery.
round
the
peak have a ruddy hue during tin- night. At the foot
vapours floating
and along the margin of the lake, thermal \v.-iters bubble up at a
hot
enough for the caravan jxjople to cook their food in.
temperature
Northwards stretches a boundless saline steppe, maintaining in unl>r.>k< n
monotony the dead level formerly produced by the lacustrine alluvial deposits.
of the mountain,

This

is

the dreary Do^ihini wilderness, which

is

everywhere strewn with fragment *

of obsidian resembling broken pieces of glass bottles.

Westwards

rise the blackish

which here takes the name of Mail, while on the
side
the
are
skirted by the no less imposing rocky walls of the Kupte
opposite
plains
and Eiluyu tablelands. In the midst of these rugged rarnpurts are developed
escarpments of the plateau,

where the bed of the long dried-up basin contrasts sharply
with the rich verdure of the headlands.
Here also the regular lino of cliffs

numerous buys or

inlets,

forming the scarp of the plateau is broken by magnificent igneous cones, conspicuous amongst which is the Dunye la-Nyuki, largest and southernmost of the

Seen from a distance this volcano appears

group.

to terminate in a great crater,

one

which has been blown away and in the centre of which has

risen a secondary
cone encircled as by a wall or embankment by the southern half of the crater rim.
Farther north stands out the lofty Dunye Longonok, or " Mountain of the Big

side of

by Joseph Thomson, who on reaching the top found himon the sharp rim of an enormous pit, apparently from 1,500 to 2,000 feet
" It was
not, however, an inverted cone, as volcanic craters frequently are,
deep.

Pit," ascended in 1884
self

but a great circular cavity with perfectly perpendicular walls, and about three
miles in circumference, without a break in any part, though on the south-western
side rose a peak several hundred feet above the general level of the rim.
So perpendicular were the enclosing walls, that immediately in front of me I could not trace
the descent owing to a slight angle near the top. So sharp also was the edge of this

marvellous crater, that I literally sat astride on it, with one l^g dangling over the
The bottom of the
abyss internally, and the other down the side of the mountain.
pit

seemed

to be quite

at that great depth

covered with acacia trees, the tops of which
the general aspect of a grass plain. There were no

even and

had much

level,

bushes or creepers to cover in the stern and forbidding walls, which were com
posed of berls of lav:i and conglomerate. The scene was of such an astounding
character that I was completely fascinated, and felt under an almost irresistible
impulse madly to plunge into the fearful chasm.
Looking towards the north, the
first sight that riveted
my gaze was the glimmering, many-isled expanse of

To the east rose abruptly
Naivasha, backed to the west by the Mau escarpment.
the plateuu which we had so recently left, and over the bamboo-clad heights of
Mian/i-ni could be seen the higher masses of a splendid range of mountain".
To
the south stretched the desert of Dogilani, with the less perfect but larger crater
mass of Dome la-Nyuki. My observations indicated a height of 8,300 feet the
;

highest point, however, would be

The

little

short of 9,000 feet." *

natives assured the explorer that the great pit
*

Through Masaitand, p 332.

is

inhabited by snakes of

SOUTH AND EAST AFRICA.
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remarkable pit in the neighbourenormous dimensions. They also speak of another
suffocated if by any chance they happen
hood, in which animals are immediately
This is doubtless due to an emanation of carbonic acid gas.
to fall into it.

LAKE NAIVASHA.
Lake Naivasha,
ba-siii

standing at an

by Thomson,

also first explored

elevation of about 6,000 feet

Fig. 105.

is

a shallow island-studded

above the

sea.

It has

no outflow,

REGION BETWEEN ZANZIBAR AND LAKE NYANZA.
Scale

1

:

10,000,000.

240 Miles.

evaporation balancing the contributions of several small affluents

;

yet

its

waters

are sweet, which seems to indicate that this lacustrine basin is of recent origin.

may perhaps be due to the damming up of the fluvial valley by some
of
lavas
and ashes accumulating on the north and east sides and sepaeruptions
In this re.-ervoir there are no fish,
rating the plain from the Upper Tana basin.

Its formation

which have probably been destroyed by the escape of mephitic gases.

The underground

forces elsewhere quiescent or extinct, are still active in the

district to the north-east of

Naivasha.

Here

rises the

Dunye Buru,

6r

"Steam

I.AKK

841

!'.Ai:iN<i<>.

"

"

steam-holes," from which
nearly 9,000 feet high, wliirli i> juVm-d liy
at short intervals and with remarkable regularity are puffed or hissed out clouds of

Mountain

sometimes by a rumbling noise.
The
vapour, accompanied sometimes liya gurgling
Masai approach these orifices with superstitious awe, casting in tufts of grass in
order to propitiate the troubled spirits of tlir earth.
They also collect thecrimsonred clay of the rock decomposing through the action of the steam, and smear*

supposed to have much virtue in
conjuring the adverse fates. The mountain, on which the vent-holes have freThe
quently been displaced, no longer preserves the typical (prm of a volcano.
themselves

all

over with

this, ochre,

which

is

numerous cones which have successively broken out and again subsided in
proximity to each other, have at last been merged in a single irregular mass.

close

Farther north, the depression the deepest part of which is occupied by the
Nuivasha basin, is bounded by a hilly plain where the bosses of eruptive scoriae

have also become intermingled in a confused mass. All these formations are moreover broken into polygonal sections by numerous lines of faults or fissures.
These

many places the effect is produced of the
In all the cavities are seen the skeletons of
moats and ramparts of fortified lines.
thousands of dead trees, killed by some unknown cause, possibly by some eruption
are disposed with such regularity that in

of mephitic gases, or rather, as
rainfall

Thomson

suggests, through the decrease of the

brought about by the slow modifications of the climate.

LAKE BARIXGO.
this desolate region of bare rocks and crevasses, the depressions of the
are
flooded
valley
by other lakes, such as Elmeteita and Nakuro. Seen from a distance extensive tracts along the margin of Elmeteita seem to be diffused by a pinky

Beyond

A

glow, an effect caused by the multitudes of flamingoes frequenting these waters.
little to the north of the circular saline basin of Lake Nakuro, a small stream flow-

ing northwards in the same direction as the general line of fault which skirts the
western water-parting, winds between the two parallel plateaux as far as the
southern extremity of Baringo or Mbaringo.
Since the time of Speke's expedition

was supposed

this sheet of water

Nyan/a

;

but

it is

now known

to

form the north-east gulf or

inlet of Victoria

to be completely isolated,

occupying a closed basin
Yet although it has no visible outlet,

about 200 square miles in superficial area.
its waters are
perfectly fresh, without the least trace of salinity and teeming with
animal life.
Thomson, the first European by whom it has been visited, expresses
his surprise thut

it

does not increase in volume, receiving as

it

does considerable

He found that from
the year round, even during the dry season.
one period to the other the difference in the lacustrine level scarcely exceeded
twenty-four inches, and to explain this slight annual oscillation, as well as the
contributions

all

absence of salt from the lake, he advances the theory of a possible underground
But it would be preemissary, through which the overflow may be carried off.
total

mature seriously

to discuss this

somewhat improbable hypothesis,

until an accurate
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estimate ha
affluents

and

boon made of the comparative quantity of water contributed by the
lost

by evaporation.
Kirwan, inhabited by the Wakwafi,
rear cattle, sheep, and goats, and navigate the basin in
"
They are formed to hold only one man or two

In the middle of the lake

who

cultivate the

soil,

rises the island of

canoes of a very peculiar type.

of a remarkably light
boys, and are composed

Fig. 100.

LACUSTRINE REOION
Scale

Last of Greenwich

1

:

mimosa wood, found growing round

WEST

OF

MOUNT KEXIA.

2,000,000.

36
30 Miles.

the lake in marshy places.
It seems to be as light as cork.
The component parts
of the canoe are
tied
in
their
state.
I
tried to get ferried
simply
together
rough
over to the island, but the islanders believed I wanted to bewitch the
place, and

me" (Thomson).
1 rom the reports of the natives it is now

point blank refused to take

known

that in the unexplored regions

north-east of Uuringo the line of fault stretches
away for several hundred miles,
broadening out in the direction of the great Zamburu (Samburu) saline swamp or

rsAMl'.AIIA

lagoon.

where

West

M'TVTAINS.

:

1:5

This unexplored basin appears to be encircled by tracts of pasturage,
the nomad Galla herdsmen have their southernmost camping-grounds.

of Baringo

tl"\\>

in

l>;i-in

r

Thomson cume upon IhelfcMMbiraaiMoi

the \\\i- Wei river,

the direction of this terminal drprosion, or of

jM.rti

(1

to exist in the

which

Luke Suk, another large

same region.

USAMBARA AND BuRA MOUNTAINS.
East of the great volcanic fissure containing the flooded depressions of the salt
and freshwater lakes following in a long line from Manyara to Zamburu, the

whole laud, apart from a few scattered

Even the western

drainage.
the continent, sends some of

Indian Ocean.

But

this is a

Fig. 107.

salines,

belongs to the oceanic area of

slope of Kilima-Njaro, turned towards the interior of
its

waters to the rivers flowing eastward to the

very rugged mountainous region, and in immediate
KlLIlCA-NjARO AND NYIKA UPLANDS.
Scale 1: 3,000,000.

GO Miles.

proximity to the coast begin the heights which

rise continu-illy

higher uml higher

beyond the line of permighty Kilima-Njaro
The first hills visible from the sea are the Usatnbara uplands, an
petual snows.
almost isolated granitic mass with mostly rounded crests, some of which attain an
altitude of 5,000 feet.
From the town of Buluu, which crowns one of these crests,
until in the

a view

is

still

they at last penetrate

commanded

of the seaboard

CO miles distant, with

its

fringe of

verdant vegetation and broken line of gulfs and headlands.
These uplands are followed towards the north-west by the Pare range, beyond
which the horizon is broken by the Ugono ridge, dominating on the west the

charming Lake

Jipe,

African mountains.
coast

at

Mombaz

which towers the imposing mass of the giant of
On the continually ascending plains, which extend from the

and north

of

towards Kilima-Xjaro, the surface

is

strewn with granite

eminences from 4,000 to 5,000 fi-t-t, which in several places are disposed in the
form of regular ranges.
Such peaks as Kilibasi, or Kilimabasi, that is, the
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with its half
the truncated cone of Kasigao, and Maungu
Solitary Mountain,"
like reefs or rocky islets in the
ruined crater, stand out in complete isolation
"

midst of the

called also Eilima-Kiburu, that

But Mount Ndara,

sea.

" Great Mountain,"
of
lying due west

flanked by a

is

Maungu,

number

is,

the

of less

the aspect of a short but continuous
elevated crests, giving to the whole group
towards Kilima-Njaro is
Still farther west the plain stretching away
chain.
a somewhat similar but more extensive group bearing the collective

dominated by

name

But on every

Bura Mountains.

of the

north, south, east, and

side

KlUMA-NjABO.

Fig. 108.
Scale
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18 Miles.

these secondary heights, whether isolated or grouped in clusters, disappear at
some distance from Kilima-Njaro, leaving the monarch of African mountains to

all

stand out in solitary grandeur.

KlLIMA-NjARO.
"

White Mountain," as explained by Thomson, or
Kilima-Njaro, that is, the
more probably the " Demon's Mountain,"* as
interpreted by Johnston, attains an
altitude estimated at from
to
18,800
nearly 20,000 feet.t It thus exceeds the
hrom

hili HIII,

Mountain, and Xjaro, the name of a demon supposed to cause cold.

current amongst the coast people, is
quite
+
Meyer, 19,600; Thomson, 19,800.

unknown

to the natives of the interior.

But

this

name,

K1LIMA

N.I

ABO.

Kameroons by about 5,000, and the Abyssinian Siraen by 3,700 feet. It is also
loftier than Mount Wosha of (iallaland, to which Antoine d'Abbadie assigns

much

an altitude

Mount
feet.

of

and has no other

Hi, K><) feet,

rival

on the African continent except

however, according to Thomson, does not exceed 18,400
Nevertheless Kilimanjaro does not appear to have been known to the
Keni-i, which,

ancients, unless

Moon."

The

was included

in

one of their numerous " Mountains of the

mention made

of

it,

it

first

evidently from the reports of the Portu-

guese visitors to Mombaz, is duo to the Spanish geographer, Encizo, who calls it
the " Kthiopi
Olympus," adding that it is rich in gold, inhabited by wild boars

m

and by people who eat locusts.
The missionary Rebmann first of

modem

explorers beheld the superb mountain

with its glittering snowy crest in the year 1848. But some erudite geographers,
such as Desborough Cooler, having already mapped out an inland Africa from
their inner consciousness, immediately questioned this discovery, and suggested
that Rebmann must have been the victim of some mirage or other hallucination.

Rebmann 's report was confirmed the next year by Krapf, another
missionary, who after crossing the Bura range penetrated to the very foot of the
A farther advance was made in 1861 and 18G2, when the
great mountain.
explorers Von der Decken and Thornton scaled its southern slopes to a height of
Nevertheless

about 10,500

feet, although still far below the lower level of the perpetual snows.
Since then Kilima-Njaro has been visited by New, Fischer, Thomson, and
Johnston spent six months on its southern
especially Johnston and Meyer.

natural history, and exploring its upper parts to within a short
crest
while Meyer, after five days of ascent, succeeded in 1887 in

slopes studying

distance of

its

its

;

reaching the highest summit, close to the rim of the crater itself

;

but he found

it

The
impossible to scale an icy pinnacle which rose about 150 feet still higher.
fail henceforth to become one of the chief centres of attraction

mountain cannot

for African travellers, for

German

possessions.

it

Hence

it

will

the other ports on the east coast,
least

by well-beaten

tracts

and

now been included within

has

the limits of the

no doubt soon be connected with Moinbaz and

if

not by easy highwaj's of communication, at

stations

where

travellers

may renew

their supplies.

This huge volcanic mass is no less than 00 miles long from east to west, and
about 50 in the transverse direction, with a total periphery of at least 160 miles.
It is thus twice the size of Etna,

whose lower slopes are

sti 1

vast

enough

to

support a population of over three hundred and twenty thousand inhabitants.
Kilima-Njaro consists in reality of two distinct volcanoes connected together by
an elevated saddle-back. The central dome and culminating point, falling very
little if at all

short of 19,000 feet, takes the

lesser cone, attains

an altitude of 16,250

name

feet.

of Kibo, while

Kimawenzi, the

But when seen from the

east foot,

On
is completely masked by the sharp peak of Kimawenzi.
the north, west, and east sides the entire mass slopes regularly up to the higher
the loftier summit

But on the south side numerous igneous cones have been opened
escarpments.
near the base of the twin peaks, and the eruptive rocks that have been discharged
from these cones have gradually developed a broad terrace with a mean elevation
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of from 4,000 to 6,000 feet, which has been carved into parallel sections by the
This
in the surrounding plains.
running waters, and which gradually merges
the
normal
miles
12
some
slope
beyond
vast sustaining platform, which projects
of the volcano, constitutes the
of the whole clump

Chaga country, the only

fertile

and inhabited pnrt

of mountains.

i,i
throughout the year on both crests of Kilima-Njaro, either
From season to season, almost from
a uniform mass, or in streaks and patches.
the
the
aspect of the upper slopes underdry period,
day to day, and even during
and decrease of the snowgoes continual change, due to the alternate expansion

The snow

rests

supposed that this snowy mantle, glittering
in the tropical sun, was a solid mass of silver, and expeditions were frequently
in search of the precious metal,
organised to scale the escarpments of the mountain
Till recently the coast people

fields.

which when reached molted into water at the touch of their profane hands. The
snows usually descend lowest in the month of October, especially on the western
slopes,

where they stand

at the level of about 14,000 feet

and August they recede nearest
mountain, at

all

to the

times extremely

summit

difficult,

is

above the sea

of both cones.

The

;

in July

ascent of the

most easily performed during the

snowy months, because at that time there is less fog, and, strange as it may seem,
the cold is then less intense.
The summits are seldom altogether free from clouds

But when the snow-capped dome is seen glittering in the sun high
above the lower fogs, it appears all the more magnificent that it seems entirely
severed from the earth by the intervening oceans of vapours.
Then it is indeed

or mist.

"
Ngaje Ngai, or House of God," as the Masai call it.
more simple title of Dunye Ebor, or " White Mountain."

the

THE
The

NJIK.I

They

also give it the

PLAIN.

opposite slopes of Kilima-Njaro present a most remarkable contrast in

their general appearance.

All the streams which take their rise amid the snows

of the higher
regions flow exclusively down' the southern flanks of the mountain.
few torrents have no doubt their sources on the east and west
sides, but these

A

sources are all situated about the base, so that here the
upper slopes are destitute
of running waters, while the northern flanks are
everywhere perfectly dry on the
surface.

It is watered

by no streams.

Hence the Njiri plain, which on this side
stretches along the foot of the
mountain, is a complete desert, although a few
are
seen
here
springs
and there. These springs, which flow to the
bubbling up
surrounding lagoons and saline reservoirs, are
themselves fed
underby

evidently

ground streams concealed amid the ashes and

The Njiri

scoriaB of the volcano.

reservoirs are not the
only closed basins occurring

round about the

One of these basins lying at its south-east foot, and
periphery of Kilima-Njaro.
known as Lake Chala, is a flooded
igneous crater, whose almost vertical walls of
fcoriao are encircled on the summit
a
of verdure.
Its waters are sweet
and transparent.
violent eruption,

by garland
The Masai have a tradition that the lake was formed
during a
which
one
of
their villages disappeared
during
and, as in so
;

817

KILIMA-NJAEO.

many

other volcunic regions, they funcy they

I

.-.

100.

KIBO,

still

occasionally hear the bellowing

WESTERN PEAK OF KILIKA-NJABO.

of the cattle, the bleating of the sheep, and the shouts of the

herdsmen rising

like

348

This illusion is, with great probability,
a distant echo from the depths of the abyss.
the flocks of aquatic birds reverof
attributed
Wray to the confused noise

by

the walls of the basin.
berating from side to side of

MOERU AND ULU MOUNTAINS.
West and north-west

of the central mass the sustaining platform bears several

other eminences of igneous origin, and some of these also attain considerable
is Mount Moeru, which is separated from
elevations.
Conspicuous amongst these

whose mean altitude is fully 4,000 feet
Kilima-Njaro by the level Sigirari plain,
above the se:. Moeru may almost be regarded as a rival of Kilima-Njaro itself,
for its terminal cone is considerably over 16,000 feet high, and even in the month
of July slight streaks of snow are occasionally observed on its summit in the early
dawn, which, however, are soon dissipated by the rays of the rising sun. At most
other times, when the volcanic peak shakes off the mantle of fleecy clouds in which
It thus
out dark against the azure sky.
usually wrapped, it is seen standing
Kibo and Kimawenzi, and has
presents a striking contrast to the white-crested

it is

accordingly received from the Masai people the distinctive title of Dunye Erok la
But it is not the only
of Sigirari.
Sigirari, that is, the "Black Mountain,"

Dunye Krok

in this region, for several other

"Black Mountains"

raise their

isolated pyramidal cones above the plateau to the north-west of Kilima-Njaro, one

of

them attaining an altitude of no less than 13,000 feet.
The eminences rising above the rugged uplands stretching north of Kilima-

Njaro present in many places the aspect of veritable mountain ranges. The
Kiulu and Ulu mountains, both of which send affluents to the Sabaki, constitute a
long chain disposed first in the direction from sou'h-east to north-west, and then
trending due north parallel with the escarpments which skirt the east and west
sides of the crevassed waterparting.
The northern extremity of the Ulu range
points precisely in the direction of

Njaro as the

loftiest

Mount Konia, which ranks next

mountain in the whole continent.

Owing

to

Kilima-

to the gentle slope

Kenia covers an exteusive superficial area. Its lava-streams have
been discharged on an incline of not more than ten or twelve degrees down to the

of

its flanks,

base of the mountain, which rests on a platform with a
5,500 feet above the sea.

mean

altitude of about

MOUNT KENIA.
From

the centre of this blackish
platform rises the highest peak, a regular
pyramid considerably over 3,000 feet high, and so steep in several places that
the snow

is unable to
The cone is rather of a greyish
lodge on the rocky ground.
than a white colour, whence its Masai
name, Dunge* Egere, or " Grey Mountain,"

Von der Decken, it is also known as the "White Mountain."
200
miles farther north than
nearly
Kilima-Njaro, the line of the

although, according to

Kenia

lies

equator crossing

its

slopes north of the central peak.

Nevertheless the cKmatic

MOUNT ELGON.
much

>nm

tli.c

Like

M.iitlnrn rival.

the Grey
Mountain is also frequently \\i;ij>pe:l in fogs, being usually shrouded in mists
during the gre.iti r part of the day, unrobing itself only in the evening at the hour
of the setting sun, <>r rKt- at dawn when struck by the first solar rays.
The existence of Kenia was unknown in Europe before the yeur 1S49, when it
conditions arc

was
in

first

the

a>

\

its

mentioned by the missionary, Erapf
its

eastern face, and that at some distance.

it, surveyed only
Njaro, Kenia discharges much more water by
other slopes of its vast periphery.

MOUNT ELGOX AND
West

of

but no traveller has yet succeeded

Even Thomson, who approached

climbing the slopes of this volcano.

to

;

it,

its

ITS

nearest

Like Kilima-

southern valleys than on the

CAVES.

Kenia other mountain masses, ranges, or

isolated eminences, follow in

Nyanza and the banks
which Thomson has given the name

continuous succession as far as the shores of Victoria

of

of
the Nile.
A chain of lofty mountains, to
Aberdare, runs south-east and north-west in the same direction as the general
axis of all the uplands in Masailand.
Lake Baringo is also dominated by some

elevated heights, which rise above both sides of the great volcanic fissure.
Lastly,
to the north-east of Victoria Nyanza appears the superb cone of Mount Elgon or

Ligonyi, which has an altitude of no less than 14,000 feet, and which, like most
In the tuffa sides
is an extinct volcano.

of the isolated mountains of this region,

of this mountain deep caves or pits have been excavated, or at least enlarged, by
the hand of man.
One of these pits, examined by Thomson, was found to be 30

and about 20 broad, cut perpendicularly out of a volcanic
" In the centre of this
it may have
pit, or (as
agglomerate of great compactness.
usual
beehive
the
stood
and
a
number
of
mouth
of
a
several
cave,
cows,
been)

feet deep, 100 feet long,

arrangements for storing grain. On the side opposite me were the openings of
several huts, which were built in chambers out of sight, and which only showed
.

the doorways, like the entrances to a dovecot.

running

In and out of these were children

in a fashion thoroughly suggestive of the lower animals, especially as

seen in the midst of their strange surroundings.
On inquiring as to who made
this curious excavation, I was told that it was God's work.
How,' said they,
could we with our puny implements (exhibiting a toy-like axe, their only non'

'

'

warlike instrument), 'cut out a hole like this? And this is nothing in com8ee there, and
parison with others which you may see all round the mountain.
there,

and there

!

darkness, and even

These are of such great size that they penetrate far into utter
we have not seen the end of them. In some there are large

villages with entire herds of cattle.

And

yet you a*k

who made them!

They

are

God's work.'
" There was
absolutely no tradition regarding these caves among the people.
'Our fathers lived here, and their fathers did the same,' was the invariable
reply to all my questions.
Clearly there was no clue in that direction. And yet
the caves bore incontestable evidence on the face of them that they had neither
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n iturul nor supernatural origin.

They must have been excavated by the hand

That such prodigious excavations in extremely solid rock, extending
out in various directions, and from 12 to
away into complete darkness, branching
15 feet from floor to coiling, wore formed as dwelling-places, or even as strongof man.

as those of the present day to have cut
simply absurd. For natives such
sheer
a
out even one cave would have been
impossibility, with the tools they
holds,

is

Hut there are not merely one or two excavations.
sufficient indeed to house a whole tribe,

possess.

numbers of them

There are surprising
am informed that

as I

they extend all round the mountain.
" There is one
point of great interest as tending to throw some light on the suball
caves
The
occupy a certain horizon or level of the mountain, and all
ject.
occur in the compact agglomerate, none in the level beds immediately overhead.
"
Looking at everything, I can come to but one conclusion, and that is, that in
a very remote era some very powerful race, considerably advanced in arts and
civilisation,

excavated these great caves in their search for precious stones, or

However improbable this theory may seem, it is
suggests itself to me after months of cogitation.
Unfortunately,

possibly some precious metal.
the only one that

though

I

was from the

first

without a doubt about their being of

artificial origin,

my brain while I was at Elgon, and I consequently made
no special examination for evidence of precious stones or metals. Are we to
suppose that the Egyptians really got so far south ? If not what other race could
"
have cut these extraordinary recesses p *
this idea never crossed

THE PANGANI AND TANA RIVERS.
The Pangani River, whose lower course forms the boundary between the British
and German protectorates, receives its first supplies from Mounts Moeru and
Of all these mountain torrents the easternmost is the Lumi,
Kilima-Xjaro.
which

rises at the foot of

Kimawenzi, and flows at first southward to the elongated
Lake Jipe at the foot of the Ugono escarpments. This basin stands at an
elevation of no more than 2,400 feet, nevertheless the
plain stretching south of
ba^in of

the Kilima-Xjaro terraces lies at a

still

lower

level, for

an emissary flowing from

tho lake immediately to the west of the Lumi influent trends north-westwards in
the direction of the foot of the mountain itself.
After its confluence with the

Ruvu (Ru-Vu), and

several other torrents, this
emissary

a river of considerable volume.

with a depth of over 3
scarcely

any

feet,

from the lake

is

already

was nearly 350 feet broad,
Farther down the stream, which here receives
Fischer found that

it

southwards and then to the south-east, forcing its
and rapids through the reeky barriers which run trans-

tributaries, flows

way over a series of

fulls

versely to its course.

It continues to be obstructed
by other falls down to the
lower reaches, so that the
becomes
Pangani
navigable only within some 24 miles
of the coast, where its channel is confined
by two elevated terraces of coralline
formation.
Through Masailand,

p. 510.

.

*

THE TANA RIVER.
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Two

other large rivers of this region have thrir sources in the upland valleys
The Sabaki, or "Forest River,"
of mountains in the ve-tt rn partsnf the plateau.
\es one of its affluents, the Tsavo, from the slopes of Kilima-Njaro, wli

Ulu ranges, and farther
north in the chain skirting the plateau near hake Naivasha. The Tana (Dana),
the whole of whose middle course is still unexplored, has also its origin in the
same border range, whence it here takes the name of Kilama-nsi, or " River of
its

chief heudstreams lake their rise in the Kiulu and

the Mountain."

But the Tana does not become a considerable stream

penetrates south of Mount Kenia, from the southern flanks of which
the contributions of numerous torrents.

North of

this region flow

some other copious

rivers,

it

till

it

receives

one of which, the Ururu,

"

is to say,
Thunder," has been so named from a tremendous cascade visited
and
Thomson,
by him described as plunging down several hundred feet without
by
fearful
into
a
a break
gloomy gorge. The Ururu and the other streams which

that

flow to the north-west and north of Mount Kenia, converge in a single channel to
form the Gwaso n'Erok, or " Black River," but east of Kenia the farther course
of this river is still unexplored, and it is uncertain whether it continues to flow

eastwards in the direction of the Juba, or bends round

to

the south-east to form a

At Massa, the highest point of the valley where it was
junction with the Tana.
observed by the brothers Denhardt, the Tana is a stream averaging about 1GO feet
in breadth, with a rapid current exceeding three

and a half miles an hour.

Its

depth varies from 12 to over 30 feet, and it is obstructed only by a small number of
sandbanks covered by at least 3 feet of water.

Like most other rivers in
affluents along its lower course.

this part of the continent, the

On

the contrary,

it

Tana

here overflows

receives no
its

banks

to

the right and left during its two annual floods, forming temporary morasses and
The
lagoons, which spread out beyond the horizon on the low-lying plains.
more
have
raised
the
river
low
riverain populations
embankments scarcely
along

than three feot high, which are pierced at intervals by irrigating rills ramifying
amid the surrounding ricefields. When the waters subside in the mainstream, the
overflow retires from the lagoons through these channels back to the Tana. Some
of these channels, gradually deepened by the current, become navigable streams, com-

municating from opening to opening along the meanderings of the Tana, which itself
occasionally shifts its bed and flows bodily into one or other of the lateral streams.
approaches the coast the Tana bifurcates, the Mto Tana, or chief branch
flowing southwards to Ungana Bay, the Bahia Formosa of the Portuguese, while
the other, merely a shallow passage, merges eastwards in the estuary of the Ozi,
"
that is, the " Black River
of the Gallas.
The Belezoni, or Belondsoni, as this
eastern branch is called, would soon be obstructed by the reeds, were it not kept

As

it

open by the riverain people, who are able to navigate it with their light craft. In
some places it is scarcely more than three feet from bank to bank, and is crossed

bound by the

Nevertheless the Belezoni might easily be transformed
to a broad navigable channel, by simply
dredging and cutting through the soft
alluvial soil of the surrounding plain.

at a

natives.

:{
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By taking advantage of the general
sume way be connected with the lower
the Subaki, which reach the coast

more

lie

of the land, the

Tana

itself

might

in the

course of two other rivers, the Kifili and

The

to the south.
its

natives are unanimous

current traverses the inter-

during the periodical inundations,
into the southern alluvial tracts, flooding the depressions
overflows
and
vening lake
from one fluvial basin to the other,
to a sufficient depth to allow light craft to pass
This
or land side of the dunes which here fringe the coast.
keeping to the inner
southwards
the
Sabalci
continued
even
is
beyond
by
transverse navigable waterway
in asserting that

which are regularly flooded during the rainy season.
distinct evidence of upheaval
According to Thomson, there would appear to be
have
been raised in some places
formations
terrace
coral
The
cojst.
along this

lacustrine cavities

all

from 50

to

over GO

present sea-level.

feet,

and farther inland from 120

But indications

of

to about

200

feet

above the

an opposite phenomenon are said

to

have

been observed in the neighbouring Tangata inlet. Whether through subsidence of
the ground, or the erosive action of the marine waters, several villages with their

palm-groves have here entirely disappeared.

FLORA.
Apart from the mountainous district, the whole region stretching from the
Indian Ocean to the upper Pangani, Sabaki, and Tana fluvial basins may be compared in its general aspect to a uniform carpeted floor over which the running
waters have traced a number of variegated designs. This level floor takes the

name

"Savage Land," or "Wilderness," lacking sufficient
Here the arid soil produces
moisture to support a vigorous tropical vegetation.
little beyond short herbaceous growths, thorny scrub, and here and there a few
of Xyika, that is to say,

stunted trees.

Xyika is in
named by the Dutch settlers

and would certainly have been

fact a true veld,

in

South Africa.

Its

Wanyika

so

inhabitants suppose

that the rains are the property of the Swaheli people, because they possess the
Koran, that is, the great book of divine magic and Krapf tells us that envoys
;

from the inland

tribes are frequently sent to the

favour of a few much-needed showers.

But

governor of

Mombaz

to

beg the

for a space of at least 12 miles in

breadth along the seaboard, the coastlands, being fertilised by the marine vapours,
are clothe:! with a rich mantle of tropical vegetation.
Towards the interior also
the monotonous

Xyika plains are interrupted by the highlands which intercept the
moisture-bearing clouds, whrle the running waters descending from these uplands
support a growth of riverain forests winding in narrow' green belts across the
The cocoanut-palm, which usually occurs elsewhere only along the
country.
seaboard tracts, here penetrates
through the river valleys into the interior as far as
Xdara hills, a distance of some 70 miles from the coast.

the slopes of the

The vegetation which
3,000

seems

encircles the base of Kilima-Njaro to a height of about

more beautiful and

diversified for the striking contrast,
presented by it to the arid and almost waterless wilderness of the Nyika country.
Nevertheless the forest growths of these lower buttresses have
scarcely a "tropical
feet,

all

the

FAUNA OF MASAI LAND.

K

ii

physiognomy of the woodlands in West
und 6,000 feet are extensively overgrown

The

valleys between JJ,000

mum

enwte, or wild banana of Aliv^inia.

rope.

with the

rather the general

recall

luit

aspect,

The

lovely tree-fern*, which

are intermingled with the vegetation of the lower slopes, continue to ascend as
few hundred yards higher up they are mostly
high as the line of 8,000 feet.

A

n placed by giant heaths of the common i-ricn genus, growing to the si/e of
und here ulso the stems und brunches of the trees are densely hung
tallish trees
;

with mosses, orchilla-lichen, or delicate epiphytic ferns.
An extraordinary composite plant, named from its discoverer senccio Johnstoni,

marshy ground, and some imes grows to a height of 20 feet.
From a distance it looks somewhat like a banana, with huge broad leaves at the
summit of a slim black trunk, but with yellow flowers like a groundsel, to which

flourishes in the

it is

Some

allied.

of these curious plunts are

met

as far

up

as 14,000 feet, in

Farther up the flowering vegetaregions where the snow lodges in some seasons.
tion is represented only by pome low plants, such as dwarf heathers, beyond which

nothing

The

is

seen except red or green lichens, yellowish sands, rocks, and snowh'elds.

species of these higher regions are connected on the one

hand with those

of

Johnston also
Abyssinia, and on the other with the Drakenberg Alpine flora.
some varieties which show a certain affinity to the characteristic forms of

describes

tropical Africa,

and which appear

to adapt themselves to

have been slowly modified in order gradually
But
the new conditions of life in the higher altitudes.
to

seem to be altogether peculiar to Kilima-Njaro, or at least
have hitherto been met nowhere else. On the other hand the superb calodendrons

two

distinct genera

Cape regions, which

of the

till

recently were supposed to extend no farther north

than Natal, are now known to be

common on

the slopes both of Kilima-Njaro and

Kcnia.

FAUNA.
specie*? of birds frequenting the Kilima-Njaro woodlands are new to
on the surrounding plains a variety of the ostrich (nfmt/iiiis dvnnoidets)
and
science,
has been discovered which differs from the common species.
Although quadof
the
mammal
order
differ
no
from
of
the surrounding
in
those
rupeds
respects

Some

surprised to meet certain species at such great altitudes on
the flanks of the mountain.
Thus the elephant roams over its valleys and rocks

regions, the explorer

up

to

is

the lion and the leopard do not range so
met as far as 8,000 feet. Monkeys, und especially baboons, are

an altitude of over 13,000 feet

high, but are

still

;

very nunu rous. They keep for the most part in the neighbourhood of the plantations, where they live on terms of friendship, or at least of mutual forbearance,
with the natives. The colobus, however, with his magnificent black und white
fur coat, which

is

much

prized as an ornament by the Masai warriors, always

carefully shuns the vicinity of

meet a member

of nocturnal habits.
120

A

human

of the canine family

Sportsmen also occasionally
from the jackal, but like him is

habitations.

which

differs
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The hippopotamus, which was formerly very common
withdrawn

in the rivers, has

now

On the plains encircling
to the riverain lagoons of the interior.
camels
among some Galla
Thomson observed herds of captured

Mount Kenia,

.But the

tribes.

Masai people make no use of this animal either for riding or

transport purpows, reserving

The

it

exclusively for the shambles.

tsetse fly, so fatal to cattle

and other domestic animals, infests some of
by the donderobo, another species of fly,

these districts, whilst others are visited

whoso sting is deadly to the
from the mosquito scourge.

A

ass.

large section of the seaboard, however,

is

free

INHABITANTS.

Throughout the whole of these regions the populations are distributed in much
way as the vegetable species. Thus the Masai warriors and pastors, like

the same

roam the herbaceous, scrubby, or arid plains while the
forest tracts are occupied by the agricultural Bantu tribes, akin to those of
These agricultural tribes, although very numerous, have been
Austral Africa.
their Gulhi kinsmen, chiefly

;

frequently obliged to displace themselves in order to avoid the incursions of their
Extensive districts have thus been completely depopulated,
predatory neighbours.
the peaceful cultivation of the land being rendered absolutely impossible

by the

lawless habits of the Masai noniuds.

The Buntus, who occupy the southern part

of the territory in the vicinity of

known

to the surrounding peoples by various names.
Thus
Washenzi (Wa-Shenzi), that is to say, " Conquered,"
the Wasambaras of the western uplands they are simply Wabondei

the Pangani river, are

the Waswaheli cull them

whereas to

" Lowlanders."
All, however, are greatly intermingled with
(Wa-Bondei), or
other reduced populations, and merge by imperceptible transitions into the
Mohammedan inhabitants of the coast, who are themselves made up of the most
v.iriixl

elements.

THE WASAMBARAS.
The Wasambaras (Wa-Sambara), who occupy the southern
highlands, are disfrom
all
their
several
The
tinguished
neighbours by
peculiar social customs.
ceremonies
The bride and bridegroom are
marriage
especially are very curious.
placed in the same cabin with a great fire between them, and then left for five
days without food, beyond a
fifth

day they take a

little

lukewarm water when they

feel faint.

On

the

nourishment, in order to acquire sufficient strength to
join in the wedding procession, which takes the road to the mother-in-law's
dwelling, and which is headed by the bridesmaid, dressed as a man, and armed
little

with sword and gun.

But

these primitive
usages are gradually disappearing since regular commercial
have been ewtablished between the Wasambaras and the Swaheli. The

relations

Ki-Swaheli language

is

even becoming the general medium of intercourse amongst
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The English

missionaries established at Magila, in the
eastern Usambara highlands, have acquired a fluent knowledge of this idiom,
which they make use of for instructing the Wasambara natives. But Mohamull

these inland tribes.

medanism has

piMict rated farther into the

upland

villages, probably because a

mere

outward sign suffices to effect a conversion to the faith of Islam. Just as a Moslem
captive becomes a pagan by being compelled to eat pork, the pagan is transformed
to a Mussulman by the simple process of having his head shaved.

So early as the year 1848, at the time of the missionary Krapf, two of the
king's sons had been converted to Islam, and had at the same time learnt to read
and write, Mohammedanism and civilisation being considered in this region as

The king, who bore the

synonymous terms.

harem, in imitation of the sultans on the
several hundred,

went veiled

title

coast.

of the " Solitary Lion," had his
His wives, of whom there were

Moslem women, and no stranger was allowed
on the brow of a hill, surrounded by chambas, or

like all

access to their village,

which stood

gardens cultivated

slaves attached to their several households.

Many

by

of the local usages are evidently

villages have been

due

to

Arab

set apart as places of refuge,

influence.

Thus four holy

and here reside

all

the native

No strangers are permitted to enter these places, where the Wasambara
magicians.
or "\Vashenzi murderers and other criminals find a safe retreat.
Those who are
fortunate enough to touch the king's garment are also henceforth regarded as
In the same way slaves acquire their freedom by crossing the
privileged persons.
threshold of a royal dwelling, but in this case the original seller is obliged to

refund to the last purchaser the price paid for the freed man.
The king of Usambara is a powerful sovereign, who in the time of Krapf ruled
over about half a million Wasambaras, Washenzi, and other tribes.
His territory,

which

lies

between the

one of the most

coast, the valley of the

fertile

Pangani, and the Pare Mountains,

regions in Africa.

Till recently it also comprised a great
part of the Zeguha country on the south side of the river, and beyond the Pare
uplands, but the Wasambara tribes that had penetrated into these districts have
been gradually driven back, and the conterminous peoples have succeeded in estab-

is

lishing their independence.

Some runaway Negro

slaves have also founded petty

republican states in the easily defended forest tracts which encircle the Usambara
highlands.
All the agricultural and pastoral inhabitants of the Usambura state are required
to pay the king an annual tax
amounting to one-tenth of their crops and livestock,

and

this tax suffices to

produce, which

is

support a considerable export trade in the local
forwarded through the neighbouring seaports to Zanxibar, and

women of the country are regarded as the personal
property of the sovereign, who may choose whom he will without paying the
usual dowry.
"He is master, he is God !" All are his slaves and proclaim them-

even

as. far as

selves as such.

Arabia.

All the
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THE WARUVUS AND WATAVETAS.
Between the Wasambaras and Wa/eguhas, the islands in the Pangani are
Waruvus (Wa-Iluvu), that is to say, "River People," who con-

inhabited by the

speech and customs from their neighbours.
These Wuruvus huve established themselves in their insular strongholds in order
stitute a distinct tribe differing in

stretching

s

who roam over

the Masai freebooters,

to avoid the attacks of

mthwards

in

the

direction

of

the extensive plains
Their island retreats are

Ugogo.

shepherds, with their flocks of sheep and goats, by means of
rieketty plankings resting on stems of the dum-palm, while the animals cross over

reached bv the

by swimming.

The Waruvus are regarded by
fetishmen, very skilful in

all

the surrounding populations as powerful

charming the crocodiles that infest these waters.

Hence

Mohammedin

caravan people, not satisfied with invoking Allah against the
also appeal to the Waruvu magicians, who throw a potent
saurians,
rapacious
It is popu"medicine" into the stream and thereby make the reptiles harmless

the

larly believe.!

that

no caravan entrusted to a

any accident in crossing the river.
after s-i/ing

some domesi ic animal, dropped

Above Mkaramo the

Waruvu

guide has ever met with

Stories are even told of crocodiles which,

fluvial islands are

again at the voice of the charmer.
uninhabited, all the natives of this

it

having taken refuge in the mountains. The Wapare (Wa-Pare), pastors
and peasants, stand in such fear of the Masai marauders that they do not even

district

venture

to drive their

inclosures.

herds to the pasture-lands, but rear them altogether in the
all their precautions, the raiders often succeed

Yet notwithstanding

in carrying .them

off.

The Wagonos (Wa-Gono), who inhabit the uplands which

west side of Lake Jipe, are less exposed than the
peoples of the plains to
the attacks of the Masai hordes.
skirt the

South-eist

of

Kilima-Njaro, the

little

Wataveta (Wa-Taveta) community

occupies the narrow xone of woodlands stretching along the banks of the

River as far as Lake Jipe.

Here

Lu-Mi

has succeeded in maintaining its independence
protected by the large forest growths of the district.
The chief town is further
defended by stout palisades, behind which the natives are able to
defy the Masai,
The Watavetas are related to their northern
usually urme;l only with short swords.
it

and eastern neighbours, the
Wachaga* and Wateitas (Wa-Chaga, Wa-Teita), and
speak a clialict of the same language.
But they are now a very mixed people,
owing to intermingling wirh Wukwafi families which have sought a refuge in

Of these Wakwafi
strangers, those who have best preserved the
original typ? ore distinguished by more regular features, more
prominent cheekbones, and a more animated expression than the true Watavetas.
Several have
their miclst.

also preserved their national dress
still

;

but with the exception of circumcision, which

practised according to the Masai rite, they

have adopted all the usages of
have
settled down as peaceful agriculturists, no
They
longer prowling about the villages to carry off the women and children, and no
their

Wutaveta

longer

hosts.

making a trade

of war, as their

Masai

kinmtn

still

do.

Till.
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In general the inhahi.'ants of Taveta arc distinguished by their genial, cheerful
Hence
disposition, and the friendly reception they give to ull peaceful strangers.

town

the chief re-ting-place and rcvictualling station for caravans journeyIn the neighbouring bickwards and forwards between the coast and Masai Land.
hood the Swaheli raders have founded a settlement, where they maintain temporary
their

is

t

establishments.

Thanks

these

to

visitors

from the

coast,

the Watavetus have

acquire:! a considerable degree of instruction, and nearly all speak Ki-Swaheli as
well as their own I'antu dialect.
But they have not yet taken to the Arab custom

Most of them

of wearing clothes.

as a protection against cold, they

still

go naked, unless, for love of finery or

now and then throw some

flowing drapery or

animal's skin across the shoulders.

The state is administrated by a council of five irazi, or elders, usually chosen
from amongst the families of the original Taveta stock.
But the decrees of this
council are controlled and often modified 'by public opinion, which enjoys much
and which

force in the Taveta republic,

largely regulated by established
The marriage laws are somewhat lax, while those regulating
usage or tradition.
betrothals are remarkably severe.
Once engaged, or only partly purchased, the
is itself

young woman can no longer go gadding about

after dark

;

nor can she converse

with any of the opposite sex, not even her future husband, until the stipulated
Before the birth of her first child she
price in cows or oxen is fully paid up.
displays herself before the dwellings of her female friends, preceded

and decked in

The
the

first

all

her finery

:

iron- wire, veil, pearls, chains, rings,

still
The body is in
scrupulously observed.
instance buried in a squatting attitude, one arm resting on the knee and

traditional funeral rites are also

the head supported

by one of the hands.
is removed
that is,

bare bones, the skull

and transferred

his principal wife

which

by a matron,
and bracelets.

it is

Then, when nothing remains except the
belonged to the head of a family or to

if it

the shelter of a wide-branching dracocua,
henceforth charged to protect against the evil spirits.
to

THE WACHAGAS AND WANYIKAS.
The Wachagas, who

are divided into several petty monarchical states, inhabit
Chaga country stretching along the southern slope of

the volcanic terraces of the

Kilima-Njaro. They speak a distinct Bantu dialect, which shows marked affinities
with that of the Wasambara nation. Muchame, their most important state, is not
strong enough to protect itself against the attack of the Masai raiders who infest
its southern and western borders.
Hence large tracts of extremely fertile land,
which might support many hundred thousand inhabitants, have been entirely

abandoned

to nature.

But however murderous the constant warfare

carried on

between the Masai and the Wachagas, the women of both nations are alwa\s
mutually respected they enjoy such absolute immunity that they pass freely
;

backwards and forwards between the hostile

amongst them.

The complete

tribes, as if perfect

peace prevailed

isolation of the farmsteads still attests the

former

peaceful habits of these people, so different from their present unsettled relations,

;;-
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Each family

of cabins amid a thicket of
occupying a group
Hence not much importance can
hedges or stockades.
who suggests that the Wachagas
of M.

lives quite apart,

bananas enclosed by

tall

be attached to the hypothesis
of the Kilima-Njaro heights

Duveyrier,

a remnant of the conquering Jaga
possibly be
The two people
empire in the sixteenth century.

may

warriors

who overran

seem

have nothing in common beyond a fanciful resemblance between their

to

the

Congo

respective national designations.

Like the Wasambara monarch, the Wachaga chiefs enjoy absolute power over
All the men are their slaves all children born within their domain
their
;

subjects.

are destined to serve them, and as soon as they have acquired sufficient strength they
" works of the
are employed for the
king," such as constructing defensive lines and

All
the land, building cabins, and manufacturing arms.
irrigating canals, tilling
matrimonial affairs are settled by his majesty, who puts the wedding ring on the
bride's finger, selects her future lord,
less

and

fixes the nuptial day.

and
premature than amongst most African peoples,

probably

to a great extent be attributed the fact that the

finest in all Africa.

The

Unions are far

to this circumstance

Chaga race

is

may

one of the

salubrious climate, their regular agricultural habits

and

of the fruits and vegetables, also
frugal fare, combined with the excellent quality
tend to give to the Wachagas a decided superiority in health and physical strength
over all their neighbours.
They live chiefly on a milk diet, and place pitchers of
milk on the graves of the dead, whereas the people of the plains make offerings of
rice

and palm wine

to the departed.

The Wachagas, who

are skilled agriculturists, raise abundant crops of wheat,
and bananas of unique quality, rivalled in

excellent pulse, various vegetables,

On

the other hand, they have
But
developed scarcely any industries, being ignorant even of the weaver's art.
as blacksmiths they are unsurpassed, if even equalled, by any people in East
flavour only

by those

of the Seychelle Islands.

Africa, manufacturing lances, darts, axes, variously

ornamented shields of great

on a brisk trade with the seaboard populations,
They
from whom they procure clothes and sundry European wares.
One of the prominent items of the import trade is the so-called emballa, a kind of alkaline earth

artistic merit.

also carry

from the southern

plains,

which they dissolve in water, using the solution as a

substitute for salt in their diet.

Thanks

throughout the whole of the Pangani
on
the
banks
of
the
Taveta, caravans are able to employ asses as
valley, except
in
the transport service between the coast and Chagaland.
This is
pack-animals
a point of such vital importance that it would
secure
the
necessarily
preference for
to the absence of the tsetse
fly

the Pangani route above all the southern
highways, but for the fact that it is
exposed to the frequent attacks of the Masai freebooters.
According to the

still
still

surviving local traditions, the Portuguese formerly visited the interior by following
the Pangani fluvial
Towards the beginning of the eighteenth century
valley.

some Mohammedan pioneers also settled in the
country, where they even founded
a royal dynasty
but all traces of their social and religious influences have since
;

l>een

completely effaced.

HIE WAXYIKAS.
North of the Pangani vullcy tho Bantu race
"
People of the Plains,"
"\Vanyikas (Wa-Nyika), or

represented chiefly by the
who form a group of about a

is

altogether perhaps about fifty thousand, and
occupy the whole region which slopes from the Mombaz coast gently upwards to a
The Ki-Nyiku language differs little in
height of some 2,000 feet in the interior.
(lo/ni distinct tribes.

They number

Fig. 110.

TRIBES NOBTH OF THE PANOAWI.
Scale

1

:

0,000,000.

East oF Greenwich
120 Miles.

its

structure from the Ki-Swaheli, but, unlike

elements.

who

By

far the largest

Nyika

it,

is

entirely free

from Arabic

tribe are the agricultural AVadigos

inhabit the coastlands stretching south of
.

Mombaz, and who

(Wa-Digo)

alone

number

Another important branch of the family are the
Wadurumas (\Va-Duruma), of whom some knowledge has been acquired through

about thirty thousand souls.

the English missionaries stationed in their neighbourhood.
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into four days

,

of time
Amongst the Wnnyikns the division
crtain West African regions.
They worship the

prevails, as in

sometimes heard booming through
can behold withpopular* belief no profane eye

mwanxa, a mysterious instrument which
the forests, but which, according to

still

sun, and their priests possess the

is

,

When they reach the period of manhood the
out being struck dead on the spot.
" renew their
across their breusts in order to
voting men have to cut great gashes
Another test is reserved for
blood," and also to give proof of unflinching courage.
forests until they have
in
the
to
live
apart
the sons of chiefs, who are required
"

After this act of prowess they are allowed to return to the
and are declared worthy of succeeding to the chief power in the

killed their injin."

paternal roof,
tribe.

Some Wakambas from the north-west, and Swahelis from the
well as various other immigrants, also dwell
their territory

numerous colonies have

also

coastlands, as

amid the Wanyika communities.

In

been established by the Mohammedans,

whoso sheikhs are gradually becoming formidable rivals to the indigenous tribal
Besides those strangers the European missionaries have for some years
chiefs.
boon engaged in evangelising the

Wanyika

nation.

One

of their most flourishing

which was founded about the middle of the present
conturv by Krapf and Rebmann on an eminence in the neighbourhood of Mombaz.
From the crest of this hill, about 1,000 feet high, the view sweeps over a vast
stations is that of Itafxii,

horixon of plains, reefs, islands, and surf-beaten headlands.
The Toita Mountains, which are crossed by the route leading from

Kilima-Njaro, are also occupied
closely related to Ki-Swahcli,

about

a

hundred and

fifty

tribes of

Bantu

Mombaz
a

to

dialect

stock, speaking
by
and according to Rebmann collectively numbering
thousand souls.
These Wateitas (Wa-Tei'ta) are

constituted in republican communities, which sheltered behind their
rocky fastnesses,
have often repulsed the attacks of the savage Masai marauders. Amongst them

the primitive custom of carrying off the bride

by violence still survives in the form
pretended abduction. The husband and his friends remove 'her by a show of
force to his newly erected hut, where both an; left shut
up for three days without
food
whatever.
But
the
make
believe
any
capture is always preceded by a present
of a

of cattle to

occasions

is

her pirents, and the number of animals usually demanded on these
so great, that rich persons alone are able to afford the
luxury of a

regular marriage.

Owing

to the general
poverty,

many

less

formal alliances are

consequently contracted, often within close degrees of kinship.
The Teita women enjoy a large share of
Whenever she
personal freedom.
feels herself in
any way aggrieved, the wife may leave her husband without let
or hindrance on his
The Wateitas
part.
after several months of interment the

bury their dead in the first instance, but
body is dug up and the head detached and

placed apart in a sacred grove,

where

it is

regularly consulted by the magicians.

Although possessing numerous herds, the Wateitas eat only such animals as die of
the

cattle-plague.

THE WAPOKOMOS.
Tin. WAI-OKOMIIX

To the same Bantu

:n;i

\M. WAKAMHAS.

stock also belong the tribes dwelling in the districts north

Dukalo people enslaved by the Gallas, and the
Wa-Sanieh) groups, who occupy the shores of Formosa Bay.

of Miiinlu/, such as the feeble
l!"iii ;ui<l

But

all

Wasuiieh

(

of these tribes are being gradually merged with the powerful Galla nation,

whose language they have already adopted. Owing probably to this circumstance
the traveller Denhardt regards the Waboni as Gullas rather than Buntus.
Farther
north the valley of the Pokomoni or Tana (Dana) river is occupied by the
Wapokomo (Wa-Pokomo) nation, who constitute the northernmost group of Bantu
peoples on the East African seaboard, where they have hitherto succeeded in
preserving their distinct nationality. But along the lower course of the river

Galla and Somali maurauders, and oppressive
Swaheli tax-gatherers, that they have abandoned all hope of being long able to
maintain an independent position. They are in fact already practically enslaved,

they are exposed to so

many enemies,

although allowed to remain in their own homes, and not sent into captivity like
so many other native populations.

The brunch

Pokomo

nation occupying the upper course of the river
above the alluvial plains have preserved their political autonomy, and are still
distinguished by the national virtues of honesty, candour, gentleness, and love of
of the

No other African people are animated by more friendly feelings towards
or
strangers,
display an equal degree of kindness and consideration for their guests.
In these respects the brothers Denhardt regard the Pokomos as a model comfreedom.

Although at present confined to the banks of the Tana, where they
from
number
twenty-five to thirty thousand souls, they appear to have originally
munity.

come from the north, and their line of migration seems to be indicated by several
geographical names still surviving in the district lying between Kilima-Njaro and
According to Krapf, this domain is the cradle of the true
Swaheli race, which was probably driven southwards by the Pokomo tribes advanc-

their present domain.

ing from the north.
Physically the Pokomos compare favourably with the surrounding populations,
being tall and robust, with pleasant and even handsome features. But, like most
of their neighbours, they endeavour to heighten their charms by tattooing the body.
The women also daub themselves with ngo'i, a kind of red ochre brought from

which they mix with butter or the fat of wild animals. Neither sex wears
any covering to the head or feet, their whole costume being limited to a cotton loinIndia,

Circumcision

not universally practised, each clan following in this respect
At the birth of a child the husband must retire, and is
peculiar usages.
not permitted to return to the conjugal home for fully five mouths after the event.

cloth.
its

is

own

of this period the wife is herself confined to the house, and
allowed to go abroad only at night in company with her sisters or other relations.
The children are brought up with the greatest care, and learn to make them-

During the whole

Until their marriage the girls remain
with their mother; but on reaching their twelfth year the boys are subjected to the
selves useful

from their

earliest years.
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state of manhood, after which all reside together in
preliminary to the
one large cabin. Burials are accompanied by a very strict ceremonial, which
a national feast is held
varies with the age and sex of the deceased, and every year
"
"
is in fact the chief national
All Souls
This feast of
in honour of the dead.
rites

11111:1!

solemnity, and provision
sions

by much previous

The Pokomos are
field operations,

maize.

Some

and

of the

is

made

thrift

for the lavish expenditure usuil on these occa-

and economy.

all take an equal share in
essentially an agricultural people ;
the
to
cultivation of rice and
devote their attention especially

young men

also

occupy themselves with fishing and hunting,
They neither spin nor weave, nor

but the industrial arts are entirely neglected.

from their huts and boats, import from the coast
Their comthe manufactured wares of which they stand in need.

practise metallurgy, but, apart

people all
munities are organised in petty republican states, enjoying complete self-governEach group is separately administered by a mse, or elder, assisted by other
ment.
"

patriarchs,"

who

deliberate in council with him,

and who are entrusted with the

The Pokomos have a sort of traditional common law based on the

executive power.
"
eye for eye and tooth for tooth."
principle of
North and north-west of Kilima-Njaro the most advanced, or northernmost,

AVakambas and Wakiluyus (Wa-Kamba, "Wa-Kiluyu). The
also mentions a tribe of the same stock, the Mbe or Dhaicho
Wakefield
missionary
inhabit the plains stretching to the north-east of Mount
to
said
people, who are
Bantu

Kenia.

tribes are the

The Wakambas,

called also

Warimangaos (Wa-Rimangao), who dwell

to

the south of this huge mountain mass, and whom Krapf estimated at about seventy
thousand souls, are divided into as many republican communities as there are

They are an enterprising people, who have
been exposed to the constant attacks of the neighbouring Masai and Galla nations.
But they have hitherto successfully resisted these attacks, thanks to the natural
native villages in their territory.

lines of defence presented by their rugged bush-grown territory.
Nevertheless
one of their tribes was compelled to emigrate in the year 1882, when men, women,
and children, leaving the dangerous neigh'bourhood of the Masai nomads, succeeded in reaching the Usagara country in the upper Warni basin over 300 miles

farther south.

The Wakainbas

are of a roving disposition,

and being accustomed

to

long

journeys, they are chiefly employed for keeping up the commercial relations
throughout the vast region comprised between the Mombaz coast and Lake
Victoria Nyanza.

Most of the porters engaged by the Swaheli traders in the
members of the Wakamba nation. These

transport service across this region are
natives have the curious habit of

drinking cows' milk mixed with blood drawn

from the necks of their

bulls.

Beyond the volcanic plateau, the watershed of the Victoria Nyanza is again
Here the Kavirondo people of the uplands,
occupied by tribes of Bantu speech.
who differ greatly from those of the same name settled on the shores of the
great
lake, speak a Bantu dialect so closely related to Ki-Swaheli, that the coast
popula-

tions

have no

difficulty in

understanding them.

THE WAK WAIT

:ic,:;

Besides the Bantus, the hilly, wooded, and alluvial regions suitable for tillage
would also appear to IK- inlialiitnl by other peoples descended from the aboriginal
Such are the Ala tribe, who d\v-ll in the recesses of the forests between
races.
'

the Usambara and Pan- highlands, and the Wasilikomos W;i-Silikomo), that is,
hv art's." \\hoaresaidto roam the districts lying west of Kilima-Njaro.
But
(

I

no European

traveller has yet been able to visit them,

a distinct race

still

and their very existence as

remains somewhat doubtful.

THE WAKWAFI.
The struggle for the ascendency is henceforth carried on exclusively between
the Bantu populations, who are mainly tillers of the soil, and the Masai and Galla
nations, who are members of the Ilamitic family occupied chiefly with pasturage
and chronic warfare. The Wakwafi (Wa-Kwafi), although of the same origin as
be regarded as forming a sort of transition between the Bantu
and Ilamitic ethnical groups, for several of their tribes have given up the nomad
the Masai,

muy

and become intermingled with the agricultural and settled populations.
These Wakwafi are scattered over a territory of vast extent. Some, under the
life,

name

of Ilumba, are settled in the vicinity of Mamboia, a missionary station in
the Usambara country, others dwell over 400 miles farther north on the lower
But the great majority of the nation is at present conslopes of Mount Kenia.
centrated in certain parts of the volcanic and lacustrine depression which separates

the eastern and western plateaux, and on the western terrace lunds sloping in the
direction of Lake Victoria Nyanza.

In the year 1830 the Wakwafi were also still the ruling people in the region
is bounded on the west
by the Ugono and Pare' districts, on the east by
and
southwards
Te'ita,
by Usambara. But since that time this section of the

which

nation has been exposed to an almost uninterrupted series of crushing calamities.
Some of their pillaging or foraging parties were cut off to a man, their crops were

devoured by swarms of
came the Masai hordes

locusts, their cattle perished of disease

and hunger; then

the surrounding districts, who fell upon and massacred
the greater part of those that had escaped from the previous disasters.
The few
survivors were fain to seek a refuge amongst the Bantu populations of the neighof

bouring highlands, founding agricultural and trading settlements in the midst of
the Taveta, Teita, Pare, Gono, Sambara, and Zeguha communities. This change

from an unsettled, predatory existence to a peaceful mode of life has been attended
by excellent moral results. The eastern branch of the Wakwafi nation, who were
formerly so
honest,

much

dreaded,

is

and hospitable people

at present regarded as one of the

most industrious,

in East Central Africa.

THE MASAI.
The Masai properly
Wakwafi the distinctive
This term

Land," that

in,

is,

so called,

who

claim for themselves and the kindred

appellation of Il-Oikob, that

however, also diversely explained to mean,

autochthones, or

men

of the

soil.

"

is,

"Men,"

Brave,"

"

*

believe, like so

" Masters of the
Free," or
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otht r peoples, that they are the elect of

many

mankind.

According

to the national

from a god who has his seat
they are of divine origin, being sprung
Like the Wakwafi, however,
Kenia.
Mount
of
above the cloud capped summit
the surrounding Bantu
with
they have already become diversely intermingled
domain claimed or roamed over by them stretches somewhat
populations; but the
more to the south than that of the Wakwafi branch. They occupy nearly the
whole of the op?n country which stretches between the Upper Pangani and
the volcanic depression separating the two
Ugogo, and are also very numerous in
The
Dogilani depression situated to the south of Lake
Irgriids,

triangular

plateaux.

Naivasha belongs entirely to the Masai people, who, however, have frequently
the

shifted

limits

of

their

territory, either

by voluntary migrations,

hostile

encroachments, defeats, famine, and other vicissitudes incidental to their loosely

They certainly number at present several hundred
organised political system.
at over a million if in this ethnical group
estimated
and
must
be
thousand souls,
are to be included the

AValmmbas bordering on Ugogo and the AVahumas scattered

over Unyamexi and around the shores cf Victoria Nyanza.
The Masai physical type is one of the finest and noblest in the whole of Africa.

According to Thomson, the men of pure Masai blood average six feet high, and
have generally slim, wiry figures, admirable for running. Their features frequently resemble those of Europeans, being distinguished especially by broad
but the upper incisors generally tend to
the
women, many of whom even find it diffiproject forwards, especially amongst
cult to make both lips meet.
The cheek-bone is also very prominent, while the
and
the
orbits
the
have
eyelids
oblique disposition characteristic of the Mongolic
foreheads and straight, slender nose

;

The

skull, which is elongated and well developed, is covered by a mass of
hair somewhat less crisp than that of the Negro and at times even quite lank.
Hut this feature can be observed only amongst the young men, for all married
races.

men and

all

same way
ing at

made

women

all

without exception keep their heads carefully shaven.
In the
the Masai people pierce and enlarge the lower lobe of the ear, insert-

and afterwards distending it by means of heavy pendants
iron or copper wire.
Like some of the Nilotic and North Abyssinian

first little rods,

of

the Masai pastors will
frequently remain for hours standing on one foot
with the other planted
against the calf, and the body resting on their" lance or
shield.
So F. L. James tells us that the Base tribe " have a
very peculiar way of
which
I
common
is,
resting,
believe,
among many of the tribes of the AVhite Nile.
tribes,

They place the
which

sole of the

right foot against the left knee, a

mode

of repose

*
European seems most uncomfortable and almost impossible."
Being essentially a pastoral people, the Masai lead a restless wandering life.
Their usages are also in
many respects intimately associated with the nomad
existence of herdsmen.
In various ways they show the greatest veneration for
their cattle, even
respecting the very herbage which serves as the daily food of
their herds.
Grass is in their
eyes a sacred plant, which may not be thrown to
the flames, nor
cut
down
to
be
used for thatching their huts or strewing over
yet
to a

Wild Tribes of the Sudan,

p. 90.

TIIK MASAI.
ilicir beds.
No negotiations are vulid unless the contracting parties hold at the
time a tuft of grass in their hands; no warlike expedition can hope for success
unless a fo\v wisps of herbage are first scattered along the route leading in the

direction of the country they intend to march against.
:inv pending misfortune the Masai Min-ars his forehead

and when he

feels the

beloved cattle, so that

approach of death, he begs to be placed in the midst of his
he may pass away amid hallowed surroundings.
He lives
Fig. 111.

almost exclusively on an animal
flesh of his steers

both milk and

and oxen

hYsli

In order to escape from
and cheeks with cowdung;

;

MASAI WARRIORS.

drinking the milk of his cows, eulii g the
but, strange to say, he considers it unlawful to take
dii-t,

on the same day.

He

can also be seldom induced to give or

milk to strangers.
The national diet is altogether legi.nled in a very serious
and
is
light,
regulated by severe ordinances, especially during the pcrird when the
young persons of loth fexes are preparing for the rites admitting them to fellowsell

ship with the adult

passing through

members

of the

community, and

Inter wlien the

young men are

the novieiate required to take part in the warlike expeditions.
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of oxen, and drink the hot
that time the youths are gorged with the flesh
in order thereby to lay
blood spurting from the arteries of the wounded animals,
and all alcoholic
Tobacco
and
ferocity.
in the greatest possible store of muscle
national experience having
drinks are at the same time strictly forbidden, the

At

shown that indulgence in these
physical and moral qualities.
Masai society
peace, respectively

a general deterioration of the
dissipations leads to

divided into the two great classes of warriors and men of
These terms,
clmuran and elmorua.
distinguished by the terms

is

which bear some resemblance

the Galla people, would seem to
races, a

view which

is

Ibn-Orma, the collective national name of
argue in favour of the common origin of the two

to that of

also supported

by other arguments.

The young men who

have the prospects of a rich inheritance in cattle are usually grouped ia the peaceon the other hand, the more numerous class whose prospects
ful elmorua division
;

are less brilliant, enroll themselves in the warlike division, in order to improve

These generally live
by taking part in plundering expeditions.
from the cam ping- grounds of the married people, but accompanied by
young girls whose duty it is to tend the herds, to provide the necessary supplies,
and prepare the equipments of the young braves.
their position

apart, fur

Their incursions range over vast spaces, often suddenly surprising peaceful
The marauders creep stealthily along amid
]>opulations some hundred miles off.
the nearer tribes, which are usually on the alert, and generally return to their

homes by different routes, accompanied by the herds which they have seized, and
which meekly follow them, us if charmed by some secret magic incantations.
Acting always under the guidance of leaders in

whom

dence, the cattle-lifters observe the strictest discipline

great

skill in

suchlike

they place implicit confi-

on the march, and display

executing the various tactics of sudden surprise, retreat, feints, and

movements

of border warfare.

They

fight in silence, without the beat-

ing of drums, or any battle-cries; the warrior who betrays any symptoms of
cowardice is hacked to pieces by his companions. Whoever fails to bring back the
spear and other equipments of his comrade in arms, with whom he has made
brotherhood by drinking the same blood, meets with universal scorn, can make no

more

friends,

and becomes

little

better than an outcast.

Like all fighting people, such as the Kafirs, Matebeles, and Zulus, the Masai
exhibit a great love of
finery and personal ornamentation.
They are fond of
their
bodies
in
red
a
painting
flowing white cotton robe, edged or striped in some
bright colour, falls from the shoulders, being attached to the neck like the poncho
;

of the Mexicans.

or strap, which

is

The oval contour

of the face is also enclosed in a leather

embellished either with a zebra's

a wild boar, or better

mane

band

or the tufted bristles of

with a bunch of black ostrich feathers, this remarkable
an
object forming
elliptically shaped headdress which is disposed diagonally in a
line beginning under the nether
in front of the ear to the crown.
lip, and
still

running
Beneath this singular
head-gear, from which the face appears to protrude as from
the empty frame of a
looking-glass, the shoulders are enveloped in a short cape
which seems to consist of one mass of kites' feathers. Other white
plumes are also
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disposed above the head, the hair of which is sometimes drawn out in long ringlets
1>\
moans of bark fibre. The arms are protected by a horny ring and many coils

To

of brass wire.
in such a

ment

way

the calves are attached tho flowing white fleece of the colobus

as to resemble fluttering

with

tini-hc-i off

little

wings as he runs, and the gorgeous equip-

tinkling bells attached to the lin

K

The weapons

uMially consist of a short sword passed through the girdle of u leathern tunic, a
long broud- headed lance held in one hand, and in the other u great shield, painted

over with many-coloured heraldic devices.

all

The women

are far less sumptuously arrayed.

usually wear

They

little cloth-

arm and half of the breast.
other hand overladen with metal wire wound round the arms

ing beyond a robe of dressed leather leaving exposed one

But they are on the
legs, and disposed about the neck

and

in the

form

of

an inverted metal

salver.

Burdened as they are with such a weight of iron or copper ornaments, it is
surprising to see the amount of bodily work they are able to get through, attending
wants of their husbands and children, milking the cows, keeping the household in order, and even doing a brisk trade with passing strangers.
Less cruel
to the

and

eager for gain than the men, they have of en saved the lives of their
So inconvenient are the
guests from the fury of their husbands or brothers.
metallic adornments, that the wearer can neither .walk properly nor sit down or rise
less

I

and can never run.

like other people,

When

these ornaments are once on they

become permanent fixtures, till finally taken off, as it would require many days of
painful work again to adjust them in their proper places.
They chafe the ankles

and evidently cause much pain. As they are also put on when very
the
calf is unable to develop to its natural size, and the consequence is
young,
that in the adult woman the legs remain at a uniform thickness, from ankle to
especially,

knees

in fact,

from four or
family

;

and

mere animated

five

up

stilts

(Thomson).

The weight

of this

armour

varies

many as thirty pounds, according to the woalth of the
wire some even superadd great quantities of beads and iron

to as

to the iron

ways round the neck.
war and pillage is at an end as soon as the elmuran
down
as
a
settling
family man that is, when he has acquired sufficient
For a full month
purchase a wife with the customary dowry of cattle.

chains, disposed in diverse
'

As

a rule, the

thinks of
tvealth to

life

of

:

during the engagement the young man dons the dress of his betrothed, doubtless to
signify that he has at last been subdued by the power of love, like an African
Hercules seated at the feet of a dusky Omphale.

Custom

also requires the

newly

married couple to live on a milk diet for the first month after the wedding. But
later they acquire full freedom in this
respect, and the ex-warrior, now become a

man

no longer restricted even to the alternating regimen of milk and
beef.
He may now add to his ordinary fare cereals, fruits, and vegetables, as well
as such luxuries as snuff, tobacco, which he has learnt to chew, and fermented
of peace,

drinks.

is

He now

also turns his attention to local politics

;

he takes his place in the

assemblies held to deliberate on matters of public interest, and votes at the election
of the ku'gonani, or deputy, by whom he is represented in the more important
discussions.
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and arrogant, the Masai has always a cordial welAlthough naturally proud
certain degree of courtesy to
come for his friends. He even condescends to show a
will at times go the length of expectorating on them, to
foreign traders, and
fashion.
Speaking of this
his friendly feelings in the most approved
express

" the
greatest
remarkable national custom, Thomson assures us that it expresses
of
the
the
takes
It
wishes.
of
best
compliments of the
place
and the
good-will

oud you hud better spit upon a damsel than kiss her. You spit when you
You seal your bargain in a similar
meet, and you do the same on leaving.
first
the
of
water, the Masai flocked to me as
manner. As I was a li/bon (wizard)
Catholics would do to springs of heuling virtue, and with the aid of occaseason,

pious

sional draughts of water I

was equal

to the

demand.

The more

copiously I spat

and with pride they would retail to
upon them the greater was their delight,
tlu-ir friends how the white medicine-man honoured them, and would point with
the greatest satisfaction to the ocular proof of the agreeable fact."
The Masai displays little love of work, and practices no industry of any kind.

The women attend

to all his personal wants,

while the various trades and profes-

sions are carried on by some enslaved tribes, such as the Wandorobbos (WaNdorobbo), who manufacture the warriors' weapons and the domestic utensils, and
also

hunt the buffalo and elephant
to

to

In their physical features, speech and costume,
the Masai stock; but they have been much

these artisans appear
belong
debased by slavery, and Krapf regards them as related rather to the aboriginal
Ala tribes, who still survive in the upland valleys of Usambara. The "Wando-

robbos are at present chiefly t'ouu-1 scattered in small village groups in the forest
districts on the slop -s of Keni:i and t.ie Kikuyu highlands, where they live mainly

on the produce of the chase.
The Masai people have no regular form of religious worship, although when
taken by surprise or stricken by any sudden terror they frequently invoke a supernatural being whom hey call Nga'i, and whom they confound with the wind, the
I

sun, the mountain snows, the peals of thunder,

them there

a numerous class of

is

flight of birds

and

all the

on the herds, ward

laiboitx

and lightning-flash.

Amongst
who interpret the
who call down blessings

(lybpns), or magicians,

phenomena of animated nature,
and conjure the fury of the elements.

off pestilence,

The

mbatian, a potent medicine-man regarded as the wisest of soothsayers, is the
wealthiest person in the whole of Masai Land.
He is the owner of countless flocks,

and

like all other

lence,

liy an

Masai sages, gives proof of his power and wisdom by his corpusystem of diet he has grown so obese as to have almost lost

artificial

the faculty of locomotion,

and

is

consequently

all

the more venerated by his

votaries.

In some
"

districts

the

Maai,

like the

Wanyikas, piy a sort of homage to
thrown to the bush. When

father hyaena," the animal that devours all bodies

the carcass of one of these beasts crosses their
path the whole tribe goes into
mourning, for the hyrcna is regarded as a kind of tutelar deity of the race, and a
vague belief in metempsychosis finds expression in the idea that the souls of their
Op.

cit.,

p. 291.
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But Fischer met with
forefathers pass into the bodies of these rapacious felines.
no traces of this worship in the southern parts of the country, where the most
respected animal is a species of stork, which ulso preys on carrion and follows the
warriors mi all their marauding expeditions.

The

(It

ad are not buried, but exposed under some wide-branching tree.
To
to the earth would be regarded us un act of desecration.
Hence

consign them

passing caravans are obliged to carry all their dead with them, the bodies being
Were their presence suspected the
usually concealed in a bale of cotton goods.
to
keep the sucred soil of Masai Land from the risk
convoy would be turned back,
of pollution by their burial.

THE GALLAS AND NEIGHBOURING

TRIBES.

In the Tana basin the southward displacement of the Bantu populations has
been caused by the Galla hordes advancing from the north. These Gullas, who
themselves suffer from the encroachments of the Somali people, are probably the
original stock

whence the Masai branched

off at

On

some remote period.

this

southern verge of their extensive domain they formerly constituted two main
groups, the Bararettas who dwell on the right or southern bunk of the Tana, and
the Kokawes,

who

are scattered along the north side of the river, but

who have

been almost completely exterminated by the Somali. In 1878 all had disappeared
except four village settlements, and there can be no doubt that all the Gallas of
the district would hnve been swept

away but

Swaheli and Arab traders on their behalf.

for the timely intervention of the

These traders

settled along the neigh-

had certainly no great love for the insolent Galla people, and would
have complacently looked on at their utter extermination, but for the fact that

bouring coast

thereby they would lose an established market and regular customers for their
wares.

Having been plundered of all their cattle, the local Galla communities have
been compelled to take to the chase, to agriculture and trade, pursuits altogether
repugnant to the great bulk of the nation. Their clans are governed by the Jicii/u,
or chief, who is chosen from some distinguished family, and who is himself subordinate to a higher chief, also appointed by election, but only for a term of seven
This advanced southern branch of the great Ilm-Orma nation is fully
years.
conscious of their

common

origin with the northern Galla people, to

whom

they

are said occasionally to despatch envoys.
North-west of Lake Baringo the district watered by the upper course of the
Wei-Wei, which Hows northwards in the direction of the Xamburu, is inhabited
l>y

the

Wakamasia and Wa-Elgeyo

tribes.

Although certainly related

Masai, these peaceful and industrious peoples betray

little

to the

resemblance in their

and predatory neighbours. Their tutelar deity is not
the repulsive hyaena, but the fertilising water, which they show great bkill in
distributing through an intricate system of irrigating canals over their fields and
social usages to their fierce

gardens.
121

When
AF

crossing any of these running waters they seldom

fail to

manifest
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their respect

on a
by expectorating

tuft of herbage,

and then casting

it

into the

stream.

TOPOGRAPHY.
Since the Portuguese; have hrl to abandon the stations and strongholds which
African seaboard north of Zanzibar, the whole of the
they possessed on the East
the coast towns and the inland regions has fallen
between
commercial movement
into the hnncls of the

Arab and Swaheli

traders.

The

latter especially are

proud
and should any doubt be expressed regarding
" Are we not Swaheli ?"
the success of their undertakings, they are apt to exclaim.
Till recently not a
as if that were sufficient to guarantee a favourable issue.
of
this coast, and the
on
a
had
merchant
any part
gained footing
single European
of their decide:! genius for trade,

onlv whites in the whole country were the Protestant missionaries stationed at
But a
in Usambara, at Freretown and Rabai in the vicinity of Mombaz.

Magila
change has taken place since the steamers plying between Zanzibar and Aden
have begun to call regularly at some of the intermediate seaports along this
Nor can there be any doubt that in the near future the seaboard towns
coast.

whence the caravans

start for

Masai Land and the shores

of

Lake Victoria Nyanza

must become important centres of European influence as well as of direct commercial relations with the interior, independent altogether of the Zanzibar emporium.

The group
already

mouth of the Pangani on its left bank,
some importance.
Over a thousand Swahelis,
Negroes have here erected their little houses or huts

of villages situated near the

constitutes

a

town

of

Wazeguhas, and half-caste
on a low-lying plain bordered seawards by a fringe of mangrove

forest.

On

the

Buani nestles at the foot of a nearly vertical
Before the loss of the caravan which started from

opposite or right side the village of

eminence about 200 feet high.

Pangani in the year 1878, this place was almost exclusively chosen for the equipment of the- trading expeditions destined to proceed from the coast to the Kilima-

Njaro region, and the territory
treaties with the

of

the southern Masai tribes.

Zanzibar Government,

its

custom-house

is

Since the recent

in the hands of

German

officials.

Till recently

commercial

the Arabs, properly so-called, took
scarcely any share in the
Pangani. They are more numerous at Tonga (Muoa], a town

life of

situated on the south side of a small but sheltered

haven which communicates with

the sea by a deep channel
winding between two walls of coral reefs. Of all the
towns lying north of Paugani on the mainland,
Tanga, which is girdled round by
a zone of cocoanut
offers
the
groves,
greatest abundance of provisions to passing
vessels.
It forwards a
great part of its live stock to the Zanzibar shambles, and
also yields considerable
quantities of fruits

and vegetables. Tt was at Tanga that
Karon von der Decken
his
caravan
for his famous
equipped
expedition to KilimaNjaro.
JUiioroxgo, which lies on Tangata Bay between
Pangani and Tanga, is also
a frequented little
In
the
are
seen numerous ruins and
seaport.
neighbourhood
tombs of uncertain
.
origin.
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Mombaz, the Momlana of the Arabs, the J/r/Ya of the Swaheli traders, the city sung
"
in the
Lusiad," was already a famous place even before the arrival

by Camoens

fourteenth century it was the residence of
the king of the Zenj state, and was at thut time described as "a great city visited
by ships." When Vasco de Gama came to survey the entrance to its port he ran
an imminent risk of being taken prisoner. So far from increasing the commercial
of the Portuguese navigators.

activity of

Mombuz,

In

tin-

the appearance of the Portuguese in these waters

MOKBAZ.

Fig. 112.
Scale

1

marked the

:

25,000.

Depth*.

Reefc exposed at

16 to 32

low water.

Feet

64 Feet and

upwards.
1.100 Yards.

The place was again visited by Pcdr' Alvares Cabral in
1500, and five years later it was burnt to the ground by Francisco d' Almeida.
In 1528 the Europeans once more established themselves in this seaport, which

beginning of

its decline.

they again lost and again recovered before the close of the century. By them was
erected the imposing fortress which is still seen to the south of the city, crowning
a low coralline eminence.
On the gateway may even still be read the date, 1G&3,
inscribed

by the Portuguese

already fallen into the

But

builders of this stronghold.

hands of the

Imam

of Muscat,

and

in

in

1GGO

it

had

1698 the Lusitauians
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were

finally expelled

from the

Arab masters pulled down the Christian

Its

place.

Then fresh wars
churches, using the materials in the erection of their palaces.
broke out during the eighteenth century, from which, however, the ruler of
Muscat came out

At

victorious.

present the Arabs are merely commercial agents under the protectorate of
fig. 113.

AND HILLS or MOKBAZ.

I'uins

Scalp

59

1

280,000.

:

'

East of

Grronwic*

Depths.

Panda and

reef*

exposed

nt low water.

Oto32

82 Feet

Feet.

and

upwards.
6 Miles.

Great Britain, but the town
had even ceased to be a

itself is little

more than a heap of ruins.
Recently it
bound for the interior. The
out from this place for the
purpose of

starting-point of caravans

bree convoys which had
successively set
reaching the Kavirondo territory through Masai Land, had each lost over & hundred

MOM HA/.
Consequently traders no longer ventured to send caravans 1>\ \\t\-*
ous route, wl-irh was i-vi-n completely abundoiied during tin \, \n 1889 Bad
porters.

l

v

*
;

\\hnv ruins of houses and mosques tell the tale of decayed gnindrur, of tinMud huts are replacing the wellof former spirit, energy, and enterprise.
;\

loss

The Arabs

built dwellings of the Ma/rui.

Fig. 114.

MALINDI AXD VABOO DB GAMA'S PILLAB.
Scale

;;:>"
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Mcimdfc^^^V^

1
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:
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East of Green*. r
Depths.
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sinking ship, and a general want of

life

characterizes this ancient and interesting

c-ity."

The town

of

Mombaz

stands on the east side of a coralline island, which has

been upheaved more than 40 feet above the level of the surrounding waters. A
few stone houses belonging to some Arab and Hindu traders, together with some
groups of native cabins overshadowed by cocoanut groves, constitute the present
town. Large vessels ride at anchor in the channel skirting the east side of the
island,

and forming

-an excellent

harbour perfectly sheltered from

Thomson,

op. c\t., p. 38.

all

winds, but
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too canfined to afford

however, there

much accommodation

developed the deep and

is

for shipping.

West

safe inlet of Kilindini,

of the island,

which ramifies

northwards forming other landlocked basins, where vessels of the largest tonnage
The island is connected with the mainland
might find ample room in smooth water.
north of Moinbax by a causeway which crosses the estuary at a point where
almost completely choked by sandbanks.

it

is

North-east of Mombaz, and on the opposite side of the creek, stands the English
station of Frercfoirn, so named in honour of Sir Bartle Frere, who took so much
interest in the colonisation of these regions

by means

of emancipated slaves.

A

headland, rising to the west of Freretown with its shady mangosteen plantations,
the village of Rabai, which has been occupied since the middle of
is crowned

by

the century by the missionaries, and which has also received a large number of
this station stands the ridge of
runaway slaves from the interior. Not far from
visible

from the

for the port of

Momba/.

elevated hills which

mariners bound

is

sea,

and which serves as a landmark

Hence

this ridge has received

that
Portuguese the name of Coroa de Mombaz,

is

to

say,

the

"

to

from the

Crown of

Momba/."
importance, at least for the present, are the other seaports which
follow northwards between the ancient city and the mouth of the Tana.
Kilefi

Of

still

less

the south of the river of like name, presents nothing
but a low beach where the Arab dhows often run aground. The splendid havens in
iQin'/ifa), situated a little to

the vicinity are now completely abandoned, and Tangauuku, which was a flourishing
place in the eighteenth century, is now little more than a camping- ground for the

amid the surrounding bush.
Farther north stretch the open roadsteads of Malindi (3feKnda), memorable in
the history of navigation in the eastern seas.
After doubling the Cape of Good
slaves scattered

Ho]>e, the intrepid

Vasco de

Gama

touched at this place and took on board the

To commemorate his
pilots, under whose guidance he boldly steered for India.
visit he erected, about four miles north of the
present town, a padrao, or pillar, which
still exists, inscribed with a cross and the arms of
Portugal. This is the only surviving

monument which

recalls the

days of Lusitanian predominance along
All the inscriptions hitherto discovered in the ruined
recently exposed to the nightly visits of the elephant, are of
still

this section of the seaboard.

grass- grown city,

till

Persian or Arab origin.
According to the local tradition, Melinda was founded
many centuries ago by Persian immigrants from Shiraz. During the period of
the Zenj power it was renowned far and wide for its
potent magicians and snakecharmers.
Kei-ently this famous seaport has begun to recover a little of its former
greatness; but being destitute of a well-sheltered natural harbour, it can never

hope to rival the southern ports of Mombaz and Pangani, even should the tide of
prosperity again set towards this now desolate seaboard.

Till.

Tin

BAST AFRICAN ASSOCIATION.

BIMIIMI

K\-i

AFRICAN

This association, founded for the purpose of giving

effect to the provisions of

the

England the region between the territory of the
East African Society and Somali Land, was virtually constituted a sovereign

international treaties awarding to

German

power under the suzerainty of Great Britain by the

issue of royal letters patent
1888.
of
the
The
extent
May,
territory over which the new
state cluims jurisdiction has not yet been accurately defined.
But, roughly speaking, it stretches along the coast from the neighbourhood of Mombax northwards

in the

to the

month

of

Tuna estuary, and thence westwards

in the direction of

Lake Albert Nyanza.

AV it hin this wide range are included the present independent native states of

Uganda and Unyoro, which, it is assumed, will ultimately accept the British protectorate.
Here are some of the finest lands in the whole of Central Africa, and

many
tomed

parts of the country are thickly inhabited by industrious populations accusto an organised government.
Around the eastern and northern shores of

Victoria Nyanza, which are comprised within this domain, there
settled population of probably over twelve millions, while

is

a more or less

numerous

tribal

com-

munities are also grouped round the other great central lakes.
England hod long exercised an informal protectorate over the sultanate of

Zanzibar and adjacent lands. But when that protectorate was practically surrendered to Germany by the convention of October 29th, 1886, far-seeing politicians
felt that it

would be unwise

to leave to other nations the entire control of the trade

routes between the coast of Zanzibar and the great equatorial lake regions.
It
was also considered that, Central Africa being the chief hunting-ground of the
slave- dealers, if a strong administration could once

an

be established in this region

check would be put upon the nefarious trade in human flesh.
Actuated by these motives, Mr. D. Mackinnon, of the British India Company,

effective

in conjunction with a

thropic work

number

of influential persons long identified with philan-

England and abroad, conceived the idea of founding an East
African Association, which should be empowered to perform higher functions
than those of a mere trading company. The Sultan of Zanzibar was appealed to
in

and readily induced to make liberal concessions, giving the
control
over
the
seaboard north of the German company's domain, with
society
in the first instance,

special privileges constituting

it

practically

an independent

state.

Included in

the concessions are several small islands along the coast, amongst which is the
important island of Pemba, hitherto forming an integral part of the Sultan's
dominions.

But these concessions would be of

little practical

use without the recognition
For the purpose of

European powers, and
securing this recognition representations were made to the British Government
early in the year 1888, with the result that a royal charter was granted to the
association, authorizing it to assume the administration of the region above
of the

roughly outlined.

especially of

The

British East African

Great Britain.

Company thus

stands in the same rela-
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tion to the Imperial

as did the former East India

Government

Company, eras

does the present North Borneo Association.
Under the express terms of the concessions and charter, the company

is

em-

fortified stations, to equip ships of war, to enlist
powered to build and maintain
of soldiers and police, make and enforce civil
force
and support an independent
and criminal law, levy customs and taxes, op?n up trade routes, and in general

perform

all

the normal functions of a sovereign power.

The

affairs of the

new

state are en' rusted to deputies appointed by the board of managers in London,
the imperial authorities.
subject of course to revision and control by

The company has already taken steps to fortify several of the small islands,
and place garrisons in them for the purpose of protecting legitimate trade and
checking the Arab slave-dealers.
selected,

where the

flag of the

Several stations on the mainland have also been

new

state will

be hoisted, while routes have been

traced running inland along the northern frontier of the

German

territory,

and

towards Lakes Victoria and Albert Nyanza.
In this direction the
beyond
domain of the British East African Company will ultimately be conterminous with
it

the province of Egyptian

by Emin Pasha

Sudan on the White

against the forces of the Mahdi.

Nile,

which was successfully held
Egyptian Sudan is again

When

brought within the spheie of civilising influences, the British protectorate will
virtually extend from the Mediterranean up the Nile Valley to the great equatorial
lakes, and thence eastwards to the Indian Ocean between Zanzibar and Somali
Land.

CHAPTER

XII.

SOMALI AND EAST GALLA LANDS.

HIS

easternmost region of Africa projects in rude peninsular form
beyond the normal continental coast-line, in such a way as to skirt

Aden, which
on
the north.
Arabian
from
the
far
peninsula
larger
separates
Few other African lands present an equal degree of geographical

for sonic 000 miles the south side of the Gulf of
it

main physical outlines and the homogeneous character of
its unruly nomad populations.
Taken as a whole, Somali Land constitutes a region
of triangular shape, which is bounded on the north by the Gulf of Aden, on the
east and south-east by the reefs and shores of the Indian Ocean as far as the Tana
unity, both as regards its

is, landwards, by the little known and rarely visited
mountain range which fonns the outer escarpment of the inland plateaux from
Mount Kenia to Wosho and the Ankober highlands.

estuary, and on the west, that

This extensive

tract,

which has a

superficial area of over

400,000 square miles,

inhabited by tribal groups which present
great uniformity of type, language,
and usages, from one end of the territory to the other. They even appear to have
maintained the same uniformity, or at least to have undergone but slight change
is

.

since the remote ages recorder! on the ancient

Egyptian monuments.

PROGRESS OF EXPLORATION.

Although it has been known for thousands of years to history, the Somali domain
has remained almost entirely excluded from the sphere of European influences,
which have elsewhere made themselves felt in nearly all regions washed by the
marine waters. The geographical exploration of the country is even still very far
from being completed.

Students of historical geography are unacquainted with

the itineraries both of Jorge de Abreu, who accompanied an Abyssinian army to
the shores of Lake Zuai in 1525, and of Antonio Fernandez, who traversed this

region a century later.

who have penetrated

On

the other hand, the routes of the modern explorers
Cruttenden, Burton, James, Von der Decken,

farther inland

Brenner, Monges, Revoil, Paulitschke, Mokhtar Bey stop far short of the mountain
range bounding the plateaux of Gallaland, nor have they yet been connected with
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tho, B laid

Cecchi, Traversi,

down bv d'Abbadie, Dee Avanchers,

and other recent

A

broad zone of unvoted lands
the Abyssinian and Shoa highlands.
various systems of
and southern networks, whereas the
,,ill separate the northern
1
other
each other in the
itineraries for the most part already overlap
tr ,v,.ll,n, in

continent.
regions of tho African
condition of Somali
the
present political
Unfortunately
Fig. 115.

Land renders

the explc

CHIEF ROUTES OF EXFI/OBEBS IN SOMALI LAND.
Scale 1

:

10.000,000.

,

ration of the interior both difficult

180 Milea.

The

and dangerous.

division of the tribes into

pay a considerable amount of
blackmail, levied by every little village potentate under the form of presents or
other pretexts at every station along the route.
Moreover, strangers have to adapt
numerous

distinct clans also obliges travellers to

themselves, as everywhere throughout tropical Africa, to a more or less dangerous
climate, which, however, thanks to the dryness of the atmosphere, is here less fatal

than in most other torrid zones.

Other terrors

also

dog

their steps, and* several

PHYSICAL FEATURES OF SOMALI LAND.
have already fallen victims either

to th?
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hardships of the route or to the assassin's

dagger.

Owing

to all these

seems improbable that the country can be
the details of its relief until the towns along its seaboard

obstacles

it

thoroughly known in all
have been occupied by Europeans, and regular

tradi-

routes with

the inland

districts opened by them, either as allies of friendly tribes or as military masters
of the land.
Already at the time of the Khedive Ismail Pasha, when the Egyp-

had taken possession of the Upper Nile basin as far as the frontiers of
Uganda, they also endeavoured to establish their supremacy on the Somal coast.
tians

Their

fleets

made

their appearance before

some

of the ports along the seaboard

;

but British intervention prevented the modern Pharaohs from annexing to their
empire the land of aromatic herbs.

At

present the struggle for political ascendancy

mainly confined to the rival
The Germans have officially annexed the south
is

and German nationalities.
"
"
where
a port by the eccentric name of
coast,
baptized
they have already
Hohen/ollern-hafen. The English reign supreme throughout the whole of the
British

northern regions lying over against their formidable stronghold of Aden. The
island of Sokotra, which commands at once both coasts, is also regarded by them
as British territory.

PHYSICAL FEATURES.

Nothing beyond conjectures can be hazarded regarding the main axis of the
mountain range which stretches from Kenia northwards in the direction of the
AVe do not even yet know how far north runs the great
by volcanoes which traverses Masai Land,
separating the sections of the plateau between the Victoria Nyanza and oceanic
watersheds.
According to the reports of the natives it seems probable that this

Abyssinian highlands.

fault or lacustrine depression flanked

extensive fissure scarcely extends beyond the lacustrine plain of Zamburu.
North
mountain ranges, running in the direction from south-

of this shallow basin the

west to north-east, that

is,

parallel with the shores of the Indian Ocean, .seem to be

disposed in separate ridges at different

elevations,

whose terraced

crpsts thus

present the aspect of steps ascending, like the Indian ghats, to the inland
Above one of these ridges towers the Mount \Vosho, which d'Abbadie
plateaux.

beheld at a distance of 150 miles.

Farther north Cecchi and Chiarini in 1879, after crossing the border ranges
with a mean altitude of from 9,000 to 10,000 feet, descended from the plateau
above which rises Mount Wariro, and thence made iheir way over a pass down to
the lower terraces which send their surface waters to the basin of the Webi.

Still

farther north two parallel chains of extinct volcanoes enclose a lacustrine depression, where are found three lakes which have been seen from a distance by the
Italian explorers.
feet),

which was

however,

it is

The northernmost

till

of these basins

is

Lake Zuai (6,000
the Awash river.
Now,

that of

recently supposed to be an affluent of
to receive several tributaries from the north, amongst others

known
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According to native report the
which is known by the name
Zuai communicates southwards with the second lake,
send an emissary in
reservoirs
these
of
of Hogga, and it is quite possible that both
Awash also escapes
the
In the north
a southerly direction to the basin of the Juba.
which are seen the
towards the plains through a deep mountain gorge, beyond
horizon.
the
summits of the Shoa highlands standing out against
of the inland plateau and the seaboard, the inter1 Jet ween *he
th.>

K;,t:ira,

"immense"

described as an

river.

escarpments
in any given direction.
According to
vening regions do not slope uniformly
other
and
explorers, the
the information collected by Guilluin, Wakefield, James,

of hills, and rugged
by isolated peaks, chains
the
Land
Somali
northern part of
ground rises from the coast
uplands. But in the
inland in such a way as to develop a long ridge of irregular mountains, which
are mainly disposed in a direction parallel with the shores of the Gulf of Aden,
formation resemble the chains of South Arabia on the
and which in their

monotony

of the plains

is

diversified

general

Thus the volcanic heights appear

opposite side of the gulf.
sides of the

marine

The group

to

correspond on both

inlet.

of the

Harrar Mountains, by which the city of the same name

is

en-

western
by a magnificent natural amphitheatre, may be regarded as the
summits
the
one
of
Mount Mulata,
limit of the North Somali coast range.
lying

circled as

to the south-west of Harrar, is

Mount llama,

said to attain an altitude of 10,000 feet; while

to the north-west of the

same

place, rises to the freight of 7,300 feet,

crests exceed 6,000 feet.
East of these granite eminences, the
Gulf
of
between
the
the
Indian Ocean becomes more uniAden
and
waterparting
form with the surrounding plains.
It no longer anywhere presents any imposing

and several other

and even gradually morges in a vast and almost level steppe to which
Burton has given the name of the " Marar Prairie," and the northern range of
which falls in terraces down to the shores of the Gulf of Aden. This plateau,

elevations,

the

(fyit

of the Somali natives,

is

furrowed here and there by ravines or river-beds

which arc now mostly waterless, and terminates abruptly in the
ments of the flor, that is to say, the northern coast range.

cliffs

and escarp-

The prevailing formation of these escarpments are granites veined with white
The rains and running waters
quart/ and overlain with sandstone and limestone.
have swept away all the vegetable soil from the
upper slopes, lodging it in the
on the rocks, where are seen a few acacias of pale-coloured foliage, some-

cavities

what resembling stunted
intervals

olive-trees at a distance.

by deep gorge-like

At

torrents escape seawards.

The

cliffs of

the

Bor

are rent at

through which, after the tropical rains, the
the foot of the escarpments stretches the Goban, or

crevasses,

maritime plain, with

its dunes and
shingle, its wadys and depressions, alternately
and marshy.
South of Berbers the coast ranges again
acquire a considerable elevation, and
here one of the summits, the wooded and twin-crested Gan
Libash, or Toro, exceeds

saline

A

0,500 feet in altitude.*
narrow pass crossing the divide between the two marine
basins stands at a
of
4,500 feet.
height
Beyond this point going eastwards the
9,500 feet, according to Haggenmacker.

CAPE OUARDAFUI.
coast range

Ankor

draws continually nearer

(tf,700 feet), the pyramidal

ll.i

to the shore,

and such peaks as the Golis, the

'.,100 feet), the

>

the Yaffar pass, stand at an average distance of not

The

the sea.

intt

In-re
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AimiMt

<"vM)0 feet), near

more than 18 or 20 miles from

r\i-niug spuce is largely occupied by rocky scarps and bluffs,
and there a few narrow strips of verdure, generally near the

leaving only
mouths of the watercourses.

CAPK GI:ARDAFTI AXD

The

TIIK

eastern extremity of the African "
Fig. 116.
Scale

SOMALI SKA BOARD.

Horn "

is

carved by deep fissures into

CAPE GUABDAFUI.
1

:

1,060.000.

640 Feet nnd

upward*.

a

number

of distinct plateaux,

low eminences.

huge quadrangular masses above which

rise a

few

Thus

this conspicuous continental headland is limited southwards
by the rocky bed of the Togueni, which trends in the direction of the Gulf of Aden,

and by another
rn

fluvial ravine

edge of

high, which

still

which drains towards the Indian Ocean.

this limestone plateau rises the Jebel

bears the

name

Near the

Karoma (Kurmo), 4,000

in a scarcely modified

feet

form of the "Aromatic

Mountain" formerly given to it by the Greek navigators. The Gor Ali, lying
more to the east, bus the same altitude, while another crest close to Cape Guardafui
still rises

2,500 above the

sea.
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the Arabs as the

to
The famous headland itself, variously known
as the Girdif,
Jurd-Hafun, and to the Somali natives

Ras Assir and
whence

Girdifo, or Yardaf,

of a nearly vertical rocky wall rising
the Guardafui of European navigators, consists
So deep is the water at
base.
surf-beaten
to a height of about 9UO feet above its
double the headland by keeping close inshore.
that vessels
this ix>int

Nevertheless there

are,

might easily
few places where shipwrecks are comparatively more frehas to take his soundings more carefully in order to avoid

the pilot
quent, and where
the name of the cape has been often explained, in defiance of
Hence
u disaster.
"
as derived from the Italian word
guarda," which in the lingua franca

etymology,
of the

Levant has the sense of "beware."

the surrounding waters are generally rough,
During the south-west monsoon
is veiled in dense
the atmosphere is heavily laden with moisture, and the horizon
The marine currents are also very strong, and change their
fogs and vapour.
in the vicinity of the coast, at one time setting landwards, at
direction

suddenly
another towards the high

sea.

Hence

in the midst of these conflicting elements

the navigator scarcely feels himself free from peril until he reaches depths of 30
When a ship runs aground, the current with which it has drifted
or 40 fathoms.

leewards almost invariably carries it to the south of the headland. Here it is
well known to mariners, where the
generally again stranded on the shore of a creek

Somali wreckers await their prey.
Some 00 miles to the south of Cape Guardafui, another
tory, the Has Ilafuu or
a quadrangular rocky

Meduddu, projects seawards.
islet

with precipitous walls,

undulating table or plateau, with ridges

The

much dreaded promon-

formed by
whose summit develops an
This headland

is

ranging from 400 to 600 feet in height.

connected with the mainland by a low isthmus about 12 miles long,
and overgrown with stunted brushwood. Thus are formed two open bays north
island

is

and south of the isthmus,
the

Arab

soons.

begun

like the north

and south sands

at Scarborough,

where

anchor alternately according to the direction of the monmentions a local tradition to the effect that the Portuguese had

craft ride at

Owen

to cut a canal

impregnable

between the two bays,

in'

order to transform the island to an

fortress.

The upheaval

Ras Ilafun with the adjacent
be
due
to
a
may perhaps
general phenomenon of oscillation going on all
along this seaboard, for in many places old marine beaches are observed strewn
with banks of fossil shells, and at some points penetrating far into the interior of
of the sandy spit connecting the

coast

the continent.

The whole

rock-bound except about
here and there interrupted.
For a distance of over 'iOO miles to the south of Ras Hafun, the seaboard is desig"
nated by the characteristic name of Barr-el-Khassain, that is to
say,
Rugged
the mouths of the torrents

of this section of the coast is

by which the shore-line

is

Land," or region of rocks.

According to Owen's suggestion, this very term
JKIoMOM may perhaps be the same that appears under a corrupt form in the word
Azania, already employed by the ancient Greeks, and in the expression " Land of
Anjan," which occurs on the old maps.

The height

of the cliffs
along the coast ranges

from 200 to about 400

fe*et,

and
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the ravines by which they are broken at irregular intervals give access to shingly
steppes where the gravel is in many places covered by a blackish silicious layer,

These elevated plains reminded the French
interspersed with ferruginous nodules.
M.
of
the
Ilrvoil,
appearance of the Crau formations in the south of
explorer,
France.

A

zone of upheaved coral reefs some miles in breadth, which here skirts the
soma distance, seems to indicate a general upheaval of the

present shore-line for

Fig. 117.

CAPE GUARDAFUI.

land, or else a corresponding subsidence of the sea-level in these waters.

chain of sandy dunes which

still

marks the

line of the old beach lies

The

some distance

RIVERS.

Of

all

the fluvial systems in Somali

the length of

its

Land

course and the volume of

the most important, both as regards
waters, is that which, under the

its
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first
the very heart of Ethiopia, and which at
Kaffa
the
of
south-east
highto the north, the east, and
Nile through its eastern
White
the
to
join
as if it intended ultimately
M. Antome
In fact, this was the hypothesis suggested by
the Sobat.

aame of Gugsa, takes
describes a great bend
lands

its rise in

tributary,

d'Abbadie,

who

fancied that the

Gugsu formed a southern pendant

to the

Blue

the reverse direction, also joins
which by an analogous bend described in
and
But although no explorer has yet visited the upland valleys
the White Nile.
as it is also called in this part of its course, escapes
through which the Uma,
Nile,

gorges

Fi.

East of

Greenwich

RAS

118.
Seal*

1

:

H

650,000.

5I30'

5lioDepths.

Otol6
Feet.

Feet.

32 to 320
Feet.

Feet and
upwards.

S2-1

12 Miles.

from the Ethiopian highlands, nevertheless the native reports are unanimous in
asserting that after sweeping round the southern base of Mount Wosho, the Gugsa
trends eastwards to the Galla country through a fissure in the border range.
The
would
therefore
of
the
to
be
with
the
Dawa
or
Durka
identical
Gugsa
appear

and agricultural populations. It is also known as the Webi, a
name which differs little from that of the Abai, or Upper Blue Nile, and which
riverain pastoral

has also the same meaning of " River," or "
Running Water." After its junction
with several other " Webis," the Ethiopian stream at last takes the direction from
north to south, reaching the Indian Ocean some 24 miles to the south of the

TIII: .irn.v

RIVER.
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In this part of its course it is known to the Arabs as the Juba (Jub or
dos Fuegos of the old Portuguese
Jeb), which has b?en identified with the Rio

equator.

navigators.

The volume

estuary to any great

have great

down by the Juba is not sufficient to scour the
The consequence is that even vessels of light draught
depth.
In the
in crossing the bur by which its mouth is obstructed.

of water sent

difficulty

Fig. 119.

MOUTHS or THE JUBA AXD BUBASUI.
Scale 1

4\'4Q'

:

1,600.000.

EaatoP Greenwich

42*40-

Deptlm.

to 160
Feet.

IfiO

Feet and

upwards.
30 Miles.

year 1798 on English man-of-war surveyed the waters about the entrance, but
the boat which attempted to overcome this obstacle capsized and lost nearly all
its crew, who were either drowned or massacred by the coast Somali?.
In 1805

Von der Decken succeeded in penetrating into the river, but was
soon after wrecked at the rapids. At last the American Chaille-Long, in the
service of the Khedive, successfully crossed the bar in 1875, and ascended the river
the explorer

122

AT
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have even

he

might
Hud he not been recalled,
for 165 miles above its mouth.
still
was
sufficiently deep beyond
farther inland, for the stream
penetrated

him.
point actually reached by
at its
The waters of the river being arrested

mouth by the chain of red sand-

are displaced towards the south-wes*, and conhills which hero fringes the coast,
marine
same direction as the coastline and the neighbouring
Fluently flow in the
the lateral lagoons and swampy
In th's direction are also disposed
i-urrcnt."
and which receive the
which have been developed above the estuary,

depressions
the periodical inundations.
overflow from the mainstream during

The

river Sheri,

LOWER COUBSE OF THE WEBI.

Fijr- 120.

Scale

1

:

3,600,000.

East oF 'Greenwich

45*

60 Miles.

marshy district, and which flows south-westwards in a
depression parallel with the coast and chain of dunes, seems to be nothing more
than an old branch of the Juba, although the two estuaries are now separated by a
which takes

its rise in tins

distance of no less than 80 miles.

The southern estuary, known to the Somali natives by the name of Mto Bubashi,
and by the English called Port Durnford, but again recently re-named HohenzollernHafen by the Germans, forms an excellent harbour where the largest vessels can
ride at anchor in smooth water for some miles above the bar.
Off the coast and
parallel with

it

stretches a barrier reef,

process of formation.

Here

all

which indicates the future shore-line in

such physical features as sandhills, watercourses,

THE WEKI RIVEB.
beach, shoals, t.nd reefs nre uniformly disposed

887

precisely the

i.i

same direction from

north-east to south- west.

Another Webi,

like the

Gugsa Webi which

chief source in Ethiopia, but further north in the

rises in

KaiYalaiul, hus also its

1

Gurug/

district,

and on the

off-

This Webi,
shoots of the border range, some little distance south of the Awash.
or " River," which possesses no other name in geographical nomenclature, is fed by
the waters of an extensive area of drainage.

All the torrents between Gurage and
the 1 1 arrar country converge towards this important watercourse; but all do not
reach the mainstream, especially in the dry season, while several are lost in
saline depressions without

any outflow.

Webi

overflows its banks like another Nile, fertilising
"
Like the Juba,
the rich plains of Ogaden, the
earthly paradise of Somali Land."
but as it approaches the coast it
it sweeps round to the south in its lower course

During the floods the

;

has no longer sufficient vigour to force its way seaward through the intervening
chain of sandhills. Hence it skirts the inner base of these dunes in a perfectly
straight line for a distance of about 165 miles, and at last runs out in a marshy
Thus is presented the singular
depression before reaching the left bank of the Juba.

and extremely rare phenomenon

of a not inconsiderable watercourse which, after

vainly endeavouring to pierce the sandy barrier intercepting its seaward course,
follows the inner face of this rampart, like some broad and deep moat artificially
excavated for defensive purposes. This Tuni, or narrow maritime /one, separating
the river from the Indian Ocean, has an average breath of scarcely more than

twelve miles.

The long

line of sandhills is here

and there strengthened by some

rocky masses which are evidently upheaved reefs.
All the other watercourses which, north of the Webi, traverse the Somali country
as it gradually tapers towards the north-east, also fail to reach the Indian Ocean,
except perhaps after unusually heavy downpours. The moisture, however, collected
in their sandy beds suffices at least to nourish a somewhat scanty growth of
The largest of these inland or intermittent fluvial basins has its
riverain shrubs.
rise

immediately to the east of the Webi, in the Harrar mountains, and under the
of Tug Faf terminates its arrested course in a marshy depression within the

name

territory of the Ilawiyah people.

the south of the Berbcra

more than

1'JO

Another tug or wady, which takes

its

origin to

runs out in the country of the Mijertiu Somalis,
miles from the sea.
The last of these wadys comprised within
hills,

the oceanic area of drainage is the Tug Darror, or " River of Fogs," whose valley
lies between the Ras Ilafun and Cape Guardafui.

On

the slopes draining to the Gulf of Aden, the beds of the torrents are nothing
in the thickness of the escarpment.
Here
waters
are
as
scarce
on
tl.e
as
in
the
running
opposite coast
corresponding gorges

more than short ravines excavated
of Arabia.

CLIMATE.

In the southern

district the climate of

Somali Land resembles that of Zanzibar ;

on the northern slope facing the Gulf of Aden,

it

corresponds with that of South
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on the terraces and spurs of the Ethiopian
No doubt this region, taken as a
of Shoa.
highlands it differs little from that
the north-east trade winds; but these
whole, is comprised wiihin the influence of
from their normal course by the
deflected
atmospheric currents are frequently
and temperature, by which they are attracted
changes of barometric pressure
towards the interior, at one time of the African at another of the Arabian penin,ia;

towards the west, that

is,

sula.
1

hiring tlu winter

months

of the northern hemisphere,

from October to March,

most uniformity, blowing at this period
of Somali Land.
coast
south-west
with
the
During the summer
mainly parallel
veers
round towards
months the normal winds are reversed, and the monsoon then
ihe north-east tiade winds prevail with

the north-west, and even the north.

Partial shiftings also deflect the atmospheric

current in the direction of the west,

and they are then accompanied by fogs and

vapour-charged clouds from the Indian Ocean.

The mean winter temperature ranges from about 70 to 79 or 80 F., while
that of summer is seldom more than 80 F.
According to Menges, the range for
the whole year scarcely exceeds an extreme deviation of 20 F. between the hot
and cold seasons, at le.ist on the Derbcra coast.* The regular winter rains, which

however are rarely very copious and attended only by comparatively mild thunder
which prevail from December to March.

storms, are due to the north-east monsoons,

As

a rule, this season
clouds,

lijrht

The

which

drift

true wet season

April

to

is

is

marked rather by

fair

weather and clear

skies, or else

by

over the coastlands without precipitating any moisture.
ushered in with the southern monsoon, which lasts from

July or August, and

beating furiously against

this

waterless wadys and torrents are

which

is

exposed

now

accompanied by tremendous hurricanes
Farther inland the mostly

seaboard.

flushed

by the

tropical downpours,

and the

bloom again for a brief interval.
This rainy period, the <jn or yngi of the Somali, is followed by the haga, when
the skies are overcast, but no moisture falls, and the surface of the land resumes its

arid wastes

usual arid aspect.
j>eriod,

and

The

cycle of the seasons is completed by the dair, the coldest
a dry month which precedes the return of the heavy rains.

the.//////,

These various seasons arc delayed in the direction from east to west, that is to
say,
from the coastlands towards the inland plateaux but here the
clouds,
rain-bearing
;

being arrested

by the slopes of the mountains, discharge a more abundant rainfall

than along the seaboard. The
average annual rainfall on the Shoa highlands
estimated at about
inches.
forty

is

FLORA.
In the low-lying districts the soil,
being badly watered, is naturally unproductive except in a few favoured
localities, where the vegetation vies in splendour
and exuberance with that of the Indian seaboard under the same latitudes.
But
elsewhere the few
wanty wells or reservoirs and rivulets of brackish water are
insufficient to support

November

anything beyond a poor stunted

28th, at night, 68

F.

flora scattered thinly

April 2nd during the day, 89

to 90

F.

over
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seen but the plants characteristic of
ulkuline soils, except in the vicinity of the wadys, which are often fringed with
On the hills and uplands the prevailing forms are gum-yielding
leafy trees.
\vidc spaces.

Along the

seacoast little

is

mimosas, euphorbias, and the aromatic growths from which are obtained
the frankincense and myrrh of commerce, and for which this region, like the

acacias,

Some authorities have even
opposite coast of Arabia, has always been famous.
derived the very word -myrrh itself from the Marchan (properly Jtfnrrri//nm) tribe,
in whose territory it is obtained in the greatest perfection, although it seems more
"
connected with a Semitic root
or
bitter."

Another
t/itir, meaning
mar,
probably
curious member of this family is the Oltbatium, or Uoaml/ia, which grows on the
bare rocks, to which its white roots seem glued as with a coating of mastic.

Nevertheless a leafy .vegetation becomes continually more prevalent in the
Clumps of the date-palm occur only in the neighbourhood

direction of the south.

of the coast towns

but even here the fruit never comes to maturity, the Somali
not having yet learnt the art of fertilising the female plant, an art of whieh the
Arab date merchants are careful to keep them in ignorance. The dum palm is

met

;

in a few isolated spots, but the

banana

is

nowhere seen beyond the gardens

of

the seaboard district.

On

the uplands of the interior, botanists have collected a large number of new
Here some of the more abundantly watered mountain slopes, such as
species.
those of Gan Libash, present a magnificent vegetation rivalling in beauty that of

the Abyssinian highlands.
In these districts the naturalist Menges has found
the giant juniper and the superb jibara, with its mass of bright blossom rising
several yards above the foliage.
The coffee shrub also flourishes on the spurs and

Shoa highlands. The central territory of Ogaden, which stands
elevation of about 3,000 feet, appears from the information obtained

offshoots of the

at a

mean

be mainly a vast region of steppes. After the light showers to which
exposed the whole surface is converted into a boundless sea of tall grasses

by Sottiro
it

is

to

interrupted in some places by tracts of shingly wastes.

FAUNA.

The fauna of Somali Land

differs little

Ethiopian uplands, except that

it

from that of the Galla country in the

becomes continually poorer in the direction of

the coastlands.
The elephant and other large animals roam only in the southern
and western parts of the country, which are more copiously watered and have a
correspondingly richer vegetation. Numerous herds of elephants climb the difficult

escarpments of the

They

Gan

also frequent the

Libo*h, which

Ogaden

steppes,

man

himself

and are said

to

is

scarcely able to ascend.

withdraw

to the

banks of

the "Webi at the approach of death.
In the northern regions the forests, bush, and stony tracts harbour various
of monkeys, a prevalent type being that of the cynocephalous, or dog-faced
species
apes.

other

panther, jackal, hyaena, and
are roamed by the
steppe, while all the plateaux

Carnivorous beasts, such as the
felidao, infest

the

Ogaden

lion, leopard,
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and herds

ostrich

of wild asses, gazelles,

and antelopes, amongst which Menges

"
with a combination
Uncovered a new species, the curious harnessed" antelope,
somewhat resembling the
of white stripes and spots on a greyish brown ground,
on the coastlands. but
common
are
rodents
Hares and other
of a horse.
.

trappings
in the greater length
the lively macrotcelidr*, which differ from the shrew chiefly
a
rat
the
call
writers
French
trom/ie (Macro&xfalt*
and which
of the hind
legs,

Jtozrti],

keep chiefly

to the

at a distance like squirrels,
dry rocky places, looking

and contimiullv hopping about, after the manner of kangaroos, in search of insects
and other -null animals.
Amongst the lixard tribe occurs the remarkable ayama Rutppellii, which
changes

its

colour

of this family

is

when an attempt

the Vromattix

is

made

bat if /{ferns,

to seize

it.

Another curious member

which hides in the

fissures of the rocks,

but its tail armed with sharp spines. Indigenous
presenting to its pursuer nothing
is
the
in Somali Land
Acryllium ru/turhmm, the finest variety of the guinea-fowl,
which has the head of a vulture and many of its habits, for it feeds not only on
corn but also on insects and carrion.

notably Von der Decken and
Kevoil, have discovered several new species of molluscs and insects, as well as a
new termite, which builds tall nests in the form of obelisks. In the neighbouring

The

naturalists

who have

waters the fishermen capture

visiled this region,

many

sharks,

whose

flesh is

prepared for the Zanzibar

fins exported to China, where this gelatinous article of diet
as a choice delicacy.
esteemed
highly

market and the

is

INHABITANTS.

The inhabitants of Somali Land were known

to the ancient Egyptians under the
In one of the temples at Thebes, Deir-el-Bahari, Diimisten
and Mariette have discovered some remarkable mural paintings, which represent

general

name

of Punt.

the payment of tribute in gums, frankincense, and myrrh, offered to the queen of
the Egyptians by the people of Puut.
The figures themselves wear the same garb

and have the same general appearance as the present Somali people. At that time
they had already a knowledge of metals, so that the stone implements discovered

many parts of the country must l>eloiig to a prehistoric period, at least three
thousand six hundred, and more probably over five thousand years, removed from
our days.
Nevertheless, most of the Somali, ignorant of their true descent, and as
/ealous Mussulmans anxious to include some saint of Islam
amongst their ancestry,
in

pretend to be sprung from a family of Koreish Arabs.
bours, they even claim close kinship with the Prophet's

Like their Danakil neighfamily, and point to a house

existing in Mecca which was the residence of their forefathers.
According
one tradition, their direct
progenitor was a certain Sherif Ishak ben Ahmed, who
crossed over from Hadranmut with
forty followers about five hundred years ago.
But other legends go much farther
back, tracing their descent from the Himyarite

still

to

chiefs,

Sanhuj and Samamah, said to have been contemporaries of a mythical king

INHABITANTS OF SOMALI LAND.
Afrikus, who is supposed to ha\e cen<iuered
name about the year 4<) of the new ia.
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the who'o continent and given

it

his

I'nfortunati ly the ruins discovered in various parts of the country are so shape1-

-x

that

it

is

no longer p

from the style of architecture whether they

s-ilile t> tell

A

are to be attributed to Kgyptian, Assyrian, Persian, or other ancient builders.
thousand different ol>j ct>. h >\\. \, r. have a No lx en found which attest a long-

standing commercial intercourse with

all

the maritime regions connected by the

Amongst these objects are glaxed earthenware,
yearly alternating trade-winds.
enamels, and glass, stone and alabaster vases, pearls, and other gems, which clearly
show that the ancestors of the Somali people maintained extensive relations with
The sudden destruction of any
the flourishing and industrious nations of the East.
would
to future treasure-seekers
not
the
seaboard
reveal
on
present trading place
amongst

its

debris so

many remarkable

objects as have been found

amid the

ruins of the cities overthrown two or three thousand years ago.

Numerous barrows, or sepulchral mounds, dating from those remote times, still
They generally consist of pyramidal piles

exist in certain parts of the country.

and implements belonging
The graves that have been rifled

of stones interspersed with shells, fishbones,

successive stone, bronze,

neighbourhood

and

to the
in the

be of Galla origin, and the natives of this district
appear
"
of an
immense city," which is also said to have belonged to the

of Zeila

point to the site

iron ages.
to

Galla people. Yet no settlements of any Galla tribes are now found nearer to
Zeila than the Harrar territory, which is distant about 120 miles to the south.

Doubtless extensive migrations and shiftings of populations here took place in
former times, and similar changes and displacemrn s, especially of the nomad
communities, are

still

continued in our days as actively as ever.

THE

SOMALI.

belong to the same
ethnical group as the Danakil on their northern and the Gallas on their western
and southern borders. In several places along the frontiers it is even difficult to

There can be no doubt

that, taken collectively, the Somali

decide on the true nationality of the intermediate populations, so indistinct are the
Nor has the term Somal itself any very definite meaning, in
transitional types.
virtue of

which

it

may

be unhesitatingly applied to

all

the inhabitants of the

According to Hilderegion comprised between Tajurah Bay and the Juba River.
"
"
of
this
ethnical
sense
has
the
black," or
brandt,
swarthy," a
designation
description which does not hold good for all the Somali people, although they are
on the whole of a somewhat darker complexion than either their Danakil or their

Other etymologists have interpreted the word

in the more
"
"
"
truculent," while the Somali
ferocious," or
miscreant,"
disparaging sense of
themselves offer no explanation of their general appellation. By the Gallas they

Galla neighbours.

Tumr, a name which is also of uncertain origin and meaning.
The country is designated by the Arabs as the Barr-es- Somal, that is to say,
" abode "
are far from
the " Abode of the Somali," although the limits of this

are called

SOVTIl
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Southwards the race is rapidly
wi,h any .Uernpt at accuracy.
being do,, rn,i,,,,l
of Galla and Bantu
,,,,,rLhin, on the conterminous populations
front.er of the Somali
had been indicated as the southern
-oeontlv the Juba River
as far as
few years the Somali have advanced
domain, but during the last

V

Fig.

121.
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Scale 1

:

10,000,000.

I

2-

East cf Greenw.ch

44'

Depths.

OtoSOO
Fathoms.

.000

Fathoms.

1

,000

Fathoms and
upwards.

180 Miles.

Tana, that

is

river, as if to

other hand, at

270 miles farther south, and they have even crossed this
On the
join hands with the equally aggressive Masai invaders.
the opposite extremity of their
of
that
on
the
shores
is,
territory,

to say,

the Gulf of Aden, they are in their turn
retiring before the Danakil nomads.
One might ulniost say that a sort of ethnological equilibrium is
being established
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the direction in mi north to south, corresponding with the alternating coast
:m<l track- winds of the same region.

streams

is

The Somali people can scarcely be said to have a common racial type, so great
the divert ty in the physical appearance of the different tribes and nations, a

mainly duo partly to the differences in the social habits,
Neverthepartly t<> the v.-rying climatic conditions and ethnical intcnninglings.
less the Somali may in a general way be said to resemble the Danakils, although

difference

which

is

itself

as a rule they are taller*

and

loss

robust; the figure

is

also

somewhat more

slim,

the bearing more martial, the complexion darker.
The figure seems all the taller
in
that the head is smaller
proportion to the size of the body.
Scarcely any
invalids are found amongst them, although they age rapidly.
young man not

A

more than twenty years old may sometimes be taken
of forty looks like a venerable patriarch.
as the Shilluks of the

White

for

Many who

one of forty, while one

are in complexion as black

Nile, or the Senegambiuu Wolofs, have nevertheless

the same regularity and even delicacy of features as the very finest Europeans.
The women especially are often admired for their harmony of expression and
voice.
On these points
others
who lately
Wharton,
by Captain
given amongst
very strong testimony
and
who
the
Somali
describes
coast
tribes
seaboard,
spoilt some time surveying the

and musical

dignified carriage, as well as for their soft
is

near the equator as the handsomest race of men and women he had ever seen,
At the same time the life of
black in colour, but with magnificent physique. t
hardship led by the
thirty years old,
is

very

and

women

gives

them almost a

this effect is intensified

common amongst

decrepit look before they are
the
by
tendency to steatopygia which

the married women.

met amongst the Somali have by
some authorities been attributed to crossings with non-African populations, and
Such interespecially with the Semites of the neighbouring Arabian peninsula.

The models

of physical beauty so frequently

minglings have certainly taken place, and during the centuries when active commercial relations were carried on all along the seaboard, Aryan influences,
represented both by the Greeks and Persians, may even have had some share in

modifying the primitive Somali type.

Negro

But on the other hand

populations in the interior of the con'inent are also

rn-jny so-called

known

to

be distin-

guished by the almost classic outlines of their features. The closest resemblance
to the Arabs in physiognomy, as well as in social habits, is found amongst the
tribes of the coastlands.
The western Somali, and especially the Issa people, who
dwell nearer to the Gallas, in the same

way show

a corresponding closer resem-

blance to the type of that race, being distinguished from the other Somali by a
broader face and coarser features.
The flat features and high cheek-bones,

Negro type, are most prevalent in the southern districts,
and especially amongst the Rahanuin conquerors, who have already come in contact with the Bantu populations of the Tana basin.

characteristic of the true

Stature of the Somali according to Paulitschke's measurement*
lasa tribe, 5 feet 11 inches; Gadiburoi tribe, 5 feet 10 incln

t Proceeding of

the

Royal Geographical

-.

Society, October, 188.3.

:

Habr Awal

tribe,

6 feet 2 inches

;
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The Somali language,

of

which grammars, vocabularies, and collections of

national proverbs have already been published, confirms the evidences of kinship

with the surrounding iKmukil and Galla peoples, which have been derived from
their physical appearance and traditions.
Nevertheless a considerable number of
Arabic words, and even expressions, have been introduced into the current speech,
through the frequent relations which the Somali have maintained with the Arabs

Mohammedan religion has been spread throughout the region of
and
plateaux
uplands stretching between the sea and the Ethiopian highlands.
ever since the

Fig. 122.

The few

natives

by

SOMALI WOMAN.

who have any
knowledge of
Arab teachers, from whom

their

and religious institutions.
The inhabitants of the northern

letters

make

use of the characters

they have also 'borrowed numerous

ocial

districts
lying nearest to Arabia scrupulously
e prescribed
rites, never failing to
repeat the prayers at the stated times
>wns, wherever a hovel is to be found
dignified by the name of mosque.
summoned in the usual
a

way by

ited

by Arab

priests.

muezzin, or

crier,

while the sacred

Travellers never leave their

homes without
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providing themselves with the wooden bowl required to hold the water for th<j
customary ablutions. Adults also shave their heads in the Mussulman fashion,

and wear a costume almost identical with that of the Arabs.

But throughout the inland districts and in all the southern parts of the country
the natives have preserved their animi-tie superstitions and a manner of life more
analogous to that of the Danakil and Beja Hamites. The men still swear by the
rocks and worship large trees.
They wear the loin-cloth combined with a sort of
white cotton toga, which is draped in Greek fashion, usually leaving the right
shoulder exposed. When travelling they wear sandals, and generally plaster their

abundant head of hair with a preparation of lime and clay, which serves the double
purpose of protecting it from the heat of the sun and getting rid of troublesome

In order not

parasites.

to disarrange the head-dress,

they sleep with the neck

wooden blocks or pillows, like those commonly met in Japan and
most
amongst
people of Central Africa.
A great number of the Somali have also their ears pierced in the Bantu fashion,
although the lobe is seldom distended by the insertion of heavy wood, mother-ofresting on little

pear,

ivory,

bone or metal ornaments.

amber or

strings of large

coral beads,

Round

and some

the neck, however, they wear
practise tattooing on the arms,

still

and other parts; but these designs have no longer any symbolic or distincmeaning, as amongst most of the southern tribes. Like the Beja, the Somali

breast,

tive

wears in his hair a carved scraper, and makes constant use of his scented wood
toothpick, so that his teeth are always immaculately white.
The women wear a red skirt and white toga fastened round the waist with a

they are also generally more overladen with ornaments than the
displaying pendants attached to the ears, necklaces, rings, bracelets,

coloured girdle

men,

all

;

charms, chains, and other trinkets.
their third year, while girls

In times

operation.

when

Custom requires boys

to be circumcised in

six years old are subjected to a still

more cruel

and even when small-pox is prevalent, the victims
the lions, hyaenas, and other wild beasts of the

of sickness,

are occasionally abandoned to
wilderness.

Like most people that eat at irregular times and have often to go for long
periods without food, the Somali are, according to circumstances, great gluttons or
models of sobriety. None except the fishermen of the seaboard districts ever
touch fish nor will they eat even game or eggs, and also scrupulously abstain from
;

the flesh of animals forbidden by the precepts of the Koran.
are left to the pariah or outcast populations.
Coffee also

Antelopes and gazelles
is very little used as a

drink in Somali Land, although it is often eaten after the Galla fashion, that is,
reduced to a powder and kneaded up with butter, the same mixture being at the
same time used for lubricating the body. The consumption of alcoholic drinks is
strictly forbidden, except in the

Ogaden country, where a fermented beverage

made

is little

and

of camels' milk.

also

Tobacco

chewed mixed with

ashes.

is

smoked, but is taken in the form of snuff
Like the Harrari people, the Somali also meet

together in the evening to masticate the leaves of hat (Cc/astrus edulits}, which acts
as a stimulant, enabling them to prolong their vigils through the night.
This is
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as well as very eager for news, so much
a con ven :ence, for they are great talkers,
to indicate that
his spear at the entrance to his village
10 that the Somali plants
have informed him of all the tidings from
the road is barrerl to strangers until they

the distant parts whence they have arrived.
"
The only
tribal warfare.
Somali Lund has for ages been wasted by incessant
in the figurative language of the East, "is
field here cultivated," says M. Revoil,
a great number of petty states, the people
into
the field of death." Being divided
Each suspects his neighbour and
are almost constantly at feud with each other.
The rich man has his gun, purchased in
the warrior never goes abroad unarmed.
one of the seaport towns the poor have their spear and their dart, occasionally supblade and a knobkerry for braining the
a murderous
;

double-edged
Like the Masai, the Somali warrior usually

plemented by

enemy

that falls in the combat.

" stands at ease"
by leaning on his spear

and bending the right

leg,

somewhat

after

He is proud of having killed his man,
the fashion of persons walking on stilts.
an ostrich plume to his headdress or
adds
and to commemorate the event either
wears an ivory bracelet on his wrist.
In some districts the friends of the departed hero pile round his grave as
blocks as the victims that have fallen to his prowess.
if

But

it

is fair

many

to state that

he is himself equally
without a murmur, and

the Somali takes the life of his adversary without a pang,

indifferent to the same fate.

holds out his
primitive

When wounded

arm unflinchingly

way with

fire

he

suffers

to the native surgeon,

or a red-hot iron.

Thanks

who

cauterises

it

in his

also to the climate, the Somali

fatal to a European.
frequently recovers from wounds that would inevitably prove
If it is honourable to kill, it is no less glorious to plunder, provided always that
No one steals in time of peace, " because all the Somali
it be done in open warfare.

But all
are brothers," and no one takes the superfluous trouble to close his house.
are free to attack the stranger, who dare not even venture to penetrate into their
he has

procured by purchase an

a protector or
patron in the tribe. When a vessel is wrecked on their inhospitable shores all claim
the established rights of flotsam and jetsam, and the wreckers hasten to the spot
territory until

first

dlt<n>,

that

is,

from distances of sixty or seventy miles round about. Not a single household in the
whole of the Guardafui peninsula but has some objects to show which belonged

Europeans wrecked on the surrounding seaboard. Graves mentions a famous
sheikh, a very pious devote?, who lived near the cape, and who, during the bad
season, was handsomely feed to invoke Allah night and day in order to bring about
to

the wreck of passing Christian vessels.

But

it

should be remembered that not so

very long ago the villages along the west coast of France and south coast of EngLind
not only prayed for such
contingencies, but set up false beac ;ns to allure their
victims to destruction.

The Somali

and notably the Mijertin people, would consider
themselves degraded by
cultivating the land.
They are shepherds, fishermen,
sailors, or traders, but not husbandmen.
Some are oven daring mariners, who in
of the coastlands,

dhows of forty or fifty tons burden venture on long
voyages to Bombay
and Zanzibar,
A great many live a half-nomad existence, following their* flocks
their light
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from pasturage to pasturage in the grassy regions of the interior. The industries,
by far the most important of which is the manufacture of matting, are almost
entirely in the hands of the women, who are all very laborious.
Few of the tribes nrikr any use of the horse, and it seems probable that this

animal was not introduced into the country till comparatively recent times. It
\t n still bears its Arab name of farax.
According to Sottiro, every village in the
<

Ogaden territory keeps a park of a few do/en ostriches, which feed apart under
the charge of children, and which pass the night in the huts during the migrations they also join the caravan in company with the camels.
But they are not
;

allowed to breed in captivity, and the domestic stock is consequently kept up
altogether by capturing the wild birds in the chase, or perhaps taking them when

young.
Slavery is unknown arr.oiigst the northern Somali tribes, who kill but neither
buy nor sell their fellow-men. But the case is different in the central and southern
regions,

where a section of the population

is

reduced to servitude, and where the

slaves themselves are treated with horrible cruelty.

Nearly

all

these

unhappy

wretches have their feet shackled with two rings connected by an iron bar they
eat nothing but refuse, yet they are compelled daily to drag themselves to the fields
;

and

till

the land under the broiling sun.

and under these circumstances
in a voluntary death relief

it

is

Every

fault is punished with tortures,

not surprising that the slaves frequently seek

from their miserable existence.

Somali warriors are addicted to slave hunting, and the
captures made by them serve as the current standard of exchange, the trade value of

In

this

many

districts the

"commodity" being estimated

at

from a hundred and twenty

to a

hundred

happens that the Somali treat the members of
" If
you despise not wife, child, and servant, you shall
According to Burton, the young
yourself be despised," says a local proverb.
married man welcomes his bride whip in hand, and begins by giving her a sound

and

It also frequently

fifty dollars.

their

own family

as slaves.

1

Neverthethrashing, in order to establish his authority over her from the outset.
As in other
less, the women move about freely enough in the rural districts.

Mohammedan
him, and at

husband repudiates his wife whenever the whim takes
his death she becomes the inheritance of his surviving brother.
Most
countries, the

of the divorced or otherwise disgraced

women

enter into the service of the caravans

as water-carriers.

TRIBAL GROUPS.
Being

THE RAHANUIN.

destitute of all national cohesion, the Somali are divided

and subdivided

is, tribes and septs, which band together
or break into fresh fragments according to the vicissitudes of wars and alliances.
Nevertheless, in the midst of all these minute divisions the existence may be recognised of three main ethnical families or tribal groups the Rahnnuin in the south,

into a multiplicity of rcrs orfukidas, that

:

the Htnciyti in the centre, and the llaxhiijn in the north.

The Kahanuiu

or Rahhauwiu,

who

are constantly at war with the Gullas and

:J.
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H

whom

Bunt us,

have gradually driven southwards to and beyond the Tana
known of all the Somali peoples, the very names of most of the

tlioy

river, are the least

unrecorded in ethnological
hold the south side, they
works.
Along the banks of the Wcbi, of which they
in the narrow peninsula
that
farther
Gobron
is,
called
south,
are collectively
on
the seaboard, dwell the
and the Benadir territory
comprised between the Webi
of all the Somali tribes, who, instead of the spear, go about
Tuni, most
to

cluns belonging

this warlike

nation being

still

;

peaceful

The liahanuin division also includes, according to
nrmed only with a stick.
The
Paulitschke, the Abgal people, who occupy the north side of the Webi.
live
at
with
still
all
their
for
noted
are
who
enmity
exceptional ferocity,
Abgals,
to
the
still
doctrines
even
and
there
here
and
are
the surrounding tribes,
opposed
of Islam.

Hawiya

All these fakidas are in a state of constant warfare with those of the

division.

THE HAWIYAS AND MIDGANS.
The

who

arc dominant in Ogaden, that

is, the great central territory
all
of
the
Somali people. M. Revoil
of Som.ili Laarl, are certainly the most powerful
describes them as less bellicose than the other branches of the race, but at the

Ilawiyas,

same time more fanatical and more dangerous to foreigners.
They belong to a
distinct Mohammedan sect, which, to judge from their practices, seems in some way
akin or analogous to that of the Wahabites in Central Arabia.

According

to the

accounts received by Sot tiro, the Hawiyas have a large infusion of Galla blood, to
which may perhaps be attributed the fact that their complexion is of a lighter
shade than that of the seaboard tribes.
In the inland regions most of them appear
to be settled agriculturists,

region, which
lands.

is

which

also better

is

doubtless due to the greater elevation of this

watered and more

fertile

than the low-lying coast-

In Ogaden, a land of pasturage and of cattle,
they are on the contrary all

nomads.
In several parts of their domain the Hawiyas are numerically in a minority.
in these districts
they constitute a higher caste or political rulers, who regard with contempt the bulk of the inhabitants as belonging to alien tribes, or even
In fact

to

conquered races.

Thus the Adonc people, who occupy the southern parts of
from the Somali proper, and according to their language

differ altogether

Ogaden,
and social habits should rather be grouped with the Bantu populations.
The
Adont; idiom is closely related to the Ki-Swaheli of the Zanzibar coastlands.
The two castes of the Yebirs and Tomals, who, like the European gipsies, are the
fortune-tellers, blacksmiths,

of different origin

and tinkers of these regions, are also regarded as

from the true Hawiyas.

The Yebirs

are

tribes

somewhat addicted

to

magic practices, such as manufacturing amulets, conjuring snakes, healing the sick,
casting lots, and interpreting omens.
They also take a leading part in all feasts
and public ceremonies.

The Tomals, called also Handads, forge the spear-heads
but although indispensable to the
community they are kept beyond the precincts of
the villages, and
obliged to marry amongst themselves, being despised and feared
baneful magicians.

M

;

SOMALI

greater contempt are held tin .Midgans, called also Kami, that is to say
Archers," who arc universdly regarded as tin- lowest of the low. They worship

In

"

THIl'.ES.

trees

still

;md snakes,

and ga/elle>.

Midgans

They

whom

elephant,

;uid

eat all the prohibited food, such as fish, fowl, eggs, hares,
are also daring hunters, fe nicely attacking the lion and the

they pierce with their poisoned arrows.

and have the n

also practice medicine,
to the

charlatans.

Somali

mis

le^<
According
crossings between Abyssinian women and malt

of still

sinian

more degraded
women.

p'lt.ition of

Like the Yebirs, tho
being extremely clever

the l\\er castes are the issue

licent

genii, while the

t

Midgans are

origin, their ancestors having been the slaves of these

Abys-

THE HASHIYAS.
more commonly known by the name of Aji,
have evidently been most affected by contact and family alliances with the Arabs.
So far as they are concerned, tho national traditions arc to some extent justified
and the Hashiyas may to a certain degree trace their genealogies back to the

The HashiyaSj

or Northern Somali,

Koreish family of the Hashims, one of whose warriors, named Arab, is supposed to
have emigrated to Africa towards the end of the twelfth century, or less than six

hundred years

after the Hegira.

powerful empire,

is

said to

His residence, which became the

have been discovered at

capital of a

Zeila, or in the vicinity of that

place.

The Hashiyas

are subdivided into two
the "
and

main groups, respectively named Tarud
Ishak, from two descendants of Arab.

Banished,"
(Darode), that is,
are descended the Mijertius, most famous of

From Tarud

all the Hashiya nations,
under
the
common
groups
suzerainty of a boy/tor, or
To the Ishak branch belong the Issa, or better Eissa, and the Gadabursi,

comprising some thirty
sultan.

tribal

who occupy

the shores of Tajurrah Bay und the districts about Zeila and Berbera,
and are consequently of all the Somali people the best known to Europeans.

With

Habr Ghar Haji, Habr Awal,
tribes whose name is preceded by the word hair.
In the Somali lanword habr has the meaning of " grandmother," " venerable matron,"

the same branch are grouped the

Habr

Tol,

and the other

guage this
and seems to indicate a

faint reminiscence of a previous social

system in which

descent was reckoned only through the female line, as is still the case amongst
most African populations.
If this conjecture be correct, traces of the matriarchal
state would thus still survive amongst these fierce Somali populations who at present treat their women with so much contempt.
It is noteworthy that amongst

Habr tribes are found the very finest specimens of the
Somali type.
The south-western Hashiyas Ghirri, Bersub, and Bertiri appear to be allied
to the Gallas, and jointly with the Jerso, one of the tribes of this nation,
they oven
constitute a trorra, or political confederacy, worra being a Galla word meaning
the three above-mentioned

"clan," or "family."
social

In this region commercial relations and the development of

intercourse between the conterminous tribes have arrested the devastating

400
carried on between the Somali
wars which almost everywhere else are incessantly

and Gulla populations.

THE EASTERN GALLAS.
the general designations of Oromo, that is
" Men," or " Brave," and Ilm-Orma, that is, "Sons of Men," are more commonly
or
known to their Somali enemies by the appellation of Durr. that is, "vile,"
the
thus despised by the neighbouring Somali people,
"abjtct." Hut although
in intelligence, love of industry, peaceful habits, and
them
Gullas greatly surpass
thanks to the fertility of their
trustworthiness.
They are also far more numerous,

The

plains,

Gallas,

who give themselves

cultivate.
light reddish soil they diligently

whose

recently held command in the city
in the province of the Upper
millions
of Harrnr, there was a population of several

According

to the

Webi annexed
ino-

the reports

to about

the

1

Egyptian

officers,

who

till

Khedival possessions.
Paulitschke, however, while confirmdense
the
population of this region, reduces
extremely
regarding

to the

,.'500,000

Upper Webi

the probable number of north-eastern Gallas concentrated in
The southern districts, that is, the valleys watered by
basin.

The
the streams flowing to the Juba and the Tana, are also very thickly peopled.
(j alias who dwell beyond the limits of Ethiopia, properly so called, that is, on the
cannot in
slopes draining to the Indian Ocean,

any case be estimated

at less

than

On the other hand, the whole of the Somali territory contains a
three millions.
to the great Mipopulation of scarcely one millkm, of whom about 100,000 belong
jertin

The Somali occupying the coastlunds along the Gulf of Aden
Jcbel Karoma and the Gan Libash, are estimated by M. Revoil at

nation.

between

the-

scarcely more than 80,000 altogether.
Neverthe!es in these incessant border feuds, the aggressors are invariably the
numerically inferior Somali tribes. These fierce nomads, who go about constantly
arnu-d and ready for the fight, and who are always lying in arnbush to fall

have naturally a great advantage over the sedentary Gallas,
with
the cultivation of their durrah fields.
But on the verge of
occupied chiefly
the desert stretching north of the Harrar Mountains some of these Galla tribes
unawares on the

foe,

nomad pastors, adopted the habits and customs of their hereditary enemies.
In order to resist the aggressors, who are attracted chiefly by the love of pillage
and the hope of plunder, the Oromo have in many places been obliged to abandon
their fertile plains and settled habitations, or else sink to the
position of serfs,
mere " hewers of wood and drawers of water " to the rapacious Somali marauders.
In the extreme southern regions they have
already ceased to defend the territory
have, as

comprised between the rivers Jubi and Tana. But in the northern districts they
still show a bold front to the
enemy, and here the river Errer, a main branch of
the Webi or Harrar, has not
Strict watch
yet been crossed by their adversaries.
is

constantly kept against the raiders by the
the conterminous domains.

Enniya

tribe all along the frontiers of

In any case the Gallas
certainly vindicate their claim to the national* desig-

GALLA TYPES.
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and even when inferior in numbers they have frequently
enough repelled the attacks of the Somali nomads, and even of regular troops.
Wlu-n the city of Harrar wan still held by the Egyptian forces, who were cm i,"

stantly endeavouring to extend the Khedival authority over the surrounding
(Julia populations, the Oromo warriors, armed only with sword and dagger, were

often seen hurling themselves desperately against disciplined regiments equipped
with firearms. Rushing forward to the battle-cry of " Eukuku ! kukuku!" they

more than once threw the hostile forces into confusion, and even occasionally
put them to flight. But like their kinsmen of the Ethiopian highlands, the
eastern tribes shamefully mutilate the dead.

These eastern tribes
few

trivial respects,

differ

from the other branches of the Galla race only

and some customs borrowed from

in a

their Danakil, Somali, or

In their physical appearance they show no inferiority, while
display the same elegant proportions, the same graceful carriage, and
The Gullas are a feound stock,
occasionally even the same nobility of expression.

Masai neighbours.
their

women

not yet sapped by inherited ailments, and unlike the Somali, are a long-lived
Cheerful and impulsive,
people amongst whom centenarians are by no means rare.
but with a well-balanced temperament, they seldom yield to their angry feelings,
at least in the presence of strangers.
this also favourably distinguished

cruelty and

They

from

are a warm-hearted, kindly people, in

tin ir

Somali neighbours, amongst whom
The Gallas are moreover dis-

treachery are characteristic vices.

tinguished from their Somali neighbours by their cleanly habits, shown especially
They also display great skill in the cultiva-

in their tidy, well-swept dwellings.

by systematic manuring and a due
the
Gallas,
although hitherto giving little or no proof
Certainly
national sentiment, are one of the African nations which may look

tion of their land, maintaining its fertility

rotation of crops.
of

any common

forward to a bright future of social progress, and even take
general work of human advancement.

Under the Egyptian rule,
accept as masters a number of

its

share in the

the Gallus of the Harrar district had been fain to

foreign officials whose functions were almost excluAt present these same
sively restricted to the collecti n of the Government taxes.
Gallas, together with a large section of those dwelling east of the Ethiopian high-

King of Shoa; tut elsewhere the
tribes have maintained their primitive autonomy.
The community is organised on
is invariably entrusted
administration
the
The
of
commune
republican principles.

lands, are subject to the

sway

of Menelik,

whose moti, or president, is charged with the executive
are associated the treasurer, the high priest, and the b^ku
or director of the general assembly, these ministers -being usually chosen for a
The director or " speaker," who presides over the public
period of eight years.
to a council of elders,

functions.

With him

discussions, holding a

wooden mace

as the sign of his office,

required to keep
All have the right of veto,

the debate open until absolute unanimity is arrived at.
Polish Diet, and the consequence is that

as in the old

is

the deliberations are
"
"
frequently continued from session to session, the principle of closure not having
yet been introduced. But once a final decision is reached, the question assumes a
128
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The

sacred character.

forefathers of the tribe are invoked,

and in their honour

is

his sceptre with the blood, and the
immolated a spotless steer the boku imbues
traverse the land, proclaimthe entrails round their neck and arms,
priests, coiling
national
the
taken
assembly.
the resolutions
by
ing to all the people
the caravan routes, in
are
functionaries
along
despatched
times
other
At
;

special

of the outer world.
Nothing escapes
order to gather from foreign traders tidings
the
members of
interest
in
any way
the ears of these public agents which may
Like the old Greek euxenoi, they are also required to represent
their community.

the citizens with all strangers, to introduce

them

and

into the villages

offer

them

One
by
the bowl of milk, symbol of hospitality.
on
the
clothes
three
times
fashion
Masai
the
after
to
of
expectorate
of the elders is also required,

way

blessing,

of the stranger.

kingdom of Shoa, the eastern Gallas differ from
those of the Ethiopian highlands more in their religious than in their political
Most of the western Gallas are still pagans, worshipping trees, mounrelations.
Being partly annexed

tains,

and

flowers,

to the

while numerous tribes have also become

members

of

the

Abyssinian Christian Church amongst these highland populations the Mohammedans are thus everywhere in a minority. But in the region of the eastern
The Roman Catholic missions estabis the case.
slopes and plains the contrary
;

and

lished in Harrar

its

vicinity

have hitherto made but few converts, whereas the

into the southern regions,
preachers of Islam have already penetrated a long way
Oromo populations have
whole
of
the
the
here
the
and
fur beyond
"Webi,
nearly

accepted the teachings of the Koran.
Under the influence of the new religion the national usages have been modified.

The young Gullj Mohammedans no longer decorate

their face, arms,

and

body with elaborate tattooings they now shave their heads instead of smearing
their long tresses with clay and butter.
Circumcision, which was never customary
;

amongst the pagan Gallas of these regions, is henceforth universally practised on
the youths between their tenth and fifteenth years.
The children also receive

Mussulman names, which disadvantageously replace such pleasant names as "Joy,"
"Hope," "Welcome," and so forth, which were current in pre- Mohammedan
times.

These worshippers of Allah no longer eat raw

the Ethiopian highlands.

and the young

men no

The marriage
longer carry

rites are

off their

flesh, like their

kindred in

performed in the Arab fashion,
by a sort of make-believe

brides

abduction.

the

Nevertheless certain customs of the highland Ilm-Ormas still survive amongst
Moslem lowlanders. Such is the numerical excess of female births, that, not-

withstanding the institution of polygamy, a large number of young women remain
without husbands.
In this case Paulitschke tells us that they have the privilege
of choosing
temporary husbands till the birth of a child. It is also customary for

When the elders of the
posterity to adopt a son and heir.
have given their consent, the child is taken to the forest, where he is supposed by a kind of legal fiction to be found by his new parents then a bull is
killed, and his body smeared with the animal's blood and fat, after which
families without
village

;

ce'remony

THE EASTERN GALL AS.
the change

is

assumed

to
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be so complete that he becomes absolutely

unknown

to

his first family.

EAST GALLA TRIHAL DIVISIONS.
be no despised classes or pariah castes among the eastern
Nor do these Gallas themGallas as there are amongst their Somali neighbours.

There appear

selves

keep any

to

slaves,

although they allow the slave-dealers a free passage

through their territory.
In the Upper AVebi basin the most powerful Galla tribes are the Noles, who dwell
VITU LAND.
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"
in the upland valleys of the Harrar country, and the Jarsos, or
Ancients," who
are associated in a common political confederacy with their Somali neighbours, the

Barsubs, the Ittus, and the Alas.

These

according to the Egyptian census
Farther south live the
returns, would appear to have no less than 2,182 villages.
and
the
Arussi
Jiddas
them
the
and
(Orussi), who are not to be
beyond
Enniyas,
latter,

confounded with the Arussa people who occupy the Upper Juba basin, and who are
" mother " nation of the eastern Gullas.
said to constitute the
Krapf tells us that
" in order to
these natives fight nuked
terrify the enemy," or more probably in
accordance with some traditional custom handed down from their forefathers.

The

half

Mohammedan

Panigals revere the shrine of an apostle

who brought
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The Borani, or
them the Koran and had it translated into their language.
Mount
of
Kenia, are also
Yuoranas, who are met as far south as the neighbourhood
to Brenner, number as many as a hundred
Galla
who,

and

fifty

according

nation,

a powerful

thousand

soul-..

They

are daring riders,

The

with their Somali and Masai neighbours.

and have long been

at

war both

Borani are a very religious people,

whether oxen
they sacrifice black animals,
on the
isolated
tree
some
of
foot
large
or goats, near black rocks, or else at the
covered
breast
have the
Although they do not praetisa tattooing, they
plain.
some sharp instrument
with
themselves
with scars, which are produced by striking

who worship

a supreme

being, to

whom

dance.
during the frenzy of the national war

inter their

They

dead seated in an

"

Man dies not, he only dreams."
iuto two great branches, the Ya and the
divided
The Borani are suid to be
Yul. But our information is slill extremely defective regarding most of the

attitude of meditation, for, say they,

the regions which are comprised between the Somali
populations occupying
Here there is still a
seaboard and the unknown territory of South Ethiopia.
like Thomson and Fischer
complete gap between the itineraries of explorers
those
of Revoil, Brenner, Chaille,
and
Land
Musui
northwards,
advancing through

from the south coast of
Long, and others, who have penetrated very little inland
Somali Land. A great interval also still remains to be filled up between Thomson's
and Schuver's farthest south, the whole of this unknown region
of north
being roughly comprised between the equator and the tenth degree
of the
direction
in
the
westwards
Ocean
from
the
Indian
and
latitude,
stretching
farthest north

White Nile

basin.

In the Appendix will be found tabulated the names, with approximate populations of the chief nations in Somaliland and the territory of the Eastern Gallas.

TOPOGRAPHY.

The ubiquitous German

who have received a " concession " of the
"
"
Karoma, and who have become the protectors

traders,

whole seaboard as far as the Jebel

have made their

of its inhabitants,

YITU TERRITORY.

first

essays at annexation at the southern

extremity of the Somali coast.
chosen by them

is

In this they have acted wisely, for the district
one of the most promising in the whole of East Africa. The

valley of the Tana,

which reaches the sea at

this

point, is a natural

highway

towards the Upper Nile basin, and thus affords considerable facilities for opening
up the resources of the vast .but still almost unknown region which stretches from
the Indian Ocean westwards to the eastern affluents of the

White

Nile.

1885 the brothers Denhardt, who had already a few years
traversed
the country in various directions, obtained from Sultan
previously
Akhmed of Yitu, surnamed Simba, or the " Lion," the concession of a territory
In the year

about 000 square miles in extent. The whole of this tract, which is limited
towards the south by the course of the river Ozi,
they immediately placed under
the suzerainty of the

German Empire.

In vain the feeble Sultan of Zanzibar

protested against these high-handed proceedings,

i

rging his own undoubted prior

YITU LAND.
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His protests were met by the appearance
claims and even threatening hostilities.
Zanzibar
the
in
of German ironclads
waters, and he soon found that it would be
necessary to accept "accomplished facts."
The population of the Vitu territory and neighbouring archipelago is one of the
most heterogeneous in the whole of East Africa. Galla immigrants, JJantus from

people who were till recently regarded as anthropothe district ; while runaway slaves, confident ot
phagists, have flocked in crowds to
the south, and those

Wa-do

124.
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here finding a safe refuge, and even land to cultivate, have been attracted in
thousands from every part of the seaboard. Then, in order to provide the new
"
arrivals with wives, the " Lion
introduced into his kingdom some AVapokomos,
tribes.
Even the Portuguese
Vitu by some families of half-castes.
The numerous ruius which may still be seen on the shore near the mouths of

\Vabonis, and other

element

is

members of various Bantu

represented at

the Tana, attest the

commercial importance formerly enjoyed by this

district.
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Within the
town, of

bar,

and on the north or

left side

and Ki,M, near which

Shaw

of the Ozi branch, stand the two little
and sandare some

long-abandoned

Accordthe ruined edifices o Melmda.
encumbered ancient structures resembling
the
or at latest
sixteenth,
these ruins date from the fifteenth,
ing to Denhardt
the
as
so
year ]
recently
The modern town of Kipini, founded
oentary

Within ten
to the local traffic which it fostered.
been rapidly developed, thanks
it
as many as two thousand inhabitants, and
of ^'foundation it had already

years

Fig. 12o.

JEBEL KAEOSIA.

of Zanzibar here established a wali, or
acquired such importance that the Sultan
a custom house.
political agent, as well as
little
Kau, lying farther up but on the same left side of the Ozi, is another
These
coast
traders.
people support
trading pluce inhabited chiefly by Swaheli

the national reputation for hard dealing,

the unfortunate

Wapokomo

Vitu, residence of

peasantry

Sultan Akhraed,

who

and they

whom

also rule

with a hand of iron

delta.
they employ to cultivate the
has placed himself under German protec-

KISMAYU.

BARDERA.

not on the coast, but on the banks of a

tion, lies

407

little

stream wh.ch joins the Ozi

over against Kau.
Its port on the Indian Ocean is at Lamii, whose harbour is
formed by a long deep channel flowing between the two islands of Lamu and
Manda, and commanded by a large fort, where till recently was hoisted the flag of
the Sultan of Zanzibar.
of

some

Lumu, which some travellers report to have a population
thousand, is now regularly visited by the steamers plying on the

fifteen

East African seaboard

;

but the sandhills are already threatening to swallow up a

part of the town.

Other excellent havens are formed by the creeks which ramify between the
Such are the well-sheltered ports of Manda and Pattn,

islands of the archipelago.

where the ruins
the Portuguese.
tures, they are

abodes of evil

still

lining the beach date back to times anterior to the arrival of

But whether they be Arab

fortres-es, Persian or

Hindu

struc-

equally avoided by Somali, Galla, and Swaheli as the
Patta especially was at one time a very flourishing place,

all alike

spirits.

with a large trading and industrial population.

Mto-Bubashi estuary

North

of this island

and of the

seen a striking example of the phenomenon of a double
In
coastline, consisting of an outer barrier reef and the inner continental shore.
these waters every creek and channel gives access to a fine natural haven.
is

KISMAYU

BRAVA.

MERKA.

Kismayu, or Kmmayu, is the last anchorage on the Somali coast, going northeastwards in the direction of Cape Guardafui, to which the term port can be
But even this place is little used except as a harbour of refuge, so little
applied.
the

movement of exchanges along

this inhospitable seaboard.
Neverthe
natural
outlet
of
the vast basin of the Juba, which reaches
theless, Kismayu
the sea about 12 miles to the north-east. In 1869 this town did not yet exist, but

developed

is

is

some Somali emigrants from the Upper Juba Valley, and especiallv
from the neighbourhood of Ban/era, or Bal Ttr, the chief market of the interior,
in that year

established themselves at this favourable point of the coast,

and opened

direct

Later some members of the Mijurtin tribe,
the most energetic traders on the whole seaboard, also settled in the same place,
the population of which had already risen to eight thousand six hundred in the

commercial relations with Zanzibar.

At

year 1873.
in

Kismayu

.Marseilles

battle of

that time the suzerainty of the Sultan of Zanzibar was represented
by some Arab traders and a small Baluchi garrison. In 1870 a

commercial house had hoisted the French flag in this port, but after the

Sedan the Sultan of Zanzibar hastened to reassert his authority over the

place.

Bardera

is

inhabited by

Mohammedans, who

fully as fanatical as those troublesome sectaries.
snuff,

and display an almost rabid

not actually Wahabites, are
They neither smoke nor take

if

zeal in their efforts to enforce their peculiar

views on the surrounding Somali populations.

Hence

insurrections, massacres,

migrations of tribes, and disorders of all sorts. In the year 1845, the town of
Bardera was utterly destroyed by the enraged inhabitants of the district, who slew
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all

the

women and

sold the

men and

the fiery
however, eontrived to hreak through

and going northwards

to the

A few fugmves,
the doomed city
round
circle closing
founded a town on the left bank of

children into bondage.

Ganane country,

KISSCAYTT.
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now

the Webi, which has flourished, and

is

aguin rose from

was revived the old

ance.

The

its ashes,

and with

Here were massacred
vessel with

in

it

a great centre of trade.

Bardera also

spirit of religious intoler-

1865 the two travellers Link and Von der Decken

which the unfortunate explorers had navigated the

river,

and
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which the natives had succeeded in recovering from the rapids, was till recently
used by thorn as a fi-rry-boat between the two banks of the Juba.
East of the lower course of the Webi, where it runs for some miles parallel
with the sou, the coastline describes a slightly concave curve, to which the Arabs
Yrt the villages along
have given the name of El-Banadcr, that is, " the ports."
this section of the seaboard offer nothing but exposed and often dangerous road-

From this designation of the coast the Bimal, Tuni, Abgal, Wadan, and
steads.
other neighbouring populations, are often collectively called Banaders, or Bcnadirs.
Braca, or Bawir/i, the first of the roadsteads, where the little Arab dhows find
some

shelter behind a chain of reefs, has at least the advantage of

an abundant

Vessels skirting the coast in the direction of Cape
Brava may be
Guardafui, here take in their last provision of fresh water.

supply of

good water.

regarded as the outport of the Lower Webi, for this river, before running out in
the surrounding swamps and sands, passes within 7 or 8 miles of this place.
In
the intervening space is developed a chain of hills 400 to 500 feet high, which
assume the outlines of the towers and ramparts of a fortified city. Some Arab

Brava in the midst of the surrounding Somali
Although Mohammedans, these population-*, which are mixed with
populations.
Their women, who are allowed to go
Galla elements, are extremely tolerant.
in
hair
the
form
of
a crest reaching from the brow to the
their
unveiled, arrange
and Swaheli families are

settled at

nape of the neck.
Marka, which stands on a rocky headland, has the best claim of
"
villages to the title of bandar, or
port."

all

these

Here a creek well sheltered from the

north-east trade winds affords some accommodation to the

Arab dhows which

A

obtain cargoes of hides, ivory, and gum-copul from the surrounding districts.
slightly leaning ruined tower still recalls the Portuguese occupation of Merka in
the sixteenth century.

MAGDOSHU.
Farther north follow a few towns

now

OPIA.
in ruins,

beyond which

above the beach the massive square tower which commands

seen rising
the terraced houses of
is

a place which, like Kismayu, Brava, and Merka, is governed in the
of the Sultan of Zanzibar. Within the jurisdiction of the governors of all these

JTayilos/iu,*

name

towns

is

included a

little

enclave or separate territory 10 or 12 miles in circum-

ference.

the famous city which Ibn Batuta describes as " immense," and
whose name, gradually expanding with its renown, was at last extended to the

Magdoshu

is

In his account of the wonders of the world, Marco
^rcat island of Madagascar.
"
he did the same with
Volo had described as an island the coast of " Zanquebar;
"
that of Magdoshu, or
Madcuraeoar," which accordingly figures as an island on
Martin Beham's old Atlas.
*

As pointed out by M.Grandidier,

Other forms of the word are Moydmhn, Makdithu, Madi&ha, Moyadis/io, that

Portuguese maps.

this

in,

was the land

the Magatlujcu of the
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fancied they had discovered in the
which, after doubling the Cupc, the Portuguese
But in our day*
the Malgashes, or Malagasy people.
great island inhabited by
Vast
estate.
its
from
has fallen
spaces are strewn with
high

Magdoshu

ruins invaded

greatly
and here and there eaten away by the waves, although
the
sands,
by
recall the architectural glories
standing amid groups of hovels still

u few mosques
of the ancient

city.

One

of these edifices bears the date

636

after the Ilegira,

era.
corresponding to the year 1238 of the Christian

Magdoshu comprises two

distinct quarters,

ruins.

Hamarlncin and Shinyani, the former

now gradually becoming

a heap of

In Shingani arc at present concentrated most of the inhabitants,

numbering

of which has been almost abandoned and

Fig. 127.
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about

five

thousand altogether, and between the two quarters stands the
governor's

Amongst the inhabitants of Magdoshu are a few Arab families, including
some Shurfas, or " descendants of the
prophet," besides several Hindu traders and
one or two thousand Somali. But
two-thirds of the
consist of the
palace.

fully
so-called Attrsh, that is to
say, the descendants of
still falls

nearly

all

Ihe principal

population

emancipated

slaves,

on

whom

the hard work.

local
industry
invasion of the African markets

is

the manufacture of cotton fabrics.

Before the

by the products of the European and American

looms, the textiles of Magdoshu were forwarded far
of the continent, as well as to Arabia

and wide throughout the interior
and even as far as the Persian coasts/ Now,

OPIA.

BERGHEL.
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however, the number of buyers of these goods is greatly reduced; nor is much
business any longer done in slippers and matting, the other staple industries of
this district.
Tin 1'uture of Mugdoshu will depend not so much on its local
products as on the movement of exchanges between foreign markets and the
li;j-in as far as the (lalla territories in Hnrrar and
Kthiopia.

Webi

separated by a distance of scarcely 24 miles from its fluvial port,
a town composed of latticed cone-shaped huts, where the explorer, Kin/cl-

Magdoshu
(ir/itii,

is

The media val Arab writers speak of the
watercourse flowing to the west of Magdoshu as of another Nile, comparable to
that of Kgypt itself.
Yet this river at present is scarcely more than a hundred
inch, was poisoned in the year 1809.

feet broad at Gelidi,

where the natives cross

it

in little ferry-boats held together

by cordage made of creeping plants.
The last point on the Somali coast going northwards, the possession of which is
still claimed by the Sultnn of Zan/ibar, is the village of Warahck
(Warrithir),
whose harbour is inaccessible during the prevalence of high winds. Beyond this
place

stretches the

domain

of

the Somali coast tribes,

who were

till

recently

independent, but over whom Germany now claims dominion in virtue of some
treaty concluded with the Sultan of Opia, an obscure princelet now put forward as
the " chief of all the Somali people."
His very existence is unknown to the vast
as
is theirs to him.
of
the
This village, or rather camping-ground
nation,
majority

which has been thus suddenly promoted

of Opia,

to the dignity of a
capital, is

situated on a headland between the territory of the

Mijertin

tribe.

But even diplomatists

Hawiyas and that

will never be able to

make

it

of the

the centre of

any large population, for the surrounding country is a waterless steppe, while the
neighbouring seaboard is absolutely destitute of harbours.

ALLULA.

The

BOSSASSA.

Mijertins, the most powerful branch of all the Hashiya nation, inhabit the

\\hole of the northern section of the coast as far as the shores of the Gulf of

Aden.

The

point of the seaboard where they are concentrated in the largest numbers is in
the neighbourhood of the Rax-el-Klwil, or " Horse
Cape," near an inlet where the

waters of the
Graves, as

Wady Xogal

many

are discharged during the rainy season.

According to

as twelve thousand Somali are occasionally attracted to the fair or

of lias el -K hail.

The half-Arab, half -Portuguese name of Bender (T Agon
("water haven") indicates the point where the small coasting craft finds most

market

convenient anchorage.
At the time of M. Rev-oil's visit in 1881, the sultan of the Mijertin nation had
his residence at Jleryhfl, a hamlet of some
forty inhabitants, which is sheltered on
the north by the sandy slopes and lofty spurs of the Jebel Karoma,
terminating
eastwards in Cape Guardafui.
In the neighbourhood of this modest little capital
of the Mijertins are seen some ancient sepulchral mounds and the remains of a
fortified

The

camp.
section of the Somali seaboard which skirts the south side of the Gulf of
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secondary gulfs or inlets, to which are
Dalbed or Dabir in the
/tor* or Makhar in the eastern parts,
applied the terms
of Somali Land which
coast
north
this
follow
along
Several trading-places
west.
Here commercial intercourse is much more easily
Arabia.
lies over

Alrn

is

carved into a large number of

little

against

the Indian Ocean.
maintained than ulong the exposed seaboard facing towards
and
of
cattle
herds
their
clumps of trees,
The proximity of the grassy slope*, with
also supplies more produce to the surrounding population.
At the northernmost extremity of the coast, two tongues of sand projecting
seawards enclose the bender or port of Allnla (Halulch, Lu/eh), where the

Farfew years, previous to the revolt in Soudan.
Egyptian flag was flown for a
that
Has
of
headland
the
Filuk,
that is, towards the south-weststands
ther on
"
from the west presents the rough
is
Elephant Cape," whose speckled rock seen
of
the
South
of
the huge pachyderm.
outline
cape the sandy beach is interrupted
little haven of Bender Filuk
by an inlet similar to that of Allula, forming the
the Bender Me rat/a, still within the domain of the
(Felek], which is followed

by

From this
residence by their sultans.
Mijertin nation, und frequently chosen as a
and frankincense, collected by the
place is exported a large quantity of myrrh
women in the surrounding districts. About the first days of March, incisions are
made

and three months afterwards the gums and resins are in a

in all the trees,

Ht state to be gathered.

Bender Khor, or Bottiali, differs from the neighbouring ports by its position on
an estuary. Here the tide ascends for a distance of about six miles into the
interior,

through a gorge in the mountains traversed by the Tokuina torrents.

Through

this inlet the

Arab dhows gain access

to the little

town of

Bottiala,

whose houses stand at the base of earthen towers, built in the form of truncated
On a recently upheaved beach to the north-east of Bottiala is pictupyramids.
resquely >ituated the

One

new town of Gandnln, which is

of the neighbouring escarpments contains

also protected by similar towers.
Gansome deposits of good salt.

its name from the
yanda tree, which grows in the surrounding lagoons,
and which the natives are direful not to touch, for should they happen to break one

dala takes

of its limbs they are sure to lose one of their

own.

Farther on stands Bosaassa, or Bendi-r G/HIZCIH, defended bv four

forts,

and

forming the most important trading station on the whole of the Mijertin coast.
This place is visited by the caravans of the inland
"NVar-Sangeli and Dolbohant

who here exchange

their produce for such
European wares as they require.
La* Gore, lying over sixty miles more to the west
that is, beyond the Has If adada
rivals Bender Ghazem in commercial
Las Gore is the port of the Waractivity.
tribes,

Sangeli nation,

who

dwell to the south of the

resides in this
seaport,

which

is

Almedo mountains, and whose sultan
defended by two earthen towers.

MA YET.
)ther

BEKBEKA.

BTLHAR.

havens or roadsteads follow in the direction of the
west, where Mmjet
(Mehet) is the seaport of the Ilabr Ghar-Haji people.
According to the local

STREET

IX

BERBEKA.

BERBERA.

MAYET.
Sheikh

tradition, here died the great

I>li;ik,
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ancestor of

all

the Ilabr or " Grand-

"

which belong to the widespread Ilashiya division of the Somuli race.
Formerly the Somali advanced in years came from all the surrounding regions and

mother

tribes,

settled near the

vnu

rated shrine, in order after death to secure a last
resting-place
All the houses and cabins of

near the remains of the founder of their nation.

Mayet were at one time grouped round about the tomb of the saint; but they
have since been displaced in the direction of the west, near the mouth of a little
roast-stream.
Towards the north-east is visible the volcanic islet of Jtbcl-Tiur, or
" Bird
Mountain," which contains a deposit of guano, and to which the English
BEBBERA.
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have given the name of Burnt Islund, from the colour of its lavas. The island is
annually visited by about forty Arab dhows, from the port of Makalla in Hadramaut, returning laden with cargoes of this manure for their tobacco plantations.
^ est of Mayet follow the seaports of He is, Ankor, Keren), all of which belong
to the Habr Tol nation.
Then, after rounding a headland, the seafarer comes in
full

view of a deep

inlet in the coast

forming the important harbour of Bi-rbera.

This

the only thoroughly sheltered haven on the whole seaboard, and has consequently
been a busy seaport from the remotest antiquity. The town still keeps the old

is

name

of Barbaria formerly applied

by the Greeks, not

to

any particular

point, but
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Aden. Yet notwiththe south side of the Gulf of
to all the coastlands skirting
has at times been
maritime advantages, this privileged seaport
standing

obvious

its

Thus a war which broke out in the year 1870 between the
completely abandoned.
nations compelled all the inhabitants of
gurrouniliii- Gadibursi and Dolbohant
But under the protection of Great
homes.
Herbert* temporarily to quit their
on this
all the rights of Egypt as the ruling power
Britain, which has 'inherited
become the centre of considerable commercial activity.
seaboard, Bcrbora has again
and even an aqueduct, whose copious
It has now a
piers, warehouses,
lighthouse,
the fountain-head,

water, thermal at
miles.'

Berbera is

brought from a distance of about seven
ruins of which
the successor of Bender Abbas, another town some
is

on the lowlying shores of the Tamar peninsula enclosing the roadLying 1GO miles to the south of Aden, and
stead on the north and north-west.
Berbera shares with that town and with Zaila,
nearly under the same meridian,
movement in the
another port belonging to England, the whole of the commercial
western parts of the Gulf of Aden.
On the be:ich at Bnl/iar, about 45 miles farther west, lies the market-place
are

still visible

where the Berbara traders meet the caravans coming from Harrar and from all the
During the busy
Somali- and Galla Lands to the south and west of that place.
season,
place.

from October
Then, after

to

all

are attracted to this
January, as many as 15,000 persons
have
commodities
the
changed hands, the tents are struck,

the lonoO of camels laden with their purchases
O strino-s

move

in all directions

off

-*

towards the interior, the Arab dhows set sail, and solitude once more prevails along
The Somali prefer the Bulhar market to that of Berbera itself,
the seaboard.
because they find in the neighbourhood convenient pasturages for their numerous
herds and flocks, whereas round about Berbera nothing is offered except here and

Bulhar has unfortunately no harbour, and
The explorers who have
surf-beaten shores are too often strewn with wreckage.

there a few trailing plants
its

and shrubs.

ventured to penetrate from this point into the inland plateaux report the existence
of

numerous

burial-places.

The most frequented trade route running south-westwards in the direction of
But Samaicanak and
the city of Harrar has its seaward terminus at Bulhar.
Dnnytn-cta have been spoken of as

more convenient starting-points

for the future

railway, which has already been projected, and which must sooner or

later

run

through the Gadibursi territory towards the great city of the Upper AVebi basin,
easternmost station and bulwark of the

kingdom of Shoa. Accordingly England
and France have recently put forward rival claims for the possession of this future
gateway to the interior of the continent from this direction.

The English mean-

time retain in their hands the disputed station, recognising in return the absolute
sovereignty of Erance over the Gulf of Tajurah, which also gives access to the
inland regions from the head of the Gulf of Aden.

Thus

is

completed the chain of conquests round about the continental periphery,

by means of which the European powers hope gradually
dominions the whole of the vast domain of the dark races.
circuit is

drawn

tighter, while at the

same time our knowledge

annex to their
Year by year the

to

is

enlarged of the

GENERAL REFLECTIONS.
land and

multitudinous inhabitants.

its

Few
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African regions

now remain where

the whites dare not venture, and where their reputation for ruthless cruelty still
lingers, caused by the part they formerly pluyed in the slave-trade, by which the

progress of the Negro has been retarded for ages. As peaceful travellers they
now fearlessly penetrate into the very heart of the continent, and the pioneers of
scientific exploration have already revealed the sources of the Nile, the Congo, and

The European has himself put

the Zambese.
that slavery

deigns now

is

aside the old deep-rooted prejudice
the normal condition and inevitable destiny of the Negro race.
He

to look

draws nearer

to us

on the African as a fellow- man, and in return the African

and begins

to regard us as his best friends.

It

may

still

be

Dark Continent " are
expanding to man's estate. But

"
repeated in academic discussions that the natives of the

doomed

an everlasting childhood, incapable of
are there to refute the assumption, and

to

to attest the progress
already
the short space of half a century a progress wliich, all things considered, may perhaps be considered as relatively superior to that achieved by

the facts

made during
Europe

herself in the course of

the Basutos,

who were

material culture

European world.

till

two thousand

years.

Certain populations, such as

recently an,thropophagists, have already outstripped in

and public instruction many of the laggard members of the
Whites and blacks, heretofore alien and hostile races, hence-

forth understand that all alike belong to a

common human

family.

CHAPTER

XIII.

EAST AFRICAN ISLANDS.
SOKOTKA

F

MADAGASCAR

COMOROS

SEYCHELLES

AMIRANTES.

the insular regions in the Pacific Ocean, Sokotra, or Soeotora,
may with the greatest confidence be regarded as a simple geoall

Although sepagraphical dependence of the Africin mainland.
rated from Cape Guardafui by a channel 150 miles broad, with
of the
intervening spaces fully 3,000 feet deep, the disposition
main axis disposed in a line with the extreme point of Sornaliland,
across the
together with a continuous row of reefs and islets stretching right
channel, clearly shows that Sokotra is nothing more than a detached fragment of
island, with

its

Africa.

has always formed part
of
one
of
the British strongholds
on
the
town
Aden,
present
on the Asi.itic mainland. From 1885 to 1839 it was even occupied by an English
garrison, but afterwards abandoned for Aden, a position of far greater strategic

But

of Asia,

in its

commercial and

and depends

political relations this island

at

In 1845 Sokotra was declared a Crown colony, although its possesimportance.
sion has always been more nominal than effective.
The same remark applies to
the suzerain authority claimed for the last five centuries

whose territory

lies

by the sultans of Keshin,

north-west of the island at the nearest point of the Arabian

coast.

The very name

of Sokotra attests the great
antiquity of the

legends aedociutcd with the island.

In the geography of the Hindus

memories and
it

was regarded

as one of the petals of the
It was the
great lotus-flower floating on the waters.
"
that is, one of those " Fortunate Islands which
Dripa Suk/Hitara, the Din-Skru/ni
at all times
people yearning for a happier fate

have supposed must exist beyond

the gilded clouds of the
The Greeks identified it as the Dioscoridi
setting sun.
"
Lund of the Dioscuri," while the old Hindu n ime has been more
Insulu, or
correctly preserved by the

Arabs in

its

present form.

SOKOTliA.
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INHABITANTS.

The

island

was

visited

by Greek traders, and tradition even speaks of a colony
by Alexander the Great. During the first centuries of

said to have been sent hither

the present era the inhabitants of the island were converted to Christianity, a religion which at thut lime was professed by a great part of the people of Yemen.
Towards the close of the thirteenth century, Murco Polo states that " all were baptised," and recognised the authority of an archbishop.
Christians at the time of the arrival of the Portuguese,

in 1503,

the

and afterwards

Red Sea and

They still called themselves
who made their appearance

settled in the island in order to

guard the approaches of

capture the Arab dhows frequenting those waters.

1

to

SOKOTBA.
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the local tradition, the Sokotrans had been converted by St. Thomas, Apostle of
India but they no longer understood the language of their ritual, although they
;

venerated the cross, placing it on their altars and wearing it as a pendant to
their necklaces.
Their rite resembled that of the Abyssinian Jacobites, and like

still

them they also practised circumcision.
They were visited in 1542 by Francis Xavier, who baptised

pevcral of the

In the middle of the seventeenth century, the Carmelite iriar, Yincenzo,
able to detect some traces of Christianity amongst the people.
They
knelt before the cross, carried it in their processions, and gave their girls the
name of " Maria." But they also sacrificed to the moon, and observed no " sacra-

natives.

was

still

ment " except circumcision, which, however, is not even yet universally practised.
At present Kollesea, or Go//onnir, the name of a village on the north-west coast,
iy possibly still recall
124

A?

the existence of an ancient church

(ecclexia) in this

part of
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If so, this

the island.

now remain

that

all

Nearly
selves

Arabs,

name and the

cross seen on the graves are all the vestiges

of the Christian faith.

the population, although really of very
and profess the Mohammedan religion,

mixed

origin, call

them-

but without fanaticism,

in 1800, and for some years subjected
although the Wahabites occupied the island
Schweinfurth thinks that the heaps of stones met in
it to their intolerant rule.

some

districts are ruined altars

;

but he has discovered no other old

a few undecipherable Greek letters inscribed on a rock.
who are
The so-called " Bedouins" of the
interior,

monument except

distinguished by their tall

stature, developed muscular system, and robust health, are evidently a different race
from the people of the coast, who appear to be mostly Arabs, either of pure descent

These Uedouins are supposed to represent the inor else crossed with Negroes.
element.
Their
digenous
language, which is dying out, is sufficiently distinct
from Arabic to be absolutely unintelligible to any inhabitants of the Arabian
peninsula, except those of the nearest coastland.

The Sayeni

or Kishin hillmen,

near the capital, Tamarida, claim kinship with the Portuguese; while the Monie
Others
of the eastern district would appear to be partly of Abyssinian descent.
of
resemble
the
and
are
said
to
be
Hebrew
in
fact
Jews,
again
origin..

PHYSICAL FEATURES.
Sokotra, which has an estimated area of 1,000 miles, with a population of twelve
thousand, has the form of an elongated triangle with its apex facing eastwards.

The

sides of

I

he triangle, however, are not rectilinear, but towards the centre are

deflected southwards, so that the south side has a convex, the north a
slightly

concave, curvature.
the Haggiar, or

Near the middle

of the north coast rises the granitic

more

correctly, Hajar, that is to say,
crests attain an elevation of 4,700 feet.
The other hills,

consist of limestone recks,
pierced by numerous caves occupied
of birds, and here and there converted into human
dwellings.

The
spe.ik of

island appears to
it

mass of

"Rock," whose jaggel
which are much lower,
by large colonies

be geologically of very old formation, and botanists
which many primitive forms have take refuge. Of the

us a last retreat in

N2S known

species, including as

occur nowhere else.*

Some

many

from

fertile.

with shrubs which assume
the western district

575 flowering plants, about one-fourth

districts, especially

with dunes disposed in
parallel ridges.

consequently far

as

along the south coast, are covered

Elsewhere the island

Nevertheless in

many

is

very stony and

places the surface

is

clothed

verdant mantle during the north-east monsoon.
In
a few valleys
even
towards
are
the
north
coast,
opening
a

haded by large trees, and some of the more
sylvan tracts are compared by Well" In its
sted to the parklands of
England.
splendid vegetation," says Schwein"
Sokotra presents a marked contrast to the
furth,
neighbouring shores of Asia and
"
Africa.
*

Bayley Balfour, Botany of Sokotra.

SOKOTRA.
CLIMATE.

Thanks
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PRODUCTS.

monsoons, and to the alternating breezes along the coasts, the
is less sultry than that of the adjacent Arabian
peninsula

to the

climate of Sokotra

But

movement of the monsoons is less favourable for navigation
Red Sea than was recently supposed; and although Marco Polo spoke long

this alternating

with the

commerce, Sokotra has in modern times been unable to acquire
any great importance as an advanced station for Aden on the route to India. In
these waters the alternating atmospheric currents set on the one hand between the
of its extensive

ago

Somali and Arabian coasts, on the other between the Gulf of

Aden and

the high

During the first half of the year the wind blows chiefly to the south-west, in
the direction of Africa ; during the remaining six months it ve^rs round towards

seas.

the Arabian peninsula, and to the north-east towards the Persian Gulf.
The
opposing currents thus prevail regularly first on one then on the other of the opposite seaboards.
Hence Sokotra would be well situated as a convenient station at the

narrowest part of the channel between the two continents, at least if it possessed
any sufficiently sheltered haven. But between such almost desert and lifeless
shores the

traffic is

scarcely a dozen

on each voyage by
plying with the monsoons between Mascat and
Sokotra

necessarily insignificant.

Arab

vessels,

is

visited

Zanzibar.

At

present, the natives of the island require to import little

from abroad

beyond some dokhn (penicilaria typ/io'tclea) when the date crop has been deficient,
and their cattle, sheep, and camels have failed to yield a sufficient supply of milk
,

In return they export nothing but a little <////', or
and dragon's blood, the product of a peculiar species of plant,

for the local consumption.
clarified butter,

besides 3,000 or 4,000 pounds of aloes (aloes spicata), of the best quality known
to the European pharmacopoeia.
The Socotran aloe grows on the slopes of the hills

between the altitude of 500 and 3,000

feet.

The inhabitants

are alnlost exclusively a pastoral people, possessing numerous
cattle, sheep, goats, sure-footed asses, and camels accustomed to traverse rugged

and stony ground. The horses alluded to by old writers appear to be extinct, nor
are there any cassowaries, notwithstanding the statement of Wellsted to the
contrary.

The

local

fauna

is,

in

fact,

very poor, comprising no species of

rapacious beasts, though reptiles, including some venomous snakes, are common
enough. The birds belong exclusively to African species, whereas the molluscs
for the

most part represent Arabian types.

TOPOGRAPHY.
Tamai'ida, towards the middle of the north coast, is the chief village in the

x

island.

but

is

Kolcssea, at the north-west extremity, formerly did a little foreign trade,
at present a

mere convict

station.

On

the south side there at one time

stood a large Portuguese stronghold, the ruins of which have been visited and
described by Hunter.
Till recently the inhabitants of Sokotra

were

free,

independent alike of the
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no law except that of custom and
Sultan of Keshin and of England, and obeying
But the sultanate of Keshin was lately divided between
traditional usages.
while the other resides at
two brothers, one of whom reigns on the Arabian coast,
district, where he holds court and administers
or in the
Tumurida

neighbouring
island.
whole
Such, however, is the peaceful and even gentle
the
over
justice
that he is rarely called upon to exercise his judicial
disposition of the natives,
them acts of violence or robbery are almost unknown, and
functions.

Among

numerous runaway Negroes are settled on the
they keep very few slaves, although
coustlands.

islands following to the west of Sokotra in the direction of Cape
But of these none are inhabited
to the sultanate of Keshin.
also

The small
Guardafui,

belong

where a few wild goats browse on
except Jiamter-Sa/eh (Santneh), and Abd-el-Kuri,
The
soil.
the
of
the scanty vegetation
natives, who are very poor, live
rocky
few miles farther north stand some
of their fisheries.
on the

A

produce
covered with guano, which attract the rare visits of the local Arab

mainly
steep

islets

dhows.

MADAGASCAR.

II.

This great island of the Indian Ocean is one of the largest on the globe,
also the
yielding in extent only to Greenland, New Guinea, Borneo, and probably

Lying at a relatively short distance from
more than 230 miles at the narrowest part of

insular mass in the Antarctic waters.

the south-east coast of Africa, not

the intervening channel, Madagascar stretches in a straight line from the northern
headland of Cape Amber, for about 1,000 miles to its southern extremity at Cape

Mary. The mean breadth cast and west, as indicated by a line drawn from
Andovoranto on the east side through Tananarive to the Va-Zimba coast, is about
St.

300 miles

while the shore-line, excluding minor indentations and inlets such as

;

the Diego-Suare/ Bay, has a total development of over 3,000 miles, giving a superficial area of 237,000
square miles, or one-sixth more than that of France.
Its

general configuration

bling Sumatra, the

is

somewhat regular, in its outlines greatly resemmet by the seafarer on the opposite side of

large island

first

the Indian Ocean.

It presents the form of an elongated oval,
disposed in a
with the axis of the adjacent African seaboard. But the side facing
nearly rectilineal for about half of its length, this formation being due

parallel line

seawards

is

to the
equalising action of the

mud

and

across the bays

and

waves, which have raised a false coastline of sands

inlets

indenting the primitive seaboard.

facing the mainland, is of far more irregular outline, being
by projecting headlands and numerous little gulfs and havens.
side,

Ihe present name

much

The west
diversified

Madagascar seems to be due to a mistaken application or
extension of the term
originally attributed by Marco Polo to the city of Magdoshu
(Magadoxo), on the Somali coast.* Nevertheless, by a curious coincidence, this
appellation bears a tolerably close resemblance to that of
the collective
of

Malagasy,

* Col.

H. Tulo, The Look of Ser Marco

Polo.

MADAGASCAR.
name

of the inhabitants

;
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while the Ilova rulers of the island have under foreign

influence adopted Madagnxcar as its official designation.
Thus this region has for
"
them ceased to be the Whole," as in the days before they were brought into

contact with the outer world.
"

Wild Boar Island," have

Still

older native terras, such as Nonni-Dambo, or

also fallen into disuse, although the inhabitants of the

" Great land."
speak of Madagascar as the Tuni-Ih'-, or
25 30'
Although lying nearly altogether within the intertropical zone (12
south latitude), Madagascar belongs nevertheless to the temperate /one, thanks to

surrounding islands

still

the elevation of the plateaux which occupy the greater part of the island. On
thrsi plateaux are some extensive fertile and salubrious tracts, at many points
protected from foreign invasion by an intervening zone of malarious coastlands.
1

In some of the upland districts the population is tolerably dense, but the average
for the whole island scarcely exceeds eight or ten per square mile, if, as seems

M. Grandidier's

probable,

estimate of three millions for the entire population

approaches nearest to the truth.

HISTORIC RETROSPECT.
This population

is

moreover greatly divided both by descent and by hereditary

animosities, so that the Europeans, although represented by a very small number
of persons, have easily succeeded in
getting a footing in the country by setting

one section of the people against the other. The disasters which have at various
times overtaken the intruders were often caused less
by the hostility of the natives
than by epidemics, the want of resources, and especially the dissensions prevailing

amongst the

But

colonists themselves.

after long intervals of inaction,

European
by the zeal and enterprise of British missionaries and
well as by the military intervention of the French, have in recent

influences, represented
traders, as

times acquired. a decided predominance.
Moreover, political unity has been established, at least officially, to the advantage of the Hovas, the most powerful
section of the nation.
The treaties with the European powers have even placed

under their rule independent communities which they had never been able
reduce.
But on the other hand, the dominant people itself has been fain, in

to
its

by the French Republic,
thus virtually accepting the position of a protected state.
point on the west
coast and some adjacent islands have even been surrendered to France.
relations with foreign states, to consent to be represented

A

The

references

made by

the ancient writers to the islands of the Erythrean Sea

(Indian Ocean) are of too vague a character to decide the question whether the
land now bearing the name of Madagascar was ever known to the Greeks and

Romans.

No

occurs in the history of navigation before the
In the twelfth century it is alluded
"
to by Masudi under the
Jafuna Land," and it was subsequently
designation of
certain mention of

it

period of the great discoveries of the Arabs.

known by

several other names.

It first became known to European mariners five centuries later, that is to say,
two yenrs after the voyage of Vasco de Gama, who himself passed in the neighbour-
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Dias in 1550, the
After this first visit by Diego
hood of the great island.
the
called
Portuguese, received
was originally
by
island of Sao.Louren 9 o, as it
of the same nation, such as Fernao Suares,
several other visits from explorers
" whose name,"
says Camoens, ''will live
and Tristao da Cunha,

Uuy Pereira,
southern islands."
that part of the ocean which washes the
eternally iu all
new land, its discoverers soon
Hut finding neither gold nor silver in the
and costly
of
land
the
pearls, of diamonds,
abandoned it, attracted towards India,
to hold possession of half the globe, the
in order to
to relinquish the greater part of their conquests
Portuguese were fain

stulfs.

Not being numerous enough

whence they derived most wealth.
concentrate their strength on those regions
a considerable colony, no
Hud their Moxambique settlements become the centre of
would have been brought within
doubt the neighbouring island of Sao-Loure^o
The
annexed to the empire.
the sphere of Portuguese enterprise, if not actually
of Madagascar are figured with some approach to
first map on which the outlines
of 1511.
accuracy is that of Pilcstrina, which bears the date

EARLY FRENCH SETTLEMENTS.
and fifty years elapsed before any
discovery nearly a hundred
in the island.
serious attempt was made by Europeans to obtain a footing
Flucourt relates that in 1635 some Dutchmen landed on the shores of Anton-Gil
"
the name of
1'Orient," received
Bay. Then in 1042 a French society, bearing
" in
from Richelieu the concession of Madagascar and the neighbouring islands,
After the

order to found settlements and trade."

The following year a few

settlers

landed

"
"
on the island, thus giving a first sanction to the historic rights over Madagascar
the French Government in its subsequent discussions and negotiations
claimed

by

with England
One of the points at that time occupied was Anton-Gil (Antongil) Bay, a
But the most important attempts at colonisaspacious harbour on the east coast.
tion in the strict sense of the

term were

side lying nearest to Europe,

by the Cape

The French

to navigators.

situated

at the

of

at first selected the

The whole

side,

that

route yet

is,

the

known

bay of Manafiafa, or Saint Lucia,

south-east angle of Madagascar;

farther south to the peninsula of Taolanora,

Fort Dauphin.

made on the south
Good Hope, the only

first

but they afterwards removed

where they erected the stronghold

island even received the

name

of

of Dauphin, or East

!' ranee.

By means

numerous foraging expeditions and occasional help from Europe,
the French maintained their ground for some time at this point.
Their forces
of

would undoubtedly have sufficed to extend their power over all the southern part
had the colonists not taken advantage of their ascendancy over the
natives in order to convert them to Christianity, and afterwards incite them to

of the island,

war against each other. Slave-hunting expeditions were even organised against
some of the surrounding tribes, and the unfortunate captives sold to the Dutch
planters of Mauritius

Thus

all

the territory round about Fort Dauphin* was at

M.M>A<;.\SCAR.

completely wasted.

last

and the inhabitants who

IImi<lrls of villages had been delivered to the flames,
had escaped from the butcheries had been driven to seek

refuge in other parts of the

The French

Uttd.

"

1

garri-

surrounded by solitudes,
had no longer even the reson,

source of plunder, and had to
draw their supplies of cattle

and

rice

from great distances

and

at a

heavy

The

cost.

conse-

settlement

quently began

to dwindle,

when

the year 1672,

till

the few

survivors were brought

away

by a passing vessel. Nothing
beyond a few half-castes re-

mained

in

the

country

to

keep alive the memory of the
French occupation of Fort

Dauphin. It was estimated
that two -thirds of the troops

and

settlers

were carried

off

by epidemics, war, and famine.
The survivors served as a
nucleus

the

for

colony of

Bourbon, which was destined
two centuries later to become
the base of operations in a
fresh attempt at the conquest
of

the

One

Madagascar.

first

governors of
historian

whose

work

*

of

the

Bourbon was

De
is

Flacourt,

the

100 Feet and

most

upwards.

frequently consulted on the
island and its inhabitants during the seventeenth
century.

1-2

Miles.

ENGLISH AND FRENCH RIVALRIES.
After the abandonment of Madagascar, frequent royal edicts recalled the fact
"
that the " Crown
still maintained its
prior rights of possession, although for fully a
century these purely formal assumptions were justified by no actual attempts at
colonisation.
During that period the only foreign visitors were corsairs or traders

from the Mascarenhas Islands, who came to exchange woven goods and other
* Ilittoire de

la

grande lie de Madagascar.
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European wares

for slaves.

In 1750 the French East India Company endeavoured

the island of Saint Mary,
monopoly of this commerce by occupying
the south of Anton-Gil Bay, and a few years later the French Govern-

to obtain a

lying to

ment resumed possession of Fort Dauphin, without, however, securing any permanent results. The ambitious viceregal establishment set up in 1774 on Anton-Gil
Bav by the pompous Polish and Magyar magnate, Maurice Beniovski, had also to
be abandoned two years afterwards
capital, Ltmisbourg,

;

and

all

vestiges have

now disappeared

of the

although some traces have been detected of the route con-

structed north-east of Anton-Gil Bay towards Ngutsi by this adventurer, the
"
"
iim/Mhixxwibr, or
emperor of the Malagasy, as he called himself. After three
centuries of trade

and

partial occupation

nothing was known of the great island

beyond the coistlands.

The

first

plateaux was

impulse to political and commercial expeditions on the inland
by the rivalries of France and England. During the wars of

<riven

the Empire, the English had seized the Isle of

purpose of converting

it

France (Mauritius), with the

into a naval station for the conquest of

Madagascar.
were
they
compelled to

after discussing ihe terms of the various treaties,

But
relin-

quish the theory which regarded the great island as a political dependency of
Mauritius.
They consequently allowed the French again to occupy the stations
on the coast, and restricted their action to the development of an alliance with

some powerful native prince, in order thus indirectly to secure the
expulsion of
the representatives of the rival power.

Such an
the

number

seemed
island.

to

ally they expected 10 find in the sovereign of the Hovas, who
his subjects and his
on the central

of

commanding

have the

fairest prospect of

Radama, hailed by the English

position

both by
plateau,

one day becoming master of the whole
as

"King

of

Madagascar and

its

depen-

dencies," soon obtained possession of the port of Tamatave on the east coast, and
the road to the interior was thus
completely thrown open to the English. In the

year 1820 they availed themselves of this circumstance to send to the capital some
traders, missionaries, officers, and diplomatists, for the
purpose of securing a

permanent footing

command

in the

more frequented

of the seaboard.

missionary Ellis called
an English colony, and

it
it

seaports, and obtaining the practical
Madagascar, the "Great Britain of Africa," as the

by anticipation, seemed at, that time about to become
was expected that the forces of the Hovas would hence-

forth be at the
disposition of the stranger in effecting the reduction of the

whole

island.

But these hopes were doomed to
In 1828 the accession of a
disappointment.
new king brought about a
change of policy, followed by the expulsion of the
English, the destruction of their factories, and a
general persecution of the Protettant converts.
The Malagasy people,
comprising all the razaha, or whites, in a
lommon sentiment of hatred, endeavoured for a time
to close the
country from
them, and to keep a strict watch over the traders settled in the
Neverseaports.
theless the
eight years, from 1820 to 1828,
which
the
during
Europeans had
enjoyed free access to the

Hova kingdom, produced

the inevitable results on the

A K

A LTA

C<UHOKC

.

ISLANDS

J>VMA

annexation i and claim i

mrt coloured pink.

MAI>A<;A>CAK.
islanders,

who were thus brought under

foreign influences, and

who became

to

some extent initiated in the arts and ideas of modern civilisation.
The system of political isolation adopted 1>\- the lovus was enforced with the
I

greatest rigour during the
period from 1845 to 1852.

AtVr an

unsuccessful at-

Fi

-

131.

CHIEF ROUTES OF EXPLORERS IN MADAGASCAR.
Scale

i

:

12,000,000.

tempt of the English and
French squadrons to avenge
the wrongs of the plundered traders settled in

the
relations
Tamatave,
were completely broken off

between the Malagasy and
the Europeans of all nations.
But on the west side the

French had established

re-

with the independent Sakalavas and other
lations

populations,

and had

also

taken possession of a number of iiosai, or " islands,"
near

the

coast,

Nossi - Be,

and

such

as

Nossi - Komba,
-

Nossi

Mitsio.

They

even claimed to have acquired sovereign rights on
the adjacent mainland, al-

though these
were always
resisted

pretensions

strenuously

by the Hovas, and

even by the local Sakalava
chiefs.

AVhen the Europeans
were again admitted into
the

Hova kingdom, they

soon again
siderable

acquired

influence.

the international

con-

But

160 Mile*.

rivalries

between the French and English were again revived, while the privilege which
the whites claimed to establish themselves wherever they thought convenient,
and to acquire absolute possession of real property, gave rise to endless discus-

and bickerings. These troubles at last brought about the French war of
1883, which ended advantageously for France, without, however, securing for the

sions

subjects of the republic the right to purchase land.

They can take

it,

however,
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as leaseholders for

to reside
an indefinite term, and are also henceforth permitted

of the Hova territory.
freely in every part
two rich and thickly peopled islands such as Mauritius
neighbourhood of
to draw the inhabitants of Madagascar

and trade

The

and Reunion could not

fail

gradually
within the sphere of European intercourse.

Thanks

to their rich colonial produce,

with the
brought into direct relations
to maintain a local traffic with the great
western markets; but they also require
for the supply of cattle and provisions needed by
island, on which they depend
From the economic standpoint, Madagascar
the labourers on their plantations.
a mutually dependent commercial group.
form
and its two eastern satellites thus
of one to the other had
Hence the commercial, if not the political, annexation

been
the Mascarenhas have necessarily

and the recent action of France should be judged in the light
In fact, there can be no doubt that this historic event would
of these conditions.
at a much earlier date, had Mauritius and Reunion themselves
have taken

become

inevitable,

place
the present century in
not belonged to two rival powers, occupied throughout
Ocean. But although
Indian
in this part of the
thwarting each other's operations
the French, and its
Mauritius is a British colony, it was originally settled by
in the expeditions
volunteers
armed
with
even
present French population co-operated
Sooner or later
of France in Madagascar.
which have secured the

preponderance

the political centre of gravity must inevitably be shifted from the small geoMascarenbas to the almost continental island, abounding
graphical group of the
as it does in still

undeveloped treasures of

all sorts.

EXPLORATION.
remains unexplored. More than half of
altogether unknown, while the southern regions, where
the French made their first expeditions, between Fort Dauphin and the Bara country,

But meantime much

the Sakalava territory

have never been

of the interior

still

is

The

scientifically surveyed.

best

known

districts are naturally

by the traders between the east coast and the capital, Tananarive.
routes of explorers round about this central point also cross each other in all

those traversed

The

many places nothing remains to be done except to fill up the
In
the
details.
work of general exploration, no traveller has been more
successful than M. Grandidier, who was also the first to accurately determine the
directions, so that in

minor

relief of the land.

This naturalist has traversed the island from coast to coast,

roughly surveyed a space some thousand square miles in extent, and fixed several
hundred astronomical points, which with the surveys executed on the seaboard by
the European maritime states, offer a network of fundamental lines for all future
cartographers.

Thanks

to the observations

those of Mullens, Cameron,

and Roblet,

it

taken by Grandidier, supplemented by

has been found possible to effect a fairly

correct triangulation of the central
province, Imerina, of which
more accurate charts than have yet been designed for certain
especially in the Iberian

and Balkan peninsulas.

we

already possess

European districts,
The bibliography of the 'island

PHYSICAL FEATURES OF MADAGASCAR.
an extensive collection

also comprises

documents of

of
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over 1,500 books, pamphlets, maps, and

all sorts.

PHYSICAL FEATURES.

Madagascar lacks the regular uniformity of structure attributed to it by the
The fanciful mountain range boldly traced by them from Amber
early explorers.
Cape in the extreme north to Cape St. Mary in the extreme south, has no existence.
Instead of a main range thus symmetrically disposed, the island presents in its
northern and central parts various irregular mountain masses resting on a common

pediment of elevated tablelands, and falling towards the sea in far from uniform
Were the surrounding waters to encroach on the land in such a way as to
slopes.

would not present its
the
incline, facing
Mozambique Channel,
slopes far more gently than that of the opposite side, while in several districts
along its base stretch extensive plains but slightly raised above sea- level. Towards
encircle its mountainous parts, the island, thus reduced in size,

outlines as they actually exist.

The western

the southern extremity of the island also the ground falls to a low level, mountains
hills completely disappearing, or else replaced along the coastlands by chains of
But on the east side the slope is in general extremely precipitous,
shifting dimes.

and

and

here continued by the submarine cliffs down to depths of over 10,000 feet.
According to Mullens,* the first lofty eminence met by the traveller advancing
is

from the southern lowlands

Beyond

is

this isolated crag the

the natural citadel of Ivohibe', in the Bara country.
ground rises to a rugged plateau, flanked by border

Towards the central region, but considerably nearer to
ranges or escarpments.
the east than to the west coast, rise the Ankaratra highlands, culminating point
of Madagascar.

This group of mountains, whose main axis is disposed in the same
itself, has several peaks over 8,000 feet high, the

direction as that of the island

"
being the Tsiafa-Javona, or Snowy Mountain," which according to Sibree
To the south the other summits
attains an altitude of close upon 9,000 feet.
loftiest

but towards the north several crests have been
average only half this height
observed with an altitude of about 5,000 feet. Of all the mountains in Madagascar,
;

the Ambinivini, standing to the west of Anton-Gil Bay, presents perhaps the most
imposing aspect. Its upper flanks rise like a rocky wall some 2,000 feet sheer

above the road winding through the valley below.
Apart from the great mountain masses, the surface of the land has the appearance of an irregular steppe, stretching away in long billowy undulations of a red
or greyish clay, interrupted here and there by abrupt masses of granite, gneiss,
schists, or basalts cropping out in the form of towers and ramparts, or else piled up
base of the highlands, some 3,000 feet high, is limited eastwards by escarpments and terraced slopes, which seen from the sea present the
aspect of coast ranges with their promontories, headlands, and transverse gorges.
These outer steppe-like walls of the plateaux are for the most part covered with
in chaotic heaps.

The

forests.
Journal of the Royal Geographical Society, 1877.
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similar terraced formations and
the west side the uplands are also skirted by
the direction from north to south in a line with the main
escarpment* disposed in
as three of these parallel ramparts follow in succession
As
axis of the island.

On

many

between the plateaux and the sea, themselves merging in secondary plateaux,
fluvial valleys,
wherever they are not separated one from the other by intervening
been
have
that
tracts
gradually filled up by
denuded
erosion, or lacustrine

by

plains

Unlike the central mountain masses, the outer ridges are not of

alluvial deposits.

granitic

Here Grandidier,

but consist mostly of secondary rocks.

formation,

between the oolitic
Richardson, and Hildebrandt have found fossil remains ranging
as well as the fossil bones of large animals now extinct.
and the chalk

periods,
scattered boulders occurring at the foot of the mountains in various parts of
Sibree to be erratic, so that Madagascar would also
are believed

Some

the country

by

appear to have had

its glacial

,

epoch.

VOLCANIC AGENCIES.
But however

this be, the island

has certainly had

period of volcanic activity,
Near the edge of the
historic records.
its

dating from times long antecedent to all
cones whence were
explorers have discovered hundreds of

eastern escarpments

Several craters also occur near the
formerly discharged copious lava streams.
summits themgranite formations in the central mass of Ankaratra, and the higher

former
culminating points of the island, are also igneous cones, the centres of
From them lavas have been discharged in all directions, but
volcanic activity.

selves,

One

especially towards the south.

miles long,

of the streams

the lavas ramifying far into

on

this side is

the plains, where

no

less

than 24

their dark colour

presents a sharp contrast with the bright red tint of the surrounding argillaceous
formations.

Around the shores

many
some

of

Lake

Itasy, towards the north-west,

as forty cones of all sixes,

some

still

perfect, others

isolated, others clustered in separate groups.

To

Mullens reckoned

JIB

with breached craters,

their overflow

was due the

whose waters were gradually collected in a single reserFarther south a whole plain,
"
"
in Italy, is thickly studded with
resembling that of the
Phlegracan Fields
mounds and hillocks, the flues of a vast but now extinct furnace.
According to a

creation of the lake itself,

voir behind this obstruction to the natural outflow.

vague

local tradition, the<e

underground

fires

were

still

smouldering since the

occupation of the country by the ancestors of the present inhabitants.
Since the time of Mullens, the volcanic region grouped round Lake Itasy was

again vifited in 188o by Mr. II. Baron, who gives a detailed account of the typical
volcano of Amboditaimamo, on the north side of the lake, and towards the northern
" It
the
verge of this igneous district.
possesses a breached crater turned towards
east
from this has issued a stream of lava which, following the direction of the
;

lowest level of the ground, has
swept through a small valley round the northern end
of the mountain, and
out
at its west foot.
This sheet of lava, which is horspread
ribly

rough on the surface, occupies but a small area of two or three square miles.

RIVERS OF MADAGASCAR.
It has
in

been arrested in

feet.

mammiform

liquid mass.

by the side of the low hills. It is cut through
some places has worn a channel to the depth of

flow iu front

one part by a stream, which in

80 or 90
of

its

covered by some hundreds
hillocks, which must have been formed during the cooling of the
Its surface,

The

which

is

slightly cellular,

from 20

hillocks are mostly

is

30 feet high, and apparently are

to

heaped up masses of lava, and not hollow blisters. The lava itself is black, heavy,
and compact, being porphyritic, with somewhat large crystals of augite." *
The particulars collected by this observer tend on the whole to show that the

Lake Itasy volcanoes have been extinct

for a longer period than

had hitherto been

supposed, and the channel 80 or 90 feet deep worn by fluviul action through some
of the hard porphyritic eruptive rocks certainly points at very great antiquity.

NorthIn the northern part of the island volcanoes are also very numerous.
"
"
burnt mountains, whose crater is flooded
east of Anton-Gil Bay rises one of these

by a tarn teeming with fish, and whose outer slopes are formed by refuse, white at
Amber Cape, at the northernthe base, and red round about the highest crest.
most extremity of Madagascar,

is itself

a volcano, whose lava sheets

The neighbouring

the surrounding waters.

still rise

above

insular groups of Nossi-Be, Mayotte,

and Anjuan, are likewise of igneous origin, and in many parts of the mainland
occur thermal springs and jets of carbonic acid, fatal to insects and small animals.
Earthquakes are also frequent in several

districts.

RIVERS.

Being well exposed to the moist trade winds from the Indian Ocean, Madagascar
everywhere abounds in running waters, except towards the extreme south, which
is at times swept
by the dry atmospheric currents from the South African mainland.

The

eastern slope of the island receives the heaviest rainfall, although the largest
Here the precipitous slope of the
systems are not developed on this side.

fluvial
hills,

combined with their proximity
great size before

ing any
than sixty miles in length.

less

Manompa, which
which

to the coast, prevents the streams

reaching the

Most

sea.

One

of

them are

in fact

from acquir-

mere torrents

of the most copious is the Tengteng, or*

rises in a longitudinal valley

between two parallel chains, one of
its course to the sea, which it

pierces through a deep rocky gorge on
reaches opposite the island of St. Mary.
it

The Maningori also collects its head-waters on an upland plain between the
main range and the barrier formed by the edge of the sustaining plateau.
Its
waters being hemmed in by this barrier, at first spread out in marshes, and are then
collected in the broad but shallow basin of

Lake Alaotra.

This flooded depression
extends for some 15 miles along the longitudinal valley before it finds an outlet in
a deep rocky channel,
through which

and thence

to the coast

its

overflow finds

its

way

to the outer slope

near Feuoarivo.

Formerly Lake Alaotra fonned a great inland
Nature,

March

sea

4, 1886.

no

less

than 200 miles long,
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Old terraced beaches
with the main range and the seaboard.
disposed parallel
the lacustrine
Sihanaka and Ankai valleys clearly show that
encircling the upland
of TamaSouth
level.
feet above their present
waters at one time stood fully 1,100
stream on the east slope of the island is the
tave and Andovoranto the most copious
Onibe River, which also reFlg. 132.

LAGOONS os THB EAST COAST OF MADAGASCAR.
scale i

:

2,700,000.

ceives

some contributions from

the longitudinal valleys, but
which is chiefly fed by the
torrents descending

from the

great central mass of the AnFarther
karatra highlands.
south, in the Betsileo territory,

"
Matitanana, or Dead

rises the

hand," a sacred stream smaller
than the Onibe, and with a

more obstructed
of

One

course.

cataracts at the issue of

its

the mountains

no

is

than

less

GOO feet high, and near it rises
an abundant thermal spring.

Although the

rivers flow-

ing eastwards to the Indian

Ocean are closed
above

their

estuaries

to navigation

estuaries,

these

themselves, ramify-

ing inland and connected
gether

lateral

by

to-

channels,

present a great extent of navigable waters along the coast
lands.

A

few cuttings made

here and there across the sands

and

coral

banks would enable

small steamers to ply in smooth

water
dru,

all

the

way from Ivon-

near Tamatave, to

the

mouth of the Matitanana
that

is to

of
say. for a distance

over -300 miles, reckoning all
the windings of the channel.
Already, in 18G4, Captain Rooke had thoroughly surveyed this water highway,
which is here and there obstructed by *nud banks and the stakes of the fishermen

The ampanalana, or portages, occurring at various points of the
which King Radama I. had already began to construct, have at high

set all in a row.

future canal,

water a collective length of about 28 miles.
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Thus the eastern seaboard presents a double coastline the outer shore, exposed
the fury of the surf; and the inner beach, washed by the still waters of the
:

to

These estuaries, which
channel, mostly fringed with mangroves.
receive about fifty small streams from the interior, and which communicate with

muddy winding

the open sea by a few easily accessible passages, present the appearance of a long
chain of lakes or lagoons, lining the coast for hundreds of miles. In many places
in

merge

tlu-y

an inextricable system of

tortuous channels, which are sometimes

dry in summer, and

(luite

known only to a few pilots.
The outer line separating
from the ocean consists

in

Fig. 133.

EROSIONS ox THK EAST COAST ASD
AwroN-GiL BAY.

which are

Scale

1

:

3,700,000.

these lagoons

many

places of

coral reefs covered

by the action of the
waves with sands and shells, and thus

gradually transformed to a

continuous

dyke or embankment, which presents an
barrier

against the encroach-

of the sea.

Forest trees have here

effectual

ments
struck

root,

>'

affording a grateful shade

to the

numerous

flows

close

villages following conthe
Under the
beach.
tinuously along
of
the
marine
action
current, which here
in-shore,

the

coastline

has

form.

a

acquired
surprisingly regular
From the inlet of Fort Dauphin, at the
south-east

distance

corner of the island,

540 miles

of

Marofototra, the seaboard
fectly rectilinear,

for

northwards
is

a
to

almost per-

and vessels frequenting

waters usually keep well off the

these

coast in order to avoid the neighbouring
reefs

North

of

Marofototra the beach no
Depths.

longer presents the same uniformity, and
at Anton-Gil Bay even develops a deep
inlet

to 820
Feet.

under the shelter of a bold volca-

nic

promontory.

St.

Mary

(Nossi

But
-

the

Boraha),

island

S20 Frat and

upwards.

___ 60

Mile*.

of

which stretches

like

a

spear -head

in

front

of

Tengteng Bay, appears to be the surviving fragment of an outer coastwhich formed a northern continuation of the southern rectilinear wall,
and connected Marofototra with Cope Maseala. The ramifying bay of Diego
line,

SIM re/ at the northern extremity of Madagascar owes its existence to the volAmber Cape, which here encloses an extensive body of marine

canic headland of
waters.
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some of the rivers, which
the west slope facing the Mozambique Channel
Indian
Ocean, develop fluvial
have their sources on the eastern highlands near the
South of the Betsileo territory the Mangoka,
basins of considerable extent.

On

than 20,000 square miles.
or St. Vincent, drains a superficial area of not less
from
Farther north the Tsijobonina is fed by the numerous streams descending
the Ankaratra volcanoes and from

all

the surrounding igneous districts.

fluviul system also belongs the lacustrine depression of
in this direction for its pent-up waters.

Lake

Itasy,

To

this

which finds an

escape

The Ikopu,
betok

all

of Madagascar, sends to the Bay of Bomlargest of all the rivers
of Imerina, in which is situated the capital
of the

the drainage

province
AViih its great tributary, the Betsiboka, it has a total
to Sibree, a steamer of light
length of not less than 000 miles, and according
a distance of 90 miles from
draught might ascend the Betsiboka branch for
the more important streams
all
the
island
of
north-west
In
the
sea.
the
part

of the

Hova kingdom.

which predischarge thrir waters into winding and ramifying marine inlets,
sent a remote resemblance to the Scandinavian fjords, but which might be

more correctly compared with the indentations on the coast of Brittany. They
an- probably due to an analogous cause, that is to say, the gradual disintegration of the granitic and other rocks

along the lines of fracture or least

resistance.

Numerous

islets,

surviving fragments of the mainland, obstruct the entrance of
One of these islands is Nossi-Be,

the inlets, or continue the headlands seawards.

evidently a geographical dependence of Madagascar, and famous for its groups of
volcanic cones, some of whose extinct craters are now flooded by little lakes.
Ac-

cording to Grondidier, the east coast, continually eroded by the marine currents,
is
gradually receding, except at the points where, as at Tamatave and Foulepointe
(Marofototra), the beach
process seems

to

bu

at

is protected
by banks of coral
work on the west side of the

reefs.

island,

But the opposite
where the land,

through the action of the polyps, appears to be steadily gaining on the marine
waters.
Thus several bays have already beun enclosed by the encroachments
of the shore-line

and transformed

to lakes.

CLIMATE.
Madagascar, which according to latitude belongs to the torrid zone, enjoys a
temperate climate, thanks to the great mean elevation of the land.
From the seaboard to the uplands of the interior, observers have recorded a normal decrease of
temperature, while the summits of Ankaratra and of the other highlands, penetrate
into the frigid zone, the surface of the lakes and tarns
here
icebound.

But thanks

to the

being
frequently
surrounding marine waters, whose normal tem-

is maintained
by the warm currents, Madagascar enjoys on the whole
very equable climate, presenting no sudden transitions from heat to cold. At
Tananarive, on the elevated inland pl.iteaux, the glass never falls in winter below

perature
a
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21 F., while at Taraatave, on the sea-coast, it never rises in summer above
and at the island of St. Mary, farther north, ubove 98 or 100 F.*

93,

Madagascar is entirely comprised within the zone of the south-eastern trade
winds
but, owing to the heating of the ground, these winds are generally
deflected from their normal course, and usually set in the direction from east to
;

Brault's charts, which embody many thousand meteorological observations,
show that the atmospheric system is most regular during the dry season, that is to
say, when the sun stands vertically above ihe north tropical zone, from April to

west.

But when

September.

it

returns to the south, accompaniei by

its

attendant

rain-bearing clouds and vapours, the winds often change their direction and
On the coasts of Madagascar they take the form of monsoon*, chiefly
character.

during the hot, wet seasons from October to March. This is
also the period of storms and hurricanes, although the true cyclones, so dangerous
in the waters of the Mascarenhas Archipelago, seldom visit the great island.
They
in the north-west,

and in the beginning of 1888 a fierce
vessels
en
the
coast
eleven
of
wrecked
Tamatave.f
gale
The summer heats coinciding with the wet season, render a residence on the

occasionally, however, reach these latitudes,

low-lying east coast extremely dangerous, more especially as this side of the island
more exposed to the vapour-charged clouds rolling up from the Indian Ocean.

is

The ominous

title of

"graveyard of the Europeans," given to the eastern seaboard

more particularly

the months of January and
The iulermingling of
February, when the sky is overcast with heavy grey fogs.
the fresh and salt waters in the estuaries, which receive the discharge of the

of

is

Madagascar,

justified

in

swollen rivers from the interior, results in a great mortality of the organisms
belonging to the two different mediums. The atmosphere, from this and other

becomes charged with dangerous exhalations, and to avoid the fevers here
endemic, both Europeans and natives hasten to withdraw to the breezy and salucauses,

brious uplands of the interior.

But many a

traveller has sacrificed his life to his

love of science by lingering in the fever-stricken lowland districts.

FI,ORA.

Like the climatic phenomena, the vegetation

is imperceptibly modified with the
the land, the different species changing simultaneously with the generul
The splendour of the dense tropical vegetation
aspect of the indigenous flora.
observed by travellers on the well-watered eastern seaboard has led them to

relief of

suppose that the whole island everywhere possesses a rich soil, clothed with a
gorgeous array of verdure. But such is far from being the case. The granitic
Winter and summer temperatures on both coasts and on the plateaux, according
We*t

Coart.

(Toliu or Tuili-ir,
a> 24' 8. Lat )

Lowest temperature
Highest temperature

.

Difference

t

Mean
125

rainfall at

AF

I'latenux.
(Tonnnarivo, 1H S5' 8. Lat.,
4,800 feet high.)

to

Grandidier

:

Fast Gout.
(Tamatave,
18 10 8. Lat.)

50 F. (July)
75 F. (January)

42

F

69 F. (July)
s
93 F. (Dec., January)

26' F.

41

F.

34* F.

(June -August)
83 F. (November)

Tananarive (1881 -84), G2 inches.
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of Tertiary formation, are for the most
rocks of the interior, as well as the plains
while vast tracts are entirely destitute of trees, and even of
part unproductive,
coarse herbaceous
Boundless spaces occur in, which nothing grows except
scrub.
plants.

But

some rich and

are also
in the central regions of the plateau there

where the vegetable

valleys,
CIBCTLAE FOREST ZONE, MADAGASCAR

Fig. 134.

Scale

l

was h e d down by the run-

gojj

"-'oo.ooo.

:

fertile

ning

been

has

waters

de-

thick layers, and
posited
where the peasant receives a
in

tenfold return for his labour.

The

geological constitution of
is

Madagascar

by the

eay,
its

revealed, so to

distribution

woodlands, which are

of
dis-

posed in a continuous belt
round the periphery of the
island, either

on the low-lying
zone of

coastlands or in the

On
escarpments.
the east side the belt of forests
the outer

is

twofold, divided

by an

in-

On
depression.
the west side there occurs a
termediate

broad gap on the uninhabited
plains which stretch to the
west

the

of

Some wooded

Ikopa

River.

tracts of vary-

size are also scattered over

ing
the surface within the outer
forest zone.

The
which

Madagascar
better

is

flora,

known than

that of the opposite regions on

the African mainland, presents
Depths.

several features of
-30 Fat hums.

?.V)to

fif:0

1 :itli()ins.

500 to

000

1

Fathoms.

Fathoms
and upwards.
1,000

180 Miles.

two thousand

Home have
table

five

hundred have

alre idy

their analogies in the African

world

;

character.

altogether about four thousand
five hundred species, of which

been studied and

and others

an original

There are probably

in the

classified.

Of these

South American vege-

but in their general physiognomy they approach nearest to the
The vegetation is also most varied and exuberant on the eastern

Asiatic kingdom.

seaboard, that

is,

on the side facing the Asiatic continent.

The southern and

FLORA OF MADAGASCAR.
western slopes, with a dryer climate and more arid
poorer vegetation.

The

have a correspondingly

plants of these regions, being subject to longer periods

winds from the neighlKmring continent, have a
Nevertheless, thorny plants, such as abound in the

to the hot

and expose:!

of drought

soil,
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harder foliage and thicker

roots.

badly watered parts of Africa, are nowhere met with in the districts of Madagascar
nor are acacias anywhere seen.
possessing a similar climate
;

One

members of the insular flora is a species of baobab,
Without acquiring the colossal dimensions of its
first described by Grandidier.
African congener, it excels in the grace and majesty of its outlines.
The
of the most remarkable

tamarind also

a very noble tree, but

is

it

occurs only on the west slope of the

island, where the Sakalava chiefs usually construct their dwellings beneath the
The cocoanut-palm, which flourishes in all
shade of its wide-spreading branches.

the maritime
it

authorities,

believed to be of exotic origin.
According to some
was introduced, together with the bread-tree, by the Malays, from the
districts, is

Eastern Archipelago.
But Madagascar also possesses some indigenous species
of palms, amongst others the sago-tree, a variety of the hyphcena akin to the
dum-palm of the Nilotic regions, and the raphia, noted for its large, thickset
trunk,

much

its

masses of minute foliage, and enormous bunches of

as three

fruit,

weighing as

hundred pounds and upwards.

The pandanus

(rakoa),

with

its spiral

sword-shaped leaves, thrives on the more

muddy estuaries and coast lagoons are
the
diffused
with
mangrove. The brushwood and
widely
everywhere overgrown
herbaceous vegetation of the depressions, and occasionally of the hill slopes, is
arid tracts along the seaboard, while the

overshadowed by a magnificent species of cannacorus, remarkable for the perfect
This is the ravenala, or urania speciosa,
regularity of its broad fern-like leaves.

more commonly known

as the traveller's tree, because its foliage collects the

rain-water in sufficient quantity to slake the thirst of passing wayfarers.
occurs chiefly in well-irrigated regions where water is abundant, and

But
its

it

chief

derived from the excellent building material which it supplies to the
advantage
inhabitants of the rural districts.
The trunk is used for the framework of their
is

houses, the larger branches for

beams and

rafters, the foliage for

thatching the

roofs.

The endemic

flora of Madagascar is represented by many oiher remarkable
such
as
the
ovirandrona (urirandra fenestralis), an aquatic plant whose
forms,
oval leaves are variegated like pieces of lace; the filao, or "club-tree" (casuarina
laterifolia) ,

whose enormous roots serve

of the seaboard

;

the brehmia

sjrinosa,

to

bind the shifting sands along some parts

which, although a

member

of the poisonous

strychnos family, nevertheless yields an edible fruit the angrcecum w&quipedalc, a
gigantic orchid which clothes with a mantle of verdure the huge stems of old
;

the nepenthe, or pitcher-plant, whose large flowers affect the form of
pendant vessels, and contain a considerable supply of water. Trees yielding useful
timber materials, as well as fine cabinet-woods, are very numerous, including such
forest trees

;

Unforvaluable varieties as teak, ebony, matwood, violet ebony, and rosewood.
It is
tunately, the process of disafforesting is carried on without interruption.
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related

passage for a large tombfelled in a forest in the Betsileo
as twenty-five thousand trees were

by an English traveller

stone, as

many

a
that, in order to clear

territory.*

FAUNA.

The Malagasy
wonder

fauna, no less if not

of all naturalists,

the
original than the flora, excites
of
manner
to indulge in all
speculations

more

and causes them

insular region
on the geological history of the island. The species peculiar to this
SaintHilaire, and
has given rise to the hypothesis, at first suggested by Geoffrey
that Madaafterwards more fully elaborated by the English naturalist Sclater,
least
of
the space
at
a
filled
which
a
continent
part
must be the remains of

gascar

Ocean. This hypothetical continent even
by the waters of the Indian
receded the name of Lemuria, from the characteristic members of the ape-like
Icmuriun family, which is represented in Madagascar by a larger number of

now

flooded

distinct species than in Africa or the

Eastern Archipelago.

of science have accepted this suggestion in a more or less modified
Several
form, and Ha>ckel himself at one time went so far as to ask whether this Lemuria,

men

which has long ceased to

exist,

should not be regarded as the cradle and centre of

But Alfred Russell Wallace, after
races of mankind.
dispersion of the various
fauna attests
having for some time warmly upheld the theory that the Madagascar
Lemurian continent, now no longer believes in such
the distribution of land and water on the surface of the glob">.

the former existence of a vast

enormous changes

in

Nevertheless this writer must

still

feel

compelled to admit that very considerable

modifications have cert tinly taken place in the relative positions of the continents

and oceanic

basins.

In order to explain the presence of the African species which are also found in
the island of Madagascar, Wallace supposes that the two regions must formerly
itself, still separated from the
Mediterranean lands by a broad marine inlet, p. ssessed none of the animal species
such as the lion, rhinoceros, elephant, giraffe, and gazelle, which afterwards arrived

have been united, but that at that time Afrjca

from the northern regions.

In the same way he endeavours to explain, by tempo-

rary isthmuses connecting continent with continent, or by seas separating them,
the appearance in or the absence from Madagascar of diverse Asiatic, Malayan,
Australian, or
naturalists

American animal

types. t

It is

thus

who most strenuously maintain the long

evident that even those

stability of the continental

masses are themselves compelled to admit that the dry land has been profoundly
modified during the course of ages.
While the oceanic islands are in general extremely poor in mammalians,
Madagascar on the contrary possesses as many as sixty-six species of this order, a
sufficient proof that this island must at one time have formed
part of a much larger
region.

These mammals, however, are grouped in such a manner as to constitute

Bnmn, Antananarivo Annual, 1887.
t Comparative Antiquity of Continentt ;

Geographical Lutribution of Animal*; Island Lift.
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an essentially original fauna. Thus half of the insular species consists of lemurians,
iiuikis, and others, which are distinguished by their habits, resembling those of
M}iiirrels, their

like those of

There

is

long

human

tails,

their

beings; and

a propithccan, a

enormous hands,
lastly, their

member

way

their piercing cries

of

and shrieks,

like kangaroos.

bounding along
which when closely pursued

of the indris family,

by the hunter can clear thirty-two or thirty-three feet at a single spring.
membrane, forming a kind of parachute or bat's wing,

to its branchial

rather to

fly

than to

jump from

Thanks
it

seems

tree to tree (Grandidier).

All these species, each of which occupies a well-defined range, are easily tamed,
and one of them, the babakoto (lichanotux Indrix), is even trained to catch birds,
like the

known

hawks and

The aye-aye

falcons of mediaeval times.*

of all these lemuriuns, remains

(chciromy*), best

dormant throughout the dry season, and

while the catta inhabits rocky districts.
(tanrecs), or centetcs, another family of mammals allied to our

builds itself a real nest

The tendreks

;

hedgehogs, and who sleep through the summer, are represented by several species
whose congeners are found nowhere else nearer than Cuba and Haiti in the West
Indies.

The ptHtsala,

or cryptoprocta ferox, a feline

mammals

unknown

elsewhere, and a few

the island, whose fauna also
"
includes some rats, mice, and the potamochcerm larcatun, or " masked
water-hog.
The oxen and wild dogs often met in the forests or on the grassy steppes appear
civet cats, are the only carnivorous

in

be the descendants of domestic animals which have reverted to the savage
Tho
state, and some naturalists include a species of cat in the same category.
to

European rats, which accompany the Western peoples
have also already invaded Madagascar.

More than

in all their migrations,

half the species of birds are entirely peculiar to the great island,
physiognomy resembling the Malayan much more than the

in their general

that is to say, within, perhaps, the last two or
survived the cepyornis maximns, a gigantic member of
the ostrich family, which was known to the Arab travellers of the Middle Ages,
and which figures in some of the marvellous tales of the " Thousand and One

African forms.

Till recent times

three centuries

there

Nights."

This

is

still

the legendary roc, or griffon of Marco Polo, which was said to
and carry them off to the summits of lofty mountains.

seize elephants in its talons

Some

of the eggs of the acpyornis

have be3n found embedded in the alluvial

soil

mid elsewhere, the largest of which, measuring nearly thirteen inches in length,
was calculated to have a capacity of ten quarts and an eighth, or about as much
as six eggs of the ostrich, sixteen of the cassowary,

eight of the

common

this gigantic bird

hen.

From

must have been

who

and a hundred and

the dimensions of the bones
at least double

it is

forty-

supposed that

the size of the largest ostrich.

discovered the remains of the sopyornis, has also brought
to light the skeletons of a huge turtle and of a variety of the hippopotamus. The
crocodile of Madagascar, which swarms in the rivers on both slopes of the island,

Grandidier,

first

appears to constitute an independent species, as does also a gigantic boa constrictor,
which, according to the local legends, formerly attacked both men and cattle.
*

Hartmuun, Madagascar und

die Iiiteln Stychellen.
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in the Madagascar fauna, but according to
Several other ophidians are included
to be poisonous, although this statemost naturalists, none of these snakes appear

doubted by Houlder* and some other travellers.
On the other hand, the natives stand in much dread of two species of spiders,
The world of insects and smaller animals is
whose bite is even said to be fatal.

ment

is

that of the mammals, includes types presenting striking
extremely varied, and like
of all the other continents, from Africa to Australia and
analogies with those
this insular fauna than
South America. No naturalist has thrown more light on
has
he
which
of
our
enlarged by the discovery of six-

M.

knowledge

Grandidier,

besides
teen mammalians, ten birds, twenty-five reptiles, and eighteen saurians,
animals.
small
other
numerous insects and

INHABITANTS.
stone weapons or implements have been discovered in Madagascar,! a fact
which seems to justify the supposition that the island remained uninhabited till
the arrival of already half-civilised settlers. Like the indigenous fauna, the human
inhabitants of this region are of diverse origin, and through these various elements
Indian
it is connected with the vast semicircle of lands which sweep round the

No

Ocean from Africa and Southern Asia to the Malayo- Polynesian archipelagoes.
But although immigrants have certainly arrived from the west, north, and east,
there can be no doubt that the dominant influence, if not in numbers at all events
in their relative

Oceanic
higher culture, belongs to the peoples of Malayan or

origin.

A

convincing proof of this is afforded by the language which is current
amongst all the tribes, of whatever race, from one end of the island to the other.

Whether they be

Malay descent, all the Malagasy
and melodious tongue, which careful philological

of Negro, Arab,

j)eples speak a pliant, poetic,

Indian, or

shown to be related to the great linguistic family spread over
Their very
the whole of the Eastern Archipelago and the Polynesian islands.

research has clearly

name of Malagasy has even been connected by Vinson, De Froberville,
and others with that of Malacca, in the Indo-Chinese peninsula. Numerous vocacollective

bularies, the earliest of

which were a Dutch collection of 1604 and that of Arthu-

MUS, dating from 1013, had already rendered this relationship more than probable,
while more recent systematic grammars and complete dictionaries have placed

beyond all doubt the hypothesis of the first scientific explorers.
Of a hundred and twenty familiar terms in Malagasy, nearly one hundred are
clearly of Malay origin, the rest being derived from Arabic, Swaheli, or some
other Bantu dialect.

According to Mullens, the most striking resemblances and
analogies are found b;twern the dialect of the Betsimisarakas of the east coast and
the Malays of the Indo-Chinese
All those agglutinated geographical
peninsula.

names which occur on the map of Madagascar, and which are often
* Xorth-eat
Madagascar.
t Sibree, The Ureat African Inland.

of

such

IMIAWTANT3 OF MADAGASCAR.
astonishing length, are for the most part extremely felicitous compound forms,
describing with graphic terseness the salient features of the locality.

The arrival of the Malay o- Polynesian immigrants must obviously be referred
hack to a somewhat remote period.
When the French settlers first made their
on
the
coast
south-east
about two hundred and fifty years ago, Madaapi>earance
gascar was already occupied by numerous independent states and tribal communities, without any political cohesion with each other or any elements of a common
Fig. 13d.

civilisation except their

RAVONIXAHITHAMORIVO, HOVA MIXISTEB.

Maluy speech.

The

original racial or national unity, to

which they were indebted for their common language, had long ceased to exist.
No ethnical groups in the island were at that time distinguished above the others

by any marked superiority of culture, except the small Arab population, belonging
to a totally different race from the Malays.

But

Arab element, which had already been introduced in the very first
century of the Ilegira, was not strong enough to assimilate the indigenous popuIn the
lations, who had been brought earlier under more powerful influences.
this
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"
Arab writer speaks of the inlanders as brothers of the
"
"
to one of their cities, and in the followChinese," and gives the name of Malay
ullusion is made to the same city by the historian Edrisi.
thirteenth century an

ing century

various
authentic historical records can be appealed to in support of the
reached
first
when the
immigrants
views entertained on the subject of the period

No

came. It is no longer possible
the island and on the particular region whence they
route
they followed, although it would be
to say with confidence what precise
other
to
highway besides that of the marine currents,
probable
suggest any
set regularly in the direction from
which, under the action of the trade winds,
These currents, which in the
north-east to south-west across the Indian Ocean.

difficult

ejected by the tremendous
have
Krakatau in August, 1883, may
easily enabled the native
Such distant
craft to reach Madagascar from the Sunda Islands.

vear 1885 brought

the

all

way from Java the pumice
also

eruption of
praus or light

in remote times made by the Malay chiefs in the Eastern
expeditions were even
were fully justified in assuming the proud title of "masters
Archipelago, so that they

of the eastern

and western winds and waters."

'

to Darwin, has
Possibly the Chagos coralline archipelago, which, according
subsided in comparatively recent times, may formerly have served as a convenient

But in order to adapt themselves to their new
between the two regions.
Kurroumlings, the immigrants from the east had to change their manner of life, and

station

thus happened that these roving seafarers gradually became settlel tillers of the
land in the groat island.
Penetrating inland from the malarious districts round
the coast, they traversed the low-lying forest belt and climbed the slopes of the

it

central plateau, where their descendants

ranoe"
buried

that

is,

still

hold their ground. The "silver
Hova nation is always

the tomb in which the sovereign of the

recalls the

time

when

the deal were really interred in a boat, as

is still

the

custom amongst the Botsimisarakas of the east coast, as well as amongst numerous
Malayan communities. t So long have the Hovas been settled on the elevated tablelands of the interior that they are no

more able than Europeans themselves to
Leprosy and other cutaneous diseases

endure the deadly climate of the coastlands.
ure prevalent amongst them.

Viewed

Madagascar presents a considerable mixture of diverse
of
none
which
have preserved the primitive types in an absolutely
populations,
pure state. In some of the insular groups, notably those of the west coast, the
as a whole,

is predominant, and here are met
many individuals differing little
from the true African, with robust frames, black or deep brown complexion, flat
In the central provinces most of the tribes
features, and crisp or woolly hair.

Negro element

approach the ordinary Malay type, being distinguished by a coppery colour, black
lank hair, and beautiful white teeth. At the two opposite extremities of the island,
that

is

that

is,

left

to say,

the

on the north-west and south-east

Arab

numerous

type.

According

traces of their residence
*

sides, occurs the so-called

to Grandidier, the Indians of

on the west

coast,

"white,"

Malabar have

also

where several families

Cook, A Voyage to the Pacific.
t Kev. Juiuva Sibree, Antananarivo Annual, 1887.

THE HOVAS.
of chiefs claim this Hindu d

sri-nt.

In

many

441
tribes the caste system prevails

und amongst these communities the physical appearance of the people
less

differs

no

than the social conditions. The rulers evidently belong to a different race from

their subjects.

THE HOVAS.
Tl.e Ilovas,

people, appear

who
to

are at present the most powerful and, politically, the dominant

have preserved the original Muluy type, at
Fig. 136.

BETSILEO

least

amongst the

WOMAN.

and higher circles.
By some w liters they are connected either with the
Battas of North Sumatra and the neighbouring island of Nias, with the natives of
chiefs

Java and

Resemblances
Bali, or with the Tagalas of the Philippine Archipelago.*
have also been pointed out between the Ilovas and the Siamese, the Samoans, the
Tonga Islanders, and even the Japanese. Thus the various views held by observe! s
*

Maraden, Jfittnry of Sumatra ;
Malay Lanyttagr, Introduction.

W.

von Uumboldt, The Kaici Language ; Crawfunl, Grammar of

the
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diverse origin of the Hovas, due no doubt to
themselves would seem to indicate a
At the same time ull these eastern invaders,
from the Bust.
repeated arrivals
t>3 regarded as belonging
Whether Sundanese, Samoans, Siamese, or Japanese, may
at least when compared with the immigrants from
to the same family of mankind,
Africa.

,'

In the middle of the seventeenth century,

when

the island was

first

described

Hovas were still unknown as a separate nationality, or else conby Flacourt, the
"
In fact the " Oves
tribes.
founded, under other names, with the neighbouring
half of the eighteenth
do not make their appearance in history till the second
and when the
the
from
Sakalavas,
their independence
century, when they regained
lives in the
who
"Lord
was founded by their chief, the
present Hova kingdom
At that time the natives of the plateaux called themselves
of Imerina."
'

heart

or else AmbaPeople living under the heavens,"
These names they had
of day."
ninndro, that is
People living under the light
their country, Imeriuu, was for them the whole world, or
adopted either because
because it occupied the elevated upland regions above the surrounding low-lying
Even still the term Hora is applied only to the middle classes, the
coastlands.

Ambanilanitra, that

is

to say,

"

"

nobles taking the designation of Andnatta, while the slaves are collectively known
But at present the various conquered peoples affect
either as Jlainti or Andfro.

the

races

;

"

Hovas," in order thus to identify themselves with the dominant
while the still unreduced tribes scornfully attribute to the inhabitants of

name

of

"
Imerina the opprobrious epithet of Amboalambo, or Swine-dogs," which, however,
i.s said to have b^en
formerly taken in a complimentary sense.

Thus the populations

collectively

grouped as Hovas increase both by the conand by the natural excess of births over

tinual reduction of neighbouring tribes

deaths,

which

is

considerable in these mountainous regions, where the

women

are

very prolific. Owing to this increase, colonies of Hovas are constantly being
founded in various parts of the island at great distances from their native plateau,
but especially in the region north of Lake Alaotra.

most part English and French, differ greatly in their
character, a circumstance which must be attributed not only

Travellers, for the

estimate of the

Hova

to the prejudices of political

classes themselves with

whom

rivalry, but also to the differences in the social

they have come in contact.

Naturally the greatest

and espe-

contrasts are found to exist between the inhabitants of the large towns,
cially of the capital,

and those of the rural

districts.

The former have

to live in

an atmosphere of court intrigues, to temporize and tack about, so as to avoid giving
offence to any of the rival parties, and thus preserve their influence, and even
their lives.

deceit

They thus become

and cajolery

;

astute diplomatists, past-masters in the arts of

while the latter, peaceful

tillers of

the land, have preserved the

national virtues of
courtesy, friendliness, and hospitality.
The-peasantry are as a
rule very industrious, kind to their wives and children, and much attached to
" the land
of their forefathers."
They are no doubt accused by the foreign traders
of

being eager for gain, and inclined to drive hard bargains
which the natives may justly fling buck on their accusers.

;

but this

is

a charge

TIIK HOVAS.

According
to include all

GmdkUtt

148

Hovas, taking the term in the widest sense, so as
the tribes of the central regions who have adopted the name of the
to

tlio

number altogether about one million souls, or, say, one-thinl
Thanks to the greater relative density of

victorious nation,

of the whole population of the island.

the inhabitants in their
.

.,

Fig. 137.

11

territory, as well as to

INHABITANTS OF MADAGASCAR.
Scale

the

commanding

:

19,000,000.

by them

tion occupied

in the

1

posi-

centre

of

the

have natu-

island, they

rally acquired a decided

superiority over the dis-

cordant

tribal

groups

scattered over the lowly ing coast lands. Effect

has been given to this
natural

superiority

their better

by

organised

administration,

supported by troops trained
to

European methods

of warfare

and

by English

other

foreign

officers.

A vast

part of the

territory encircling the

central province of

erina

is still

Im-

almost un-

inhabited, especially in
the western districts.

In this direction stretch
extensive wildernesses,

where the

traveller

may

journey for days together without meeting
a single group of habitations.

To

44*

49*

these fron-

tier tracts the

180 mi les.

English

explorers have given the name of
neither are nor can be inhabited.

No

Man's Land

;

according to Grandidier they

THE SAKAIAVAS.
During the

last

to the people of
century the military preponderance belonged

444
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the west coast, collectively

known

"
as Sakalavas, or

Men

of the

Long

Plains."

divided into two independent
These Sakalavas, who were weakened by being
autonomous chieftaincies, are at present, if not actually
kingdoms, besides several
their former French allies
reduced by the Hovas, at least officially abandoned by
stations
The
race.
already occupied by the
to the generosity of the dominant
future
Hovas at all the strategical points in the Sakalava territory render the
a mere question of time.
conquest of the whole country
The Mahafali of the south-western regions, the Anti-Fiherenanas, Anti-Manas,
the Sakalava family,
Auti-Muhilakos, Anti-Iiueni, and other tribes, all belong to
souls,
of
t
million
half
a
about
Amongst these Malawhich numbers altogether
the
over
on the whole to prevail
Malay type. The
gasy peoples the Negro seems
hair is neither straight, as in the latter, nor yet woolly, as in the former, but

mouth protruding, with someundulating and kinky; the nose broad and flat, the
what thick and pouting lips. The calf is well developed and the foot of remarkare generally nimble, active, and of robust conably HhajK-ly form, and the people
the Hovas, rarely occurring amongst them.
The purest branch of the Sakalava race are the Mashicores, who dwell in the
with
interior, but in many of the seaboard districts they have become crossed
"
Arabs. The Vezos, that is to say
swimmers," or inhabitants of the sea-shore, in
the still independent Sakalava kingdoms of Fiherenana and Kitombo, on the south-

stitution, leprosy, so

common amongst

west coast, are of almost white complexion. They even claim to be whites, on the
ground of their repeated interminglings with the Hindu immigrants, the English

two centuries, and the inhabitants of Reunion who
come to trade in all the ports along the coast.J Notwithstanding the abundant
evidence of black blood, the Sakalavas are connected by no direct records with any
and French corsairs of the

last

on the opposite mainland nor is it possible now to determine
with any accuracy the precise time when the Negroes began to pass over to the

of the populations

;

great island either in a body, or,

spread over long periods.

is

;is

more probable,

The inhabitants

in successive expeditions

of the coastlands, however,

still

possess

with which fishermen and traders undertake long
and
with
till
which,
voyages,
recently, the corsairs paid yearly piratical expe-

little

of outriggers,

flotillas

ditions to the

Comoro

Islands.
In the year 1<*05 these Sakalava rovers even
captured a Portuguese corvette near the port of Ibo, on the Mozambique coast.
At the same time these Negroid Malagasy peoples may readily be distinguished
from the pure Negro slaves introduced from time to time
by the Arabs into the

ports along the Sakalava seaboard.

Makua (Ma-Kua)

These slaves belong for the most part to the
Mozambique people whose tribal communities

nation, a numerous

are scattered over the extensive
region between the

According

to

Baron, they

call

Zambeze and the Rovuma

themselves by the collective

name

basins.

of ZazU- Manga.

Th.ii etymology, however,
although given by the Sakalavaa themselves, has been questioned.
According to some authorities the word really means " Long cats," and was attributed to them in an

ffennive aeniw.

t The pit-fix And, Attta, Ante, before ethnical names, has the
meaning of htre, people of here, that
indigenous inhabitant*.
j Sibree, The Great African Iiland.

is,

THE BETSILEO AND BARA
TIM.

The

Betsileo,

three hundred

BIIMMO, BARA, AXD

that

is

tbousmd

to say

"

Invincible,"

who dwell

to the

number

of about

region bordering northwards on

Imerina, no longer deserve this national designation.

most
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NEKJHI'OI KIN*. TRIBES.

the mountainous

in

TRIBES.

amongst whom

They are

at present, for the

seems greatly to
peaceful agriculturists,
over
the
to
Sibree
are
the
element.
tallest of all the
prevail
Malay
According
they
Malagasy people, with average stature about six feet.
Their neighbours the Baras, that is " Barbarians," who occupy the plateau
part,

the black

further south, are in appearance more like the Sakalava people, and like them also
have partly preserved their political independence. The section of the nation who
have taken refuge on the banks of the lake which floods the highest depression on

Mount

Ivohibe, are able from that vantage- ground to defy the attempts of their

assailants.

Farther south, the Ant' Androi, who occupy the southern extremity of
Madagascar, are also still unreduced. Like their western neighbours, the Mahafali,
they keep carefully aloof from all strangers, and these two tribes are regarded as the
rudest of all the Malagasy peoples.
The Ant' Anossi, or " People of the Islands,"
or " Coastlands," with whom the early French settlers at Saint-Lucia and Fort

Dauphin

first

came

in contact,

Hova rule.
The Ant' A'isaka

and

whom

they oppressed so cruelly, are

now subject

to the

tribe,

which follows northward on the east side of the

island,

closely resembles the Sakalavas, and has probably been crossed by the same Negro
elements.
The tribal name means " Hand Fishers," in allusion to their former

primitive way of capturing nVh. Conteiminous with them, still going northwards,
are the Ant' Aimoro, or " Moors," another coast people on the east side, who claim

In support of this claim they show
some ancient documents written in Arabic characters, which, however, cannot
to be descended from the Arabs of Mecca.

explain awi y the unmistakable evidence of intermixture.
Above the Ant' A'imoro and Ant' Ambaboaka peoples the wooded upland valleys
are occupied by the Ant' Anala or " Forest People," who have for the most part

been able to maintain their independence, thanks to the inaccessible position of the
natural fastnesses where they have their camping-grounds.
One of these' strong-

Mount Ikiongo

or Ikongo, which towers 1,600 feet above the surrounding
It terminates in almost
lands, presents even more precipitous flanks than Ivohibe".
holds,

all sides, except at one point scaled by a narrow path which
be
defended
might
easily
by a handful of resolute men. Guard-houses or watchtowers have been erected at intervals round about the crest of the mountain while

sheer rocky walls on

;

five hamlets,

plateau,

surrounded by

which

is

fields

and limpid brooks, are scattered over the upper

eight miles long by four broad.
of the Ant' Anala tribe,

The independent branch

who

in time of

war take

refuge on the Ikongo heights, are commonly designated by the name of the
mountain itself.

Throughout the whole of the south-eastern part of Madagascar the populations
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The Zafeat some time much subject to Arab influences.
appear to have been
"
other
and
contemporary writers,
Kuninia, or Whites," mentioned by Flacourt
Mohammedan
the
Hindus
or
Arabs
either
religion.
were
professing
certainly

Numerous

chiefs

amongst

all

the local tribes claim

Arab

descent, while the onibias

or priests, corresponding to the omasui of the Sakalavas, disseminate usages and
ceremonies which are undoubtedly derived from the precepts of Islam.*

THE BETSIMISARAKAS AND SIHANAKAS.
the nations on the eastern seaboard, the most numerous are the now
" United
reduced Betsimisarakas or
People," well known to travellers, who have

Of

all

to cross their

Madagascar.
"

on the route from Tamatave to Tananarive, capital of
Both the Betsimisarakas and their neighbours, the Betanimenas, or
territory

Red Land," who claim to be descended from the Babakoto Indris,
and robust, but of a gentle, patient disposition, in other respects differing
from their Hova rulers.
They number collectively about three hundred

People of the

are

tall

little

thousand

souls.

Prominent amongst the other peoples of the eastern seaboard are the
"
Ant' Ankai, or " Gladesmen," and the Bezanozano, or " Bushmen
(?) t who
Anka'i
two
of
the
narrow
between
forest-clad
parallel ranges
long
Valley
occupy
These tribes have become intermediary agents, a sort of middlemen,
Hovas of the plateau and the Betsimisaraka coast-

mountains.

for the trade between the

transported by them over the difficult
mountain tracks and passes, and their habit of carrying heavy loads on the bare
shoulders has gradually developed fleshy welts which protect the shoulder-blade

landers.

Nearly

all

from sudden shocks.

the merchandise

The children

is

are all born furnished with these protecting

excrescences.

Farther norih, in the depression now flooded by Lake Aloatra, dwell the
" Lake
is, the
People," or according to William Ellis, the

Ant' Sihanakas, that
"

Independent," fishers and shepherds, who tend the herds of their Hova masters.
Nearly all the utensils used by this tribe are made of reeds. During the rainy
season the inhabitants of

some of the riverain and lacustrine villages do not take
the trouble to retire to the higher
grounds rising above the level of the inunda-

They simply embark, with their household goods and matting, on stout
made of reeds, and thus drift about with the current till the waters

tions.

rafts also

subside.

The Sih;makas belong

to the

same

tribal

group as the Betsimisarakas

;

but

farther on, the northern
extremity of Madagascar is occupied by quite a different
"
people, the Ant' Ankaras, that is, either V Men of the North
or " Men of the

Uocks," who are distinguished from
distinctly

Kafir-like

all

the other inhabitants of the island

appearance, with woolly hair and thick

Max

lips.

Of

by

their

all

the

Leclerc; A. Walen, Antananarivo Annual, 1883.
So Jorgcnaen explains the word, which others
" Anarchists " or
interpret in the sense of
"Rebel*."
t Jftmvirt of tht Anthropological
Society, 1877.
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bc^n brought most under the influence of the
During the late political complications the Ant' Ankaras
teachings of Islam.
sided with the French against the Hovas, and have in return reaped the same

Malagasy nations they have

also

n deserted by their foreign
reward as their Sakalava neighbours. They have
allies and handed over to the tender mercies of their hereditary enemies, the
!

Such at leust is the practical result of the treaty of
present masters of the island.
1885, which, while nominally reducing the Hovas to the position of vassals,
really strengthens their claims to the political

supremacy over

all

the Malagasy

peoples.

THE KIMOS AND OTHER

AKORIGINES.

Besides those of the chief nations that divide the Madagascar territory between
them, many other tribal names figure on the maps, which must be regarded either

mere

and other smaller sub-divisions, or else
synonymous with the better-known appellations. But mention is also made of
certain dwarfish peoples, such as the Kimo*, who are said to dwell amongst the
Baras in the southern parts of the island. The early French travellers who refer
as the designations of

to

them

clans, castes,

the naturalist Commerson, and

De Modave, Governor

of Fort

Dauphin

describe these pigmies as blacks with large head, crisp hnir, long arms, very brave,
and skilful in the use of bow and arrow. But during the course of the present

century no trace has been discovered of their existence by any European explorer.
Flacourt also believed in the existence of a cannibal tribe, the Ontaysatroihas,

who were

devour their sick and aged relatives. Amongst these Malagasy
" the
natives, possibly kinsmen of the Sumatran Battas,
only graves of the fathers
*
and mothers are their children."
said to

Allusion

is

also

made

to the Behosi, said to dwell in the woodlands of the

western slope about the uninhabite:! borderlands, and described as a black people,
springing like monkeys from branch to branch and living on fruits, roots, and
lemurs taken by snares and then " fattened for the market." But nothing beyond
a vague tradition would appear to survive of this tribe, as well as of the ancient
Va-Zirnba Negroes, who were said to T)e the true aborigines of Madagascar, and who

would seem

have been unacquainted even with the use of
these Va-Zimbas, whose very name suggests their Bantu origin
south of
tion,

to

Majunga

in the Sakalava territory

and may possibly belong

to the

same

is

race.

still

known by

This at least

is

fire.

?

A

Who

were

small tribe

the same designarendered probable

ly the fact that they are regarded as having a sort of pre-eminent right to the
land, and that on their journeys they are entitled to help themselves without pay-

ment

to the produce of the soil, as

if

they were envoys of the sovereign.

The Va-Zimbas may perhaps be kinsmen of the Ba-Simba or Cimbeba people
on the west coast of Africa, about the Cunene basin. Their graves, stones heaped
up

like cairns or else disposed in circles, are scattered over various districts of the

central plateau,

and are approached by the present Malagasy inhabitants with fear
Flacourt, Uutoire dt Madagitcar.
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and trembling.

Hero

sacrifices are

even occasionally offered in order to conjure

the evil spirits hovering about these ill-omened

sites.

SOCIAL CONDITION.
In a country like Madagascar, which is passing through a period of rapid transcondition necessarily presents the
formation, and almost of revolution, the social
as the various tribes and castes take part in or
greatest discrepancies, according
The influence of the whites
still hold aloof from the onward nationiil movement.

and amongst a large number of tribal communipredominant in the high places,
descent from Europeans, just as their pretheir
of
boast
families
ties the leading
themselves on their Arab blood. Like the Japanese and herein
decessors
is

plumed

may be

noticed another point of resemblance between the two races
they have
culture.
of
stream
broad
the
into
of
Dress,
sort
with a
European

frenzy

plunged

of dwellings, ceremonies, military parades, polite
all has been eagerly adopted from their English
themselves
phraseology, religions
of assimilation thus gradually spreads in ever
work
or French visitors, and the

ornaments, furniture,

style

:

widening

circles

from the capital to the remotest extremities of the empire.

Even during the interval of reaction, when all foreigners were expelled, the
movement still continued, and those who were temporarily banished from Tananarive were surprised on their return after the war to find a large increase in the
numl>er of buildings constructed in the European style of architecture. At present the whites, whether traders or missionaries, freely traverse the island from

end

and hundreds especially of the dealers from Mauritius and Reunion,
hospitably welcomed by the still independent people on the seaboard and

to end,

are

central plateaux.

Under all these influences

schools have been multiplied in the towns

and villages.

fixed by the adoption of the Roman writing system,
has become a literary tongue, and possesses a yearly increasing number of printed
books and periodicals.* English, French, and Portuguese terms are freely bor-

The Hova language, henceforth

rowed, although in a greatly modified form to suit the phonetic system and strucChristianity, represented by four different Protestant

ture of the national speech.

and the Roman Catholic form, has been the State religion since the year
" Head of the
1861), and the Queen now bears the title of
Assembly of Believers."

sects

Madagascar has

also its learned societies.

Radama

II.,

who on ascending

the

throne in 1861, began by declaring in a great kcbari, or national council, that
henceforth all the whites " formed part of his family," had even the intention of

founding an Academy of Sciences.

He

fancied, like so

many

other sovereigns,

that he could thus create genius.

But beyond the influence of the ruling

class the peoples of the

more secluded

The Antananarivo Animal and Miidaqatcar Magazine, a learned, scientific, and literary publication,
ha* regularly appeared for many years in the
It is written in English, chiefly by the members
capital.
of the London Misoionary
Society, but entirely set up and printed by native craftsmen, on whose skill
and intelligence it reflect* much credit. The first number was issued in 1875 under the
editorship of the
ReT. James Sibree, by whom our knowledge of the island and its inhabitants has been
greatly enlarged.
EDITOU.
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partly preserved the primitive usages and customs
or Bantu ancestors, as well as the religious rites uud

still

The Malagasy who have not yet adopted in purl
or altogether the European dress, or the long white cotton robes introduced
by
the missionaries, wear nothing but the lamba, a sort of skirt which
the
<

i

the oldi n times

it-monies of

amongst

populations of the interior

is

made

of bast

pounded with the hammer.

MALAGASY CUSTOMS.
The natives

of

districts also still tattoo the face or raise scars or welts

many

on

the body, like their African or Polynesian ancestors, or dress the hair with clay
and grease, like most o^ the tribes along the Upper Congo. Thus the Baras fashion

the hair in the form of a great ball by means of wax and fut kneaded into a sort of
yellowish pigment. The dwellings of the uncivilised natives are merely wretched
hovels

made of beaten

earth, reeds,

some communities firearms are
their primitive spears,

and the

foliage of the ruvenala plant.

Amongst

unknown, the warriors using nothing but
bows and arrows, or else the still more primitive blowstill

pipe.

The

rite of circumci:?ion is universally practised

amongst all the populations
In the Sukulava communities the operation is

not yet converted to Christianity.
performed at the age of six or seven, after which the victim

dered as a man.

On

this occasion

he

fires his first shot,

and

is

is

henceforth consi-

also

knocked about

and well shaken by the assistants, to give him a forecast of the arduous lifeIn general the Malagasv
struggles for which he must now prepare himself.
children enjoy a considerable degree of freedom, and in most of the tribes the

young men and women are allowed to contract temporary unions without exposing
themselves to censure. They come together on trial before making up their
minds

to a

permanent alliance.
Until he is married the Malagasy remains

property.

many

The marriage

other countries,

the purchaser
for her,

is

is

itself

a minor, incapable of inheriting
takes
the
form of a purchase, and, as in so
usually

accompanied by a show of abduction. In some districts
off his prixe until he has gallantly fought

not allowed to carry

and made a

sufficient display of tact

of the neighbourhood.

Amongst

and bravery against the young men

the Sakalavas the alliance cannot be settled by
but they always take prece-

the parents without the consent of their children

At

;

gathering bride and bridegroom cat
out of the same dish, after which they dip their finger in a vessel containing the
blood of an ox slaughtered in honour of the occasion, and then smear the breast of

dence at the wedding

feast.

this festive

the guests with the blood.

The Sakalava unions are

as a rule much respected, and divorces, euphemistically
"
called
Cases are also said to be common
thanksgivings," are of rare occurrence.
IK
nigh of the survivor committing suicide through grief at the death of his or
her companion in life.
But amongst the Mahafuli, the women are on the contrary

universally regarded as inferior beings, bound to serve
126

AF

man

in all things

and
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of any sort.
They are not even allowed to eat with
enjoying no personal rights
ill they must keep carefully secluded,
When
him, or to be present at his meals
in the sacred place
and after death the remains of the wife are never deposited
The adulteress is often put to death, even by her own
for her husband.

reserved

is subjected to real tortures.
amongst the Sihunakus the widow
the wretched
Clothed in her most sumptuous robo and decked in all her finery,
funeral
solemn
the
of
return
the
house
procession.
woman awaits in the mortuary
After the ceremony, friends and relatives fall upon her, tearing off her jewels,
her hair, hurling at her some broken vessel and
rending her garments, unbinding
the time heaping curses on her as the
damaged or soiled clothes, and the like, all
She is forbidden to utter a word all are free to buffet or
cause of the

kinsfolk, while

;

calamity.

"
"
beat her at pleasure, and this period of
mourning lasts fcr months, occasionally
even for a whole year. It ends with a formal divorce pronounced by the relatives
of the dead, in order to sever all ties with the remains of her departed husband.

The brotherhood
is

custom

a

still

of blood,

known by

commonly observed

numes amongst the several tribes,
over the island, and most European

diverse
all

"
have by this means acquired several
brothers," who have aided them
friends
inflict
a slight wound on each other
two
The
the work of exploration.

travellers
in

cut.
But amongst the Ant' Anossi, the
with the blood of an ox mingled with some " holy
which are thrown divers articles, such as a leaden bullet and a gold

mix the blood flowing from the

jnrl

is

I'nicticc

water," in

to prepare a drink

bracelet.

Trials
till

by ordeal also

survive in the unreduced parts of the country,

still

recently these ''judgments

of

God" were nowhere more

and

terrible in their

than amongst the Hovas.
The yearly victims of the procedure were reckoned
by the thousand. The most usual trial is that of boiling water, into which the

elTect

accused are compelled to plunge their hand.
Sometimes a bar of red-hot iron is
on
the
victim's
or
else
he
is
made
to drink the poison prepared
placed
tongue
;

from the

swim

perhaps he is compelled to
some crocodile-infested stream. In this case the wizard strikes the
and then addresses the terrible saurians in solemn language: " It is

fruit of the

across

water thrice,

tanghin

(Taiif/hinia renrnlfera), or

for you, () croccxliles, to decide

The

//////

draza, that

is,

the

whether this

common law

man

be guilty or innocent !"
it is called
by the Saka-

or custom, as

lavas, is

everywhere scrupulously observed in the provinces not yet subjected to
the Hova government.
Ihis law is v~ry severe,
especially where it rests on no
moral sanction beyond the mere fear of the unknown. The Sakalava code includes
as

many things said to be fadi, or forbidden, as there are tabooed according to
All Sakulavas are forbidden to
Polynesian usage.
sleep with the head turned in
the direction of the south, to lie on the
wrong side of a mat, to sweep the house
on the north side, to peel a banana wi;h the teeth, to eat eels or a
cock, to leave
a mirror in the

things which

hands

of

to those not

a child, to spit in the

tire,

and

to

swayed by the fear of wizards or

do a thousand other

evil spirits

must seem

perfec'ly indifferent acts.

Each

tribe,

ejch clan, each
family has

its

special

"fad,"

which must be
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s ,me dire imMiap
Such and Huch places urc unlucky,
avoided by everybody. Such ami wich dates arc hiinilarly
declared to be unpropiti<>us, and on those days all work inu-t be stopped, all under-

;:ttende'l

1<>

under

and must be e:m

peril <f

lull y

takings postponed. No one would dare to start on any adventure without first
calling in the magicians to consult the fates by the game of hazard known as
xikili, which Grandidier believes to have been introduced by the persecuted Jeu-.

'-The day of tin- month is a lottery," says a Malagasy
refugees from Arabia.
proverb; and there are certain terrible days in the Ant' Anossi and Ant' Anala

community when the new-born babe must be delivered
In order

alive.

to enlarge his

surrender to him
misfortune.

all

those

Amongst

to the crocodiles or buried

colony the adventurer Ueniovski

who were doomed by

made the people
some

their supposed destiny to

the Ve/o branch of the Sakalavas the families, while out-

wardly observing the custom, come to a mutual understanding to save their offspring from its consequences. The little victims are duly taken to the woods, but
no sooner are they deposited on the ground than some kin-man steps forward to

them from

rescue

certain death.

Recourse is frequently had to sacrifices in order to propitiate the evil spirits.
All the manifestations of nature, such as thunder, rain, and the winds, are personigenii, children of Zunahar-be, a superior being who cannot be
so far is he removed above mortals. The hills, the rocks, and great
invoked,
directly
trees are also venerated spirits, and certain giganti'o baobabs or tamarinds, towering
high above the plain, are covered with scraps of cloth, adorned with animals'
fied

by minor

heads, or coated with coloured cloys, attesting the veneration and

homage

of the

faithful.

But the

evil spirits,

si ill

more numerous than the beneficent

genii,

hover in the

ever whirling round and round in search of their victims. They
kindle the conflagration, destroy the crops, sweep away man and beast.

air,

it

is

that

" The ox hath therefore stretched his
yoke in vain,
The ploughman lost his sweat, and the green corn
Hath rotted ere his youth attained a beard
The fold stands empty in the drowned field,
And crows are fatted with the murrain flock."
;

Hence, when he builds himself a dwelling or sows his field, the peasant, surrounded by all his family, invokes one by one the genii of his kinsfolk, imploring

them

to scare

Against these adversaries song is the
most potent weapon. To heal the ailing the women and young girls gather round
their couch, singing and dancing and beating their hands at dawn and sunset.
I Jut should the
spell fail and the patient die, it is because the demons have tri-

away

their invisible foes.

Forthwith everything must be cleansed, and the very abode of the dead
to the evil ones.
The Ant' Anossi forsake the land itself, while most

umphed.
is
-I

left

the Sakalava tribes endeavour at least to baffle the fiends

name.

They

the Sakalavas

thus hope that
it,

is

all

trace of their

also usual to hide

wanderings

away the

may

by changing their
be

lost.

Amongst

sick in the woodlands, not

more

than two or three persons being in the secret of their whereabouts. Tf they tlm.
s;:cceed in concealing the sufferer from the demons he is Mire to recover.
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SLAVERY.
can scarcely
Notwithstanding the introduction of foreign capital, agriculture
in a country where the soil is still cultivated by slave labour.
make much

progress
Doubtless by concentrating all available hands on the development of colonial
of alimentary plants, certain great planters may produce a
pnxluce to the neglect
But these are precisely the conditions
deceptive show of agricultural prosperity.
most grievously. The large landsuffers
the
of
bulk
under which the
population
owners on the east side of the island are all ardent champions of slavery, on the plea
that the landed interests of the country will thus be best furthered.

The

first

settlers at Fort D.mphin already began by selling the men captured from their
own allies; then, during the two subsequent centuries, Madagascar became a great
where the slave-dealers came to procure servile labour for the plantations in
dep>')t

in Arabia, and Egypt.
hipelago, on the African coastlands,
the other hand, the Makuas, or Mojambikas, names collectively given to the

the Mascareuhas

On

slaves brought

Ar

from Africa

itself,

were landed

in thousands

the French planters in Mauritius these weie

By

from the native word Maromita, that

on the Sakalava

commonly

coast.

"
called
Marmites,"

"forders," in allusion to their passage
the
mainland
across
the
from
Mozambique Channel to the west side of Madagascar.

Hut

is,

Since the year 1877 the import ition of Negroes has been rigorously suppressed.
in the great island itself slavery still exists, and the servile class is estimated

than two-thirds of the whole population, consequently about two millions
lhe tribes conquered by the Hovas may also be said to be regarded
altogether.

at

no

less

r

by their political masters as mere gangs of slaves, and are constantly subjected to
forced or statute- labour ("corvee").
In every tribal community the hereditary
slave element itself
races.

The crime

still

attests the original struggle

of poverty

is

also

punished by

between two

classes or hostile

servitude, in so far as liabilities

incurred by the Ilova debtors constantly involve loss of personal freedom to the
*

profit of their creditors.

According
shillings.

to

Some

Mullens, the average price of
of the grandees possess

a,

many

slave in

thousands

Madagascar
;

is

about forty

the ecclesiastical digni-

themselves purchase slaves like ordinary citizens.
Hence in their sermons
the shepherds of the flock are obliged carefully to avoid all reference to the
taries

delicate question of the equal right of all

men

to freedom.

MATERIAL PROGRESS.
But notwithstanding

all

these drawbacks,

Madagascar still remains an agriculwhence the neighbouring Masca-

tural region of great value, as the chief source

renhus group draws

its
supply of provisions. Rice is by far the most important
and although the portion of the soil under tillage cannot be estihundredth part of the total area, the annual crop, after
amply supplying

cultivated plant,

mated

at a

the local demand, contributes a considerate item to the
export trade of the country.
In some remote
and
the
Ant* Anala people, the
provinces,
especially amongst
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cultivatl tract* are regularly displaced ev TV \. ,ir. The herbage and brushwood
of some favourable spot are cleared by tin- then in the rainy season the ploughed
ground is sown, and the harvest gathered in due course. Next year this temporary
;

camping-ground is abandoned, and the same rude M-t.in
some neighbouring district.

of clearance repeated in

Round

about Tananarivo the irrigated lands Itiid out as rice-fields are prepared
great care, and never sown until first well manured. Besides rice, the Malagasy cultivate most of the alimentary plants of the tropical and sub-tropical
\\ith

m iiiioc,

sweet potatoes, yams, ground-nuts, and saonio, which is
the same vegetable (arum cscu/entttm) that, under the name of taro, is so widely
diffused throughout the Oceanic world.
The Europeans lave also introduced into
regions, such as

the central plateaux the cereals, fruits, and vegetables of the northern hemisphere.
The tea shrub has made its appearam e on the uplands of Imerina, and for some
years planters on the seaboard have turned their attention to the cultivation of
cotton, coffee,

The

and sugar.

central plateaux of Madagascar, being destitute of forests

and mostly

covered with herbage, are amongst the regions best suited for stock-breeding.
There are two species of oxen, the South African, and the zebu, or Indian buffalo,

unknown

epoch, and now numbering many
not over a million head.
The ox is the most attached

introduced from the East at some

hundred thousands,

if

no ceremony takes place from which he is excluded, no
The Malagasy sheep belongs
related in which he does not play his part.

companion of the Sakalava
legend

is

;

But nearly

to the fat-tailed fleecy variety.

all

the European live-stock thrives

equally well on the Madagascar plains, except the horse, which for some
reason frequently perishes.
The hardy equine breed introduced from

The

unknown
Burmah

formerly loathed as an impure animal, is gradually
spreading over the whole of the Hova territory, but has not yet penetratednto the
Sakalava country, where the people are still slightly affected by Mohammedan
succeeds

best.

pig,

influences.

All the European farmyard poultry have already become thoroughly acclimatised amongst the Hovas. Some rising agricultural establishments have begun
to cultivate the Chinese variety of the silkworm,

the mulberry-leaf.

Some

which

is

fed, as in

of the indigenous species also yield

Europe, on

a stout silken

thread.

Under the

European teachers, the Malagasy have already
greatly modified the national industries, as shown by the dress of the people and
the style of their domestic architecture.
Nevertheless, most of the local crafts
are

still

influence of their

maintained on the old primitive

lines.

silken fabrics of bright colours, as well as cotton
for the national costume.

The

fibre of

preparation of garments, hats and

and woven of

The native weavers make
and linen

stout

which are used

employed in the
The mats exported from Madagascar,

the raphia palm

sails.

stuffs

is also

for
raphia, papyrus, or other kinds of reeds, are highly esteemed

their strength, durability,

The various

and

brilliant colours.

factories established

by Laborde and encouraged by Hadamu

II.,
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the subsequent civil disorders, and the country lacks
destroyed during
them. The mineral deposits, which are
mifficiont internal resources to replace

were

all

but which have hitherto been only somedescribed by the natives as very rich,
have not yet acquired any economic
what
surveyed by Europeans,
superficially

been severely suppressed by the
importance, mining operations having long

Hova

Government.
a coal basin
Guillermin's researches have shown that Madagascar possesses
coast over against Nossi-Be, and very rich, especially in
lying on the north-west
But accurate details
the Ambodimadiro district on the shores of Tassandava Bay.
on its probable contents and
are still lacking on the actual extent of this bisin,
of the Ikopa River are
sands
The
the facilities for working it to advantage.
are now being worked for the benefit
auriferous, an 1 a few gold mid copper mines
of the

Government.

the commercial interests of
jealously over
the country, maintaining an effective system of custom-houses at all important
stations round the coast, and even in the districts occupied by still independent

The Hova Government watches

impost of from 8 to 10 per cent, is levied on all articles of the
with the exception of books, stationery, and school furniimport and export trade,
A large part of the traffic, especially on the east
which are admitted

p >pulations.

An

ture,

freely.

carried on with Mauritius

coast, is

and Reunion, which islands require cattle,
hands employed on the plantations.

rice,

inai/e, and provisions of all sorts for the

Europe is concentrated in the hands of a few wholesale
and other arms,
woven
dealers,
goods, draperies, hardware, rifles,
which
they obtain from the
taking in return hides, suet, wax, caoutchouc, copal;
in the large villages of the
agents stationed in all the seaports round the coast and
interior.
The United States also takes a large share in the foreign commerce of

The

direct trade with

who

introduce

the island, which
piece,

is

estimated at about

The French five-lranc
1.200,000 a year.
It is cut
is the only current coin.

which here takes the name of " dollar,"

into small fractions,

which have

be cun-fully weighed, so that dealers always

to

carry their scales wi;h them.

obstructed by the bad or deficient communications between the elevated plateaux and the seaports on the coast.
Speculators have already prop sed to construct
and
thence
the
seaboard
railways along

The development

of

commer.

e is

much

connected only
by rough tracks with Majanga and Tamatave, the two chief seaports, the former on
the west, the latter on the east side of the island.
inland to the central markets; but

meantime the

capital itself

is

But the traditional policy of the state at last broke down under the pressure of
growing trade, and even of the urgent requirements of the administration itself.
Tananarive is already connected by telegraph with its eastern port, Tamata\e,
while some of the narrow
At
paths are being widened and otherwise improved.
present all merchandise

is forwarded from Tananarive to Tamatave and
Majanga
means
of
Betsimisaraka
and other porters, whose loads weigh on an average
by
from a hundred to a hundred and ten
But the transport . charges
pounds.

increa-e

enormously in the case of bulky objects, which cannot be reduced to con-

PROGRESS OF MADAGASCAR,
MI. it nt size or weight.
tance of two hundred

As
mil< *

i:,:,

a rule, a currier takes ubout ten days to cover the disbetwrm the capital and Turautuve, and receives for

journey from twelve to twenty shillings.
Neither Tuiiiutuve nor any of the French stations round ubout the island are

this

Hut two regular
yet connected with the telegraph systems of the outer world.
lines of steamers, corresponding with Mauritius and Reunion, touch at all the chief
>rts

on the

eua^l.

TOPOGRAPHY.

The

capital of the Ilova

kingdom, which no doubt

is

destined soon to become

the metropolis of the whole island, has become a large city not so much because of
its central position for trade, us through the
centralising tendencies of the Govern-

ment, concentrating in one place large numbers of officials, courtiers, troops, and
that is, Ant' Anaimrivo, or " Here the ThouTaiianftriro, or Antananarivo

slaves.

sand Villages"

consists in fact of a considerable

number of

villages

and hamlets

grouped together within a comparatively small urea.

The population had already increased from ten or twelve thousand in 1820, to
double that number in 1840, and according to the partial statistics prepared by
some recent travellers and residents, the present population cannot be much less
than a hundred thousand. Within the limits of the city are comprised over twenty
thousand structures of all sorts, the houses bc.ing gencr.illy so small that every

wealthy family occupies several.
The original site of Tananarive crowned the summit of a
sea-level,

which stretches north and south

at

hill

4,800 feet above

a height of about 500 feet above

the valley of the Ikopa.
From this eminence the eye commands an extensive
prospect of the river winding away to the west, and of a vast extent of gardens,
rice-fields,

in

and

villages, dotted over the rolling plains.

the neighbourhood

the inhabitants

derive

an

From

the copious springs
of good

abundant supply

water.

The crest of the hill, on which stands the royal palace, terminates westwards in
"
"
of Tananarive.
a precipitous bluff, which has been called the
Tarpeian Rock
From its summit were hurled all those who had the misfortune to incur the wrath
of the sovereign.
erection of

many

On

the west side the slopes are too steep to afford space for the

structures

;

hence the dwellings are chiefly grouped on the gentler
where all are disposed on artificially levelled

incline of the eastern side of the hill,
terraces, rising tier

above

tier.

Stone and brick are gradually replacing wood as

the building materials of the houses, which are generally surmounted by lightning
conductors. They all face westwards, either as a protection against the cold winds
which set from the south-east, or more probably in virtue of some mythical tradithey are not di<] OM d in ivyulur lines of streets or built on any particular plan.
Nevertheless the city is divided into u number of unequal quart
l>v a few avenues or
of which, paved with granite flags,
thoroughfare*, the largest
tions.

i>

the

lUit

//// .v/r/v/

of the royal family.
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new town which has sprang up to
Farther on the boulevard descends into the
it stretches away between the
the north of the ancient city.
Beyond this quarter
to the town of Ambotiimanya, one
twelve miles across the
some
plain
" twelve
venerated of
most
the
and
cities,"
holy

rice-fields for

of the

on an isolated gneise eminence which
Fig. 138.

is

shaded by lurge

47

trees,

and

at

stands

the foot of

TANA.NARIVO AND ENVIBOWS.
Scale

East of Greenwich

Ambohimanga

all.

1

:

200,000.

48

S7-

2'

3 miles.

which rise some much-frequented thermal springs.
Europeans seldom receive
permission to penetrate into this city, cradle of the forefathers of the present
Here the court takes up its
dynasty and summer residence of the royal princes
abode every year for a short period, during which
suspended, the vhole time being devoted to feasts,
the deities.

all affairs of state

sacrifices,

have to be

and supplications to

!<>!<

<.l:M>HY
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" Versailles " of
royalty, Tananarivo (>c88388e8 several oilier
public pleasure-grounds, picturesque villages, lakes, and country seats, surround*
by parks and gardens. At the very gates of the city the waters of the Ikopa are

But besides

this

1

dammed up

islet which is laid out as a pleasant
here confined between strong embankments
which prevent it from overflowing, and which have been attributed to one of the
first sovereigns of the Hova dynasty.

so as to

form a lake encircling an

resort for the public.

A carriage

The

river

is

from Tananarive

road, eighteen or twenty miles long, leads

to Maii-

the group of industrial establishments founded by Laborde to the south-east
Before their destruction these factories turned out all manner of

(fiKxft,

of the capital.

wares
tion,

woven goods, hardware,

and even

porcelain, sugar, soap, arms, guns, ammuniThe workshops were surrounded by an exten-

tiles,

electric conductors.

sive garden of acclimatisation.

On the

central plateau stands another city bearing the

name

of " capital."

This

Betsileo nation, nearly ISO miles due
south of Tananarive, and 4,800 feet above sea-level.
It stands on a lofty hill

is

Fianarantxoa, the chief town of the

on the western slope of the island, and in the district where rise the farthest
headstreams of the Mangoka river.
In rank, if not in the number of its
inhabitants, Fianarantsoa

is

reckoned as the second city of the realm, and has been

by the English missionaries as the centre of their operations for all the
southern provinces of Madagascar.
The little traffic carried on between this place
selected

and the sea

is all

directed towards the east coast, which

is

three times nearer than

the opposite side, but of more difficult access, owing to the rugged character of the
highlands and the impetuosity of the mountain torrents.

The chief station occupied by the Hovas in the Ant' Anala territory bears the
same name us the holy city of the dominant race. But the fertile region round

Ambohimanga is still far from being completely conquered.
The king of the Bara nation, who has his residence on the natural stronghold
of Mount Ivohibe, has even hitherto refused to receive the Hova envoys.
The southern harbours on the east coast facing the solitary waters of the Indian
Ocean are but little frequented. The produce of this region available for export
about this southern

not of sufficient value to induce skippers to venture amid the dangerous reefs
of the southern waters.
Fort Dauphin, which has resumed its old Malagasy name
is

of Faradifai,

is

now nothing more than

a military station held by the Hovas at

the south-eastern extremity of the island.
Going northwards along the same seaboard, the traveller meets at long intervals
a number of other little posts likewise occupied by the ruling people. Such are
Anibn/ii, or Fttrnfanf/n, in

the Ant'

Aimoro

territory

;

Aniboh-jteno, at the

mouth

of the Hatitanana river, within the northern frontier of the same country ; Masindraiio, or Tsiatoxiki, on another coast stream flowing from the Betsileo plateau ;

Mnhanoro, a Betsimis iraka town, on a headland which commands an estuary near
the mouth of the Onibe, the most copious river on the east side of the i>laml
;

Vatomamln, which during the blockade
for goods destinejl for the capital.

of

Tamatave had become the port

of entry

SOUTH AND EAST AFRICA.
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Aiulocorant.i,

or the

Slave Market," former capital of the

BetwUHfrin

Its
on a tongue of sand amid a labyrinth of coast lagoons.
kingdom, stands
on this seaboard, being the point which
is the most important of any
position

TAMATAVE.

Fig. 139.
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lies

nearest to the capital.

Hence

travellers

bound

for

Tananarive follow the

from Tamatave to Andovoranto, and then strike inland from a neighbouring
This
estuary, whence they soon reach the escarpments of the central plateau.
would consequently be an excellent site for a great commercial or naval station,

coast

but for the dangerous character of the neighbouring coastlands and the difficult

459
approaches, which ivmlna few Creole

t

it

Yet

quite inaccessible to vessels of heavy draught.

rulers have ulivudy settled at Andovoranto, defying the pestiferous

atmosphere of the surrounding swumps and stagnant waters.
Farther north follows a succession of sugar-cane plantations and cocoa-nut
groves; but all attempts have been given up to cultivate the coffee shrub, which
has been attacked and destroyed by

from Audovorunto

to

Tunnnarivo
Fig.

is

lt<'ii!cin

rtixtati'is.

situated a far-famed

Xear the route leading
and still much-frequented

140.-DiEoo SUAKEZ BAY.
Scale

1

:

600.0UO.

G

49*25
Depths.

320 Feet and

upwards
12 Miles.

thermal spring, where the Hovas formerly assembled to perform sanguinary
rites.

Thomas of the eaily Portuguese navigators,
CO
miles
further
from
the
although
capital than Andovorunto, is the lm-it st
M -a port in the whole of
Madagascar. At this spot the coast develops a narrow
Tamafarc, or Toamasina, the St.

promontory projecting eastwards and terminating in a coral reef which forms the
The former is further
parting-line between a northern and a southern bay.
sheltered from the surf and breakers by another barrier reef, which stretches for

SOITII
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wooded

several miles seawards to a
find
largest vessels

AND EAST AFRICA.
known

islet

commodious anchorage

in the

" Isle of
as the

Plums."

The

Tamatave roadstead, which can

surf-beaten bars.
be easily reached without crossing any dangerous
and
The town itself is a small place consisting of depots, warehouses, cabins,
of various origin, and Creoles from the
hotels inhabited by Betsimisarakas, blacks

These dwellings are embowered in orange, lemon, mango, and
"
"
and Hova village are
battery
cocoanut groves, while towards the west the
was
one of those " graves
Tamatave
musked by a curtain of tall trees. Formerly
"
which are so frequently met in tropical regions. But the local
of Europeans
Muscareuhas.

climate has been considerably improved

by the draining
the

marshes, which are now also planted with

Tamatave
for the

is

the chief outlet for the cattle,

rice,

of

some neighbouring

fever-dispelling

eucalyptus.

and other provisions intended

Mascarenhas Islands, and for the hides and caoutchouc exported to Europe.

200,000.
total exchanges average about
North of Tamatave the nearest station

The

Mahai-elo, its

Fonf<'/)oinfc.

is

the little-frequented seaport of

" Much
native name, means
Health," but although

inhabitants, the climate is nearly always
the port of Fenerife, or Fenoariro,
follows
north
Farther
Europeans.
where vessels come chiefly to take in cargoes of rice. Fenerife is the natural

salubrious
fatal

enough

for its Betsimisaraka

to

produce of the fertile Sihanaka territory and the Maningori valley.
Towards the north-east stretches the long and narrow French island of St.
Mary, the No*#i Boraha of the natives, which in 1883 had a population of 7,500.

outlet for the

The

early

French writers

also

give

it

the

name

of

Nossi Ibrahim, that

Abraham's In/and, and speak of a Jewish colony settled here.

is,

Nevertheless,

nothing Semitic either in the carriage or the features of its present
Betsimisaraka inhabitants, who are noted for their fine physical appearance.
AVith its southern dependency, the islet of Natfcs, St. Mary is 30 miles long
there

is

from south-east

60 square miles.
chief products

to north-west,

but so narrow that the whole area scarcely exceeds

Not more than

one-fifth of this space

being cloves and vanilla.

the coast, on the west side of

Over

which stands the

fifty

under cultivation, the
thousand palms fringe

is

port, well-sheltered

by the

islet of

Madame.
Tintlnyne (Teng-Tntf)} and the other post on this coast lately occupied by the
French have been abandoned, while the older French town of
Louisbourg, founded

by the adventurer Beniovski, has been replaced by a Malagasy fort near Maroantetra.
This is the chief outlet for the caoutchouc of
Madagascar, which is
yielded by a ra/tea or liana different from that of the East African species.
On the north-east seaboard occur several
ports, such as Angot*i, or Ngotsi,
with a safe harbour and in a district
the
best rice in the whole island
yielding

;

Vohemar, like Angotsi protected by an islet, which forms an excellent
port doing
a brisk trade in live-stock and other
for'
the
Mascarenhas
provisions
Luqucz
(Lokia), occupied by the English for a short time after the
Napoleonic wars;
lastly, at the northern extremity of Madagascar, the
great inlet of Antomboka, or
Diego Suarez, one of. those numerous landlocked basins which, like Rio de Janeiro,
;

-.

:

::$&

vM

W?

r^

K'';.,
'

LlJ

ttkr*

^
1

Hil

Port

an

Jackson, or Queenstown,

dr-riiU'd

us

"the

finest

harbour in the

world."
l!y

the treaty of

1SH">,

was ceded

this inlet

harbour of refuge and a victualling station for

two miles broad,

is

divided

b}'

the

islet of

harbours, upproached by a channel from 20 to
all

directions for

many

to France,

its

navy.

Noni

which has made

The whole

Volant-

into

it

a

basin, uliout

two N-condurv

fathoms deep and ramifying in
The south-western brunch is no less than

miles inland.

Noon

Fig. 141.
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miles long, and most of these creeks are deep and thoroughly sheltered.
On
the south side, near the village of Anfximnift, stand the French establishments,
"27

completed by groups
capital of the
of

N/.

trade,

Frcm

Mart/ ;m<l
it

occupies a

li

.V

hovels largely occupied by runaway slaves.
This is the
of
which
also
two
includes the
islands
province
Madagascar,
of

/It' ;

and although

it

may never develop

position, commanding
Comoro and Mascureuhus groups.

magnituvnt Mratr^ir

of the great island, as well as the

steps wore taken to found u health

a large local

at once both sides

re.^ort

on one of the

cre.-ts

of

In

Amber

J

xvs

Cape,
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The frontiers of the territory ceded to
3,780 feet above the level of the sea.
not
have
Suurez
yet been officially determined.
France round about Diego
On the deeply indented north-west coast, the most frequented port lies on the
by a French garrison

volcanic islund of Nossi Be, which has been occupied

since

Mary, but now completely treeless,
1841.
Larger and more
Nossi Be was occupied by the French on account of the magnificent and perfectly
sheltered roadstead at the south side, where it is protected on the east by the
fertile

than St.

on the south-east
regular cone of Noxxi Koinba,
Anfiki, on the west by a group of barrier reefs.

by the Malagasy peninsula of
The space thus enclosed affords

On the north side stands
hundreds of war-ships.
Hellrille, the capital, a picturesque little place, which unfortunately suffers from
On the east side lies Antonoro, an older
the vicinity of some malarious swamps.

room

for the evolutions of

by half-caste Malagasies, crossed with Arabs and
The whites, mostly from the Mascarenhas, are chiefly engaged

settlement, inhabited chiefly

Comoro

Islanders.

in superintending the sugar, clove,

and vanilla plantations, on which were

from the African mainland.
recently employed Makua slaves
The other inhabitants of Nossi Be are Malagasies, namely, Sakalavas

till

and

Betsimisarakas, and the whole population, including the neighbouring islets, has
varied from six thousand to sixteen thousand, according to the vicissitudes of wars

and revolutions.

The

being free from custom-house dues, is relatively
320,000 to 350,000 annually. Nossi Be, which

local trade,

considerable, averaging

from

depends administratively on Diego Suarex, forms a
islets of Snkatia,

Mifxio.

The

Noxsi Komba,

Nowi

Fait,

commune with

the adjacent

and the curiously compass-shaped Nosxi

extinct craters to the north-west of Hellville are flooded with lakelets

inhabited by voracious crocodiles.

South of Nossi Be the busy market of Ambodimadiro occupies the southern
extremity of the deep inlet of Passandava, near the point where the Barotabe
mines have recently been opened. Farther south follow other deep and
well-sheltered bays, the most frequented of which is the
spacious inlet of Bom-

coal

(Ampombitokana), at the entrance of which stands the important seaport of
"
Mnjanyn (Mujunyn Madsanga, or Health Restorer"). The trade of this place is
bet ok

scarcely inferior to that of

Tamatave on the

east coast,

and although

it lies at

a

greater distance fnun the capital it has the advantage of being situated in the
same basin of the river Ikopa, which is
navigable for steamers beyond the

much higher up for canoes. Before 1823, when it was
the capital of an independent Sakalava
kingdom, Mojanga was a much larger
place than at present, with a population of at least ten thousand, including
many
Betsiboka confluence, and

still

Arab

traders.

Farther up on the banks of the
Ikopa stands the flourishing town -of Marorofii
"
Crocodileville,") which was also
Above
formerly capital of a Sakalava state.
the Betsiboka confluence lies the
village of Matatnnana, in an auriferous alluvial
district, which the Government has at last allowed to be worked.
(

Beyond Mojanga follow
rarely visited

by skippers.

several other havens

Here the natural

and

inlets,

which, however, are

division between the two sections

TOPOGRAPHY OF KADAOASOAB.
of the eastern seaboard
l.

vond which

st

is

l.;:!

indicated by the bold headland of Cape St.

Andrew,

retches the little-known district of Menube, fringed by coral reefs

islets.
The south-west coast, although less provided with good
harbours than that of the north-west, has nevertheless some frequented seaports.
The most important is Tulkar (Tolia or Ankafsaoka), on a fine spacious and

mid desert

well-sheltered haven some 12 miles north of the
river.

The surrounding

for export cereals, cattle,

mouth

of the Saint

Au^ustimremarkably healthy and fertile. yiYMwax, and dye-woods and nearly all the orchillu used in
district,

Fig. 142.

which

is

;

NOETH- WEST COAST OF MADAGASCAR.
Scale
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A French resident has recently been stationed at
No89t Be, a small island on the south side of the
estuary of the St. Augustine,
visited
traders
frcm
the
Mascarenhas
regularly
by
Archipelago.
France comes from

this place.

ADMINISTRATION*.

The Hova Government

is practically ;m absolute
despotism, tempered by revoluand disguised by some constitutional fictions.
The sovereign
him belong the lives, fortunes, :md substance of all his subjects.

tions of the palace,
is

master, and to

SOUTH AND EAST AFRICA.
Ilrfore the general acceptance of Christianity,

he bore the

title of

"Visible God,"

"

by the grace of God and the will
content to claim supreme power
of the nation, offered yearly
of the people."
Formerly he was the high priest
and in return received from them
sacrifices to secure the happiness of his people,
" oath
of the
courtiers took the
the
accession
At his
the first-fruits of the soil.
the
swords
swore by
calf "that is. after sacrificing one of these animals, they
hut

now he

overtake themselves whenever disloyal
body that the same fate should
all
His name, his image,
objects touched by him, are equally
their sovereign.

buried in
to

is

its

he alone has a right to the red umbrella, and, as in other Malay languages,
Terror precedes and follows
a special form of speech is reserved for the ruler.

sacred

;

"
" silver
at sight of the
assegai
him, and the highest in the land obey in silence
Till recently officers doomed to death were invited to a
held up by an attendant.
drank the poisoned cup with acclamations in
banquet, where, after the feast, they
Condemned nobles received an iron rod, with orders to
honour of the sender.

others were required to plunge into quagmires,
voluntarily impale themselves;
some were burnt alive. But except in
where
disappearel in the mud; while

they
the case of slaves and the lower orders, care was taken to shed no blood, as a

convincing proof of the royal clemency.

Being omnipotent

"wisdom
successors.

the king or the queen, overflowing with the

in principle,

of the twelve king*

"

that

is,

of

all their

ancestry

choose their

own

Nevertheless, they do not escape from the court intrigues, and at
husband of the Queen,

present the real authority resides in the Prime Minister,
Other ministers are
and a sort of mayor of the palace.

named by him, and

all

"

great
obey his orders. Even the dignitaries assembled in tbe kftbari, .or
from
throne
and
to
the
do
little
more
than
listen
the
council,"
signify their
speech

have

to

approval.

On grand

occasions,

when

all

the tribes with their chiefs are assembled

according to the old feudal right, the minister addresses the multitude, which
never fails to give its assent to his propositions.

The

aiidrinna, or baronial class,

being

s-tajtioned

nearest

to the palace

and

consequently more easily controlled than others, enjoy the least measure of freedom,
and cannot even withdraw from the capital except on some special mission. But
the old divisions into nobles, citizens, and slaves are
being gradually replaced by
the social classification according to " honours," which is at once civil and
military.
The " first honour " is that of the simple soldier but from this it is possible to
;

pass through all the intermediate grades
the social system.

The trade

in spirits

Imerina, and 4,500

keep the

civil

up

to the sixteenth, the highest

rank in

by recent enactments been prohibited throughout
have been appointed to enforce the royal decrees, to
and conduct the regular transfer of property. A penal

lias

officials

registers,

code, far less rigorous than the old

henceforth the sentence of death

is

"common
rarely

law," has been proclaimed, and

inflicted.

The army

of

"a hundred

thousand men," although
really comprising not more than thirty thousand, is
recruited by a sort of
conscription, the men being disbanded after five years'
Rervice.

ADMINISTRATION OF MADAGASCAR.
With

even the

the exception of the school teachers, none of the

district judges, receive direct salaries.

127

AT
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Government

Hence they have

officials,

to live

not

on the
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the liberality of the Government, or on the
granted them by
Such is the
of their judicial functions.
exercise
the
perquisites derived from
all
that
verdicts
of
administration
may be said
justice,
consequent venality in the
On being presented to the sovereign
to be knocked down to the highest bidder.
that
Hasina
the
is, the tribute of vassalage, generally a
all are expected to offer
His subjects are also held to personal service, and therepiece of gold or silver.

revenue of the

fiefs

fore liable to thefuno/npoana, or statute labour.

The produce of the tithes and poll-tax, as well as the customs dues, belong to
At present the
the king, who is not required to account for their disposal.
600,000
customs in the six chief seaports are held in security for a first loan of
the
late
war.
The
raised to pay off the indemnity claimed by France after
at
resident
the
Tananarive,
of
the
however,
represented by
protectorate,
charges

Tamatave and other

the vice-resident of
are defrayed by the

Christianity

The

another.

is

and the controllers of the customs

places,

French Government.

the

bexoj\i/,

official religion,

no favour being shown to one sect over

or English episcopalian church, represented

by the London

in 1887 three
Missionary Society, has the largest number of adherents, comprising
and
hundred
one
thousand
four
hundred thousand members,
fifty preachers, and

one thousand two hundred churches.

The Roman Catholics number about one

The new

religion was imposed upon the people, just as the
courtiers and inhabitants of the towns were ordered to adopt the European garb.
They are required under cert.iin penalties to observe the Sabbath, to assist at the

hundred thousand.

and join in the prayers for the prosperity of the sovereign. But amongst
the independent populations conversions are rare, and 83veral Sakalava chiefs still

services,

cull

themselves Mohammedans.

The p igan

brated by the court in the holy city of
until

it is

now

Education

little
is

more than a week

feast of the Fandroana, or Bath, cele-

Ambohimanga, has been gradually modified
of general festivities.

compulsory, and when choice

is

once made of a Protestant or

English and French are
taught in the schools, and scientific works have already been translated into MalaThousands cf copies are issued of the local periodicals, but no regular
gasy.
Catholic school the pupils can never leave it for another.

jK)stal

service hus yet been established, except

between the French residencies

of

Tananarive and Tamatave.

The

central provinces of Imerina, Betsileo, Ant' Ankai,

completely subjected to the
into administrative districts.

and Ant* Sihanaka,

Hova government, are accurately defined and divided
But in the independent or partly-reduced regions,

tbe districts expand or diminish according to the strength of the garrisons
stationed in the military posts.
At present the number of provinces is fixed at

twenty-two.
III.

THE COMOKO

ISLANDS.

Lying midway between Madagascar and the African mainland, the Comoro
archipelago is equally separated from both by marine abysses some 500 fathoms
deep.

It comprises four islands

with a few

islets

disposed like satellites round

t,

47

ISLANDS.

Till:

the whole forming an upheaved voh-anie chain

in the direction

from south-east and north-west.

The

>t
'

(

retching about 150 miles
nioros thus bflong j)liy-i-

<ully neither to Madagascar nor to Africa, but constitute a distinct group, with

and fauna, and inhabitants also presenting some distinct
Here the primitive African and Malagasy lements have reeeiv< d their

original

]>artly

features.

flora

<

usages mainly from later Arab intruders.
Politically the achipelago belongs to France, which occupied Mayo.te in

culture, their

and the

language and

social

rest of the islands so recently as 1886.

the group

is

Notwithstanding

of considerable strategic importance, owing to
Fig. 144.

its

its

1

>

1

1

.

small extent

posiiion in the

THE COMORO
Scale

1
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_

6.400 Feet

and

upwards.
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middle of the Mozambique Channel and on the west flank of Madagascar. It has
a total area of 800 square miles, with a population estimated at about fifty thousand.

The agencies by which the islands have been raised to the surface appear to
have been much more energetic in the northern than the southern part of the
Mayotte in the south-east has no summits exceeding 2,000 feet,
whereas Anjuan, which with Moheli occupies the centre, rises to a height of 4,000
archipelago.

feet,

and the
"

active volcano of Kurtal or Karadallu (Jungu-ja-Dsaha, or " Kettle of

This imposing
mountain, witb its blackish escarpments towering above the blue waters and
fringed with a green wreath of cocoanut palms, presents one of the grandest picFire

),

in the north-western island of Great Comoro, to 8,500 feet.
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of smoke shoots up from the
Occasionally a column
mile in circumference. In
a
over
500 feet deep and
crater, a yawning chasm
of Kartal, encircling
1858 copious lava streams flowed down the western slopes
Several other cones,
rock.
older
an
on
a
eruptive

tures in the Indian Ocean.

like

an island

village perched

also produce a striking effect with their headlands
perfect, some breached,
cliffs.
terminating in columnar basalt
But besides the igneous rocks, there are also some granitic and sedimentary

one

with sandy or shingly lavas
places the beach, strewn
with ferruginous ores, is of a bright black and reddish colour, forming a

formations.

min"l I'd

In

many

white of the neighbouring coral reefs. These
striking contrast with the dazzling
coralline masses present great differences of form in the different islands, in Great

Comoro and Moheli lying

close in shore, while at

Mayotte they are disposed in an

oval ring round the coast, with openings here and there giving access to shipping.
At a certain height above the present sea-level, are seen layers of sand and of shells

inhabiting the surrounding waters, and
consequently attesting upheaval in relatively recent times.
The seasons are better regulated in the Comoros than in Madagascar, the
absolutely

islands

identical

with those

still

not being large enough greatly to modify the system of atmospheric
The dry season, lasting uniformly from May to October, is not very

currents.

unhealthy for Europeans, thanks to the . comparatively low temperature, which
oscillates between 68
and 84 F. During this period the south-eastern tradewinds prevail daily, however, veering round with the sun to the south and south;

west.
to

95

In October begins the wet and hot season, when the glass ranges from 77
F. and when the north-west trades bring copious rains, causing a discharge

20 inches and upwards on the slopes of the mountains. At times the currents
from opposite quarters neutralise each other, producing either calms or cyclones,

of

1

which, however, are never so violent as in the Mascarenhas waters.

Despite the excessive rainfall caused by the north-western monsoon, Great
Comoro has not a single perennial stream, all the precipitated water disappearing
rapidly in the thick deposits of volcanic ashes and scoriae covering the surface.
In the other islands a few rivulets wind through the verdant
valleys.
Such is the fertility of the volcanic soil that, before they were inhabited, the

were completely covered with a dense forest vegetation but at present
not more than one-sixth of the surface is clothed with
few forms
large timber.
islands

;

A

to be indigenous, but the
greater part

have been introduced either directly
appear
man
by
(European vegetables), or by the marine currents and other natural
agencies.
During the southern monsoon a local counter-current occasionally
causes the upper waters to flow back,
generally towards the south, and in this
the
seeds of many Malagasy plants have been
way
brought to the archipelago.

From Madagascar also comes the greater part of the insular fauna. Most of
the species in the two
regions are identical, or at least belong to the same genera.
Besides one species of lemur, the
group possesses a bat (ptcropm comorensis) which
ranges thence eastwards to Australia, but is absent from Africa. There is also a
species of black parrot allied to a

form occurring in Malasia.

THE COMORO ISLANDS.
The Comoro

Komr

name
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one time extended to Madagascar,
has been known to the Arab navigators at least since the tenth century, and was
also formerly visited by the Persians of Shiraz, who traded with Magdoshu and
or

group, a

Kiloa on the African seaboard.

mariners from Lisbon called at

also at

During the eaily days of Portuguese enterprise,
Great Comoro. But the first permanent settlers,

mostly runaway slaves, came from Madagascar and East Africa, and even from
Arabia, forming in the archipelago a mongrel race, which presents all the transi-

from the almost pure Semite to the Malagasy and Bantu types. A few
Banyan traders have also been attracted from Bombay; but the bulk of the

tions

population, collectively called Ant'Aloch, represents a mixture of diverse African,
Arab and Malagasy elements.

The Ant'Aloch islanders are mostly tall, with a yellowish complexion, thick but
not pouting lips, high but narrow brow. The hair, naturally crisp or kinky, is
the women also blacken their teeth with
usually shaven in the Mussulman fashion
;

betel-chewing, while many are tattooed and wear a metal button or flower on the
nostril in the Hindu style.
At Mayotte, where the Malagasy element prevails, the
are
of
darker
but
in the other islands of more Semitic appearance. The
colour,
people
natives of Great

Comoro

are an exceptionally tall

and stalwart

race,

and travellers

speak with admiration of these men, whose robust constitution and freedom from
disease are attributed both to their cleanly habits and to the salubrity of the climate.

The Ant'Aloches and dominant Mahorri,
of

mixed

descent,

who endeavour

institutions of their

Arab

teachers.

or

"Moors," are

all

Mohammedans

conform to the usages and
The Sultans draw up their decrees in Arabic

in

all

things to

a variety of Ki-Swaheli mixed with a few Malagasy
and numerous South African elements, introduced by Makua and other slaves from

although the current speech

These slaves

the mainland.

is

still

constitute nearly half of the population, although

the Sultans have. undertaken to abolish slavery.
The French island of Mayotte (Maute) is thrae times smaller, but commercially
more important, than Great Comoro. The roadstead, protected eastwards by the
islet of

Pamanzi,

But although

much

traffic,

is

very deep and spacious enough to accommodate whole

become a great mart for Madagascar and the mainland.
yields coffee, cotton and especially vanilla, and the planters,
and Reunion, have recently taken

The

fleets.

enjoys the advantage of free trade, Mayotte is too small to attract
and has failed to realise the hopes of those who expected it would
it

to the cultivation of sugar

Besides cocoanuts
chiefly

and

it

from Mauritius

distillation of

rum.

administration, at first established at Zandzi, at the western extremity of

Pamanzi, has been transferred to Mamutzn or Shon, facing

But the

it

on the

east side of

largest place in the island is M'Sapcrc, close to the hill of like

Mayotte.
name over a mile farther inland.

Since the French annexation the population of
has
increased
fourfold, having risen from three thousand three hundred in
Mayotte
]Si:J to about fourteen thousand in 1S88.

Anjuan (Johanna, Nsuani] has always enjoyed a considerable trade as an
intermediate station between the Cape and India. The British cruisers employed
in the suppression of the slave trade maintained a provision and coaling station
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on this island, which
especially

of sugar.

is

Comoro group, yielding good crops,
Msamudu, called also Anjuan, a
on the north-west side, and with a popula-

the most fertile of the

Its

sort of niedijcvul fortified

Arab

sultan resides at

town situated

tion of nearly f.mr thousand.

Moheli (Moali), smallest of the Comoros,
tig

1

also

very

ferlile

and abundantly

MAYOTTE.

145.

Scale

is

:

460,000.

Depths.

Oto 160

Feet and
upwards.

1'iO

Feet.

,12 Miles.

watered.

and clove plantations, chiefly owned
form a broad verdant /one round about the capital, Foniboni.

Its cocoanut, coffee, sugar, vanilla

by English capitalists,
Great Comoro (Nyaziya), although the largest and most populous member of
the archipelago, is little cultivated and seldom visited
by traders, owing to the
absence of water and good havens.
The sultan resides at Murom, a small place
:tuated on a creek on the south west coast.

Tin: SI:Y. IIKI.LES.
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geographical dependence of the Comoros are the reefs running north-cant of
Mayolte parallel with Madagascar, and terminating in the little group of uninhabited
(fi'uricu*!' islets.
About l'J< miles farther north lies the coralline group of the
A-

Cosmofatos, also uninhabited, but claimed

Mauritius.

Under

island of Ahlabra,
II'

i'

1879.

a

same

by the English as a dependency of

latitude, but seventy miles to the west, is the larger

true atoll divided into several secondary

Mets and

reefs.

a few Norwegian families, chiefly from Bergen, founded a
fishing station in

Aldabra

All these
little

the

is

by gigantic turtles and myriads of aquatic birds.
lying east and north of the Comoros have a total extent

visited

islets

of

over sixty square miles.

IV.

THE AMIRANTES AND SEYCHELLES.

North of Madagascar the main insular axis is continued over 120 miles seawards by a submarine plateau about 900 fathoms deep. Above this plateau rise a
few scattered islets separated by a profound trough from the two archipelagoes of
the Amirantes and Seychelles. All these insular groups belong politically to Great
Britain as dependencies of Mauritius.

Farquhar, the nearest to Madagascar, is not quite uninhabited, a few fishermen
mostly from the Muscarenhas having established themselves on the western island
of Joao de

Nova.

Farther north follow some dangerous

reefs,

and beyond them

the numerous islets of the Amirantes, so named by the Portuguese in honour of
Of the
the great " Admiral," Vasco de Gama, who discovered them in 1502.
whole group, some one hundred and fifty altogether, not more than six are
inhabited by settlers from Mauritius and the Seychelles.
They rise but a few
yards above sea-level, and are covered with cocounut groves, and some grassy tracts
affording pasturage to a few herds of zebus and sheep.
The Seychelles, or better Scchellcs, so named from Moreau de Sechelles, form a

group of twenty-nine islets besides a number of insular reefs, nearly all bearing
the names of French gentlemen of the eighteenth century. They are mostly
disposed in circular form, as if resting on a submerged atoll about 90 miles in

But between

the coral formations granitic rocks identical with
Such are those of Mahe
those of Madagascar have cropped out here and there.
and
Silhouette
Praslin
Mahe, the largest, has an
(2,550).
(3,200 feet),
(3,000),

circumference.

area of 50 square miles, nearly half of the whole archipelago.
Although lying within 300 miles of the equator, these islands are comparatively healthy even for Europeans, the stagnation of air

and water being prevented

by the alternating trade winds, while the equable temperature, never exceeding
84 or falling below 78 F., renders this one of the most delightful climates in
the world.
Although not entirely free from cyclones, as was at one time supposed,
the Seychelles are nevertheless rarely visited by these atmospheric disturbances.
The local flora comprises altogether about three hundred and forty species, of

which some sixty are endemic, including three varieties of the pandanus. But the
archipelago is especially famous as the home of the celebrated fan-palm (lodoicea
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Sfyc/iellarum),

Curieuse.

whose

This

months, and

is

however, ripens only in the two islands of Praslin and
in a single case, remains fresh for
consisting of two nuts

fruit,

fruit,

thus often borne by the currents to the coasts of India, and even
SEYCHELLES.

Fig. 146.
Scale 1

:

1,000,000.

Depths.

to 160
Feet.

160 to 320
Feet.

320 to 3.200 Feet

and upwards.
24 Miles.

as fur as Java and other

Malay island, where it was gathered as a priceless
and
treasure,
supposed to come from the depths of the ocean, hence the name of
"
" sea cocoa
nut
The wood of the lodoicea is so Jiard
given to it by seafarers.
that objects

made

of

it

are almost indestructible.

MA*

Tin;

The fuunu

mammal

not

of (ho Seychelles

introduced

is

iii.i.u:>
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extremely poor, comprising only one species of

Tbo

by man.

reptiles

and

amphibia,

till

recently

samo genera as those of Madagascar and
The same remark applies to the birds, of which there arc

including a crocodile, belong to the

Mascarenhas.

and of these thirteen endemic.

species,

include a so-culled

green

th<*

t.

that

leaf

"walking

Insects also are surprisingly rare, but
leaf" (ji/ii/l/ittm sicci/o/iutn), so closely resembling a

naturalists spend

Fig. 147

weeks in hunting for a single specimen.

SUBXAKIMK BANKS op MADAGASCAR AMD TUB MAJCABKXHAS.
Scale

1

:

35,000,000.

3cr

Lepihs.

l.VX)

Fathom* and

upward*.
600 Mile*.

Foreign plants and animals have mostly been introduced from Mauritius and
Reunion, whence have also come the inhabitants of pure or mixed European
Hence, although the Seychelles belong to England, tie current speech
the French Creole putois of Mauritius modified by gome English words and
expressions
Negroe* are also numerous, for the most part captives rescued by

descent.
is

the liritish

c

HUM

i>

irom the Arab dhows.

Sufficient tobu-co, cacao, coffee, sugar, ru-o,

nnd other produce are raisoJ

for
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Goats also thrive, and are almost the only domestic
the local consumption.
The exports are mainly cocoanuts under the form of coprah, and of late
animals.

This trade, which has lately
cloves.
years vanilla, besides tortoise-shell and
suffered from a disease of the cocoanut palm, is chiefly centred in Port Victoria, as
the English have renamed Maht, on the north side of Mahe Island, so designated
from the Governor of the He de France, who took possession of the Seychelles in
Mah<$ is a port of call for whalers and for the steamers plying between
174'.}.

Suez and Mauritius.

The Seychelles are administered from Mauritius, although distant over 1,000
If they were ever geographically connected, the intermiles from that colony.
islands
or
lands
probably described a great curve south-east of the
vening
where the soundings have revealed extensive submarine banks, such as
Nazareth and others.
Towards the southern extremity of
de
Malha,
Saya
of
the
islets
or
Nazareth occur
Cargados
Garayos, called also St. Brendan, like
the mysterious land associated with the legend of the Irish saint of that name.
Seychelles,

The Cargados have a

total area

of 13 square miles,

and are covered with

About a dozen hands are
cocoanuts belonging to the people of Mauritius.
in
the
the
nuts,
collecting
coprah, and curing fish.
employed
preparing
AVithin the vast semicircle of deep waters enclosed by Madagascar, the
Amirantes, the Seychelles, Nazareth, and the Mascarenhas, there also occur a few
representing the peaks of mountains rising to the surface from depths of

islets

South of the Seychelles, and beyond Plate Is/and, a mere clump
of palms, follow at a distance of 420 miles the Galcgas (Galcga or
Coetiry], which
from their extensive cocoanut forests take the title of the " oil islands" in common
2,000 fathoms.

with the Cargados group. In Great Galega, 12 square miles in extent, a little
community of over two hundred Mauritian Creoles is occupied in the preparation
of the oil from the cocoanut
plantations.
Tromelin

Island,

about

midway between

the

Cargados

and

St.

Mary

of

a mere sandbank rising 15 or -16 feet above the surface.
On
this bank, not more than 150 acres in
extent, a slaver was wrecked in 1761, and
fifteen years afterwards a
vessel, somewhat tardily sent to the rescue, found seven

Madagascar,

negresses

is

still alive.

APPENDIX.
STATISTICAL TABLES.

ANGOLA.
(PORTUGUESE WEST AFRICAN POSSESSIONS.)
An*,

3:2,000 square miles; population, 2,000,000

(P).

ADMIXISTRAIIVE DIVISIONS.
ConcelhOH or

D:tiiitn.
<

S.

\

S.

Circl-

Antonio de Sonho, left bank
Salvador, Mposo Basin

.

.

.

.

Encoje.

Ambriz, pop. 2,450.

Loanda, pop. 14,000.

...

'

.

.

....

.

.

Santo-Antonio.
S. Salvador, pop. 750.

Kissanga and Noki Delegations, on the Congo
Encoje, Upper Loje Basin
/ Ambriz, Lower Loje Basin
Alto Dande, Upper Dande Basin
.
H.I ITU do Dande, Lower Dande Busin
Oolungo Alto, Upper Bengo Basin
Zenza do Golungo, Lower Bengo Basin
Loanda, Lower Cuuu/a Basin
Duque de Braganca, Upper Lu-( ilia R-isiu
Ambaca, Middle Lu-Calla Basin
\ Cazcngo, Lower Lu-Callu Basin
Tala Mogongo, Cuanza and Kwan;,'J Wuterpartinif
Malangc, Upper Cuanza Baxin
Pungo-Ndongo, right bauk Middle Citiinza
/

LOANDA

Chief Towm.

....

L >wcr Congo

Duque de Braganca.
Pamba.

....

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

Cacullo.

Malange.

Pungo-Ndongo, p.

.

Cambambe
|

M,Hs,tngano

,.,,,,(,,,,,

1,300.

Hondo, pop. 2,800.

,;,.;,,

Mtishtma

Calumbo
Canaan jt-.

I

Basin
Redondo, seaboard south of the Cuvo
l']<|'cr

Egito
C.nunbella
.

.

( Benguella
I

I

^

Dombe Grande

Kwango

I

Kf^^g^t

|

Egito.
ratmiiU-lLi.

.

Benguella, pop. 4,oOO.
j

)

Upper Capororo Baain
Caconda, Upper Cuuene Basin
QuillengueM,

Cwnanje.
Novo Redondo.

(

Dombe Grande,
Quillenguea.

Caoonda.

p. 4,000.
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Chief TOWM.
Mossamedes, pop. 5,600.

Concclbos or Circles.

Districts.

southern seaboard
(Bumbo), Upper Giraul Basin
.

,

Capangombe
M.

VM!

H

I

Capangombe.

Humpata

\

/

Huilla
Gamhoft

/

|

Huilla.

Cacalovar Basin

)

Humbe

V

Trade of Angola in 1823
1874

Loanda.

Shipping (1887)
Total

180,000.

843,000 (imports

.

.

vessels entered 445

vessels entered

:

Humbe.

1,130,000

1887

Shipping (1884)

Gambos.

128,000 (Andrado Corvo)
390,000

1847

export*,

Humpa.

.

470,000)

tonnage 415,927

.

cleared 422

405,035

Total

820,962

and

867

cleared, 722

;

tonnage, 96,000.

Imports,

240,000

;

420,000.

Ambriz. Imports and exports (1887), 190,000.
MosHamedes. Shipping (1884) vessels entered and cleared, 55 tonnage, 51,000.
Coffee exported from Angola (1883),
118,000.
Attendance 1,178, of
Public instruction (1884)
schools, 32 with professors, 8 without professors.
:

;

:

whom

five-sixths males.

letters despatched, 264,000.
Postal returns (1883)
19 (Brito-Aranha).
Periodicals of all kinds (1886)
Electors (1884)
26,598 eligible, 3,260.
:

'

Telegrams

(1884), 8,900.

:

:

Number

;

of officials in

Angola

(1882), 3,140.

TRIBAL GROUPS IN ANGOLA.

BA-FYOTOR BA-CONGO
GROUP

/Mu-Sorongo
Mu-Shicongo
!

I

I i.i

in

I

....
Generally between the Congo
and the Cuanza.

.:i

Muyolo

Ma-Vumbu
^

Ma-Yakka
Ba-Nano (Hig'.ilaulors)
Songo
Ba-Ngala
Ma-Shinje

NoBTHEBN

A-BUNDA

....
....

Hollo

(Bin-Bundo,

Ba-Buero (Low-landers)

Bonde) GROUP

Libollo

Ambotlla
Kissama

A- BUND A

....

i

(
/

GAXOUELLA GROI

Ba-Mkombi
Ba-Nhaneka

Kuamba

.

.

.

.

.

....

Mu-Seli

GROUP

Cuanza and Kwango Basins.

.

....
....

Mu-Ndom'w
SOUTHERN

.

....
.

.

|

....

\

Kimbandu

r

!

'

Lushaz6

men

!

)

(Bush-

GROUP

Upper Ku-Bango Basin.

'
.

Ba-Kwando
Ba-Kwwse
Ba-Kubah (Cabae)
.

ABORIGINAL

Upper Cunene Basin.

.

.

.

.

v

.

....

Ki-lv.roka

Ba-Kankala
Ba-Simba (Ximba, Cimbeba)

Suuth coast and Mossamedes
generally.

T
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DAMARA AND NAMAQUA
GERMAN SOUTH -U
ATM,

360,000 square milt*

;

AFRICAN PROTECTORATE.

-I

I

coastline, 900 mile*

MAIN TRIBAL

;

population, 236,000.

DIVISI<

OVA-MBO (OVAMBO) Cunene Ba*in
OBA-HEKEKO (Cattle or Lowland Damara*)
{1

120,000

P" ?
Huu Khom

JJ

Higldand Damaras

}

I

I

GHKAT NAXAQUAS, between Walvineh Bay and

tweon the Ova -Mix)
and \Valvi-ch Bay

IM

I

au

OHA-ZOBOTU

LANDS.

|

J

....

the Orange River

Total

Ovakwangama

2,500
.

.

.

.

.

.

1,500

.

30,000

(Palgrave)

(Duparquet)

.,

Ovambarandu

236,000

THE OVAMBO NATION.

DIVISIONS OF
Avar6, according to Palgrave
Okafima or Okafina (Palgrave)

or

Omblandu

.

.

.

(Palgrave)

'..
.

.

.

.

60,000
4,000

.

........

Great and Little Ombanja (Pulgrave)
Orundu-Komutwe (Palgrave)

15,000
4,000

Okaruthi or Okwaludi (Palgrave)

Ovakwambi

or

Okwambi

16,000

6,000

.... ...

(Palgrave)

(Duparquet)

Ovanganjera or Gangera (Palgrave)
O vain bo of the Oudouga district (Palgrave)

7,500

10,000

.

.....

(Duparquet)

..

,,

6,000

.

Ma-Cuancalla and others

20,000
15,000
4,000

.

CAPE COLONY.
Axe*, with Transkei, East Griqualand, and Tembuland
Population of
,,

.

Cape Colony proper (1885)
Transkei, East Griqualand, and Tembuland
Total

.

.

.

333,000 square miles.

.

.

332,834

919,513

.

1,252,347

.

rorULATIONS OF CAPE COLONY PROPER ACCORDING TO RACES.
!"

1875

Whites
Hottentots
Kaffirs

.

.

.

.

.

.

and half-castes

269,725

236,783
98,561

385,640

.

I

641

-

300,000

25

'

811,450

720,984

ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISIONS.
Fincil

WESTERN

...

1.

Cape Town;
bosoh

NOBTH-WETEBN
SOUTH-WESTEBN

1.

.

1.

;

6.

nd Magisterial

Cape Division;

2.

3.

District!.

Wyubcrg;

4.

Simon's

Town;

5.

Stellen-

Pttarl.

Namaqualand 4. Purt Null>th 5. Clanwillium;
Tulbagh 9. Ceres.
Swellendam 2. Kobertaon; 3. Riversdale; 4. Ladynnith 5. Caledon 6. Bredaadorp; 7. Oudt&hooru; 8. George; 9. Uniondale; 10. Mosael Bay; 11. Knysua.
Malmcsl.ur>6. Calvinia ;

;

2.

7.

:

Piquetberg
Worcester ;

;

3.

8.

:

;

;

;

;
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Fiacil

Province*.
MII>I..INI>

...

Graaf-Reinet

1.

6.
II

SOOTH-EASTERN

.

NOHTII-EASTEBN

.

7.

Districts.

Aberdeen;

4.

Beaufort;

West; 8. Prieska;
Richmond; 13. Hopetown.

9.

Fraserburg;

3.

Victoria

12.

5.

Prince Albert
10.

;

Sutherland;

5. Uitenhage; 6. Jansen4. Peddie
Alexandria; 9. Port Elizabeth.
5. Bedford;
3. Albert; 4. Somerset East;
Stookenstrom

Bathurst

2.

Victoria East;

3.

;

Humansdorp

7.

ville;

ond Magisterial

Murraysburg;

2.

Willowmore;
Carnarvon:

Albany:

1.

;

;

;

8.

Fort Boaufort; 2.
9. Hanover; 10. Middelburg.
6. Cradock; 7. Steynsburg; 8. Col*-sberg
3. Komgha; 4. East London; 5. Queen's
King William's Town 2. Stutterheim;
Town 6. Cathcart; 7. Tarka 8. Aliwal North 9. Herschel 10. Wodehouse
;

1

;

EASTERN

...

1.

:

;

;

;

11.

;

;

Barkly East.

CHIEF TOWNS.
Est' mated

Population, 1887.

Cape Town, with suburbs

60,000

Port Elisabeth

18,000

.

....

Graham's Town
Paarl

10,000

8,000

King William's Town

6,250

Graaf-Reinet

5,000

Stellenbosch

4,500

Worcester

4,000

Uitenhage
Simon's Town
Swellendam

3,500
3,000
3,000

Town

2,500

Queen's

TRADE RETUENS.
Wool
Ostrich feathers

Hides and skins

Copper ore

Angora hair

1886.

1834.

Chief Exports.

....
....
....

1,745,000

Wine

.

546,000

966,000
438,000

397,000

405,000

560,000

240,000

232,000
24,000

18,000

Diamonds

2,807,000
Total Exports for year ending June 30th, 1887
Chief Imports.

.

3,505,000

.

7,535,000

.

1,518,000

1836.

If 84.

Textile fabrics, dress, &c.
Food, drinks, &c.

...
.

.

....

Imports from Great Britain
Total imports

.

1,581,000

'.

936,000
3,053,000

.

5,249,000

2,428,000
3,800,000

SHIPPING.
Vessels entered (1886), 562 tonnage, 785,000.
Vessels cleared (1886), 565 ; tonnage, 770,000.
Total shipping (1885), 5,447,000 tons, of which
;

iTew, 1,800

;

cured

fish

exported,

Coastwise 1,213
Coastwise 1,215

;

;

tonnage, 1,938,000.
tonnage, 1,954,000.

5,140,000 were British.

16,000.

AGRICULTURAL RETURNS.
Cattle (1875)

1,112,000.

Sheep
Goats

10,997,000.

.

3,065,000.

Farms (1881) 16,166,000, comprising 83,900,000 acres.
Titles issued (1886) 1,166
alienating 1,033,000 acres.
;

Total laud alienated to end of 1886, 88,700,000.
Laud still undisposed of (1886), 46,292,000 acres.

Fishing smacks (1884), 335 ;

ANT.NhlX.
Total area

47'J

r
ultiv:iti..n
1875) 580,000
(1887) 3,554,000 bushels.
1,041.000
Barley crop

un.l.

.

Wheat crop
Oat crop
Maize crop

Oat-hay crop

..

i.ar.o.ooo

..

.'.:;*. oon

,,

-JU. lo.l.nno

11,*.

Vineyards (1875), 18,000 acre* yield. 4.485,000 gallons of wine.
Total value nsntunil property (1886), 37,036.000.
;

Cape Town.
x.

Shipping (1886): 1,400 vessels (900 steamers); tonnage, 1,976,090.
2,400,000.
Tort Nolloth. Copper ore exported (1886), 560,000.

Total value of

hitnges,

Aliwal South.
:Miri-s.

Shipping (1886)

:

vessels entered

and

cleared, 374

;

tonnage, 656,000.

Total value of

r.'ii.oOO.

Port Elizabeth. Shipping (1886) : vessels entered and cleared, 891 ; tonnage, 1,568,000.
of exchanges, 2,748,000.
Wool exported (1886), 25,000,000 Ibs.
Port Alfred. Shipping (1886) vessels entered and cleared, 117 ; tonnage, 214,000.

Total value

:

Shipping (1886) vessels entered and cleared, 554
Wool exported (1886), 15,900,000 Ibs.
1,200,000.

East London.
of exchanges,

:

FINANCE.
1882

1884

.

.

;

tonnage, 1,053,000.

Total value
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RAILWAYS.
Total mileage of Government lines (1886), 1,590 miles.
,,
private lines (1886), 176 miles.
,,
to 1887,
14,130,000.
Capital expended on railways

Average cost per mile,

8,837.

Gross receipts (1886), 1,049,000 expenses, 647,000.
goods, 313,000 tons.
Passengers carried (1886), 2,238,000
;

;

POSTAL AND TELEGRAPH SERVICES.
offices (1886), 714; revenue,
126,000; expenditure, 183,000.
Letters carried (1886), 6,530,000; newspapers, &c., 3, 15.', 000.
Telegraph offices (1886), 217 lines, 4,330 miles.

Post

;

Messages despatched

Revenue

(1886),

(1886), 770,500.

48,500

expenditure,

;

50,000.

CHIEF TRIBAL GROUPS IN CAPE COLONY AND NEIGHBOURING
DISTRICTS.
SAN, OB BUSHMEN, north-western districts, left bank of the Orange, and in the Kalahari Desert.
KHOI-KHOIX, or Hottentots, chiefly in western parts of Cape Colony, Great and Little Namaqual.uul,

and Griqualand West.

MAIN BRANCHES OF THE HOTTENTOT RACE.
HAU-DAMOP,

i

t

"True Damas,"

,

IXimara* and Ova-Zorotu

:

or

HAU-KHOIN,

Damaraland coast range

i.e.,

east of the

"True Hottentots," called also Hill
" Cattle Damara "
territory.

Hcrero

)

(

GREAT NAM AQUAS. Geikow, or "Rod Men," Oerlam, hilly districts south-east of Walvisch Bay,
Topnaar, Walvisch Bay territory.
LITTLE NAMAQUAS. North-western districts of Cape Colony.
KORANAS, properly KORAO.TA, Middle and Upper Orange, Vaal and Modder rivers.
"
GRIUA, so called liastaards," half-caste Hottentots and Dutch, chiefly in Griqualand West.
" Border
Men," towards east frontier of Cape Colony nearly extinct.
GONACJUA, or
;

GKIQUALAND WEST.
Area, 18,000 square miles

;

population (estimated), 60,000.

ELECTORAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISIONS.
Kimberley; 2. Barkly West; 3. Herbert; 4. Upper Hay, or Griqua Town.
Kimberley (population about '20,000), Beacohsfield, Griqua Town.
1.

Chief towns:

THE GRIQUALAND DIAMOND FIELDS.
Mines.

Kimberley
De Beers*
Bultfontein

DuToit'sPan

....
....

Extent.

Depth.

Diamonds
1H70

450 feet
540 ,,
320 ,,
310

30 acres

.

.

.

.

15

.

.

.

.

28

.

31

Total yield of the dry diggings
(1870-1887),
blacks and coloured.

50,000,000.

extracted,
1887.

21,000,000
10,000,000

6,000,000
6,200,000

Miners (1883)

:

1,578 whites,

11,180

BECHUANALAND.
Total area of protectorate, 190 to 200,000 stiuare miles.
Population, 475,000 to 509,000.
>
AIM of part annexed, 16.', 000 square miles. Population (1886), 48,000.
Chief town and centre of administration,
Mafeking.

Estimated revenue (1885),

JO,OJJ

;

expenditure (made up by grant

DeT

yed by

fire.

July, 1888

fr.?.T>

Imperial funds),

120,000.
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tin-
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"

P.i:<

II

\\.\I.

I

ii'-nth-west frontier

f

\\D.

Tr.-ui-iaal.

"Fish Peoplr," in tin- hilly district north <if (irii|iiiiliiiul Wi-t.
BAMAXOWATO, North Beohuanaland, and thence northward* towards the /unitx-ae
BATLAPI,
all

i.r.,

Bechuana natiomt. Capital, Shn>ln>nir.
BATI.AIIO, HouthemmoMt of the Bechuaua tril>e, on north-west

;

moat p

>w. rful

f

the

frontier of Griqualand

ini.Mly al>m>rbed in the Batlapi group.
BAKALONO, in tin- district comprised

between the BIolopo River and the tributaries of
BAKATLA, in the Oamcohopu district, watered by a western affluent of the Limpopo.
\w \\KI.I--I. in the district of Khanye, Upper Liiujx.jM; IMIHHI.

Wewt

tin-

;

now

Kuruniun.

I'.

BAKWENA, Limpopo

h.-i-in

north of the Bawauketiii territory.

BATOANA, a branch of the BanwngwatoH, on the plainn ntretching north of Lake

NgamL

in the hilly district north-fast of Showhonjf
BASILIKA, east of Shoshonfr, near the left bank of the Limpopo.

BACHWAPENO,

.

BATAT.AHAEI, or Balala, the Bechuanas of the Kalahari Desert.
MAHARWA, mixed Bechuana and Butthman tribes, Kalahari Desert, hitherto treated aa slaves by the
full-blooded Bechuanas.

BASUTOLAND.
Area, 10,300 square miles. Population (1885), 180,000.
Total exports (1885), 100,000 imports, 200,000.
Revenue (1886), 26,550; expenditure, 26,400.
Schools (1886), 78
attendance, 3,600.
Live-stock: cattle, 217,400; sheep, 290,000; horses, 35,000; swine, 15,000.
:

;

ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISIONS.

District of Leribe

Berea

....
....
...
...
....

population 50,000 \
25,000 V East of Caledon.
60,000

Thaba-BoRsigo
Kornet-Spruit
Quithing

,,
,,

Chief towns

:

j

60,000, between the Makhaleng and Orange.
12,0000, between the Upper Orange and the

,,

,,

Drakenberg Mountains.
Thaba-Bossigo and Maseru.

KAFIRLAND AND TONDOLAND.
Area, 16,000 square miles.
333 000.

Population (1887), over 500,000.

Population of Kifirland (census, 1885),

POPULATION OF EAST GRIQUALAND
Ama-Khosas

.

Basutos

.

.

(1880).

48,300

-

.

J.

.

.

.

12,000

Ama-Fingos

6,500

Griquas

2,300

Total

69,100

CHIEF TRIBAL DIVISIONS IN KAFIRLAND AND NEIGHBOURING
DISTRICTS.
AXA-KosA (Khosa, Xoa), the chief Kafir nation, chiefly in the Trann-Kei
GALKKAB, between the Great Kei and Bashee Rivers.
GAIKAS, west of the K-i IJivi r cxtin< t as an independent nation.
AxA-Fixoo, about the Great Fish River, north of the Galeka territory.

district.

;

"
ABA-TBMBU, more commonly known as Tambukies,"
and Galeka territories.
128

Af

in

Tembuland, north and east of the Finge
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(

AMA-PONTX)

Ama-Kongwo
Ama- Kong well
Ama-Kobala
Ama-Kwera
Ama-Nyati
Ama-Bala

Ama

Yali

N

between the Umtata River and the
southern frontier of Natal.

in Pondoland,

.

.

FMBOMISI

AMA-BAKA

(

AMA-XKSIBE
EAST GHIUI-A

.

(

.

)

j^

between Natal, Pondoland, and
Griqualand, in North-west Kafirland,

Tembuland.

GENEALOGICAL TABLE OF THE KAFIR NATIONS.
Zuide (1500
1

Tembu
|

?)

reputed founder of the nation.

APPENDIX.
Division*

Coontii*.

uda

IUA

\\

.

181
!"l

ftp

.,

.

.

rhter Towns,

Verulam.

1.

KIJ

I'M-von

.

Klip Kivi-r
'

\\

I

1

M

1.771

.

I.IHIS

.

2,016

.

1,770

KLIP ItlVEB

Stanger.
Grey town.

Um-/inga

J.adynith.
Newcastle.
H. Ipniakaar.

T'Jl

\

ALFBKD

Weenen.
ll.-inliiiir.

.

Amuoau

Alexandra.

667
T..tal

rOPULATION OF CHIEF TOWNS
]';:]'

Durban
I'ii-ti-r

V,-r.

i:,s

-

(1885).

Hindu* and otben.

8,900

4,520

3,710

17,130

Maritzburg.

8,470

3,790

1,960

14,220

VITAL STATISTICS OF THE WHITE POPULATION

...'..

Marriages
Births

Deaths

T^fV

Total.

.

.

'....
of births over deaths

(1884).
392
1,342

466
.

.

.

TRADE RETURNS.

876
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RAILWAYS.
Lines open (1887), 220 mile*
Receipts,
(1885), 192,467 tona.

136,000

;

Goods camel

Passengers carried (1885), 565,827.

(1885), 112 miles.

;

143,000

expenditure,

;

deficit,

7,000.

PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
attendance (1886), 4,050.
Primary ami high schools, under Government inspection, 50;

Native schools, 54

attendance, 3,000.
Schools for Indians, 27 ; attendance, 664.
Public expenditure on schools (1886>,
18,500.
;

THIEF TRIBAL DIVISIONS IN NATAL AND ITS DEPENDENCIES.
proper, assumed to be directly descended
of the race Natal and Zululand.

Ama-Zulu

from Zulu, founder

;

Ama-Tefulu
BA-KWA-/UI.U, te
, r,
M
T
People of Zulu a Land.
,

,

Undwande
L mlwande

i

TT

,

f

,

;

Umlela

i

Umtetwa

'

aboriginal tnbes absorbed

Ama-NtombeUi,

extinct, said to

m the Ama-Zulus.

have been the true mother tribe of

all

the Zulus.

AJLATONOA, between Zululand and Delagoa Bay.
AMA-SWAZI, between Delagoa Bay and Transvaal.

NOTE. Chaka, who created the Zulu military power about the beginning of the present century, was
soventh in descent through Kumede, Makeba, Punga, Ndaba, Yama, and Tezengakona, from Zulu, reAfter Chaka, the dynasty was continued through Dingaan and Panda to
putod founder of the nation.
Kftchwayo,

last ruler of the

Zulu empire.

ZULU, SWAZI,
Area of British Zululand
Area of the " New Republic " now
included in Transvaal
Area of Tongaland
Area of Swaziland

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

AND TONGA LANDS.

8,500 square miles

;

estimated population

.

2,000

10,000

7,000
2,500

30,000
80,000

.

,,

240,000

20,000

NOTE.

Of these debatable

120,000

definitively annexed to
the colony of Natal; the so-called
Republic" has been ceded to Transvaal; Swaziland still
maintains a pit carious independence under a native ruler while according to the latest information (May,
1SS8) Tongaland, or Amatongaland, has accepted the protection of Great Britain. The Governor of Natal
lands, the southern portion (British Zululand)

is

"New

;

understood to have recently concluded a treaty of friendship with Zambila, supreme chief of the
nation, securing to Great Britain the right of intervention in all the foreign relations of the
rountry, and expressly forbidding the cession of any territory to any foreign power without the consent
is

Amatonga
>f

England.

The whole

of

Amatongaluud would thus appear to be now placed under the suzerainty of
supremacy by a queen of the
Bay.

(Jreat Britain, notwithstanding the
reported recognition of Portuguese
Massuta i>eople in the northern district bordering on Delagoa

THE ORANGE FEEE STATE.
Area, 41,500 quare miles.

Population (1880), 133,500.

POPULATION ACCORDING TO RACES
Native*

(1880).

Males.

Females.

Total.

31,906

28,116

38,242

34,252

60,022
72,496

70,148

62,368

132,518

IX.

IB*

POPULATION (WHITE) ACCORDING TO RELIGION
rtniivh

Jtiit.-h K.-f..riiuil

(1880).
51,716

.aoopaliansf Anglican)

i.-'.-'l

614
340

Wedeyans
man Catholics
Sun. In.-

7,141

native population (1888), 152,000.

l-Ntiiimt.il wliit.' nn.l

Capital, Hl'X'infont.-iii

]Mipulatioii (188U), 2,667.

;

ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISIONS.
White*.

Districts.

Bloemfontein
Harriamith .

.

Wynburg
.

Ladybrand

13,274

4,164

14,254

18,418

6,201

.

5,232

6,306

11,538

6,993

10,437

....
.

.

4,444

4,855

4,829

".'

.

.

.

4,460

4,652

9,112

*
.

.
.

.

Smithfield (Calodon River)
Philippolis

.

.

Bethulie

.

.

.

...

Jacobsdal

14,177

.

.

.

16,858

.
.

.

Fauresmith
Boshof
H.ilbron
Rooxville
Bethlehem

the

6,921

6,690

Kroonstad

Add

Total (1P80).

7. :.V{

Thaba N'Sho (Barolong)

.

5,031

3,058

8,089

4,445

2,397

3,426

2,167

6,842
5.593

1,881

2,504
2,175

4,385
4,079

1,904
1,036

.

territory

now

M

2,032

133,518
61,022
72,496
annexed, with a population (1886) of about 10,000.

FINANCE.
Yean.
1882-3

Revenue.

1884-5

Expenditure.

175,350

1886-7

1887-8 (estimated)

.

.

.

.

Public Debt (1887),

.

.

.

228,000

.

.

168,300

.

.

.

156,300

.

.

.

.

200,600
230,000
142,300
164,000

237,000.

TRADE RETURNS.
Imports (1886, estimated), from 800,000 to 1,000,000; exports (188C), about 2,000,000.
Chief Exports (1886) Wool, 90,000 bales diamonds, 90,000 carats, value 150,000 hides,
:

ostrich feathers,

;

;

25,000,

10,000.

AGRICULTURAL RETURNS.
Number
m

v.

of farms (1881), 6,000, with a total of 23,592,400 acres.

Land under

cultivation, 116,000

-.

Live Stock: Merino sheep, 5,056,000; goats, 674,000;

cattle,

405,000

;

hones, 115,000; ostriches.

TRANSVAAL (SOUTH AFRICAN REPUBLIC
Area

"
(with the

New

Republic"), 115,000 square miles.

360,000 to 400,000 and upwards.

1

).

Population (1887), e*timated at from
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APPROXIMATE POPULATION ACCORDING TO RACES (1888).
Boers and Dutch-speaking, about 40,000. BritiHh and English-speaking, about 30,000.
to 400,000 and upwards.
variously estimated at from 300,000

Native.",

ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISIONS.
Chief Towns.

Province*.

Bloemhof

Bloemhof

Potchefstroom

Potchefstroom

Heidelberg .
W:ikkerntroom

Heidelberg
Wesselstroom
Utrecht

Utrecht
Marico
1

II-N nl

Zeerust
iiirir

.

Rustenburg

.

Middelburg

Pretoria

Pretoria

Middelburg

Lydenburg
Waterberg

Lydenburg

.

Nylstroom
Maraba's stad

.

Zoutpansberjf
"
" New
Republic

Vryhcid

CHIEF TOWNS WITH ESTIMATED POPULATION
Pretoria (capital)

6.000

Potchefstroom

Burberton

8,000

Johannesberg

.

(1888).
5,000
10,000

FINANCE.
Yearv
1884-5

.

1886-7

.

Bevem
.

1887-8 (estimated)

.

Public Dobt (1336),

e.

Expenditure.

162,000

345,000
632,000

.

185,000

.

260,000

.

471,000

436,000.

TRADE RETCJRNS.
Total exports (1886), 900,000 imports, about 780,000.
Total quantity of gold exported to the end of 1886, 640.000.
for the first six months of 1887,
.,
,1
,,
;

80,000.
Capital invested in the Transvaal and Swaziland gold mines (1887), 4,800,000.

CHIEF TRIBAL DIVISIONS IN TRANSVAAL AND BASUTOLAND.
BATI.API, south-west corner of Transvaal.

BAMOLOXO

)

.

,

east frontier of Bechu;.naland.

(

BAKATLA, West Transvaal, between Motueni and Marico.
BAHLOKOA. \

BAKHALAKA
BAVEXDA

West Zoutpansberg and thence southwards.

BASOKTLA, East Zoutpansberg

district.

BAROKA, on the plains beyond, the Drakenberg
range.
BAROMAI ULAN A, north of Zoutpansbenr.
BAPO
Scattered tribe8
generally along east

BAMHI (
BATL
HATH
MAJWAXBA

'

bank of the Limpopo.

\

''Knobnoses" of the Dutch and English

BAHLUKWA

^ul lie Limpopo.

,

settlers;

along both banks of the

API'KM'IX.

<
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" SiooBAPEIU, East Lydenburg, aonth of th Oliphant River. The Bapedi are better known an
trouble
no
inin-h
the
who
the
Boors
before
chief
British
native
of
the
name
the
from
mil'*."
gave

annexation.
,

BASI-TOH proper

I

VAA:
N..TK.

Batau

i

Baxutolanil.

|

Baputi

(

Mukolokwe

|
'

(2011^^0 name* applied generally

All the native* of Basutoland,

the inhabitanta of Bechuanaland.

to the Bamitos of Transvaal.

and most of thorn of Transvaal

Tho latter finn the
The great hulk of all

tin- widespread Bechuana race.
between the Zulu-Kafir domain on the

ea*t,

I i-;.,i,t<> the Mine stock a*
western, the former the eaMtern division of
the inhabitant* of the south -central region*

and the Ova-Herero and Ova-Mbo on the west, are certainly

of Bechuana stock and speech.

DELAGOA BAY.
(PORTUGUESE TERRITORY SOUTH OF THE LIMPOPO.)
Area, 15,000 square miles

;

population (estimated), 80,000.

TRADE RETURNS.
Lourenc/) Marques, import* and exports (1880),

80,000.

imports (1884). 14,000.
shipping (1884), 164 vessels, of which 130 British.
Railway completed towards Transvaal frontier (1887), 54 miles.

CHIEF TRIBAL GROUPS.
AMATONOAS, south of Delagoa Bay.
.M A> WAMI.AS or MALOYOS, lower course of the Limpopo.

GAZALAND.
(PORTUGUESE POSSESSIONS AND NATIVE TFRRITORT BETWEEN THE
LIMPOPO AND ZAMBESE.)
Intimated area of the whole region between Matebeleland and the
Approximate population of Gazaland, 600,000 to 600,000.
Inhambane, average yearly import* and exporto, 00,000.

coast, 112,000 Fquare miles.

CHIEF TRIBAL GROUPS.
Xn.rs, here called UMOOKI and
the sources of the Buzi River.

M AVI>ANDA8
MAXDOWA

|

Qn the

LAN DINS,

]ain8 Mouth

the ruling nation, tettled chiefly in the hilly district* about

and 80utl,. ea8t Q f tJ^ Zul u8

.

TONOAB, akin to the Batmtox, tho aborigines of Gazaland.
CHOBI, or "Bowmen," alinr tin- ft lunik >f tin- Liwi-r Limpopo.
MIXDONOS, or Northern Chotii, Inhiuiiham- dintriot.
MA-KWAKWAS, on tlie pluins north -vre.st of Inliainnane.
!

MA-GW AN/.AS,

nlonir tlif

li-ft

bank of the Limpopo and

MA-!X)NOWA, or HftRaBwit| north
BiLA-Kn.r. towanU tin- Sal>i delta.

of the

its tributaries.

Ma-Gwauias.

HLKXUAB, on the inland plains between the Limpopo and Sabi basins.
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*KVI

^

near the Manica Highlands

GWA-TKVI
ABA-TEVI
NOTE.

of the older writers.
probably the Quiteve

;

)

To

all

these tribes the term Tonga

is

commonly applied

a

in

collective sense.

ZAMBESE AND KU-BANGO BASINS.
miles.
Estimated area of the whole region, about 800,000 square
to 5,000,000.
Approximate population from 4,000,000
miles.
Estimated Area of the Barotse Empire, 100,000 to 110,000 square
about 1,000,000.
Approximate population of the Barotse Empire,
.
500,000 square miles probable population 4,000,001
Area of the Zambese Basin
500,000
lakes
landlocked
and
310,000
Ku-Bango
;

.

.

Total

.

.

.

810,000

4,500,000

,,

TRADE OF QUELIMANE.
TotaL

Exports.

Imports.

1876

35,000

.

.

.

24,000

.

.

.

.

.

.

59,000

1885

.

.

103,000

.

.

.

76,000

.

.

.

.

179,000

Ibs
Ivory exported during the years 1879-83, 1,270,000

CHIEF TRIBAL DIVISIONS.
GAXOI'ELLAS, akin to the Angolan Ganguellas,
LrcHAZK, Upper Kwando Basin.

Upper Ku-Bango and Ku-Ito

valleys.

AMHOELLAS, Ku-Bango, Ku-Ito, and Kwando valleys.
Mr-KASSEKEufi, Bushmen, Lower Ku-Bango.
DARICO
\

Lower Ku-Bango and neighbouring lacustrine region.
MfKOSSO
KA-NAJAO
BA-TOANA, a branch of the Bamangwato Bechuanas, west side Lake Ngami.
BA-YEYE or Ba-Kuba, the aborigines of the Lake Ngami region.
BA-LI-NDA, Lobale and Upp'er Zambese valleys.
MAKOLOI.O, a Basuto tribe, founder of the Barotse Empire, Middle Zambese.
(

'

BAROTHE (Ungenge, Lui, Luina), the present dominant race in the Barotse
MAM HIND A

Extinct.

state.

MAMBOB
MAKALAKA
MANANJA
MANKOYA
MASUPIA

MATOHOA
MALAYA
MASHfKVLOMHWE

The chief

nations in the Barotse

Empire and the Chobe Basin.

MASHUBIA
MAT.ITOLA
BAI.IHALE

MAPINOULA

MAHES
MADENASSANA
MATEBKLE, of mixed Zulu
MABIIONA

^n
1

stock, the.dominant nation in Matebeleland.

^ e wa erPart n g between the Limpopo and
t

i

the Zambeee Matebeleland.

BANYAI, right bank of the Zambese, above the Kafukwe Confluence.
AMA-ZIZI, low caste tribes (Bushmen?), Matebeleland.

AITIAI'IX.
MAKOHIKORI

\

North Matebeleland, along right bank of the Zambete.

MTANIIB
j

HATOKA
MAVITI

I

'

'

The Zulu marauders

M
M MIAEB
\V

l-'.t

\,

III

of the

chiefly along the went side of the lake.

Nyaesa region,

SOU
Tin' chief aboriginal tribes

MAUAVI
MAKOLOLO
Zambeae.
MAO ANT A,

(Eastern), a people of
left

bank

on the west side of Lake Nyaata.

mixed descent, dominant on the Shire between Nyassa and the

of the Shire, south of Blantyre.

MOZAMBIQUE.
Area of Portuguese possessions 80,000 square miles population, 600,000.
Area of the whole region, 140,000 square miles population about 1,000,000.
;

;

Port of Mozambique Imports, 124,000 ; exports, 98,000 total, 222,000.
of 45,500 tons. Caoutchouc exported, 50.000. Population (1887), over 10,000.
Pert of Ibo (1884)
Imports, 15,000 ; exports, 9,500 ; total, 24,500.
:

;

Shipping, 346 vessels

:

FINANCE
Revenue,

(1888).

154,500; deficit,

103,500; expenditure,

51,000.

PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
Boys' schools, 13

;

girls' schools, 8

;

POSTAL RETURNS
Letters forwarded, 80,000

;

(1883).

total attendance, 385.

parcels, 38,000

;

(1883).

telegrams, 25,000.

ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISIONS OF ALL THE PORTUGUESE EAST
AFRICAN POSSESSIONS.
Chief Town*.

Districts.

Cabo Delgado
Mozambique
Angosha
Quelimane and Sena

Ibo

.

.

.

...

Sufala

.

Chiloane and Bazanito
.

.

.

.

QuUemane

.....
....
.

.

Lourenvo Marques
Tcte and Zumbo

.

.

.

Sofala
Chiloane

Population (1887)
.

.

.

....
....
...

Mozambique
Angosha
"

Manica
Inhambane

.

Villa Guveia

Inhambane

5,000

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

8,000

.

.

l,0o>

.

.

.

.

....

Lourenco Marque*
Tete

.

.

4,000
7,000

all

CHIEF TRIBAL DIVISIONS.
MATAMBWE,

M AX YA.NJA,

Rovumu and its Maud.
Kovuma and Lujenda confluence.

right bank of the

about the

(?)

1,300

6,000
12,000

4,000

the Portuguese East African possessions, about 383,000 square miles.
Approximate population East African possessions, 1,250,000.

Total area of

(?)

11,000

.

(?)
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north-east 'hores of Lake Nyasw and headwaters of the Rovuma.
" Maviti," the
region north of the Upper Rovuma.
the chief nation in the Mozambique territory, between the coast and the headwaters of

MAOWANOWARA
WANISDI,

MAKUA,

so-called

the Lujenda.

M

'

Ml

'

;

I!

\\ANI

Chief subdivisions of the Makuas.

)
I

southern slopes of the Namuli highlands and along the banks of the Lukngu.
in
the Luria basin, north and north-east of the Namuli highlands.
LOJCWB, chiefly
the Rovuma and Lujenda.
YAO, or WA-HIYAO, called also AJAWA, in the region enclosed between
coast district south of the Lower Rovuma, probably akin to the Makonde ou
or

MAWA, cannibals,

Matiba,

MAVTTA,

the north side of the

same

river.

ZANZIBAR.
GERMAN EAST AFRICAN PROTECTORATE.
Area of the region claimed by the German East African Society
Area of the remaining territory surrendered to Germin influence.
Total area of the future

German East African
,,

Pemba

...

Mafia
on the mainland*
.

Area of Sultan's

territory

Total area of the Sultanate of Zanzibar
Capital, Zanzibar

Protectorate

....

,,
Approximate population
Area of the Island of Zanzibar

.

.

.

.

.

.

28,000 sq. miles.

.

123,000

.

151,000

.

3,000,000

,,

670 sq. miles
365

;

210,000
40,000
15.000

population

200
4,000
5,235

300,000

(?)

565,000

(?)

population (1887) over 100,000.
Chief town on the mainland, Bagamoyo population (1887), over 10.COO.
Sultanate, about 220,000.
Army, 1,200 regulars; 2,000 irregulars.

(?)
(?)

(?)

;

;

Annual revenue

of the

TRADE RETURNS.
Years.

Imports.

1880
1882
1883

.

.

.

.

.

.

Total.

Exports.

710,000

870,000

800,000

1,000,000

1,800,000

1,220,000

800,000

2,020,000

1,580,000

Exports to Great Britain (1886), 80,000 imports from, 126,000.
Chief exports (1883): ivory,
215,000; caoutchouc,
13,000; cloves,
153,000; sesame seed,
11,000; skins,
11,000
orchilla,
10,000.
Chief imports (1883) raw and bleached cottons, 46,000 ; manufactured goods, 85,000.
124 vessels of 116,000 tons entered, of which 49 of 61,000 tons British,
Shipping of Zanzibar (1885,
and 16 of 8,000 tons German.
Clove crop of the island of Zanzibar
210,000.
',1884),
;

;

:

:

CHIEF TRIBAL DIVISIONS.
MAKOXDF north side of the Rovuma, akin to the Mavihas
MAKUA, Masasi district, akin to the Mozambique Makuas.
.

YAO

of the coast district.

|

North side of the Upper Rovuma basin.
WAITUERA
WAXOINDO, or WAOINDO, called also Wali-Huhu, north and north-west of the Makonde territory.
MAHKNOE, Rufiji basin between Uranga and Ruaha.
WAXYAKAXYAKA, serfs of the M iln nir, ,.
WAMJOXHK, or WAI>ONDI, Rufiji ha-in cnst of the Mahenge territory.
WAZAKAMO, powerful nation of mixed origin, between the Rufiji, the Kingani and the Swaheli coast.
I

The adminUtralion

of

thU

territory

WUB

am a Icred to the German East Afrlc

n Company

in

Augtwt,

1828.
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\V

\KWIRS

\V

A

rude

KAMI

WAHIU

/

W I/IOV.A

i

\y

WAI

.iimil'als.

.

M

]

,l'RU
HI

akin to the Wararamos, chiefly about the headwaters of the Kingani.

hill triboH

ic
.,, 11(

formerly in

tin

.

aiiil

Lawr Wami
now

\\.uni baain,

u%ili

_

scatu-n d in small groups northwards in the

tion of Masailand.

\V \SM.AUA.

tin-

ehief nati

.n in Tin-

WAIIEHE, south of the \Vasagaras,

W \ URN

I'-airira hiu'hlmds.

in the

Ruha

valley.

A, serfs of tin- Will.

WAMEOI
WAKI
'.i

in

north of the

Wasagara

territory,

toward* the frontier of Masailand.

WAOVA
WAOOOO, widespread

nation on the plateau between the Usagara highlands and Unyamezi.
"
the MohammedanH of Bantu speech, stretching
is, "Coast People,

SWAHELI (Wa-Swahi-li), that
along' the seaboard

WASH
is

from Mulimli

an<l Moinliax

southwards to and beyond the Kufigi.
Their speech, accepted a the literary staudiiKl

SYV. the Swahelis of the island of Xan/ibar.

widely diifuaed throughout Eat>t Central Afrit

a.

MASAILAND.
r
(REGION BETW EEN ZANZIBAR

AND LAKE VICTORIA NYANZA.)

Estimated area of the British Protectorate, between mountains Keuia and Kilima-Njaro, 55,000
square miles.

Approximate population, about 2,000,000.

CHIEF TRIBAL DIVISIONS.
WASMENZI

or

WABONDEI, about the lower course

of the

Pangani and adjacent 8CMt

lands.

WASAMHAKA, numerous

nation,

Usambara highlands, west and north

of the

Washenzi.

WAPARE, the hilly district north-west of Usambara.
WAKUVC, that is, " River People," chiefly in the islandn of the Lower Pangani.
WATAVETA, in the wooded district between Lake Jipe and. Kilima-Njaro.
WACHAOA (Shiro, Kibonoto, Mashame, Uru, Kibosho, Mpokomo, Moxhi. Kirun.
Kill-ma, Maranu, Mambu, Mwika, Nsai, Rombo, TJHeri, Kimangelia). weMi-ni.
southern, and eastern slopes of Mount Kilima-Njaro akin to the Waaainbara*.
;

WATBITA, the

WAN VIKA,

hilly district east of the

that

is

"

Taveta

territory.

Lowlanders," on the plains north of the Sambara

hills*.

W Anni>, a numerous branch of the Wanyikas, on the coast south of Mombaz.

WAIH HUMA,

STOCK

akin to the Wanyikas, near the Momhaz district.
DAKAI.O, on the coast north of Momhaz. serfs of tin- Oallas.
WAHOM, WASAMEII, along the shores of Formosa Bay, Bantus of Oalla speech.
northernmost of the Bantu
WAI-OKOMO, in the Pokomoni or Tana River basin
IMIJMI la tions on the East At'ri'-an seaboard.
WAKAMIIA or WAKIJIASOAO, nunu-nius Bantu nation, on the plums south of Mount
;

K. nia.

WAKIKTYI', akin to the Wakambas, south and south-west of Mount Kenia.
MHK or DM MI-HO, on the plains east and north-east of Kenia, known only by name
to
.!'

or Ai

ami ran-

the northernmost of

!

\.

an aboriginal triU-

all tin-

in the

H.intu

wooded

jx--.pl,

;

< in this dini-timi.

district* U-tw!

n

tin-

I'sumbaru

hivhlajnl-.

WABILIKOMO, that

is

" Dwarfs," an
indigenous people said to roam

to the west of

Kilima-Njaro; not ye; visited l>y any <-\\>
\\' \K\itA.
\.
\Vu:oiii. Hintit [.-..pies, along the south-eastern shores of
Lake Victoria Nyanza.
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WA*WAVI

or

The

WAKWAFI.

and
agricultural
semi-civilized seclii.n <tf

Knjrm.se, Lake Baringo district.
Kosova, Lumbwa, near Kavirondo, east side Victoria Nyanza.
Arusha, Memw, Ruva, Nguru, about Mount Kilima-Njaro and thence southwards.
,

f

the Masai

nation.

WAKWAVI
The

.

Sigirari,

Kilimanjaro.

proper (!L-OIKOM)
unsettled

Matumbato, Kaputei, Kinangop, Dogilani, Enguaso, Engishu, in the districts
stretching north and west of Mount Kilima-Njaro.
Bararetta, along the right bank of the Tana.
Kokawe, along the left bank of the Tana nearly exterminated by the Somali.

and pre-

datory.
GALI.AS of the

Tana

in the Wei-Wei Basin, north-west of Lake Baringo.
Kisongo, Sogonoi, Ngiri, Laitokitok, mainly in the vicinity of Mount

Wakamasia, Waelgeyo,

.

MASAI

Basin.

;

SOMALILAND AND EAST GALLALAND.
Total area of Somaliland and East Gallaland, over 400,000 square miles.

Population

:

Somali, about

1,000,000; EaatGallas, 3,000,000; total, 4,000,000.

BRITISH PROTECTOEATE
Estimated area 80,000 square miles;
Bulhar (1885), 260,000.

:

BERBERA AND NORTH COAST.

population 30,000.

Exports and imports of Berbera and

GERMAN PROTECTORATE: VITULAND.
Area, 5,200 square miles approximate population, 30,000 (?)
Stations held by the Sultan of Zanzibar on the Somali coast, Lamu, Kisimayu, Brava, Merka,
doshu, Warsheikh. Total area about 500 square miles approximate population, 25,000.
;

Mag-

;

CHIEF DIVISIONS OF THE SOMALI RACE.
Estimated
Nations.

Tribes.
,

population.

Kalalla

Tuni
j

KAHAXWIN

Elai

.

Barawa

(southern
region
south of the Webi).

tral regions).

/

|
(

20,000

25,000

....

Abgal
(Ogaden and cen-

.

Jidu

Wadan
HAWIYA

.

'

-

Gurgate
Habar Gader
Karanle

DAUODA
Mijertin

............
.............

104,000

War-Sengeli
Dolbohant

Ogaden
Marehan
Yusuf
Tenade

HASIYA
(northern

Guardafui).

ISHAK

region

letween Tajurah
Bay and Cape

j

]

Habr
Habr
Habr
Habr
Habr

Gahr-H;iji

Awal

.

60,000

Tol
Tol-Jalleh

Yunis

Issa (Eissa)

70,000

Gadibursi
Ghiri

25,000

Bertiri

]9 QOO

Babilli

Bersub

20,000

AI'IT.M'IX.

l'.i:i

CHIEF DIVISIONS OF THE EASTERN GALLAS.
JARSO, north nf

NOLI
ALA
1

.N

s

tin-

Harrar

district.

\

>

n

about the

A. in

"
j

the basin of the

main branch

r

Wobi

of the

of Harrar.

south of the Enniya territory.

RL
|

BOKAM

and along the upper course of the Webi.

}i>-ii<ltrcuiuH

or

about the head waters and upper course of the Juba.

VrouBNA

*

Ya

in tlie extreme wm th. reaching in scattered
lll<
groups as fur aa the
neighbourhood of Muunt Kenia.

^

'

I

SOKOTRA.
Area 1,100 square miles

population (1888), 12,000.
Chief towns, Tamarida,Kolessea, Temira.
:

TRIBAL DIVISIONS.
SAIENI
KISIIIM

)
)

Moxi, eastern

district;

KAKOUIX, western

district

MADAGASCAR.
Area with adjacent islets 238,000 square miles.
Population variously estimated at from 2,500,000 to 5,000,000.
trustworthy estimates, 3,500,000.
:

Population, according to the most

CHIEF TOWNS.
Population.

Antananarivo, the capital

10U,000

Tamatave, chief port on the east coast
Mojanga, chief port on the west coast
Fiaranratsoa

.

Ambohimanga

.

10,000
14,000

6,500

6,000
6,000

.

Marovoai
Tullear

Antsirana

Andovoranto

...-

.

.

...

.

.

.

6,000
5,000
3,000

TRADE RETURNS.
Imports (1884), 123,000; exports, 175,000.
Total imports and exports before the war with France, 800,000.
1884,
1878,
Exports to Great Britain
4,300; 1883,
88,000
:

;

15,000

;

1885,

10,000

;

188G.

7,000.

Imports from Great Britain:

1878,

22,000; 1880,

50,000; 1884,

>0.

Chief exports, caoutchouc, (1884) 12,000 hemp (1886), 6,000.
Chief imports cotton goods (1885), 5,000 (1886), 38,000.
Total hhippinir !**'
l.-J"" >hi[>M of -..'r.o.unii tons hur.i. n.
;

;

.

Shipping of Tamatave (1887),
Trade of Diego Suarez (1887),

-'"in

ships of 60,000 tons.

52,000.

1,400; 1885,

6,700; 1886,
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RELIGION AND PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
350,000

Protestant* (1886)

Behoobopttwd

(1886)

1,167

.

Schools of the London missions
Schools of the Norwegian Missions
Roman Catholic schools
.

Roman

Catholics

attendance

35,000
151,000

818

106,000

117

28,000

191

20,000

STANDING ARMY.
About

20,000,

armed with

rifles.

CHIEF TRIBAL DIVISIONS.
of Imerina.
HOVA, the ruling people, province
south of the Hova.
central

platoaux,

BKTSILEO,

of the Betsileo.
ANTANALA, central plateaux, south

BAHA

(!BABA)

\

ANTAXOSSI
'

MAHAPALI

southern

districts,

south of the Antanala territory.

AXTAISAKA

ANTANKARA
TAIJCIHETY

\

northern digtriot8 north of the Hova.
,

)

SAKALAVA
AXTIFIHEKEXAXA
AXTIMEXABE

,

west coastlands.

AXTIMAHU-AK.V

AXTIMAUAHA
AXTIBUEXI
1'.K1MMI>A UAKA

AM

MMii!:u

ANTAMIIAHOAKA

BKTAXIMEXA
AXTAXKAI
ASTISIHANAKA

^

eus * coastlands.

TAIPAST
TAISAKA

A FEW NOTES ON THE ETHNOLOGY AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE
DIFFERENT TRIBES INHABITING MADAGASCAR.
Communicated by

A*

little

the Rev.

James Sibree.

attention has hitherto been directed to this subject,

it

is difficult

to speak

with much

Malagasy tribes. Our information is at present very fragand
yet must be considered only as tentative, pending more minute

confidence as to the classification of the

mentary, so

all

that can be done as

scientific investigation.

Broadly speaking, the various races inhabiting Madagascar may be divided into three chief groups,
Of these, the
inhabiting respectively the eastern, central, and western portions of the island.
Bebrimisaraka may be taken as the type of the eastern races, the Hova of the central ones, and the
Sakalava of the western tribes. Looking at colour and contour of face, hair, &c., the Hovas certainly
appear to be somewhat distinctly marked off from all the other tribes, and their dialect is also different,
having a number of hard, firm consonantal sounds in certain words, whereas on the coast (and also in the
south-central provinces) these words consist almost wholly of vowels.
The Hovas also add a final na,
ka,

and

tra, to

are trisyllabic.

dissyllables in the coast dialects, so that in Hova <they
the information \ve at present possess there seems a greater similarity between all

numbers of words which are only

From

A1TI.NMX.

I'.'f,

the ooMt dialect*, east and west, than between any one of them and the Hova. While the dial.-ti.no trace of another language from

difference* are considerable in varioiui parts of the inland, there seem*

ii in Sakalava, which is aomewhat
strongly marked off from the central
not appear to be a radical difference from the speech of the rest of the
inland.
All round the coast they give a nasal sound to n, which i.i not given by the Hovas, and alao a
broader sound to the vowels. Thus, o, which in Hova IB invariably pronounced as oo, has nearly the
open nound of our English o in mont of the coast dialects.
Sakalava in a word now uited to denote generally all the tribes inha^itin^ the w-t-ni *\<\>- of tinThe Sakalava*
inland.
It JH, however, rather a political than a tribal name, UK now applied at least.
proper were a small tribe from the south-west coast, who made themselves dominant over the whole of
;i

di-tiii. tlv diil.-n

and eastern

T'M-

\\

-I.

nt

-

dialects, there does

ni

.].!.-

]

Sik:i':i\:i

tli-r. t"|.-

ii.

.

w

in. lu.l.-.

LT'

.in-.'

- .;IT

ti

u

.ir. 1-

I'.'.MI

!!,.

i.-rt!,.

ni

ji.iiit

..t

Autankaia, Tsimihetz, Tiboina, Timilanju, Tnimafana, Antimena, Tiftherenana, Vezo,
"
Mahafaly, Tandroy, extreme south. Besides these there are the Mainty or black people," conquered
by the Hovas and nettled by them in a district north of Irm riim. The Mainty are divided into the
tin

island

:

Manendy, Manisotra, and Tsiarondaly
Th-n in the centre are the HOVOH. Strange to nay, we know lews about their tribal division* than of
come other tribes, probably because the politi< :il livi-i.ns have acquired more importance of late years.
They have six political divisions, but there are probably three main tribal divisions, viz., the people of
I UK Tina
These first have the following division* Voromahery,
proper, of Vonigongo, and of Imamo.
Titimiamboholahy, T&inahafoty, Mandiavato, Marovatana, and probably others.
South of these are the Bcttulro, somctimeH called the southern Hovas, but I fancy more nearly allied
to the eastern coast tribes.
There are three main divisions of these, the Isaudra, Ilalangiua, and
.

:

larindrano.

Farther south still are the Bara, divided into numerous tribes. It is difficult to say whether they
to be classed with the eastern or western races possibly they are a link between the two.

ought

;

Then on

the east coast are numerous tribes

called BetaiiuiHaraka.
This, however, is
hardly correct the Betsimisaraka do not stretch all along the east coast, and they have never conquered
the rest, as did the Sakalava those on the west. Their name seems to have acquired a prominence only
because they live in the neightx>urhood of Tamatave and other ports frequented by Europeans.
Going from the north to the south we have the Sihanaka between the two lines of eastern forest,
and to the west and north, of them the Zuna-taihanaka, south of them the Tanhay or Beganozano, and
then south for several hundred miles numerous ril.. - of Tanala or forest people, inhabiting the great

commonly

:

t

forest.

There are the Tsimanompo, Taivonona, Taisonjo,

Zafisoro, Ikongo,

and many others among

these Tunala.

Then on

the coast are the

ctaimisaruka, the Betanimena, the Taimoro, the Taifasy, the Tatoimaha,

the Taifasy, Tanisy, and others.

NOSSI-BE.
Area, 75,000 acres. Population (188G) 10,000.
6hief town, Hellville.

Imports and exports (1886),
Shipping, 3-2,000 tons.

312,000.

COMORO ISLANDS.
AREA AM) POPULATION

(1887).

........
.........
.........
.....

Great Comoro
Moheli

Anjuan
Mayotte and

adjiu. nt

i-l. t

Total

in

Population.

q mile*.

440

jo.ooo

1-Vi

TJ.OOO

II"

9,000

6,000

47,000
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CHIEF TOWNS.
Mamutsu,
l-'c

mi

1

in Mayotte.

Moheli.

Mini, in

Johanna

J

Pomony

.

.

i

in

.

Aniuan.

I

in

Great Comoro.

CHIEF TEIBAL DIVISIONS.
ANTALOCH, the aborigines of the archipelago.
VA-NOASITA, in Great Comoro.
MAHOBRI, the dominant class.

SEYCHELLES.
15,456

Population (1887)

Revenue

'

15,000

(1886)

Expenditure
Imports
Exports

11,000

41,000
.

.

.

.

.

Schools, 20; attendance, 1,710.

.

24,000

INDEX.
Abai River, 384

Amaramba Lake,

1-">

1

Mountnin, 381
Ajawa, 277, 293
Air.-iif.it

Aji. !>!
Akktix. IMS

A-kwa, 108
Alaotra, Lake, 4J9
Alar-,

Ambauilanatra, 442
Ambaquistas, 49
AmbaHsi. 32
Amber Cape, 420
Ambivinini, 427
Amboalambo, 442

Ambodimadiro, 454, 462
Amboditaimamo Mountain, 428

A nt -in.-ma. 461
Anyama, 277

Amboella, 25, 257
Ambohimanga, 456

Arabs

Ambohipeno, 457
Ambriz, 2, 36

Arussa, 403
Arussi, 403
Atta, 116

Ama-Xer-ibe, 177

Gulf of, 380, 381
Administration of Angola, 58
Basutoland, 17"
Cape Colony, 144
Gazaland, '234
Lower Zambese, 277
Madagascar, 463
Mozambique, 299
Natal, 188
Orange Free State, 200
Transvaal, 214
Zanzibar, :<:i I
/ill ti land, 195
Adone, 398
Afrikanders, 200, ->\:,
A^ulhas Cape, 82

403

Aldabra Island, 471
Alexandria, 13->
Algoa Hay, S3
13(5

Ama-Yali, 176
Ama-Zizi, 268

Amu-Zulu, 191
Ambaca, 28, 40, 43
Ambahi, 457
Ambaniandro, 442

in

Aruanga

Ambrizette, 35
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